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Art. I.

—

Alexander von ffumbot
Ins Writings, and his Books ; by Henry Stevens of Ver-

mont, F.S.A. etc., 4 Trafalgar Square, London.

the

of a philosopher the briefer need be his eulo-

gy by the unphilosophical. Nevertheless so exceptional was
Humboldt in himself, his early training, his achievements, it

may not be deemed out of place here, though perhaps at the

expense of wearying the unlearned who need not know so

much, or worrying the learned who know it already, to recapit-

ulate a few of the well known points in the life, education, and

character of this illustrious man.
If the indifferent reader will run his quick eye over the titles

of the seventeen thousand volumes recorded in the Catalogue

of his Library he will, no doubt, see at a glance that in very

many respects, it is the most extraordinary collection of modem

[The above article has been contributed to the Journal at

our request by Mr. Henry Stevens, a gentleman of well known
-

boldt, not long after his decease, and who has arrived at many in-

teresting conclusions in respect to the distinguishes 1

based chiefly upon the examination of his literary and scientific

ritren as a preface to a Catalogue

of the Library prepared under the direction of Mr. Stevens. Ow-
ing to a change in Mr. Stevens's plan respecting its publication,

I alterations have been made in it, but not in any way
to affect the comments upon Humboldt.

—

Eds.]

Am. Jotm. Sci—Second Series, Vol. XLJX, No. 145.—Jan., 1870.



2 Alexander von Humboldt.

scientific books, especially those pertaining to the physical sci-

ences, ever brought together. It is true, many of the common
every-day standard works of this cl:i" -\h-\< as 'no li!.mr\ -Imuld
be without,' are wanting here, particularly the long sets < if Bcien-

5 periodicals, the transactions of learned i

ally valuable i) and bulky books ; but -\

})her, while in Paris, where for twenty years
he was revisi .._ ai 1 unishii _ what he had done, arid t.

while at Berlin, where in his old age, in working up his master-
pieces of thought, he brought back to the anvil that which he

aered, always had at his elbow some of the best public
>. ti— in Fi; \u, , P (n in. air . a^ nv td bim at

all times as his own, their absence from his own collection is

accounted for. But the reader will observe that an unusually
large proportion of Humboldt's books cannot be found in any

i Europe or America,
the Imperial Library

of Paris* the~Royal Library of Berlin, or the Eoyal Society of
London. Indeed it is a matter of fact, that on a careful* ex-

in 1862-3, it was found that the library of the British
Museum, was deficient in at least one-third of the titles entered
in this catalogue, every one of which was deemed a desirable
acquisition. These were mostly privately printed or unusual
works. Almost every page of the catalogue contains books
important in themselves, which no money can buy in the usual
channels of commerce, but which in every tongue were drawn
together from all parts of the world, by the irresistible «ravita-
tion of Humboldt's name.
About the year 1855 in this country an unfortunate public

impression was achieved, for a purpose, and sedulously enforced
by high authority, to the effect that the collection of large
libraries of scientific and other books was not necessary to the

he among men. " There are two
-lied savant to the Committee of

Congress, " who may, without qualification, be considered the
most prominent scientific men of the nineteenth century Cuvier
and Humboldt. By what means have they given such power-
ful impulse to science ? How have they succeeded not only in

a the amount of knowledge of their age, but also in
founding new branches of science ? It is by their own publica-

in the publications of others ; by making
large collections of specimens and other
and not by the accumulation of large 111

med a book, not even a copy of his own works, as I
know from his own lips. • He was too poor,' he one

constantly from his scientific friends are distributed by him to
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needy students." The very historical truth was then and is

now that the two best scientific private libraries in Kurope be-
longed to Cuyier and Humboldt, the one lining tlie splendid
salons in which the baron held those historic reunions ; the
other described in this catalogue which contains all the books
Humboldt ever wrote, many of them thumbed, worn and an-
notated.

Humboldt was a fortunate child of nature. A lucky star
seems to have presided at his birth. On the third of June." L7(>!>,

occurred the rarest and most important phenomenon within the
whole range of mathematics and astronomy ; an event more
favorable of its kind than any that had been observed since
the Christian era began, or would again occur for hundreds of
vears; an event which Rittenhouse in America, Euler in Ger-
many and many other eminent astronomers of other countries
were deputed to observe for the benefit of mankind. The last

Tra, - ' of Venus* the great opportunity for determining the
1 lax, and consequently the dimensions of our planetary

system and our globe, was a conjunction of planets coincident
with the birth of twelve imperial men of nature, more renowned
than the twelve Caesars. No oth< ably, before
or since, ever produced such men as Napoleon, Wellington, Soult
andNey

; Brunei, Mehemet Aly, Turner, Sir Thomas Lawrence,
Chateaubriand, and Castlereagh ; Cuviee and Humboldt ; men
who upturned the world and set it right again ; who revolution-
ized science, art, politics, states, and the affairs of mankind.
Humboldt, in many respects the most gifted of them all, out-
lived them all.

With his life ended, and became historic, the first grand
period of modern science. The times that developed the
French Revolution ripened Humboldt, and made eons
others, many of them his friends and fellow laborers, among

of Venus are as rare as they are important. They occur in couples, in
June and December, about eight years apart, and then not again for Be'

tables, and additional data, calculated that there would be a transit on the 4th of

June, 1526, and that the

1769, whe^Venu^pa^e

e taken place on the 6th of Dec, 1631,

next would not occur

place five years hence on the 8th of

cience, considering the great advance
he last If, however, it produces only

a this rapid century. Let young folks

t years after, on t
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whom may be named LaPlace, Lalande, Gay-Lussac, Kunth,
Bonpland, Oltmans, Oersted, Bichat, Delambre, Bessel Ber-
zelius, Davy, Kobert Brown, Dalton, Herschel, DeCandolle,
Latreille, Valenciennes, Audubon, David d'Angier, Arago,

'. Leopold vonBuch, Yarnhagen von Ense,
Compte, Biot, et al, names themselves suggesting discoveries,

inventions and unbounded knowledge.

Alexander von Humboldt was born in Berlin on the 14th of
September, 1769, and died there on the 6th of May, 1859, in the
ninetieth year of his age. A rapid sketch of his youth and
early manhood will serve to show how well he prepared him-
self, single-handed, to accomplish so much ; more even than
most of the learned academies of which he was a member, and
certainly not less than any of the great Voyages of Discovery,

and celebrated Exploring Expeditions conducted at the public

expense. The course pursued with him was so pe<

contrasts so completely with the usual course of training in the

colleges of this country, even in the scientific departments, that

ains have been spared to render this account as complete

exact as possible. Unroll the scrolls of biography and no
name will be found a brighter example to stimulate, encour-

age and direct the youthful student than that of Humboldt.
He was fortunate in his father, Major von Humboldt, who

gave him wealth and position; favored in his elder brother

vlio gave him the best of companionship, whom he
and the world alike loved and honored through a long life

;

and blessed in his noble mother, to whose virtues, devotion to

her boys, energy of purpose, and common sense he owed a

right start both in the political world, which he disliked, and
in the physical world, which he adored. The earliest tutor chosen
by the mother to teach and play with the two boys was Campe
the educationist, who among other children's books, edited in
German, Eobinson Crusoe, a work which no doubt had its early
influence in bending the youthful twig. When Alexander was
eight years old his father died. The mother and her two boys
then lived at Tegel the old homestead a few miles from Berlin.
Alexander's constitution was not very strong. In the year 1779
the widow was fortunate enough to secure for their companion

G. J. Christian Kunth, a youth of twenty, a rare and
noble fellow, m whom the mother could and did place implicit
confidence. He took charge of the brothers, and became their
guide, companion and friend, at the same time being in con-
stant consultation with their mother. How admirably he
guided them m their boyish games and studies, and how faith-
fully he labored for and with them in after life, both the brothers
bear ample testimony. The next year, when Alexander was



eleven, he heard at Tegel private lectures on botany by Heim.
ra later Kunth used to take the boys to Berlin to pursue

tii, n- studies with private masters. They studied together, but
each was allowed to follow his own bent. Though Alexander
differed widely from William in his inclination for some studies,
yet both were alike ardent, and each sympathized with the
taste ofjhe other. Here Loffler taught them Greek, and

sympathized
„igkt them Gn

,

Willdenow, a rising botanist, with perhaps the best
herbarium in Europe, instructed them in botany, while Dohn,
Engel, Klein and other distinguished professors were engaged
by their ever faithful tutor, to give them private lectures in

>hy, mathematics, and the physical sciences.
i heard all these lectures, and a little boy of nine,

four years younger than Alexander, heard some of them,
Leopold von Buch his name.
Thus they passed two years partly at the capitol and partly

retard their progress, and no family obscurity to embarrass their
position. Two years later Kunth and his charge, late in 1785,
took their first leave of the mother for a time, and went to join
the University at Frankfort on the Oder, where they resided
two years or more, in the family of their Greek professor Loffler,

who had removed thither from Berlin. At Easter, 1788, having
exhausted the resources of Frankfort and grounded for a
higher course, Kunth accompanied the brothers to Gottingen, at

the most celebrated University of Germany. Here
Alexander at the age of eighteen found ample scope for all his

ral science, and both brothers had
more ample opportunities afforded them to follow out the diverse
branches of research to which each felt a strong innate ten-

The University of Gottingen was then at its zenith, with the
best selected library of modern books in Europe. Here they
met and cemented lasting friendships with those world-renowned
Professors, Blumenbach, Eichhorn, Gmelin, Heeren, Heyne and
George Forster, all of whom in after life the brothers were never
tired of naming with love and gratitude. The wives of Heeren
and Foster were the accomplished daughters of Heyne, he of
the Homer, he of the Virgil, who was himself both P.

languages and librarian of the University. Into this learned

rcle the brothers were cordially admitted in the closest

terms of intimacy. Alexander soon became the favorite pupil
of the great naturalist Blumenbach, and was proud to call him-
self the scholar of Gmelin.
But it was to George Forster that Alexander never ceased to

acknowledge his indebtedness. Forster was then only thirty-
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four. He had accompanied Capt. Cooke in his second voyage

round the world in 1773-1775, with his father J. Eeinhold Fors-

ter, and in the following year 1777 gave to the world his mar-

velous hook, Reise nach der Sildsee, which afterwards made a

profound impression on the mind of young Humboldt, and was

perhaps the first great incitement in him to the scient

of nature. How rejoiced then must he have been to find at

Gottingen, Forster whose voyages he knew by heart, and whom
he delighted long after to call 'my celebrated teacher and

friend.' 'If I might,' wrote he in Cosmos in the late evening

of his life, 'be permitted to instance my own experience, and

recal to mind the source from whence sprang my early and

fixed desire to visit the land of the tropics, I should name
<;-!
The same year, 1788, and while enjoying the society of Fors-

ter there a p
tte book which seems t<

further aroused his love of nature and strengthened t

dy formed, for great voyages. This was Bernardin

de St. Pierre's master work, Paul and Virginia, a copy of

which he says in Cosmos ' accompanied me to the climes whence

it took its origin. For many years it was the constant compan-

ion of myself and my valued friend and fellow traveler Bon-
- athernsky, or when

m the rainy season the thunder re-echoed, and the lightning

gleamed through the forests that skirt the shores of the Orinoco.

we felt ourselves penetrated by the marvelous truth

nature is described, with all its peculiarity of character,

in this little book.'

After a residence of nearly two years at Gottinge

languages, botany, zoology, geography, chemistry, mat

of 1790, Humboldt
joined his friend Forst« r nt May. uc >. whither he had removed,

r-vo set out on a private scientific Exploring Expedi-

tion down the Bhine. At that time the great question that de-

vided geologists, had reference to the Plutonian and Neptunian
origin of rocks. The Basalt of that noble river was before

him. and a v -utivd ; - ht- v a- he plunged into the controversy

with mind impartial and fresh from the university. The result

of his investigations appeared the same year in his first book,

at the age of twenty, entitled, Mineralogische Bedbaclt>

einige Basalte am Rhein. Braunschweig, 1790, 12°. It is a very

neat little volume arm -1 judgment, and in a

scientific point of view is said to be creditable to a much older

head. The book was published anonymously and is now but
little known, being very scarce. The copy described in the

Catalogue (No. 4563), and now belonging to General Fremont,
possesses peculiar interest. It- atograph sig-
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nature, at the end of the Medication, and was presented to Pro-

fessor Gnielin in 171)0. with an affectionate inscription 'bv his

scholar, A. von Humboldt: M .re than sixty years after, oil his

eighty-fifth birth-day, this precious little volume was re-presen-

ted by Theodor Wagener to the great philosopher, who on the

14th of Sept., 1854, inscribed in it a graceful memento of his

youth and of his old age.

From the Rhine the travelers passed through Holland and
Belgium, and thence to England, where Forster introduced

Humboldt to the President of the Royal Society, Sir Joseph
Banks, his fellow voyager fifteen years before with Capt. Cooke
round the world. He was warmly received by many of the

scientific men of London. At the house of Warren Hastings

he was shown some pictures by Hodge representing the shores

of the Ganges, which i mule a lasting inij ression upon his youth-

ful mind, and -till >nging for travel. On
returning to (fermain he publish. 1 In- book, and then the first

great (j lesti. n ol his 'lite w; s asked by his mother. What next?

There is some pretty strong evidence that she desired him to

take to political lii'e and become a diplomatist or statesman.

At all events it was determined that he should enter upon some
public empl for this, he

went to Hamburgh, and in the winter ol 17U0-1791 attended

the celebrated Commercial Academy of Ebeling, studying busi-

ness, account-, trade, banking, and commerce, as much as his

ardent love of the physical sciences would permit.

3 of his own private library, at that time one

of the largest collections of voyages and travels with maps

i rks relating to America, then in Europe.

fibelmg was about to go to press with the first vob
g'v. r work on America and hence his mind was full of the sub-

ject . That rich collection was afterward purchased by Mr.

itedto the Library of Harvard

College, of which to this day it forms a prominent feature.

After a strmmle of a few mouth> between 1 iwness and sci-

ence, Hun- triumphed,

and in 1791 he tune !- and com-

merce his foe, and soon after found himself in Wot
in Freiberg, with that dear boy for his chum whom hi

rs before in Berlin, Leopold von Buch, then

a youth of seventeen. Werner,
gist of the age, w. a Din : <r of the School of Mi:, -

berg. From sight these two young men became r

• • -

I should be destim l—I. an old man of eighty-three—to an-
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t news that I could

s taken from us this

'withouthim I am desolate.' . . . 'His mind
left a track of light wherever it passed.' . . . 'We were to-

gether in Italy, in Switzerland, in France,—four months in

At Freiberg Humboldt devoted himself with hum-
boldtian energy to the study of mining and metallurgy. His

mind was ever open and ready for impressions, which it received

as surely as wax, and as speedily as photography. No bee

could exhaust the wild flowers of the woods quicker than he

could extract from his masters all they had to impart. Scarce-

ly a year then sufficed to accomplish his aim at Werner's, whom
he left in March, 1792, and returned to his mother at Tegel.

Humboldt had now arrived at the end of his pupilage ; and

such a pupilage ! unparalled in biography. Who before him

was ever so favored by fortune, so mentally gifted, so lovingly

led, and so intellectually prepared, for the brilliant career upon

which he was about to enter ? Yet he took no royal road to

his acquisitions, but that hard paved one open to all, with work,

self reliance, energy and love of nature for mile stones. At
this early age we find him in scholarship ripe beyond his years,

a linguist, an archaeologist, a botanist, a geographer, a geolo-

'st, a mineralogist, a metallurgist, a chemist, and an author.

is travels for the period had been considerable, and few had
so many learned friends. What a contrast to the youthful

struggles of the immortal Franklin, and yet these two are per-

haps the brightest examples for youth in record. Thus pre-

pared Humboldt was launched into the wide world at the age

of twenty-two, burning with an irresistible desire, as he repeat-

edly tells us in after life, to travel in distant lands unexplored
hjT
T

tracked with i

stances well calculated to elevate, strengthen and mature him
for the execution of some grand project. Born and educated
in central Germany, remote from salt water, with a love of na-
ture ingrain and strengthening with his knowledge, he longed
for the sea, as he tells us, and the tropics, and had already re-

Bolved, as soon as the opportunity presented itself, to go round
t 1 " ''

''
1 _i it i' m - . • t beauties of

mtries guarded by mountains and volcanoes, shaded
by primeval forests and watered by vast unexplored rivers : and
~~ng or coming, explore that New World where man and his

Gworks of ancient and modern civilization had not inter-
vened to dwarf the stupendous display of gigantic nature. All

- now tended to qualify him for a scientific trr eier.

As his journey was to be the circle of the globe, so his study
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was the circle of the sciences. He worked hard and observed
closely

: and, what in a young observer of natmv is of the li idl-
est importance, he reduced to order his observations ;md wrote
them out. During his short year with Werner, the parent of
the Neptunian theory, he found time to colled and deserihe the
erypn famous plants he found growing far down in the mines
oi Freiberg. He made drawings of them, wrote out their nat-
ural history in good Latin, and sent his mnnuscript to (.b'ittin-

gen to his old friend and teacher, Blumenbach, who soon after
returned it, edited with his own notes, and backed with the seal
of his approbation. The work,* a handsome quarto volume,
saw the light the next year, at Berlin, it being his second book!

3 of twenty-three. The second part of it, Aphorisms
mical physiology of vegetables, he found of great use to

*±xlsi m his observations in America.
This same year he accepted an official position under govern-

ment in order that he might have influence and op]
the better to pursue his investigations. He became the Super-
intendent of Mines in Franconia, and during the short two
years he held that position, is said to have remodeled the sys-
tems of development and management. He inspected every
department himself, near and remote, and became both an ex-
ecutive officer and a business man ; while at the same time he
was a student, an observer, an explorer and an author. His

•rivity was perfectly marvelous, and his scientific and
I tore prodigious. He made experiments and contrib-

uted many articles both in his own and in the French language,
to the chief scientific journals of Germany and France. Hum-

Veved a reputation throughout Europe as a
mralist. In 1795 he resigned this official position,

though favorable to the cultivation of his favorite pur-
:d not till his active mind, now more and more

for explorations in the equatorial regions. This pas-
sion led him to devour and analyze the relations of voyages
and travels to India, America, Africa and the Islands, but
generally to regret the want of variety of knowledge in insu-
lated branches of natural historv. The great Expeditions of
Fleurieu in 1768-69, of Bougainville in 1766-69, of Cooke 1768-
1780 were familiar to him as household words, as were also af-

fchose of Vancouver, La Perouse and d'Entrecasteaux;

s though they gave ample accounts of the oceans,
their islands and their coasts, yet left him unsatisfied as to the
vast interiors of countries and continents. They developed

* Florjs Fribergensis Sj - subterrane-
as exhibens. Accedunt Aphorismi ex Doctrina Physiologiae chemicae Plantarum.
iv Plates, 4°, Berolini, 1793. The Aphoris: -.--re translated
into German by G. Fischer, with additions by J. Hedwig, and a Preface by G. F.
Ludwig, and published at Liepzig in 8vo.



marine geography and nautical astronomy, but left comparative-
ly untouched, physical geography, botany, zoology, the relations

of the vegetable world, the migrations of the social p3

the geological structure of mountains and volcanoes. All these

he found set forth more to his liking in M. de Saussure's scien-

tific explorations of the Alps and Vesuvius, which interested

him profoundly and caused him to study carefully both the re-

sults and the use of the instruments by which they were at-

tained.

In this same year, 1795, freed from official care, Humboldt
traveled much through Germany and visited Vienna, where lie

renewed his studies in botany an< hy, studied

and traveled with Freiesleben the celebrated geognost, and with

von Haften visited northern Italy, but was
deterred from going to the volcanic regions of Naples and Si-

cily. At Vienna he became acquainted with the recent discov-

eries of Gralvani which interested him deeply, and henceforth

galvanism became one of his special studies, if indeed a mind
eneral grasp can attend on specialties. Many months

of most useful preparatory study he passed there exan

nts, and enjoying the friendship, of M. de Jacquier

and ••
' M. Vander Schott. Already familiar with the experi-

ments of Franklin and others in electricity, he began there his

fanii » - < xperimentsin chemistry, galvanism, electricity and . .titer

matters pertaining to organic life, which in importance and orig-

inalitj rivalled the celebrated but subsequent investigations of
Bichat.

About this time, at the instigation of Baron von Zach, he found
time to acquire a practical knowledge of astronomy, surveying,
geometry and mathematics, all so essential to traveler.-, anil •be-

came familiar with the use of the various sei .uii • in-.tnmu>ut^

for a.s-.-ertaining latitui"! sand longitudes, hei^.its a;
:

etc. Next, in the winter of 1796-97, we find him at Jena
Stud ing anatomy and physiology under Loder. Here he con-
tinn 1 his in >si igations into animal life in connection with

- i and electricity, and especially experi-
mented on the irritability of the muscular fibre, the

and plants, and almost hoped that he had
clue to the phenomena of life. In close connection with these
studies he found it necessary to obtain a practical kn i

•hthyology and ornithology. All these in v.

and experiments, containing the germs of a newscien
rigor, were

embodied in his third book* published in Posen in 17
volumes in octavo.

-.
* " r" : and Nervenfasern oder G-alvanismus, nebst
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Humboldt now began to think seriously of leaving Europe
for a long journey, but regretted to do so without lir-t having
seen Vesuvius, Stromboli and Etna, to enable him by compari-
son to form a 'proper judgment of a great number of geologi-

cal phenomena; especially of the nature of the rooka of trap

:i. it became necessary to have examined strictly the

phenomena offered by burning volcanoes.' At Jena he re-

vived his friendship with Goethe and Schiller, the one twenty,
the other ten, years his senior, both of whom lie terrified by his

trememlou;- energy, ai 1 ins] i >d with his own love ol' nature.

'My natural historic studies have been roused from their win-

ter sleep by his presence ' wrote Goethe to Schiller; and wrote

to Goethe 'Although the whole family of Humboldt
lie ill of the ague they speak only of great journies.' He there-

fore determined to return to Ida y m d v it'll his friend I,, opold

yon Buch set out in November, 1797. They spent some time

in Vienna, four months in tl \
] ) t >n- of Sab < n : and

Styria. pursuing to irreat adv, ! ,\estiga-

tions; but as they were about to "pass the' Tyrolian Alps the

wars of Italy compelled them to turn back, and, to Hum! oMt's

.'to abandon the volcanoes. They then proceeded
through France home to Berlin.*

The time had now arrived for immediate preparation for his

great voyage. But whither go ? He was undecided, the im-

- I >eing so great it was :

to determine. However, having buried his mother. a

his worldly affairs for a long absence, he set out for Paris in 1798.

His fame had already preceded him, and he soon made- the ac-

f many savans, and set about earnestly to collect

I .r a long scientific

exploring expedition. The very list of this apparatus tilling

pages in hi-/' . \ ' is « _-h to overpower the mind
of an unscientific .traveller. There were chronometer-, tele-

scopes. (;i. -. sextants, r.'lhrting

and r, . eating circles, theodolites, artificial horizons, quadrants,

coiiip; - .. Lr , ph. meter-, di] ping and other ueedh -. m r_'u« tome-

ters, pendulums, barometers, thermometers, hygr. >m, rer~. electro-

meters, •yanometers, eudiometer-, pho.- \
' "- boil-

ing ^ ti • ni t ix ther ."'

K

r
i

]
1

i - i
* - ' ' ' ! »d

microscopes, meters, g
Leyden via :

- a, etc., not one of each only, but

welt mit Blumenbachs Anmerkunjren 2 vols., viii Plates. 8° Posen. 1707-1799.

printed at Braunsoh i

^ne uber die chemisa

die unterirdischen Got
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in many ins I Most of the

instruments he had already tested in kind in his various travels

and explorations the past two years, and had therefore confi-

dence in his own judgment in selecting them.

The first opportunity that presented itself he accepted, though
not much to his taste. Lord Bristol asked him to accompany
him to Upper Egypt on an archaeological exploring expedition

of eight months. He accepted this proposal and for some
time directed his studies in conformity with this new project;

and though it was abandoned in consequence of the temporary

insecurity to travelers, he found that the archaeological hifi arma-

tion then acquired proved in Mexico to be of no inconsiderable

service to him. Meanwhile he had made the acquaintance in

Paris of two young naturalists, Aime Bonpland of La Eochelle,
feanwhile he had made the

naturalists, Aime Bonpland
and Michaux of Versailles, who had been appointed to the

din, round the world by Cape Horn, skirting South America from
th< 1. Plat to Quit IP hi ma, and thence across the Pacific

to New Holland, Van Diemen's Land, Madagascar (the scenes of

his friends Paul and "Virginia), and so home by the Cape of Good
Hope. Though Humboldt had little confidence in Capt. Bau-
din, he obtained permission to embark with all his instruments,

reserving to himself, however, the liberty to leave the expedition

whenever he thought proper. For several months he worked
with an eye single to this great enterprise, with his whole heart

and soul in it, when, on a sudden, news came that war had bro-

ken out in Germany and Italy, and Napolean had determined
to postpone the expedition indefinitely. The disappointment was
cruel, but the knowledge he had gained was not dissipated. His
determination now was to quit Europe at once, by engaging in

any enterprise that might tend to console him.

He had made the acquaintance of a Swedish Consul, appoint-
ed by his government to carry presents to the Dey ol Algiers,

Eassing through Paris, who offered to give to Humboldt, if

e would accompany him, the advantage of his long acquain-
tance in that part of Africa, to facilitate him in visiting the

mtains of Morocco. No mineralogist had yet exam-
ined this lofty chain of mountains which rose to the limit of
perpetual snow. He jumped at this proposal, and his friend
Bonpland jumped with him. Tl ras to reach
Marseilles towards the end of October, 1798, and therefore all

three hastened thither. Two long months they waited them
and no frigate came, but finally news reached them tha
met with accidents and could not be expected at Marseilles
till spring. Disappointed again, almost disheartened, but not
discouraged, they resolved to spend the winter in Spain, and in

' >na or Cadiz for the
them, leaving only
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the duplicates at Marseilles to follow. Their object was still

to work to the East, to India if possible. They crossed Catalo-

nia, Valencia and Old Castile to Madrid, making on their way
many astronomical and geographical observations, ami a.Mvr-

tained the inclination of the needle and the intensity of the

magnetic forces, the results of which were never published.

Immediately on their arrival in Madrid they had reason to

rejoice at the wind that wafted them to Spain. Baron de Forell

the Saxon i; Ail<»-i-t. at once intnvsted him-

self in their behalf, thought they might obtain through the en-

ijo, permission to visit the interior of

friends hesitated not a moment to adopt

this suggestion. In March, 1799, Humboldt was presented at

d himself presented to the King a memoir on the mo-

firea w hich led him to undertake a voyage to the new continent

and the Phillippine Islands. The result was without delay two

passports for himself and Bonpland, one from the Secretary of

I the other from the Council of the Indies. That he

might not be obstructed by narrow-minded viceroys, priests or

remote officials of church or state, he had it set down plainly in

the bond that he was authorized to make free use of his instru-

ments of all kinds, might make astronomical observations, mea-

sure heights and weigh mountains, examine the soil, explore riv-

ers, inspect mines, and in short execute all operations deemed
useful lor the progress of the sciences, throughout the whole of

the Spanish dominions. No passport from the Spanish govern-

ment, before or probably since, was ever so liberal. Thus after

many disappointments, and changes of plans, consequent upon

the wars and the generally unsettled state of the politic

Humboldt had great reason to congratulate himself, as indeed the

whole world with all the sciences at this day has to congratulate

itself, that he at last drifted into Spain, all the tougher, t

Pizarro, a companion of the monthly packet boat, and in June,

1799, embarked their instruments and impedimenta. But the

port of Coruna was at that time blockaded by an English squad-

ron. However, under the protection of a friendly storm which

obliged the English to stand out to sea, and the cover of a dark

night, the Pizarro ran the blockade, and on the sixteenth of July,

landed at Cumana in Venezuela, within sight ofthat beautiful Pa-

ria which Columbus discovered in April, 1498, and believed to

be Paradise, whence our first parents were expelled. Thus three

hundred years after Columbus, an Italian, had sailed from a port

in Old Spain to discover a new world, Humboldt, a German, and

his friend Bonpland, a Frenchman, availed themselves of the

same alien courtesy to go and discover what it contained.
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Livingstone's African Explorations* Des
Dr. Livingstone to the Earl of Clarendon, dated ;

Bangweolo, South Central Africa, July 8th, 1868.'

My Lord-When T had tl

Nile, arise between 10° and IS

j position assigned to them by Ptolemy, whos

f my discoveries, you will perceive that the spri

They rise some 400 miles south of the if th Vlctora
. indeed, south of all the lakes except Bangweolo.

Leaving the valley of tb s t lie Zambesi at Zumbo,
we climbed up what seemed to be a gr • turned out to

be only the southern edge of an elevated region, which is from 3000 to 6000

feet above the level of the sea. This upland may roughly be said to cover a

. of Lake Tanganyika, of some 350 miles square. It is generally

ith dense or open forest, has an undulating. -

red by numerous rivulets, and, for Africa, is cold. It

slopes toward the north and west, but I have found no part of it under 3000
itnde. The country of Usango, situated eaa

is also an upland, and affords pasturage to the immense herds of cattle of the

Basango, a remarkably light colored race, very friendly to strangers. Usango

formed by what are called the Kone Mountains, beyond the copper
! further west, and beyond the Kone range or plateau,

nder the name of Jambaji. is -

The southern end of the great valley inclosed between Usango an
ween 1 1° and 12° south. It was rarely possible there to see a star,

:. I found one
>nd we were then fairly on I

Next day we passed two. rivulets running north. As we advanced, brooks,

Loangwa; ot -Chambeze. Misled by a
manner 'Zambezi, eastern branch,' I

took it to be the southern river of that name ; but the Chambezf,
.-

:
:. -."-

ley mentioned, which is probably the valley of the Nile. It la

river, as helping to form three lakes, and changing its

500 or 600 miles of its course. It was first crossed
nquired for ivory and slaves, and heard of nothing else. A person

hearsay geography of the Portuguese
intry that he put a lame river here

up-hill, and called it New Za ' '

s Chambeze in 10° 34' south, and several of its confluents south

hippopotami in them. I mention these animals because in nv.
ambezi I could always steer the steamer boldly to where they lay, sure of

* From the Minutes of the Royal Geographical Soc. for the Meeting of Nov. 8th



weolo, and on coming c

r. The Chambeze runs ^
tfi northern end by a rent in the moun-

tain* of Rua, it takes the name Lualaba, and pnssiup- on >-..\.w., forms Ulenge
in the country west of Tanganyika. I have scon it only v. here it leaves

.

and the Soburi from the Baloba country, it is quite sufficient to form Ulenge,
inert, or a sort of Punjaub

others. These branches

drains the western y. I have not seen the Lufira,

pointed out west of 1
1° south, it is there asserted always to require can

This is purely native information. Some intelligent men assert that when
Lufira takes up the water of Ulenge, it flows n.n.w., into Lake Chowan

'
s that discovered by Mr. Baker. Others

goes into Lake Tanganyika at Uvira, an: into Chowambe
by a river named Loanda. These are the parts regarding which I suspend

correct my-

north does Dot must have an exit from
the Lake, and in all likelihood by the Loanda.
Looking li ded into districts, Lobisa,

Lobemba, Ubengu, Itawa, Lopere, Kabuire, Marungu, Lunda or L
Rua; the people are knoi
' U ' for country. The Arabs soften ' Ba' into ' Wa, in accordance

x es never do. On the northern slope of the upland,
and on the 2d of April, 1867, I discovered Lake Liemba ; it lies in a hollow,

itremely beautiful, sides, top,

i being covered with trees and other vegetation. EJe]
' ile hippopotami, crocodiles,

-
-

'-
,1

it of Africa.

(S ottid, "trout bum"), from 12 to

15 feet broad, leap down the steep bright

my attendants pause ana remarK witn

rdened sandstone flag- in September—the last rain had

weed and grass] F water was 10 fathoms dec p.

of the four sto • than the Lofu, but an e

headman prevented my seeing more of it and another than their mouths. The
broad, and from 35 to 40 long ; it goes

aa an arm of that lake, but that its surface is 2800

;.:.. •
,

•. ..:. -
:

•
: . .

.

;-••- -.;-.;
.

..'. . - .-
.

'._ '
'

;

-'

••

'

to the kind offices of his Excellency Sir Bartle Frere, Governor of Bombay
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and was at once supplied with provisions, cloth, and beads ; they showed the

greatest kindness and anxiety for my safety and success. The heads of the

party readily perceived that a continuance of hostilities meant shutting up the

U a tedious process, requiring 3j months.

I was glad to see the mode of ivory and slave-trading of these men, it formed

such a perfect contrast to that of the ruffians from Kihva, and to the ways of

the atrocious Portuguese from Tette, who were connived at in their murders

o33 miles broad. Further south

it is at least 60 miles wide, and it is 50 miles long. Ranges of tree-covered

mountains flank it on both sides, but at the broad part the western mountains

dwindled out of sight Passing up the eastern side of Moero we came to

Cazembe, whose predecessors have been three times visited by Portuguese.

His town stands on the northeast bank of the lakelet Mofwe ; this is from two

to three miles broad and nearly four long. It has several low, reedy islets, and

of fish—a species of perch. It is not connected with either the

> Bangweolo, which is larger
" i reported to be very unhealthy.

than either of the other lakes ; but the rains

grain of any ki produced very

swelled thyroid gland, known among us as Derbyshire-neck, and elephant

'

thought

[ then went north for Ujiji, where I have goods, and,

when I got within 13 days of Tanganyika, I was brought to a stand-still by
the superabundance of water in the country in front. A native party came
through, and described the country as inundated so as often to be thigh and

ith dry sleeping places difficult to find. This flood lasts till May
or June. At last I became so tired of inactivity that I doubled back on my

To give an idea of the inundation which, in a small way, enacts the part of

the Nile lower down, I had to cross two rivulets which flow into the north end
ro ; one was 30, the other 40 yards broad, crossed by bridges ; one
r. the other half a mile of flood on each side. Moreover, one, the

Luao, had covered a plain abreast of Moero, so that the water on a great part

reached from the knees to the upper part of the chest The plain was of black
r heads. We had to follow the path which, in

lad worn into deep ruts. Into these we every
l plunged and fell, over the ancles in soft mud, while hundreds of

Dies rusned up, and, bursting, emitted a frightful odor. We had four
rs of this wading and plunging—the last mile was the worst ; and right

1 we were to get out of it to the sandy beach of Moero and bathe in the
ir tepid waters. In going up the bank of the lake we first of all forded
• torrents, thigh deep ; then a river 80 yards wide, with 300 yards of flood

its west bank, so deep we had to keep to the canoes till within 50 yards of
higher ground ; then four brooks, from 5 to 15 yards broad. One of them,
Chungu, possesses a somewhat melancoholy interest as that on which poor
Lacerda died. He was the only Portuguese visitor who had anv scientificDr. Lacerda died. He was the only Portuguese

education, and h :- 1 ~tU -

wrong, probably
of Cazembe's town on the Chungu being 50 i

compassion. The Chungu i

tiptoe to avoid swimming. A

perennial streams the flood i



B. Silliman—Relation between the intensity of Light, etc.

of Gas consumed; by B. Silliman.'

In photometric observations made to determine the illuminat-

ing power or intensity of street gas, it is the practice of obser-

vers to compute their observations upon the assumed standard

of five cubic leer of -as consumed for one hour, and in the

constantly occurring case, of a variation from this standard,

whether in the volume of the gas consumed or in the weight

of spermaceti burned, the observed data are computed by the
" rule of three/' up or down, to the stated terms. The stand-

ird spenna i candle is assumed to consume 120 grains of

sperm in one hour, a rate which is rarely found exactly in

actual experience.

For example, a given gas, too rich to burn in a standard

argand burner at the rate of five cubic feet per hour without

smoking, is consumed at the rate of 31 cubic feet to the hour,

with an observed effect of 20 candles power. This result, pre-

viously corrected by the same rule for the sperm consumed, is

then brought to the standard of five cubic feet by the ratio

3-5:20-5:28-57
The candle power of the gas is therefore stated as 28*57

candles, and this result has been universally accepted as a true

expression of the intensity of the gas in question, or the rela-

tive value of the two consumptions.

In common with other observers, I have long suspected that

this mode ofcomputation was seriously in error, as an expression

of the true in; . usii v -i' illuminating flames, and that there

were other conditions besides the volume of gas or weight of

sperm consumed which must influence, and greatly modify the

results. As most of these conditions are considered somewhat

at length in a paper on " Flame Temperatures," prepared

chiefly from researches conducted by Prof. Wurtz and myself,

and presented at the &e Association, they

need not be discussed in this connection.

The results of many trials, made with the purpose of de'.er-

" "

\ the value of these photometric ratios, indicate clearly

"to of increase in intensity in illuminating

certain limits, expressed by the following

theorem/viz :—

.
* The maia points of this paper were made the subject of a Te^* ^™™™j*-

Am. Jour S,'-
Jan., 1870.

:n.iu-_
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The intensity of gasflames, i. e., illuminatingpower,
(within the ordinary limits of consumption) as the square of

the volume of the gas consumed.
As the first experimental demonstration of this theorem

was made by Mr. William Farmer, the photometric observer

at the Manhattan Gas (Vs. works in New York, I propose

to speak of it as " Farmer's theorem." I am also indebted
to Mr. Farmer and to Mr. Sabbaton, the well known and
courteous Engineer of the Manhattan Gas Light Company, for

.

the free use of their experimental data and the permission to

employ them in illustration of Farmer's theorem.

The fundamental importance of this new mode of compu-
tation will at once appear, if, assuming it for the sake of

illustration to be true, we apply it to the case already given

above, which then becomes

—

3-5 2 :20=5 2 :40,

showing an increase of forty per cent over the old rule of

correction. Let us see how far this theorem is sustained by
the test of experiment.

Experiment 1st.—Two similar gas flames, one at each end
of the photometer bar, were made to give exactly the same
intensity of illumination. This was accomplished of course
by placing the Bunsen disc midway between the two burners,
and regulating the combustion until the disc was perfectly
neutral ; the consumption being noted equal by two wet gas
meters under the same pressure. The screen was then moved
upon the bar to a point just four times as far from one flame
as it was from the other, i. e., the bar being 100 inches, the
screen stood at 80, i. e., as 1 : 4. The light from the distant
burner was then increased until the disc again showed an
equality of illumination. On reading the rate of the gas con-
sumed by the two burners respectively, one gave 3*66 cubic
feet and the other 7'32 cubic feet, or exactly double, or in other
words, the lights were as the squares of the vulumes of gas
consumed, thus : B'66 3

: 732 a = 1 : 4.

By the old rule the intensity would have been estimated
directly as the volume of the gas consumed, thus :

3-66 : 732 = 1:2.
Experiment 2d.—The following results were obtained with

the use of a standard argand burner. The readings of the in-
dex meter, the gas consumed in cubic feet, and the ratio of

the lights produced, are given in three columns, viz :

—

Index, -0550 == 3-30 feet. = 1 light.

•0125 = 4-35 M = 2-1 *
" -0856 ss 5-13 " — 3 2 "
* '0926 = 555 " = 4-
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In this series the lights increase in considerably higher ratio
than is required by Farmer's theorem, which demands 6'60
cubic feet, corresponding to a four-fold consumption, while
the actual consumption was 1-05 cubic feet less than the quan-
tity required by the theorem.
Experiment 3d.—The following series was obtained by

another argand burner.

Index, -062 = 372 cub. feet. = 1 light.

•0814 = 4-88 " =2 "

i series the ratio is more nearly in accordance with
inds of the theorem, the intensity being still a little

in excess of the squares of consunu lion V:i-7i* 2 = 7'44 in

place of 7219).
The gas employed in these comparisons had a candle power

of about 14 candles.

Experiment 4th.—Results obtained by a comparison of fish-

tail burners, ratio as 4 and 9 feet respectively.

A. Index, -0750 = 4 500 cub. feet. = 1 light.

a " -1586 = 9-519 " = 4 "

In this comparison the ratio falls but little short of the de-
mands of the theorem.

Experiment 5th.—Comparison of fish-tail burners.

A. Index, -086 = 5-16 feet. = 1-85

B. - -1677 = 1006 " = 4-

In this trial the departure from the requirements of the

theorem is considerably greater than in any of the preceding

experiments. But it appears that from some cause the ratio

of the squares does not hold with gas of the power used in

these trials (14 candles), where the consumption rises above 9
or falls much below 3 cubic feet. This is undoubtedly con-

nected with the well recognized fact, that there is for each gas
a kind of burner and a volume of gas better calculated than
any other to develop its maximum intensity.

Experiment 6th.—This series was designed by Mr. Farmer to

test by a direct comparison the value of the new as contrasted

with the old method of correction. Both trials were made
upon the same gas, thesecond observation following ins:

after the first and with the same candle, and therefore should

give about the same candle power.

1st Trial,—Consumption of sperm, 32-7 grains.

" of gas, 5-004 cubic feet.

Mean candle power (15 observations), 1 393 candles.
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2d Trial.—Consumption of sperm, 32-2 grains.
" " gas, 4*58 cubic feet.

Mean candle power of 15 observations, 11*8 candles.

The above (hita r.ah-ulated by Farmer's Theorem.

5-004 cubic feet, and 32 ^ grains irive 1545 candles.
4-58 * " 32-2 " '« 15-09 "

Difference, -06 u

Calculated by the old ride.

5-004 cubic feet and 32*7 grains give 15'16 candles
4-58 '«

- l 32-2 " " 13-82

Difference 1-34

It is obvious from the study of these results, that within the
limits named the increase of intensity in gas flames, whether
naked or argand, is at a ratio certainly as great as the square*
of the volumes of gas consumed ; and hence it follows that
all the photometric determinations, which have been obtained
by computation from volumes greater or less than the assumed
standard of five cubic feet per hour, in the simple ratio of the
volumes consumed must be considered as absolutely worthless,

provided the theorem of Farmer here announced is confirmed.
It is evident also that this theorem applies with equal force

to the weight of sperm consumed by the standard candle as to
the volumes of the gas burned in equal times.

With a view to test the theorem of Farmer, I at once sought
to apply it to the case of certain observations I had made
upon very rich gas obtained from cannel and other rich coals.
The photometric power of these gases had been measured in
the usual way heretofore practiced by gas engineers, by burn-
ing a less quantity than five cubic feet in the standard argand
and then computing up to a standard of five cubic feet by
direct ratio. The results of this comparison appear to go far
to confirm Farmer's theorem.

Peytona Gas.—This gas was made from a coal of West Vir-
ginia, known as Peytona Cannel Coal. It was much too rich
to permit the flow of five cubic feet from the 15 hole argand
burner, with a perfect combustion. The gas was therefore
reduced by mixture with a measured volume of street gas of
known value, and the illuminating power of the mixture hav-
ing been carefully determined, the value of the Peytona gas
alone was readily calculated and fixed at 4279 candles. The
following trials exhibit the result obtained by burning smaller
volumes of Peytona gas, and the values obtained by the two
methods of calculation.
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Here No. 1 represents very nearly the true illuminating power
of the gas, and may be assumed as a fair criterion of the law

under consideration.

By Farmer's Theorem.

No. 2 becomes 3.242 : 18-95 = 5 2 : 45-12 candles.

3 " S^S* : 2094 = 5 2 : 43*22

By this it appears that by the old rule, assuming the true

candle power of the gas to be 42-79 candles, the two observa-

tions Nos. 2 and 3 are in error by about 30 per cent, while by
theorem the error is reduced to 3 per <

former being too small and the latter too large.

Albert Gas.—The well known Albertite of New Brunswick
furnishes a gas of remarkable richness. Its true candle power
can be measured only by diluting largely with street gas of
known value, and calculating it from the determined intensity

of the mixture. In this way the gas from Albertite is shown to

have an intensity equal to 70-38 candles. The following results

were obtained by consuming different volumes in the burners

named.

Xu. 1 ar_ ig 5 cubic feet = 70-38 candles.

2 « >« " 2-25 " = 16-39

3 'Scotch tip' " " 3' " =25-25 "

By Farmer's Theorem.

No. 2 becomes 2 5 2
: 16*39 = 5 a

: 65-56 candles.

3 " 3 2
: 25-25 = 5 2

: 70*14

No. 2 becomes 2-5 : 1639=5 : 32*78 candles.

" 3 " 3 : 25*25=5: 42*08 "

The differences from the assumed standard of 70*38 candles

are as follows :

By the old rule, No. 2 falls short 37*6 candles or 115 pr. ct.

'* Fanner's theorem, " " 4*72 " 7*1 "

"the old rule, No. 3
" 28*30 «' 67*25 «

" Farmer's theorem, "
" °'24 ' °'34

It will be observed that No. 2 in this series represents a

consumption considerably below the minimum which in most

cases experiment has shown to be the limit of the proposed
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theorem, namely, 3 cubic feet, while No. 3, which represents
exactly this limit, brings the result within the range of experi-
mental error—it being impossible to make two series of 15
photometric observations which will accord more closely than

Wollongong Gas.—This gas was obtained from wollon-
gonite, a new carbohydrogen described by me in a late number
of this Journal (July, 1869), as coming from Australia. Its
illuminating power was determined by mixing 10 per cent of
the gas with 90 per cent of street gas. But this mixture was still

too rich to burn 5 cubic feet in the Argand standard without
smoking, and even when burned at this rate in a fish-tail
burner the flame was somewhat smoky and inclined to " tail

off." I have therefore little doubt that its true candle power
is more nearly 142 candles than to 132 as stated in the article
referred to. We quote, however, the observations made as
follows

:

1 fish-tail burner consuming 5 cubic feet gave 132'f)4 candle power.
2

" « 1-5 " « 12-89 "

Computing the second observation we have :

By Fanner's theorem for No. 2 143*22 candle power
" direct ratio •< " 42-96 "

This is an extreme case in which the volume of gas con- I

sumed in the second observation is far too low, but it is clear
that by the old rule the result coming from the consumption
of so small a volume of gas is perfectly worthless, while by
Farmer's theorem the difference of 10-28 candles is within 7*7
per cent, while if the true intensity of this remarkable gas is
placed, as there is good reason to believe it should be at 142
candles, the agreement in the two observations is absolute.

J^very photometric observer can confirm the results here given
by reference to his own records of former observations or by
direct experiment designed to test the accuracv of the theorem
here announced.

In Sugg's " Gas Manipulation " (London, 1867), page 64, is
a tabular statement of the results of an experiment designed
to illustrate the unfitness of the « Birmingham " burner, (a
special form of argand) to develop the highest intensity of
ncn a gas of 14 candle power is capable when it is used upon

any other standard than that of i consumption of five cubic feet
per hour. By this statement the burner in question produced

™X
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•

°f gas exactl
*
y 15 canclle P°wer-

But when
reduced to 4-5 cubic feet consumption the candle power.
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can only be conjectured, but assuming that the observation
made the uncorrected rendering 11-32 candles (a very probable
quantity) we find that the law of the squares of consumption
then makes the ratio as follows :

—

4-5 2 :ll-32=5 2 :14,

a result which in view of the facts before given cannot be
regarded as accidental. The theorem applied to this case as it

stands reported (including the correct ion) gives for the value
of the fourth term of the ratio 147 candles.

I have endeavored to apply this theorem to some of the re-

sults r< • nlcil in 'he \ 11 kn >wn researches of Messrs. Audouin
and Berard, but I find these results stated in a manner
which renders it difficult to fix clearly the terms of compari-
son. I venture, however, to append a few comparisons drawn
from two of the tabular records of experiments with butterfly

or bat's wing burners of the " fifth series " which so far as

they go lend confirmation to the views here presented.

Bun er nfthejifth series—slit ^ inch wide.

c=^hc
'". '

'
—

3-1079

2-4015

2-0131

3-6024

3-5318
3-6024

50 1 103

40 90-9

SO 96-

•23622

•19685

Bin eries—slit -^ inch %ride.

3-1786

2-6487
2-3:309

1-5186

3-6730
3-6730
3-6730

3-6730

80
60
50
40
20

80-7

967
97-5

115-6

•078474

•07480

•01968

The comparison of their results by this theorem, which gives rea-

sonably exact results for consumptions which are not greater
than that of the standard Bengle burner employed by them,
feflfl when the consumptions become greater than that of the
standard.

A comparison of the foregoing results wjll show that the co-
in il h ^ with ti - i i. ntb of the theorem of Farmer are,

within the limits assigned, too numerous, and too closely accord-

ant, to be considered as otherwise than pointing clearly to its

general truth. A rigorous demonstration cannot be expected,

as there are too many variable functions of unknown value in-

volved in the best methods at present known for photometric
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measurements to permit mire than an approximate proof of
its general accuracy. Every photometric observer must recog-
nize its importance and the necessity in his observations of
bringing the consumptions of gas and sperm to the agreed s tan-

To the consumer of gas the evident inference from the data
here presented is that, wh.-re it is important to obtain a maxi-
mum of economical effect from the consumption of a given vol-
ume of illuminating gas, this result is best obtained by the
use of burners of ample flow.

Where a moderate light of equal diffusion is required over
a large space, us in public r >oms, it may be expedient to use
numerous small jets ; but when the maximum intensity ob-
tainable from a given volume of illuminati tg gas is desired,
intensity burners of large consumption are plainly indie ted.

In the d>M-u -i -n [..I1.'.'m<: this paper. 31 1 . F. S-ivp-nn,
State Inspector of gas for Massachusetts, brought forward
some results ot observations he had made upon Farmer's the-
orem (having been in correspondence with Prof. Silliman on
the subject), and considered them in comparison with those
herewith given. His conclusion was that while in many cases
the theorem was closely applicable, in others it was not so.
Mr. Stimps ,\\\ m--n ion ,,

L

tin ma * -r v.'ll \ ,- likely appear
in an early number of this Journal.

In a memoir on Molecular Physics, published in 1864-66, in

ical Sfaga-
'\- the introduction of a n. .-.- !u|...ti,,.;, !M)t

id itself improbable, the principle of gravitation might be ex-
plained. I now find that no additi., i!(t ! hvp..rh.-^ is' necessary
but that thi u ,

.-
j , , vo]

'

Vod in one of the fun-

,
.

Li „„<",,; The ,i
i Li ient-1 priii. ij !, - - br-.u-lil

ig of the subject of the electric condition of mole-
' ei. at in ihc -pirij.l theory of

electiicity developed in the memoir. This interception was re-
;;:.= !- : .

....
. ; • .,
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.

'
:

' " '
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" I "»on is inev-
itable. IN ow I find that if we admit that the primary forces of
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nature are propagated forces, that is, do not act instantaneously at
all distances, the principle of universal gravitation, as well as the

doctrine of the molecular forces and agencies set forth in my
paper, may be directly deduced from a single force of repulsion
exerted by every primary atom upon every other atom.

Admitted Principles.—-It is now universally conceded : (1st,)

that matter exists in at least two different fundamental forms,
or conditions, viz : that of universal or luminiferous ether which
pervades all space, and that of ordinary matter directly recog-
nizable by our senses.

(2d.) That all masses of matter of sensible extent are made up
of distinct atoms.

(3d.) That every atom is essentially inert or incapable of itself

of altering its own state, whether of rest or motion ; and that in

every act of motion, or change of motion of an atom, an amount
of force is expended proportionate to the mass of the atom and
the velocity, or change of velocity, produced in the direction in

which the force acts.

It is also the general conception with physicists, that every
atom has a definite form, and a definite size dependent upon the

quantity of matter which it contains, and it will serve to fix

our ideas to adopt this conception ; at the same time it should
be understood that in order t<> arrive at our conclusions the only
essential supposition to be made, with regard to the state of an
atom, is that it occupies a certain space, proportionate to its

quantity of matter, in such a manner as to receive and intercept

a certain portion of the force propagated along every line, or a

number of lines prop* this space.

Cosmical Force of R Lb mental notion of the

propagation of force involves with it the conception that the

force acts, or is transmitted in a series of recurring impulses.

We may also assmm that, lil all known propagated actions,

the force varies according to the law of inverse squares.

In fact, if the impulses are transmitted along definite lines, and
the atom occupies, as a cause of interception, a definite space, it

is obvious that this law must of necessity hold good: or. if

they are propagated by the intervention of wave pulses in a

more subtile ether, whether the atom be regarded as a mere
point or of definite size, so be that it has a definite degree of

inertia, the same law should obtain. Now. let us leave out of

view, for the present, all tl • bo lies of ordinary n :stt t in exist-

ence, and confine our . fr nni -

formly disseminated through space. Every atom of this ether

at all distances; and this action consists in a s •;•: s of i
:
ulses

lly renewed, at an immensely more rapid rate, we must
suppose, than those of light or radiant heat. Each effec-
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tive impulse is but an excessively minute fraction of each
iiifli\ u :

t al impulse propagated in the force ; and this is expend-
ed in giving motion, or virtual motion to the atom. That is,

as in all known instances of propagated action, each impulse
produces its effect, in the shape of velocity instantaneously
imparted, and is expended in so doing, just as if no other

impulse or series of impulses were in operation. Since the

ether is uniformly disseminated, each atom must be subjected,

in an appreciable interval of time, to the same amount of

force transmitted from every direction, and therefore can-

not experience any sensible displacement. But, although
no sensible progressive motion of the ethereal atoms can result,

under the circumstances supposed, still it is to be observed that

the united effective impulses that come into operation upon the

atom in any minute interval of time, from any one direction,

must be enormously great in comparison with the force of repul-

sion subsisting between two contiguous atoms of the ether:

and this latter force must be vastly greater than the elastic force

of the ether called into play in the propagation of a wave of
light or heat ; since this elastic force results from a slight in-

equality in the repulsive actions of the contiguous atoms on
ides, attendant upon a slight relative displacement of

the atoms. It is, as I conceive, by the coming into operation
under certain circumstances, of a portion of this vast cosmical,
ethereal force, received from definite directions, that the known
effective forces of nature are brought into play.

Immediate consequences of the Interception of the Cosmical Force.— Universal Gravitation.—Let us next conceive that a single
atom of ordinary matter is posited at a certain point in
the universal sea of ether, and consider what forces would
be brought into operation by its interceptive action. In
the first place it is obvious that the entire force trans-
mitted from all the ethereal atoms
ing the atom supposed, will be p
ing the atom, and that the rt

will be of less intensity tint the force coming toward

oms lying o:

ing the atom supposed, will be partially intercepted in pass-
4 the atom, and that the residual force propafithe residual force propagated
win wui luss uiiML-nv man the force coming to
directly opposite direction. If then any point
taken, at any distance from this atom, and right lines be con-
ceived passing through this point and the various points of the
atom, and extending indefinitely in both directions, they will
form a cone circumscribing the atom and having the point sup-
posed for a vertex ; and the force transmitted to the

|

every line within the surface of this cone that encounters the
supposed atom of ordinary matter, will be less than that

a the directly opposite direction. Accordingly there
will be a greater amount of repulsive force transmitted through
the vertex of the cone, from the ethereal atoms lying within
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the outer nappe or indefinite portion of the cone, than from those
lying within the other nappe which circumscribes the atom of
ordinary matter. The excess will operate as an effective

force to urge any atom that may be posited at the vertex
toward the ordinary atom. It is obvious that except at minute
distances, this effective force would vary inversely as the
square of the distance.

All this being understood, let us consider what will be the
result with regard to the ether in the immediate vicinity of the
supposed atom of ordinary matter. It is plain that each
ethereal atom so situated will be urged toward the atom consid-

ered, until the effective force directed inward is neutralized by
the outward repulsion of the ordinary atom and the increaaea

repulsion of the ethereal atoms lying nearer to this. The
ultimate result then would be the condensation of an ethereal

atmosphere around the atom of ordinary matter, just as if this

exerted a direct attractive action upon the adjacent ether.

Now what will be the effect of the supposed atom (a), and
its condensed atmosphere of ether, upon any other atom
(ft) ? In the first place the entire interception of the cosmical
repulsion produced by a and its atmosphere would give rise to

g rsv .rating tendency of b toward a. But a and its atmosphere
exert a direct repulsive action upon ft. This direct force of
repulsion is the sum of all the repulsive impulses exerted by a
and the atoms of its atmosphere. But for the interception of
individual pulses, produced by a and the atmospheric atoms
encountered on lines of propagation, it would be the same as if

all the repellant matter considered were concentrated at the

center of a. As- a matter of fact, in consequence of this inter-

ception, the center of repulsion will be displaced toward the

exterior atom b acted on. Beyond a certain minute distance

the direct repulsion thus exerted upon ft, will vary inversely as

the square of the distance from a ; and it will at the same
time be less, at all distances, than the gravitating tendency
originating in the manner above explained.

The excess of this tendency toward the atom (a) of ordinary

matter above the repulsion exerted by the atom and its at,

constih. tes tin', effective force of gravitation due to the atom. It will

vary, at all measurable distances, according to the law of
inverse squares.

Before inquiring into the dependence of this force upon the

quantities of matter in the active atom and in that acted upon,

we will remark that nothing pre. :
«i«g that

the atom of ordinanj matter, so car ass of con-

densed ether. It will readily be seen that if a certain portion of

the equally - around any point were to be

condensed upon this point, the increased interception of the
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cosmical force within the space that it would occupy, would de-

voir)}*, us above explained, an inward acting force that might be
in equilibrio with the augmented mutual repulsion of the atoms
of the condensed ether. If this conception be adopted, the in-

terception of the cosmical force, effected by an atom of ordinary
matter, will take place at each of the ethereal atoms of which it

is composed, and the entire effect will be proportional to the
number of such atoms, or the entire mass of the compound
atom. If then a second such atom of ordinary matter (B) be
considered, at a distance from the first (A), the effective gravita-

aey of each of its constituent ethereal atoms toward
A will be proportional to the mass of A. The entire gravitat-

ing tendency of B toward A, will then be proportional to the
mass of A multiplied into the mass of B. Also, since the tend-

ency of each ethereal atom of B toward any ethereal atom of
A is inversely proportional to the square of the distance, the

same law will hold for the entire gravitating tendency of B
toward A. It is to be borne in mind that the effective force of

grav'n tion here considered, is the excess of the gravitating

tendency due to the partial interception of the general eosmi-
cal force by the atom A and its ethereo-electric atmosphere, over
the repulsion directly exerted by the same.
The Newtonian principle of gravitation being thus made

out for individual atoms of ordinary matter, it is also made out
for cosmical masses. The Newtonian laws of the mutual
gravitation of masses, in all their precision, are inevitable eon-
sequences of the principle of gravitation as now deduced from
the one cosmical force of repulsion ; if we admit that the portion
of every impulse of this force that is intercepted by each atom is

an exeessiyely minute fraction of the whole intensity of the
propagated impulse.

Molecular Forces.—The Molecular Forces, so called, consist of
a force called the attraction of cohesion, and one or more forces
of mutual repulsion. The force of heat is recognized as one
force of repulsion, and has generally been regarded as the

t ion must certainly be
1

;

'

-' -"-

is due to vibrations of the atoms of bodies ; since such vibra-
*

" only be maintained by the operation of existing
antagonistic forces of attraction (or virtual „._.

And even if we admit, as I cannot do, the mechani-
iiity of molecular motions of revolution, or rotation,

-dnati' in some way a foree of hoat-r<>pul-
•1 in all directions outward from each atom, i id to

:

• y by waves of radiant heat from
is wholly inconceivable that in

the collision of bodies such motions of revolution or rotation of
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the impinging atoms, or molecules, should give rise to a mutual
repulsion, whatever might be the relative direction of the
motions. In fact, in whatever mode of molecular motion heat
may be supposed to consist, if heat be the only force of repul-
sion, a certain amount of the living force of heat belonging
to each of two impinging bodies would be expended in dimin-
ishing the velocity of the one body and augmenting that of the
other, and it would be impossible that they should become
heated by the impact. It is here assumed that the impact of
two bodies must develop a force of mutual repulsion between
the impinging molecules, which determines the equality of the
aetion and reaction. This obvious fact seems now-a-days to he
in a good degree ignored, and the exchange of momenta to be
supposed to be brought about by some unimaginable process,

in which the idea of force is wholly lost sight of.

We must then conclude that there is" a primary force of
molecular repulsion, in addition to that of heat. We might

lsionoftheeth
i contact ; but to what can

ribe the heat-repulsion ? It has come to be generally
believed that it must consist in some mode of motion of the
atoms, or molecules of bodies, as a whole ; either of vibration,

revolution, or rotation. But it might be almost demonstrated,
did space p mot be the true nature or origin
of heat. I will only allude here to one or two arguments in

support of this statement, which may be briefly given. It is

well known that whenever any body is by collision with another
body, or in any other way, permanently compressed, heat is given
out. Now the fact that a force of pressure, or percussion, pro-

duces a permanent compression, increasing with its intensity,

leads to the f renee that in the act of com-
pression the atoms, or molecules, experience some change of
physical condition, by reason of
is augmented, and the condensation maintained, and that this

change must be proportionate to the degree of condensation, and
so to the amount of heat evolved. Can such a change propor-

tionate to the heat evolved, be connected by any a

supposition with the augmented velocities of vibration, revolu-

tion, or rotation of on i
h the increase of heat

is conceived to . -oi ^ht '.' In fact the entire phenomena o l

as well of elastic reaction, point to the conclusion that they are

attended with changes in the physical condition of the atoms,

ordinarily so called, and that the evolution or absorption of heat

that takes place is the direct result of these changes.

Again it is not conceivable that the phenomena of electricity

can be ascribed to any imagined motion of ordinary atoms, or

molecules, whether these are surrounded with ethereal atmos-
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pheres or not. We are accordingly constrained to look in some

other direction for the origin ofthe molecular forces and agencies

;

and it appears to me that it is to be found in the general concep-

tion of an electric ether less subtile than the luminiferous, and

gravitating like this toward the atoms of ordinary matter,

so as to form envelopes to these atoms, permeated and under-

laid by the condensed luminiferous ether. Each atom
would thus be surrounded by an ethereo-electric atmosphere.

The atoms of electric ether may be conceived to be masses of

condensed luminiferous ether, but far more minute than those of

ordinary matter. Adopting this conception of the existence of

an electric ether, we are led, by legitimate inferences from the

fundamental principle I have laid down in this paper, not only

to the physical constitution of a primitive molecule, but also to

the theory of molecular forces set forth in my memoir on Mole-

cular Physics. The force of mo 1 M conceived

to consist in a contractile action exerted by the central atom upon

its electric envelope, and originating waves propagated outward

through the electric ether to contiguous atoms. This contractile

action is now seen to consist in the gravitating tendency of the

electric envelope toward the central atom ; resulting from the

partial interception of the cosmical force by this atom. This

action also originates waves in the luminifereous ether posited

between the central atom and its electric envelope, that are propa-

gated outward by this ether, and constitute the primary force

of heat-repulsion. All the diverse methods of developing heat

are but different methods of compressing or forcing inward the

atomic or molecular envelopes, and so originating ethereal heat-

waves. These waves at the outset pulsate in the line of

propagation; but, by passing around the ethereal atmos-

pheres of molecules, become converted into waves at-

tended with transverse vibrations. The other force of molec-

ular repulsion originates in the direct repulsion subsisting

between the diverse atoms of the electric envelope. This force

originates waves that proceed outward through the electric ether

from different depths in the envelope. These waves must increase

in their intensity at the outset from the lowest depth upward,
to a certain height in the envelope, by reason of the increase in

the quantity of ether that is effectively repellant. On the other

nd the attractive waves, that issue from various points of the

envelope, must decrease outward in their intensity at their

origin. It thus happens that the resultant waves, which may be
taken to represent the entire actions of these two systen

waves, must be conceived to proceed from different depths
upper and lowei

effective envelope. This is equivalent to one o:

hich depths may therefore be taken i

1

>pe.

principles adopted in the mathematical theory of the
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molecular forces developed in my former memoir; viz. that
the attractive waves proceed from the lower limit of the
electric atmosphere, or envelope, and the waves of electric
repulsion from the upper limit. In the memoir referred
to it was shown that the entire action of one atom, or
rather primitive molecule, on another, amounts to a repulsion
at the more minute distances, and an attraction at greater
distances up to a certain limit, beyond which it becomes a
repulsion to an indefinitely great (distance. The first men-
tioned, or inner repulsion, and the attraction, are the forces
which determine and maintain the solid and liquid condition
of matter, and the outer repulsion constitutes the expansive
force of vapors and gases. The extraneous heat that a body
may receive is a distinct force of repulsion, modifying the
natural curve of molecular action.

Origin of Chemical Attraction, and of Electric and Magnetic
Forces.—The electric envelopes of atoms, besides being the aeon*
of the molecular forces, including the primary heat-repulsion,
invests the molecules of each substance with the property of
chemical attraction for the molecules of other substances to
which they bear a en fckm. This consists in
the disturbance of the equal distribution of the ether in the
envelopes of two contiguous heterogeneous molecules, under
their natural molecular action, by reason of which the molecules
become oppositely polarized on their adjacent surfaces—the one
having an excess of the electric fluid and the other a deficiency,

r ion thus originating may prevail over the natural
molecular repulsion that comes into play when the two liquids
come into contact, and bring the molecules within the range of
their natural attraction.

The state of molecular electric polarization, superinduced
under certain varied circumstances, originates the galvanic cur-
rent, and determines the phenomena of electro-static, electro-

dynamic, and magneto-electric induction. The attraction and
repulsion of electric, and of magnetic currents, may be ascribed
to the origination and maintenance of currents in the adjacent
body of luminiferous ether, running in the same direction as
the electric or magnetic currents. These currents determine
inequalities of elastic force in this moving mass of ether, from
which res oil These transverse currents take
effect upon the line of the electric or magnetic <

luminiferous ether.

The key to the explanation of the excitation of electricity

by friction lies in the fact made out in my former paper, that
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the electric ether is condensed between the component molecules

of each compound molecule of a substance; and that every
expansion of the compound molecule sets free a certain p< niioii

of this condensed ether, and every condensation withdraws a

certain portion from adjacent molecules that are undisturbed.

If two dissimilar surfaces are rubbed, the one over the other,

the consequent disturbance of the compound molecules of the

two surfaces, will be either unlike or unequal in amount; and
a certain quantity of electricity will in consequence pass from
the one surface to the other. As soon as the friction ceases the

disturbed molecules will recover their original form and size,

and the positive state of the one surface and the negative state

of the other will manifest themselves. For example, if the
molecules of the one surface are compressed by the rubbing,
and those of the other expanded, electricity will flow from the
latter to the former while the condensation and expansion are

going on, but as soon as two rubbing molecules are freed from
each other's influence they recover their former dimensions, and
the excess of the electric fluid in one of the molecules and

.cy b

Noi
electric ether in the interval between contiguous compound
molecules, by reason of which a transmission of electric move-
ment does not readily occur from one to the other. I have shown
in my paper on Molecular Physics that in such cases an electric

polarization of the molecules is induced, which develops a resist-

ance to the electro-motive force.

The excitation of electricity by heat is conceived to be prin-
cipally due to the expansive action of heat on the electric

envelopes ofprimitive molecules, and on thecompound molecules,
v sets free a certain portion of electric ether, or

establishes a chain of electro-polarized molecules.*
General Considerations.—The Theory of Cosmical and Mole-

cular Physics, of which I have now given a brief outline, rests
essentially upon the following principles.

(1.) Thedoctrim oj inertia applicable to all matter.
(2.) The existence of a singleprimary force of repulsion exerted

by every atom upon every other atom. This force is ttniveisaJ I f
admitted to be in operation between the atoms of the luminife-
rous ether, and between the atoms of ordinary matter and this
ether at the most minute distances.

m
(3.) The existence of but one primaryform of elementary matter,

viz
: the universal or luminiferous ether ;—the atoms, so called,

of ordinary matter and of the electric ether being but different
masses of condensed luminiferous ether. The theory of the

* For the more complete exposition of my theoretical views I must refer the
reader to the memoir on Molecular Physics.
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those of the ether,

'"""""/ '"/'' "" ' .ini<a*>i, nhlt utjnthttf This is no new hy-
li'Mll treatises on Mechanics, gravitv, and all incessant

toives. are conceived to consist of an iudeiinitelv irreat number
of impulses taking e fleet in a Unite interval of time.

_
It we conceive the propagation of the primary force of repul-

sion to be by the intervention of ; , iiic<linm. this medium must
';<- an ether more subtile, and endued with a more intense elastic
torce than the luminiferous. This elastic force must consist in
a mutual repulsion between the atoms. Thus, upon the idea of
a material propanation of force, we must ultimately rest upon
the conception of a force exerted between two atoms separated
by a finite though excessively minute interval of space. There
is no tenable position between this and that of a plenum.
Let us here devoutly acknowledge that in thus following

cause and effect into the precincts of that most
deeply hidden of all mysteries, the origin of force, we have

"-'-"> the presence of the Infinite Spirit who puts forth
jly, from every point in the realms of space, His crea-

i and sustaining power upon the subtile matter that fills all

-! " f '- and i> the « sscntial substance of all worlds.
In addition to the principles just stated, we recognize the

existence of matter in the three states of the luminiferous ether,
the electric ether, and ordinary matter.

It hardly need be stated that among the consequences of these
il principles is included the doctrine of the Conserva-

'""! ">\ En-rqy. actual and potential. It is obvious that at any
1" --' : ! !i the hound I > a of ether th- same amount of cosmical
forec would b. received from e\ rv direction. 1 it for th exist
''nee of the innumerable worlds "dispersed through it. It is
\d*" true that in th mutual -reo iratam ef cadi pair of cosmical
""dies i .ulting fr. nth intei cpt ion of the co-mical force, the

- force ea peach d the one body
v-i!'_b,. ,. N j, [,,„.,, ,,, pK-f-i^h- opposite directions in giving
motion to the other body ; so that on the whole the cosmical
force in operation in an; lin tion is equal in amount to
that in operation in the >ppo :-it direction. Also the amount
of energy taken up in the half revolution during which the one
revolving body is approaching the other, is given out during
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The kindred principle of the mutual convertibility, or " Cor-
relation of Physical Forces/' including among these the living
force of moving bodies and of the atoms of all bodies, is obvi-
ously an essential feature of our general theory. For heat is

regarded as being in its origin a wave of translation in the
luminiferous ether, and an electric current is a similar wave in

the electric ether, and the conversion of one of these into the
other, or into the motions of ordinary matter, is merely the
transfer of the living force of moving matter from one of the
states or forms of matter to another. The heat developed in
chemical attraction, is the amount of living force in the waves
of luminiferous ether originated by the compression of the elec-
tric envelopes of the uniting molecules ; and the force of attrac-
tion is expended in the act of originating these waves, and must
be equal to the living force propagated in them. In the chem-
ical union of two atoms, or primitive molecules, the " clash of
atoms" that takes place cannot be succeeded bv a perfectly
elastic mutual repulsion, since such a repulsion" would com-
pletely separate them, and restore them to their condition before

i came into operation. Now the loss of elasticity,
which renders the union possible, consists in the outward move-
ments imparted to a certain portion of the luminiferous ether
lying between the uniting atoms and their electric envelopes, by
the forcible compression of the envelopes, resulting from the
clysli of the atoms; and these movements constitute also the
living force of heat developed.
The heat produced by extraneous pressure, or by impact, is

the work done by the force of pressure in com]
molecular envelopes, in opposition to the resistance of the

t of the general gravitating force previously exp—
-'-'"

l, to the lua,
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luminiferous ether posited below them, transformed into the
accumulated work of the ethereal waves set in motion by this

compression. The deficiency of elasth-ity. e—.-ntial to the
development of the heat, consists in this escape of the ether in

waves of translation, and the attendant loss of living force

;

and the permanent compression of the impinging bodies results

from the change in the molecular forces, consequent upon the
permanent compression, or forcing inward of the molecular
envelopes.

The principle of the "Correlation of Physical Forces,"
involve (;i< above implied) with it that of the >l Con- ova-
tion of Force," maintained by modern physicist?, viz : that all

s <>i on |>ii\ c-al force into another take place

without niiy loss, and therefore the store of living force

in existence in nature is invariable.

The idea seems now to be commonly entertained that the
entire force in operation in the universe is the result of certain

motions imparted to all matter at the creation, and so being
ever equivalent to the living force embodied in these pri

motions, must be invariable. But a gravitating force is always

to deflect each revolving body from the tangent to

its orbit, and a certain amount is continually being
in tliis act. so that if the force of gravitation were due to

ished motions, it would be continually wasting away,

tut of force in the universe would be per-

petually diminishing. The sum total of the individual forces

feet throughout all nature may indeed be constant, but
if so it is because the flux of the primary force of repulsion is

uniform, and is consumed primarily by interception from all

atoms, incidentally in maintaining the motions of revolution
of all the c • e universe), and all the molecu-
lar forces perpetually neutralizing each other within these

From our present point of view we may also discern that the
physical forces, ordinarily so called, have an entirely different

origin from that above mentioned. We may perceive that they
are all either the direct or ii I in : suit oi the operation of the
general force of gravi f a consequence of the
operation of the cosmical force of repulsion. Gravitation is the
direct agent in two general classes of phenomena, viz: the

revolution of one cosmical body around another, and the act

of condensation of every such body upon its center of gravity.

In the former the motion is curvilinear, and all the living force

imparted by gravity to either body, while the two are appn ach-
ing each other, is taken out, by the operation of the same
force in opposite directions, while they are receding from each
other; and this alternation has continued from the first without
loss of living force, from one revolution to another. But, in the
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act of formation of the existing cosmical masses by condensation,
the motions of their elementary parts have been directed toward
the center of gravity of .the mass, and the mutual destruction
of such opposing motions has developed an equivalent amount
of living force in the form of heat, that is in the form origin-
ally of waves of translation proceeding from the ethereal
atmospheres of the condensed molecules. By the continued
operation of the gravitating force, in the sun and earth, and
probably m innumerable other worlds, the transformation of
the work of condensation effected by this force into an equiva-
lent store of heat-work is constantly going on. The heat of

filiation, as well as 'that of liquefaction and
to the gravitation of the electric

ether b ward the atoms of ordinary matter. All the heat and
attendant light evolved since the creation form a store of accu-

i lent to the work done by the force of gravi-
tation inn',

''lierto taken
place. This heat and light force has been in its natural opera-
tions opposed to the force of gravitation, and so essentially a
separating and decomposing force. It has been the great physi-

1 1 1

1
all the processes of vegetable and animal life. It has

ever been passing through cycles of transformation into other
physical force,, but m a ! r- nre amount
of energy, a. us remained invariably the same

u. liquefaction, and so-
u are instances of motion directly due to the general

electric ether. All motions
ion or rotation of bodies at the earth's surface are

i the same force, or to that of heat repulsion
and therefore indirectly to that of gravitation. We may accord-
ingly lay down the post
termed physical forces have originated in the living force of the
motlons oJ &ave resulted from the natural
operation ol

at the dawn
:,u ;l <-ontunied through all time. The very process

on, by gradual condensation, of the worlds that peo-
ple immensity, has developed the natural forces which have

over all the processes of change
:

abodes of living beings. These diverse natural agents are
but the offspring of the one overshadowing force, which, in
the progress of countless ages has formed all worlds out of the
primordial material fashioned by the Hand of the Creator. Wemay indeed, as we have seen, rise to a still greater height of
conception, and refer this universal force to a primal force of
cosmical repulsion, associated by the Infinite Spirit, the Source
of all Power with every atom of the one primeval matter that
nils immensityr and is the elementary substance of all worlds.
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Am. IY.—7'he Photo-mapper; by Henry M. Parkhurst.

It is a remarkable fact that while vision is by far the most
accurate of our senses, aiding us ah : i<»t .xcIuhu-Iv in ',,1 inn-
ing accurate nmasuns. we have ;„ y t di„ „u ,,,] no ,,„,;„„, (>r
measuring the intensity ,.{' light. Tin- method of measuring
the brightness of a star by extinction, for example, is in ihH.
merely a method of assisting the eye in estimation If we were
to measure the diameter of a sphere by removing it (,, < U vh a
distance that it should cease to be visible ami multiplying that

could divide
preciable weight, and multiplying by a constant^ it wouldl

> to determining the brightness of a star bv ascertain-
ing what proportion of its light is too smal

lhe true mode of measurement is by substraction of certain
Qtities. To illustiate the Vantage of this, were

;?
e d™®rence of brightness of Arcturus and Capella but .01

m
,

rence would be visible to the naked eye; and were it
but 0001m

,
it would be easily visible with telescopic aid.

Oould we construct a glass which would transmit, not a certain
proportion of the whole light of a star, but all it, fcht exceed-

that would accompKsh the same result B
we may be allowed t- - assisted by mechan-
ical means as measures of the magnitude of a star.
My first experiments in determining by mechanical means

1 .-I" >tars ,.!.-. ncd in zones, and ren
:

! the time of observation on star-maps taken by
the instrument described in the Journal for September, were
made m 1865. I then constructed a hexagonal diaphragm p«

that a series of six plates over the object
"

simultaneous! v b\ a lever extending the 1

the aperture until
I connected this lever with the system of levers ope-

rated by the star-key, and recorded upon the map, in the same
right-ascension with each star, a point whos
the aperture at the moment of extinction, and therefore gave
by a prepared scale the magnitude of the star.

My next step was to avoid the long and cumbrous lever by
:ventedbymeinl860,

and which I term a Bar Photometer, reducing the cone of light

t at a point intermediate between the object -_

its focus, instead of directly reducing the aperture at the object-
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At a convenient point, say one-eighth of the distance from
the focus to the object-glass, I place in the meridian a straight
bar one-eighth of the diameter of the object-glass in width.

the telescope a little to the west of a star, the cone of
vepted by the bar, and gradually re-ap-

pears. The time during which the star is extinguished, or dur-
!'-;- VN'hvh ir Lvmums of less brightness than a standard artifi-

cial star in the ftVld.
'

.... of the Mar bv the
proportion of the light cut off by the bar at the moments of

'pearance.

A modification of this plan, is to make the bar wider, so that
it -hill b, .,mi. .

1
a. uith a .-. una! t perture of the

width of the cone of rays, observing the duration of appari-
tion instead of the duration of occupation of the star.
By either of these methods the scale may he made one of

equal parts by a device similar to that which will presently be
. With or without such a device, this method hVcII

' s .s oi small xariable .tars, ivM uir,ii. no
in the- bar, whose distance from the focus shall I e

eotometric accuracy shall not be sicriticed,
tt'h there .-ha!

• no unnecessary consumption of time. In-
deed a plain Bar Photometer can at any time be extem a tew minutes. Its adjustment in width or distance is not

• i>e its position and width can be determined and
the proper connections made without difficulty after the obser-

A further modification of this plan, is to revolve the dia-
phragm 90°, and make it movable in declination, . i

&e etfar ob bo h sides of the center of the .field, the m
icated by the extent of the motion, which maybe con-

m
1 accurately measured, with a dim light, by a pair

By a still further modification, the motion of the diaphragm
educed, by means of intermediate levers, b

•' "-: m»'r-- "^ this constitutes the Photo-mapper,
which I wiln.owniore particularly describe.

tnedi pliragm is moved parallel to itself in an arc corres-

and Mar-key, being
and guided by two parallel bars whose hue

screwed to the east side of the telescope tube. The
being seven-eighths of the distance from the object-das, to its

length of the supporting bars is seven-eighths of the

be focus, I have, in m -the proper
corrections, but need not here refer todeta -

On the same center with the star-point, and star-
shown in fig. 1 of my article on the Star-mapper, is another bar
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placed parallel to the axis of the telescope, pointing toward
the object-glass. The further end of this ma-nitudo-har is con-
nected at right angles by a connecting-rod with universal joints
with the upright arm of a lever, the lower arm of whi.-li' ; ^ the
lower supporting-bar. The length of this uprmht arm and of
the magnitude-bar must be equal. In photo-mappn- [ m| ;!( >c
the prism always in the meridian, to avoid the com plica md ad-
justments which would be necessan it it. , ,,- ,i

„>'
^ < iv to he

varied.

As the diaphragm will move seven-eighths as fast as the star-
point, it is ev.dmt that if it is so adjusted that it will not inter-
cept any of the light of a star in the center of the field when
tlie star-point is brought to the declination of that star then in

'i'thorn or southern star in the iield its lieht will be
1. But moving the star-key to the north or south

<>' a star will intercept part of its rays. The light of the star
being thus equalized with that of a standard artificial star or

hed, as the case may be. a magnitmh m rk is impressed
on the paper. The star is then mapped in its proper position,
and the distance upon the map, of the magnitude mark from
the corresponding star, will be the measure of the in
of that star.

A perpendicular plate, with a circular hole through which the
<, furnishes a convenient point from which

to measure with dividers when the instrument is us* -

the mapper.

1 bus fir r have spoken of the "cone" of rays, as if theaper-
circular. If it were so, the scale of magnitudes

lT'" ,u '' iot be one of equal parts. It may be made one of equal
1' rNil placing oyer TiV object-glass an' out-r diaphragm with

of suitable form, and making the aperture of the
ling form.

Let cc=2oj /! b- v rithmic curve. Then;
T::

;' i rea between any two ordinates of that curve will be

7MAy; Mbeimr Modulus. Construct u. or the object-glass

i - 1 , hragm *>und I four such curves,
- <>f :,- ranging from -It, inches to +1-5 inches, lay-

u '~
' " :i •' \ i-rtica!Iv. above and below the center, and y to the

"gbtand left, and a -

<,'u ^ M i. ".-ill
|
^ ou^,de of th cbvlc. it «ifl be seen that

the motion of each one-fourth of an inch of the inner dia-

\c i ii- con-,-] , , t n_ to *tar- exactly one
smaller. The motion of the star-point will be one-

seventh greater, and «.f th>* -, r-':c\ -till greater, according to
the scale of the map.

But while the object-glass is limited, the inner aperture may
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extend beyond the corresponding circle of one-eighth the diam-
eter. If therefore an area equal to twice the omitted portion of
the curves above and below is added to the inner diaphragm,
it will be almost immediately available, and the omission from
the outer aperture will cause an error of less than -l

m
, and that

only at the commencement of the scale. The proper form of
i portion is the inversion of the last l-

m2 of the curve
within the circle, the final value of y being exactly three times
its value at the margin of the disk.

With the diaphragms thus constructed, the scale runs through
3-m as a scale of equal parts. Beyond that point the sta r may

L, if not too near the center of the ii< M:
but the scale will be condensed.
The stars occurring in any zone may be divided into three

classes: those above the 6 ,m5 being approximately measured
by the condensed scale, and being so few in number that they
may be conveniently, as well as more accuratelv, measured bV
a different method, to be explained below ; those between the
6

-

m
5 and the 9

-

m
5, which may be equalized in brightness with

an artificial star in the field previously brought to an equality
with a 9-m5 star; and those fainter than the 9 jn

o, which may be
extinguished. The outer diaphragm will so diminish the aper-
ture that 12™o stars will be the smallest which can be seen.

The Disk Photometer.—For the briirliTer stars I employ an en-
tirely different apparatus, based upon a more accurate method.
I expand the stars into disks by drawing out the eye-piece be-
yond the focus, until a portion of the disk shining through an
aperture in the field of view shall either be exactly equal in
brightness with an adjacent luminous disk, or be imperceptible.
Ihe extinction of a dish 1 , . . us on s on pra< ticable with
a small aperture or with telescopic stars, and is not much, if
any, more accurate than extinction by reducing the a perm re.

But comparison of disks, especial I \ l'..;- the -tars visible to the
naked eve, is the most accurate means of measurement known
to me the error of the comparison being in my experience less
than the inequalities of the artificial disk, and the latter much
less than those of the sky.
The star and the disk can be compared, if desired, by the aid

of polarization, by the use of a d ism to com-
bine the two disks into one, and a selenite plate and another

new colored disks;
of producing the final adjustment by further polarization, the
bundle of phe, , ,,m b. d s, . i„ d v it . ai d the disks render-
ed colorless by the motion of the eve-Diece.
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and that, although I admit the rule would not be accurate with
colored shades, live neutral shades were equivalent to 5-m15.
It is therefore convenient to compare directly stars differing as
much as « and I Ursae Minoris. In Older to 'neutralize the yel-
low color of the artificial disk, and to make it appear indistin-
guishable from the visible portion of the dials of a star, I have
found it necessary to use a blue shade. I have extended the
telescope by various tubes, sometimes nearly two feet ; but with
the use of the slides I find that a tube five inches long to hold
the eye-piece, usually gives sufficient extension to the telescope
and sufficient range of brightness. The amount of the exten-
sion I measure with dividers, using a prepared scale which
gives directly, in magnitm I es, the diligence in brightness be-
tween the (.!,,. f Vl ,j ,;,,:..;,.;

; .tan Ian! depending on the bright-
ness of the disk.

The disk photometer is especially useful for observing the

I'

1

;-;'
1

' r vt liable -tars. It is inapplicable for determining the
brightness of stars so close together that the space between
them is not sufficient for a disk ; but in this ease it mav be used
to determine the aggregate brightness of the two stars. It may
be used for measuring the brightness of planets, small nebulae
and comets, probably of the moon, and poes
The same apparatus may be used to determine the compara-

tive brightness of different portions of the sky, but requires a
different process.

The error of the determination of the magnitude of a star
by the method of equalizing disk.-, may tx divided into four
parts

:

I. The error of the assumed magnitude of comparison stars.
•U1 rny series of observations, instil fed to d nnhn the rela-
tive amount of the several errors, this error hardly exceeds m -01.

II. The error of observation, or inaccuracy or judgment as to
the exact point where the diska are eq i d. Not only accor-
ding to the statements of Arago, Sill imam and Crook,- redu-
ced by myself, but according to mv own results, the error of

'—1 refer to the m>mn error—does not exceed m
-02,

m a series of stellar observations avei dug forty to the hour.
*or fainter stars than I observed in mv series. the error of ob-
servation is greater. There are three limitations:

1. One disk cannot be distinguished in brightness from an-
other, unless one-six ti I r, according to Arago.

2. One disk cannot be disti
if the subtraction of the light
would leave a disk too faint t_ .

.

i - applicable to points of 1 igh t. U i

disk is at least sixty times as bright as is nee
ity, the error of observation will be greater.
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3. If the disk is small, the

l of the artificial disk (

and careful experinn

1. The illuminating quality of the ot.s mav vary. Hence
«> 1 '- >thms on different , ,

, << mi „ 1», , (Mlj li( i h
, th

But the change of the gas v, ill he so slow, exe< ,'ti,,- prohab'lv
t'1""" f1

' 1 '*-•- "It! ,[,;, , ,.,, vli.n it i- n.'i, lltl ,i , uot
toaoniveiabh aifeet (lie re^ulK

2. From^u hon of tin pi —ire ihc llann ma\ he made
la^ i '

v
ril '""crhter. 1 first partiallv corrected this l, v forming

upon the screen an image of a circle of the flame -05 in. Ld di-
inii ' 1 nit n.v;>rds made 1( ., ,s ivami ,),„.. admitting the gas
'"; » "i iiiv.- 1

1 r -iv t upended at one end of a lever, the
other end of which gradually shut oil' the -as as the receiver
rose; so that whatever the piv- iiivof. IS j u the ,,),,,,,. t i i(

, lv
should be no variation in the flame.

3. The. flame varies in different parts. Hence, if on turning
r '- '

;

- '

i :i new star the lantern i- .
.

, L

justed to a horizontal position, a brig .-
. ,• portion of

]

come opposite the aperture. The flame as a

Y
ho " 1 '' Lil

"
' ll ul.N th i _ d tn ]1, m o-

duced a smooth] r-ud- tt „ , , u , .t the flame,
and ivluecd the llaun and m .

, ..,
t , , ll<0

flame.

4 The light from the star is a sharp cone, wholly entering
the eye even if withdrawn several inches from the eye-piece.

th r ;,-,. the eye-piece renders the m, p.rade'l, v hieh it v ill

^.rver is either n : r^h; -| or (ar-n

V

!ir! „] , ( }iffer-
ie distance of the eye will -• ,t!v ;uf t tl re-ults.

1 lu\ -th retore tamed the,, l ;m , , , ;.,„ m ,.,..,.,,._,., -

• so that the rune of rays from the ;

M-.r. It is necessary thatthe
•it. > 4i ! c,.? i,., a \ «-,.t t v itmplet

' accomplished but

> exceed "W>±. How much
ng the regulator and ground
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IV. After allowing for the previous errors, amountin
aggregate to le^ th m "<>;>, the re miniiu «li— * mum >

apparent bright n< - .»[ the -I u- It >m at no >1| i. o >-

I divide thi '

1. The gt permanent obscuration depending on the
1 have ascertained that this follows the

law of refraction ; but the coefficient varies in amount on dif-

ferent evenings, sometimes e.pulline '".'>(
> lor an altitude of lilr

3

,

and at. other times not exceeding one-third that amount. I ap-
ply the correction for obscuration to each star, in reducing the
observations, so as to eliminate this: and i therefore remird it

as no put oi the <uror «»1 oU, nation. The eoi r -tioi, , ,i\ be
easily applied without direetlv dmermiiium the altitudes, hy a
prepared scale.

2. The temoorarv and local obscuration, from various atmos-
pheric causes. Bv'r. e-ot H.t r-u the
2nd to the Mi magnitude, « Persei and ; Arietis being the ex-

: 1
'•

' .
:•

' :
. . ".! '-.,

:
•

. , ^ '
• -

porarv audio;,,! obscuration alone is on the average «10. There
isaer.atdiiforcn.v hetu.en ditf m ei davm the a^ e •

'-rrorof all tin- stars being sometime as low as -o7 for a whole

<'<
• a* !.

i 20. The difference bete
I' ->-H.i-no,!, The stars s and y Persei are n ir each other,
and i .h o th- u brmlune^ V. t tlm m in error of an

. >i ; Pe v i. a-umine; it to be an invariable star, is

nearly three times as great as of" Persei.

It is evident therefore that if the results I have readied are

.

' :. <• -

sequence; and accurate results can i.nlv be obtained bv multi-

plying observation, on different cvenimrs s • a- to climin it as

far as possible the errors arising from the variations of the sky.

Akt. V.—Onti On f Saleaiakt, Island cf Maui, Hax
Group; by Prof. W. D. Alexander. (From a letter

of the Editors.)

I Have just been spending a summer vacation on Man
in th- course of ir made a careful survey of the great en
Hale kala. Dumur the vacation I went three times to the

mit. The first time I rode up from Makawao before sunris

spent about seven hours in collecting mineral specimen
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that the prineii .1 1/ mts tli >\ survive on the bleak £

the Arj:im.< /, ,/.//////, Raillardia montana, Vittadinia, and some
Stunted ferns, viz: Pterin uqw'lhia and Trkhomanes. In the

belt between one and four miles from the summit, in addition

to the above, are found the beautiful Gcnoiium cuneatum,

.. Ooprosma, and a few ohelos

(Vaccinium nth >d,i\nm 1 Water I., >ih <I at 1!':: Fahrenheit when
iv ,i- at 4()° Fahrenheit. At sunrise we enjoyed

the grand sight of , ,. , , < a \ L
> nitain

projected on the clouds in the western sky.

On the morning of A
from Makawao. with five natives and furnished with a superior

theodolite, a dozen large bamboos for signal poles, a good tent,

and provisions for a week. We spent seven days on the moun-
tain, and enjoyed almost uninterrupted fine weather.

We commenced operations by setting signals on the prom-
inent points along the western side of the crater. ~"

cliffs are very steep, though it is possible to descend in

ny places, and are from 2,000 to 2,500 feet high. We
ched our tent on the lee side of a hill near the southwest

corner, called by the natives " Pakaoao " or the "fortress of

Kaoao." This hill is composed of a light gray solid clink-

stone, which splits into laminae like slate.

It has been much shattered, probably by the terrible convul-
sions that attended the opening of the Koolau gap, and for a

quarter of a mile toward the northwest the ground is strewed

it direction.

These rocks form a -trikii m contrast with tin larker and more
to the northward The same formation crops out

on the east side of the Koolau gap, at the southern foot of

Hanakauhi in the oasis surrounded > 1 eni lava, at which
place it projects from the hill side in the form of huge perpen-
dicular si; l.s or 1; mollar masses, not more than ten feet thick.

and from thirty to fifty feet high, standing out of the grassy
slope like immense grave stones. The patches of gravel on the

summit contain numerous crystals of augite. The hill .-ailed

the fortress of "Kaoao" is partially terraced on the lee side,

and is covered with hi ilt of stone,

three or. four feet high, and paved with thin flat pieces of clink-

stone. I noticed that a few had been covered over with a kind
of slate roof. Here. u encamped the army
of Kaao. acdiicftain who had 1 11 dri\ <>n out of Kaupo by his

rival, some time in the early part of the last century. We
found a couple of ai . the camp. Many
silver-swords (Argyro grown up,
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flourished and died in the pas where his army once encamped.
I was told that they drew their supplies from 'K>d„. the disrriet
on the west side. Other natives relate that the sandalwood
cutters used to encamp there forty or fiftv rears ago* when col-
lecting sandal wood for their chiefs. The chief. Kane, was
finally defeated : ,„d killcl in a battle fought on the w.-t n<le
of the r

Our supply of water was brought from a water-hole two or
west (if Knla.ho.hu, which is only known by a few of

''if i
I 1 1

1
i rea We spent three nights on the spot.

About a quarter of a mile farther south is a red scoria hill,

which is the highest point of the mountain, 2,760 feel above
the bottom of the crater. It is the first of a long line of scoria

i extends to the sea on the southwest, passing through
Capt, Makee's plantation, and is called Kokkole.
The true meridian was obtained by careful observations on

the pole star when on the meridian taken at this point and also
at the east end of the base line in the crater. The fact had
been noticed before that there is a considerable local attraction
in the walls of this crater. I found that certain rocks of a com-

li lava on the highest point were decidedh magnetic.
'• rock have distinct polarity. There was evidently

i ria r ion of the needle ; between sunrise and noon
the needle moved at least half a degree westward, and re-
turned to its former position at night. On the morning of the
Ota an pa was a heavy frost around our camp, the thermometer

38
c

Falir. The average temperature at
noon was 72° in the shade ; the temperature in the crater

bout 4° higher. After selecting stations and setting
ap signal (lags along the western and southern sides of the
crater, we descended into it at the southwest corner, along an
immense sloping bank of reddish sand and scoria. We then
marked out a base line more than a mile and a half long over
a level plain at the foot of the southern wall of the crater.

Ihis plain was sprinkled with myriads of silver-swords

k'///'"" '/-hiii n. many oi which were in full bloom, present-

ed abundant over
' .-and in the central part of the crater. Both in

to tl e cral and on our retain, we followed a
to Kaupo.

Our party were <
i u what affected by the rarity of the air; we

need shortness of breadtft, and some complained of

I

tending a week in this region, we became
accustomed to the air, and our "w aderfnlly.

The natives have many local names for different parts of the
crater. The term Haleahala properly belongs to the southeast-
ern part of the mountain, extending two miles west from the
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Kaupo gap to the low place in the Avail of the crater, called the
" Puali " or pass of ;

' Koanui o Kane.'
1

On the eastern side is a famous rock called Pohaku Palaha,
which is the "hub" of East Maui, from which all th<

between land-- are believed to radiate.

The next day, the 6th, we moved our tent and baggage four
or iivr miles int.. the crater, and encamped near a cave called
"Ke ana ma ka ualti." i. e, the smoky cave, half a mile from a
trickling stream on the southern wall called -the waier oi

Palaoa." This place we made our head-quarters for three da vs.

during which we enjoyed almost cloudless weather, ami our
survey made rapid pi ogress

There is much more vegetation in the eastern end of the
crater than m the western. On the sloping walls of this part
of the crater, and on the three easternmost cones we noticed a
good many mountain plants, such as Dodonma, Sophora, Rail-
lardia and Geranium, and on the summit of the southeastern
walls of the crater, we observed clumps of large trees Thii
vegetation gave this region a very d iff. n nt asp. ,'t Iron, the stern
desolation of the western end. Near the commencemeat of the
Kaupo gap, close to the road, there is a famous water?
"Kawaipani." Here, as I am told, there is a subterranean
stream of pure cold water, two or three feet below the surface,
which is reached through a small hole in the rock, which was
formerly kept closed by a large stone, whence its n
closed water."

>

The scenery around us was entirely unique, and as grand in
its way as that of the Yosemite valley. The vast plain sur-
rounded by black precipices nearly twenty miles in circum-
ference, and from 1,000 to 2,500 feet in height, with the two
wide breaks through which we had glimpses of the distant
ocean, the sixteen crater cones, of different colors, gray, red and
black, the profound solitude and silence broken only by the
hocks of wild goats, formed a scene to which it would not be
easy to find a parallel elsewhere in the world. I ascended seve-

re cones in the course of my triangulation. a
st to be over 750 feet in height above its base. An-
rared 390 feet, and several are over 200 feet in height

lney are composed of light scoria and cinders, generally of a
deep reddish color, but two are of a peculiar gray tint and
others nearly black. I found no traces of sulphur and very
little pumice. The cones all have their ancient names, which
are known only by the mountaineers and old natives For
instance the highest cone is called " Ka lua o ka Go," the cra-
ter oi the Oo, and was the former residence of K:
^eles younger brother, "the king of vapor," of whom many
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legends are told. Another was called " Ka rwi o Pele "
Pele's

bone, and close by it on the north sid^ 1- ih- /',, ,,„„„ '„ /U or
"Pele's pig-pen. This is a sin lama md formation of hvi
about two rods square and ten feet hieh. with an oornnw ( „,
the northwest side. Some of mv m. ii I li« \ ,i that ii an v one
should h_il„i. j. o.. scratch the sand in this place or otherwise
desecrate the sacred precinct, the evil sj.ii-Lts of i!,e ,,„,.,,.

i-..;,,

would bring on log and rain. A similar supcrsthi.
to the Argyroxiphium, or silver-sword plant. The n.

",] " rt
''

'

""" '1'

-

-' part «.f the crat'T
which I did not visit, but which has been seen by my father and

After returning to our first camp on the summit, we spent
another clay m visiting the stations around the south and west
sides, and measuring the remain ine. aneles, and
Makawao late in the evening of the 11th. After having m >rked
up my notes and drawn a map of the crater, i vi.-ie
mit once more on the 25th, to compare my map with the ori-
ginal on the spot, and to make the details more exact.
According to the results of mv survev. the crater is of an oval

shape, its longest diameter being nearly east and west, unlike
most of the Hawaiian \ ,.!,-,

, >.,
. the m jor axes of which

generally ran-.,, nonh .d .,, th. The _,, u-t length of the
crater was found to be about seven and a half miles from east
to west, the width being from two and a quarter to three miles.

mif
r

il

a
-

1S ' 'miles.

,
l
fe hl

r-

'

! m ined by the United States Ex-
ploring Expedition to be 10,217 feet above the level of the sea.
and 2,783 feet above the bottom of the crater. 1 made it>
height by triangulation 2,750 feet above the east end of mv
base lme in the crater. The boiling water experimei . I

altitude of 10,165 by R ddvaclose
approximation.

1 he northern or Koolau break is about three miles wide, and
over 2,000 feet deep, where it first leaves the crater. The
western brink of it bears about N. 64° E. The bottom of it is
floored with streams of lava of different ages, and is i

The southeast or Kaupo break is about a mile and a quarter
wideband its direction for the first three or four miles is about
£>• 58° E. The lava flow then turns to the southward, and
continues in the direction S. 34° E. to the sea, spreading out
jn the form of a delta, and filling up the lower part of several
large ravines.

The appearance of the lava fields and cones in the eastern
end, and the vegetation on them seem to indicate that they are
tar more ancient than those in the western end. The latest
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action in the crater seems to have been the formation of the
cinder cones m the southwestern part.

_

To conclude, the survey has impressed me with the convic-
tion tluit this is a ival tonninal crater, and not merely "a deep
gorge open at the north and east," or a caldera. I have indeed
heard the theory proposed that the mountain is but the wreck
of a complete dome with a small terminal crater, the whole top
of which has fallen in and been carried awav, as is supposed to
have been the case with some of the volcanoes of Java, and
the Caldera of Palma. Such questions I leave for geologists to

I if I can furnish them anY new data on the subject,
I shall be quite content.
Oahu College, Oct. 12, 1869.

Art. VL—On a new method of separating Tin from Arsenic,
Antimony^ and Molybdenum; by Frank Wigglesworth
Clarke, S.B.

Some time since, happening to notice that the remarkable
highly cry, .nncd h v oxalic acid in a sohl-

;

uon<chlorid wa. ll(>t UackVncd .»i-*,t1,.

ted by sulphuretted hydrogen, I was led to a series of experi-
ments concerning the action of the above named acid upon cer-
tain metallic sul

, ; ng resuits.

Both sulphids of tin, if moist, and freshly precipitated, are
readily decomposed by moderately long boiling with an excess
*>f " vliy ••. i-l I!_,S being given off. The monosulphid is con-

-o the insoluble, crystalline stannous oxal

cgold, however, seems to be unacted upon by the re-
i presence of an excess of oxalic acidftin cannot be

proiMpjl ited by H„S.
The sulphids of arsenic, even upon very long boiling with

the acid, are almost unattacked. Very minute traces of the
metal sometim- > -> into -Nation, but may be reprecipitated by
a bubble or two of II S. A. ., r lin-lv/the presence even of
an enormous ex. sa oi ox i e acid does not hinder the precip-

-ulphid.
The sulphid of antimony benaves in a somewhat different

«Uo _ bo ing a ith oxalic acid consid-
able quantities of the metal u vet every

™ ?V?
n ' byH

a S.Moiybdi, k d b

wC^ 6Ven u
P
on vei7 lonS foiling.

rJnlr *£?
s^hids of tungsten I have obtained discordant
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insoluble in the acid, while at othei
completely, and parth tnk n into,
Ry ! .v:Lili;,-mys.,lf of the solid*

mray^hU"^

: times they are decomposed

ility of the sulphids of tin

d to separate tin perfectly
almost perfectly from anti-

1101 iv arc to be separated from

ingtheVeemrtli'.
1

!!^ J.IutV.n h

manner for the precipitation of the

inn pI-.-p ^d^lThV^sual

in the proportion of about twent\ - :•.. ns of the reagent' for

be prod!iced wit h zme upon platiimm. T have carefully exper-
imented to learn i whether oxalic acid could in terfere with either
of these id find that it ha s not the slightest influence
upon th le sniphid of arsenic is absolutely free from
tin, but
that met

!-kX
owever, if the operation has

erally mav be kfuored v. If, however, the greatest
is desir to redissolve the sulphid of

s of ox!

dk,iim
llic am

./nichid.. lecompose the solution with
h a little strong sulphydric

OU

Tos°er

er, filter

tained.
,
and a<hi the lil ir;ate to the tin solution previ-

molybdein im, owing to the difficulty of
;'!'' '>•!!. ;r-i •

. IT
2
S, I have been obliged to

snlphid irv 1

- *

l

i?,T
s.

' rilnd

solution containine: a mob
decomposing the 'suhVm r salt formed with a considerable quan-

urlndi- ta acid, anc
trace of molybdenum is pre-

. The ~
1 '

;

lined can be easily washed
V.-lth : 1 -

.f dibit.. ic : cid and amnionic chlorid.
If :io-v 1 we throw down tin and molybdenum
together. the former 1 metal may be diss< >lved out

ix. I
- dphids for f

proportions

ibout three fourths of an hour
vntb OX:, lie acid in the

s

which I have already given.
Am. Jodb

. Sf!I.-SE.:ohi>Sbb ies,Vol. XLIX, No. 145,-Jan., 1870.



sejKrrathui Tin iroin A/-

Mrv
..i!in-.

umeof strong s!il|)Jiy,lrK - arid '.vaier. to roiin'fii.itat^ :mv oi

!

>1 which may! v ,
o-mi into solution [>>n iilmriu

no molybdenum can be detected in the filtrate l,v ;mv ordi-

;

n
.

k 's1s n<l 1| " '" !ybdi. miph d is soj ,t h fi IV, ,ri
'"

•

:

'
ii" - case, it is assumed that the tin is in the form of

I

.
It must be borne in mind that the 1. >w«

tl»* nietal is .-oim-rted bvthe acid im
j'

1 '"^ "V It. 1". !blt .,!,
] tt.Tdi~nht.sto..

limited extent in dilitto IKM, its formation need not
with an analysis.

Since the presence of oxalic acid interferes somewhat with
the complete precipitation of tin by ordinary methods, I was- ] 'h> trouble in finding a process for detm'i in in-
tl!| i -t :; i alter the Miration. At last I found it

'Imp with ammonia, is mix,,
ro redissolve the precipitate at first formed, an excess

of acetic acid is added, and th, yla.le.li, ,
! r ,

i>"iirs m a warm place. ..[-.//,- arid must be iwprl f™ 0+mnff(.r

mW.ll
'

l
"'',',' l|

'j'"',' " "'
'

"' H," ; "">< from white to

mffiwjfe™ ..n.ncnts.inwhtehl

>• .i.;'
;

;;;:;:;::,
i

;:i;;

rr;";::

the sec

10n

i

reSPeCtlV y "'9S and "*57 per

cipitate to settle sufficiently
to incomplete preeipitntum
The arsenic and

be best separated by Bunsen's process with sulphurous

&of

Ttit -a"'/'-
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tin as converted into SnO, and the antimony into Sb
2 4 , cal-

culated til.- proportions of the metals from the increase in
v< a-ht This m thod, although 1>> no mt ms gi ing im accu
rate results, served very well for rough approximate determina-
tions. I cite it here simj.lv as an easy ami convenient process
!,,; ' draining a e!o<e idea of the constitution of ;iUV alloy com-
posed of the two metals. Possibly the method might be so
modified as to give accurate determination-.

Art. YIL—Xotes on the structure of the Crinoidea. Cysiidea, and
Blastoidea; by E. Billings, F.G.S., Palaeontologist of the
Geological Survey of Canada.

5. On the homologies of the respiratory organs of the Palaeozoic
and recent Eehinoderms, and on the " Convoluted Plate" of the

Onnoidea.

In a former note I have advanced the opinion that:—"The
grooves on the ventral disc of C//aiho'-ri,fis and. also, the inter-
nalf convoluted plate" of the Palaeozoic Crinoids, with the tubes
radiating therefrom, belong to the respiratory and, perhaps, in

part, to the circulator}- systems—not to the digestive system.
The convoluted plate with its thickened border seems to fore-
shadow the " o\vo]>hege;d circular canal" with a pendant madre-

Holothuridea." (This Journal, II, vol.
xlviii, p. 73). I should have referred it to the madreporic sys-
tem of the existing E general, instead of to
that of the Holothuridea in particular. At the time the note

[had in view the madreporic sack of //
which, as will be shown further on, most resembles in form that
of Actinocrinus. The figures and descriptions, which follow,
are intended to show the gradual passage or conversion of the
respiratory organs of the 'W/,/,„. #/„,/, -id,,, and Puhu„ ,-;„•>-

"'"' into the ; m; d cral cai al svstem of the recent eehinoderms.
and that as the convoluted plates of the former have the same
structure and > mini tion - the madrej>oric sacks and tubes or
sand canals of the he'er, they are. most probably, all the homo-
logues of each other.
Among the Cystideans we find several genera, such as Cryp-

<'' />',
, it.

Sf 2 i ,arently some others,

wh.Ko tot is t.italK -ry pores, being com-
posed of sin . t hose of the ordinary Crinoidea.
In a second . tn< >ng which may be enumerated

Palceocystites arid Protocystites,



^ io^
e

the
P
?ntem

rt

l°

f Cary0CrinuS ornatus
'

the test he™% remo^ed " «

summit. II
b. The othe^figu

hibit the in. < ru0 in passing thro
2 Codasfer. 3. Pentrem' i. Pentremiteswit\
tubes. 5. Palaozoic Crmoids with a convoluted plan
of radiation. 6. Sand canal or madrcp «i

convoluted plate. 7. Ambulacral can...
luted plate of the sand canal attached to the oesophau
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the whole of the external integument seems to have been respir-
atory, as all, or nearly all, of the plates of which it is composed,
are more or less occupied by variously arranged, poriferous or
tubular ^m.-tmw. The Cvstideans of these two groups hold
the lowest rank of all those known. In their general structure
they are mere sacks of a globular, ovate or, (as in the case of

f'tes) flattened form. Their test consists of an indefi-
nite number of plates without any radiated arrangement. They
were also, according to our present knowledge, the lirst to make
tneir; ppearance, two of the genera . Truclmci/sijt -and Eon/stf/ex,
having been discovered in the primordial zone. No other echin-
oderms have been found in rocks of so ancient a date.
Next in order may be placed those genera n hose t< si h com-

posed of a definite number of plates, which have, to
tent, a quinary arrangement. Thus. <ii i

t

.:>• .,
','/-.-; Eri,i,t(»--n-

'".."-. Ypiorifsht < :;llt l several oth< r-. ha\e e'aeli lour series of
-. ol In h ill-re are fo i

pi i,»- in the Y-al and
•ii of the other three series

r

fhe •*-; m,to^ area.- or
;ire reduced in number—1< a i to thirtcn

I

' " '> and three in most of the other genera of the group.
^ ! r in the plates nor in the hydrospires is there exhibited
any tenden<-\ to a ra bated an mil i u nt. Tl e i i. si ancient ge-

i

:'.-.

I seems to have become extinct in the Trfen-
khl rne other genera occur in various horizons between the
Uiazy and the Devonian.

_

In the genera Hemin>--nni . end Curi/nm', ".s the In dro.-pires
111 i ]|1 ' upper part of the test converge toward, but <\o not reach.

I point of the apex, thus forming the commencement

.
;

a former not- (this J, n 11 xlviii p. 77.' ut is
}

nh } ,ut thai

tubes of the hydros!

; the five ami
from which this
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gram was constructed there are the bases of fifteen free arms to
be see i situated at the outer extremities of the dot!
Attlieoaseofeacliarmtlitwisa small

; ,ore, p, which I believe
to ha\e been exclusively ovarian in its function. The !iv< in-
spires have no connection whatever with the

,

all of them entirely separated from each other. If then
they represent the ambulaeralsmemoi'tla nv nt
it is quite certain tl t thai vstem was ai

oped stage in which it existed in the Cystidea,) destitute of the
U ring.

In Codaster a further concentration of the respiratory
exhibited. There are here only five hydrospires ana

1

all confined to the circle around the apex. Two of
incomplete in order to make room for the large mouth an. I vent
(mv, fig. 2.) They are each divided inl

al, a2, &c. They are only conn, i i vui, ih, iU -iZ t-\ t de-
tent, t iat these latter lie back upon them. The mi,,- a v i,r.>-

r!i pinnuhe but it is not at all certaiii thai they (the i-in-
nulae) were m any direct communication with the hvdr ,s ares.

>8tidea, (and in none is it more ob-
rinus), there was no connection between

the hydros] T iem , »;;,), ,,.Uee (so far
i - reg Is the evidence of the presence or absence of such a
connection) between Cm/nn-iu^ and r, ,„, t,

, r ( ,u<i^ in thi«
that m the former the arms are erect and do not toucl
drospires, whereas in the latter the 1

upon them. Each of the e

cral groove and all of the grooves terminate in a single
aperture. Buta^thi-. p<-rt

; :iv

1:lf "- ii:,i ""- :! i'i th^ P>! ; ,-..,; i,.,. : have not shown v

<>': Willi a l Jeu-1,'emitr.i (the
ig visible) can doubt that t

perfectly homologous orga:

* of the latter genus, selecti

equal parts by the Mve ra;

des, that their
j

a single orific
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formed of broad sucks, with a number of folds on one side, con-
sist of ten simple cylindrical tubes connected together in five
pairs. The only diiVcrence between the structure of tig. 8 and
lig. 4 is in the width of the tubes and in the absence of folds

m the latter. These two forms are moreover connected by inter-

mediate grades. Species with 11, lo. 8. 6, A. 1 and 2 folds he-

rn-' known, there is thus established a gradual transition from
the broad petaloid form to the single cylindrical tube.

Between the Q/stidea and the Blastoidea the most important
changes are. that in the latter the hvdrospires become connected
m pairs, and, also, are brought into direct communication wit 1

1

the piimuhe. In the Pakeozoic Crinoidea (or at least in many of

•entration is carried one step further forward, the live

1'airs of hvdrospires being here all connected together at the
eentre as in tig. 5. There is as yet no oesophageal ring, (as f

understand it) but in its place the convoluted plate described inunderstand n convoluted pla
the excellent papers of Messrs. Meek and Worth©

lg to the authors, consists of a convolute*
form the shell of a Bulla or Scaphander. It is situated

according to the authors, consists of a convoluted plate, i

bling in form the shell of a Bulla or Scaphander. It is sit

vithm the body of the Crinoid with its longer axis vertical and
the upper end just under the eentre of the ventral
» ';v< r extremity approaches but does not quite touch the bottom
of the visceral cavity. Its walls are composed of minute poly-
gonal plates or of an extremely delicate network of anastomos-
ing fibres. The five ambulacral cana Is are attache,! to the upper
extremity, radiate outward to tin alls of the cup and are
seen to pass through the ambulacra! oritices outward into the
grooves of the arms. (Ante. vol. xlviii, p. 31.)
The ambulacra] arc for the greater
"t res! It , in th , mi. ion fimv ai 1. w, i as most
'tun lists who hay, <t. died rheir structure will admit, truly

(1
' I niluieoitUd I 1.1.1 ' im HI 1U1..1 In

tl'-highor order. <,! this da-- the c nai^ivumilivmorespe-
-1th , o iti.elowe,

4
- provided with pn

.V/lc'a. v' iind'ai .e- i m>al r ,g."

Totliis. ,, uiationotti canals re

ladreporic a >j i dages. These consist of small
-

enera That oi iumruhem
is thus d. - s On t i dorsa surfact s

te animal is cut open, there is seen a curved calcareous col-

am running obliquely from the tubercle to the plates wax-

unding themoutl Dr. Sh s it . s b}
a narrov

ifice into the circular vessel. It is connected by a membrane
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with one side of th '

-. • w>-d with a prettv

st .no- skin, which is covered with vibratile cilia. It:? form is

thai of i pi l. rolled in Lit the mar ins till thcv meet. It feels

grhty as if full of sand. When we examine it with the micro-

scope we find it to consist of minute calcareous plates, which

are united into plates or joints, so that when the hue-r-

ing membrane is removed it has the appearance of a jointed

column. Professor Ehrenberg remarked the former structure.

Dr. Sharpev the latter: they are both right. Both structures

may be seen in the column of the com,, ,,'n <-ro >-iish." (Forbes.

British Starfishes, p. 73.)

InProi. Joh Miill i s work, I b i den ban dee £
men," several f um- oi i < i oft i i i

i described. In gen-

eral they are composed of a soft or moderately hard skin con-

sisting of a minute tissue of calcareous fibres, 'or of small poly-

gonal plates. The walls are also, sometimes, minute!; porif-

erous. In all the Holothurians the madreporic organ is a sack

attached by one of its ends to the oesophageal canal, the other

extremity hanging freely down into the perivisceral cavity, not

connected with the oi'.positc hod\ wad as is the .-and canal of

the starfishes. (Op. mi., p. rA. ) In it- consisting ol a coiivolu-

with that of 1

1

'

, . i i

one extremity it resembles that of the Holothurians.
The convoluted plate of the Palaeozoic Crin o id s ami the m ad-

reporic sacks and tubes (or sand ea h) of the i

derms, therefore. a n .me in the i ,11,, o n _ r -peat.-:—

1. They have the same general structure.

2. They are all appendages of the ambulacra! system.

"i'h.a :

.
-

'

.:•-.
•

•
•- ^ - ,-

'.'

e case for the position I haveessumid. When among
the petrified reir

which has the sai

may, with muck probability of bein- cornet in our
t the two j homolog is, even i Lthw gh

with any oth i
!'.

t is ,- , a,

tually see that it is m app. n iage of another organ, ors
r. v.hich is known to be the homologu<

the existing species is always c<

we have evidence of a very high order on which to
§

Q. By no other mode of reasoning can we p;
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i the homologue of that of Pen-

titled "Kemarks on the Blastoidea,

hich Meek and Worthen
their comments upon my

The objection here advanced does not appear to me to be a
strong one. In many of the lower animals the digest i

T3 S considerable size in proportion to the whole bulk. In
the Brachiopoda, lor instanee. I

: ,h fill nearly
the whole of the int >rihd c.o, ii\. the di^the >ack U im> verv
-11 ."II .n.«l o. np\ ,,_< n p ., l,i ,t,d vj,,,, ii. «i tli hmsre. These
arms^ although not the homologues of the co ,\ >h t. 1

|
!

r - .,i

the Palaeozoic (Vino <U. have a ^t -om» n- -add m< e to them, and
are, moreover, at least to some extent, subservient to r
they are certainly not digestive sacks. In the recent echino-

itestine is usiudh a slender tube with one or more
curves between the mouth and the anus. It fills only a small
part of the cavity of the body, the remainder being

"
'

- '

:

' ', .
'
,:.. ,

^ a< the Ivspir'.it.w'v tree ;

:

!f ' the°2oS
tlmridea. d

;

',, Asteri-he and the ambulacra!
osteins ,,f canals of the class irenerallv. In no division of the

1

portion of th.

J- he great si;

the Crinoids

alimentary liver, i Phil. Tr-n-. K. S, 1865, p. 525)
Possible that the convoluted plate may represe
At present I think it does not.

I believe that the reason why the convoluted
]
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a greater proportional size in the V iheozom < Ymoids. than do

the -and canals of the recent echiuodenns, is that tlie function

of the system of canals (of which they arc all appendages.) was

at first mostly respiratory, whereas in line greater number of

the i \Miim croups, it i- nit re or I »-
j

> rel icnsive or locomotive,

or both.
[To be continued.]

Stellar spectrum analysis, in addition to its revelations

concerning the physical constitution of the heavenly bodies,

has begun most recently to claim attention in an increasing

degree in another no less interesting direction. With the aid

of this method the prospect is presented of proving, and under
favorable circumstances also of measuring, what influence is

exerted on the lines of the spectrum of a star by the compo-
nents of the relative motion of the earth and star along the

line uniting the two bodies.

A single consideration shows that effects which two separated

bodies exert upon one another by means of b

of a limited rapidity of propagation must be modified by a

continual change of the distance >cpar; tin-- them. It is Dop-
pler's merit to have first, in the year 1*41. recognized the

necessity of this iniluenee.-r although the conclusions which he

derived from it with respect to the color of the stars must be
,i kn i hd_. 1 s iHurivuie i .soil.,! ,, ~c _ i 1 of the invis-

ible parts of the spectrum.
With reference to sound this influence was proved to be con-

formable to the demands of theory by numerous experiments
of Ballot, Mach and others.

On the contrary with r< ferenee to light it has not been pos-

sible hitherto to establish b\ observation a trustworthy value

I is influence, because even the

co-mde.d movements, which are the greatest at our disposal for

this bject re very smal n co ris \ ith th< n n no of

the propagation of light.

The^



a new Spectroscope.

•escnts the prospect

f the lines of the

ration* concerning tins (having reference to the spectrosco
hitherto construct. I and the method of determining the po
toon of the lines), with the remark: "It cannot be determin
by spectroscopic observations with our present instrumen
and need not be considered in the discussion of our observ

Huggins nevertheless in his most recent memoir,J of whi
the above mentioned investigations of Maxwell are an ini

gral part, attempted the solution of the problem in questi<
bv the
of whiel

prisms.

The diminution of the light caused by so great a number of
prisms permits, however, the observation of only the brightest
stars. Huggms indeed even coi

.

eommuni-
eation « ,f ].\< results from observations on Sirius, and he believed

1"*" tl t he toun.l a .mall di.pl... < ment ot the line F in com-
P :,r'*m vV't! tin liri-iit h\ Iroimn line produced bv a Geissler's
tube. The direction and' amount of the displacement would

1 '" "'
. i i -i in tin li n< between tli. . rth and Sirius,

;i!!, l ihis with a velocity of 41 1 English miles per second.
Ifwe eliminate the component ofthe earth's movement, which

at the time of observation amounted to 12 English miles, the
ivsultin.Lf veloein v -:,i us are moving from
one another would be -J

-;• about (K> German
miles.

Huggins himself regards this result as one affected bv great

probable error, an error caused partly by the great *
of the light, already mentioned, from numerous prisms, and

"•• •

I
•om • srrestria] sources of light with the analogous

dark lines of stellar spectra. The latter have sometimes a dif-

* Heidelberg Transactions of the Phys. Med. Soc., vol. Hi, p. 190.

t PhiL Trans, 1868, p. 532. t n>i&, P- ™.
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they are I'iice; for example, thev are "blurred on the ed

and of different breadtl

in the spectrum of Sirius.

The mo4 iwiu"ui! of tlmse difficulties, which ha\ e hitherto

opposed a definite solution of the problem in question, I believe

that I have successfully overcome, by a new construction of the

spectroscope, the first example of which I have the honor to

exhibit here to the Royal Society.

The arrangement is 'in essentials the following. The line of

light produced 1>\ a slit, or a eylin hie d 1- lis lies in the focus of

a lens which a-, in all o ,..;,-.,. .,',., rend \-p--md 1 the rays to be

dnp(. ,-> d. Thai tin m\ - p - tin* uuh to) V ma - diutt-M-
ion pn-m ^ -tan- •>[' <xm1 ! m <(i ''a, which I obtained from
the optical establi sin,net of Merx in Munich.

These are fastened to one another in such a manner that

though each passes one half of the pencil of rays proceeding

of rays will be dispersed in the two spectra in an opposite di-

rection. The object-glass of the observing telescope, which
unites the rays again to an image, is perpen liadar to the re-

-

heliometer, h diahd; ca-h of the two halve- emi hemoved
micrometiu il 'do ilel to the line of section and perpen-

dicular to it. Bv means of this we can bring the lines of one
spectrum into y .'inei d ene with those .f the other, and also place

the sjtectra in immediate juxtaposition instead of superposing
them, so that one spectrum moves by the other like a vernier,

or we can superpose them only partially. By mean- of this

construction not onl\ is the d hcate principle of d-

rendered ;n nlable for the determination of anv chaia what-

chaw,'-: is also doubled, since its influ. ace appears in the twos

The principal of th r sp^jctra which lies at

i i of the instrument descri hed. on account of whieh 1

for it the na; 'Revebsiok Specvnv-
scope." can be intro<luced without- u-ing Amici's svstern s oi

eded to reverso orLe part of the penc il of

rays proceed ii lz i'l > n sm 1

[paicll (?r."!
as above with a telesc <],- furni.-hed v-itli a divided object-g

Furthermore, this principle renders the
tion of artificial sour< :es of light foi tin mad

lity wholly m
rement of* the

changes in position oti objects com

j

l. n ly similar in kind.



jarried out both or

also on the brighl

(and these I venture to ad»

nt), autb

approximate (vorlaiing) control of theor<

denote the parts of the

506±0-6 49-6±0-5

In the following series of observations the reversion spectro-
scope was furnished, not only with another inivri)int.'ter->erew

with a somewhat coarser thread, but also with two other systems
of prisms whose dispersion in the region of the sodium line is

1-77 times greater than that of the systems used for the above
measurements. Likewise the ol< I s lasses of the
collimator and the observing telescope were replaced by un-

• ones, by which not only nothing was lost in sharpness

According to this, the interval between the two D lines was

|

robable error of ^w of its value.
'

.. slj pr - •.;! !. a change of

mg the source of light and the sp
with a v. .

•
. , .,ir (ji rvi..M

I

'-r second, will effect a

corresponding displacement of the lines of the two a

the amount of | of the interval of the D lines, a quantity which
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is also about forty times greater than the probable error found
above for the mean of nine readings.

If, therefore, in the observation of stellar spectra, a sufficient
amount (»!' light can !, u-.nl, it c-aii 1><> d< iiniteh determined in

the way slate i. whether the exp eted displacement of the lines
of the spectrum occurs or not. In reference to the intensity of
light required, I venture to remark, that, f« >r these obs, wat i'.

.ns,

an unachromatic lens* of one Paris foot in aperture and sis feet

focal length is at our disposal; its cone of rays one inch from
the focus is acted upon by a suitable concave meniscus of flint-

glass, and. freed thus as much as possible from spherical and
chromatic aberration, is directed to the slit of the spectroscope.
I feel that I should here especially point out the fact, that, in
the use of a slit, the achro natis o1 the optical image, for the
observation of its spectrum, (especially of ind lual parts oi

it), is unessential, and consequently the construction indicated
here must claim the important preference of great cheapness in

>n with those with achromatics of strong light. Evi-
dently this advantage must be given up in those cases, where,
as in double stars, the desideratum is the sharpest possible sep-
aration of the objects under investigation.

I may be permitted perhaps to make some remarks upon
prohh'insaudm.-th ds which ret r to s, etrnm observations on
the sun and with which i am at present employed.
The sun possesses a velocity of rotation, l>v virtue of which

a point on its equator moves with a velocity of about 0"2o Ger-
man inl . [1, ti !•.

! ., . with t! id of a h. liometer, or in any
other way. we produce a double image of the sun, and by a

^'itabl
•

Qviii .ii !_ into contact two points of the equa-
•. then at the point of com act. parts of the sun's sur-

face .rder upon one another, one of wl icli approaches us with
a velocity of the given amount, and the other recedes from us
witl) tia- same velocity. From?! ice of velo-
city of the parts in contact, in the direction of the line of sight,
of about half a German mile. According to previous state-
ments such an amount of movement would cause a change of
position of the sodium line. err,.. .,i,din- to the Mtth part of
the interval between them. Therefore if by combination of a
sufficient number of prisms, we succeed in perceivimj- such a

so as to measure it, we need only to bring the middle
of the slit into the line joining

1

the two centers of the images of
the sun which are tangent to each other in order to see the

of the sun's limbs which are thus in contact, close
•> ii.'Mof view, and th !.. under the ,,,,,-t ihvora-

then the position of the

the optical establishment of H. Sehroeder in Hamburg.
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it\ of measurements, the velocity of rotation in vari-
ous heliographie latitudes would be deterinined, which would
be of the greatest interest with reference to the opinions pro-

nounced most recently on this point.

But even without regard to a quantitave determination of tiie

phenomenon in question, by means of a proof of it only quali-

tative, even a simple means would he found of separating (tH

tin- /fin:* v:Iu'c]i oris' 1 from. aJwrrption in the rorfh's af/ios-p/nre.

from those /r/ifrj, tun- their or if/fa to the sola?' atmosphere, since the

displacement in question could evidently extend only to the
latter.

Another subject for the investigate n of q>eetrum analysis
is the protuberances. As is well known, Lockyer and Jansseu
were the first who succeeded, independently of a total eclipse

of the sun, in observing the spectra of these forms, which con
sist of three bright lines.

At the present time it is the object of most earnest en-

deavor to discover any methods which permit not only the ob-

tion of these lines but also simultaneously of the entire

; of the protuberance.
e length of the bright lines corresponds to the m;

of the dimension of the protuberance concerned, which occurs
in the direction of the slit. Consequently if we bring the slit

successively into different positions so that it cuts the protuber-
ance in as many directions, then we are able to construct the
form of the image observed, as Lockyer has already done.
Thereupon Janssen has proposed the construction of a rotating

spectroscope, in i
>;• ler of rotation

to survey rapidly the form of the whole protuberance during
the continuance of the impression of light.

Leaving out of consideration the mechanical difficulties of
such a rotating spectroscope in which one of the bright pro-

tuherance 1 ics must lie a« < urately in the axis of rotation, the
design in view can be accomplished in a simpler and more com-
plete manner bv an oscillation of the slit perpendicular to its

direction. In this wav the protuberance could be observed in

three dif-

ferent lines of its spectrum.
In this method, with a movable slit, tin

through which the protuberance passes from its base, will how-
ever be cousi hi bl\ v. ih« ned. in |

apportion to the length of

the path passed over by the slit : in the I

e natural relations of the bright-

ness of the image would be frustrated.

For this reason I have in view the introduction of another



very ample meflu Lfo d tfcainment of the object in question,
of the practicability of which I am already convinced bv cx-
- i . r-oi t, , -n, I - iiuo of light, to be describe!' more
in detail below. The principles on which this method depends
are the following

:

1. The apparent brightness (glanz, clarltas visa)* of a strip
of a protuberance is independent of the aperture of the .-lit un-
der the h\j)<»tl -\ ih,i. .c eominuef to ha\- t

-

;i perceptible
breadth on the retina. ^ F

2. Thebrm itt -li'- -n ,; e, Npeetni in iu< Teases propor-
tionally to the width of the slit.

3. With an oM-ilktiiu or r, latum -lit, the brightness of the
s '!" l

i

"M ' li -l'^'t ma r in hi unchanged, while that of the image
of theprotub. :m -

i _ mi th< perm imn, ,,| ,]„ j hl ,„ ,

sions of light, diminishes on the other hand in aco >rd

a law depending <m the number and duration of the excita-
tions of the point of the retina concerned, which occur in a unit
of time, and also upon the refrangibility of the strip of the
protuberance observed.

If, for simplicity's sake, we suppose that the entire; surface,
over which the slit moves in its rotation or oscillation, is filled
up by the protuberance, and if we suppose also that the inten-
sity of the u _ . idim. is m ^d pro] .rtionai to that sur-

Q extension, over the surface, of
the light passing through the slit), then under the assumption
of the above three propositions, the relation of intensit
back-ground and protuberance, would remain the same- and

First, reduce «he brightness of the image of the protube-
of the slit, and by this leave unchanged

the brightness of the superposed spectrum (by 2) or we may
Secondly, open the slit unmoved so fa/ that its aperture

m.mmU at once oyer the space, which in the first <•'-, dm
<->

;
'
!t r ui o ,,,,,, LnihoU 1, the apparent bright-

ness of the protuberance remains unehammd. but that of the
<

r
m u -edinthes

, , ratio'tha rM < ,„ , b
- .Km I- (

1on- puntb umh.th -,, ...t, ,

signed object would be accomplished much moiv -imply in the
-.-ml s t ,\. it, Ucmim ot e-

\
IV1 -*'!

'

,x t! " mt< llM ]

- ht of the"real body oi
should not penetrate the slit.

The slit need be opened only just so far that the protuberance
or a part oi opening. A suita

™$°\ th< d -'-t be provided lor, by means
of polarizing or absorbing media, which are to be pla
the eye-piece, m order that the relative intensity between the

* Lambert, Photometria, eta 88 36 and 37.
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protuberance and the superposed spectrum may be permitted to
stand out as strongly as possible to the perception.
Led by these conclusions, I have sought, with the aid of ter-

lv-truil sources of light, to realize the conditions under which
the protuberances are visible, in order, in this wav, to test both
methods and to convince myself of their practicability. For
the better comprehension of the described experiments," let the
following remarks first be premised.
The reason why the protuberances are invisible under ordi-

nary circumstances, by screening off the intense image of the
sun to the edge, lies in the strongly illuminated part of our
atmosphere covering the image of the protuberance. In a total

eclipse of the sun this superposed light is weakened to such an
extent, that then the : i protuberances raise

themselves from the illuminated parts of the corona.
We can make an approximate estimate of the amount of the

of the diffused light of our atmosphere required for

this, if we assume the mean illumination of the atmosphere in

a total eclipse equal to that of a mean full moon. A
to my phot ts*this illumination is 618000
times weaker than that produced by the sun ; consequently then
the selective absorption of colored media must stand in a simi-
lar relation in reference to the homogeneous light of protube-
rances, if we wish to make the protuberances visible in tins way
without dispersion as is generally sought at the present time.

On the contrary the possibility of accomplishing this end,
with the aid of the prism by the 'dispersion of the superposed
atmospheric light, depends essentially upon the circumstance,

iight is composed of rays of all degrees of refrangi-

bility, while that of the protuberances, however, is composed of
only three homogeneous assemblages of rays.

iy shining with homogeneous light and limited by sharp
ndaries, I

superposition of an unhomogeneous mass of light

leous light and limited by i

lplished artificially, in the follow-
ing way. The wick of an alcohol flame was impregnated with

f sodium and chlorid of lithium. At a distance of 18
feet before this flame, a piece of plate glass was so set, at an
angle of 45° to the direction of the observation, that the reflected

I petroleum flame at one side covered the faintly shm-
mg alcohol flame, and, by reason of its much greater

rendered it completely invisible. About one foot before the

reflecting plate of glass, was situated a small lens of w
focus, which directed a small image of the alcohol flame to the
slit of the spectroscope. The latl

: ae eil(i of

n inches long, by means of which it could be put in

fcude for about five minutes by
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ing it Next then, the aperture of the slit was so far decreased,

that, with the slit at rest, the double line D and, prop*

faint, the lithium line also appeared sharply defined in the field.

As soon as the slit was put in oscillation, these lines trans-

formed themselves into sharp images of the alcohol flame, of

which the two sodium images covered about half. The appa-

rent brightness of these three images was much less t

of the bright lines, and in consequence of this also their relief

from the di I

:

a |
>ectrum ground was in the same

ratio less distinct than that of the lines with the slit in a state

methods, and opened the unmoved slit so far that

image of the alcohol flame was only just contained by the rect-

angular aperture of the slit, I was surprised by a far greater

delicacy and distinctness, with which the image of the flame

relieved itself from the diffusely illuminated spectrum ground.

Consequently the above reduction of the apparent brilliancy

of the protuberance with an oscillating slit, assumed in the

theoretical discussion to be in accordance with a simple law,

appeared quite strongly to incline our favor to the method last

employed.
I remark here that for this experiment only one of the above

mentioned new prisms was employed. But it is evident that

with an additional dispersion, the diminution of the superposed
unhomogeneous light can be increased at pleasure.

As may be seen, no difficulty in principle stands in the way
of the application of this method to the protuberances of the

sun.* Practical success, however, is dependent essentially on
this, whether a sufficiently strong dispersion of light a n"~

intensity between the ]

lofthes
obtained for the actual relation of intensity between the h< uno-

geneous light of the protuberances and of the superposed light of

the atmosphere. If, however, we are authorized to conclude
upon a very consider. aiey of the protube-
rances, from the intensity and distinctness with which their lines,

especially the middle one, appear,—of which I am convinced
by an actual inspection on the 24th of December of the past

year at the observatory at Berlin,—then the means at my com-
mand at present consisting of four excellent systems of' prisms
must indeed be sufficient to solve satisfactorily in the way here
proposed the problem of the visibility of the protuberances.

Supplement

According to a communication by letter, lately received from
Dr. Schallen at Cologne, Mr. Lockyer also has succeeded in



observing the solar protuberances in their whole
" i the method developed by me in the above

By this communication, Mr. Lockyerhas employed a spa trosci >pe
with seven prisms, and has communicated his results in a report
held imthe Royal Institution, which ought to appear in print
June loth. Since I have neither received this report up to the
present time, nor even learned any details concerning Mr. Lock-
yer's results, it may be permitted me here to communicate the
following in regard to the procedure employed by ma
The spectroscope, which has been made according to my

designs in the optical establishment of Mr. Fauber in Leipsic,
possesses one excellent direct vision prism by Merz. The spec-
troscope was fastened in a suitable way to the six feet refractor
of this observatory. The height of the slit amounted to 6' 20"
of arc, and the aperture varied with the height and magnitude
of the protuberance observed. And here let it be remarked
that it is most advantageous in observing to bring the length of
the slit tangent to the sun's limb. By this plan on the one hand
a greater segment of the sun's limb is surveyed at one view, and
on the other the advantage is gained of determining with great
accuracy the position angle of the protuberance, since the
entrance of the sun's disc makes itself immediately noticeable
!

.~ a slushing out of a narrow band-formed spectrum in the
middle of the field of view. This point of the first flashing
out can be easily brought to the place of the protuberance in
question by revolving the spectroscope about its longitudinal
axis^ and in this case, as is readily perceived, the slit is tangent
to the point of the sun's limb occupied by the protuberance,
the actual place of the spectroscope can be read off on a divided
circle, and this gives the position angle of the protuberance.
In order to bring individual points of the sun's limb conven-

iently before the slit of the spectroscope, two different methods
can b© employed. By one method the object-glass of the
refractor is so fastened in a ring that its optical axis is inclined
about 15' to the longitudinal axis of the telescope. If this ring
is revolved by the help of a screw on the telescope to be worked
by the observer, the optical axis of the object-glass describes
a cone of about 30' opening, so that successively different parts
of the limb come in focus before the middle of the slit. Of
course the position of the slit must be varied in a corresponding
way by a revolution of the spectroscope.
By the other method, which affords the advantage of an

unchanged position of the slit, the rays before their union into
an image are sent through a reversion-prism, so called. If this

^ rotated about the axis of the instrument, the image of the sun
also revolves about its center and permits successively different

points of the limb to fall on the slit. The angle of position is

determined by the position of the reversion-prism.
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The size of the sun's image in the refractor, or, in other words,
the focal length of the object-glass employed, plays an impor-
tant part in the whole method. It follows immediately from
the theory of the method developed above, that with the same
spectroscope the contrast between protuberance and back-ground
is dependent only upon the width of the slit. Since, then, with
a constant width of slit, the smaller the sun's image, so much a
greater part of the protuberance is surveyed at once, it follows
that we must not seek to accomplish the amplification of the

protuberance by the sun's image, that is, with a long focus of the

object-glass of the refractor, but as much as possible by the lens

apparatus of the spectroscope. This can be easily accomplished
by using a collimator with a relatively short focus to that of

the object-glass of the refractor. Suppose, for example, we have
a refractor often feet focus with a spectroscope attached, in which
the focal length of both object-glasses are equally large. If now
with this it is required to open the slit to the breadth of one
millimeter in order to take in at one view a protuberance of a
certain size, with an image of the sun TV smaller, this aperture
could be reduced to T'« of a millimeter, through which not only
can the protuberance be seen in its whole extent, but also with
a ten times greater contrast with the spectrum back-ground.
In order now to obtain again the amplification of the protuber-
ance in the field of view, which was lost by the diminution of the
sun's image, the focus of the collimator need only be made ten
times shorter than that of the spectroscope. To continue with
the example proposed, a ten times better effect would be obtained,

ation of the protuberance with the

same prism systems, if there is chosen in place of the ten feet

refractor a telescope of only one foot focus, and for the focal

distance of the collimator about two inches, and that of the
observing telescope about twenty inches. The quality of the
images in this is influenced very little, as far as affected by the
lens system, since the defect of chromatic aberration does not
enter at all on account of the homogeneity of the light of the
protuberances; consequently, properly selected unachromatic
lenses can be used for such combinations without anv h
as I have convinced myself by numerous trials. The extraor-
dinary compactness which such instruments for the observation
of the solar protuberances possess, permits a very deliei

movement, and presents the prospect of realizing in this simple
way the idea expressed already in my former com in

namely, an artificial total eclipse of the sun, of an
length, for the observation in the future of all the protube-
rances present on the sun's limb at the same time.
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Aet. IX.—Polarity and Polycephalism, an essay on Individ*
ality; by H. James Clark, A.B., B.S., Prof. Nat Hist.
Kentucky University ; Lexington, Ky.*

We have already, in a general workf upon the development,
morphology and classification of animals, entered our protest
against that theory of individuality which assumes that the
iiK'dusoid genitalia of Hydromedusae should he consider! as
judividmils in a higher sense than the hydras are, no matter to
how low a degree of development they descend nor at how high
:-n elevation they arrive in the complicity and differentiation
of their parts. We still adhere to that protest as far as the
hydras and medusoids are related to each other ; but look upon
them

1 )< »th in a modified light in reference to their ind i

We suppose it will not be questioned that, in the main,
ii<l physiologies ha\ alw; ys defined in their own

minds, and in their teachings, the zoological indiridual to be a
monocephalic being; that they have taken as their standard the
most highly developed creatures of the animal kingdom, whose
oneness and independence place them on an equal footing with

v ivs},,m'K ill the dk'ii^ion <)| late \eai^ upon the
mdividuality of the lower, compound, colonial denizens of the
water, the main points at issue have always been to

certain form was, on one ii ml.' an ;,,i; ,-:.},, ,/ either

test sense (a monomeric, independent integral) or one
of several interdependent indiv i i

I ite a colony
ric integer), or, on the other hand, was an orqnn. which

formed only a part of an individual, whether the latter lie

monomerous (as in Hybocodon and Corymorpha producing free

medusa3), or polymerous (as in Coryne wit)

The possibility of a third category of individuality had not
1 1e minds of philosopl dc > question

of. the bilaterality.of the two lower grand divisions of the

iigdom had been discussed so vigorously, and elevated

extend its influence even to the determination of the onenes
or duality of the members of the highest of all grand division.
and indeed the Is, man himself. Here a

this point we find breaking in upon us the Teratologic:*] essay
of St. Hilaire, and the mor f Wvman u Po,
the same subject, with the • ffl of Lereboullet
oy his discover: Lation of the piscine egg, an(
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the evolution of two heads or two tails from one center of

development,—the dualistic tendency of the highest vertebrate

emphasized by the presentation of the living, tangible reality.*

Such possibilities among the \ in the face

could not but send the thoughts flashing back among the

inferior, less determined, less differentiated organizations : and

the mind's eye needed not to dwell long among the maj
Polypi and Hydromedusas, the Crinoida?, Bryozoa, Ascidiadse,

Pyrosomidae, Salpae, &c, before discovering a multitude of more
than shadowy tendencies; it became fixed upon numerous
sharply and clearly established, unmistakable die

pluralities ; all arising from one common center, the ovum. Had
we not the problem of plural individuality solved here
polyceph

lowest r

alism— t the diffuse vitality of the animal-egg of the

lowest ranks of life outspoken in the indetermined number and
a of the subdivisions of the Polyp or Hydromedusa

corporation ; and even the organization itself undecided as to

whether it should exemplify its oneness in a simple unit of form,

as in the pseudoindividuum of Bryozoa, Ascidiae, or resolve its

offices and configuration into the repetitive, multiplied sameness
of the sexless and sexual proles of Salpae, Taeniae, Annelidas and
Hydromedusae, or the excessive reiterations of the genitalia of

The old type of monomerism, the vertebrate individual par
excellence, has then become the modern, mow
duality. The originals of multitudes of figures in St. Hilaire's
1
Teratologic,' of the memoir of Lereboullet, and of the condensed

aphoristic sketches of Wyman stand forth the real, material

embodiments of the idea upon which all sentient life is founded.
/ does not express the thought, it embraces too little;

it is_to be classed with antero-posteriority and dorso-v
to signify the subdominant features of the animal a re I at ect u re :

features which evolve themselves as the eoneomitant resultants

of the development of the primitive dominant which originally

gave shape to bipolar ovum. The embryologist, and to his

b most germane, reflecting upon the physical
aspects of the forming egg, would n iturallr arrange its features

in two antagonistic fields ; and thereupon attempting to define
their position in regard to the contour of the concrete sphere,

almost inevitably would give utterance to the word polarity.

on opposing sides of ;

areas grow in opposite directions from a
common point of emanation ; or when the animal and vegetative
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foundations project themselves into diametrically diverse, dorsal
and ventral spaces. Each and all of these phenomena have a

common point to rest upon ; and they proclaim, by their mode
toon, the controlling influence of a power which, fixing

itself upon that point, as it were, radiates itself through the
whole organism, and disposes its several features in such a way
that they all display, either in mode of evolution or by a direct
connection, a polar tendency

; a growing out of one pole and a
dispersion toward the opposite one ; features most developed and

configuration next the point of departure, and least
developed and most diffuse and indeterminate in the opposite
area

;
the latter always through life standing in the same relation

to the former as supply does to demand, as nutrition does to the
power which regulates the absorption of the nutriment.
But bilaterality carries with it something more than the sheer

dextral and sinistral opposition of the lateral halves of the
body; it is not merely the bipartition of a unit of form; for
:

i '
' '-*•'

; - well ;ts the proximal edges of these halves,—the
free borders and the margins of contact—are mutually inter-

changeable
; the former may take the place of the latter, and

yet leave the apparent bipartite unit undisturbed in internal
relatn n^

Antero-posteriority exhibits the same interchangeal.il ity as

. bnt, although plainly enough, not so conspicuously
in a comparatixe, homol.^ieal sense as in the physiological
interplay of the functions, such as we see in the relations of the

ro respiration in the eml in o, or in tin ratio of excretion
of the renal organs dependent upon the degree of activity of

atory and perspiratory functions; or in the relation of
the reproductive organs to the vocal and respiratory, when the

m irmal condition, or when they change from
one period of life to another, from youth to adolescence ; and
in many other interdependent relations familiar to the mor-
phologist of the present day.

Bilateral- -, the three
' h ,,i,.,i ,fs nf polarity, have a v. rv methodical dis-

.lid are quite pronounced and sharply defined among
_roii|„ ,,»' miimak—the mmv x, emmdy units of

organization,—but if we go to the opposite extreme of grade
we shall find, among the lower classes of life, that the polaric

element (like the differentiation of organization, and that of
function) is in an almost elementary condition, expressing itself

vaguely in the scattered heads of a branch "of Coryne, or Tu-

na; or a little more determinately in the

!

:• h, r',,,- <in 2
-u !arlv >tella; > disposition of the zooids

of Botryllus, with their common cloacal orifice.
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When, however, polymerism, in its usually accepted sense,

fails, as it does step by step in the gradually rising degrees of

rank, polarity gains the ascendency in point of regularity and
the closer intimacy and symmetrical arrangement of the com-
ponents of the organization which it holds sway over. Thus
it is that two, or more, scattered, consimilar parts, or complete

ions may combine to form a seeming one, an apparent,
bipartite or multipartite unit The multiple repetition of heads
among the lower polymeric kinds is here reduced to a dual
repetition, and the parts condensed into one form an approxi-
mative .unit, a zoological individuum, as the highest expression
of unity attainable by the vertebrate zoon.

The duality, nay the plurality of the subdivision of the ver-

tebrate axis, as illustrated by the embryo fishes of Lereboullet,
is recalled in the diffuseness of the many hydrse of the den-
dritic Campanularise, or disguises itself under the interminable
heteromorphism of the Siphonophone : it is polymerous but
dimorphous in Salpa, or polymerous but monomorphous in the
fresh water Polyzoa ; temporarily a polymerous, monomorphic
indlrithniirixn the rissigeminnting Hydra, it eventually resolves

i disconnected pseudo-individua ; for a time polymer-
ous but dimorphic in the annelidan Myrianida of Milne-Ed-
wards it finally assumes the appearance of a true, self-contained

an in each one of the separate, independently moving
sexual segments, and in the origi (the direct
legitimate offspring of the egg) from which they shot forth.

The thorough historian of the multifarious, so-called alternate,

as of the Acalephae will see nothing but a generative
organ in the spermatic and ovarian sacs of Hydra ; and detect

iv in the -rape-like clusters about the base of the
head of Clava, or in the grouped moniliform projections behind
the corona of tentaehs of Emlendrium. The polymerism of these

• i-= mi-ivlv. ami nothing 'more than a re-

petition of the simple sac of Clava : the diversity in form is

only apparent. But one step higher in complicity and our ob-

i the repro-

and Pnrvpha a premonition of a
forthcoming cephalic independence, such as 'is already fulh
exemplified in the many hydras of the polymeric, dendritic
mass. A si ilar progression townrd < • freedom will also
be seen in the simplest generative sacs of Laomedea amphora,
and L. flexuosa, &c., and rising through successive degrees of

to those of Gkmothyrea (Laomedea) Lovenii All,
which not only are tipped with tentaculate pr — as in Parv-
pha and The- nidi r , \ .levelop-d v dun them a

those in the homologous organ
of Tubularia indivisa.
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Gradually and methodically the progressive steps of com-
plication lead on, with a more and more marked separation oi
the genitalia from a direct relation to the general mass, or even
to the hydrse in particular, whilst a consentaneous development
gathers around them and brings them into immediate alliamv
with an envelope whose morph is only a slightly varied repeti-
tion of that of the hydra, but whose greater degree of com-
plicity gives it a better claim to be ranked as the highest
among the cephalic subdivisions of the body. But the full aim
of the train of development is not divulged here; its results
only exemplify a part of it in the predominance of the repro-

duction and a differentiation of the nutritive cavity

els of circulation, and the subordination of
a definite region of its periphery to a tentacular, prehensile

,
Step by step, however, all the elements of a complete organ-

ism are successively absorbed out of the primitive hydra-mass,
and remodelled into the fashion of a medusoid ; the reproduc-
tive character has become a less obtrusive feature ; motion at-

tention above all others; prehension has full sway in
the highly developed tentacles: and the latter point, like fln-

gers, to the self-sustaining power of the acalephan morph in the
complete organization of the longitudinal and circular cln mile-
rous channels, opening into the reeej^iv. envin ot a highly flexi-
ble, proboscidal manubrium. The preliminary processes of fissi-

n are complete ; the primary genesis of the ovum, in

has become differ-

entiated into two widely diverse varieties of one morph, the

m. Such is the con-
dition at which the hydroniedusariae of Corymorpha, Hyboco-
don, Ectopi,

, rtierii, Penaaria, Coryne mi-

lanee have
arrived previous to the disintegration of their mass into the
free pseudo-iudiriii.ud ,,ii-<his<,nl.<. and their less independent,
contemporary homologues, the persistent hyd ' > r i alisms.

-No one holding the present prevailing views i i regard to in-

v would find a difficulty in seen g that the members
"; athauiot Sal]) i a-e stalled u> In "I"" 1

- not* ithstanding
they are attached obliquely end to end, and oryanically con-
nected. Now although the >. lt'-dividi won ». M; rianida for

example, the so-called asexual stock may become, by actual

• two individuals, apparent! v. \w. : - i
'• - and >"./ W,

yet once they were more closely connected organically than the

Jalpae which do not separate, 'is now the closer connection of
the yet unseparated as,- rta of the worm to

make them less distinct individuals than those of the ^alpa ?

It would seem so, according to the advocates of individualism

;
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and therefore the Myrianida, with its posterior string of six or

seven consecutive sexual buds is a riionoctphal.i'* individual.

But in the sexless Salpa-form budding the sexual chain we

have a closer parallelism with the worm than in the chain

alone, in fact an identity of relation; and yet for all that we

would not think of calling the stock (sexless) and the chain

(sexual) together one individual, with one head, but rather

many headed, or in other words & polymeric unit or individual,

of sexual and sexless cephalisms. Therefore by a parity of

reasoning we ought to denominate the Myrianida and its buds

as a succession or series of cephalisms. The fact that the worm
components are more in one line than in' the Salpa only makes

an. apparently more individualistic body. Among tapeworms

the several heads (cephaloids) of the srr/ex (Coenurus) of Taenia

Ccenurus are not arranged in a line end to end, but all are free

anteriorly, and connected with each other posteriorly by a

common body. The closer connection of the subdivisions of

the annelid is only one of degree : and as to having more < n'gans

in common than the Salpa it is rather like the community of

interest which the coral cephalisms have in the main trunk.

Since the sexual and sexless are m-c"s>ary to make up a

complete organism, i. e., vegetative and reproductive, the one

a completement of the other, neither alone can represent the

individual unit, or whole cycle of life: and CEPHALISM there-

fore is a better term to indicate the potentiality of these sub-

divisions to live apart, although it does not always occur (as m
Corals, Bryozoa, some ise), or when
apart (as in other Tubularise [T. Dumortierii 1. Laoi
cope diaphana, &c.,] and Salpae, Myrianida, fox.,-) meaning more

or less incomplete individuals (pseudo-individuals) which are

either mainly vegetative or mainly reproductive, as the case

may be.

We look upon cephalism then, c

trolling influence of a low degree of independei
in common by the multiple heads of a coral polypidom, and. on

the other hand, as attaining to the highest independence as a

controlling power, when the multiple parts of a so-called com-

pound irn r, and are singly un-

der the influence of this power. The latter obtains when Hy-

dra or Actinia separates its buds from itself ; or when the sex-

ual part of the annelid worm subdivides from the asexual one.

Cephalism of a low degree is more readily recognized in the

.- . Salpa than in the undivi
but, unlike the latter, remain connected cephaloids (in the

chain i when sej m _ stock-

By thus dividing the body of a Hydromedusa into two parts,

which shall contain, severally, the vegetative dominant u. e.,
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vegetative cephaloid) and the sexual dominant, (i e., sexual ceph-

abid) we avoid the absurdity of assigning individuality to the

egg-sac of Hydra and others of its alius which have e\ idently

a mere genital organ. Although we might be inclined to

admit that some cepltalisms may gradually become complete
individuals, as when the buds of Actinia or Hydra separate

from the parent body; on the other hand we must insist that

an individual cannot retain the same significance when reduced
to a mere genital organ, as when, in Coryne, a free medusoid
(Sanaa) later in the season becomes an egg-sac; or the free

medusa of Tubularia (Ectopleura) Dumortierii is represent ed in

Tuliiilaria iThamnoenidia ) sp.vtabilis ami Parvpha orocea by a
plain sac: or in Siphonophorae where a subdivision may beeither

a sexual medusoid, or a sexless swimming-bell, or a mere

Under the term cephalism we include two forms, or morpht,
viz: (1) the cepJta/ul or such subdivisions of a body as have
a complete organization, whether united in common (as in some
Vorticellidae, Corals, Brvozoa, Crinoidae, some Ascidiadae, and
Pyre

L__
tissigemmating body which do not contain a complel

ion, and may be" either mostly sexual (as the so-called

medusa of Hydromedusae, or the posterior divisions of Myri-
• r worms, or the joints of Taenia, or the Cerca-

riae brood of Distoma, or the chain of Salpa) or mostly vegeta-
tive and sexless (as the hydra of Hydromedusae, the Myrianida
stock, the head of Taenia, the single, budding stock of Salpa
or the budding Cercaria-nurses of Distoma.)

Is a paper read before the American Association for the

:amt of Science at Washington in April, 1854, and
published in this Journal for September in the same year. (vol.

xvii.
]

ia ov !<,;]., i }i( ,ri,-',i th« - "f north-

i-.-t.ri, Ma-aehiiM-tN. which were de-cribed by the late Dr.

Hr . llM . Ul | (1 . ( {,, t
, r ,

,
_-,]". ,n.l hombiendi. lorm-

ationstrel estate. These lime-

.
,•'[!

; r ,>
;il ,-r with ar vario i< points from Bolton by

Chelmsford n sent a close o

resemblance to those of tl e A
also to those of the Hid ] >n.b oi Xe^ Yoi . »I X< J

;
v

a resemblance which extends to the gneissic rocks which m
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these various regions accompany the crystalline limestones. I,

at that time, accepted without examination the view maintained

!iv Mather and II. D. Rogers, that these limestones in southern

New York and New Jersey were altered Silurian strata, al-

though mineralogically identical with those farther north of

undoubted Laurentian age. Led by this conclusion to attach

cos up ratively little importance to mineralogical and lithologi-

eal resemblances, and guided by other considerations given in

tin paper just referred to, I then suggested that the crystalline

aortheastern Massa-

chusetts might probably be of Devoni; n age. The sub.-< \\ ent

inve :
;

. nations of Hall, Logan and Coolie in the Highlands of

New York and New Jersey have however left no doubt that

tin so supposed altered Silurian rocks are really of Laurentian

age. and led me to suspect that the same might be the case

wi I.

" '<- <>; eastern Massachusetts. This view, which was

shared by Prof. James Hall, I ventured to put forward at the

meting of the American Association for the Advancement of

Science at Salem in August, 1869, when I showed that it was
proitaUe, not only on lithological grounds, but from the fact

that the Laurentian rocks appear to the southward of the great

paleozoic basin in New Brunswick and Newfoundland, which
- ally hut a northeastern prolongation of New Eng-

land, and moreover from the outcropping of the lowest Silu-

rian si rata at Bra in tree near Boston. A few days later I visited

Newburyport, and in company with Dr. Henry C. Perkins of

i . forth* firsi time, an opportunity of observing
the gneisses and limestones in question. Their aspect confirmed
my suspicion of their Laurentian age, and led me to suggest to

him the propriety of searching for Eozoon Canadense in the

occurs mingled with serpentine. Speci-

mens of it were thereupon placed in the hands of Mr. Bick-

nell of Salem, well known as a ski] led microseopist. and shortly

after it was announced by Dr. Perkins thai Mr. Bicknell had
discovered in them the Eozoon. This notice, which appeared
in September in a Newburyport journal, is reproduced in the

American Naturalist for November. My own specimens col-

lected in August last near Newburyport,' at the locality known
as the Devil's Den, did not however furnish any traces of Eo-

zoon, and I may here remark that I had already, so long ago

as IsiU, caused slices to be made of a specimen of limestone

locality, which were then examined by Dr. Dawson
yi • itiv«- results. In November, however, Mr. Bicknell
vise.

| Newburyport and got from a quarry about a quarter of

just mentioned, specimens oi 8

limestone in which he again found Eozoon. Slices
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which lie has kindly sent me have also been examined by Dr.
Dawson, who confirms Mr. Bicknell's observation, and' finds
in them Eozoon Canadense, though fragmentary and not very
well preserved. The tubuli, as in the specimens from Gran-
ville, are injected with serpentine, and may be seen on etched
surfaces as well as in transparent liees. V crystalline mineral
is however abundantly disseminated in the limestone, and un-
skilled observers might have difficulty in recognizing the fossil.

Another locality, about twenty-eight miles to the southwest-
ward of Newburyporf, has however afforded me much better
specimens. In company with Mr. L. S. Burbank of Lowell, a

<>f geology and mineralogy. 1

visited in October last, the limestone quarries of Chelmsford,
some five miles from Lowell. This limestone and its accom-
panying gneiss closely resemble the Laurentian rocks of other
iv-;.,ij.. ;,,„[ >( .,v ,. ;;,,,. ;,j, :l iito and serpentine occur as associ-

ls, though the latter was rare in the quarries then
visited. A few days afterward Mr. Burbank kindly sent me
specimens of a mixture of limestone and yellowish-green ser-

pentine from another quarry in the vicinity, which I had been
visit, and these nave proved to be rich in Eozoon

The continuous and .-.. ,,;,]
••• ca'.-aivous skeleton

of the fossil does not appear in these specimens, which seem
like some portions of the rock from Grenville, as described by
Sir W. E. Logan, to be made up of fragments of the calcareous
shell of Eozoon, mingled with grains of serpentine, and cemented

due carbonate of lime. In the specimens from Gren-
ville, and from most other localities, the mineral matter replacing
the sareode and filling up the canals and tubuli in the calca-
reous Eozoon skeleton, is generally serpentine or some other
silicate. Both Dawson and Carpenter however, it will be recol-
lected, found that in the fragmentary Eozoon from Madoc, and
in some small portions from Grenville, the in

j

« ted mineral was
like the shell itself, pure carbonate of lime, though readily dis-

bleby differences in tea irenevfrom
the shell. Such is also the case with all the Chelmsf
mens yet examined, which abound in fragments of shell exhibit-
ing in a very beautiful manner the cylin Irical diverging and

- r abuli The accompanying serpentine is disseminated
m grains, but has no connection with the organic forms, so that,

unlike the specimens in which it is the injecting mineral, the
structure of these cannot be broug with acids.

These specimens from Chelmsford, it should be said, have
r identified by Dr. Dawson.

The argument from mineralogical
in favor of the Laurentian age of the limestone in question is

therefore now supported by the undoubted presence in them of
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Eozoon Canadense. In this connection it should be said that
the crystalline rocks of Newburyport and Salisbury, though

1 m Hitchcock's geological map from the gneisses to the
southwest, and united to the syenites of Gloucester and Rock-
port, seem to me very unlike the latter, and eloseh

•
illy to the gneiss of Chelmsford, which encloses the

ae limestone. The crystalline limestones occurring
with gneissic rocks near Providence, Rhode Island, merit a

..i munition for Eozoon. i'iuimuiu-Ii ;is from
bey may with probability be supposed to be

of Laurentian age.

Montreal, Dec. 13, 1869.

ART. XL— Contributions to the Chemistry of Common Salt: with
particular reference to our hour resources ;* by C. A. (JoESS-
mann, Ph.D., Professor of Chemi sin . M.as*i -husetts Agri-
cultural College, Amherst.

However chemists and geologists may differ in regard to
the methods by .which chlorid of sodium has accumulated in
the course of time within the waters of the ocean, there is at

present but little dissent from the opinion, that the oceaD has
at all times been charged with salt, and thai
of the oceanic waters of former geological periods, together
with those of the present day, furnish us with our natural
sources of supply.

The salt of commerce is chlorid of sodium more or less con-
taminated with various saline admixtures. These foreign sub-
stances may differ in quality or quantity. The differences in
the kind of the foreign admixtures are due to the pe<
of the source used for the manufacture. The differences in the

} the impurities, so far as the same kind of saline
Is is concerned, are determined not only by the con-

dition of the source, but also by the mode of manufacture and
by the amount of care bestowed upon the working. The fitness

• r domestic and industri la quite fre-

quently not 1 ess on its i
i , than on its chemical

purity
;
and as the composition of its natural as well as its artifi-

iiis exerts a most decided influence on both, it seems
but proper that I should briefly consider the chief forei
compounds usually associated with the chlorid of sodium. To
do this, we must go back to the primitive condition of our planet.

Accepting the theory that our earth has gradually passed

* Read before the National Academy of Science at its Northampton meeting'
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from a gaseous to a solid condition, we may assume that Che
formation of chlorid of sodium took place 'mainly during the

i. at a period when the more
volatile elements reacted upon each other, in consequence
of the diminution of temperature ; that subsequently water
caused the oxydation of numerous chlorids and sulphids,
the acids of sulphur and of chlorine which thence resulted

on the solidified surface of the new planet ; and, that

iese more or less violent physical and chemical revolu-
tions resulted in the formation of the primitive ocean.
A more prolific field for speculation concerning the kind, the

extent, and the order of succession of the chemical reactions,

which may have preceded or accompanied the formation of

ocean, cannot readily be conceived, since more com-
plicated relations of matter and force can scarcely be presented
for investigation. Speculations upon the last stages of the
chaos, therefore, are very likely to lead us into a chaos of
chemistry ; for—to point out but one circumstance—the very
important question as to the relative intensity of the various
chemical agencies which may have been in action at any given
point, is, and will always be, a mere matter of conjecture. Inas-

much as all our knowledge concerning chemical affinity, has
been obtained by experimenting, under well defined i

and on a coi 1 - , 1 . it is <m idem tl at the

>n even of well established chemical laws to the deter-

mination of the violent reactions of the atmospheric agencies
of that period upon the solid crust of our earth, should be
made with caution. We are not without ingenious statements
concerning the chemistry of that stage of our planet's history

;

yet, as their details in many instances are and always will be
subjects of controversy, I deem it advisable to give merely an
outline of those probable chemical and physical changes which
bear directly upon the question here under discussion.

Taking into consideration the peculiar constitution of primi-

tive rocks, their pres = i nd the predominance
*n them of silicic acid, in connection with the probable character

of the primitive atmosphere, there appears to be some force in

the suggestion, that the decomposition of the silicates of iron,

of alumina, of lime, of magnesia, of potassa, and of soda, by
means of sulphuric acid, and particularly of hydrochloric acid.

may have furnished the saline constituents of this primitive

ocean. The compounds resulting from this chemical action

being soluble in water, at least in part, were continually carried

away in sol ted finally in lakes and oceans.

The chemical composition of those oceanic waters was depend-
ent, therefore, on the nature and the extent of the surface disin-

tegration, the concentration as well as the relative proportion of
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I being very different from that found at

present. But on the other hand we must concede, that an entire

elimination of one or more of these constituents could only be
accomplished by such an alteration in the physical and chemical
condition upon our planet, or in the nature of the disintegrating

agencies, as would create new affinities of sufficient power, to

alter the originally existing compounds. The composition of

the present ocean, as compared with that of saline deposits of a

more ancient date, requires the assumption of such revolutioniz-
ing causes; causes, however, which may be looked upon as

merely a natural consequence of the lapse of time during the

history of our earth. The same agencies in fact, which are still

at work in effecting changes in the character of the saline com-
pounds of the present ocean, suffice to explain the gradual trans-

formation of the primitive ocean into that of the present day.

The mineral acids, the presence of which we had reason to
- pect in the primitive ocean, became neutralized by degrees,

L ceased to react upon the newly exposed rock ; and as the

temperature diminished, a new disintegrating agent, carbonic acid,

became active. This acid, then so abundant in the at

aided by water and oxygen, and later by vegetable and animal
life, though a slower is by no means a less powerful agent in

effecting the decomposition of exposed rocks ; it has enriched
and is .-till enriching the ocean with saline compounds. Car-

bonates and silicates of alkalies and alkaline earths were in this

way introduced into the oceanic waters ; and thus e

removal of metallic and earthy oxyds, and in some cases of

those of the alkaline earths also, was effected. The sulphuric
acid, exchanging the oxyds of the earths and the metals for

lime, formed a less soluble sulphate, so that the amount present
became dependent upon concentration and temperature. The
chlorine changed from its combinations with earths and metals,
only to the equally soluble compounds of the alls

.irtlis. Taking the chlorid of calcium, for example,
which thus far has been noticed in every salt deposit or' ant e-

1 - ' n tl .'tur< one of the
original constituents of the ocean from which the salt originated,
we find it necessary to believe that the chlorids must have al-

ways exceeded the sulphates
; since an excess of any sulphates

except sulphate of lime, would have caused the decern
of the chlorid of calcium.* An increase of the chlor-

earths, as of calcium and magnesium, and of the
alkalies, particularly of sodium, if we may judge from the
present composition of the ocean, was the final result of the

*The supposition that chlorid of calcium was one of the primitive
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changes now indicated. The agencies which produced these

changes are still at work ; and hence the oceanic- w ,• iters of the

present day are liable to similar alteration in composition. There
are reasons to suppose that for some time past one of the main
changes has been the decomposition of the I

ristic of the salt deposits of recent date, as well as of
the present marine waters ; they could make their appearance
only after the chlorid of calcium had been removed. There
are of course various other means, by which this result may
have been accomplished ; but I prefer to confine myself to the
one now given, as being of particular interest in view of the
fact, that chlorid ot calcium is a < i ar; i t< rist c c< »i stituent of the

ante-tertiary ocean. These changes in the oceanic waters ex-
tend apparently over long periods of time; they are more likely

the result of a prolonged than of an intense action,—even from
the beginning. For these reasons it must always be quite dif-

ficult to point out with anything like a certainty, the condition,

and the composition of the ocean waters, during the successive

stages in the geological development of our planet. All we
i re to assert upon that point may be summed up in the

following statements :—/// ! ^ . -
i larii .fcermim teasiveh

distributed metalliferous, and other deposits 1
'""

andf

more or less localized precipitation, under c

to those we have supposed to exist in the primitive ocean:
second; the saline compounds contained in the oceanic waters
of ante-tertiary dat appear to •• those of
the present day ; the solutions of the primitive saline deposits

of distinctly anto-tortiarv date containing in every instance.

more or less chlorid of calcium, while the waters of our present
ocean are characterized, instead, by an excess of soluble sul-

phates, as sulphate of magnesia and ol' soda for instance.

which rend cot chlorid of e leium impos-
sible. We do not hesitate on the strength of these observa-
tions, to speak in c'ciicral terms oi a primitive ocean,

—

of an
,-.n/. /„„ urru,,. and ot a /'-"/'»"'/ ocean, in-

cluding in th

.

|

resent day.

Whenever during the various geological epochs a larger or a

smaller bod \ - -

in consequence ofa ret» ; nto natu'

ra \ rA < ll? ,, r ()t ,],„,. L h, -m
1 ,,t rlo str t . and was

rable Clhnatk> conditions for te
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duced. Such saline residues, commonly known as rock salt,

have been found in almpst every geological horizon, from
the Silurian upward, and in many localities they are .still

forming at the present time. Sometimes several independent
deposits occur one above the other, interstratified with the
rocks of the same geological basin.
Most of the foreign salts which accompanied the chlorid of

sodium in the marine waters, being more soluble than the
chlorid of sodium itself, accumulated during the evaporation
in the residual liquid, commonly known as mother-liqu< >r, w bidi
covered, at least in part, the separated crystalline mass of chlorid
of sodium and sulphate of lime. The amount of these salts

and the manner in which they overlie the solid saline mass, is

dependent on the form and the shape of the basin in which
the deposits accumulated. As these mother-liquors uniformly
contained a large number of deliquescent compounds, we must
assume very favorable climatic and meteorological conditions to
account for their evaporation, since the rate at which this took

it have exceeded by far that of the precipitati I

moisture. Whether such a state of the atmosphere was the
general rule in former ages, is of course quite uncertain. More-
over, although actual investigations have demonstrated the entire
absence not unfrequently of the upper layers of such saline de-
posits, this fact cannot be admitted as an argument against the

1 of all salt deposits.
For, even granting that in f

dinary state of the atmosph<
quired to effect the solidifi.

ubsequent
__idueofthe

[•-liquors, even after their complete solidification,
o been removed from a saline deposit.

, In fact, con-
sidering the many casualties to which these saline accumula-
tions are liable in the course of time, it would be Strang
if many entire and well preserved marine salt deposits should
be found.

We may assume then with some propriety, in cases
where salt deposits are found without their associated foreign
saline compounds, that these have been lost, either by oozing
out, never having been solidified, or after solidification, have
been removed by the percolation of surface waters, by sub-
terranean currents, by peculiar secondary chemical and "physi-
cal reactions or by erosive action on the surface layers. In all

probability quite as many deposits have been modified in their
physical and chemical characters by the subsequent elevation
of their enclosing strata, a circumstance which must have favored
the percolation of surface moisture, as have been changed by
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lion* Indeed these changes have sometimes gone so
far as to leave nothing but the layers of gypsum which are the
substratum of all well investigated rock-salt deposits.

As the circumstances necessary for the preservation of entire

salt deposits, or saline marine residues can scarcely have been
the same, even throughout the same geological age, it is not sur-

prising, that these deposits so frequently differ in their physical
and chemical characters. In fact there is at present but one
salt deposit known, and its discovery is of quite recent date

a), where the entire saline mass of the ocean has been
preserved ; in this deposit the various saline compounds are
to a large extent arranged in layers, which correspond closely

with the degree of their solubility
;
yet even in this one instance

there are facts noticeable, which leave no doubt that portions of
the deposit have been exposed to peculiar disturbing influences
at a later date.

But not only may salt deposits be placed under conditions
which pert. }

j ore may be in addition a re-evap-

oration of this solution, producing a secondary salt deposit.

This requires only a repetition of the circumstances, which
favored the formation and preservation of the original one.
A primary salt deposit may be dissolved entirely or only in
pwt

; in either case the solution may or may not be changed in

composition by filtering through the adjacent beds. Both
primary and secondary salt deposits may occur in the same
geological (Post-Silurian) formation. Secondary reactions of a
physical as well as a chemical nature too may alter the
of the surrounding geological formations, and thusmay indirectly
affect the composition of a salt deposit, as is the case for instance
at Stassfurth. The conditions which have now been given
May suffice to explain to us the great variations we notice in
the chemical composition both of rock salt and of brines ; they
May also serve as a suitable illustration of the great risk we
incur, when we assume to draw conclusions of an absolute
character from the geological formation in which the salt deposit
has been found, as to the chemical composition of the oceanic
Wa

-n?
S of tbat ge°l°gical age.

With these prelimlnarv r • narks upon the origin of chlorid of
sodium and iu . ~..,-L,r ,j ,.,its. 1 pass on to consider the main
purees of supply of common salt, with particular regard to

those of this country.
The leading sources of supply for the manufacture of salt,

as already stated, are three in number, Bock salt, Brines, and
&a-water. A. Rock salt : From what has been said it is manifest
taat rock salt from different localities may differ widely, both in
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physical and chemical properties. Usually it occurs either in

densely aggregated masses of distinctly cubical crystals, or in

compact masses having a eonchoidal fracture; it is frequently

colorless and transparent, yet is more often either red, yellow,

or blue, rarely green. Its most frequent saline admixtures are

1st, sulphate of lime, the chlorids of calcium, magnesium, and

potassium, and the bromid and iodid of magnesium ; or 2d, the

< >f lime, magnesia, and soda, the chlorid, bromid, and

iodid of magnesium, etc. A rock salt, which contains more

than from 2 to 3 per cent of these impurities is unfit for domestic

uses ; and a salt which contains carbonate, nitrate or borate of

soda, or similar foreign substances is, especially in its natural

state, frequently unfit even for many manufacturing purposes

Eock salt deposits are frequently intercalated with layers of

gypsum and clay, a fact due to the successive periods of evap-

oration ; such conditions require especial care in mining the

salt. Colorless and dry rock salt deposits having a la i r e< imposi-

tion and easy of access are mined directly with advantage ; the

salt obtained thereby, after being brought into a desirable form,

is directly applicable to most doin > .rkmeut
packing. Colored salt deposits, or those which suiter from per-

colating waters, or which contain a large amount of foreign

saline admixture, or clay ; or finally, those which are located tit

very great depths, if worked at all, are usually dissolved, and

their solutions treated like brines.

The northern part of this continent contains numerous B$H

deposits ; some quite recently discovered, like that upon Petit

Anse Island, Vermilion Bay, Louisiana, the one in

West, at Goderich on the shores of Lake Huron, and also that of

Neyba, St. Domingo, West Indies, being of particular interest.

Newspaper reports too tell of mountains of rock salt in Arizo-

na and Nevada. The salt !
|

• .sii ; < roderich is buried in the

shales of the upper Silurian (T. S. Hunt), at a depth of from

eight to nine hundred feet ; it is about forty feet thick, covers

so far as present indications show, dozens of square niih s. and

is in close proximity to Lake Huron ; its solution furnishes the

superior brines at Goderich.* The salt deposit of Petit Anse,

Louisiana, is apparently imbedded in Quaternary formations (E.

W. Hilgard), and is covered merely by a diluvial drift from 16

to 18 feet in thickness ; its extent is unknown, having been but

partially explored. It is accessible l.\ >« a and l>v land, and is

within 275 miles of the mouth of the Mississippi river. This

Petit Anse rock salt, so far as at present exposed, is one of the

* Report on the Salt Resources of Goderich, Canada West, by Chas. A. Goesfl-

mannj Syracuse, N. Y., January, 1868.
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purest on record.* At the present time there is but little rock
salt, as such, need in the United States. Natural solutions

of rock salt furnish us with the brines of Saltville in North
Western Virginia, of Goderich, Canada West, and, as I believe,

of Onondaga, N. Y.
B. Urines.—Brines are either natural or artificial ; that is, they

arc either natural solutions of saline deposits, or they arc made.

artificially by dissolving rock salt. In regard to natural brines

we are quite frequently ignorant of the exact location, the
extent and the nature of the saline mass from which they ori-

ginate, while in the case of art i lie ial brines, we are familiar at

least to some extent, with the nature of the sources from which
our supply is drawn.

i

Bnnes differ in strength and in composition, scarcely two of
them being alike. In strength they vary from three to twenty-
six per cent of saline matter, though weak brines are frequent-
ly strengthened for manufacturing purposes by adding rock
Bah. Their composition depends on the peculiar nature of the

original source, and on the secondary influences to which they
are exposed in passing to the surface : an intercepting stratum
often modi i r original composition.T More-
over brines from the same salt deposit frequently differ widely
in composition

; the upper parts of the deposit containing as a
general rule, more of the foreign salts than the lower portion;
the exceptions being accounted for by extensive surface erosions

iting watens.$ Again, the upper layers of salt de-

ing more exposed to surface action, as for instance, to

as, which may cause chemical changes, are thus partic-

ible to suffer from the accumulation of foreign admix-
tures, derived from the disintegration of the overlying rocks.

Brines originating from the surface layers of a salt deposit are

therefore usually inferior in composition to those coming from
its lower portion.
The impurities of brines are those which are found in rock

salt, but in many instances they contain also the carbonates of

lime, magnesia, and protoxyd of iron, carbonic acid, and hy-

drosulphuric acid, besides organic matters. These be-

have found access to the brine in most cases during its passage
to the surface.

Brines arc divided^ according to the character of the saline

admixture, into two classes ; those of the first class contain the

9 * See my statement in a report of the American Bureau of Mines On the rock

salt deposit of Petit Anse, etc., New Y : U
.
Hilgaid'a

statementa in Proceedinga of American Assoc, for the Advancement of Science,
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chlorids of calcium and magnesium, and sulphate of lime;
those of the second class contain no chlorid of calcium, but
only chlorid of magnesium, with the sulphates of lime, soda

date, while the second class represent most probably deriva-
tives of the former. All the brines found east of the Missis-
sippi liver belong, so far as my own information extends, to the
Hi.- .lass, as they contain chlorid of calcium. The second
class of brines is largely represented west of that river ; for
instance in Nebraska, Kansas, and Arkansas.

I. 1st Class of brines and salt*

The value of a brine for manufacturing purposes does not
depend entirely either upon its density or upon the relative
percentage of chlorid of sodium and of foreign saline admix-

md <>f the impurity is of the greatest importance
;

ice, the sulphate of lime and even the sulphate of
soda are considered far less objectionable, within proper limits,
than a corresponding amount of the deliquescent d
calcium and magnesium.

Saline springs are scattered all over the United States, their
.iving been largely increased by the recent extensive

: the amount of brine which they can yield
is apparently inexhaustible. Foremost among them are the

-New York, (Onondaga co.), southeastern Ohio, western
Virginia, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and of late Nebias

i he brines of New York, Ohio, Virginia, Pennsylvania,
Michigan, Tennessee, Kentucky, and Canada West, resemble each

^^e purity of the salts and brines, they thc-ir° peculiar
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other closely. They all belong to the first class of brines, and
all contain chlorid of calcium ; they differ merely in the relative
proportion of the impurities which they contain. The brines
of Lincoln co., Nebraska, and of Smoky Hill river valley,
Kansas, etc., contain chlorid of magnesium, and the sulphates
of lime and soda, but no chlorid of calcium. They represent the
second class of brines. Most of the saline waters of this
country are, even in their natural state, strong enough to be
worked directly by artificial heat. All our home manufactured
salt co-use i? well as fine, with the exception of a small
quantity obtained from sea-water, has thus far been made from
natural brines; fully one half of the whole amount for a
number of years having been obtained from the brines of
Onondaga, New York State.

C. Sea-water.—The water of the ocean is a weak brine ; it

rom three and one half to four per cent of saline matter,
of which three fourths is chlorid of sodium and one fourth is im-
pwities; it is free from chlorid of calcium, and belongs pro-
perly to the second class of natural brines. Its

rinly of chl hates of lime,

! soda, besides smaller quantities of chlorid of

bromid and iodid of magnesium, and carbonate of
:

• nth traces of oxyd of iron, etc. Sea-water varies but
httle in composition and concentre; ion. except in localities
where either a limited body of water is prevented from unre-
stricted communication with the ocean, or where a large
influx of fresh water cau-es its dilution. It represents the

ire of salt in France,
1 "i't'i.u-al. Spain, Italy, the West Indies, and Central and South
^""I'lea

: it is us -d also 1; rg< 1y tor the production of salt in Eng-
ii and Holland. b.-iiiL e,ji!eiit!\ employed for the

b K5k salt of inferior color. In the United States it

has been turned to advantage but to a very limited extent.
J-nree hundred to three hundred and fifty thousand bushels

- -

Water. The States of Massachusetts. North Carolina and
the Atlantic, and of California on the Pacific

re mainly been interested in this branch of industry.
Ahe late increase in the production in Florida, and on the
Pacific coast, more than compensate.- for the falling off elsewhere.

In conchulii.L.- tin-
i
a; u;

it may be well tore-state the fact,

that the comparative commercial value of various samples of salt,

so far as then- .-, , . -.;- , u is , ,,ncerned, does not always depend
ujon the relative proportion of chlorid of sodium to foreign

admixture. A mere analytical statement giving the jm

oi mrpurin, t -... _ - i re, gives no
reliable standard by which to pronounce upon their commercial
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value, since tin various impurities, which the salt has retained,
are objectionable in quite different degrees ; thus a sample which
contains from one to one and a half per cent of foreign salts,

consisting almost exclusively of sulphate of lime, may claim to

be a very fair article of common salt ; whilst if it contains but
one half of that amount of the chlorids of calcium and mag-
nesium or of the sulphates of soda and magnesia, together
with the chlorid of magnesium, or of the carbonates of lime
and magnesia, it would be considered quite objectionable, at
least for table and dairy purposes. Again, the superior
fitness of a sample of salt for many domestic purposes,
does not depend entirely on its chemical composition

f

its mechanical condition is quite frequently of not less impor-
tance. A well devised mode of manufacture, ought there-
tor,'. qo< only to aim at the most perfect removal of foreign

-. it must also secure to the salt the best mechj aieal
condition. The manufacturer in selecting a mode of working
is consequently limited in his choice ; he must often sacrifice

puritv to mechanical condition, being oblig L
.

( .l t..;idopta method
aically n desirable article

from his brine in the purest condition possible. So far i

form is concerned there are two kinds of salt in commerce

;

(a), coarse salt including salt made by solar heat, and rock salt

crushed to a suitable size ; and (b), common fine salt, or boiled
salt obtained by artificial heat and more rapid evaporation

;

ds have their special market value. The
salt consumed for the promotion of animal life far exceeds that
required by vegetables, but the amount demanded for meat

for the daiiy business is very much larger. In
T [ ' l ' 1

1
id 1

1 > t ri a 1 ; i its, we can scarcely claim that any of our home
resources have been turned to account. A proper ea
of the various uses to which salt is applied in chemical
manufacturing industry would !»<. a dc>c riptiou of one of the
most important chemical arts of the present day. Todo justice
to this question would require more time than I feel entitled to
claim. I shall therefore confine myself merely to the presenta-
tion of a few statistics in regard to" the quantity annually pro-

hhi*/':md produces from thirty to thirty-two millions of
bushels of salt, (56 lbs. each), of which seventeen millions are

!
i - of soda ash, sal soda, caustic soda,

-i 1. bleaching powder, etc.,
etc., while about two-thirds of the rest is exported. leaving
scarcely one-fifth of its whole pn tic consump-
tion.* The production of salt in the United States amounts at

tax on salt in 1823. Thenrii* him mutal nniv within

-- - - - -
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present to from sixteen to eighteen millions of bushels, and the
consumption to from thirty-two to thirty-four millions of bushels

;

in other words, almost one bushel to every head of its popula-
tion. This large consumption of salt is due to our extensive
incar parking and dairy business; the consumption for manu-

irpo^-bcinu scmveh worth mentioning. Almost
on: -naif of the amount of our present consumption, it will be
noticed, is imported. We must consequently increase our pro-
duction to twice the present amount, if we would supply our
present demand; and if we would sup; 01 th< u< istrial arts at
tii.' rate England does, we must increase this production more

rimes. Our natural sources of supply would, even
present incomplete state of development, suffice to

required. Our prospects might therefore
be considered highly -ratifying, if the question of quantity
only were involved. But as the cheapness of the raw material

;>r are not less important points, which ought to he
duiv weighed before entering upon a new industrial enterprise
in which skill and capital have for vears secured a monopoly in
the market, we must acknowledge that we are not ver felly
prepared to enter the lists a< successful competitor.:. S>me
oi our older salines are not yet sufficiently explored to warrant

don of a cheap supply from them in their present
t, and many of our recently discovered brines are too

tar from
i , r from centers oi skill md

to be to any extent available for our present emer-
gencies.

In some of the countries in Europe, where the government
holds the salt monopo

I

v for revenue purposes, the practice has
for obvious reasonsW _ the salt used tor

domestic purposes, while- tin salt us. d for manufacturing pur-
poses is supplied at cost, being first rendered unfit for

domestic application by the addition of ground charcoal.
°xvd of iron. etc. 'These addition, are selected with
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Art. XII.

—

Account of a fall of Meteoric Stones near Dan-
ville, Ala., with an analysis of the same ; by J. Lawrence
Smith, Louisville, Ky.

3 of Danville, Alabama, fell in Nov.,
1868, and an analysis has been made of it duiing the past
summer, it is only recently that I obtained a complete account
of the phenomena attending its fall.

On Friday evening, Nov. 27th, 1868, about five o'clock, Mr.
'

T. F. Freeman, of Danville, (about lat. 34 30' and long. 87°

W. Greenwich), on stepping from his house, was startled by a
loud, report, so much like artillery that fur the mum. q1 'i's

origin was attributed to the firing of a small piece of artillery

kept in the village, but on inquiry it was ascertained that no
I taken place there, but that >he sound was heard at

the village, and attributed to very heavy artillery at Decatur,
Trinity, Hillsboro, or some other point to the northward of
Danville. During the war, artilh-ry had ben often heard in

the valley of the Tennessee, and various speculations were in-
dulged in as to what was meant by this cannonade at such a
time of day and in such a direction.

The following day, Mr. Wm, Brown, living three miles west of
Danville, brought to the village a piece of rock which he said
fell near him and some laborers, who were picking cotton. He
dug it up at a depth of about If to 2 feet. It weighed about
^ lbs., and had the characteristic aspects of a meteoric stone

;

but it was broken by the party obtaining it, and all but about
half a pound, now in my possession, has been scattered and
probably lost or thrown away.

Several other stones fell in the same vicinity. Some negroes
working in a cotton field on the plantation of Capt. McDaniel,
half a mile from Danville, heard a body fall with a whizzing,
humming sound, and strike the ground near them with tre-
mendous force

; but they were alarmed and did not approach
the spot that night

; a rain fell during the night and no trace
of it could be found the next day. Various other stones were
heard to fall in different parts of the adjacent country. Two
brothers, by the name of Wallace, were ploughing in their field,

about If miles N. W. of Danville ; they distinctly heard two
or three fainter reports, after the first loud one, and heard the
sound of two falling bodies whizzing down, one to the right
and the other to the left of them.
With the above data, and the known geography of the

country, its direction must have been N. E. and S. W., but it

is impossible to say from which of these quarters it came.
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^
The portion of the meteorite that I possess has a large por-

tion of it covered with the usual black crust. Its general
aspect is rough and dull ; a portion of the outer surface, not
covered with the black coating, is nevertheless a surface that it

had when it reached the ground, for on this surface are streaks

and little patches of a bright, pitchy matter, which was once
fused, and was derived either front another part of the coating
that was thrown off in a melted state from the coated portion,

and whipped around, (as it were), on to the unfused surface

as the stone fell through the air, or from an incipient fusion that
was begun on the denuded surface, and arrested by the termi-

nation of the fall. Where the black crust reaches the denuded
places, it appears to be rounded off, as if it had been melted
matter passing from another portion of the stone, and rolled

over the surface of the borders.

The broken surface has a dark gray color, and is som >what
oolitic in structure, but not as much so as many other meteoric
stones. There are veins and patches of a slate-colored mineral

through it. Pyrites and iron are also to be seen dif-

fused through the stone ; thin flakes of the iron giving that

arance to a fracture not unfrequently seen
in this class of bodies. There seems to be more of iron in the

slate-colored mineral than in the other parts. There are a few
patches of white mineral, which I take to be enstatite. The
specific gravity of the stone is 3'398.

For further examination, a portion of the meteorite was sep-

arated mecl "parts ; the pyrites, the metallic
iron, and the earthy minerals. As in the case of most meteor-
ites, the earthy minerals were so intermixed that it was
impossible to separate the different varieties, three of which
were easily traceable by the eye.
The iron separated with great care from the pulverized me-

teorite constitutes 3'092 per cent of the entire mass, and an
analysis furnished

Iron, 89-513

Nickel 9U50
Cobalt 0-521

Copper, minute quantity

Phosphorus, 019

Sulphur _0-105

99 208

The sulphid of iron detached very carefully from the mass
°f the meteorite gave

Iron 61-11

Sulphur, .'.'.'..'.'.'.

J39-56
100-67
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which corresponds with the protosulphid of iron, FeS.

Whether it contains any of the sulphid known as troilite I am
not prepared to say.

The stony minerals were freed as much as possible from iron

and pyrites, and one gram treated with ten grams of hydro-

chloric acid on a water hath, and evaporated nearly to dryness,

then filtered and the filtrate well washed ; after which, the res-

idue in the filter was wanned with a solution of caustic soda to

dissolve any silica belonging to the portion dissolved by the

acid ; it was then filtered again and washed. The result was

Soluble portion.

The treatment by a solution of caustic soda or potash is oi

nee for a correct result, as otherwise a portion of the

silica of the decomposed minerals will be estimated with the

portion that is undecomposed.
The insoluble portion was analyzed ; for although the anal-

ysis made in this way cannot furnish any positive indication

in regard to the true mineral constitution of the meteorite, it

is. nevertheless, an important guide. It was found to consist of

From all the circumstances connected with this mi]

physical characters, &c., it is doubtless a pyroxene of the au-

gite variety.

The soluble portion, owing to the unavoidable presence of a

little iron and pyrites, simply furnished results on analysis

that showed it to be mostly olivine. The only matter, as a

whole, freed as much as possible from pyrites and nickeliferous

>iiil-M.
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The excess in the footing up of the analyses above 100 per
cent is due to the fact that a part of the iron, estimated as
protoxyd, is combined with sulphur forming sulphid of iron.

This meteoric stone is similar in every respect to that which
fell March 28th, 1859, in Harrison county, Indiana, (which
locality I see refeired to, in catalogues of meteorites, as Harri-
son county, Kentucky). This meteorite is therefore com-
posed of

Ni'kelit'erous Iron...

with minute quantities of schreibersite, chrome iron, and prob-
ably albite.

In concluding these observations on the Danville meteorite,
I cannot but feel more and more convinced of the importance
of a thorough reexamination of the mineral nature of the
meteoric stones, and in the present case, I am not at all satis-
fied that the mineral characteristics are perfectly made out.

College. No. V.—Descriptions of Echh
the Gulf of California; by A. E. Vei

Art. XIlI.—Contributio?is to Zoologyfrom the Museum of Yale

*
eRe

\ „ ^^-J-—Descriptions of Echinoderms and Coralsfrom
Verrill.

The Museum has recently received a large and important
collection

i
|

,

v Capt. J. Pedersen in the vicin-
ity of La Paz. The following notes and descriptions relate
to some of the more interesting species only.

ECHINOIDEA.

Meoma nigra YerrilL
Jfewa nigra Verrill, Trans. Connecticut Acad., i, p. 317, 1867.
Aferma nigra A. Agassiz, Bulletin Mus. Comp. ZooL, p. 27. 1863.

Of this interesting species there are ten specimens in the col-
lection, which show considerable variation from the type formerly
described by me, as well as among themselves.
The largest is 4 '85 inches long, 4 -25 broad, 210 high; the

smallest 3-85 long, 340 broad, 175 high. The outline, as seen
from below, varies but little and is broad-o,
gmate anteriorly, obliquely truncate posteriorly, and slightly

compressed laterally, or, in other words, nearly heart-shaped.
The anal area is large, somewhat sunken, and is at the
posterior end of the shell, occupying the greater part of the
truncated portion. Its form varies from
acute at each end, to broad-oval, rounded below and acute
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above; its position varies from nearly vertical to decidedly

oblique, and it is so nearly terminal as to produce a posterior

ii ;i dorsal vi< v of the shell. In a side view some

specimens are decidedly depressed, bat most are regularly

arched, while one is decidedly elevated at the apex. There is

considerable variation in the depth of the anterior ambulacwl
groove, and also in the number and prominence of the large

tubercles, which are more or less restricted to the region enclosed

by the peripetalous fasciole. The fasciole itself shows remark-

able variations, but does not agree at all with that of M.

grandis, as figured by Gray. The portion crossing the anterior

interambulacral regions varies less than other parts, but in some
tli" intennedi'ite ti'.iii-. . r-' portion i- m-irlv -traiuht, in others

strongly curved and often crooked, in one it is bent up into a

right angle on each side of the ambulacra! groove ; its bend or

angle near the antero-lateral grooves is also variable, both in

form and extent, it being twice as large in some specimens as

in others, and in one an irregular, crooked branch passes from

the apex of the angle on the left side to the anterior groove.

in the posterior interambulacrum the course of the fasciole is

quite variable, in five examples it crosses with a strongly curved
upward be; - inct angle, rising highest in four

specimens on the right side, in the other forming a nearly

strj igl t transverse mid lie portion; in three specimens it forms

a sharp angle on the right side ; in one a similar angle on the

left side ; in another there is a strong median angle, its apex
pointing to the anal region, and another to the right of it, point-

ing to the summit ; in all the specimens it bends inward further

than in M. grandis. The lateral part of the fasciole also varies,

especially on the left side; in five (but not the same five that

agree in the posterior region) it has but one angle, near the

antero-lateral grooves, where it rises highest; in three it has two

angles, rising highest at the posterior one, and nearly straight

between ; in two others, which also have two angles, the trans-

verse part is double. On the other side the fasciole varies in

the same way, but not in the same specimens, for some have two
angles, both on the right and left; others two only on one

side ; others one on both sides. The anal fasciole is also vari-

able
; usually the subanal branch is wanting or i

though indicated by a band of smaller tubercles, but in one

specimen it is well marked and the subanal disk is clearly and
perfectly circumscribed. In this the subanal disk is very broad,

hilobed, narrowest in the middle, scarcely heart-shaped, the

anterior border being nearly transverse, and the posterior border
nearly parallel with the anal region and about 15 of an inch
from it. In others the posterior border is more curved. One
specimen has but three ovarial openings, the rest four. The
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proportionate length of the ambulacral grooves varies consider-
''

'

1,oT
' ' '

,!, 'i* '•« nt -,» -miens an I on opposite sides of the—"• individual, sometimes those on the right being longest,™M those on the left, and not uncommonly a longer ante-
-^wx VAiV, i£, offset by a shorter posterior one on the same side.

Mr. A. Agassiz thinks tin's species may be identical with M.
I as from Australia, but if the figure of

the last be at all correct my specimens differ widely from that
,!(

:
,: ' i,

.

, "
! !»v Gray. The ,

, -ition of the anal area, especially, is

Me distance
irom the po^, r ei ml ,2,1, ,t md nearm tin

1
aciole. The peripetalous fasciole is also very different

from that of any of my specimens.

Agassizia subrotunda Gray.
Catalogue Ech. of British Mus., p. 63, tab. 3. fig. 2; Verrill, Proc. Boat. Soc.,

voL xn, p. 381.

Acad^r™
Lutken

'
Vidensk- Medd-» P- 134, tab. 2, fig. 8; VerrilL Trans. Conn.

Of this species there were about a dozen specimens, mostly
more or less broken, which show but little variation and agree
well with Gray's figure.

Mr. A. Agassiz regards this and A. ovulum Lutk. as identical
with A. scrobiculata Val., which may well be the case if the
figures in the Voyage de la Venus be incorrect, as he states.
lhe figures are certainly very unlike our specimens.

Clypeaster speciosus Verrill, sp. nov.

Depressed, gradually rising toward the apex ; the lower side

ucave from near the edge of the mouth,
in other specimens flat except close to the mouth, which is much
sunken. Outline oblong-pentagonal, with rounded angles and
slightly concave sides. The anterior end slightly elongated,
fnterambulacral regions decidedly concave between the ends of
the ambulacral rosette : the ambulacral regions enclosed by the
pores slightly raised, narrow, elongated, widening but little out-
wardly and somewhat acuminate at the end, which is often
nearly enclosed by the pores. The interambulacra are broader
and decrease much more rapMly toward the apex than in C.
rosaceas. Anal opening tramsersely oval, or rounded, situ-
ated about its own diameter from the" edge of the shell.

3 4 -60 inches : breadth 3 -90 ; height

_„,- petal, from the apex T90, its breadth
"82, breadth of enclosed space '50 ; length of anterior petals 1 -70,

breadth -85, breadth of enclosed space 48 ; length of posterior
Petals 1 -80 and 1-fi iclosed space -58 and -60

;

T^^1* of anal opening -20 ; of actinal opening -33.

Thirty-five specimens of this species are contained in the col-

lection. They show but little variation in outline, except what
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is due to age, though some specimens are more eleva

the apex than others ; in regard to the flatness

the lower side there is, however, ureat variation, though Dr.

l form and scarcely angular, but have the flatness

and form of ambulacral rosette characteristic of the larger speci-

mens, as well as the same position of the anal opening.

From C. rosaceus of the Atlantic this species differs widely,

the former having a much more elevated and thick form, with

broader and more ohovate ambulacra, which are much more
swollen ; the lower side is much more concave, and the anal

r the edge.

closely allied, but only a dire!') compari-on of specimens can

settle the true relations of these species. It may be that C.

tfstiirh'nnrins is the same and its locality incorrect, its outline

being nearly identical, but the upper side is said to be evenly

convex, and the lower side concave from the margin.
This species is of especial interest as the first of the genus

known from the Pacific coast of America, although the genus

was known to occur on nearly all other tropical coasts.

Encojpe grandis Agassiz.

Of this very distinct species there arc numerous specimens in

the collection, varying in size from 3 inches in length by 3"20

wide, to 4-60 inches by 440. There is but little variation in

outline and general appearance, and in all the margin is thick,

with the five large notches widely open, though in t

there appears to be a tendency to close the anterior pair. The
posterior interambulacral opening is large and broad-oval with

thickened borders in all, but there is a variation of more than

50 per cent in its relative size ; the region around it is in all

more elevated than the ct ntral iv-ion and coicdd< rably swollen.

The form of the ambulacral ro-ctte yarie- considerably. The
three anterior petals are subequal and usually long-oval,

obtusely rounded at the cud. but in one ease they "are narrower

and more * she odd anterior' one. which i>

widest in the middle, tapering to each end, and in another they

are broader and more dilated ou1 al ; the two

posterior ones are much longer, widest outwardly, and curve

somewhat around the posterior opening, but they vary consider-

ably in relative width. The following are the proportions in

two extreme specimens

;
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From abactinal center to posterior edge, 2-20 2-20

Center to lateral edge,... 2-20 2"10
Length of anterior od <,;- 1/28 1-25

Greatest breadth of do., -50 -68

Breadth of its enclosed area -20 -30

Breadth°of'd<.i

I°".^ra

. ^/ff"fJiYf"ff//ff.'.'.'.'.'.Y. 50 -65

Breadth of enclosed area, -16 -27

Length of posterior pair, 1-65 1-55

Breadth of do., -45 -62

Breadth of enclosed area, -12 -20

The branchings of the ambulacral grooves beneath are quite
constant in their arrangement, but 1

' r< itive l>i tilth and form
of the enclosed areas are quite as variable as in the dorsal rosette.

The region about the anal opening and around the posterior

foramen is sometimes deeply concave or excavated; in most
cases slightly so ; and sometimes not at all.

Encope Californica Yerrill, sp. nov.

Test broad, thin at the edge, rounded anteriorly, broadest
behind the middle, sub-truncate or rounded posteriorly ; usually
about as broad as long, sometimes broader than long. Apex
behind the center. In profile the outline descends from the

i the anterior edge, but rises from the center to the

j

irhich it descends rapidly to the edge,

posterior interambulacrum is, therefore, swollen and the

• foramen, from which it descends rapidly to the edge. The

most elevated near its foramen. Ambulacral rosette with the
petals long-oval, somewhat obovate, broadly rounded outwardly

;

the anterior pair shortest and most rounded ; the odd anterior one
somewhat longer and narrower and a little shorter than those of
the posterior pair, which are of about the same form and not
curved. Posterior foramen variable in form and size, usually
rather small, regularly oval, or rounded, sometimes long oval, or
even narrow and elongated, occasionally quite large and broad
oval, often obovate beneath, sometimes constricted in the middle.

Ambulacral foramina also quite variable in form and size, but
commonly smal !

.

oval, often at a considerable

distance from the margin.
Two specimens, showing the extreme variations, give the

following

Length of test,

Breadth
Center to anterior e

. XLIX, No. 145.-JAS.
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Length of anterior ambulacral petal, f 1*2 1

stals, 1-28 1

Breadth of enclosed area, . -25

Of this species there are 74 specimens in the collection from La
Paz, and I have seen others from Cape St. Lucas. It varies

considerably in outline, and in the form of the openings, espe-

cially the posterior one ; the ambulacral rosette varies somewhat
in the form of the petals, as shown by the above measn
the ambulacral grooves beneath also vary in direction. But all

the specimens agree in having their greatest elevation behind

the center, or the posterior interambulacral region swollen.

This peculiarity, which is found to depend upon a very differ-

ent internal structure, will readily separate this species from E.

ocddentalis V., and from E. micropora Ag., whether those be

the same, as Mr. A. Agassiz supposes, or not.* In E. occicten-

talis the greatest elevation is in front of the center, and there is

a regular slope from thence to the broad, thin, posterior edge,

and the sections show that the wide space between the central

ityandthe posterior foramen is filled with
eolary tissue having comparatively small sa

E. Californica the same region is much less extensive (owing 1

pretty farm,

the relatively larger central cavity and jaws) and is filled

a much less firm and more open tissue, with large cavities.

The difference is therefore analogous, in respect to ext
form at least, to that which separates E. Michelini from E. t

* Mr. A. Agassiz, in the Bulletin of the Museum of Comp. Zoology, No.
»ys :

" from a careful comparison of specimens of E. cyclopora,
pora, and peraped no doubt that these are only n
species, all id

•

latter is the same
tetraporaAg. (non Mr. Agassiz goes too far in umti
these other forms into one species, for if this can be done I i

.

ever for keeping the spec" *

less difference than betw<
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ijuw.fa.—a distinction which Mr. A. Agassiz admits as valid in
that rase, where there is, however, much less difference in the
form of the rosette and other characters.
The onlj figure in the monograph by Prof. Agassiz, which

approaches this species, is that ofM emarginata (Tab. 10), which
has, to some extent, the same posterior elevation. The spe-
cimen figured was from an unknown locality, and may possibly
represent a variety of this species rather than of the K emarqi-
rnntn nf T ™+l™~ A A ;„ _x_ __L:..l. J_ A

Astropyga venusta Verrill, op. cit, p. 296.

Two fine large specimens of this rare species are in the col-
lection.

The largest is 5-80 inches broad and 210 high. It was
previously known to me only from Panama Bay and San
Salvador.

Tripneustes depressus A. Ag. ; Verrill, op. cit, p. 375.

Of this large species there were 19 specimens, with their
i i ally preserved. They are quite variable in form, but

mostly even more elevated than ordinary specimens of T. ventri-
cosus. Some are conical, others broadly rounded above. The
name, therefore, is a decided misnomer. The largest spines on
the upper surface of the largest specimen are -45 of an inch
long, -04 in diameter, and rapidly taper to the acute point

;

those of the lower surface are often -60 of an inch long, -04 in
diameter, tapering but little, the end blunt

Several specimens give the following proportions :

gameter, (inches) 5-80 5-40 5-35 5-25 5-10 4"90 4-75 4-60
Height, 3 .00 3 .40 2-90 3-25 2'85 2"65 2-85 2"80

ASTROIDEA.

Pentaceros occklentalis Verrill.

Oreaster occidentalis Verrill, op. cit, p. 278, 1866.

.
Of this hitherto rare species there are 21 specimens of various

sizes. They show but little variation except that due to age or
state of preservation. Some specimens are so dried as to leave
the disk and rays plump and rounded above, while in others
the interim! make both the rays
and disk angular. In some most of the upper and part of the
lower mar- \es or tubercles; in

others there are few or none of these ; the two smallest speci-
mens have none, though others scarcely larger, have quite a
number. The smallest specimen has the longer radius 1 inch

;

the shorter -50. This, however, has nearly the form and all the
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essential characters of the adult, though the spines and tuber-

The name of the genus, Pentaceros Gray, has priorit}^ over
Oreaster M. & Tr., which was substituted on the ground that

the former was in use among fishes,* which I have been able

to confirm, although Mr. A. Agassiz adopts it.

Among the other starfishes arc '//,/. 1,,-ist-, ,',i .-piuosa Gray
(1< i''->'): As ii>hni<h ,• ,',w/„,, Y<ri I. }, , , ,,, arniata Gray,

•it.us Gray, Linckia bifaseiaUs Gray, Acan-
thaster Ellisii Verrill, Mithrodia Bradleyi Verrill, etc.

COEALS.

Fungia elegans Yerrill, sp. nov.

Coral when young regular and round, often becoming slightly

oval ; when adult usually more or less angular, the edge pli-

ca h- 1. lorming six to twelve lobes. The upper surface becomes
very convex in mature specimens and the lower surface deeply
concave and covered with very numerous, fine, subequal,
elevated costse, which are finely dentate on the outer half,

becoming nearly entire and very faint toward the center, which
shows the scar where attached when young. Septa

thick and rather crowded, very unequal, the six primaries very
prominent and thick at the inner end; those of succeeding
cycles successively shorter and less elevated. Edges of septa

unevenly crenulate, or finely dentate. Columella slightly

developed, loosely spongy ; me I i . , , rrow, elon-

gated, the two septa in the direction of its l.m-vr diameter
much less elevated and thinner than the rest. Trabiculse stout,

conspicuous, often coalescing into continuous transverse plates.

The smallest unattached specimens are -90 of an inch broad
by -85 high; ordinary specimens are T90 broad by 110 high;
the largest 2 "85 by 1-20.

This is a small and very distinct species, remarkable as the
first one of the genus described from America.
Among the other corals are I' P. capitata,

var.porosaY., Camojjs.: , E. & H., Pontes (two
species), Stephanaria stellate V.. ( urn V., Eu-

V., E. nohilis, var. excelsa V., /.

rigida V., L. Agassizii V., L. media Y., Muricea austera V., M.
appressa V., etc. Most of these are represented by numerous
large and beautiful specimens.

* Cuvier and VaL, vol. iii, p. 30, 1828; Gunther, CataL Fishes British Museum,
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Art. XIV.—Note on the Generic relations and Synonymy of the
Common Sea-urchin of New England (Euryechinus Drobachi-
ensis Verrill); by A. E. Verrill.

This common sea-urchin, which is found upon the northern
coasts of Europe, and both upon the Atlantic and Pacific coasts
of northern America, was referred to the genus Echinus by all
writers up to 1846, but under various sp, viih- nam,., : R Drbbach-
WWwM tfll, B. neglectus Lam., R .</.• .rocentrotus
-Brandt, etc. Prof. Agassiz, in the introduction to his mono-

the Scutellidae, p. 7, 1841, proposed several new
ms of Echinus, merely giving generic names and citing

les types." Among these was Toxopneustes with " E
M its type. But afterward, in the introduction to Valentin's
Anatomy of the genus Echinus, Dec, 1841, he revised the genus
then known as Echinus, and made many judicious and neces-
sary changes. At that time he separated and characterized the
genera, Temnopleurus, Tripneustes, Amblypneustes, Bo ;

btomopneustes, and Toxopneustes* For the last he here takes
tor type, the Echini'* tnhrculatus. The genus Ec,
restricted

(p. ii) so as to include only "the species near Echi-
nus esculentus, and which have, like it, the ambulacra formed of
several arched series of pores disposed in pairs." To this group
toe referred all the European species, including not only E. Melo,E esculentus, E Elan i,»/ * <: E •,,;<,,.>;.,,„. E. '>-,-,,), ,.s . E.

t(DrSbach-
nnsis) and E. lividus, which now constitute my genus Euryechi-
nu$- It is plain, therefore, that at that time the genus Toxop-

ftd nothing to do with such species as I have called
us. Later, in the Catalogue Kaisonne", 1846, Toxop-

neustes (sub-genus) was extended so as to include, in addition to

vidently generically distinct from the typical Toxopneustes and
ved no generic e

burychinusj and gave my

fJL^ foUowing ia the descripti
"niies de series arquees de doubles

Sr

de
S

sj?
deS ran^S ParaU^les

sont plus rapprodSr^es^
1
"6

^r*^^ mf-'•
+'^dece^-L
T rtoc. Boston 8

Aca(i-
I
i, P. 394. 1867
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To any unprejudiced person it will be evident from this

statement that, as left by Desor after his latest restrictions,

i«fes included two generic groups, one of which was
the original and typical Toxopneustes of 1841, the other an

unnamed genus,
I

/:'' , I m us). The fact that Mr. A. Agassiz,

apparently overlooking the true state of the case, renamed in

1862 the original Toxopneustes section, calling it 1

cannot affect the matter in the least, since in this instance there

can be no doubt as to which group was originally designated

by the name, Toxopneustes. Yet Mr. Agassiz in a recent paper*
goes considerably out of his way to bring up this matter again,

and inserts the following note xm ' '•> Iin

i

:

" I cannot see the propriety of the changes made by Verrill in tlie

! avechin
Echini, which are perfectly well known by all writers

• premises, that the changes he proposes are not warranted
The type of the genus at the time the Monog. d. Echiui.les was written

with a trroup of species. When Toxopneustes was first proposed, it

was applied to a socall

showed did not belong to the genus. The author took the earliest oppor-

tunity p<-^ib!e to point out his n -take b\ sub-' r, _ for it another

type, and giving a description which applies not only to Toxoeidnris n.s

Mr. Verrill would have it, but also to all the species since reinoced as

Si>hnru:hinus by Desor. Desor, who had edited the Catalog < b ii-

sonne, and probably knew accurately what group ot Echini v. t3 ... ti • d

as Toxopneustes, was the first, in his Synopsis, to limit T \

removing from it certain species as Kphaaeehinus, and restrict Toxop-

neustes to such forms as (T. „>yli ctns) T. drohucLii-nxis A^.. but still

including the species which I have since, in the Bulletin of the Museum,
separated as Toxocidaris. All these limitations, even were they not

accepted, have the priority over a similar i mitat on whi h \ en II m do/s

•n of the genus has been r

and eighteen years after a mi-take (upon which Mr. Verrill bases the

whole of his proposed changes) has been corrected by the author him-

j the change proposed

by Verrill, T. tuberculahis being probably onh a i u tinal sp< ii «. m I

one concerning which we have, at any rate, bo
sufficient to form the basis of a sweeping reform. At the presenl rare

of retrospective application of the laws of priority, we are t

into the most ondition w
our knowledge of any group to works written t\\vnt\ or thirty years ago

the idea of type, genera, etc., had a

totally distinct signification from what it has at the present day."

A formal reply to this is perhaps unnecessary, yet I would
venture the following remarks :

* Bulletin of the Museum of Comp. Zoology, No. 9, p. 260, November, 1869.
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s that any other zoologist

2. Even if the original description of Toxopneustes would
include Sphxerechinus, yet, as I have explained above, Agassiz
himself referred the species of the latter to Echinus in the same
article, and he probably knew accurately what group was defined
as Toxopneustes at that time.

3. All the " limitations " by Desor, which are said to have
priority over mine, I have always admitted and adopted.

4. I do not base any changes upon " a mistake," for whether
u Kpileolus " or - E. filbert idaius " be taken as the type of Toxop-
neustes, the claims of Euryechinus remain unaffected, and I have,
when making the change, distinctly stated my conviction that

the reference to E. pileolus should not be regarded, and have
adopted Toxopneustes in place of Toxocidaris A. Ag. (See Trans.

Conn. Acad.).

5. Whether E. tuberculatum be "a nominal species" does not
affect the character of the genus to which it belongs.

6. I know of no more fruitful source of confusion than the

ig of a name from the group to which it originally

belonged to another totally distinct from it, and re-naming the
first group.

7. Had Mr. Agassiz, before naming Toxocidaris, looked a lit-

tle more closely into the early synonymy of Toxopneustes, all

confusion in this case might have been avoided.
8. The fact that there is & future for zoological nomenclature,

as well as a past, should not be forgotten, nor that a just and
reasonable application of the universally recognized law of pri-

ority is the surest way of securing future stability.

The writer made a visit to Eastport, Maine, early in the

summer, for the purpose of discovering the early -

species of Bra<-hi. |,od {T , Wo Couth.) so

in those waters. As little has been known r

the early stages of this class of animals the
will be of interest, as settling beyond a d

relations with the Polyzoa.' As the subject

sented at the meeting of the American Association, on v r! t

more imp be mentioned here. In a few

individuals the ovaries were found partially filled with eggs,

* From the American Naturalist, September, 1869.
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The eggs (fig. 1) were kidney-shaped, and resembled the
statoblasts of Fredericella. No intermediate stages were seen
between the eggs and the form represented in fig. 2. This

stage recalled in general proportions Megerlia or Argiope in

aversely oval, in having the hinge-margin wide and
aad in the large foramen. Between this stage and the

next the shell elongates until we have a form remarkably like

Lmgula (fig. 3), having, like Lingula, a peduncle longer than
the shell, by which it holds fast to the rock. It suggests also
in its movements the nervously acting Pedicellina.

^
In this and the several succeeding stages, the mouth points

directly backward (forward of authors), or away from the
peduncular end (fig. 4), and is surrounded by a few ciliated
cirri, which un Polyzoa. The stomach and
intestine form a simple chamber, alternating in their contrac-
tions and forcing the particles of food from one portion to the
other. At this time also the brownish appearance of the walls
of the stomach resembles the hepatic folds of the Polyzoa.
Fig. 5 shows a more advanced stage, .where a fold is seen on
each side of the stomach ; from this fold the complicated liver
of the adult is developed, first, by a few diverticular appen-
dages, as seen in fig. 6.

When the animal is about one-eighth of an inch in length

;

>hore begins to assume the horse-shoe shaped form of

ia and other high Polyzoa. The mouth at this stage
(fig. 6) begins to turn toward the dorsal valve (ventral of

and as the central lobes of the lophophore begin to
develop, the lateral arms are deflected, as in fig. 7. In these

a very marked, and it was noticed that the
end of the intestine was held to the mantle by attachment, as
in the adult, reminding one of the funiculus in the Phyhu tol.r.-

mata. No traces of an anus were discovered, though manv
specimens were carefully examined under high powers for this

purpose the intestine of the adult being repeatedly ruptured
under the compressor without showing any evidence of an anal
aperture. ° J
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dally byIt has been shown by different paleontologists, especially 1

Br. Leidy and Prof. Cope, that several species of Crocodilia:
existed in North America during the Cretaceous and Miocene
periods, all of which became extinct. At the present time two
living species of true Crocodiles, viz : G. acutus and C. rhombifer,
are known in South America, and both range as far north as
Cuba and San Domingo, but we have not been able to find a
record of the presence of either of them within the limits of
the United States, the Alligator being the only representative
of the family to which it belongs.
While a guest of J. M. Forbes, Esq., on board the yacht

Azalea, I had an opportunity of visiting Kev Biscavno Bav
in March, 1869, and while there Mr. William H."Hunt, of M iami.

}";- '"•! me the cranium here described. The animal to
which it belonged, as I was told by the person who killed it,

was shot near the mouth of the Miami river, which opens into
the above mentioned bay. I was also informed that another
had been killed in the same neighborhood.
The length of the head (from the alveoli of the incisors to

the end of the occipital condyle) is 462mm , and the greatest
breadth 191™. The wh6[e number of teett is 68, viz : i F ^ ;m the upper jaw the 4th and 10th, and in the lower the 4th

are the longest. The first 12 teeth above and the first

11 below have the enamel fluted, and in both jaws the teeth
behind these are marked with finely reticulated grooves.
These hinder teeth are shorter and blunter, and thus more
closely resemble the teeth of the alligator. The upper jaw is

strongly convex and protuberant along the back of its middle
portion.

When compared with a somewhat larger head of the C. acutus
from South America (length 462'™ breadth 211mm), the Flor-
ida specimen closely agrees with it in the above as well as
some other particulars. The following table shows some dif-

ferences, however, relating chiefly to the proportion of the
breadth to the length. In the table the length is assumed to
be 1-000, a i fcs are in fractions of the length.

geatest breadth of cranium - -
-^ MM*' 0*483*"

Breadth
pal*tilie ope™? "

0<075 .086
Breadth acrosa pterygoids ^^ZIV^.- 0300 0-313

0162 0169
0-218 0-235

Breadth at con-
,

0-190 0210
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In the South American specimen the markings of the sur-

face of the bone consist chiefly of pits, while in the Florida S] *eei«

men the markings are more in the form of grooves. In the first

the parietal foramina are separated by a flat surface of bone 15
millimeters wide, while in the second there is only a blunt ridge.

In this last also the lower jaw is somewhat longer, and its binder
part less recurved. The Florida specimen being the smallest
is assumed to be the youngest ; the differences of proportion
above referred to may therefore depend upon age, as in young

Js the breadth is relatively greatest. In view of this

we find no sufficient reason for considering the Florida speci-

men as belonging to any other than the sharp-nosed species

(C. acutus). This conclusion is still further supported by a

portion of the skin of the neck, which is preserved, and in

which the nuchal plates are the same as in the species just

named.

INTELLIGENCE.

Sciences in Berlin an important memoir on radiant"heat, the prin-

ei|...! r, » \\\< of which :tiv. in the autli.-r*- ..\vn w..r.N. :i- follows:

(1.) Different substances heated to 150° C. radiate different kinds

of heat.

(2.) There are bodies which radiate only one kind of heat and
others which radiate many kinds.

(3.) Perfectly pure rock salt In-long., to the first class. Just as

it- ignited vapor or that of one of its constituents, sodium, -cuds

out only one color, so this, even at 150° C, radiates only one kind
of heat. It is monothermie, as its vapor is monochromatic.

(4.) Rock salt absorbs the heat radiated hv rock salt in -feat
;

at ol' svlvin |K( I) and other

kinds of heat. It therefore does not, as Melloni and Knoblauch
suppose, permit all kinds of heat to pass through with equal

facility.

(5.) The absorption of heat by rock salt increases witl the

thickness of the absorbing plate.

(6.) The gn at diatheri ianc\ of rock salt does not depend upon

also absoi s at the tem-

perature of 150 Y. send out heat vchicl c >nt mis only a small por-

C7.) Sylvin behaves" like nek -air but is not monothermie in an
equal degree. In this also we trace the analogy with its own
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ignited vapors or with those of potassium, which, as is well known,
gives an almoi

(8.) Fluorsj

We ought th<

should be stro

cent of it pass

reference to the sum of the heat
is more than three times greater than that from rock salt, this

phenomenon maybe explained, but the subject requires further
investigation.

(9.) If it were possible to form a spectrum of the heat radiated
at lon

G
(.'., this spectrum, if rock salt were the radiating hody,

would contain only one band. If sylvin were used lor radiating,
the spectrum would be more extended, but would still occupy only
a small portion of the spectrum which would be produced by the
heat radiated from lamp black.

—

Pogg. Ann., cxxxviii, 333.

bodies. __.

ck salt and other substances of sending out
at loir <j. rays of but one or but few wave lengths makes it possi-

l;ic to institute experiments on the reflection of non-metallic sur-

faces The results of experiments have distinctly shown that such
surfaces reflect different kinds of heat, or heat' rays of diifeivnt

is tarnished by fluorspar. Of the heat radiated !>y different suh-

es tul r< eiv« 1 it in mgh f piantities differing but
httle in amount are reflected by the following bodies

:

Silver, from 83 to 90 per cent.

Glass,'
" 6 to 14

Rocksalt, " 5 to 1

2

Fluorspar, " 6 to 10 "

But fluorspar reflects 28-30 per cent of the heat from rock salt.

while silver, glass and rocksalt reflect no greater proportion of
this than of other kinds of heat. Fluorspar reflects from 15 to 17
percent of the heat from sylvin, which confirm* the n >ult deduced
from the transmission of heat. To an eye which could distinguish

the different wave lengths of heat, as well as the colors of light,

fluorspar w • mn other substances if all were

d at the same time by rays from rock salt. The same
would be the case if ravs from svlvin were incident, only in this

r:i >'-' the Muoi-spar would be less bright. As the exj

^-rn is, stablished t! i fa I tha .

' >ubstancea

send out v
r in every

space an extraordinary number of - M* eon-

: other. This variety of intersection is fur-
- :

i" greatly inc rea -

- the different surfaces. An eye which could distinguish different

ave lengths of heat, like the colors of light, would see all objects

' the greatest variety of colors without any sensible heating of

le objects themselves.—Pogg. Ann., cxxxviii, 174. w. o.
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3. On the heat of the stars.—Mr. Huggins has endeavored to

determine whether a measurable amount of heat is radiated from
the fixed stars. The incident rays were received upon the object-

glass of a telescope of 8 inches aperture, in the torn- of which was
placed the surface of a thermo-electric pile consisting, for stars, of
one or two pairs, for the moon, of 24 pairs. An astatic galvanom-
eter of great delicacy was employed. The thermo-electric pile was
enclosed in casings of y. 'rh cotton so as to ex-

clui all change- of temperature as much as possible. The author
describes the minute precautions taken, for which we must refer to

his paper. The telescope could be directed to a star by means of
the tinder, the needle being at rest, and the image of the star kept
by clockwork upon the la<-' of the pile. It was t „m .l that tin i.nd e

almost always began to move as soon as the image fell upon the

pile, and that when the telescope was then directed to the sky near
the -tar the needle usually began, after a minute or two, to return
to its original position. From 12 to 20 observations were made
upon the same star, and these observations repeated on other
nights. In this manner observations of Sirius gave a deviation of

the needle of 2°
; those of Pollux l£°. Castor gave no deviation

;

Regulus a deviation of 3° and Arcturus in 15 minutes also 3°.

Observations of the full moon did not give corresponding or
reliable results. The results obtained with the stars are not
strictly comparable, as it is uncertain whether the se i

of the galvanometer was always the sam .

Royal Society, No. 109, 1869. w. g.

4. On new sulphur salts.—Sohxeider has discovered and de-

scrihed a remarkahle series of sulphur -ahs which are formed by
-"-" 1

' fusing together certain metals in the form of powder with

__
7

. parts of
dry potassic carbonate and 6 parts of sulphur, until the mass has
become uniformly and quietly fused. Water diffuses from the

cooled mass much potassic sulphite and hyposulphite and leaves
the new compound in crystals. The new salt has the formula
K2S.FeaS 3 or atomistic-ally,

*-K
9=Fe *=S

i-K
It forms long flexible needles of brilliant luster and purple brown
color. At ordinary temperatures it is permanent. Acids even
when very dilute decompose this body easily with evolution of

hydric sulphid and separation of sulphur. Heated in a current of

U loses one atom of sol u^er and

structure. The new compound has the formula K2S.

S—

K

is formed by fusing together 1 part of pulverized
'
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:iii;h'l:itimu.i. Tho\ >, ami ixiil fo,-,n the
subject of future more extended description.— /V/7. .1////.. i'>. lu;,

P- 460. w< 0>

5. On a new series of crystalliz**! platinum compounds.—Bjthe action or' stannous chlorid upon platinie chlorid. S iintuoku
obtained a substance havim: probably the empiric
Na

2Pt 2 Sn2 6 , which though i

tin' starting point from which ....

h new compounds. When an intimate mixture of 4 parts
of the above compound, 6 of potassic carbonate and 8 or 10 of sul-
phur are fused together, and the cold fused mass is treated with
water, a cochineal red crystalline powder remains, easily obtained
pure by washing. Under the microscope this compound is seen to

: sharply denned six-sided tables of an almost metallic lus-

_••-
to deep gurnet red. The crystals are h-oIuMe in water
- i l.v v. I Jib. to rlil..rliv.Iri.- arid colors tlieni at one-

dark greyisli-l.!;.,-k and Take. - up pof;di. but without evolution of
any gas whatever. The re>idue i» frw from porash and is not at-
tacked by boiling chlorhvdric or nitric acid and but slowlv l.v a.pia
r-'-^. The original red bodv when heated in a current of hydro-

of its >ulplmr. The residue then gives up potash to
chlorhydric acid, and the residue thus obtained loses all the re-

iplmr, when heated in hydrogen, and leaves a mixture
" ' platinum. From this'it appear- that the last ± of

the sulphur is retained thro the potash. Tlie
direct expression of the r,- r lie red compound
is SnO
the following

cpression of the results of the analysis of the red compound
>n O K Pt,S

fi . The simplest atomistic formula appears to be

Pi -

k2 4
Ate 4,

\
he action of chlorhydric acid on this salt is then readily e

3"ice, without writing the whole formula, we see at <
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i must therefore have the

A»=K

A" -4
The action of hydrogen upon the

expressed by the equation :

Pt"—

8

t 2
0+8H=4H2S+K2 O

Snlv S2 4ni!—

4

Ptu— k Pt

Hence the residue consists of metallic platintu

of chl 'chlorhydric acid on the oxy-sulpho salt may he

represented by the equation:

K2 0+2HCl=:H20+2KCl+V~V-

Trie l.i -r term when heated in hydrogen then gives hydric sulphid

and a mixture of tin and platinum. The corresponding sodium

salt may be obtained in the same manner and closely resembles the

potassic compound.

—

Pogg. Ann., exxxvi, p. 105. w. g.

7. Contributions t<> >/ knoirfi Jge of conjugate bodies in inor-

ganic Chemistr;/.—\'\uUv r his t it i
• IJi.omstraxd has communica-

ted u iiuiuIrt ot intending notices of what may be termed atomic

aggregation. Platino-cyanid of potassium takes up two atoms

of iodint with great* facility, forming

K2Cy4Pt+I 2
=:K;Cy,Pt . hi<-h « stnlli^s in irge brilliant

brown crystals, l
I

a corresponding ehlorid and hrontid, the former being the salt de-

scribed by Knop. The correspoa ive w ifk

are easily obtained. lodim in lik< m in i unites directly with

of potaoium forming long brilliant hrown needles,

KCy2AuI 2 . Similar compounds of chlorine and bromine also

exist. Double nitrite of platinous oxyd and platinum, K2
Pt

(X02 ) 4 , also takes up chlorine and bromine readily, forming yel-

low crystalline salts which the author formulates as follows:

(K-O—NO=NO-0) 2PtCl2 and (R-e-NO=NO-0)_PtBry
Blomstrand regards the ammonia-nitrite of Lang (Nil J >r

.

(NO./)., as an intermediate term between the ammoni
il the formula (H

3
N=NO—G) 2 Pt.

This

salt also unil id bromine, forming ver
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crystals. The bromid lias the formula (II
3
?

and is the broraid of a true base in which tli

replaced by oxygen acids. The author terms t

amin. The paper contains many interesting ai

II. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

1. On the Surface Geology of the Basin of the Grea

paper the author, after reviewing the uvneral facts with regard to
the drift, remarks as follows on the history of the era :

"1st.—That in a period probably synchronous with the glacial
epoch of Europe,—at least corresponding to it in the sequence
of events—the northern hair' of the continent of North America
had a climate comparable with that of Greenland ; so cold, that
wherever there was a copious precipitation of moisture from
oceanic evaporation, that moisture was congealed and formed
glaciers which flowed by various routes toward the sea.

>
"2nd.—That the courses of these ancient glaciers correal m nded

in a general way with the present channels of drainage. The di-

I furrows proves that one of these ice rivers
flowed from Lake Huron, along a channel now filled with drift,

. to be at least loo feet deep, into Lake Krie. which was
then not a lake, but an excavated vallev into which the streams of
northern Ohio flowed, 100 feet or more below the present lake
level. Following the line of the major axis ,,f hake Krie to near
it- cistern extremity, here turning northeast, this glacier passed

.... the Canadian ride, now filled up, into
bake Ontario, and thence found its way to the sea either by the
S:

- Laurence or by the Mohawk and Hudson. Another glacier

he bed of Lake Michigan, having an outlet southward
through a channel—now concealed by the heavy beds of drift

which occupy the surface al.out the south end of the lake—pass-

J'
1 '-: near IMooniimxton, 111., and by some route yet unknown reach-

ing the tro.

.

.' which was 'then much deeper
than at present.
"3rd.—At this period the continent must have been several

, n ,,w. ;> is proved \v the deeply exca-

i olumbi i. (o.lden G r. . M -
s°n, &e., which could never liav. been cut b\ th< streams that

lower level than thev now do."

farther explanations he takes up the subject of the Drift
Deposits.
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"The Drift dq
of fin

boulders on the surface, and the series of lake ridges (beach

e

all, form a sequence of phenomena of which the history is easily

"The lower series of blue or red clays—the 'Erie clays' of Sir

William Logan—over a very large area, rest directly on the planed

and polished rock surfaces.
* These clays are often accurately strat-

ified, were ; > . h e p a 1 1d generally quiet water,

and mark a period when the glacial ice-masses, melted by a change

of climate, retreated northward. le i\ ing huge hodh - of cold.. fresh

water about their southern mar-ins, in which the mud produced

by their grinding action on the paleozoic rocks of the Lake Dis-

trict was first suspended and then deposited.
" On the shores of Lake Erie these clays contain no boulders,

and very few pebbles, while farther north and west boulders are

more abundant. This is precisely what might be expected from

the known action of glacial masses on the surfaces over which thev

pass. Their legitimate work is to grind to powder the rock on

which they rest ; an effect largely due to the sand which gathers

under them, acting as emery on a lead wheel. The water flowing

from heneath glaciers is always milky and turbid from this cause.

Rocks and boulders are sometimes frozen into glaciers, and thus

transported by them, but nearly all the boulders carried along hy

a glacier are -\i.-h ..- t ve fa !< n from above; and a moraine can

hardly be formed by a glacier except when there are cliffs and

pinnacles along its course.

"In a nearly level country, composed of

passed over by a glacier, we should have very little debris pro-

duced by it, except the mud flour which it grinds.
" The Erie clays would necessarily receive any gravel or stones

which had been frozen into the ice, either as scattered pebbles or

stones, distributed to -.one- distance from tin- glacial mass by float-

in- fragments of ice, or as masses of frozen gravel, or larger and

m>re numerous boulders near the glacier. In some localities Tor-

rents would pour from the sides and from beneath the glacier, so

that here coarse material would alone resist the rapid motion of

the water, and the stratification of the sediments would be more

or less confused."

The author next mentions the evidence of a general sub>idi me.

greater to the north. ite, as succeeding to

.ra; and then make- the following observations ou

the "YtHoir S'inds >m<l Stwfir, ]}:,>/!J, r*"
" I have mentioned that on the Erie clays are beds of gravel,

sand and clay, and over these again great numbers of transported

boulders, often of large size and' of northern and remote origin.

"These surface deposits have been frequently referred to a- the

direct and normal product of glacial action, the materials torn up

and scraped off by the great ice ploughs in their long journeys

from i 'North; in fact, as some sort of huge terminal

have, however, disproved, as I think, this theory
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of their transportation in a paper published some years since
(Notes on the Stin'ar, (Jeuloirv <>V the Hasin of the Great Lakes.
I 'roc Host. Nat. Hist. Soc, 1863), in which it is urged that the
continuous sheet of the Erie clays upon which they rest, and which
forms an unbroken belt between them and their place of origin,

precludes the idea that they have been transported by any ice-

current or rush of water moving oyer the glacial surface': as either
of tlie.se must have torn up and scattered the soft clays below.
"There is, indeed, no other conclusion deducible from the tacts

than that these sands, gravels, granite and greenstone boulders-
masses of native copper, &c, which compose the superficial Drift
deposits—have been fi<v<t<ul to their resting places, and that the
rl •atiug agent has been ice, in the form of icebergs ; in short, that
these materials have been transported and scattered over the bot-
'"n: and along the south shore of our ancient inland sea just as
similar materials are now being scattered over the banks and
shores of Newfoundland.

" If we restore in imagination this inland sea, which we have
proved once filled the basin of the lakes, gradually displacing the
1

'

1 '''' iting u-lach cs, we are in. vitably led to a time in the history

the southern shore of this sea was formed by
io, ifcc, the northern shore a wall of ice rest-

ing on the hills of crystalline and trappean rocks, about Lake Su-
l'"norand Lake Huron.

" From this ice-wall masses must from time to time have been
detach, 1,—just as they are now detached from the Humboldt
Glacier,—and floated off southward with the current, bearing in
their grasp sand, gravel and boulder—whatever composed the
beach from which they sailed. Five hundred miles south they

: fehe highlands of now Western
New York, Peuns> Ivaui i and ' >hio, or the shallows of the prairie
region of Indiana, Illinois and Iowa; there melting away and

.
dting their entire loads—as I have

thousand or more boulders on a few acres, resting on the
clays and looking in the distance like flocks of sheep—or dropping
here and there a stone and floating on east or west, til

•hssipated.

7

u These boulders include representatives of nearly all the rocks of
the Lake Superi' ons among which f

with i

teristic of the Laurentu
schistose, and dark are mish
from the Huronian; dolorite;
reiitlyfrom- copper

-

-

.

,/-/"' " M, liua witl P }ir ton <>' litorea, Corniferous with

Am- Joua. 8or. IX, No 145.-Ja>-., 1870.

v ; ;,, rtd)leudic srocks, massive or

bluish siliceous slates, probably

d masses of native copper appa-
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Conocardium trigonale, Atrypa reticularis, Favosites po:
Hamilton with Spirifer mucronatus, &c.
"The granite boulders are often of large size, sometimes six feet

and more in dis lly rounded.
" Along the southern . area, especially on the

slopes of the highlands of Xo .;],. rn Ohio, the Drill -an. is ami

gravels are of consider ing hills of 100 feet, or

more in height, generally stratified, but often without any visihle

arrangement. These deposits are very unevei

a rolling surface frequently forming local basins, which
-

'

referred to. These are the beds to which I have alluded as const*

tuth _. in the opinion of some geologists, a l

but from the tact that they are locally stratified, and overlie the

older blue clays, I have regarded them as transported, not by

glaciers but by icebergs.

''Possibly some part of this Drift material may have accumulated

the rocks which outcrop in the region under consideration, whereas

I have rarely, if ever, sc(M in thes Drift ivels any rt
\

i
1

tives of the rocks underlying the South margin of the lake baste.

"By whatever agei]ey*trai!Sj..;,rtc<l, the Drift gravels have, like

rs, for the most part come from some remote point it the

Xort , '.id ,\ii >n< -pre .1 hroadcast along the southern shore

--hearing sea.
' the shore line during the contraction of the

water surface down to it-- present area, every part of the slope ol

tern shore, between the present water surface and the

highest lake level of former times, i. e., all within a vertical height

of 300 feet or more, must in turn have been submitted
action of the shore waves, rain and rivers, by which if, as is proD"

3grade movement of the water line wa>
i would be rolled, ground, sorted, sifted and .shiitevl,

so that comparatively little would be left in h

the fine ma1

1

., would be wrashed otit ai

ser into the lake basin, and spread over the

bottom, to form, in short, the upper sand layers of the Drift."

Dr. Newberry closes with remarks on the origin of the great

lakes, in which lie -tares his conclusion that:
"1st. Lake Superior lies in a synclinal trough, and it -

formation therefore hardly admits of question, though it- -i' 1
'"

-, and its form and area may have

been somewhat modified by this agent.
" 2d. Lake Huron, Lake Michigan, Lake Erie, and La!,

are excavated basins wrought out of once continuous sheets of

sedimentary strata, by a mechanical agent, and that ice or water,

or both."
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2. On the Nature and Cause of'the Gluchd Climate; by Joseph
John Murphy, Esq., F.G.S. (Q. J. Geol. Soc, xxv, 350, 1869).-
in the present paper [ purpose to show how tar f ;1

,T(V u ith ..,„[

where I diner from, Mr. Croll as to the views on rlTe cause of the
innate set forth in his paper in the 'Philosophical Maga-

zine for August, 1864.
&

Mr. Croll's conclusions may be stated in the three following
propositions :— °

1. A glacial period occurs when the eccentricity of the earth's
orbit is at a maximum, and the solstices fall when the earth is j„
penheho and in aphelio.

8. Only one hemisphere, the northern or the southern, has a

t
3. The glaciated hemisphere is that of which the winter occurs

f agree with Mr. Croll as to the first two propositions, but differ
' ;

-
I !> !i< vi ihnt the glaciated hemisphere is thai of

winch the summer occurs in aphelio.
The following pr.

i it when stated :—
>\ lieu the eccentricity of the earth's orbit is verv considerable

and the winter of either hemispher. „•,,!- in ,.; rib, ii.. : , ,| it,'

the nearness of the sun in winter will cause amud winter, and '
'

:iie summer in pei

harness in m ., îmmeT.

suppose, for instance, that when the eccentricity of the earth's
orbit is much greater than at presei
hemisphere occurs in perihelio; then
the Northern hemisphere will have a mild winter and cool summer,
toe Southern hemisphere will have a cold winter and hot s> ',„,,,. r.

'

So far (granting Mr. Croll's astronomical data, for which he cites
^everner, and which I believe is n0 room

[ have now to discuss the question, what effect these
ill have in producing glaciation.

*: i i
oU tninks the hemisphere of cold winter will be the gla-

WiU be the glaciated one.
Un this subject it is needless to attempt to make anv .1™i theory. We have plenty ofobserved data ; and I think I can*W that they all go to prove a < kh>1 mmmertolx w\

motes glaei -..II v. no effect on it
whatever.

« tu°
rl)es

' *n his work on Norway and its Glaciers, p. 206, quotes

t

tbe excellent generalization of von Buch, that it is the tempera-
,...- - ; ..:.. . ..;

;

'- indeed is almost an identical proposition ; for per-
1

al snow i" si; t .vv- that lies through the heats of summer; and
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it would apm '.-, r obvious enough, had it not been frequently over-

looked, that it must be the temperature of summer which, otl ui

things being equal, determines the level of Miinmer snow.
But, according to the same authority (Forbes's ' Norway and its

Glaciers,' p. 206), "another caus< tgly the level

of the snow-line is the amount of snow which falls."

These laws are illustrated in detail by the following table. In

constructing it I have assumed, what is tolerably near the truth,

that the temperature of the hottest month of the year decreases in

ascending at the rate of 1° F. for every 300 feet. The tempera-
tures are taken, as accurately as I have been able to do it, from
Dove's map. M\ authorities' for th heights of the snow-line are,

for .he first four, Durocher as quoted "by Mr. Hopkins in the

' Proceedings of the Geological Society ' for Dec. 17, 1851, for the

rest, Mrs. Somerville's 'Physical Geography,' p. 314. The tem-

peratures are in degrees of Fahrenheit. The heights are in feet.

Pyrenees 74'5 12750 9300
Caucasus 77 13500 10300
Mont Blanc 72-5 12150 9000
Bernese Alps V2'5 12150 8800
Scandinavian Fjelde, 61° 43'

N"
59 8100 5500

Mageroe, Norway, extreme north 45-5 4050 2160
II i .. ] ya, about 31° N., north side 83'75 15525 16620
The same, " south side 83*75 15525 12980
An des, near Quito 79'25 14175 15795

" 18° N 81-5 14850 14772
" near Valparaiso 68 10800 12780
" 37°40'S 63-5 9450 7960

Straits of Magellan 45 '5 4050 3390

It is evident by this table that the snow-line rises above the line

of32° for the hottest month of the vear w her,, the snow-fall is >nial!.

• u it where th. sn .w-fail is great. In the Caucasus.
the Alps, and the Pyrenees, the snow-line -

the height of the line of 32° for the hottest month of the vear; b
:e of Norway, about two-thirds; in the Peruvian an<l

abo\ i .-, on the north side of the Himalaya, but below on the south

side. These contrasts are all to be explained by the diffi

the amount of snow-fall, which is greater on the south than on the

north side , ater in Patagonia and Tierra <bi

1 Peru, and j.r. bablv -reater. at least m
N"< rway than tn Cenl rn Europe.

The dependence of the height of the snow-line on -

perature and on amount ot -non-tail, to ,j„ l \d.i.i..ii..t wiiU' 1

. may be W<t -hewn, perhaps, 1^ two extreim- ca^
mp< r: tun ot the Altai mount dm (a. . ord i lt to M

of the comparatively warm summer, and the small snow-
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'. t'^tW snnu-liiH (.Mrs. Somervil \; Physical Geography,'

though the mean temperature is several degrees above
ng, the height of the snow-line (see table) is little more than

swell known that, other things l>eii
<_r c« niril, the magnitude

iciers depends on that of the snow-fields in wliieh thev rise;

;.;, ->p' -a -line will .-nlarg- the

.'-iei-le^. no ;„.,,„ it. .,,, 30 F. isdue

f temperature to that extent in the hottest month would
,

,

!

»; -'..w-liin- hy ali-.m 1000 feet; and in many eases it is

><'i<'W the snow-line than at present, thus c:ainiiier a total
se of 2000 feet of descent. This might not have much effect
•climate of Centra] Ktiroju, l»ut it would have a very great

•articular cases the effect

1

"

:,
>

:

;

!|,i its {rlaciei's,' p. 215:—
~

act nally c< »vered by perpetual snow in Nor-

approach it so nearly that the snow-plane may be said to
' -•• the peninsula, and any cause whieh should lower it even
vould plunge a great part of the country under a mantle

-}l
l

'\ ;1 -" :liih P- 243 :-
1 of the temperature

!;»"> amplfsuffiei,.

iirther."

• eccentricity of the earth's orbit is in all proba-

nt to account for this or a much _;

afes
U

l?oth distanc
**&>. Alone with
•"id at -reatesM •(

«** the earth will*

ng data from Mr. Croll's paper. The recently

, di-tauceS ..f
t

the s

?ceive under those two different conditio ds :—

At present
At »_* * — 96,473,205 miles 1 00
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than in the other.

The sun's maximum distance occurs at present a little after the

midsummer of the northern hemisphere. When it occurred at the

same time of the vear durum' tin- period of irivatcst eecentrieitv.

the earth at our midsummer was receiving only nine-tenths of the

quantity of heat v, hich it now receives at that time of the year. I

cannot calculate the effect on climate ; but it must have been very
o Ml » _ i slloM ! t . i t - I i

1 " -

.." place citclabovc. in. lirecih by *-lii I i I : i *_r
the air—and

I will add, by tilling the North Sea with "the icebergs winch inu-t

S^orweu'ian fiords.

We have plenty

ha\i bn-ke i off from th gl.-u-K •s that

as they do J i

I believe ithat'glaciat

summer, b abum
t a period of cold si

fa .oral.lei » glaciation Villoe, irtoge

be mure a< tive than ever i N n

is nearer the s

difference c

Lureau^poss

ieh would inv< !vc he d

in the sunn
[The aut

//,;,/ -R,r ,rt ,:f ,>i">-

3n*M,»ri iVeers; by Dr. F. \ . 11

direction < f Captain (no* Lie
W. F. Ue\ xolds, Corps ' K::

pp. 8vo. 1869.
s for this report

£2?-2£K! •

lir '
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ap is large and very instructive, showing, more accurately than
id heen done hefore, the di-i ;

:.rv and Creta-

•» Mn..., ( ..hrnl.ii College.
\"

" u York. |), \7ul„ ,n\ exten-

len'sabseiH in the

re.l to, Dr. Hayden was

;. - .'.".,;.
| ; .

.'

_

..

f.-l.nrt ofthcSurvev" have Ken received hv us. Tlie

J!'"-
tr 1m;:.. that'" Dr. Iiayd ,, entered on his labors in the field

"'D-Vntral Citv,the Middle Park, Colorado Ciiv, and Fort Union
> Santa Fe, ret'ur

:

. YallVv and South Park
> Denver. The ex 1, was eminently
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III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

1. Botanical Nblabilia.—Some announcements of recent publica-
tions with cursory remarks, and items of i

brought together in the expectation that they may be interesting
to botanical readers of the Journal. The only one of

the publications here mentioned which can be said to possess much
rest is the first, viz :

An Address of George Bentham, Esq., President of the Zinncean
Society, London, read at the Anni< < i

- r\ M. etii r.-' V, u 24. i
-•'.».

It is -the latest one of that series , discourses by
which Mr. Bentham's presidency has been distinguished, and which
it js hoped he will continue. A preceding one was rei
this Journal, and it would be well that this should be also. The
topic is Geographical Biology, considered first for plants and then
more succinctly for animals. Although distribution is one of the
strongest points of derivative doctrine, yet i

in the light of this sober and impartia sunn .. bo*
whole aspect of philosophical natural historv "in this regard has
changed within two decades. " Centres of creation," an
are of the language of the past, her, r, pla.-rd bv I!< til h mi's h ij

-

py term of "areas of preservation." And the conclusi.
reached

_
that the present geographical distribution of plants was

inmost instance a

former distribution," has been followed by tl

present species themselves are eM i,a!K \], m.. lt i\ ,., :iM .l h:.\. a

history, some steps in which may be dimly surmised by
the study of cognate forms, extant or fossil. At the i

>r "Y -' n« ^il -'-!
*

'• laruv consent, the problems we
are led to consider are such, that it is indispensable to have a
term ot wider application than " species " technically means ; and

bam here appropriates to this use the word Race, to de-
note either permanent v:.rietv <ih< old meaning of the word

.< ted), or species, or groups of two or more
'

I r
l' - i Ui\ sp-eL- i. e.t'.r t'ms .lie i » i-

ot individuals or resembling groups of individuals whose associa-
tion in the way ,,i liiieag. ,- taken for
rather by I nralists.
ginning to get fixity in its restricted sense," it" will" take the
wider sens e without confusion or difficulty, and with the
of a vernacular instead of a new-coined purely technical word.

Ar
l '[' Miuxlku i

Mr. Bennett has edited for the Ray Society (2 vols, f
'

completed by the Atlas of Plates, in si

best thanks of Botanists, especially of 1

to Mr. Bennett and to the Council of th

taken for granted by this clai

will be grateful
principal Deriva
Dr. Masters. It

jf Plants, by
published last autumn, and forms an 8vo

rly 600 pages, illustrated by over 200 wood-cuts.
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ng ot morphological que
ones of structure shows i Pa!] ;i ;ojeet. One
cannot here well adv< a or further
remark. Indeed a treatise oi tills character ana upon such topics

• v< viewed //. ( rt ,-<>. h should I» ol served in pass-
- 1 -' tii.it ir may nut be quite correct to speak of DeCandolle as u giv-
ing in his adh.-ion to th- 1 i . ;>h •! ,_h'j h-

;
- t! ,

-- ..;

i dolleknew
nothing of Goetlw"s t -- .;. . .ml ha 1 n. \ « r In ard of Wolff.

_
A „„,„,,;,•

.,f
t .

!/.f,
',,.-' /,', /,' J*,-,,/, U',.. //. //nrvey,-pnn-

-

relative, has lately been published by Bell and Dalby, London. The
'""X'k was ai first int -v. itlon; but it was well

try will be
now, that it should be issued through a publisher in the

Ofiual way. It makes an octavo volume of goodly size. Such a
_ photograph of a lovely character will interest many to

luertakings when established, it was thought for

i, at the Cape of Good Hope. It was published at Cape
-

Harvey II v. ,1. but which remains

-

'

n of the Genera, which "has 1 ow been edited by Dr.
Hooker, the succinct introd '

with Mr. Bentham's customary ngor, under the gret
ot his unsurpassed knowledge and his enviable oppor

^"tany. The fourth volume of the Flora Aust // * air, ,ml

ftrago: it contains most of the M
after the (

',,..,
t

~
'

Labi ittz, &c, which
'

.- tit'th volume. I nder Breweria
:-' •>*'nt!i:u"n

j ust

I

v remarks that this genus ought not to have

llm.i i -A I adagn* ' '

"

vulaceous, but aUied to Mretia and Cordia. On ms\

l
,lv,ves to differ froia f:.:,r, rlii. and to a_i ..- with '

, ration. There are probably two

" botanists," though i

:: Flora,

same model. It Is |

ins wluch
Qave accom .

- they are already, they
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represent the vegetation only of the outskirts of a vast terra in-
oognita, of which we may hope to know something ere long, and

as it advances an exceedi
est. This first volume, which was published in 1868, in,

"I
-

-! '•> .11 U'lit t.) LfJHntiiHHHI. Th(
T
>'r '< „ Ml

are by Dr.
. gtmctOTf

of the flowers of this group; the Ampelidece, Sam
are by Mr. Baker.

Dr. Oliver has just published a neat little First Book of Indian
»n the basis of his well-known elementary !(*«>,<$ for

home use, only the illustrations of the natural orders, the exam-

Botany.
The ninth part of Dr. r-eeinann's F;«,-a i 'it ;,„,•;*. nearlv c.n-

gamia, has been for some time issued; and
thi*

.
;•:'

. .vhich will oomplel I

. is in press.
The i' .-vua are by Dr. Caruthers of the British Museum, so favora-
bly known for his researches in fossil botany.

Mr. :>akei\ the Assistant Curater of the Kew Herbarium, after

an which was barely coni^
[ooker, has made the results of that work the basis of a

very interesting paper On the Geographical I)i.trlhxt ;,,., „/' F> ,;,.<.

in the last (26th) volume of th
Society.

The publication of Sir Wm. Hooker's Icones Plantarum closed a
(1(,Z( '"

>
- iS ; •---'" «'ith the 10th volume, completing a* thousand

plates, i jr. Hooker with the asski im :md Prof.
Oii\. r, baa now commenced a third series, of

. m November, 1867, the other in June, 1

1

1
press, The plates are numbered on from volume 10

|v-" !
' '" :1 «-">i\* nience in citation) viz: 1001 to 1050. The v are

>.

trate some of the work going on in that richest of botanical collec-
uotably, as it proceeds, the Genera Plantarum. Thus

-

cm r. :i". North AMierienn. \iz: Arr+ulf,. ,!,;>, ,,, h.-arf, //„„///. , ,,f Kn-
• atl Dtioo

ity of th. uvuie, d.irl D,|.,h ii...>tu.i-

.

which Prof. Oliver describes as ha L-sver <>i

albumen around the embryo, and he agrees with i .a .ma;. in re:i r-

rmg the genus ;,, :/ , „ x \ x \ xx io-h u it!i mi-ui , inV-.
A whole volume of the Jour;,

isoed m advance of the eleventh), is occupied with an
enumeration and description of all known Mosses of South

1,v Sir,
, e

»
8 collections,

and disposed of. Mitten's

substantial 8vo volume of
A double number of the eleventh volume is equally

'-•' :

-

" - -;
.

- •• • •: .-. ..--.• ;..-..' •' -
viz., to the Palmm Amazonicce, an account by himself of the
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Palms of the regions visited by him, a paper rich in generally
interesting and i\ -.. tic nun., r.

Dr. Anderson has a paper on tli the preced-
ing number of the same volume ; Dr. Kirk writes on the ( onal of

• Id or fossil cops] u the produce
of the same tree, a species of Traeir;/b>hi>n,> from which recent
Zanzibar copal is at present yielded. The other articles most note-
worthy for us in the eleventh and the later numbers ..f the tenth

: which there is somewhat to be
ever the present writer has opportunity to make re-

examinations in the view of correcting certain probable mis-
i.iki- ..) o\erM_,j,t. <>,• <• .;• ii /• ,ft!<>: a* .1 ,•<,,, dj!,- ,-i,<i,'<icter

fiw JXehem, by~Dr. Lauder Lindsay, who comes to the conclusion

tts i itn tuoed »flat a little value or

Xot<r* <.,, Jussh'a by Charles Wright, a letter to Dr.
110 ,! -' • showing what excellent characters, hitherto nearly over-
looked or in some cases misaj

|
1 t h i . . 1. ai furnished by the

«<c;., in tms genus; nn.L madlv /"„;;/' ' '/"V„*..s\ by Me:
Berkeley and Curtis, founded on the very ample and largely n<

bright it is t.

i mycologists, ii;Ue »u»v uCCn ummiuuwsw .

and placed on sale. Application for the few remaining

t. at the Harvard University Her-
barium, Cambridge, Mass.

General Munro, who, when statione. I in Canada, did mui'li for

Aim r an Agrostology, and now in England is able to command
k ii! his fav, rire order, has publish* 1 in the

1 " i- of tiie him i >och i do! o_i ij ho (J'ln I > - '

l,,llv
, is iiofl known, am< unt to npwa 1 t 7 - ies. beio -big

to L'li -vnera, our Can.' of the Southern States being the solitary

of the tribe in thN country. The rare flowering
-;:..!..';_'

. - '

not universal feature. 'The common bamboo of India is thoii-ht
to '• os-om in any district only once in thirty or forty years and
when a gem - »eed, giving suste-

d a famine.

-
1 . ;

- •

-
•

-'
•

' -

iM.milar. Then 1 - h.u a- vet m> .-all for a
'•

was turned ** Annals
a"d Ma-azine of Natural History.

,
Dr. Baillon, now the Professor of Botani
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A large portion of the articles are by the able and b

editor, tin' first lu in- hi- i^sny on the female flower of <'o>t{f\rcp,

and .1 linst .ryrmo-nei iv. \vh h a tn T li > attracted much
attention. (.Apropos to 'which, it is said that the doctrine of

gymnospermia was first propounded by Targioni Tozetti.
r *"

not seen the passag • in i i h it is said to be 1

article descri :

nsage in which it is -aid to lie recorded.) A second

, earlier than el

stand i:i place of petals in Asarum Exropoivm
-,

l.»ut states that

they are wanting or generally so in A. Canadense ; they are,

however, very commonly present. Tn the seventh and eighth

volumes are brought together a very interesting collection of

Trecul's various papers on the latex, in. which he shows that this

juice is conta; Ue.l, and otlier ducts as well as

"in the so-called vessels of the latex.

Prof. Baillon commenced in 1868, a work on Organogeny, like

that of Payer's, of which it would be a sort of supplement, but

ext on <iing to the fruit as well as the flower. Only a single fasci-

culus has yet appeared of this Traite du Developement <!< /" Fkitr

et du Fruit, (V. Masson ct fils), with one plate, devoted to the

flower of Santalacece. A more gei nrork of the

same author, and one which is pushed forward with vigor, is his

Hi i >;,-( des Plantes (imperial 8vo. Hachette & Cie, Paris), in a

series of monographs of families, with wood-cut illustrations, the

text with full readable details in French, with copious references,

in Latin. The three parts already

1 1868-1869), comprise the llnnunetdaceoe, the Rosacea?,

the <<„,„,,;/,;.. and the /.< >>;ri ,.,*>-}:'<n.oseaz. To give an idea

of Baillon's valuation of genera, and how greatly he would reduce

them, it maybe notod t' .
* '

. .
. dark both Eranthis and

Coptis to Helleborus, joins Caltha as well as (
'ah.ith odes to Trollius,

to I), lj ,;,;,. ;-//,/, T:a-ii -,tt, ,-'bi to Ranunculus, and
Ciauci/aga, to Aetata ; moreover, he refers the latter genus

' -

fully places by the side of Pceonia, which appears to be the best

that can be done with it, giving weight rather to the perigvnous
petals and stamens than to the arillus. lie calls attention fo his

discovery, first recorded in the Adansonia, of three or four addi-

tional but minute and early abortive ovule?, in Amh.->,» and
Clematis. In Rosacem. beyond tin n ',

i. ih-n- ma ] b\ i'.rntl am
and Hooker, ChamfFrhnd.'s ah. i- unite 1 with P,>tryt;,'l<i, and

Inia as well as Coluria with Geum ; Torrey's Coleogynt
is well placed next to Cercocarpas and P\ i

much mistaken in supposing that i .• \va- the fr-t to

or Eriogynia to Spircm; it was so referred in the Flora of V.

America more than a onar;.-r of a century ago. In 'forrey's

En,ri.rt tthtdus Uaiilon has right!-.- h-ieti-d'a I'r->n>ts. not far re-

moved from Humboldt's ; utddus r,ucrophyUa.
It is rather late ton d

far. The 200 or thereabouts pages of letter-press are given to a
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-. ion of the order, Us
affinities, organography, &c. The thirty-one plates appear to be
excellent. There is a figure of our L, under
the name of J.///W//--. .<a stans as Simolo-
},;><,., .*t i,ts Seem., of T. ra</icansas& Campsis (in the letter-press),

and of Catalpa bignonioides.

The others Bvdromve
has just been issued. The two parts form indeed inde^ ident

volumes, and are paged and indexed as such, so that for all time

botanists wil
1 1

by Dr. Miiller; the Empetracew by Alph. DeCandolle himself

ddell ; I'',i„,:' ,,i i>\ ( "i-nnir in< .'i
' >iV |t'i. Saurureo&TaaA^

a mere tribe, and the Piperem mainly included under Piper of

635 species, Peperomia of 389
!)

; Chloranthacew by Solms-

Ltol hree genera ; and finally Garryacem
by the editor, comprising nine species of Garrya. It ap]

the latter end of the volume was
j

omission of G. bvxifolla, a species discovered in Northern Cali-

fornia by Bolander, and puUish* d a \<.:<v and a half ago. If one
; •

very soon ha mouncing the comple-

tion of the great Dicotyledonous series.

The incomparable Flora Danica goes on, and the 47th part,

a ^701 to 2 700. lias come to^hand. Among the plants
*•'„'/, our

Mountain Ash, with the red petioles and pointed leaflets, from

Greenland.
In the Journal of the Natural History Society of Copenhagen

(Vidensk. Middel. N ifhavn) for the year

l-»0. i— ii« . I in ISO 7-8, Oersted has an elaborate paper on the

tion of Oaks, with a catalogue of

-rations, both copperplates (of female flowers) and wood-

cuts; of the latter, the cuts from impressions of the leaves, j] ow-

iii 4 the \, -nath-u, ar. - " 1:lU
'.
r

.
" "u 'n

of Quercus than that of DeCandolle, and with points oi

it is commended to the attention of Dr. Engelmann who a k !y

to have most to do with the American species. To illu,t t

,e of foliage, photography may be

turned to good account, far more than is now commonly thought

of We have seen a photograph from a specimen of one of the

- leaved Oaks of the Dutch Indies which was truly won-

derful in its rendering „ Mfc ,. -, • 1QPOX A„^ Lange in the same publication for 1807 (issued m 1868) de-

^'Pyrolea, and* Monkropw of Mexico ,

Jmf the former sroup are identified with Lmted
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States species; and the fifth, Pyrola Ziebmanni of Lanffe may be
! ^'

' - "
' .;..-',:. •-;-

.

has several names, among them P. brae-
teata Zuccanm'e\Monotropa coo,- .,

,

|(! ; „ ,. lu.

_;!. Liu- liwly red e,W, in

that what we take for M. Hypopitys in the United States is often
tK'\; -- '""• ()| - r '-' !

- '-* the- * .•inner parts of the countryA tar more interest i...
r h .

ls Ven collected
:';

'

'
'

' :

"

panetal placental -oated seeds.
rrot. Bunge of Dor]

, the first part of his
Monograph of the Astragali of the Old World. It form. :, fa>-

>

:

> pages, in flu- current volume (11 of the 7th series)
.rsnttheSt. Petering Aead,

and contains il„. (•/„,- s I>;,n„,o8ticcB of all the species, under
genera and sections. We have a goodly n

;?
eci

f
8 ln

n
t!

J

18 coun*ry. mainly beyond tlie Mississippi; there arc
about 200 known m America,-a small matter compared with

short ot a thousand species! It is a subject of con

«

•

is hardly any double employment of specific names for gerotitogcumand neo^roaw species. It would have been better to hav<r1? ?.
name

f
for actions in the same form as those of generaby adopting a plural termination or some like device.

t at.
i
:

em^kable Pfrasitic plant of
; ..dicated in

lit
m
u I

Thurberianm, but fully published and il

• n yea,- later K
}

Dr. Torrey in the Annals offork Lyceum, his Ammobroma Sonorm, has
•Hh-S h Count Solm.-Laui.aeh, a v.-ung

-'l'P""i"iM...„,w,vsi.| l ,,t i« Hall,. It u.

beionaiLTTP
1^6 8pecimen brousht h? CoL Gray Md ">W

thlt £ f l°.?
r

'
T°1Tey Was the only one extant

- B*t ^ appears
that much better ones were gathered by C. Schukard, draughtsman

Francisco, who presented tfiem -htendal of

b along with a drawing, to Dr. Behr

of Lennoa madrepo-
roides, and havi ted Kunth's CoraUophyUw

thus before him all the known repn

>nm ^aUsownherbar to tha British ]

</£ i?
6,^ are J USt Polished in an elaborate „, n-

tefroi "

The^three'pla!"^"
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1. viz: Ammobroma Sonorm Torr., Lenmxi m ,<!,•, p., ,-uhhs

LI v it Lex., iiid ... I'.truk'i Suhns, which is Kun Ids f .
(j //-

/«;/< t-'i-uleum. The order Lennoacem of Torrey is divided into

t wo si-etions, 1st, with stamens in one rank and the anther-cells par-

md Ammobroma, each of a single species ; 2nd
alternate stamens inserted lower than the rest, and the
Us contiguous at the apex but diverging below, for Len-

noa, ot two species. Solms doubts, and with good reason, whether
Ammobroma should not be referred to Pholisma, which would
leave two very well defined genera. The difference in the ovule,
whether horizontal or perpendicular becomes of small consequence
when it is seen that the rhaphe in the former case is on the lower

ating a pendulous ovule. By several pertinent considera-

tions Solms reinforces Dr. Torrey's opinion that the affinities of

these plants are with the Erical alliance and not at all with the
''P-; but the insertion of the stamens, even more than the

the ot ary a i m 1 fruit, forbids union with the Monotropem.
That character belongs, however, to a great part of //•

that the structure of the ovary is the same as
in some of the latter, and in certain Vaccinas. The cells, a* he
shows, are half carpels, each carpel being biovulate and divided
into two uniovulate locelli by intrusion from the back, as in Gay-
lussacia.

Professor Braun, continuing his study of the RMzocoq»- and
the like, published last yearn little monograph of the Australian
species of Isoetes, with a preface containing general remarks on
t!'os ( r Km-opi u 1 \,t h Yineriea ll« h - . -

\
l'.lifted more

ip.m i har<m < : and Dr. Leonliardi, t'ne Professor of

of Brunn, and i

'-. aided as to the American spe-

cies by Dr. Engelmann, w i«> phn • d ; it not - ai 1 -; - * imens of his

,.>al. He recognizes C. r,w:r</inata Torr., in

.'...'
' a oi the same, col-

lected by* Wright in Japan; and ovnia spe-

cies, 0. Bol BOgraph of

Zemnacecr. not yet seen it.

Pro£ Mi, be Annates of the Leyden herba-

nmn as &r as to th< B Pape"

H volume tans far relate almost wholly to the botany
°f the Indian Archipelago.
The seventh volume' of Walpers' Annates Bot. S>/,

-

' '..-: :-'' ':' '

'-?
^^ ' "' .:.,.-

:

.
'-

^

Dr. Pritzel's I.-omn,, .oV-'"' "'*\ a

Pages, bringing down the references to plates to the end of the
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1 of the main work has been reprinted
rpplement, instead of redigesting the

whole, which would have been preferable. But it wiii

do very well as it is, if the editor will soon re-edit the whole, incor-
porating into one alphabetical ordei 1 1 e piat< - published down to

In the summer of 1868 appeared the 44th, 45th and 46th fascicles

of Martin.-" rh>r<i Iirosiln ,.'.s7.s\ comprising the Lorn.
masterly work by Dr. Bidder; t!,c'o/((M mil .

•'

the -.i i hara< rof (/,- ,„ t, / ^mii i \ li ,m i -t
still k.pt up. th< igh it is not so either in Chimnnttlnis Virginhj,
itself or in ,- see Pr< ceed. Amer.
Acad., 5, p. 331, etc.) ; the Logo,-, the %fW-

-•i-t. :>ince the lamented death of Von Martius, Dr.
--brought out the Balanophorew (in fuse. 47), with an

admiral. iotiv. i In tioi of the intimate structure
or anatomy as well as of the floral characters and mon .'

<nd has clearly shown it to have the ovulate
tain-, , an.l Lomnthar, .• (some of them very exactly of the for-

mer), and to belong to that alliance.

The 48th part, the Gonvolculacew by Meissner, has just been
i has not yet come to hand, in ton hb .1 th, \ on Mar-

tins I ad fortunately completed such arrangements with the

Government on the one hand and with Dr. Eichler on the
other, as to secure the continuance and completion of this ^u at

work, that is, if it can be done within ten years; and Dr. Eiclbcr
is push i </ it forward vigorously. He is placed at disadvantage.
however, by the seel

Government to purchase and ret: library and
of the savant who has done far more than anv one else

tor natural science in Bavaria: and so tm- lihrarv of Martins is to
! " 1»>| >edl.\ t i next March: and tl herbarium, which his

Das Herbarium Marti\ gives particulars of the contents of this

collection. It comprises, 1, the general herbarium, estimated to

U wi.Oom -pecie> in : id.diii. -pecim, >., over half the
specie- --

. -2, The Palm eoliec-

i ought to be of very great importance; 3, A collection

and seeds; 4, of woods; 5, a very rich and wdi-pn pared
-' : - ' >

:

-'.
: d :

.

_:'•.•:':'•'.
was formed by his brother Theodore Martius, when Professor of

en. Here is an unusual opportunity for some
American University.
^"e li; ' v of an Atlas des Pflan-

-

:

'

purpose in our higher schools, or wherever
;_ht. It is strictly an

Atlas, of nine folio plates or maps, charged with details, which

* Received from E. Steiger, German bookseller, Frankfort St. New York, along
with a copy of Pritzel's Index (mentioned on the preceding page.)
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^

The new President of the ancient Imperial Academy Naturce
airiosorum, succeeding Cams, is Professor Behn of Hamburo-h.
\n interesting bit of botanical literal are. is Push's .Inn,-ml
f a Botanical Excursion in the Northeastern parts of Pennsylr
ania and New York, during the year 1807. Dr. Thomas P.
ames found the ofPrash with some other
apers accompanying the herbarium of Dr. B. S. Barton, in the
ossession of the American Philosophical Society, and had it

i numbers of Median's (^irdener's JIoj ..._,,

from which it is now collected in the form of a little volume of
eighty-seven pages. It will be remembered that this journal con-
tains Pursh's notes made at the time of his discovery of Scolopen-
driwn, and the station is indicated wi a -a It: cient precision to be
determined, as was done, we believe, by Mr. Paine. If the Fern
no longer exists at that very station, we know of it at three or four
neighboring localities Pursh's (j dm , I si uple narrative of his
wanderings and hardships is well worth perusal.
The Botanical Necrology for the year 1869, may happily be dis-

missed in few words.
Antonio Bertoloni, the most venerable botanist of our day, who

has occupied the chair of botany in the ancient university of
Bologna for considerably more than half a century, died, in the

of his mental powers, on the 1 7th of April, shortly

£una, f,^,,. .rv-third '

wo. He was known in botany as

2. Recent Explorations of the Deep-sea Faunas ; by A. E.

V ' l[" - V m rt i a in ih«
'

i \-\> \
r

i
• / • loirv may be

said to ha

v

n, when Dr. Wallich old

t.', ',. 1;,1 , :;.; •: -. i d 1,-om tlie-e ob-cr\ „t :,m,

-;. '.ad i> own p-.caliar fauna, at ,h;,ihs

•

:

.. - . ..."
;

'.-''-.-
i

-...'

1 others. This inference was at
once confirmed by the observation of A. 3Iiliu.-lvUvar.ls. v. i o in

1861 reported a number of living mollusca and c

adhering to the telegraph -aide between Algiers and - rdiuia,
when taken up for repaii . a portions that had been sunk to

v«*e known only as Tertiary fossils, li the same year the Swedish
A*. Joob. Sol- -Jan., 1S70.
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expedition to Spitzbergen obtained Tunicates, a Zoophyte, a Crus-
tacean, and a bivalve-shell from 1400 fathoms. Later, G. O. Sars
has made extensive explorations by means of the dredge at the

Lofoden Islands, and on the Scandinavian coast in depths of 200
to 300 fathoms, and in some cases down to 450 fathoms. Prof.

Sars reports,* as the result of his son's explorations, 427 species of
animals living between 200 and 450 fathoms, and representing
most of the marine rla-o- : Uliizopods 68 ; Sponges 5 ; Polyps 20;
Hydroids2; Crinoids 2 ; Ophiurians 14; Asterians 7; Erh molds
5; Holothurians 8; Gephyrea 6; Annelids >, : Cm* a . a in.;.;

Polyzoa 35; Tunicates 4; Brachiopods 4; Conchifers 37; Gas-
teropods 53. He also records 9 fishes living at those depths. Of
the whole number 42 were found at 450 fathoms, and 46
were confined to the region below 200 fathoms, while most
of the others extend upwards to quite shallow waters. Among
the many remarkable new forms the Rhizocrinus
Sars is especially notable, and has been the subject of an
admirable memoir by Prof. Sars.f It is remarkable as giving
us a new living type of attached ( 'rinoidea, belonging to a family
most « liaracteri>th.- of the Jnrnxm formations, and is of especial
interest in this connection, as it has also been found since at seve-
ral other very remote localities, even as far south a* !

similar depths. In 1867 the Superintendent of* the IT. S. Coast
Survey undertook an extensive exploration of the Gulf St ream,
which has already yielded most in deep-sea
zoology. The dredging, under the charge of L. F. de I

carried on during three past seasons, between Florida and
Cuba, from the shallow waters of the shore to the deepest watefli
of the mid-channel, which seldom exceeds 550 fathoms, the dredg-
ing! n t having gone beyond 700 fathoms. From these explora-
tions large and most remarkable collections have been obtained,
embracing numerous representatives of nearly all classes of marina
animals. A part of these have been described in the Bulletin of
the Museum of Comparative Zoology

,J but the Crustacea, Worm*

f See this Journal, xlviii,

t No. 6.— Contributions to'the Fauna of the Gulf Stream at great depths. By L
F. de Pourtales, Assistant U. S. Coast Survey, December, 1867. Contains de-
scriptions of Worms, Polyzoa, Brachiopods, Halcyonoids, Corals, Hydroids, and

No. 7.—Same title, Dec, 1868. Contains general account of dredgings, with
descriptions of Brachiopods, Crin

No. 9.—Preliminary Report on the Echini and Star-fishes dredged in deep water
between Cuba and the Florida Reef, by L F. de Pourtales

;
prepared by Alexander

Agassiz, October, 1869. Contains descrif -ibution of the
Echini; descriptions of the young of Echini and their development; and a list of

Report on the Ophiur,
and the Florida Reef, I

jvember, 1869. Conta
Descriptions of new genera and bj

by Theodore Lyman, November, 1869. Contai
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part of the corals, and most of the Mollusca are still undeserved.
Enough has been done, however, to reveal a wonderfully rich

fauna and make us look for still greater discoveries in the

Another* I as yielded some of the most im-
portant results, was undertaken in 1868, by Dr. W. B. Carpenter
au-1 Dr. Wyville Thomson to explore the region between Scotland
and rhi' Faroe Islands. They were furnished with a Government
vessel, fitted for the purpose, but owing to very bad weather could
use the dredge only nine days during the cruise of six weeks.
They obtained, however, <piite*a variety of animals at from 400 to

650 fathoms, including the Rhizocrinw Lofotensis and a remark-
able variety of vitreous sponges, which seem to be very character-

istic of the deep-sea fauna. But their observations upon the tem-
perature at great depths are of the greatest importance. An
extensive area was discovered between the Faroe and Orkney
Island-, where the minimum temperature in 450 to 550 fathoms

• was from 32° to 33f°. This region was characterized by an an tie

.re of animals and a sandy and stony bottom. South
and west from this "cold area," and extending far to the west of

the Faroe Islands, was a warm area where the minimum tempera-
ture at 450 to 650 fathoms was 46° to 49°, the surface temperature
being 52° to 54^°, while over the " cold area " the surface tempera-
ture was nearly the same, 50° to 52°. The warm area was eharae-

terized by a bottom of soft mud, composed chiefly of the shells of

. "coccoliths" u eoceospker&P and other forms of

Protozoa. Living u,„ ,u this bottom were various vitreous sponges,
allied to Hyalonema, and living like it with their long, slender

nfieeooa - mud like rootlets, and several

<>, Kophobelemnon, Terebratula, Zophohelia
prolifera, etc. The character of the bottom and its fauna strife

iicd the chalk of the Cretaceous period, and the authors
of these discoveries claim that the chalk formation has been con-

uiing in the depths of
the Atlantic. Another expedition was undertaken during the

past season by the same parties, but we have seen no statement of
the results, except that fiuccinum undatum was dredged living in

No. 11

—

l^ f the Crinoids oUiined o
w« United States Coast Survey C '
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1,30<) fathoms,* Dr. E. Perceval Wright also made an exploration
• :ir.-]i of IL/alonema, which he

150 fat! oms, and first ascertained its true mode of life.f

From the same region he and Dr. Gray have described three

species of Halcyonoid corals. By the same expedition a shark
and a small fish were caught at the same depth. The recent

of which we have not yet seen full reports.J Dr. Smitt an.l Mr.

Ljungman on the cruise of the Swedish frigate " J.

which visitt-.l the rnitvd Smtus la-,' Mtu^er. divdg d some in-

tcivst'mg animals on the newly discovered "Josephine Bank,"
between Lisbon and the Azores, in 117 fathoms; among them are

s frutectosm Lyman, Pteraster /,//"' 7.s, /;/,;- r'> s

ars, all of which have
been found also off Florida by Pourtales.§
These discoveries have very important bearings upon Geological

science and Physical Geography, as well as Zoology, and will

cause important changes in many generally accepted theories.
,

The following are some of the results already made out

:

1. It is certain that animal life does not begin to diminish sen-

sibly at 100 fathoms and nearly disappear '

""

posed by Forbes and generally believed

t classes of marine animals. The deep-

sea animals are in part new and peculiar to great depths ; in part

found also in shallower waters ; in part previously known as Ter-

tiary or Cretaceous fossils.

2. It follows that abundance of fossils in a geological formation
is not, of itself, evidence of shallow-water origin.

'

'"

greatest depths yet explored, and although uniform red and white

are the most common colors among deep-sea animals, yet examples
of nearly all the other colors have been observed, among Protozoa,

Radiata, Mollusca, and Articulate ignt have an-

. 3S3, Sept., 1869. Since this article has been

the preliminary reports of this

' Ireland by Y~ T"f"

a diversified fi

onducted th

Dr. Carpenter took charged
The results of this expedition are

the new discoveries very numerous. It added 117 species of mollusca
previously regarded as belonging to the British fauna. Of these 56 are new to

5 fathoms are Pecten fenestra'.

from 2600 fi

Mus. Comp. ZooL, pp. 347 and 357.
emarks of Prof. Sars on this subject in the work quoted above.
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ct that many burrowin
i rarely if ever exposed 1

liantly colored.

Therefore the presence of color-markings on fossil shells is not
an evidence of their shallow-water origin, as believed by Forbes
and others. The finely colored specimens of Voluta Junonia,
dredged living by Pourtales in 350 fathoms, are a sufficient refu-

tation of this theory..

4. Prof. Sars mentions several species of deep-sea Crustacea har-

ped eyes, showing that light penetrates to far

4'\ ti j- <[ ',t\. il, ; , i» (ummunu s:i|. Mosul.* But the decrease
of sea-weeds trance at about 100

may perhaps be due to the diminution or modification of
the light.

5. The generally received theory that the temperature of the

nreat depths is everywhere I i les, viz

:

that at which sea-water has its greatest density, formerly said by
Herschel and others to be 39°, but himv i-.-«

--
-i n'l x >ii.-wn t<> !> tliat

.

•r depths down to 700 fathoms, as shown by the observa-
tions of Thomson and Carpenter.

6. The same observers have satisfactorily shown that temperature
is the main agent in determining the distribution of deep-sea ani-

mals, which had been previously shown to be. the caa
iter forms, and that men has little or

"o influence flu lemical composition c
* ""

[as the amount of oxygen) a ad the character of the bottom doubt-
less have their influence.

?._The last observation is come, very of two

a faunae, living side by side at

the other similiar to that of the region between F;< ri.la :: .i \'«u,

- ith a bottom of <

fusorial mud. The last fauna, or at I'-a-
1 -<me ->f it- specu-. ex-

tends over a region of vast extent,
some of the species ranging from Florida to within the Arctic

I on both sides of the Atlantic. .

8. The discovery of species, genera, families, and even sn

supposed to have become extinct, leads us to expect that -

forms may still have living repres unexplored

regions of the ocean.f Among the remarkable discover— «

i hving representative of the "Rugosa" group of corals, suppose*

ran 808 fathoms; Tr

Pleurotxma i

t

.j-,«7/)jr»/Poun

f c<

T ThePorerr:
toown only f;v (Coralline Crag a
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not to have lived since the Carboniferous period; various new
forms of sea-urchins, described by A. Agassiz, having their ncaivst

allies in the Cretaceous, etc. The discovery of the living Cys-

tidean noticed in the last number >>t" thus Journal is another fact

of the same kin 1. rind so n mark ibh th ( it ma\ not seem u rea-

sonable to anticipate hereafter the discovery of living 1

and Trilobites.

9. These
of depositio

and at the same time illustrate the manner in which, under the in-

fluence of currents of different temperatures, a chalk and a sanct

stone, with entirely distinct faunae, may be deposited si I

at the same depth and, supposing the currents to be modified, how
the two might alternate, thus accounting for the extinction of faun#

and the re-appearance of " colonies," as noticed by Barrande.
10. Dr. Carpenter and Thomson claim th al

now depositing in the deep Atlantic is a direct continuation of the

ution of the Cretaceous period, some of the livin, spe-

cies being regarded as identical with Cretaceous fossils, while

others, closely allied to fossil forms, are supposed to have been mod-
ified during the lapse of time by k

- natural i taction," or in some

other way.
Criti-

le MU-
-This

also valuable information concerning their distribution, and

their relations with the species of the old world. Mr. Ulen a dnut >

much greater variations in the - in most mod-
ern writers, and shows tl at this variation is often as great in speci-

mens from different parts of North America as between specimens

from the two continents. Con- Led many of

our mammals as identical with those of Europe and Asia, Among
these are the black bear, common wolf, red fox, two weas
sable, beaver, moose, and reindeer. In some cases, however, he

has probably gone altogether too far in uniting species ; I

< black-bear, the grizzly-' -ear, the barren groi

and the European bear' all one species; and in his trea

the genus Blirl„a. lie has also ov<-.Hooked a specimen of -V" 7 "

Museuni, from Norway, Me., described by

me in the Proc. Boston Society of Natural History. v.

IV. ASTRONOMY.

1. Report on the Recent Eclipse of the &un ; issued under the

direction of the Superintendent of the Naval Observatory.--
some volume of more than 200 pages has

first of any of the reports of the government expeditions, only

portions of those of t! and Coast

Survey having yet been published. Commodore B. F. Sands,
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Supt. of the Naval Observatory, took early measures to se

thorough observations, and assigned four of the five profes

and two of the other a

of observing the eclipse. In pursuance' of the plans Prof. Hull

and Mr. Li.. -vis iv paired to Plover Bay, on the Asian shoiv of
- -traits,ProfessorsNewcomb, ilnrknessaud Eastman estab-

lished themselves at i>e> Moines in Iowa, and Mr. Bardwell went
to Bristol, Penn. The War Department lent its assistance by

.:. Curtis of the Army Medical Museum, who has won
deserved distinction by his success in mici-o-phoio- raphy, and who
accompanied the Des Moines party. The volume contains reports

gentlemen, and to these are added others from

f Washington, from Mr. W. S. Gilman, Jr., of
X. Y., a lover of astronomy who has given special attention to

- ;lar observations, and from Gen. A. J. My* r, chief signal « hicer

"7 1

" -i'my. who witnes> I tin !ip>i from t -u ;• 't o' i moun-
tain in Soiiv'n.w srera Virginia.- these with the prefatory intro-

duction of Commodore Sands composing the work now issued,

which is copious \ ii -'>..'. d \ ith < uts and engravings.
Prof. Newcomb'a poi

in Des Moines, latitude 41° 35' 4', on long. l
! if 17 "0 west from

Washington. Following out the ideas previously suggested by

him in this Journal, la aiiixed circular screens of dith .it di-

ameters to a the g;d ile end of the

Court-house, so a- to orcul tin in tor hi- pouit* u >\>*-r\ athm :
the

hirge-t heing int. ad d to hide t h . oronairom the field ot hi- 4-ii eh

comet-seeker. After a >! irp let* rminatioi « t tin fir-' con? i I with

a power of 4 ), ii this instrument, and an apertui n duced to one
un-'h. lie •arefullv pointed an S-ineh telescope, roughly mounted for

t»» o,- t .i-i. u, and the comet-seeker, to the sun at known moments;

ii- ,, ...-I < for tie i»;:.rp -e ot mapping the places

of any obje - in itlier field of

view. 'after which he designed moving the telescopes into other

p'-dti,,,)-, - which might there be visible.

. he awaited the total phase,

appeared less bright than he »-J

... jither of the two tele-copes, nm- did a

- ion being tku- an-w. red. and

for the motion of the perihelion ..f Mercury I .-ii.g mad.- J.c.nly

with and without the aid of the comet-seeker. The gr

berance in the S.W. quadrant Be

'••i -v. -• - - .,..-: - '

"
- '

'

^

equal to th.
ys of light,
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ated edge. The sky a
it seen through a g

uposed of four or five prominei
iding away imperceptibly, and i

He regards the serrated appea

a jagged and serrated edge. The sky at Des Moin
r quite hazy. But seen through a green glass

dght. He regards
as subjective phenomena. The moment of end of totality
noted with the naked eye, and fcbe last contact with the
't-seeker, as before. Comparing his observations with the

ictedby 12"5 f
|

7- ,s flM - the
whence he infers

eas, Hansen's 3)- LeV

<

sat Tbv 2-7.

graphs, upon which he had decided to .vlv for tl

and hist contact: but during the totality he devo
tirely to the spectroscope. With this he obtained fV,

part of the cow totheeouthwa
spectrum will ,• v,v|, ;1 ^ n „

1407 of Kirchhoff's scale. From the ^reat protifl
he obtained the lines C and F. tiiat near D, and tl

oi whl,hw,.
_ third hy-in

Io'k!

1

! t!)':!

r<

\?"\
;;.,

/' '] ;''

v,;.;

1

;

1

,;

1

7,

recognized Ivy so manv other observers und whi
Youn- have always tbund in ,1,

dispersive
y

'. ^ u , .,,,,

'

Prof. Eastman'a report contains the results of

'

'

:' -.
! - ', :" ' .. -.."

. . .
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tes to the photograph
reat minuteness'. To

are of high exce
engraved represe

>anying. These

public expense "shou

-jrfered with tl

be regretted tin

- h h el ind i d s« om j, nliai h < ut oi plac< win n ii »

'

in whose behalf tl

of the quarto pa<

435 of our last number. This is no pin

in fine print in which Dr. Gould
iven on p. 4U of oar„ .

any maintenance of those views, but tw< > paragraphs deserve a word

"Dr. Gould adduces, as an additional argument in favor ofhis assumptir

.

"Wfi oth«rwi» ' possible. But
^ug.U'cst that special observations devoted to a parti

^g
Prê case,

C

if Dr!Tiouhr'^ ! \ i I ."!" he n -ar

'

'.

- v:
-;

''
;

:

""
' •

twelvemonth w=. a definitely, sine

^ll.ioubth...- rhis p.int att!
£>ea next. Perhaps it might be the wisest, as it won!
°e the most n™^/^™*,, n̂MA +.^ nxroit cn^h dflmnAn.

r purely photograpl:
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in the photographs,

jflection " is wholly a

That Dr. Curtis's explanation is entirely adequate in most cases
w

,

e
'

' ' < " " !- Uut ul ; I 11, in" 177- ->u tl

of the protuberances projected so far upon fc]

Mm v.-,- shindy Hiit)! «.•!) a hole iii the in on, there
were no photographs. And had circumstances brought to Dr.
( ' 11 - - »<• ''•-' a* many dozens of eases as have come to oui knowl-

anee of last August was seen
both by scientists and laymen. -

'

aid, to ap-

V\' »
'• It-M-p notch i t!i m< hi/' u. thi .k ho would hav< <

{
m\-

nguage. Dr. Gould has ex,.i ><ed his belief that this

I

"
.

:

Others may with great reason attribute it to the influence of irradi-
ation; but it cannot be solely a photographic effect, however such

coincide.
Dr. Curtis has also given the results of some interesting experi-

' d. r ii ,1, tie . , L n >1 t it J \\ s< . n ipon theVun
moon's limb, oh the photo -i iphs; a irlou w ,ich has

1 real and not the result of contrast, in all the impres-

TliN hv Ix-lii \»- t.. b an Milt oi did'i i

tion, a view which we fully shared, as those present at the August
1 Academy will remember. And by experi-

- exhibiting the same ap , . ',:,.,
. ]] n{ the n cent ex-

b t insl hav< been
d the question .. ;,. diction of

•tnres b\ me;h. Is which < d lud< di li ic-

tion, yet manifest the erepuseule"as clearlv as in the .,; .

s have for a considerable time been in our

X1 l-i s attention was u i ven to teloscopi observation of the
Ci.nta-:.s and the corona; observations which were evidently ear-

terisri,- ability, but space i- mif.rt imateiy

>n of Ids paper. Among other

the dimensions of two of the nocoulent masses.
or"cometoid bodies," in the protuberant aggregation at 110°;

'

2' 5 after the end of th • total obscuration.
-Mi Oilman's observations v i mad i S ix Cit\ Iowa lati-

tude 42° 474 lomritud 1" !
-

-1 ills m.-moiris i'ilust ted h\

numerous interesting diagram
and facuhe on August 5, 6 an

tee of total it

... of his
240°) was where Mr. Oilman 1



facula just he
;

,
•

t . Examine
scope, it appeared of an orange-color, dotted

brilliant ciimson. Another highly int

the party saw an object which the]
star near the limits of the corona, in the neighborhood ol the great

protuberance. The position described was that of a Cancri
\

mis-

written nrZeowis,in.4««r. JVachr., lxxiv, 375] which was soon with
one of the telescopes at Burlington. If this star was detected or

seen by the unaided eye, no higher testimony could be brought to

less of the observer's vision ; for its magnitude is but 5
-

8,

being only three-tenths of a magnitude 'brighter than the faintest

le to the average eye on moonless nights.

Mr. Ihirdwell, besides observing the times of contact, searched

for inferior planets, and with the same negative results which oth-

ers obtained.

Gen. Myer was at the summit of 'White Top Mountain.' near

Abingdon, Ya., 5,530 feet above the sea level. He saw the bright

i
l»y su many as flitting across the moon's disk, and

whi i SMin , , ii , h iv]\. is \\ ( l.oliew. lia\e hippos d to U me-
teors. With a deep-n some two digits of

rere still uneclipsed," he noted a luminous promi
yellou ish color upon the moon's limb. Many of the details of the

were distinctly visible to the naked eye in this clear

ne of sunlight separated into beads,
the guides exeiai no 1 that tin sun was breaking to pieces

!

W, ha\o dwelt so long upon the observations- within th. turi-

tory of the ;

.--- remains to give de-

of Prof. Hall at Behring's Straits

25 ). After their long voyage and

|l'»ft V{ ; tht sk^ :d out a i a< i

• With-
in an hour aft sky was cloudless again. The
sun and moon were in\ is- ! n-m i- r tinn Let n unt 1

i
- ! >r1

:: the darkness was greatest between " 17J

and 9 20 a. . i riod there was less light than at

the midnight preceding. The report is aeoonipanh d '.y copious

, , i ., Nilotic ohservat >us, wh 1
'. ur witness to

, t t
;

> - n. id . andt. s- i .' i« tii o u ith-

in the control of Pr- .

' ' -"It* tr-

ainable. Capt S. EL I States

ruberances upon the moon's disc,

but no more. £. a-

2. On the flight of a remarkabl
Forest, hit. 40 50' and long. >> ., 84 40;

oy J. Lawki v, , >.xin i. !.• ii*\ ill - •
il "

'
; "«it c-s before

three o'clock on the mornin- of O, .
_:• i. the « it z nsof I'orest,

and for mile- .:>c sound in

the upper regions like tlH report of a heav }
siege gun ^"™

>:• tw three reports in quick s

°f field pieces fired b]
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rumbling or roaring sound, dying away in

:

e in upon them tm.l •_ - uiy in- >. a-ed themyster
light and the report

i»u*i uy citizens nere at irom one-tial"
'

:. riVrson of Patterson, a village abo
of so; iih of Forest, i

)f Patterson, a village about one mile, a

about S. 35° W. ; that it was a ball
\

a bucket, exrvi -diiiu'ly bright and

ireetly overhejid. :it Fin 1 , • : ,;' < ,.,',rthwest of Forest,
-s, th» t thereat »b<V,i* :J <>Y!ock on Wednesday
2>tli. ', ' inhabitants were aroused by a terrific

in the upper regions.

cceedingly cold for

t watchmen hj i it ; and one says

>bi.-<. 'i'l,,,,,..; , ;...

ir«M.,.|, if not umu. VI . . „.. . , , „ .... t
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nav never be found ,

,-: ,g ,„ ,he fact that the explosion was at
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ty. In Kenton, Oh ,. t! > " mi .in an ^ I i -h n e ooeurr >d a

ew minutes befon '
'.

; - they were not well
>U "'< i: man . meteor, and all
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this pi i V 31 II , ,
- |

^ <
! <r

( , its

•lural; i at IV. in I «,., (o three uilmi! - in :n hi ria-'i to 1 1 k • .plo-

sion. The sound was of such force as to shake the homes ami
many believed it to he an earthquake

These are ail the statements 1 have heen ahle to obtain in regard
to the appearance of this meteor and it-m companyinu; phem>:m na.

^ wa '

. youd all doubt a meteorite, and 1 am using all possible
means to diM >ver an\ iVag:!iciii> t it . \ \> I'aHiii. 1 must

. .

Thorns,,,, of Ohio.
3. Elements of Asteroid (109) ; by Wm. A. Rogers. (From a

. Alfred, X. Y., Dec. 21st, i860.)
—

[
i. n with . i.iiitnu . the elements of (109)

'which I have computed from the following observations

:

Date, W. M. T. Place of observation. a 6

Oct. 9, 13 26 32, Hamilton Coll. Obs., 14 00 45-9+9 37 15U
Oct. 31, 8 44 33, Hamilton Coll. Obs., 9 11 27"8 9 54 4

7
"8.

Oct. 31, 8 44 33, Alfred Observatory, 9 11 o2'4 9 54 4S'0.

Nov. 28, 7 15 57, Alfi 6 7 49'2 11 9 817.
Epoch Oct. 9-0, W. M. T.

Mean Eq.

M=339 16 02-0

= 4 29.3 :•-

-f or computing an ephemeris, I find

:

log z=9-9999681 + log sin (v + 145° 19' 47""4)

log y=9'9307966 + log sin (v + 55 45 21*1)

log 3=9-7181204 + log sin (v + 54 11 42'2)

V. MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGRAPHY.

1. Exercises in Practical Chemistry, by A. G. Yeexo^ Har-
""'I..M.A.. F.KS., -tc. f. V. .iml !i. U \:-,:nv M.A, F C.S.
s«'ie, l~t. Qualitative Exercises. 335 pp. 12mo, Oxford, at the

\ ,',,,7, m en;, in commt ncing
the study of t I wry. N o attempt at

ic presentation of the elements ofthe science is here made.
J^e novitiate is presumed to he equally innocent of nomenclature,

'-'

apprentice to a trade, and is therefore first made familiar with Jus
tQols, and how to use them in the most simple operatiom before

opting the preparation of oxygen and other gases. It is

by sixty-five wood cuts, mostly new and many of them
very effective. The nomenclature is that of Williamson. Symbols
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expressing the more important reactions are given at the foot of

the pages where needed. We look with interest for the second
series on qualitative chemistry.

2. On A. ;. the manitr

fort >/,-< <f Aniline and Analine Colors, by M. Reimaxx, P.D.,

L. A.M., to which is added, Tin report on flu. ><>''

•om coal tar, shown at the French Exhibition, 1867 ; by
Dr. A. \Y. IIofmaxx, F.R.S., MM. G. de Laire, and Cii. Cikakp.
The whole revised and edited by William Crookes, F.R.S. &c.
8vo, pp. 164. (John Wiley and Son, Astor Place, New York,
1868.—Dr. Reimann's account of aniline and its derivatives is a

fine example of the union of exact science, with pra t cnl d ill and

as siK'h teaches an important lesson beyond its special theme. It

could not have had a more valuable supplement than in the

admirable report of Dr. Hofmann and his associates, on the coal

tar colors shown at the French Exhitition of 1867. The book,

fished by Messrs. Wiley, was printed in London, by
Mr. Crookes at the office of the Chemical News.

3. . I xliiyrt (Jnurse in Qaalitnti re . { ,ndy.iis, irifh flu New Notation;
by J. M. Crafts, Prof, of General Chemistry in the Con

Y.,

. well known to our readers f

deal contributions. He has, in the small volume be-

npted the solution of a problem which every chemical
ust meet whose duties call him to impart to a mixed
iemic students a maximum of knowledge in a rnini-

e. A considerable portion of the first two chapters

> an explanation of the theory of chemical reactions

the no-

the present <-h< uit.-:il nomenclature. It is certain that under a

good teacher any faithful student will master the main points of

lalysia by the time he has gone through the second
part of this nsidul little volume. Only 34 of the 61 radical- known
to eh. ini-ts an treated of in this book. This brevity sometimes
mar- symmetry and renders the work of the student almost too

simple, as when, for example, strontium is left out of group II.

s IV and V, intended to record in a compact form the

facts of analyl _ by Mr. Per-

kins, to give the student exact ideas and methodical habits.

4. The Fruits and Fruit trees ofAmerica, &c; by A. J. Downing.
Second revision and correction* wit

, by Charles
Dowsing. - pp. 1098, 8vo. New York, 1869. (John Wiley &
Son).—Those cultivators of fruits who have been accustomed to

I e small duodecimo volume, which was left us by its

lamented author under the above title, will hardly re. 2

old acquaintance now grown to such portly dimensions. But the

same rural flavor and discrimination are found in the w
Mr. < '. - I),, a is i

_ i.
L x £h , n ll8> that rendered the ori .

ifl work by his gifted brol rite on both
sides of the Atlantic. But under Mr. Charles Downing's edit, .rship
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this work has become in fact a pomolo-ieal encvclopedia, embrac-
ing a vast number of varieties of various fruits, which are of
interest to the curious reader rather than the cultivator. For
example, not less than 2800 varieties and synonyms of tin- pear
are mentioned, while few cultivators in the Eastern Fuited States
plant over twenty <»r tliirty -oris. Fortunately for the novice iu

l"" n "i'-'.v. -Mr. Downing adds well considered select lists of the
various fruits, that of the [-.ear cniitainiiiLC about seventv varieties,
which serve to redeem the planter from chaos. The chapter on the
grape, is enriched by well drawn figures of the most approved
sorts of American origin, most of which have been produced l>y

cultivation since 1845, when the first edition of 1 >.,wnin<r was
i. It would have been well if the general introduction

<" this fruit had been rewritten or extended to embrace imp..rtant
newmatters,as the sulplmr treatment foi Okfhon Z^c/vV/.tln later
researches on the insects infecting the vine, and the considerable ex-
periences which twenty years have given us, relating to vinevard
culture and American vines.
The title of this book reminds us that its contents do not cor-

respond to what it calls for. To one familiar with fruit culture
as it exists on the Pacific coast of the United States, Mr. Down-

k appears more foreign than any European work on hor-

sy upon the Atlantic shores of the
>

; wrdold bav< given a completeness to the work, if
it had briefly sketched tin main peculiarities of the most remark-
able fruit-growing region of North America.

- -

ar E. Wolff, Fresenius, Krocker and others), by G. C.

\

•
''-i'^ 1 ii. Profes-or of Agricultural Chemistry in the Cornell

University. 300 pp. New York; (Orange Judd & Co.).—This
red from the best s„«^.

1 >us manner, supplies a want now beginning to be seriously
left in this country.

Prof. Caldwell's book is intended to serve as a complete manual
ical analysis for the use of agricultural students. The

m x?
f its chaPters are—I, Reagents. II, Analytical < >p, rat i. »ns.

dona and Methods of Q -lions. IV,
rhods of Analysis, viz : Course in Qualitative Ana h>is,

including the elements encountered in Soils, Plants and Agri-
cultural Products, Estimation of V r. Sulphur
and Chlorine in Organic Compounds, Separation and Estimation of

>, Alkali-Earths, Alumina, oxyds of iron and manga-

Marls. VI, Analysis and Valuation of Fertilizers. VII, Ash-
Analysis. VIII, Analysis of Fodder and Food. IX, Wool and
Bark. X, Beverages. XI, Tables. We trust that this volume

idied and used by every student in our Agricultural < ol-

ired only by following
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and conservation of our greatest national resource the

pro<hu-ri\ power of our soil. j.

6. lAthot den monde, par M. Delbss e.—W*
have received from the author two beautiful charts
the above work, which we propose to notice in another number.

7. JBydrctb b coots de

--.:. I'j « ^A --<!:• ;1 .M.m riiihjue ;l

.

:

165 pp. 8vo. 1SG9 u-v York >• \ ey & Son.)
borough treatise on the subject of Hydraulic Motors.

8. !
;', Ubach's Manual of Mechanics, vol. i, part it, 8vo. New

York, (D. VanXostranu).—Th - st volume of

Weis ,i h's 3Ieeli nics, noti(.'< 1 in our last volume (p. 4 i'.j), ha- just

been received.

9. A Fro

F.U.S., and Ernst Rohrig, Ph.D., '•(.
!. In thr . larU e volumes,

Ion, (Longmans &Co. ; X< w York, John \\ il> \ cv: Sm, 2

riace.j—'i'1h-( nn* . n; .'
j

i s hi

-. I admium,Tin, Mw
nth, Antimony, Nickel, Arsenic, Gold, Platinum, Sul-

.. a\ ing& 72 ',, pp. 1868. Vol. II,

;. - .

Vol. Ill, Steel, Fuel; Supplement, llhistrai 1 ^ ith 145 wood-
cuts. 803, pp. 1870. We have no sp.nv - thi- rim; for a further

work on the Archaeology of Southern France, has been published.

rids;, etc. Isaac Lea, LL.D., etc Philadelphia, 1869.
.

-
:

A
Humboldt under the auspices of the Boston Society of I

iton, 1869. 108 pp. 8vo.

Ma, by J. A. Allen. 112 pp. 8vo. Bulletin of the Mu-

F. A. Brockhaus of Leipzig.

O tr v -Ti f^(x vii vm ii.roftl In 1 1, i, . i « i ( li mi trj
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Art. XYII—Photometric Experiments. Part first.—On a
simpleform of Photometer for determining the amount of Light
reflected by Metallic Surfaces at different incidences; by OGDEN
N. Rood, Prof, of Physics in Columbia College.

The fundamental idea of many forms of photometer is based
on the comparison of two illuminated surfaces placed in imme-
dl

^
te\Juxta-position, and the judgment of the experimenter is

called on to decide when the brightness of these appears equal
ji the difference of the two rival surfaces be considerable, the
jneqaality^ will be perceived even by an unpracticed eye, but as
the disparity is diminished the observer becomes less confident,
and, passing into a doubtful and dissatisfied frame of mind, is
at one moment inclined to consider the balance as gained, and
at the next equally certain that it has been lost It hence fol-
lows that no photometer of this form is adapted for investiga-
tions at all aiming at a refined character.

Bunsen, to whom Physics as well as Chemistry is under so
many obligations, employs in the instrument which bears his
name another principle : here, it is not the equality in the bright-
ness of two adjacent surfaces, but the actual disappearance of a
spot" on an illuminated ground, the powers of the observer

being now taxed to a much less extent, as it is merely a ques-
tion of the visibility or invisibility of the "spot" The great
superiority of this latter principle is evident from the mere state-

ment, and it only remains to investigate how the proposed ad-
vantage can best be realized in actual practice. It is, I believe,

generally admitted by those who have used Bunsen's photometer,
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that with it, the end proposed is only approximately attained,

the spot never becoming absolutely invisible, but merely assum-

ing what may be termed an appearance of maximum faintness.

Dove* has proposed a form of photometer, the general idea of

which is not unlike that of Bunsen ; it consists of a compound
microscope provided with a microscopic photograph on glass,

which serves as the "screen," the intention being to i:

it from both sides, in such a way that the photograph should

assume the same degree of brightness with its own border or

ground, and hence become invisible after compensation. In a

former number of this journalf I described a form of photometer

ised on this suggestion of Dove's, and at the same

time detailed a few rough experiments that were made by its

aid. Since then I have followed up the subject, and have ex-

- anewhat, with the help of a more refined apparatus,

the practical application of the physical and physiological prin-

ciples involved in its more perfect construction and use.

The microscope and microscopic photograph I dispense with,

gaining thus not only in economy but also in delicacy, while the

plan of employing a silver-collodion film on glass was retained

and proved of great value, and, as will be shown in the second

part of this paper, the idea of a total disappearance of the "spot"

was at length realized to the fullest extent, when the precaution

of using an absolutely unvarying illumination was observed.

I proceed now to describe the instrument, and will afterward

add some determinations that were made by its help.

Description of the instrument " The Screen."—1£ we take a

plate of glass covered by an opaque preparation, with a sur-

face of some reflecting power, but without polish, and laying

bare a small portion of the glass, say r% of an inch square and

having backed it up by a plate of ground glass, illuminate it

front and rear by two lights, it is evident that a mass of light

will be reflected to the eye of the observer from the opaque pig-

ment, while light coming from the second source will traverse

the naked portion of the plate and reach the same di

This second portion, or that coming from the " spot," will have

commonly a greater or lesser degree of intensity than that re-

flected from the adjacent regions of the plate, so that we shall

have either a bright spot on a dark ground, or a dark spot on a

light ground, and an attempt to equalize the two illuminations,

so as to effect the disappearance of the " spot," will be success-

ful only under the following conditions

:

First. All portions of the "spot" must be equal!

ated, and it must have no texture, that is, must not perceptibly

consist of minute grains mingled with others having a less or

greater degree of brilliancy.

* Pogg. Annalen, Band ariv, p. 145. f YoL xxxri, July, 1863.
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Second. All those portions of the ground surrounding and
in contact with the "spot," must be equally illuminated, and
the texture of the ground must likewise be uniform.

Third. The
.
transition from the ground to the H spot " must

be perfectly sharp and sudden, so that not the faintest border
can be seen surrounding it

Fourth. If it be required to render the invisibility of the
" spot " more than momentary, it is equally essential that the
'atio subsisting between the two sources of illumination should
be truly constant.

If either of the first three precautions be neglected, the dis-

appearance of the spot becomes entirely impossible, while it is
only by a peculiar arrangement of apparatus that the fourth can
actually be realized. (See second part of this article.)

Screen.—A plate of colorless glass of good quality is coated
with photographic collodion and immersed for a few minute* in

a solution of nitrate of silver, (" bath,") as though it was the in-
tention to take a picture, (" negative ") ; it is then exposed for a
minute or less to ordinary daylight, and a solution of photo-sul-
phate of iron poured over it. This produces a dense opaque
deposit of silver in the substance of the film, when the plate is to
be washed well in plain water and dried. Its surface will be of
a grey tint, and will vary somewhat in its power of diffuse re-

flection according to the sample of collodion used. A small
amount of light is also regularly reflected by the upper surface
of the collodion film, and in using the plate it is always so placed
that this latter portion shall produce no effect on the result. The
collodion film is now removed neatly, by the aid of a needle,
trom a portion of the plate, so that a square with sides T\ of an

lid bare, care being taken to leave the edges clean and
well defined, in which there is no particular difficulty, provided

a\
collodion was originally of the proper quality to cause it to

adhere well. If the " spot " is made much smaller than the
above mentioned dimensions it becomes an annoying object for

observation, while if it be larger, it is difficult to illuminate it

uniformly. This plate is seen at P, in figure 1, the collodion

side being turned toward the eye of the observer, and the other

fide, except just opposite the spot, covered by a coating of lamp-
black mixed with weak shellac varnish, so as to leave a black,

non-reflecting surface. At the distance of an inch from the

collodion plate, there is fastened, parallel to it, a plate of colorless
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glass, G, finely ground on each side ; this is destined to receive

the light from L. If only one surface of the glass be ground, the

texture becomes plainly visible, particularly when, as in the ex-

periments detailed in the second part of this paper, the spot is

magnified. Only so much of the ground glass plate is allowed

to remain bare as is necessary, the remaining portions on both

sides are covered by black non-reflecting paper. Plates P and

G are then as it were roofed over, and enclosed on all sides by

a small well fitting blackened case, destined to prevent the light

from penetrating between them, and finally, to guard against

possible errors by reflection from the walls of the room, plate

G is provided with a projecting blackened tube which cuts off

stray reflected light. P and G, constituting thus the screen, are

fastened at the end of a pair of long parallel iron bars, B, B,

made like the ways of a lathe, and provided with a scale gradu-

ated in millimeters. The length of this iron frame is six feet.

Source of illumination.—At E is the eye of the observer, the

face being protected from light by the blackened screen, S. E,

the center of the " spot," and the center of the mirror experi-

mented on, all lie in the same line, which is of course at the

of the instrument. At H are two small gas

flames issuing from circular apertures, and destined to illuminate

the collodion plate on the side next to the observer ; both are

fed from the same source. The gas-burner at H consists of two

thin brass tubes, half an inch in diameter and one inch long,

connected together by a glass tube ; the circular apertures for

the flames are placed at equal distances on either side of the

spot, and as far from it as is found most advantageous in any

particular set of experiments ; their distance from each other is

seven inches. The direct light from the two flames
:" ~

" ' lg the eye through the obs

screens, the same means be

„^ ^o toward L. If instead of t . . „, _

gas flame is employed at H, the ground around the spot will be

unequally illuminated, and exact observations become impossi-

ble. Of course the direct light from these two burners wbicb

penetrates through the "spot," must not be allowed to reach

that portion of the ground glass opposite it ; the distance ot

the flames apart must be so chosen that this becomes impossible.

The light from the movable burner on the other side of the

screen at L will be used direct and reflected. The small single

movable burner which supplies it, is similar to those already

described, and to it is attached a flexible india-rubber tube,

which is supplied from the same source that feeds H ; it is con-

nected by a wooden column, (for the sake of insulating the heat,)
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I pass now to the joint support of the i

airror to be experimented on. It consists o

WhFvaJv
B, four inches square (see figure 2, which is one-third of the
real size) ; its under surface is cut in such a way as to fit the
two parallel iron bars and to slide on them easily but steadily,

and this foundation block is farther provided with a vernier, V,
to read off the distances on the millimeter scale. C is a gradu-
ated circle six inches in diameter, and is provided with a clamp
at d. The hollow massive cylinder, e, supports the arm A, and
also carries the axis of the support of the mirror. The screws,

1) 2, 3, serve to bring the mirror into its correct position ; it is

pressed against them by a band of india-rubber attached to the
edges of the mirror. It will be seen that owing to this arrange-
ment, all the different parts have motions quite independent,
and yet by the clamping screws can at any moment be connected.
Finally, attached to tin- ?taud is long light rod of wood, E,
reaching to the observer, and enabling him. by varying the dis-

tance between this movable piece and the fixed screen, to effect

compensation.
Flexible Gas tubes.—It occurred to me that by splitting a

stream of gas and sending one portion to L, fig. 1, the other to

H, it would be possible to secure a uniform ratio between the
two illuminations, as it would seem that any cause which in-

creased the pressure in one of the branches of the tube ought
to be equally operative in the other, so that after a coin

bad been effected it should be permanent In practn

a

not found to be the case; the compensation point a

shifted its position in the course of the evening away from H,

sometimes to the extent of 50 or 60 millemeters. This difficulty

was remedied by a su<westion from Mr. Lewis Kutherfurd, who
suspected that the trouble came from the unequal length of the
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slowly, so that the branch attached to L was not much
shaken or set in oscillation, this source of error became so

greatly reduced as in no way to interfere with the observations.

Mode of measuring the amount of light reflectedfrom a mir-

ror.—To adjust the apparatus, it is first necessary that that di-

ameter of the circle joining the 0° and 180° points, should be

made parallel to the axis of the instrument, which is effected

by the use of the vernier at X, fig. 2, the circle is then clamped.

Next, the vernier attached to the mirror is placed at 90°, and

the mirror itself is made to assume a position at right angles

to the axis of the instrument, by the aid of its three screws,

and a small gas flame placed on a support which rests on the

parallel bars at a distance of two or three feet from the mirror,

it being so contrived that the center of this small flame shall

> the axis of the instrument. The mirror is adjusted

till it reflects the light of this small flame back to the eye

through the flame itself, securing thus the collimation with the

curacy. The arm A is then set at any desired angle

with the mirror, and the two clamped together, when it is easy

to arrange matters so that the reflected light shall be sent from

the mirror along the axis of' the instrument to the fixed screen

at G. The small shade at S, fig. 2, prevents the direct ligM

from reaching the same destination. After a compens
been effected with reflected light, the arm A is made parallel

with the axis of the photometer by the aid of its vernier, and

another compensation is made with the direct light, the small

shade being now placed behind the flame so as to be out of the

way and to prevent light from reaching the mirror.

Mode of registering the observations.—These were always reg-

istered with a sharp point on a slender fillet of paper, attached

to the long wooden rod E T, fig. 9, used for moving the miircar.

This point was one end of a small lever placed at N, fig- 1-

In consequence of this, at the end of a set of experiments two

groups of dots were found on the paper, admitting of the most

exact measurement on the following day. Before removing
the paper from the rod two dots were always made on it in the

neighborhood of these groups, the corresponding positions of

the vernier V. fig. '1. 'being at the same time noted. A gfe
slide, rules ines, was then to beplaei

I fillet of paper, and the observations recorded in the

note-book. In the determinations given below, the observa-

tions on the direct and reflected light were made alternate, so

as to avoid errors due to the shifting of the compensation point.
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Observations on the i

silvered by Liebig's process, the s

light was reflected at an angle of 45°.

side being used. The

— 1202-3

per cent reflected.

1141-7 120!'->

1194-8

ult 91-3 per cent reflected.

These figures are taken of course directly from the note-

book, and in making an examination of them it is to be re-

membered that the corrections, 191 and 105, (for false positions

of the vernier), are to be applied to each of

e columns, before a correct judgment of the closeness

of individual observations can be made.
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"When the same mirror was used at 5°, i. e., the light being
reflected from it nearly perpendicularly, the results given below

mce when

18)23596

1310-8

18)23532

1307-4

Result, 92-35 per cent reflected. I

In the second part of this paper I shall detail the results of

several sets of experiments made with a truly constant illumin-

ation, in other respects the mode of experimenting being quite

similar to that used in obtaining the above results, when it will

be seen that about two-thirds of the scattering in the figures was
due to the shifting of the compensation point during the experi-

ments, and not to any defect in the screen.

In the same way experiments were made on another mirror
silvered by Liebig's process, the glass side being used, with the

result that out of a hundred rays 78-01 were reflected, the angle
being 45°; while an amalgam mirror tested at the same angle
reflected only 44-58 per cent.
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§ 1. The resemblances between silver and copper in its cu-
prous form have already attracted the attention of chemists.
The ordinary chlorid of silver (argentic chlorid) and the dichlo-
nd of copper (cuprous chlorid) have many properties in com-
mon. Both of these chlorids are white, readily fusible, and
blackened by exposure to light ; both of them are insoluble in
water but dissolve in ammonia and in aqueous solutions of
other chlorids, in which however the cuprous is far more solu-
ble than the argentic chlorid. A saturated solution of chlorid
of sodium holds at 90° Centigrade, 16-9 per cent of cuprous
chlorid, at 40° C, 11-7, and at 11°, 8'9 per cent A solution
containing fifteen per cent of chlorid of sodium retains at 90°
C, 10-3 per cent of cuprous chlorid, at 40°, 6'0 per cent, and
at 14°, 3-6 per cent; while a solution with only five per cent
of chlorid of sodium holds of the cuprous chlorid at 90°, 2

'6,

and at 40° only 11 per cent. These determinations are from
single observations and therefore require verification. From

*
fparmg solubility of the cuprous chlorid in dilute solutions

* sodium 1 enser saturated solu
tions are copiously precipitated by dilution with water, which
causes the separation of white cuprous chlorid in a crystalline
condition.

§2. The aqueous solutions of the chlorids of calcium, mag-
nesium, zinc, manganese, cobalt, ferrosum and cupricum, also
freely dissolve cuprous chlorid, and it is probable that this
property is shared by other soluble chlorids. The strong af-

finity of cuprosum for chlorine enables cuprous oxyd to decom-
pose all the chlorids just named, with the exception of those of
sodium and calcium, with separation of the corresponding oxyds
and formation of cuprous chlorid. In the case of zinc and
manganese, insoluble oxychlorids of these metals are formed
at the same time. These reactions require further study, and
^e same may be said of the cupric and cobaltic chlorids with
cuprous oxyd. I have, however, partially investigated the be-
havior of cuprous oxyd with magnesic and ferrous chlorids,

and obtained the results about to be described.

§ 3. The cuprous oxyd for these experiments was prepared
by gently heating a solution of sulphate of copper mixed with
cane sugar and an excess of caustic soda, until the whole of the

copper was thrown down as a bright dense cinnabar-red powder
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which was carefully washed and dried. A concentrated solu-

tion of chL is oxyd iu the cold,

and more readily when heated, with separation of I

oxyd of magnesium and cuprous chlorid, which latter is held

in solution by the excess of magnesic chlorid. By filtering

the itfttid while hot, and washing with a strong solution of

chlorid of sodium, the hydrate of magnesia may be separated,

and the dissolved copper subsequently precipitated by metallic

iron from the colorless filtrate, ferrous chlorid being formed.

Experiment shows that the reaction between the red oxyd of

i f magnesium may be represented as follows

:

Cu 20+MgCl=Cu2Cl+MgO.
§ 4. A solution of magnesian chlorid nearly saturated when

hot with cuprous oxyd, and allowed to cool in contact with the

precipitated magnesian hydrate, deposits a portion of orange

colored oxyd, or perhaps an oxychlorid, which disa

often* as the solution is heated. The solid cuprous chlorid is

moreover decomposed when digested with water and magnesia,

hydrated cuprous oxyd and magnesic chlorid being formed.

The double chlorid of cuprosum and magnesium is however

stable, even in the cold, in presence of magnesian hydrate, pro-

vided a considerable excess of magnesian chlorid be present

From a filtered solution of cuprous oxyd in chlorid of magne-

sium water precipitates a large portion of the cuprous chlorid,

in this case colored orange-yellow from adhering oxyd, due to

the reaction of a little magnesia, which remains dissolved or

suspended in the concentrated solution even after filtration. A
solution of magnesian chlorid of specific gravity T23, retains

in solution at 12° Centigrade, about 710 per cent of cuprous

chlorid. A solution of magnesian sulphate with chlorid _

of

sodium may be employed to dissolve cuprous oxyd. This, like

all similar solutions of cuprous chlorid, rapidly absorbs oxygen

from the air and deposits a pale green cupric oxychlorid.

§ 5. With ferrous chlorid and cuprous oxyd it might be ex-

pected, from analogy with the maLnifsiaii salt, that we should

obtain cuprous chlorid and ferrous oxyd, but the reaction is

complicated by the tendency of the latter to pass to the state

of ferric oxyd. When ferrous chlorid in solution with chlorid

of sodium is heated with a sufficient quantity of cuprous oxyd,

the whole of the iron is precipitated as ferric oxyd, mingled

with metallic copper, while cuprous chlorid remains
Experiments made with an excess of ferrous chlorid show that

one third of the copper is reduced, while two thirds are dis-

solved as dichlorid. T iv be effected directly by

ferrous oxyd ; if to a solution of cuprous chlorid in i

i \ is oxyd recently preei]

an alkaline base and still suspended in the liquid, it is at once
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converted into ferric oxyd, with precipitation of metallic cop-
per. The first stage in the action of ferrous chlorid on cuprous
oxyd may be represented as similar to that of magnesic chl >ricL

Cu„0 + FeCl=Cu,Cl + FeO. In the second stage Cu
2
Cl+

3FeO=Cu
s +FeCl+Fe 3 3

. It follows from this that one-third
of the cuprous chlorid formed in the first stage is reduced to
the metallic state, and the final result may be represented as
follows: _3Cu

2 + 2FeCl=2Cu
3
Cl+2Cu+Fe

2 3
.

A similar result is obtained if ferrous chlorid is added to an
unfiltered solution of cuprous oxyd in chlorid of magnesium.
The suspended hydrate of magnesia in this case liberates an
equivalent of ferrous oxyd, which reduces to the metallic state

one-third of the dissolved cuprous chlorid, in accordance with
the second reaction given above.

§ 6. The reducing power of ferrous oxyd is also shown with
cupric chlorid, which is at once converted by it into cuprous
chlorid in accordance with the equation, 2CuCl + 3FeO =
Cu

3 Cl + FeCl+Fe
a 3

. The further action of ferrous oxyd
will, as we have seen, reduce the cuprous chlorid to the metallic
state: in fact, 2CuCl+6FeO= 2Cu+2FeCl+2Fe 2 3

. If re-

cently precipitated hydrated ferrous oxyd or ferrous carbonate
be added to a solution of cupric chlorid' in the proportions indi-

cated by the last equation, the whole of the copper is separated
in the metallic state, mingled with ferric oxyd, while ferrous
chlorid is found in solution. The reaction with ferrous carbo-
nate, which requires a gentle heat, is accompanied by a violent

disengagement of carbonic acid gas. This experiment is best

made by dissolving in water ferrous sulphate and sodic carbo-
nate or sodic hydrate in the proportions required, and adding
thereto a solution holding the proper amount of cupric chlorid.

Under certain conditions the cuprous precipitate is brownish-
black in color, like that obtained by heating ferrous chlorid
with cuprous oxyd, but more generally it is of a bright red
color, and often coats the glass with a mirror-like film. A
warm solution of cupric chlorid with chlorid of sodium at once
converts the metallic copper of the precipitate into cuprous
chlorid, which is dissolved, leaving behind only hydrated ferric

oxyd. When a solution of ferrous chlorid with chlorid of

ammonium and excess of ammonia is added to a solution

°f a copper salt the precipitated films of metallic copper some-
times possess considerable brilliancy and show a bluish translu-

cency. It is to be re n
tate thus obtained is bright red in color, that which is produced
by boiling cuprous oxyd with ferrous chlorid is nearly black.

§ 7. It was long since shown by Levol that hydrated ferrous

oxyd will reduce cupn« to cuprous ox; 'It = as we have

already seen, can separate from its combinations ferrous oxyd,
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whose reducing power may be still further exerted upon the

cuprous combination thus formed. These facts serve to explain

th«' i.- i Its obtained by E. Braun (Zeitschr. Chem., 1867, p. 568,

cited in Jahresbericht for 1867), which were not known tome

at the time of making these experiments. He found that by

digesting cupric hydrate or cupric carbonate with ferrous sul-

phate in solution there was obtained a reddish mixture of basic

ferric sulphate with cuprous oxyd, formed apparently in accord-

ance with the equation,

2FeO, S0
3
+2CuO=Cu 3

0+Fe
2 3 , 2S0 3

.

This, wben boiled with a further portion of ferrous sulphate,

became black in color, and from the small amount of oxygen

present was supposed to contain metallic copper. By
large excess of carbonate of ammonia to a mixture < d

and cupric sulphates, Braun succeeded in obtaining solutions in

which all the copper was present in a cuprous form, and even

in reducing portions of it to the metallic state, a proc«

we have seen is complete when the requisite amount of ferrous

oxyd is brought in contact with the chlorids of copper.

1 8. In this Journal for March, 1867, page 308, I described

brieflv the reaction between cupric oxyd and ferrous chl
cording to the equation, 3CuO+2FCl = Fe,0

3
+ Cu 2

Cl+CuCL
I was not then aware that the same had been shown by Meyer

(Berg, und Hutt. Zeit., 1862, 182, cited by Kerl).* Further

studies of this reaction have given me interesting results. The

black oxyd of copper, even after 1 by ferrous

chlorid in the cold, but the insolubility of the resulting cuprous

chlorid retards the action. If however the ferrous chlorid be

mingled with a strong solution of chlorid of sodium, and heat

applied, the cuprous chlorid is readily dissolved, and the reac-

tion is rapid and complete, the whole of the iron sepan
bulky re< j te, provided three equr
cupric oxyd have been taken for two of ferrous chlorid. The

greenish solution thus obtained n i pitated me-

tallic copper, in virtue of the cupric chlorid which it contains,

and, unless a large excess of clilori 1 <>f . ,«, , , be present, de-

with carbon-

„. rdofitscc

^ w a pale green insoluble cupric- hydn -curb, mate, while t

colorless filtrate retains the remaining two-thirds in the form ot

cuprous chlorid. If a solution of ferrous chlorid with chlorid

of sodium is digested with a sufficient excess of cupric oxyd the

cupric chlorid formed unites with the latter to form an
cupric oxychlorid, and only cuprous chlorid remains in solu-

* MetalL Huttenkunde, xi, 588.

posits white cr -
lorid by cooling o

When digested at a temperature of 50° Centigrade
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§ 9. For the ferrous chlorid in the experiments in § 5 and § 8,
i of ferrous sulphate with chlorid of sodium may be

substituted. When cupric oxyd is heated with an exoese of
ferrous chlorid, a small portion of ferric oxychlorid is produced.
The red-brown precipitate may be washed* free from cupric, cu-
prous and ferrous chlorids by a strong solution of chlorid of so-
dium, but will then yield to pure water a portion of soluble ferric
oxychlorid. By careful desiccation in a water-bath and subse-
quent washing with dilute alcohol the ferric precipitate may be
obtained free from chlorid of sodium, and completely insolublem water

; but its composition appears to be variable. Of two
preparations the first contained one equivalent of chlorine for
eleven, and the second, one for twenty equivalents of iron. In
another experiment where fine oxyd of copper from the calcin*
tion of malachite was dissolved in an excess of a mixture of fer-
rous sulphate and chlorid of sodium at a boiling heat, it was found
that for thirty equivalents of copper dissolved there were pre-
cipitated twenty-one equivalents of iron, instead of twenty as
required by the formula given in § 8 ; the additional equivalent
being separated as ferric chlorid in union with the ferric oxyd.
1 he production of a small and variable amount of ferric chlorid
in the above conditions is apparently due to a secondary
between aupric and ferrous chlorids in the presence of ferric
oxyd; 2CuCl+2FeCl = Cu 2Cl+Fe 2 Cl 3 . This point however
requires further investigation.

, § 10- The facility with which cupric chlorid parts with one-
naif of its chlorine and passes into the more stable cuprous
compound is shown by its well known power to chloridize not
only metallic copper, but metallic silver and even sulphid of
silver. Its action on cuprous sulphid is not less remiA strong solution of cupric chlorid mingled with chlorid of so-
dium rapidly attacks pulverized copper-glance, even in the cold,
sulphur being separated and cuprous chlorid formed; 2CuCl+
Cu

2 S = 2Cu
2Cl+ S. Chalcopyrite, on the contrary, is but

slightly acted upon by such a solution, which, however, slowly
takes up a portion of iron, forming ferrous chlorid with a corres-
ponding amount of cuprous chlorid.
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Art. XIX.- -Notice of a recent Land-slide on Mount Passacona-
way; by Geo. H. Perkins, Ph.D., Prof. Zoology and Geol-
ogy, University of Vermont.

The name Passaconaway is given to a somewhat extended
mountain in Grafton county, New Hampshire, twenty miles
northeast of Plymouth, and about the same distance southwest
of Mount Washington. It consists mainly of three conical peaks
of nearly equal height, which form a group at the southern
end, and of a high ridge running several miles northeast. A
much smaller ridge stretches in a southerly direction. During
the great rain of October 4th, there was an unusually large

land-slide upon the southwestern slope of the most southern
of the three highest summits. The light-colored streak down
the mountain side, which marked the course of the slide, could
be distinctly seen for more than fifty miles. It was at this

distance that I first saw it, two weeks after its occurrence, and
with my friend Rev. M. T. Runnels of Sanbornton, set out to

examine it. At Campton we were joined by Mr. Chas. Cutter,
to whose knowledge of the region and general kindness, much of
our success was due. From Campton a ride of ten miles in a

northeasterly direction up Mad River valley brotfght us toWaterville
;
thence we proceeded on foot. After walking two

or three miles we reached a level clearing of fifty acres through
which Mad river runs, here only a few yards across. This
space was covered with great heaps of logs, some of them very
large, brought down from the debris of the slide during the
freshet that attended or followed it. That they came from the
slide was very evident, for nearly all were broken as if sud-
denly snapped m two, many had one or both ends crushed to

splinters so fine that they seemed like great brushes, and all

were entirely stripped of foliage and of most of the smaller
branches.

These logs were mainly spruce, and some were fifty to sixty
teet long, and one to two feet in diameter. They were piled
up m great confusion to the height of fifteen or twenty feet.

Subsequent investigation showed that this was at least three
miles below the terminus of the slide. Nowhere else was there
such a mass of timber as here, nor any where else was the

ground so favorable for such an accumulation ; for elsewhere
the banks of the stream were high and rocky, and not more
than eight to twelve rods apart.
The whole mountain is covered to the very top with a forest

of spruce, and to reach the slide most easily we followed the

bed of the stream along its side. At short intervals were
" ~~ of logs more or less broken, by which the stream

evidently been in several places completely dammed.

pii-i.-

Lud
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Trees on the banks twenty feet or more above the water were
scarred, rubbed, and even uprooted, by those borne on the
current of the swollen stream. A toilsome walk brought us to
the foot of the slide which lay directly in the bed of the
stream. This side of the mountain is quite steep, and in out-
line regularly triangular. Its height is about four thousand two
hundred feet.

The slide commences forty rods from its summit, and a little

to one side of the highest point. At the outset it is very nar-
row, being not more than a rod wide ; a narrow tongue runs
above this, however, for a short distance. For fifty or sixty-

rods the increase in width is very gradual. The inclination is

very steep, appearing almost perpendicular and probably not
less than fifty to sixty degrees. For the next hundred rods
the width increases more rapidly. A hundred and thirty rods
from the top the widest part is reached. Here the sides bend
gradually outward and the width is twenty-five to thirty rods.
From this point the sides begin slowly to approach each other,
and thirty-six rods below, a hundred and fifty-six from the top,

is nearly seventeen rods. The course from the top
to this point is in a direct line, but here a curve toward the
northwest begins and ends eighty rods below, nearly at a right
angle with the main axis. The whole length is nearly two
hundred and forty rods, and the outline is fusiform, with the
lower end curved to one side. Directly across the line of the
mam axis a few rods from the foot of the mountain runs a high
ndge. Instead of striking this, as would have been expected,
the slide begins to turn nearly a hundred rods above, and
when within twenty rods is almost parallel with it There
seems to be no reason why sand, rocks and debris of all sorts
should not have been thrown against this ridge ; indeed there
is every reason why they should have been. Yet the space
between it and the slide is singularly free from such material.
There is undoubted evidence that one or more watercourses
ran down the mountain before the slide, and probably did
much to cause it These streams, which form part of the
source of Mad river, must have been very inconsiderable,
and yet the mass of rock and sand seems to have been guided
by them in its downward course. It appears incredible that
so great a mass moving with power and velocity enough to
snap off hundreds of great trees, crushing many of them to

splinters, and piling up such heaps of debris, could be directed
by such small watercourses, but the facts indicate it

There has for a long time, been the track of a former slide

down a part of the surface covered by the more recent one, but
it was very small. Contrary to our expectations the side of
the mountain over which the slide passed, was not bare rock
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stripped of surface material. Only in two places, both small
in extent, was the rock foundation of the mountain exposed.
One of these was at the top where the slide seemed to have
started from a ledge, the other was a little less than half-way
down, and reached entirely across the track of the slide.

With these exceptions the whole surface was covered with a

loose, coarse sand or gravel, consisting entirely of comminuted
rock, increasing in depth from top to bottom and very loosely

compacted. The thickness of this loose material was shown
along the sides of several small streams that were running
down the slide, which, at the time of our visit, the 20th of

October, had cut entirely through it, and ran over the solid

rock beneath. Near the top the ground was moist but there

were no streams ; these began twenty or thirty rods farther

down. At the top of the slide, the surface sand was only a
few inches deep ; below the second exposure of rock it was
between one and two feet ; at the widest part, a hundred
and thirty rods from the top, it was from six to eight feet ; a
hundred and fifty rods, it was nine to ten feet, and at the bottom
fifteen to twenty-five, and in some places, even thirty feet deep.
At this point the slide seemed to have suddenly stopped, for

there was no gradual diminution in thickness below it.

How much of this coarse gravelly sand originated with the

rig ground by it from larger rocks ; and how much
existed before as surface soil disintegrated from the solid rock,
I could not estimate. The sand was pure syenite and contained
no trace that I could find, of any vegetable mold. From an
examination of the banks of Mad river below, and of the soil

by the side of the slide, I am convinced that the greater part

was produced by the disintegration and falling to pieces of the

mountain's rock, and so existed before the slide, and was
carried along and heaped up by it The mountain is, so far as

I could learn, wholly composed of light gray, rather coarse
syenite, which appeared to disintegrate very readily, as I saw
large masses that could easily be pulverized. A mile below
the slide there were extensive layers of black hornblendic rock,

and in one place the syenite was crossed by trap dikes, from
an inch to a foot in thickness. Some of "these dikes forked
several times, others crossed each other in the form of a letter

X, and some varied greatly in thickness along their course. A
few broken crystals of rose-purple quartz, an inch or more in

diameter, were found among the debris. But the only rock in

place along the course of the slide was the syenite.
Scattered all over the surface of this loose, sandy material,

were masses of syenite, of various sizes though none were
very large. These were angular, and appeared to have been
recently broken. They were undoubtedly fragments of large
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masses broken by the slide. Besides these, there were a few-

well worn boulders of syenite, quartz, and hornblende rock,

some of which were near the top.

All the trees that had stood on the ground now occupied by
the debris of the slide, were carried away or buried up, only a

rery few bare logs remaining in sight.

Along the sides of the slide the forest was full of uprooted,

bruised, and broken trees.

The upper part of the slide was much more rugged and
covered with a greater mass of broken rocks than the lower.

Over the widest portion there were few rocks on the surface,

which was smooth and level as if rolled. Below this it was
rougher but not as much so as above.
The appearance of the surface was the same in all parts.

Its color was a light yellowish brown, and at a little distance it

closely resembled a field lately ploughed and harrowed.
It is the contrast of light color with the dark green of the

""

slide to be so distinctly

of inclination is less, and just above the widest part i

more than twenty-five degrees. Below it

fifteen degrees.

The silver mines of Santa Eulalia were among the earliest

mineral discoveries of the Spaniards in Northern Mexico.

Don Jesus Inocente Irigoyen of Cusihuiriachic, a good anti-

quarian authority, states that the year of discovery was 1591.

The only available official register of their performance, how-
ever, goes back no further than 1705, but mentions their dis-

covery in 1703 twelve years after the city of Chihuahua was
*— Dr. Wislizenus. Fromfounded, according to the date given I

1705 to 1737, they produced 6,583,ithey produced 6,583,500 marcs, or an average

twelve millions of dollars, and their entire production from <

fifth to one-third more. At this period the district had a pc

lationof 6000, and supported sixty-three reduction establish-

ments with one hundred and eighty-eight smelting furnaces of

B Vol. XLIX, No. 146.—Mabch, 1870.
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the type known as the Mexican homo,
furnaces ; while a number of similar es^x^
of Chihuahua were also kept running on ores from this district.

The depredations of the savages, which until comparatively
quite recently have always seriously interfered with
pursuits in Northern Mexico, became so grievous during the
last five years of the past century that the district was grad-
ually abandoned.* Indian hostilities were soon followed by
political troubles, including the war with Spain and the pro-

scription of the Spaniards. During the present century, opera-
tions at the hands of the Mexicans have never been fully

resumed. Yet shallow workings have continued to furnish
ores to a small number of furnaces, which to a considerable
extent have also made use of the debris of former operations.
At present ten blast furnaces, each of a capacity of 2500 to

3000 lbs. of ore per day, are in operation, their small supply
ot ore being drawn from the older as well as the newer mines.
The fresh ore from the mines as charged to the furnace, is

eked out with the settlings of the old slag heaps, and coarse
refuse from old workings, extracted from the dry bed of the
creek which m time of rain courses through the mining village
ot banta Eulalia. As in old times, for the sake of mutual pro-
tection, the reduction works of the district are still all collected
here along with the dwellings of the miners and smelters, who
number with their families some 700. Eecollections with the
old, and traditions with the young, still fill the minds of the
dwellers in this narrow valley with dread of the Apache, who
even now is occasionally found lurking among these mountains,
and of whose hiding all have been taught to be wary when
moving about alone.

T£e village of Santa Eulalia is fifteen miles east of the city

ot Chihuahua, across the expansive champaign valley of

1 abalopa. This city, the capital and social center of the state

ot the same name, and containing some 20,000 inhabitants,
attained its importance mainly through the silver industry of

banta Eulalia, m the period of whose prosperity it had a popu-
lation of 70,000. Chihuahua afforded—what have ever been
lacking at Sta. Eulalia—water and space for the dressing and
reduction of ores ; and to the city therefore was brought and
smelted a large portion of them. Immense heaps of slag,

twenty m number, on the outskirts, attest the extent of work
done there during the last century, while the imposing, and in

some respects admirable, cathedral of the city is a monument
to the mines of Santa Eulalia, it having been built out of a

fund raised by the tax of one real per marc of silver coined,

Ward's Mexico, 1st edit, vol ii, p. 129, (2d edit, i
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and which, continued for sixty-two years, ending in 1789,
amounted to 800,000 dollars.*

The Sta, Eulalia mountains are a portion of a long range
trending N.E.—S.W., one of a system of parallel ranges,

which, separated by champaign valleys or valley-plains, charac-
terize the topography of the sloping margin of the Grand
Sierras, and as much at least of the state of Chihuahua as lies

north of the 28th parallel, and east of Conception—beyond
which limits my experience does not extend. The range lies

between the broad and fertile valley of the Conchos on the east,

and the narrower valley-plain of Tabalopa on the west. Access
to the village and mines of Sta. Eulalia is from the latter. The
village lies two-and-a-half miles from the plain up the moun-
tain stream of the same name, at the foot of the higher hills,

in which, at distances of two to five miles, the mines are

situated, and which are crossed only by bridle-paths, f The
mining ground is embraced within the area of an uplift of
the Cretaceous fossiliferous limestone, imparting toward the
center of it gentle quaquaversal dips. This is a prolongation
of the narrow continuous elevation of this formation, reaching
to the Rio Grande in an axis parallel to the Conchos river, and
a part of the same formation which in Texas comes to the sur-

face in the Rio Grande basin, at least, between the 28th and
31st parallels, except in mountainous localities, or in the case
of stratigraphical depressions, where an upper and metamor-
phosed member of the same formation (a porphyritic quartzite)

known in Mexico as cantera, caps the summits. % In Mexico,
under similar conditions of superposition of the latter, the
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Cretaceous fossiliferous limestone, with local lithologic

ences, is the prevailing formation of the Eio Grande and Con-

chos basins, where, as seems likewise to be the case in Texas,

within the development of the cantera it sustains throughout

a metalliferous character. The mineral deposits of Sii

Cuchillo Parado, the Chupaderos, and the Chorreras in Chi-

huahua are all contained in it. In the Santa Eulalia moun-
tains is its most westerly development in any great prominence

above the valley plains, though seventy-five miles still farther

west, a limestone is said to form the low base of the Sierra de

Magistral, where it is likewise metalliferous, and where, going

west, it is last seen. In the Santa Eulalia mountains, the same

as in other localities named, the cantera caps the higher eleva-

tions. This name is applied in Northern Mexico to the bleached

portion of an essentially alumino-siliceous rock, generally more

or less metamorphosed and ferrugii

great variety of colors.* As elsewh
disintegration of this rock that the accumulation of soil in the

valleys is due, as well as their peculiar conformation,f
Allowing for erosion, the mines of Santa Eulalia may strictly

be said to be grouped in a single great boss of the Cretaceous

limestone strata, gullied or scored by water-courses which im-

part to all portions of it a rugged and precipitous configuration.

There, as elsewhere throughout the development of the fossil

iferous limestone, the water-courses have cut bold, almost per-

pendicular, escarpments in which the stratification is very

plainly marked. In this district the dips are from 5° to 15°,

and from a point near the Yieja mine are quaquaversal. The

ravine, Arroyo de Dolores, which takes its name from the old

mine of Dolores, at its head, has been cut through the crest of

the limestone uplift, and thus exhibits in steep mural escarp-

ments a partial thickness of the formation of 400 to 500 feet

Its true thickness, however, has never been revealed. The

oldest and most extensive mines are in this ravine, including

the deep ones of Dolores, Vieja, Aguada, and the shallow or

cavernous workings of Parcionera, San Jose and San Matias.

The distance of Arroyo de Dolores from the village is some

three miles, horizontal, from four to five topographical.
As the limestone uplift or boss expires, the summit cantera,

a few remnants of which cap the limestone hills, sets in, and

within a couple of miles, becomes the main formation, and

forms the body of the range. No limestone appears in the

Puerto de Dolores, seven miles to the north, where the San

Diego and Chihuahua road crosses the Sta. Eulalia range ;
and

in the village of Sta. Eulalia, it has already declined below the

surface. The overlying cantera presents a greater development

* This Journal, xcviii, p. 380. f Ibid, p. 381.
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in the surrounding hills, which rise to the height of some 800
feet above the plain.

A curious lithological phenomenon, though in a less con-
Spicuous way not uncommon in other localities which I visited
in Chihuahua, is a formation of conglomerate which is iound
on all the slopes of the district, and which incases the lower
and middle portions of the hills like a shell.* This has evi-

dently been formed by carbonated calcareo-magnesian infiltra-

tions, springing from the summit cantera ; and, penetrating the
fine and coarse detritus of the surface alike, have cemented it,

and thus produced all the gradations from a fine friable sand-
stone to a coarse breccia. The village rests upon it. In the
main street it is distinctly bedded, and cleaved by joints. No-
where is it found entering into the interior structure of the hills,

and no traces of it are found in steep places, Yet cursory
observation might dispose the traveler to assume the main body
of the mountains to be made up of this formation.
The mineral deposits of Santa Eulalia are unique. The

only instance of a vein formation brought to my notice in the
region is in the Santo Domingo mine. All the rest of the
deposits are more or less irregular, and in a variety of modes of
occurrence, are contained in the nearly horizontal fossiliferous

strata (Cretaceous). All the strata above water level are

exceedingly cavernous. In nearly all of the workings, caves,

entirely shut off from the surface have been encountered. Some
of these are of enormous size. The great cave of the Parcionera
and San Jose mines, is said to be large enough to hold the

of Chihuahua. Though unable to explore its height,

or to illumine its roof, I am disposed to believe thia Drusy
cavities or vugs of all sizes, are the smaller exhibitions of
the same prevailing cavernous character. These latter yield

excellent pockets of ore. Kich bonanzas have been got from
chambers in the walls of the large caves. The ores which are

mainly the chlorid and sulphids of silver, argentiferous galena
and salts of lead, together with, (though of rarer occurrence,)
the chloro-bromid (embolite) and iodid (iodyrite) of silver, are

very ferruginous, to which circumstance they owe their friable

and also, to a considerable degree, the spaces in

which they have been deposited. Courses of ore are always

marked by ferruginous stains, which, properly considered, are

segregations of mineral matter, sometimes following cleavages

and joints, and sometimes planes of bedding, and, again, some-

times reticulating solid beds, and in all these modes of occur-

ifchout order or defined limits. A bed, or a num-

of beds, of the limestone, in places may be thoroughly

i>bed with snnh sfitrrftxrations of so decided a character as to
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impart a concretionary appearance, or, as if limestone breccia
were cemented by ferruginous ore. In such places the beds, are
not brecciated, but thus strikingly indicate the energy of disin-
tegrating and segregating action under the decomposition or
oxydation of iron salts (probably proto-carbonate) origin a llv

contained in the limestone, together with diffused salts
These ferruginous portions always afford good mining ground.
Assome of them are very extensive, and as their distribution
is irregular, their excavation results in large and rambling
chambers, generally ranging through a number of the heavy beds
of limestone. Such chambers are often continuous with nat-
ural caverns, together forming underground spaces sc;
imposing than the most noted caves that excite the wonder of
tourists.

The mines of Santa Bulalia are scattered all over the great
limestone uplift, and along the deep ravines which have scored

r' i l^G comPrised within an area of some five square miles.
the h™des they consist mostly of horizontal workings, and

occupy different strata from top to bottom. Shafts and deep
workings, which are few and ancient, are located both in the
mils and ravines Accessibility of the mines is determined by
the topographical configuration of the mining ground, the pri-
mary form of which, before modified by erosion, it is important

!? ?in View
"

.,
As they are cached from the village by

three different trails, I will describe them in as manv separate
groups, as follows: the Santo Domingo group, comprising the
workings m the same cation as the Santo Domingo mine, and
of which this mine is the principal ; the Dolores group, or those
in the canon, at the head of which is the old Dolores shaft ; and

% q w n
pe 9rouP> comprising the workings on the summit

and fe. W flank of the limestone ridge, which forms the divide
between the Dolores Canon on the northwest, and on the south-

Eulalia
WaterS °f thC arr0y

°
ln WMcl1 is the yiUage °f Santa

Santo Domingo Ghour—The Santo Domingo and neighbor-
ing mines are two miles north of the village, up near the head
of a deep ravine, in 1 n k different elevations,
tney have their entrances. As this locality is about one-and-a-
half miles to the southeast of the axis of the boss, the dip of
the formation is seen rapidlv declining in the ravine toward its

mouth, and the overlying cantera is thus brought down so as
to form the body of the hills. The limestone altogether dis-

appears from above the bed of the ravine within a few hundred
yards south of the Santo Domingo mine, where the cantera sets
in and forms the surface. The town is really on the horizon
01 this formation, though the sm

,
verspread

by the cemented rubble above described. The hills on either
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side of the defile in which the village is situated, rising as they

do some 700 feet above it, are both topographically and strati-

graphically the highest elevations in the district They are

made up wholly of cantera distinctly and nearly horizontally

stratified, and in different zones weathering with a variety of

colors. They have mesa tops, and present to the broad valley-

plain of Tabalopa bold escarpments flanked by low foot-hills.

The Santo Domingo, old and present, are deep workings

entering the limestone boss on the west side of the ravine.

The old mine, now abandoned and dismantled, consisted of a

shaft located so high on the hillside that it must have pierced

one hundred feet of cantera before striking the limestone.

The present mine is some 500 yards further up the ravine, and,

at an elevation above its bottom of some 120 feet, goes down in

a bed of fossiliferous" limestone some 30 feet from the top of

400 feet. This is reached by an irregular descent, the only

thoroughfare, in which passage is laboriously effected partly by
means of ladders, and partly by footholds in the rock. This

main-way occupies a vertical crevice in the limestone, or a

series of cavernous partings more or less filled out with work-
able ores. The widest portions are some 12 feet, the most con-

tracted, not more than six inches. Many of the former are

of the nature of drusy cavities lined with quartz and gypsum.
The narrower portions have generally yielded paying ore of a

decomposed and ferruginous character. The vertical crevice,

which has been followed westerly into the hill has been pretty

thoroughly wrought. The most extensive workings, however,

follow rich partings between planes in the limestone beds, thus

giving rise as opening into the main-way.

-Rich pockets of galena are found both in the crevice and in the

horizontal deposits, and these seem to be increasing in depth.

Indeed it is chiefly for galena and other plumbiferous ores

{pbmosos), that this mine is at present wrought ; and it appears

that its ores of all grades (ayudas) have always been prized less

for their argentiferous -
' property of facili-

tating the smelting of the more refectory ores (resecos) of the

district.*

* Although over 300 feet below the bed of the ra™»^*
tihe bottomof*the

ground and brought to the surface on the b

jsively warm ,

:

f^rrh*J a „„r,a-h„A hv the hands and feet ot the
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The other workings of this.group are on the east side, and
further toward the head of the ravine, occupying different beds
in the limestone and pursuing productive courses of ore. The
principal are Chiquihuite, Rosario, Gertrudis and S. Lazaro.
Dolokes Group.—The canon of Dolores is a deep gorge cut-

ting almost perpendicularly the axis of the limestone uplift or
boss. The cliffs thus formed, expose on either side a perfect
section of bare limestone strata. Its course is very nearly west-
ward, and its head opposite and very near that of the Santo
Domingo arroyo. Together the two water-courses describe a
triangle, and as they border the mining area impart this shape
to it. A lofty ridge capped with the sum
the two waters. Owing to the comparatively rapid declination
of the limestone strata in this direction, the workings toward
the head of the canon are by means of shafts going down just
above its dry bed. They are the Tiro Dolores, present Do-

rS
the " Gauo "

(
Aguado) and the Vieja shaft.

The Tiro Dolores is a vertical shaft starting in the cemented

^n + 'o™ Tn striking tne fossiliferous limestone which, from
^UU to dOO yds. below, is uncovered in the bed of the canon.
ine snait is 327 ft. vertical—at which depth a slanting passage,
now Hooded with rain-water, carries it some 100 feet deeper.

m
lheAguado, like the Dolores, is now inaccessible. It is an

irregular sinking of about the same age and depth as the latter,
and communicates with it by deep workings. Its mouth is near
the top of the limestone formation.
The Dolores, present working, is a sinking of the same descrip-

tion as the Aguado, with the lower workings of which, and
thereby with those of the older Dolores, it connects The upper
and more accessible workings are still wrought in a small way
tor plumbiferous ores. The Vieja, some 200 yards still further
down the arroyo is also an irregular sinking carried to the depth
of about 165 ft. It still affords desirable silver ores.

All these mines were formerly diligently wrought—the
shafts by means of horse-whims. From a watch-tower on the
mgnest point overlooking the whole district, timely warning of
the approach of the savages could be given. Euins of stone
dwellings built strong for defense, indicate a former settled
establishment in the bottom of the defile, which, as in the case
ot all the others in the region, contains water only during rains.
±ne water in the mines appears to have got in from the surface,
no percolation being sensible even in the deepest

in the immediate vicinity of these old workings, near the

rb
t

orintf^
0f

,t
ladd

f\ and ^ sh<^°g- slippery rocks in lieu of steps, but
reath, and their bare bodies bathed in perspiration, Notne world have a more arduous task. The coal

'

is manner is

:: » IS«S C0Uld bS f**^ reduCed
>
"rf^ mine^T°Yed bJ
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neighborhood of the Vieja, at the confluence of another arroyo

from the southwest. From this point in every other direction

the dips (quaquaversal) are gentle, coming down gradually to

not more than five degrees. But the steeper dips toward the

r shafts east of this point. This is an explanation of

the fact that below the Vieja all the workings are above the bed
of the ravine, their openings being in the bluffs. These work-
ings are all approximately horizontal : that is, they follow the

'

ii nq which on either side being slightly inclined from
the ravine, gives them all something of a descent into the body
of the hills.

The San Jose enters the south bluff a quarter of a mile below
the Vieja, some 30 ft. above the bed of the arroyo. Its work-
ings extend to several beds, the excavation of which has caused

great chambers, while a number of natural caves also have been
opened. The ores here are mainly diffused through the lime-

stone strata in ferruginous and the more decomposed portions.

They are also found in courses leading from stratum to stratum,

but never in the form of a vein.

The Parcionera opens near the San Jose some 70 feet higher

up the bluff—its workings, however, descending so as to con-

nect with those of the latter, and thus excavating several beds.

It may be described as a series of caverns, both natural and

the largest in the district. It is here that is to be
seen the immense one already mentioned. The openings extend

about 500 yds. into the hill, in which distance they fall some
150 ft. The pursuit of courses of ore whither they'll kig

has caused very irregular passages. The ores of the mine are

rixed, and at the time of my visit were being extracted

v miners for the supply of the furnaces of Don Eman-
uel Escobar. The ores then coming out were plumbiferous.

Their mode of deposit does not differ from that of the San Jose*

ores.

The San Matias is in the north bluff, directly opposite to the

San Jose and Parcionera, and going in on the same level. It is

one of the more cavernous, as well as one of the lar_

oldest, mines in the district, having been wrought southeastward

so as to connect by descending passages with the workings of the

fieja, a quarter of a mile off! It £ still wrought by Mate*
& Co. Its ores are excessively ferruginous (colorados), their

color being that of red hematite. According to the owner they

are now yielding 12 ounces to the carga ($103 to the ton.)
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Several openings in the north bluff have been made at higher
levels. One, the Cuartillera, is at the height of some 300 feet

above the bottom of the canon. It furnishes a non-ferruginous
ore of a drab color.

Guadalupe Group.—It is convenient thus to designate
the numerous workings in the same hill with the Pareionera,

king, some above these mines, and
some on the opposite north and west sides, wherever the surface
'

3 not too steep to afford easy access.

The Guadalupe mine is directly over the Pareionera and San

'X
'

workings progress southeasterly,
descending through several very ferruginous beds in which sil-

ver ores seem to be concentrated in "pockets"—the average
ferruginous courses being filled with segregated quartz, and
generally barren. A drusy cavity is said to have been struck
here in 1865 which gave in one day sulphids of silver worth
$5000 ;

and five months afterwards another, yielding $1200.
The Aragon is a similar working in still higher limestone

strata, and very near the junction of this formation with the
cantera, here a buff, porphyroidal quartzite, a fine outlier of

sea some 150 ft. above the limestone plateau. Both
this mine and the Guadalupe steadily yield plumbiferous
ores, carrying, mostly in an invisible form, chlorid, bromid
and sulphids of silver.

The other mines of this group are all on the left flank of the
limestone ridge. They are the Santa Eita, San Francisco,
Punsima, JSTegrita Grande, Negrita Chiquita, and the Carmen.

>

The Santa Rita, one of the oldest and more reputable mines,
is a shelving excavation, starti - limestone,
some 350 ft. above the bed of the Dolores arroyo. A large

burrow of ferruginous material indicates the extent of former
workings. The main opening is said to be asphyxiated, and
is now closed, though containing, according to all accounts, ores

mn£ing as high as four marcs to the carga ($250 to the ton).

The Purisima, occupies nearly the same level as the Santa
Rita, going down some 60 ft. in heavy bedded limestone, fos-

siliferous at the surface. The fossils, as usual in this locality,

are a coral, Radiolites, and fragmentary Pecten and Inoceramus.
The mine, though now vacant, was worked three years ago, and
is said to have proved satisfactory.
The San Francisco is a sloping excavation in the hillside, and

some 100 ft. lower in the limestone than the Santa Rita. The
workable portions of the limestone beds closely resemble those
of the workings in the Dolores arroyo. The mine is now sup-

plying highly prized ores to the Chihuahua Company's hacienda.
The Negrito, Grande is an old, now inaccessible, shaft, more
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than 250 ft. deep, which depth about corresponds to the level

of the arroyo immediately below the month of the mine. ;md
from which it would be practicable to reach its workings. The
shaft was formerly worked by horse-whims (malacates)—prob-

ably by the 'unente who is reputed to have
had a bonanza from it of $60,000, said to have been in the form
of concentrated chlorid of silver.

The Negrita Chiquita is a newer open working, now operated

by Don Jesus Mateos, and occupying strata but a little lower than

the mouth of the shaft of the Negrita Grande. The Carmen

occupies beds somewhat higher, and is a similar cavernous exca-

It will be understood that notwithstanding wide differences

in topographical level, all the workings above mentioned are

embraced within the same set of beds whose combined thick-

does not exceed 450 ft. ; that the shaft workings at the

•oyo de Dolores, the mines of the Santo Domingo
arroyo, and the workings on the top of the plateau forming the

surface of the limestone uplift, all

the same stratigraphical horizon; that is, near the top of the lime-

stone. And it is to be borne in mind that stratigraphically the

lowest workings are not those which topographically are the

lowest, but the San Jose and San Matias instead of the Dolores,

Vieja and the Aguado.
Notwithstanding the number and size of the excavations in

the mining ground of Sta. Eulalia, and the large returns which
these have afforded, its future prospects seem scarcely impaired
by the achievements of the past. By the modern scale of min-

fal industry, these might pass for only a thorough exploration

—

in its assurances worth all that it has yielded. The location of

the mines has been determined by the accidents of the surface

rather than by promising outcrops—a foothold upon the surface

seeming to have been all that was necessary. Besides the great

amount of unbroken ground left in and amidst the established

mines, a large body of the limestone strata remains untouched,

especially to the north of the Dolores arroyo, where the inner

ends of the workings, proceeding from the bluff on that side,

show no deterioration or diminution of the ores. It is not ven-

turing too much to predict that the past record of Sta. Eulalia

will be far surpassed at some future time by its development

prosecuted by an enlightened practice.

KeZd—Extraeted according to the judgment of the miners

who are very expert in the detection of familiar ores the ores

after being spalled, run from 4 to 6 oz. to the cttg $3 I 16 to

$51.60 per ton of 2000 lbs.) Four-ounce ores are abundant in

all of the mines, but scarcely pay for working by the present

smelting practice. By care in selection, this grade is easily
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brought up to five and six ounces to the carga. This is the low-

est working yield of all the smelting operations—the average
being something above this. Don Jesus Mateos, one of the

most experienced operators in the district, by using a mixture
of the 12 oz. ores from the San Matias and 6 oz. ores of the San
Jose", obtains never less than 6 oz. to the carga, generally as high
as 8 oz., and sometimes 9 and even 10 oz.

Cost of ore.—The cost of ore delivered at the mouth of the

mine varies according to the expense of raising. At the Par-

cionera, which may be taken as the type of horizontal or sloping

workings, this cost, which includes all mining expenses, is stated

at $1.50 per carga. At the Santo Domingo, the cost is greater

on account of the laborious raising. The ores are delivered at

the furnace for 20 to 37£ cents per carga, the donkey-load being
one carga (300 lbs.)

Reduction.—The furnace employed in the district is the com-
mon Mexican adobe homo, a blast-furnace 47 inches high, 18 in.

wide at the top, slightly tapering toward the bottom, and 16 in.

across. The blast is supplied by hand bellows, the nozzle of

which is in the back, 8 in. from the bottom. In the better con-

structed establishment of the Chihuahua Co. the bellows are

set in motion by mules. The charge of the furnace varies

according to the notion of the smelter as to the requirements of

the different ores. Mateos uses 75 lbs. of spalled ore to 20 lbs.

of litharge, and 12 to 25 lbs. of old slag (grasa) by way of flux.

The charge of litharge varies with the ore. Plumbiferous ores,

like those of Santo Domingo, Santa Gertrudis, Dolores and
San Antonio, give an excess of litharge, and hence are in espe-

cial favor for mixture ; while the excess of litharge obtained is

sold out of the district at the rate of 8 to 16 dollars per carga

5.82$ per cwt.) The cupellation is done in the ordi-

nary adobe vaso, one serving three blast furnaces, or treating I
r — mtiferous lead per week.

) question of fuel is one of paramount importance

a

Xk
(

to the industry'of the district. The mesquite i

indigenous fuel of the immediate section of countrv, forest trees

being entirely unknown east of the humid belt, 50 miles to the

west of Sta. Eulalia, except the cotton wood {alamo) which is

cultivated for shade. Yet nothing could excel this root as a fuel,

either as it comes from the ground, or after conversion into char-

coal. A single shrub generally gives near a cord of heavy root

In the neighborhood of Sta. Eulalia, the mesquite has long been

exhausted by the draft upon it from there, and from I

Chihuahua. Oak charcoal is brought 30 leagues to Sta. Eula-

lia from Mapula, and sold at the rate of 75 cents to one dollar

per quintal (100 lbs.)—the lower price prevailing whenever the

roads are favorable. Oak wood is likewise brought thither, ana
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sold at the rate of one dollar (copper) per carga (80 sticks, 28 by
4 in.). The same prices prevail in the city of Chihuahua. Mes
quite charcoal from the east side of the Sta. Eulalia Mts. is

delivered at the village for $1 to $1.50 (copper) per quintal
These prices, already high, would doubtless steadily advance
under a larger and more pressing demand, such as would be
created by an extensive smelting industry depending upon a
certain supply and limited price of fuel, without control over
either.*

With a cheaper mode of reduction, the cost of production
would be very considerably lessened by rendering available
ores which, though cheaply and largely broken, are now rejected

—ores yielding as high as $34 to the ton. This condition,

rather than the introduction of mechanical appliances, would ne-

cessarily bring this cost below the cost of extraction of silver c

cost of reduction is even more excessive and out of proportion
to the value of the ores. Though the Mexican smelting prac-

tice is attended with a smaller loss of silver, the fact that Nevada
ores returning no more than $15 per ton can be worked by
amalgamation with some profit, more than offsets the loss of
20 to 25 per cent to which all are subjected, as a large and regu-
lar business generally depends upon the availableness of the
ores of low grade—always predominating in extensive deposits.

Yet the Mexican furnace by no means extracts the whole of the
silver as may be seen by nicking up from any ancient or fresh

slag heap fragments containing numerous globules of argentif-

* Expressing in familiar units the above rates imparted to me by Don Jesus Ma-
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erous lead, and otherwise indicating imperfect reduction. Fuel
is far more costly at Virginia, Neveda, than anywhere in Chi-

huahua, but this difference follows from the higher price of labor

there—the supply of fuel really being greater than at Santa
Eulalia.*

Thus will be seen the mistake of treating the ores of Santa

Eulalia by a practice which is so costly as to render cm
the great bulk of them, and to absorb almost the whole value
of even the choice ores in their reduction, when by a cheaper
practice the whole run of the ores could be treated with profit,

and the industry improved and expanded in all respects. I

allude to amalgamation as practiced in Mexico itself, and which
the climate, labor and facilities of the country especial
In 1846, it was estimated by Mr. John Phillips, seven-eighths of

the silver produced in Mexico was obtained by amalgamation.
The lack of surface for patios at Sta. Eulalia, together with

the scantiness of water, are circumstances sufficient to account
for the prevalence there of smelting, notwithstanding the ores

&
l
& °f^ nature t0 yield readily to patio amalgamation. That

these difficulties have never been surmounted is to be ascribed
to the isolated condition of this section of country, and its lack

ties for extralimitary supplies. In the last century,
during the period of its prosperity, as I learn from a manuscript
m the state archives, amalgamation both hj patio and cazo, was
carried on at Sta. Eulalia and Chihuahua to the extent of keep-
ing m operation in the two places 72 drag-mills (tahones), and 6

stamp-mills {morteros de agua y cabalkrias). The reduction
works, just erected, of the new Chihuahua Co. have not in the

least departed from ancient models. Nor would a change of

practice be wan-anted by anything short of an extensive under-

En view of the scarcity of water and fuel at Santa
• must be seen that present operations without modifi-

cation can scarcely be extended beyond their present scope. As
long as they are thus limited, they are favored by the choice of

ores, and by cheap labor. By dispensing with mechanical
appliances for dressing ores any considerable outlay is avoided.
The silver deposits of Santa Eulalia, however, are so superior

and extensive

* Notwithstanding the
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large scale. This will be practicable by having recourse to the
facilities afforded by one or both of the two plains on either
side of the Sta. Eulalia mountains.
West of the mountains, superior facilities for the dressing of

ores, and for patios, are to be had at Tabalopa on the Sacra-
mento river, at the distance of some eight miles from the mouth
of the Arroyo Dolores. Ores could be delivered i

"

by wagon at near the same rate that they are now
mules over the mountains to Santa Eulalia. This
the plain would be by the ravine, and thence the whole way to
Tabalopa by a down grade.
Having extended my observations but a little way east of

this gorge, I am not prepared to determine the question of an
exit on that side of the Sta. Eulalia range. Should it be found
practicable to cheaply deliver ores in the Conchos valley, this
side would, on the whole, present superior conditions for reduc-
tion works, provided a good water supply can be had, which is

probable, as the plain is already thoroughly irrigated. Fuel
(mesquite) is far more abundant here than on the Chihuahua
side, and the position is nearer by two days to all supplies drawn
from Texas.
New York, Jan. 1, 1870.

Art. XXI.

—

Machinery and Processes of the Industrial Arts, and
Apparatus of the Exact Sciences; by Frederick A. P.

Barnard, LL.D., United States Commissioner to the Paris

Universal Exposition.

If the imperial decrees of June, 1865 and subsequent dates,

which gave origin to the Paris Exposition that opened on the
first of April, 1867, were grand and comprehensive in their

scope and intention, they were equally illustrious in the success
and completeness of their execution. More than fifty thousand
exhibitors brought together on that occasion several millions of
objects, all different and all deserving attention. These were
gathered from some forty nations and countries, covering the
entire civilization of the globe. Taken together they formed a

representation of the art, the industry and the inventions of

mankind, and of every ideal yet realized for the comfort, the ele-

gance, the operative power, and the progress of the human race.

From the material to the implement the completed structurethe implement the completed struc

or the machine ; from the staple to the fabric ;
from the mas-

sive and gigantic—the products of Cyclopean forges or Titanic

engines—down to the infant's toy and the gossamer vestment

;

from the ponderous gearing to the tiny time-piece all were
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spread out, an accumulation of series upon series, and every
—--] showing an almost complete and continuous gradaf
The field of the Exposition was the parade ground, or

Champ de Mars, easy of access, and supplemented by annex-
ing the island of Billancourt in the Seine, together comprehend-
ing an area in excess, by a few acres, of one-fourth of a square
mile. Spacious grounds outside the building, or palace as it

was called, but without much very palatial in its aspect or con-

struction, were allotted to 'structures that ranged from the

nomadic hut of an Esquimaux to the gilded palace of the

Sultan,' and to such living, or agricultural, or other objects and
groups, as could not suitably be admitted within. In deference,

we suppose, to French propensities, the number of groups
was just ten; but, by a marvellous aberration, the number of

ions or classes was but ninety-five. Seven of these so

classified groups were arranged in seven oval galleries, one
story high, successively surrounding one another, and divided
systematically into commodious apartments, the entire assem-
blage of which comprised an area of forty acres and a circuit

of almost a mile. In the center was a pavilion holding sets of
the various national coins, weights and measures, and surrounded
by a florally ornamented space from which sixteen avenues
radiated to the outer space or circumference of the palace. In
the sixteen sections thus formed the various nationalities had
their products and groups arranged in a series, and all the series

corresponding to one another from circumference to center.

By passing around the galleries the spectator would c

the various groups of any and every nationality, each through its

own entire series. Accordingly a tour of ten miles judiciously
disposed, was enough to bring to an observer's attention the

entire aggregate of groups within the building. By such
means therefore, the best practicable facilities were supplied to

each nationality to exhibit its own products to advantage, at

once in union and in comparison with the like of other coun-
tries, while also the one ' special jury ' and the ninety-four 'juries

of classes,' for awarding testimonials and degrees of merit—
the prizes, the medals and the honorable mentions—and, with

them, the ten ' juries of groups,' for revising these awards under
the final revision of a 'superior council,' all had the most
ready and commanding observation of the objects composing
the entire exhibit
Were it a possibility to continue in permanence such an

exhibit—a single area into which all the national arts were

gathered and concentrated, like differently colored lights in the

focus of an object-glass—there might thus be afforded to visitors
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an ever accessible telescopic vision, as it were, of the various

ci\ ilizations of the earth, although ever so remote or scattered.

But, even then, the visitors, however great their multitude,

could never be expected to comprise more than a small finactu m
of the thinking and inq

•efore which -

—

adopted and carried out by the Fedei

ment for the use and satisfaction of these United States ; that is

to saw a well appointed and sufficiently numerous commission

to witness, examine and report upon the Exposition and the

groups and classes of objects therein represented; and the

lieports to be printed by the Government for general distri-

bution. Besides the primary ' General Survey of the Exposi-

tion,' from the pen of Charles B. Seymour, chairman of the

Committee, instructed for that purpose by the Department of

State, and its preface by K M. Beckwith, U. S. Commissioner

General, and President of the Commission, the Eeports are

before us, so far as their publication has been completed.

By far the most voluminous, various and extended of the

number is that of President Barnard, the title of which is

employed above as an introductory heading to these remarks.

It is an octavo of 650 pages, filled with descriptions, i;;;>- ra-

tions and theoretic determinations, illustrated with numerous

clearly executed cuts on the pages, and concluded by eight

elaborate and finely wrought engravings. The finished artistic

execution of this and of all the volumes or reports is obviously

due, in no small measure, to the taste, good judgment and

accuracy of Prof. W. P. Blake, who superintended the publi-

cation, as its editor. It sets off to advantage the intrinsic value

and eminent adornments of the report,—both the matter and the

author's style of rendering it Next to the privilege of one's

own presence amid the immense and diversified assemblage of

objects in the Exposition, is the experienced satisfaction and

advantage of finding one's self in presence of a large i

of the most select and suggestive of the number, brought into

one view through the medium of luminous, graphic and illus-

trated descriptions. The author not confining himself to mere

delineation, as he passes from object to object, takes pains to

instruct us in their subsisting mutual connections and depen-

dencies, and to explain in each the distinctive uses of

parts, the modes of general operation, and the rationale of
-

l, if we will si

our disposal his well understood powers of ai

the fallacies which becloud the mechanician s
fallacies which becloud the mechanician s conceptions «
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wedded and indissoluble partners, Theory and Practice. And
we attend to these all the more earnestly that our authors
opening chapter had impressed us, as at the vestibule and
entrance of our survey, with the intimacy and imminence of
1 he relation of invention to industrial progress.' That model

chapter traces and exhibits with unwonted distinctness the
dependence of art upon other art, and of art upon its own
created auxiliaries : thus the steam engine first put within the
workman s reach those operative and refined tools to which the
steam engine itself owes its progressive improvement and exist-
ing completeness. In following out the like connections and
dependencies we are also led to perceive, not indeed for the first
time but with intensified vividness, how deeply art and inven-
tion project their influences into economic and social life, into
trade and commerce, into civilizing effects abroad, into the
habits of thinking and feeling at home, and even into politics
and the nations's destiny. Thus, the cotton-gin expa

.

into a prime mover not only of all-pervading activities in the
manufactory and on the ocean, but even of the vast combina-
tions and issues themselves of war and peace. Here is no

: still we conceive, with our author, that not the

Ztl
Xdual

+

1

r!
ent

?
r
J? ?

6 is t0 be "cognized as the originatingms rumenta ity of all this, except as Sne which the age itself
had brought up into preparation for his invention, and in

demand for

1!™*1011^^ UP because the aSe had created a

The dependencies of industrial
. art may be spoken of in

various senses,--*, assively, for instance, as resting noon force, its
modifications and app] - resting for
the abundance and multiplication of its produces, upon facile
machinery manipulation and skill,~or inductively, as resting
upon knowledge and ingenuity for its origination and progress.A glance at the able of contents and headings of the chapters
of the report, will suggest how considerably some such natural
cassmcation, whether or not so intendedf has influenced our
author m the selection of his subjects and in their arrangement.
Ut the eighteen chapters, five are occupied with the subject of
power in its various mechanical relations ; as, first, the prime
movers, steam, air, water, electricity and their enginery ; next,
the transmission of power, then its accumulation, then, its

measurement and registration/and, lastly, its massive applica-
10ns. The eight middle chapters are taken up mainly with
the appliances the methods and the instrumentalities of inge-
nuity, tact and sagacity, as used for the purpose of production,
and acting through all the range and agencies of heat cold, ex-
citation, pressure and motion,—sometimes the production of
improved material, and sometimes the production of improved
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effects, or of articles and implements for ornament and use,
in their variety, their finish, and their aptitudes, as well as
the rapidity and multitude of their manufacture. The conclud-
ing four chapters are occupied with the ' exact sciences ' consid-
ered in their mechanical and practical relations. We read with
wonder of the success with which measurements are carried to
an exactness well nigh rivalling, to all intents, the mathe-
matical itself,—of rods ascertained to a millionth of an inch in
length, and of balances that perform to a twenty-millionth part

burden. We are delighted to trace anew the progress
by which the human eye has become enabled, through the per-
fection of object-glasses enormous in dimension, on the one hand,
or of minute sizes on the other, to penetrate into the universe out-
wardly, and into the bosom of nature inwardly. We are let

into the surprising secret by which mechanism is made to
render numerical computations with greater exactitude and
with immeasurably greater promptness than the mental facul-
ties of the computer himself could realize. We are instructed
how to make sound itself a thing of visible undulations, and
how to apply a measuring scale to their continuance. Not
much, it is true, of the Exposition, as the author himself is

say, was absolutely new, as respects elementary inven-
tions

; and, therefore, not much of that quality and essence
could have place in any faithful account of it. The report is

simply, and admirably, a representation by just and varied
selections, of the stage of progress which industrial art and
invention had reached in the year 1867. Although necessarily

partial it still embraces a collection ample for its purpose ; that
is ^> say, for giving a near birdseye view of the Expo.siti.ui,

the walks and avenues of the Exposition itself, di-

versified by occasional fragments of history and relics of
legendary fore. Taken together it forms a resort where the

engineer may obtain reassurance, the mechanic experience, the

inventor impulse guidance and correction, and the man of

intellect or of letters choice entertainment. The report is

printed as a public document, and has not been ordinarily

-
j than by and through members of the

United States Senate, each of whom, as we are informed, had
the distribution of some fifteen entire series, each corresponding

to the one of which this report is a constituent

The United States was not largely represented, aa

numbers, in its own section of the Exposition The country was
too much occupied with new and extraordinary domestic

questions. Industry was unsettled in many respects. The
subject had not attracted the earliest attention ;

and the field

was very distant Yet our national exhibit, although not

extended in scale, was excelled in quality only by France
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itself—and that in no very considerable degree—while the per-

centage of awards relative to the number of exhibitors was

double the corresponding percentage for England and her col-

No extracts which our space would allow could do justice to

the report, especially if not accompanied by the cuts or engrav-

ings; and if we were to instance and enlarge upon passages

and descriptions that appear specially important, it would con-

vey no conceptions to the reader comparable with whal

obtain by a reference to the work itself. We onh

countrymen, it is with an obvious impartiality towar
competitors, and with a diligence whose regulating principle is

truth and an endeavor for the benefit of mankind in general.

[Bead before the American Association for the Advancement of Science, at Salem,

The various rocks composed essentially of a triclinic or anor-

thic feldspar, with an admixture of hornblende, pyroxene,

hypersthene or diallage, have by lithologists been designated by

the names of diorite, dolerite, diabase, hypersthenite and gabbro,

among others. The latter name has by many been regarded as

synonvmous with euphotide. I however pointed out many
years since that the true euphotide is not a feldspathic rock, but

consists of a mixture of diallage with saussurite, a white heavy

parently identical with zoisite. By an admixture of

feldspar, howe\
,

which I have u*^.,.

closely related

hypersthenic

„ ivas given b;

„ - rock consisting of labradorite, „. „
hypersthene, found by him in the Western Islands of Scotland,

and subsequently recognized by Emmons in the Adirondack
Mountains of northern New York. By both of these observers

it was regarded as an erupted rock. In 1851 I detected it

among the Laurentide hills of Canada, where, as in New York,

extends over considerable areas. Farther examinations ot

is rock in place showed that though hypersthene, generally

very small proportion, is a frequent element, it is often

* MacCulloch, Geology of



replaced by a green granular pyroxene, and still more often both
of these are wanting, so that we have a rock composed almost
entirely of a triclinic feldspar, whose composition is generally
near that of labradorite, but varies in different examples from
that of andesine to near that of anorthite. To these rocks I
provisionally applied the name of anorthosites, the pure feld-
^athie type being regarded as normal anorthosite, associated
rt-itli which, however, were to be found hypersthenic and pyrox-

ietiea Eed garnet, epidote, a black mica, and more
r;;lvi ,v dab

; occa-conalh f< in

hit! so an. rthosites of New York and Canada,
" hi. h ( ,iji.i; be ili^ti ijie-lu.l lruin those first observed by
JfacOulloch in the Isle of Skye, as I have convinced myself by
an examination of the specimens there collected by him, and
now preserved in the collections of the Geological Society of
London. Titaniferous iron ore (menaccanite) also frequently
ptyvurs in grains and masses in these rocks, both in Skye, and in
-North America, where it sometimes forms beds or masses of

'''
I'. ,.-trrs of these ro< ks will be found in the L. B. & D. Philos.

for May, 1855, and also in the Geology of Canada,
biio, pages 588-590.
The subs pmnt no.- _ tions of Sir William Logan have

_reat series

v. ;ks which by the geological survey of
Canada have ]

. i <b >igu , 1 th. L .! d, i < r 1
j

pi i Laurentian
series, and which repose unconformable upon the older or true

p mvntian gneiss and limestones. The area of the Labrador

\
i< »n most e\ n I bes in the counties of Arcenteuil and

Terrebonne, to the norl &f< n rival, and has a
breadth of more than forty miles. It is however met with on
the northeast shore of L.-.k'e IIun>n. according to Dr. Bigsbv,*

,, i, N l,,l.o gu. e. notably in the i : sh of

. 'her. at Bav St. Paul and around Lake St. John on
the Saguenav. where it occupies a huv- area. Proceeding north-

' - nl alone: the left bank of t <b I/iwren Mi K chai 1-

so" has latelv observed it at the mouth of Pentecost river,

about 160 mib-< below the <*nti\ a-e to th. Sa-uenay, and I

nave found of the Bav of Seven Islands

fortv miles further down. This area is probably connected

with the wih -x* nt o tUU voek -
. 1 by Prof. Hind on

th • river M ,i<j ( >. { n u [| tU tic - r - •> - t ppears to be sur-

I li aited by the o «
,

BaJ*

- -Aimlv -u-ealon the .-..,< of Li Talc-, whci- N character-

istic mineral was first found, and from whence it takes its name.

* Geology of Canada, 1863, page 430.



Prof. A. S. Packard, Jr., has given us valuable information

with regard to the occurrence of labradorite rocks at some

points on the Labrador coast.* One of its localities is at Square

Island, just north of Cape St. Michel, where the rock consists

chiefly of crystalline labradorite smoky gray in color, trans-

lucent, and opalescent with greenish reflections. This feldspar

often shows cleavage planes two inches broad, and is associated

with a little vitreous quartz and with coarsely crystalline

hypersthene, which appears in relief on the weathered surfacea

This labradorite rock, according to Prof. Packard, is sur-

rounded by and probably rests upon Laurentian gneiss. At

Domino Harbor he found domes or bosses of a similar I

ite resting upon strata which consist in great part of a slightly

schistose quartzite, having for its base a granular vitreou

and enclosing grains of black hornblende, more rarely hypers-

thene, black mica, and red garnet. Feldspar is generally want-

ing, but in some parts these quartzites become gneissic, and

they were nowhere seen in uncomformable contact with the

Laurentian gneiss of the vicinity. These quartzose strata Prof.

Packard refers, with some doubt, to the Huronian system. The
minerals which they contain are not however met with, so far

as known, in the Huronian quartzites, and on the contrary, are

very characteristic of the quartzites of the Laurentian system,

which attain a great thickness in many parts of its disl

The overlying domes of labradorite rock, which Prof. Packard

was inclined to regard, in this case, as erupted through Hu ; *-•,n

quartzites, are probably nothing more than outlying portions of

the newer Labrador formation resting upon the Laurentian

strata, as already observed by him at Square Island. Along
the western coast of the island of Newfoundland M
observed at Indian Head and at York Harbor dark colored

rocks composed of labradorite and hypersthene, and others of

albite (?) and hypersthene, which may probably be found to

belong to the Labrador series.

Rocks composed chiefly of labradorite or a related feldspar

greatly predominate in the Labrador series, but these, at least

in the area near Montreal, which is the one best known, are

interstratified with beds of a kind of diabase in •

green pyroxene prevails, with ci similar in

mineralogical characters to that of the Laurentian system, ana

more rarely with quartzites and thin beds of orthocL
[ have more than once insisted upon the rarity of free quartz

md the. p-pup™! }>•«<!,• t-U- r~wt..r ,.i t],f* r/M-'Tr« ir» this series, an
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ogy (p. 139), where it seems to be applied to the whole of the
rocks there classed as Azoic, including the Laurentian, Labra-
i forian and Huronian systems. It is, in fact, remarkable that the
silicated rocks of the latter two consist chiefly of labradorites,

diorites and diabases
;
gneissic and granitic rocks being exceed'

ingly rare among them, though quartzites abound in the Huro-
nian. In the Laurentian system, on the contrary, though basic

rocks are not wanting, orthoclase gneisses, often grani-
toid in structure, and abounding in quartz, predominate.
The anorthosite rocks of the Labrador series present great

variations in texture, being sometimes coarsely granitoid, and
at other times finely granular. They not unfrequently assume
the banded structure of gneiss, lines of pyroxene, hypersthene,
garnet, titanic iron ore or mica marking the planes of stratifi-

cation. Probably three-fourths of the anorthosites of this

series in Canada, whether examined in place or in the boulders
which abound in the St. Lawrence valley, consist of pure or
nearly pure feldspar rocks, in which the proportion of foreign

minerals will not exceed five hundredths. Hence we have come
to designate them by the name of labradorite rock. The colors

of this rock are very generally some shade of blue, from bluish-

black or violet to bluish-gray, smoky gray or lavender, more
rarely purplish passing into flesh red, greenish-blue, and occa-

sionally greenish or bluish-white. The weathered surfaces of
these labradorite rocks are opaque white. The anorthosites

which occupy a considerable area in the Adirondack region, as

described by Emmons in his report on the Geology of the

Northern district of New York, and as seen by me in hand
: s, closely resemble the rocks of the Labrador series in

Canada.

In all of these localities the coarse or granitoid varieties often

hold large crystalline cleavable masses, generally polysynaptic
macles, and frequently exhibiting the peculiar opalescence which
belongs to labradorite. Although rocks composed of labrado-

rite or similar feldspars, with hornblende or pyroxene, occur in

various uthtT geological ton nations, both as indigenous green-

1 as erupted masses, they never, so far as my observa-

tion in North America goes, exhibit the peculiar character just

Ascribed: nanu-ly, that of a Lrranular or LTanitoid rock com-
posed of nearly 'pure labradorite or some closely related

-

:
'-;

.

"

'

seems in X. '
~ene:? -

It may here be reo e*rinR on

ition of the Labrador sen -. that t
•.- large boulders

of labradorite rock, one of the beautiful dark blue variety, are

found on Marblehead Neck on the coast of Massachusetts. It
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does not seem probable that these masses could have been
derived from any of the far oil' I-,-.- M

f

i . — aV.adv mentioned,
and the fact that the gneiss of eastern Massachusetts is, as I
have recently found, in part of 1. n nti r. .,_ . s

an outcrop of the Labrador series may exist in some locality
not far removed. In this connection it may be add

tic labradorite and hyperite rocksm southern New Brunswick, a few miles east of St. John,
occupying a position between the Laurentian and the Huronian
or Cambrian rocks, which there make their appearance, accom-

Lower Silurian strata, to the south of the great
-; basin of the region. This interesting

1

1
ly pointed out to me by Mr. G. F. Matthew of St. John,

to whom we are indebted for a great part of our knowledge of
•

;;
' N ';••-

; It Chester and Bucks
ruuilt1 "- 1" l> lU .'

•.•: in Arkan-
sas, are cited iu Ihnn, M,nM;J (,w, I.

specimens from these places, I
'

|

-;y whether they resemble fch<

scribed.

-r

io
,

31 - ,1,i ^ "i norite. in allusion to Norway, was given by
" a rock composed chiefly of labmdnrite. \v i.i-li -

'

'
'jtios

i that c intry* I had already
semblance between two specimens of norite
rz of Berlin, and the labradorite rocks of

nportunity
gal el i iv< real Exhibition at Paris, a

.'

• st »
1
for ornamental purposes, exhibited

,

r
'

'

' h V
'

! { i'iv rvty of Chri.fiania. Promin
-;nes oi the norites, which could not be distin-

fV' i

1

'-
: !

'

'

'" '" " :

'"'
:^ of t]ie Upper Laurentian or

L^rador^e, es oi tl is continent. In a printed note accom-

fbri

i the University it is said that the
'•"•[

•

'' ;';:- '-ousting of labradorite with
:

: "^ I'l'onzite, have, in the "'eoh.

'

,

N
'

•
'."' .4 CiiMi m, in 18(56, been

I ".v Lie common n mie of gabbra This note at the

Dame of norite should be pre-

hes oi g^bbro rich

felspar is their predominant element."
is excellent suggestion I heartilv eoncur. i

11 + *" ni:
' "1 gabbro, as an ill-defined synonym^
" " imdudin- in nart diorite, 'dial as-/

and even confounded with the non-feklspathic rock
?, may very well be dispensed with in lithology.
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By referring to the geological map just mentioned, it -will be
seen that tl ble areas in
the Laurentian gneiss region of Norway. By the authors of
the maps, Messrs. Kjerulf and Dahl, these gabbros are regarded
as eruptive, though they are described at the smiio time as often
assuming the character of stratified rocks. It should however
be noticed that these geologists go so far as to regard the whole
"1 the "i-iuiitic giui-- ot the r^ion ;s un-tiatihul and of plu-
tonic origin.

The specimens of these norites exhibited in Paris were in
blocks polished on one side, and as was observed in the note
accompanying them, presented a curious resemblance to certain
varieties of marble. It is worthy of remark that Emmons in
his report on the Geology of the Northern District of New
York, suggested the application of the labradorite rocks of
Essex county as a substitute for marble (pages 29, 418). An
ornamental vase of the same rock turned in a lathe with the
aid of a black diamond, has been in the Museum of the Geo-
logical Survey of Canada since 1856.
Of the collection of norites from Norway the specimens from

-ravish or
brownish violet tints, while a «larh violet norite came from
Krageroe and also from the islands of Langoe and Gomoe, and
a white granular variety from the gulf of Laerdal in the diocese
of Bergen.

It is only in rare cases that the cleavable feldspar of these
norites exhibits the peculiar opalescence which distinguishes
the finer labradorite found in some parrs of the coast of Labra-
dor. Opalescent varieties of this f.-l '-p-ir are however occa-
sionally met with in the ; iva near to Montr d. and in northern
New York. In the Paris Exhibition of 1867 there were
exhibited from Eussia. 1 rge polished tables ot a beautiful
violet colored granitoid norite, portions of which exhibited a
fine opalescence. This rock. I was informed, comes from a

fountain mass in the Government of Kiew, but of its geognos-

"J
mineral.

.

' r. have now been
observed in Essex county, New Yor 1

:. and through Canada at

intervals fr. :e Huron to the coast of Labra-
dor. They are again met with in southern New Brunswick,
mthe Isle m Russia,

-
, ; realities are known to occur m con-

•
'

'

:

.

. •
'.. .

.

.' ; -
the ancient L ,' ntian _ , iss. Gickie m his memoir on the

geology of a part of Skye,* appears to include the norites or

* Quar. Jour. GeoL Soa, xiv., p. 1.
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hypersthenites of that island with certain syenites and green-

stones, which he describes as not intrusive, though eruptive

after the manner of granites (loc. cit, p. 11-14). The hypers-

thenites are represented in his map as occurring to the west of

Loch Slapin. Specimens in my possession from Loch Scavig,

a little further west, and others' in MaHhilloch's collection from
that vicinity, are however identical with the North American
norites, whose stratified character is undoubted. I called atten-

tion to these resemblances in the Dublin Quarterly Journal for

July, 1863 * and Haughton, who in 1864 visited Loch Scav%,
has since described and analyzed the rock of that locality,

which consists of labradorite, often coarse grained, with pyrox-
ene and ni! -ii in, a bedded
metamorphic rock (Dublin Quar. Jour., 1865, p. 94). He, it may
be remarked, designates it as a syenite, a term which mostlitho-

>ly to rocks whose feldspar is orthoclase.
I desire to call the attention of both American and European

3ta to this remarkable class of rocks, of which the
norites may be regarded as the normal and typical form, in the

hope that they may be induced to examine still farther into the
question of the age and geognostical relations of these rocks in

various regions, and to determine whether the mineralogical and
lithological character which I have pointed out are geological
constants.

Art. XXIIL—On the cause of the color of the Water of Lake
Leman, Geneva; by Aug. A. Hayes, M.D., Assayer to State

of Massachusetts.

The traveler, who enters Switzerland at Geneva, always has

•>n arrested by the beautiful azure color which the

water of Lake Leman presents, especially when, as one looks

into its depths, the color is in coi - reflection

of clothing below the surface, at points where the lai

pursue their avocations.

* I, at the same time, called

: -

Skye, Intermixed with - rn-i.na. .

h the protruded syenites of
"

hat eminent geologist, I cam

atones, holding serpentine,
system (probably

T

siliferous lia-sic hi

American geologists will a

»rs during maL, ,.
New York and New Jersey aa
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^

Many will remember the expression of Sir H. Davy, that
'this color is doubtless due to some compound of iodine,"
and not only chemists, but geologists have speculated on the
cause of this coloration, quite frequently with opposite opinions.
Both in composition and general characters, this water belongs

to a class I have been accustomed to describe as "White
waters," or colorless waters, which, chemically considered, al-

?
v ''.v< llo|il

•' ^lt colled crenate of lime in solution, and markm their color the existence of lime salK in their course as rivers,
or in contact with them, as reposing in true lakes. At many
points in Switzerland these white waters are found, and indi-
eate clearly the occurrence of calcareous matter, more exten-
S1

}"'-'l
v

_

diffused than surface observations of the rocks would
allow in some districts.

Among the Tyrolese Alps, too, lakes and streams present the
same cerulean hue, which gives character and beauty to the
water of Lake Leman, and I have seen even small collections
01 water there apparently as highly colored as the more noted
lakes. "White waters," when clear, always present this hue,

i turbid, a green hue, due to reflect i >i mm part
ot solid matter. In the summer of 1858, I commenced a care-
ful analysis of the water of Lake Leman at Geneva, and had
round a general accordance with the published statements of
composition; but the special search for coloring matter, was
prevented by the inopportune recurrence of rain, and subse-
quent disappointment at a point on the Rhone above the lake.

Since th:
•

.zed by distinguished
chemists, such as Will, Dafour. and Blanche, whose results only
show the presence of more salts in number in the solid matter,

rich we should expect
would occur, under variations of volume and temperature, in
lli

?
water m different seasons.

1 hese analyses, I learned, were made in the usual way of

/ the water for the solid products, and driving off and
collecting the l'iimjs. a method which enables us to answer many
questions, but does not permit the nicer determinations of or-

ganic bodies, if present, in a natural or an altered state. Anal-
ysis so conducted would not allow us to answer the question
ui relation to the cause of color, unless it could be traced to
some known or unknown fixed compound Nor would such

• »f the whole amount
°f matter, naturally dissolved in the water, as it is easy to prove
that a loss of m; tter tak - pi. e •

i irin- the evaporation, even if

conducted at a moderate temperature—the great point of state
ot hydration of the organic salts, and to some extent that of the
saline matter, is ignored entirely when we proceed in this way
*° determine the quantity and kind of constituents.
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Nearly all waters contain living organisms, and their germs,
these matters, in a decomposing state, organic acids, either with
or without bases, in the form of salts, most easily changed by
heat or even by concentration. These substances are very im-
portant constituents, in connection with the uses of the water,
and I could offer many illustrations of damage in manufactory
ing and unfitness for consumption, traceable directly to the pres-

ence of such bodies in waters otherwise desirable, and pn iper fur

extended consumption.
The mode adopted in my examination of the water of Lake

Leman is that which I have usefully applied in a large number
of cases, and with modifications, it is applicable to all waters, in

connection with other well known steps of analysis.
A large volume of the water of Lake Leman was mixed with

a small portion of a diluted solution of sub-acetate of lead

quickly and uniformly diffused. Another portion was treated

me way, with a water solution of pure soap—both pre-

-lowly formed, were collected in a moist state, sub-

examined by the microscope, and were found to con-
tain only the ordinary constituents of white waters, when so
treated.

The negative results of these trials in this connection, were
sufficient to prove the absence of all coloring or colored bodies

ater—the strong attraction of the basic salt of lead for

ing matter is well known—its power of removing col-

ored infusoria is equally great. The calcai
st removes all suspended matter, and

ty matters are dissolved on a glass slide.
It is obvious that in cases of complete analysis of waters,

these precipitates should be subsequently ch.-mi.-allv treated,
and their state of hydration found, and engaged compounds sep-

arated and weighed
6 h k

Chemical analysis, thus conducted, having thrown no light on
the cause of color in this water, has proved the absence of col-

oring substances, and placed it in the list of th.ve waters, v. liich

do not exhibit the color seen in this lake; we are, therefore, led
to ascribe the origin of its peculiar tint to natural i

namely, the reflection and refraction of an axuiv <kv in a color-

less water.
J

The sky coloration of this part of Switzerland earlj engi«**
the observation of Saussure, who even experine ,

'
! - •

i
- < •

i

'tU

of color, while retaining its blue tint All the conditions scor-
ing almost constant blueness of sky, are present in this, and
other parts of Switzerland in a marked degree, and I believe

oded observation will al blue tint of

white water with the deep azure hue of the clear sky above it



By carefully watching the influence of the light from the sky
on the water of this lake, I observed here as elsewhere that
depth of color and tint in the water were modified greatly or
even lost under varied light from the sky. As the sun
the azure tint was replaced by a grayish hue, or a h
color was the closing hue of a series of shades of color. If the

became flecked with small cloud surfaces, the water
responded in unequal coloration, as if the water mirrored the
sky, under this condition of beauty.

In other countries, there are bodies of colorless water which
ao not exhibit the coloration, commonly seen in Lake Leman
water, buch localities are not favored with clear blue skies
tnrough atmospheric constitution, and bluish greenness of tint

"~* approach to azure hue, which the sky permits,
excepting perhaps at rare moments.

f \t
e n£Sative results of chemical analysis

* the effect of reflected and refracted ligh
is over the water of Lake Leman, led me to the conclusion that™e cause of color is found in the peculiar hue of the sky, so
transmitted to the eye by a colorless water.

Boston, Mass., December 10th, 1869.

*£' ^XrV -~ Contributions to Chemistryfrom the Laboratory of
the Lawrence Scientific School No. IX.— On the Potassio-

,

6a/^' A 'v-'s Salt, and some analogous and
related compounds ; by Samuel P. Sadtlee.

The composition of the double nitrite of cobalt and
Potash known by the different names of "Fischer's Salt" and

v,o bait-yellow, ,y
has long been an open question. The follow-ag is a brief statement of the views advanced on the subject.

* ischer* the discoverer of the salt made no analyses of it. St.
^^t who rediscovered it gave as a formula for it Ka0N2e4+
ot>JN

2e4, but does not give the analytical data. Stromeyeri
subsequently showed tl and wrote
the formula €o2 3, 2N2e3+3(K2ON2e3)+2H2e. This formula
is peculiar in making the atom e^Oa combine with 2 atoms of
^ajs- "VYe shall discuss the formula and results farther on.
^rdmann§ first pointed out a distinction between the salt

v"^ in neutral solutions and the salt formed in acid solutions,
which latter he considers as a normal salt He gives both

2-GoO, 3N2 3+3(K2ON2e3)+3N20, and CoAS^es*
3(K2oN2e3)+3H2e

Pogg. Ann., Ixxii, 4TY and Ixxiv, 124. % Ann. Ch. u. Ph., xcvi, 218.

t Jr. pr. Ch., 54, 84 and 58, 185. § Jr. pr. Ch., lxxui, 598.
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or as we shall write it Go26N02+6(KNO
?
) 4-3H2e. Braun* the

last writer on the subject, passes most of the preceding work in

review. He takes up Stromeyer's results, and rejecting his

views as to the composition of the salt analysed by him, figures

for it a number of ingenious but somewhat complicated form-

ulas. He considers that neither the " neutral salt" nor the
" acid salt" of Erdmann can be regarded as anything but mix-

tures or " poly combinations," and for the first of them con-

sidered as such he gives a still more ingenious and com-

plicated formula. We quote it as reduced to its empirical

form by Blomstrand :f CoeaKsaN^HaoO^.^: Braun's own results

are expressed first by a formula containing both -Co2 3 and -GoO,

then by one containing -GoaOg, €oO, N2 3 and N2e5 and finally

by the following

:

3(€o2ea, 3N2e3+4K2e,4N2e3+2H2e)+2(€o2e3,H2e, 2N2e3+
K20, N2 3+3H20).

The experiments made to settle its composition and the results

obtained are as follows : St. Evre ignited the salt in a stream of

nitrogen. Nitric oxyd was given off and the residue was a

black oxyd, which on contact with HC1 gave CI and with
•G

2H2 4 gave -GO^ This I cannot regard as conclusive, M
mere ignition per se will not break up the KN02 , so that the

residue was not pure €o2 3,
; moreover the N2e3 in breaking up

may have given an atom of O to form the €o2 3. Stromeyer
found that NaHO and BaH

2 2 decompose it on gentle warming,
even with exclusion of air, separating the brown hydrated
Co2 8 which dissolves in €!

aH4 2 with a brown, and in

-€
2H2 4 with a green color. This observation is of undoubted

value. He says also that on mixing the neutral solutions, the

absorptio

value. Me says also that on mixing the neut
precipitate is slow in forming, and forms by
O, as is shown by dipping the connecting tube unaer auynn^
of air or oxygen. Erdmann confines himself to an examination
of this last observation of Stromeyer's and finds that the

" neutral salt " can be formed in an atmosphere of pure -£02,

and that therefore there can be no absorption of O in the case.

Braun finds that KHO acts very little upon the salt, merely

changing its color from yellow to a dirty yellowish-green.

NaHO,BaH2e2, -CaH2 2 separate at a boiling heat the brownish-

black hydrated Go^ This is confirmatory of Stromeyer's

observation. Carbonate of silver heated with water and

Fischer's salt gave with separation of the hydrated Go20st

crystals of what from Braun's description were probably

AgNe> KCy did not decompose it

* Zeitsch. AnaL Ch., vii, 313. f Chemie der Jetztzeit, p. 414-
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My own experiments directed toward the solution of the
question of €oO orV^ weie as follows : I found K
observations as to the formation of the " neutral salt" in an
atmosphere of €0

2 correct. I added by means of a funnel
tube a solution of KN02 boiled to expel the air, to a boiled
solution of €0 Cl2 ,

placed at the bottom of a partially closed
vessel, into which a strong stream of €0

2 had been passing for
some time. The salt began nevertheless to form slowly.
W isaing to sift the matter more thoroughly, I made a series of
expenments m eudiometer tubes over mercury. Into a eudi-
ometer tube filled with mercury and perfectly free from air, I
threw up a boiled solution of €oCl2 and then one of KN02.

liie salt began to form soon at the juncture of the two liquids
and then deposited steadily though slowly. After a number
oi hours not the slightest bubble of air was to be seen The
absence of all chance of oxydation here, either from air or
excess of nitrous acid, shows conclusively the protoxyd nature
01 this "neutral salt." The "acid salt" was formed in the
same manner—first a boiled solution of -GoCl

2, then acetic
acid, and then a boiled KN02 solution. A rapid evolution of
gas ensues and the salt forms and falls in a layer on the top of
tue mercurial column. In anon crystal of^oU

2 was sent up and then acetic acid and then KNOj. The
rormation of the salt was almost instantaneous and the evolu-
tion of gas exceedingly rapid. Before drawing any conclusions
trom this, however, the action oJ V0

2 . out of
access of air, was to be studied. Gmelin* states that, when

itric oxyd is evolved
While the liquid takes up N02 and Nge,. This evolution was
round to take place readily over the mercury and the gas

the test of ferrous sulphate and was colored red
sion of air, like the gas evolved in the formation of

the salt. The question now is * I 9 is taken
up in the formation of the salt to oxydize the €oO, to convert
the excess of nitrite into nitrate. The question cannot be
definitely settled, until we have some delicate test for a small
quantity of nitrate in the presence of a large quantity of
nitrite. But there is one thing which I regard as significant,
^ramann made one of his preparations of the "acid salt," by
filtering the mixture of neutral solutions into pure acetic acid.
-Now the greater the excess of acid, the quicker would be the
conversion

. and we should look for a very
s^all amount of the double nitrite salt. Yet it formed as

ad analysis proved it to possess the same constitution
as the other preparations. The inference from this is, that the
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sesquioxyd-forming power of the €o is sufficient to enable it

to take liberated oxygen.

Recourse was now had to analysis as a means of determin-

ing the question. Six distinct preparations of the sa

were made and analyzed. In preparing the salt, the di

made by Erdmann in regard to the formation of different com-

pounds in neutral and acid solutions, was recognized and the

salt was invariably formed in a solution, strongly acidified by

acetic acid in the beginning, and kept so until the end by the

addition of acid, if necessary. The salt of cobalt used was

!. and, in all but the first two preparations, the solu-

tion was boiled to expel air and made acid. A strong solution of

KNO
a
was then added and the mixture was left to stand: 6

to 12 hours generally proved sufficient, and it was then filtered

and washed, according to Erdmann's direction, with a solution

of potassic acetate of about 10 per cent which was displaced

by 80 per cent alcohol. The salt was then dried, first over the

water-bath and then in a water-oven exactly at 100°. I saw no

evidence of a decomposition at this temperature alluded to by

Erdmann.
The results of full analyses of these six preparations warrant

me I think in presenting the following conclusions :

—

1st. That Fischer's salt is a Tri-potassic-Cobaltic-Nitrite, its es-

sential formula being -Go O a,3N a
e

3 -f3(K a
O, N a 3

)+Aq, or

-eo.6Ne 3
+6(KNe

a
)+Aq.

2nd. That it can be formed with 4H
2 0, 3H a

O, 2H„0, H 8
0,

or anhydrous, according to the degree of concentration of the

solutions used, passing in color from a light yellow to a dark

greenish-yellow.

3rd. That in consequence of such dependence, we can, in

in most preparations, fix no absolute point, but are liable to

have a mixture of salts of different degrees of hydration.

The analytical methods used in the analyses of the salt were

the following :

—

The €o was determined first together with the K, as a double

sulphate having the invariable constitution €o a
K 6

5S0 4
.

This sulphate has a distinct fusing-point, and affords an m

rate means of determination. It will be discussed farther w
This is then dissolved, the solution made ammoi
brought to boiling, when the €o is thrown down as "CoS-. This

is roasted and, after treatment with aqua regia and sulphuric

acid, is weighed as neutral «oS0
4

. Or the -Go was thrown

down from the solution of the double sulphates as peroxyd by

acetate of soda and chlorine, and then reduced by hydrogen to

the metallic state.

The potash is then determined by difference.
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by <

alluded to, or directly by volume with tlie Sprengel-pump.
The H o either as above, or by combustion with -Gu in a

stream of €0
a

.

The analytical data and results are appended.

Preparation No. 1.

•2011 gr. salt gave -1732 gr. €o2K 65S0 4
=44-75 p.c. €oO-j-K2

gave also "0656 gr. €oS0 4
= 15-78 p.c. €00=17-47 p.c.

€o2 3 .

it526 gr. salt -ave '1403 <rr. €o,K 65S04
=44-83 p.c. €o0+

K

2

gave also "0529 gr. €oS0 4
=15-74 p.c. €o0=17"42 p.c.

"5147 gr. salt gave 112-7 cc. nitrogen at 15-25° and 483-2 mm. pres.

ip.c.°N2 3 .

. H 20=7OOp.c.H2

:-C,

=45-86 p.c. €o0+K 2

i p.c. -GoO= 17-88 p.c.

=45-66 p.c, 0O0+K 2

•4192 gr. salt gave 102-83 cc. nitrogen at 18-25° and 462-6 mm.
pres.=17'57 p. c. N.=47-70 p. c X2 3 .

;s It gave
•6328 " « -0346 gr. H2

0=5-46 p. c. H20.
•5494 « « .Q296 gr. H 2

0=5-39 p. c. H2 0.

Preparation No. 3.

•6215 gr. salt gave -5682 gr. 0o2K 65S04
=47'5O p. c. €o0-f-K2

gave also -0797 gr. €o=12-82 p.c. €o=18-04 £C €o2 3 .

'

3838 gr. salt gave -5349 gr. €o2K 65S04
=47-6O p.c. €o0+K2

gave also -0740 gr. €o= 12-68 p. c. €o=17'83 p. c. €o 3 .

•4*51 gr salt crave -4088Igr. -Go2K 6
5S04

=47-71 p.c. €o0+K 2

gave also - "• €o=18-14 p. c €o
•5796 gr^salt gM -^=47-77 p. c €o0+K
^. gave also -0735 gr. €o=12'68 p. c. €o=17'83 p. c. €

o

2

With 1-6634 gr. ' lost
*3
?}

6^r
'' ?* WS

€a€l2 tube took up -0710 gr.=4-27 p. c HaO leaving -2906

With Sm'J ^dt^o^uJtio^belo^ *J«S£ fjSSSl
0a€l

2 tube took up "0610 gr.=4-03 p. c. H2
leaving "2692

gr.= 17-80 p. c. N.=48-32 p. c N 2 3 .

AM.JofH.Sci.-~ -M.VBCII.ISTQ.
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Preparation No. 4.

6677 gr. salt gave '6073 gr. €o 2K 65S0 4
=47-26 p. c. €oO+K2

gave also -2258 gr. -€oS04
=16-36 p. c. -Goe=18-ll p. c.

•3590 gr. salt |ave -3264 gr. €o2K fl
5Se4=4V24 p. c. €o04-K 2

gave also -1226 gr. €oS04= 16-52 p. c. €00=18-29 p. c.

With 1-1138 gr. salt, combustion-tube lost -2461 gr., of which
€a€l 2 tube took up -0439=::S-94 p. c. H 2 leaving -2022 gr.
=18-15 p. c. N.=49'27p.c. N 2 3 .

TVith 1-2494 gr. salt, combustion-tube lost -2674 gr., of which
€a€l 2 tube took up -0407=3-26 p. c. H2 0, leaving -2267 gr.

= 18-14 p. c. K=49-25p.c. N 2 3
. " '

S

With Tlosr gr. suit, r,,m!,^tion-mU- 'lost '2533 gr., of which
€a€l2 tube took up -0432=3-73 p. c. H,0 leaving -2101 _-r.

=18-13 p. c. N.=49'20 p. c. N 2 3 .

Preparation No. 5.

2895 gr. salt gave -2633 gr. €o2K65Se 4
=47'26 p. c. €oO+K2

onno
gaV

,

6 als° '°382 ^°= 13 "20 p. c. €o=] 8-56 p. c. -Go.OS.
3993 gr. salt gave -3644 gr. €oaK 65S0 4

=47-42 P.c. €oO+K,«
KHAh

8*y
±

•!«>
p. c. €o=18-70p.c. €o 2

O a .

•5747 gr. salt gave -5243 gr. €o2K 65SO4=47-40 p. c. tW+K,e
KOen

gaV
,

e al8° '°769 Sr- <3o=13'38 p. c. €o=18-82 p. c. €oA
•59o9 gr. salt gave -5443 gr. €o2K 65S04=47-46 p. c. V
With HS51 '

of which
* at I3 tube took up -0459=3-66 p. c. H2 leaving -2299 gr.

= 18-31 p. c. N.=49-69 p. c. N2 3
X 1

^
1
i
6

,

4 gr
;

Salt
%
combustion-tube lost -2556 gr., of which

t,a6I tube took up -0479=4-18 p. c. H2 leaving "2077 gr.

=18-12 p. c. N.=49-18 p. c. N 2 3 .

Preparation No. 6.

•8154 gr. salt gave -7644 gr. €o2K 65S0 4=48-71 p c €oO+K 2
gajedso -2823 gr. €oS0

4=l 6 -75 p.c. €oO=18-54 p.c

•5453 gr. salt gave -5110 gr. €o2R 65S04 =48-69 p. c. €oO+K 2
|ave^also -1885 gr. €oSG

4=16-73 p.c. €oO=18-5l p.c

•8805 gr. salt gave -6373 gr. €o 2K 65S0 4 =48-66 p. c. €oO+Iv 2
gave^also -2358 gr. €oS0

4= l 6 -77 p. c. €oO=1855 p.c^

•3712 gr. salt gave -3480 gr. €o2K 65S04=48-7l p. c €oO+K 3

b also -1297 gr.' €o4e 4

(
> gr. -;«H, combustion-1

12 tube took up -01 16=0- to 1

=18-87 p. c. N=51-21 p. c. N2o'

With T5460 gr. salt, combustion-tube lost -3033 gr., of which

,0 i*
*£** nP '0116=0-75 p. c. H2 leaving -201 7

gr.

=18'87p.c.N=51-21nr» W A 1 2 5
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Prep. No. 1. Prep. No. 2.

€o26Ne 2+6(KNT 2)+4H 2 O. €o26N02+6(KN02)+3H3
<

€o 2 3
- 17-00 17-45 17-32 T^Y

£4—28-94 29-00 29"48 29"70
K 2 3

—46-69 45-21 47-57 47-22
H

tO— 7-37 6-99 5-63 5"43

Prep. No. 3. Prep. No. 4. and 5.

€o 26N02 +6(KN0 2)+2H2 0. €o26N'02+6(KN'e 2)+3H2 ^

€o2 3
-17-65 17-96 17-99

K
2 — 30-04 31-41* 30-63

N e
3
_48-48 47-87 49-43

H20— 3-83 4-15 1-95

Prep. No. 6.

Go26K024-6(KN02 ).

30-61

49-43

3-92+

It will be seen that, while the general coincidence is well sus-
tained, there are , iations. We can only call

attention to certain facts in explanation 1st. W [»r. , ly 1 ve
in some of these preparations, m
degrees of hydration. 2nd. The salt cannot be purified by

lization. 3rd. The acetate of potash with
at washed is, as Eose^: remarks, only removed with diffi-

culty by the alcohol.
Having formed from these analytical results our conclusions,

let us see if we can find any confirmation of them from other
sources. Langg states that although the corresponding soda
and ammonia salts were probably tbnm I, yet they could not
be obtained on account of their solubility. By using a strong
KaNO

a solution,
||
I succeeded in obtaining the new soda com-
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pounds, which I am about to describe. To a solution of €oCI2t

which had been boiled and then acidified with acetic acid I

added an excess of KaNOa solution. The mixture instantly

became of a dark color and a yellowish-brown salt began to

form, with brisk evolution of nitric oxyd. After some hours,

when the evolution of gas was progressing but slowly, I added
some more of the NaNO

?
solution, testing also to assure myself

that the solution was acid, and in a little while the solution

began to assume a yellowish color, and I found a clear yellow
salt depositing. This led to the conjecture that there were two
distinct soda salts. I accordingly sought to obtain them dis-

tinct for analysis. This I found to be difficult The brown
salt I readily got almost pure, but succeeded only partially in

obtaining the yellow one distinct. The brown salt continues to

form, to a greater or less extent, even after the formation of the
yellow one has begun. The preparations were all washed with
acetate of soda, which . talcohoL Fromanaly-

iii, and from other and subsequent results, I am led to
- bem as salts analogous to Fischer's salt and differing

from each other in the number of atoms of NaN02 in combina-
tion with the -Go^NO* The brown salt I would Jail ;. dl-wHo-

itrite, and the yellow one ,-,7v, giv-

ing them respectively the formulas:

€o26N02 +4(NaNO*)+H 20. And €o 36N0 2
+ 6(NaNO 2

)+H2
O

The following are the analytical results

:

Brown Salt. 1st Preparation.
•5400 gr. salt gave -46*76 gr. €o,Na

44S0 4=39-94 p. c. £JoO +Xa2
also gave "2374 gr. -GoSe4

=21-27 p. c. €oO=23'54 p. c.

•5866 gr. salt gave -5041 gr. -Go2Na 44S04
=39'64 p. c. €oO + Xa2

also gave -2615 gr. €oS0
4
=2i-57 p. e. €oO=:23-87 p.c.

Brown Salt. 2nd Preparation.
•5602 gr. salt gave -4805 gr. €o2Na44S04

=39-57 p. c. €oO +Na2
^-o gave -2425 gr. €oSO

4
=20'95 p.c. €JoO=23-18 p. c.

. salt gave -4027 gr. €o2Na 44S0 4
=39-

:
'2026 gr. -eoSO

4
=20-99 p. r&

With 1-7054 gr. salt, combustion-tube lost '4476 gr., of which w
€a€l2 tube took up -1156 gr.=6-78 p. c. H2 leaving '2920

gr.=17-12 p. c. N.^46-47 p. c. N 2 3 .

had gone into solution. It is now filtered end the filtrate evaporated to an ofly con-

in it will almost all crystallize out. We filter it again
and if we wish it still purer we can give it the treatment with alcohol described by

CSl u. Ph., 125, 335). This frees it completely from saltpetre and
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Yellow Salt. 1st Preparation.

2 gr. salt gave '5448 gr. €o2
Na

6
5SO-4 =39-22 p. c. -GoO+Na

the -Go determination was lost,

5gr. salt gave '4994 gr. €o2Na 65Se 4
=39-28 p. c. €08 + Na

also gave "2431 gr. €oS0 4= 18-55 p. c. -€00= 20-53
}

€o2 3 .

Yellow Salt. 2nd Preparation.

7 gr. salt gave -3700 gr. €o 2
Na 65SO 4

=40-25 p. e. €oe+Na
! gr. -CoS04= 19-86 p.C. €oO=21-98 f

€o2O a .

5 gr. salt gav I gr. €o2 Ts
Ta 65S04

=
gr. €oS0 4= 19-96

Yellow Salt. 3rd Preparation.

"8554 gr. salt gave '7354 gr. €o2Na 65S04
=39-25 p. c. €oO + !S'a 2e

also gave "3543 gr. €o*O4
=20-04 €oO=22-18 p. c.

€o2 3 .

€o26X02-f4(NaX0 2
)4-H2 0. €oa

6Ne2
+6(XaN0 2)+H 2e.

€o
2 3

— 24-13 23-71 23-21 20-10 20'5:3 22-04 22 IS

Na
24— 18-02 18-37 18*70 22"52 20-70 20*31 19-21

K
ae 3
—55-23 47-07 (?)* 55"20 [20'54]

H20_ 2-62 6-66 (?)* 2-18

Some error connected with the €a€l2 tube which I am
entirely, unable to account for has here caused an error. It

will be observed that in each case the total loss of the co-n-

bustion-tube is very nearly what the theor. per cent of H20+N
would demand, while the increase in the €a€la tube is out of

all proportion. If we examine the results in the yellow salt.

we see that all these preparations are more or less imxtuiw.

The last preparation indeed might be put equally under the

bead of the 2-atom salt, the per cent in brack, r showing r = ,e

per cent N >ther fomrak We
lately, however, not dependant solely on th •

evidences of the existence of these rw.* sa'.ts. < > 1 account of

ity, we are enabled to obtain substitution

compounds from them, which throw very strong light on the

: nitrites. In on 1 -

nd of luteocobalt was added to the wine-colored nitrate, which

* The found per centals of N +H 29 in the brwn salt is the average of two
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probably held some of both salts

tendency which luteocobalt possess
suggested to Dr. Gibbs that some results might be here obtained.
A beautiful yellow crystalline salt formed and set:

readily. I then prepared a considerable amount of it for anal-

ysis. It proved to be as good as insoluble in cold water. 30
thm its washing was an easy matter. Its analysis shows very
clearly that it was formed from the tri-sodio-cobalti.fi nitrite, or
yellow soda salt, which existed in the solution, and that one
atom of luteocobalt exactly replaces the three of NaaO, giving
it the formula

:

€o2 , 6N02 -f-€o 212NH 3 , 6N-e2+H2 0.

The following are the analytical results

:

•5627 gr. salt gave -3471 gr. €oS04
=29'85 p. c. €o6=33'03p.c

*2867 gr. salt gave -1770 gr. €o&04=29-87 p. c. €oO=:33-06 p.c.

€o2 3 .

•5834 gr. salt gave 176-88 cc. nitrogen at 3° and 66129 mm. =
32-79 p. c. K=19-91 p. c. KH

3 and 44-50 p. c. N,0 8 .

1-0866 gr. salt gave with (
•,.+ <-,! h+ -

<

<

r < >
4
-3745 gr.=34-46 p. c.

H
2e=32-09 p. c. from NH

3 -f-
2-37 p. c. H

a O".

€o2 ,
6N02-f€o 212NH 3 , 6N0a+HaO.

€0 2O 3 32-87 33-04
'

NH
3
-20-20 19-91

Na 3-45-15 44-50
H20— 1-78 2-37

I now tried chlorid of p
solution a

to that of luteocobalt, its formula being-

€o26NO2-f€o2l0NH 3 6NO 2+H 2 O.

The following were the analytical results

:

•3186 gr. salt gave -1974 gr. €oS0
4=29-98 p. c. €oO=33-18 p. c

€oa , 6NO a -f-€o210NH 3 , 6Nea+H 20.

-Go2 3
—34-02

'

33-18

This salt is not nearly as insoluble, however, as the luteocobalt
salt and but a little oi ,. At first I got it as

a yellow and very crystalline salt on the sides of the be;

-•me little time. Tho erv^uls rxamined under the
microscope were beautifully defined moB
termmal planes. The portion I analyzed had more of the color
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of the salts of roseo-cobalt and showed under the microscope a
star-shaped aggregation of small crystals.

I also formed in the soda-salt solution a yellowish xantho-
cobalt compound having probably an analogous constitution

but did not get enough of it to analyze. Examined under the

microscope, the crystals were seen to be of a peculiar cup-shaped
appearance and quite large and pointed.

The ammonium salts were next examined. That one at least

existed had been found by Gibbs and Genth,* although it had
not been analyzed by them. Erdmannf had, however, formed an

urn salt exactly corresponding to Fischer's salt. I suc-

ceeded in forming this and another, the two exactly correspond-

ing in constitution to the two soda salts. The circumstances un-

der which the different salts form I am not able, however, to state

at all positively, except that in forming the 3-atom salt I had

more concentrated -GoCl2 and NHiN^ solutions. They are

both bright yellow and could not be distinguished by their color.

We may term them the ili-amnto.vo-' l-ilfic nitrih and the tri-

amrnonio-cobaltic nitrite, their formulas being respectively

€o 2GN02 -f4(NH4N02)H-2H 2

and €o 26N0 2
+6(NH.i

N02)+2H2 0.

The following were the analytical results

:

Two-atom Salt.

•44U5 gr. salt gave "2022 gr. C!oSe4=2r77 p. e. ^00=24-09 p. C.

€o 2 3 .

Three-atom Salt.

•2992 gr. salt gave -1145 gr. €oS04
=lS-53 p. c. €oO=r20-5l p. c.

•4169 gf. salt |ave "1602'gr. €oS0 4= 18-59 p. c. -Goe=20-58 p. c

€oa6KOa°+4(&H4NO2 ) + 2H2
e.€o2

6Ne2
+6(NH4N'es)-f2Ha0.

€o
2 3
—24-20° 24-09 20'39 20-55

Lang is more nearly riirht in the case of these ammonia corn-

soluble. I was unable, however, to obtain any sal

compounds. With this \
to draw some conclusions. We find that our luteo«->-

rc-seocobalt compounds arc .-.vi^y - il^on- T"
:

;

r;.v nids of lut.sx'obalt and roseoo b::lr f nned
.

genth^the only difference being
N0

2 here replaces the monatomic radical Uy. inis l

* Researches on Ammonia cobalt bases, p. 48
f

Jour. Pr. Ch., xevn, 405.
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a aid of potassium, from which the salts of Q
Genth were formed. With this view of these salts, we are able

to discern yet other analogies. Iridium forms a number of ses-

quioxjd salts very similar to those of cobalt. We have, indeed,

two double chlorids of iridium, exactly analogous to the 2-atom

and 8-atom soda or ammonia salts. Their formulas are

Ir2 Cl 6+4KCl and lr2Cl e+6KCl
in which we should expect monatomic CI to

able by monatomic NO , and so we find that it is. Dr. Gribbs

has discovered an iridium salt, having the formula

Ir26N02-f-6(KN0 2)+2H 20,

an exact analogue of Fiscln r*s salt. Lang* also has discovered

a rhodium salt, whose formula Rh26N0 2-f-6(KN"02 ) is precisely

analogous. If we place together for a moment the three salts

in question, their identity of constitution becomes apparent

lr2 3 , 3N 2 3+3(K 20, K 2 3 ) or Ir,6N0 +6(KN0 2
)—Gibbs.

fih2 3 , 3X 2e 3
+ 3(K 20, N2 3 ) or Kh 26N0 2

+6(KNe 2
)—Lang.

eo2 3, 3N203-r-3(K2
0", N O,) or €o26N02+6(KN02)—Sadtler.

If, therefore, we are to place any dependence at all upon analogy?

the universal occurrence of the hexatomic €oa atom in all our

compounds, is what we should expect, a priori. The analyses

of the series of salts I think fully confirms this expectation.
I have now to discuss some related compounds—those formed

hi i itra! >oluti >ns. Erdmaun first pointed out the distinction

bet'.veen these and the normal Fischer's salt. He obtained and

utral salt. " I obtained one corresponding

bio. By a-"-

j. solution c

[line precipitate, which was shortly followed by

^ stalline greenish salt, which was again followed

lowish precipitate, with little or no crys-

The appearances were indicative of the

formation of three protoxyd compounds. This how-
ever. I found was not the case. The black precipitate under
the microscope was seen to consist of beautifully defined cubes
°f ii '>'!',•' 'la:\. _i--n color, and tip- green precipitate was seen

to '' " '-si of similar cubes, though much smaller. Analysis

proved them to be the same salt in different states

ttion. On adding a warm concentrated solution of

K>>->, however, to a warm concentrated solution of -Goda

is formed but a flocculent yellow pi

tch I formed over mercury in the

eudiometer tube. The formulas of these salts appear to be as

* Royal Swedish Acad. Trans., 1864.



follows. For the black or green salt 2(€o2N03 ) + 2(KN"e.,) +H2e
and for the yellow salt €o2N02+2(KN02)+H 2 0, and the first

may be termed a pot the second a
potassio-mono-cobaltous nitrite. Appended are the analytical
results.

Prep. No. 1.—Black Salt, very crystalline.

•5421 gr. salt gave -5421 gr. €o 2K 23S0 4
=50-43 p. c. -GoO+K2

also gave -3425 gr. €oSO
4
=30-57 p. c. €oO.

7341 gr. salt gave -7361 gr. €o2K 23SO4
=50-57 p.c. €oO-f-K 2e

also gave -4662 gr. €oSO
4
=30-73 p. c. €oO.

Prep. No. 2.~Green Salt (had not been washed for analysis.

•3003 gr. salt gave -3063 gr. -Go2K,3Se4=51-44 p.c. CoO+KjO
also gave -1846 gr. €oS04=29-74 p. c. €oO.

•3221 gr. salt gave -3286 gr. do2Ka3&e4=51-45 p.c. €oO+KaO
also gave -1971 gr. £JoSe4= 20-61 p. c. €oO.

Prep. No. 3.—Black and Green Salts mixed, very crystalline.

•6942 gr. salt gave -6078 gr. €o2K 3SO*=50-70 p. c. €oO+ 2KO
also gave "4410 -r. f'oS0 4

—30-74 p. c. -CoO.
•4713 gr. salt gave -4730 gr. €o2K«3S04

=50-62 p.c. €oO=K2

also gave -3004 gr. €oSO4=30-84 p. c. €oO.

Prep. No. L— Yellow Salt.

'2702 gr. salt gave -2631 gr. €oK22SO4
=50"05 p. c. €oO+K2

also -u, -l •-':;-. -jr. Co^> =-2"l2 ]>. e. "GoO.
•4615 gr. salt gave -4407 gr. €oK22SO4

=50-08 p. c. €oO-fK2

also gave -2103 gr. €o&04=22'05 p. c. €oO.

2(€o2N02)+2(KK02)-fH2e. €o2NOs+2(K]Sre2)+H8e

€oO-,30-60 30-65 20-67 30-70 22-11 22'08
K20—19-22 19-85 21-78 19-87 27*77 27"09

^40.^46-51 44-80
H

20- 3-67 5-31

In looking over the analytical data of these analyses of pro-

°i salt take ates obtained. The
explanation is very simple, and yet I believe there is involved

J

n it a fact of import;:

Jo the similarity of atomic weight- f X,< ^M ,0and
w) with which the bases are combined. Now in none of the
VerJ many determinations made in the "acid salts." do we iind

i I arity. On the contrary we find the weight of double
•'

» be invariably less tli. : ^en an<i

J a fixed ratio. The «
~ rliat €o2e33N 2e, by

digestion with H2SO is converted into two atoms of neutral
€oSO* and becomes 2(€oS04). 2€o0

5
2^2 3 simply assumes
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S0 3 instead of ]S"2 3 and becomes likewise 2(£!oS04).

first loses and atom of NO 3 which the second does not.

have here a strong evidence of the totally different habit

the €0 atom in the " neutral " and in the " acid " salts.

results in the case of Fischer's salt proper,

series of analogous and related compounds, which I have
described in this connection, and noticed the conclusions to be

drawn from them, before summing up my argument, I will

examine how the results of Stromeyer, Erdmann and Braun
compare with my own. In the first case I think the last argu-

ment drawn from the similarity of weights of double nitrite and
double sulphate in the protoxyd salts and the difference of

weights of double nitrite and double sulphate in the'sesquioxyd
salts, effectually precludes our assigning a formula like that of

Stromeyer, in which 2(N2 3) combines with €o30«, to the nor-

mal Fischer's salt. The salt Stromeyer analyzed was probably
a mixture of " acid " and " neutral " salts, as ho sp >aks of adding

"a little acetic acid." It is easily seen that a mixture of the
" and the yellow " neutral salt " would give figures

approximating to his. Erdmann's results correspond in the

main to the analysis of my second preparation. The only 1 1 i (far*

ence then is that I have introduced a generalization, which I

think my figures fully justify. With Braun' s results, I am
hardly able to make a comparison, as he made his pr<

in a manner totally different from that followed by either Erd-

mann or myself. His formulas, as might be inferred from my
statement of them in the beginning of this paper, I am still less

able to accept.

To sum up briefly, the reasons for regarding Fischer's salt as

a potassio-cobaltic nitrite, having the essential formula

€o26N02
-
r-6(KNO )+aq. are—

1st. The liberation of at the moment of its formation and

the rapidity with which, under these circumstances, the salt

forms, would seem to justify the assumption.
2nd. The analy^s of hy di-tim-t pivptiratioin sustain it,

3rd. The existence of corresponding sodic and amm<
is proved by analysis.

4th. The formation of substitution compounds exactly analo-

gous to well known salts is proved by analysis.
5th. The analogy of Fisher's silt to double cyanids, chlorids

and nitrites proved to contain a similar hexatomic atom.
6th. The difference of ratio between the weights in the pro-

toxyd and sesquioxyd salts is marked and constant throughout

Accepting these proofs, we will sum up with equal brevity

the formulas of the salts analyzed on this view :

—
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ibaltic nitrite, -€036X02+6(KX02)+aq.
I>;->o.lio-col.:ilti<- nitrite, €o,'3Xf>2+4fXaX02)-|-H 2e.
Tri-so,lio-cobaltie nitrite, €o,GX
Di-ammonio-cobaltic nitrite, €o36Xe2-f-4(XH4Xe2)+2H2e.

Tri-ammonio-cobaltic nitrite, €o26X02+6(XII4XB a )+ 2lIo<->.

Luteocobaltio-eobalti.iiirrirr, f ,v>r, X <->,+ C<>„12XIL>6 Xf>.,-j-H,.H.

Roseocobaltio-cobaltie nitrite, T-.-iN'^
E
+€o210XH 2,6Ne2-r-H2O.

Xanthocobaltio-cobaltic nitrite,

Potassio-dicobaltous nitrite, 2(€o2X02)+2(KX02)+II20.

Potassio-raonocobaltous nitrite, €o2X02+2(KXe2)+H2e.

and

In the course of my examination of these salts, I had an
opportunity of comparing the relative merits of the different

analytical methods employed. A brief statement in regard to

them may be of some value.
1st. Determination of -Go and K. The double

method alrea.lv alluded to, was first proposed by Gibbs and
Genth,* and I find it to give extremely close results. Sul-

phuric acid is added to the weighed portion of the salt in a

porcelain crueiblr. which is th. either by a

ring gas burner from above, or by radiation
a sheet-iron crucible. After the nitrous acid is all driven off

with most of the excess of sulph hates begin

to fuse and as th< ' acid goes off, they

• aim fusion. They will then bear a very consid-

erable increase of heat without farther decomposition. I

found this method capable of extension to both the s

as well as to the protoxyd salts, the double sulphates formed

depending upon the proportion

of the bases in the original salts. The soda sulphates did not

appear, however, to possess as pei " '^ double

• tv,,ui]<V.-hci s salt, while the double -

from the pp •
m propor-

tion to their greater ratio of €0. I give an instance in proof

of the accuracy of this method. Four determinations of

^oO+KaO were made in preparation No. 6 of Fischers salt in

the manner described. The percentages of double ox,

Gauhef

without obtaining good results. Several points are to be noticed

however. ]
^e compo-

eitiouof the double - a mixture oi acid

and "ne.ro '
am°™*

deposited." This was before Erdmanns paper had appeared.

f Zeitsch. Anal Ch., iv, p. 56.
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Again, Gauhe will find that Gibbs and Genth never even men-
tioned the use of (NH4)2

€03 in this connection, so that his ex-
periments were plainly made under different conditions from
those proposed.

2d. Determination of €o. I prefer to determine €o as neutral
€oS04. We have the advantage here of determining the
Co in the form of a compound of higher atomic weight, thus
lessening our errors of analysis. The cobalt is precipitated from
the solution of the double sulphates as €oS, washed with hot sul-

phid of ammonium water, dried and roasted and then converted
into sulphate with the aid of aqua acid. The
results are good, although not so exact as in the case of the fusi-

ble double sulphates. I also determined €o as metal byH after

its precipitation as hydrated oxyd by CI and acetate of soda,
a method proposed by Popp.* Instead of CI I found it far

more convenient in practice to use a strong solution of C12 4,

which is a powerful oxydizing agent, and as it can be kept,
becomes a useful laboratory reagent. This method, however,
does not always give good results, on account of the difficulty of
washing the hydrated -Co2e3 till free from alkali.

3d. Determination of the K This was done, first by the
modification of Bunsen'sf method proposed by Dr. W. Gibbs,}
which space will not permit me to give in detail. The reader
is therefore referred to the original paper. Suffice it to say, that

rtes and nitrites to which is an excel-
th< id. The loss of the combustion-tube can 1 m

but N and H2e. If, therefore, v ins the H2

-. the remainder is N. Whether, therefore, the H2
is

accurate, or high from hygroscopic moisture, the nitrogen must
rate, being subject to no source of error.

The nitrogen was also determined by volume, using the Spren-
gel-pump. This method was first proposed

in analyses of potable waters, but he did not apply i*

then to organic analysis. The application, however, had been
made in this laboratory by Dr. Gibbs some months before Dr.

i a received. A vacuum is first made i D the

n-tube by means ofthe mercury-pump. The delivery-
tube from the pump is then connected with a Simpson's receiver
and the vacuum destroyed by heating some €02 placed in the

anterior portion of the tube. Any excess of €Oa is absorbed
by the KHO solution in the receiver. The combustion is now
made. A final vacuum is then obtained by the pump and the

to a eudiometer-tube and measured according to the methods of

ths. The results are generally good, but depend upon

* Ana Ch. u. Ph., 131, 363. + Ann. Ch. u. Ph., 72, 40.

% This Jour., nxvii, 350. £ Jour. Ch. Soc, 1868, p. 90.
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the vacuum obtained at the beginning and end, on the perfect
combustion, and on the perfect transfer of the gas.

In conclusion I would present my grateful acknowledgments
to Dr. W. Gibbs, to whose kindness I am indebted for the selec-
tion of my subject, for the use of materials, and for many val-

uable suggestions during the prosecution of my work.

Aet. XXV.—Notice of some Fossil Birds,from the Cretaceous and
Tertiary Formations of the United States ; by O. C. Mabsh,
Professor of Paleontology in Yale College.

The remains of Birds described from European rocks are at
present limited in the Mesozoic to the famous Archxopteryx
of the Jurassic, and apparently a single species only from the
Cretaceous ; but in the Tertiary period, and especially in the
Miocene and Pliocene, this class was very fully represented by
many of the modern types, and numerous species have already
been described by Owen, von Meyer, Gervais, Hebert, Lartet,
Gaudry, A. Milne-Edwards, and other paleontologists. In this
country, however, since the discovery that the three-toed foot-

tlie Connecticut river sandstone were probably all made
by Dinosaurian reptiles, no species of birds have been included
in our extinct fauna, as, with this apparent exception, none have
been described from any North American strata. Eecent ex-

plorations, however, have shown that remains of this class are
not wanting in the later formations of the United States, and
that the Cretaceous and Tertiary, especially, contain representa-
tives of many interesting forms.
The bones of birds, as might naturally be expected, are

usually the rarest of vertebrate fossils, particularly in marine
deposits

; but, fortunately, those parts of the skeleton most likely

to be preserved are especially characteristic, so that even small

portions not unfrequently admit of accurate determination,

although their investigation is a work of considerable difficulty,

even where ample material for comparison with recent species

is available. The specimens briefly described in the present

preliminary notice, although nearly all fragmentary, are in an
excellent state of preservation ; and most of them show strongly

parked characters, which indicate at least the near affinities of

the species they represent. If the interpretation of them here

given be correct, they prove the existence, in this country, even

before the close of the Mesozoic, of an interesting and varied

group of aquatic birds, and suggest for this period a very rich

avine fauna.
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Eemaiks of Cretaceous Birds.

Among the fossils under consideration are specimens indicat-

ing five species of Cretaceous birds, the remains of which were
found in the greensand of New Jersey, and with a single ex-

ception in the middle marl bed. The specimens are all miner-

alized, and in the same state of preservation as the bones of the

extinct reptiles which occur with them in these deposits : and
hence are re., 1 1 1 \ -

1 -' _ - i.-d from the remains of Por-i-h ri.ary

and recent birds, which have occasionally been found near the

surface in the greensand excavations of that region. In most
instances, moreover, a record of the discovery places the geolog-

ical horizon of the present fossils beyond a doubt.

Laornis Edvardsianus Marsh, gen. et sp. nov,

The most interesting, in many respects, of the specimens from
the Cretaceous is a portion of th extremity of

a left tibi whicli indicntt's a sp.vii.'s.appaiviitl of a s inn >-

bird, nearly as large as the common wild swan' (Cygmis Am>.-ri-

canus Sharpless). The specimen is well preserved, and shows
that the tibia, when entire, was of medium length, and quite
robust. The condyles of the distal end are broader anteriorily
than deep, the inner condyle being more prominent in front,

and the outer one projecting somewhat farther behind. The
i 1 v loid space is wider than either condyle. The supc*
bridge—one of the most rh. r u-t. n-ta ] ortions of the

skeleton, when present—is well ossified, and still uninjuj £
It is submedial in position, straight, transverse, of moderate

ad spans a deep and well defined canal, which was
traversed by the extensor tendon of the toes. The outer mar-
gin of the canal is low and obtuse, as in most of the Gallin <-

'-

ous birds. The inner margin is the more prominent, and just

above the upper edge of the bridge it supports an elongated
tubercle for the inner attachment of the oblique ligament. Op-
posite the bridge, on the other margin, there is a large triangular
elevation, which is separated by a shallow transverse groove from
the exterior condyle. To this prominence the outer end of the

oblique ligament was attached. The outlet of the canal above
the bridge is transversely elliptical in outline and the one be-

low more oval, and looking forward, and slightly outward
Just below this aperture, there is a shallow depression in the

inter-condyloid space, similar . to that in

the tibia of the wild goose {Bern .. although
rather deeper, and more oblique. The under trochlear surface

is but slightly concave transversely, and has a faint median ele-

- m the tibia of the swan ; but in the present specimen
this is continued along the entire posterior .-' <::-: v/iiic! is

broad, with a slight, transverse concavity. On the lower surface
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of the inner condylar ridge there is a shallow notch, resembling
in shape and position that in the tibia of some of the Gulls, es-

V" ^ tin II i iii-Mi ill i A--, s ./ / <w?/,s Briinn.). The ecto-
condyloid surface is unusually cin i r in out me ; nd lias, lor

foment of the external, articular ligament, a low tuber-
<i<;. a little behind and below its central point. Just in front of
this, there is a shallow groove extending directly upward. The
ento-condyloid surface is moderately transverse, and has on its

anterior portion, for the attachment of the internal ligament, a
large irregular tubercle, which is connected by a low ridge with
the prominent inner margin of the tendinal canal. A portion
of the fibular ridge remains on the upper part of the specimen,
and a faint indication of its continuation can be traced nearly
to the ecto-condyloid surface, where it passes into a small, acute,
elongated tuberdr. which i, just outside of the triangular prom-
inence, already mentioned. Between these two elevations, there
is a deep groove for the tendon of the short tibial muscle, and

small elongated foramen, leading obliquely
1 ''"• i I and inward.
The portion of the shaft preserved is robust, and somewhat

flattened in an anteroposterior direction. In the lower fourth
of the bone, the transverse diameter gradually increases, and

aaximnm at the extremity of the 'distal condyles.

3 to expand
above the lower condyles, closely resembling in this re s

tibia of the turkey
;
and it has at this point little of the marked

mward curvature, characteristic of the swimming bird?, but is

so straight, that its median plane, if continued, would divide
the trochlear surface nearly equally.
The dimensions of the specimen are as follows :

—

Length of portion preserved, . . . 70

•

mm -

Width of condyles in front, . . . 23'

Depth of outer'condyle, . . - .19-1
Width of bridge at center, . . .

5-2

Transverse diameter of upper outlet, .
5-

Transverse diamt-UM- <>f h'wi-r outlet, • •
4-4

Transverse diameter of shaft where broken, . 1 1
'8

Anteroposterior diameter of shaft where broken, 9*6

A consideration of the characteristic points of this interesting

-hat it should be placed in the
order Natatorcs, but additional remains will probably be
required to determine its exact affinities. It shows a strong

resemblance in several respects to the Lamettirostres, and also to

the Longipennes, but differs essentially from the typical forms
°f both these groups. For the extinct genus evidently rei ab-

sented by this specimen the name Laornis* is proposed. The

* Aoof, stone, and "Opvic, bird.
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place this hitherto neglected
'

foundation.*

This unique specimen was found in the greensand of the

upper, Cretaceous marl bed, at Birmingham, New Jersey, in the

pits of the Pemberton Marl Company, and was presented to

the Museum of Yale College by the superintendent, J. C. Gas-

kill, Esq.

PaUeotringa littoralis Marsh, gen. et sp. nov.

The present collection contains, also, some remains i

birds from the Cretaceous, and among them are specimens indi-

cating two species, apparently belonging to the Chalice. Each of

these is represented by a portion of the shaft, and the lower ex-

tremity of i
' «bly by some other fragmentary,

but less ei i the skeleton. The tibia of the

larger species resembles in size and general form that of the

European Curlew {Nummius arquata Linn.). The condylesof

the distal end are expanded anteriorly, but in their posterior

extension continue upward as acute, prominent ridges. The

inner condyle is somewhat narrower than the outer. The inter-

condyloid

verse groove,

surface is broad, slightly concave transversely, and its median

portion nearly flat, especially at the extremity. Its upper, pos-

terior surface projects slightly beyond the face of the

shaft. The ecto-condy-loid surface is smooth, and somewhat

concave. The supratendinal bridge is narrow, very th

'

verse, and has its outer edge on the median line. The tendinal

canal is very broad and deep, and its floor nearly fiat. In its

general features it resembles the canal of the Herring, or Silvery

Gull. The aperture below the bridge is oval in outline, and

looks forward, and slightly inward and downward. On the

outer margin of the canal, just above the exterior condyle,

there is a triangular rugose surface, to which the oblique liga-

ment was apparently attached. This surface project-

so as to produce a slight swelling at this point on the side 01

the shaft The interior margin of the canal is the more acute,

and just above the bridge has on its inner edge a sn

gated and inflected tubercle for the attachment of the upper

end of the oblique ligament.

The shaft of the tibia is slender, and has its narrowest part

at the beginning of the lowest fourth, or a little above where

the margins of the tendinal canal begin. From this point

* Recherches sur les Oiseaux Foasiles de la France. 4to. Paris, 1867-70.
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>L the shaft curves slightly forward, and also expands
transversely, but much more gradually than in most wading
birds. The lower half of the tibia is unusually flat in front,
and very convex behind. A transverse section of the broken
end is broadly oval.

The admeasurements of this tibia are as follows :

—

Length of portion preserved, - - - 43-5mm -

Width of condyles in front, 9*7

Depth of outer condyle, .... 8 '6

Width of bridge at center, - - - - T6
Transverse diameter of upper outlet, - - 2-

Transverse diameter of lower outlet, - - 1-9

Transverse diameter of shaft where broken, - 4-7

Antero-posterior diameter of shaft where broken, 3*8

The remains on which this species is established are from
the Cretaceous greensand of the middle marl bed. They were
discovered by Nicholas Wain, Esq., in his marl pits, at Horners-
town, New Jersey, and by him presented to the Museum of
Yale College.

Pakeotringa vetus Marsh, sp. nov.

Thej
right tibia, wnicn is oi peculiar mt

a) bird-bone discovered in this country. It is men-
tioned by Dr. Morton in his Synopsis, as "the tibia of a bird
belonging to the genus Scohpax;"* and subsequently by Dr. Har-
lan, who regarded it as the femur of a bird allied to the same
genus,f The specimen has since remained in the collection of
the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia, but no de-

scription of it has been published, probably owing to the fact
that it has generally been regarded as a recent species, accident-
ally introduced into the deposit where found. It is, however,
thoroughly fossilized, and in precisely the same state of pres-

ervation as the remains of birds, since discovered in the same
region, which are known to be of Cretaceous age, and hence its

antiquity cannot now be fairly called in question.

This specimen indicates a species about half the size of P.

or about as large as the Hudsonian Godwir
ffudsonica Swain.). In general form and proportions it closely

resembles the tibia ju-i d.-< nbed. Tin- imperially evident
m the very gradual, transverse expansion of the lower end of

; and in the broad concave trochlear surface, with no
indications of a median elevation, or of the peculiar flattening of
the inferior surface, which is seen in many of the Snipe family,

del* f^0psis of the 0r^nic Remains of the Cretaceous of the U. S., p. 32, Phila-
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One of the most important differences between them, howeyer,

broader i

forward. The inter-condyloid space, also, has a distinct trans-

verse depression, which is but faintly indicated in the former

specimen. The rugose surface on the outer margin of the canal

is here replaced by three tubercles, the largest of these, to which
the oblique ligament was doubtless attached, being nearly oppo-

site the bridge, and the other two above and outside of it. The
anterior face of the tibia above the bridge is nearly flat, with a

faint median rising, which throws the true tendinal canal

against its inner margin. In the previous specimen this eleva-

tion does not exist, the corresponding space being transversely

concave. The ecto-condyloid surface in this species is almost

flat, with a slight elevation just below its central point The
ento-condyloid face is quite concave posteriorly, but near the

middle of its anterior projection has a very small tubercle for

the attachment of the lateral, articular ligament
The principal dimensions of this tibia are as follows :—

- 18'5mm '

1 front, .... 7*2

Depth of outer condyle, 4'9

Depth of inner condyle, .... 6.6
Width of bridge at center, - - . -1-8
Transverse diameter of shaft where broken, - 3*4

The differences noted above between this specimen and the

tibia of P. littoralis render it probable that additional remains
would show that they belong to distinct genera ; but for the

present they may verf properly be placed together in the genus

Palceotringa* and the present species be named Palceotringa

vetws. The specimen, according to the authorities already cited,

was found in the marl at Arneytown, New Jersey, which

would imply that it was from the lowest, Cretaceous marl bed.

Telmatornis priscus Marsh, gen. et sp. nov.

The most important of the remains on which this species is

founded is the lower half of a left humerus. The speci-

men is in perfect preservation, and, fortunately, a very charac-

teristic part of the skeleton. In general appearance it resem-

bles the humerus of some of the Eail family, and the species

it represents is probably related to this group of birds. Evi-

dence of this is seen in the unusual flattening of the lower part of

the shaft and distal extremity; in the small articular condyles;

in the diminutive protuberance for the attachment of the ex-

tensor muscle of the hand ; and in the oval impression of the

anterior brachial muscle. The latter has, however, in this
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specimen a more oblique position than in most of the Ballidce.

It resembles the corresponding impression in the woodcock,
(Philohela minor Gray), but is situated higher up, and its

superior margin is less distinctly defined. The distal end of
this humerus resembles in its main features that of the Green
Heron (Butorides virescens Bonap.), but differs widely from it in
being much more compressed, and in having the imprint of the
anterior brachial muscle much shorter, and more oblique.
The most important dimensions of this humerus are as follows

:

Length of specimen preserved, - - 25

-

mm *

Vertical diameter of distal end, - - 11-2

Transverse diameter through radial condyle, 5-6

Depth of shaft where broken, - - 4-4

Transverse diameter of shaft where broken, - 3-6

Length of impression of anterior brachial muscle, 5*8

Ihese remains apparently indicate a genus of birds distinct
from any yet described, for which the name Telmatornis* is

proposed. The present species, which was about the size of
the King Kail (Ballus ehgans Aud.), may be called Telmatornis
prvscus.^ The remains of the species at present known were
round in the Cretaceous greensand of the middle marl bed, in
pits of the Cream Eidge Marl Company, near Hornerstown, New
Jersey, and were presented to the Museum of Yale College by
John G. Meirs, Esq.

Telmatornis affinis Marsh, sp. nov.

This species is also based, essentially, on the lower portion
of a right humerus, which was found at the same locality, and in
the same stratum as the one just described. It closely resembles
that specimen in most important particulars, but a careful com-
parison shows some points of difference which appear to justify

^separation. The most apparent of these are the following :

—

f he notch between the radial and ulnar condyles is somewhat
deeper

; the elongated tubercle, on the inner surface behind the
notch, which confines the upper tendon of the triceps muscle,
is larger

; the impression of the anterior brachial muscle on the
outer surface is higher up, and more shallow; and the epi-

trochlear elevation is more prominent The specimen indicates,

Moreover, a species considerably smaller than the one mentioned
above. Its principal measurements are as follows :—

Length of portion preserved, - In'T"
\tTtienI diameter of distal end, - " " ^J
Transverse diameter through radial condyle, - 4*8

Vertical diameter of shaft where broken, - *6
Length of impression of anterior brachial muscle, 5

'8

*^elfia, marsh, and 'Opvi(, bird.
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These remains, also, were found by John G. Meirs, Esq., near

Hornerstown, New Jersey, and by him presented to Yale Col-

lege, in behalf of the Cream Kidge Marl Company.

Kemains of Tertiary Birds.

The few remains of birds hitherto discovered in the Tertiary

deposits of the United States naturally show a much closer

resemblance to recent species than those from the Cretaceous. In

the specimens examined by the writer during the present inves-

tigation, which include, it is believed, all the remains of import-

ance known from the formation in this country, no characters

implying genera distinct from existing birds are apparent, and

some of the fossils seem to indicate species nearly related to

those now living. Future discoveries, however, will doubtless

disclose more important differences between faunas so remote in

Puffinus Conradi Marsh, sp. nov.

The collection of the Academy of -Natural Sciences in Phila-

delphia has for many years contained the distal half of a left

J, and the lower portion of a right ulna, of an aqufiti*

bird, which were discovered in the Miocene of Maryland by T.

A. Conrad, Esq. A brief mention of these specimens, and of

some other ornithic remains from the United States, has already

been made by Professor Leidy,* but no description of them hw
yet been published. The specimens are so well preserved, and

so characteristic, especially the humerus, that the affinities of

the species they indicate can be determined with tolerable cer-

tainty. The most marked feature of the humerus is the trans-

verse obliquity of its shaft and distal extremity. Both are

much compressed, and so turned that the common plane of their

longer diameters, instead of being nearly vertical, as in the

brachium of most birds, is here highly ' inclined inward and

downward. Among the other characters of importance may be

mentioned, the unusually small size of the ulnar condyle, the

very deep, oval impression for the attachment of the anterior bra-

chial muscle, and the presence of an elongated, compressed apo-

physis, extending outward and upward from the exterior mar-

gin of the distal end, just in front of the radial condyle.
This humerus has the following dimensions :

—

Length of portion preserved, - - - 49- mm '

Vertical diameter of distal extremity, - 13 -2

Transverse diameter of radial condyle, - - 8 6

Transverse diameter of ulnar condyle, - 3*8

Length of impression of anterior brachial muscle, 5 6

Breadth of impression of anterior brachial muscle, 3-8

Longer diameter of shaft where broken, - 1 "4

Shorter diameter of shaft where broken, - - 5"

* Proceedings Acad. Nat. Sciences, Philadelphia, 1866, p. 231.
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extinct species must be sought in the Auk family, or among the
Petards

;
as it is only in these groups of birds, that the peculiar

obliquity of the humerus, noticed above, exists. In the Altidoz,

however, this oblique compression is greater than in the present
specimen. The latter has, moreover, on its outer edge above

i: condyle, the long, pointed projection, which is not
seen in the Auks, although present in the Petrels, Gulls, and
some of the wading bird;;" The difference in size between the
ulnar and radial condyles, and the remarkably deep, oval, im-
pression for the attachment of the anterior brachial muscle
show unmistakably that this humerus belongs to one of the

3, and apparently should be placed in the genus
Pufiinus. with which u corresponds in all essential particulars.
In size and general features it apparently resembles most nearly
the brachium of the Cinereous Petrel (Puffinus cinereus Gmelin,
sp.), of the Pacific coast, but there are some points of difference

between them which clearly imply that the species are distinct.

The flat apophysis on the outer edge of the distal extremity is

in the fossil specimen more pointed ; the impression, on the
lower surface, of the anterior brachial muscle is deeper, and its

outline more sharply defined, which is also the case with the
small epicondylar depressions for the attachment of the muscles
of the forearm. The bone indicates, moreover, a somewhat
smaller bird.

The distal half of the right ulna, which was found with the

humerus, apparently belonged to a bird of the sime species,

aid seem to indicate that it pertained to a

smaller individual. The species represented by these remains
may appropriately be named for its discoverer, T. A. Conrad,
Esq., who has been so long and honorably identified with

American paleontology.

Gatarractes antiquus Marsh, sp. nov.

Among the other bird remains in the Museum of the Phil-

adelphia Academy, is a very perfect left humerus, from Tar-

borough, Edgecombe county, North Carolina, which was

Presented by Dr. Booth. The geological position of the speci-

men is not definitely known, but its state of preservation and

-ion render it extremely probable, at least, that it is

from the Tertiary deposits of that region. This humerus shows

*e same transverse obliquity wh; specimen

ibed, and so strongly resembles in other respects also

toe same bone in the A B refe™*
iost nearly the humerus oi the

Guillemots, especially those now included in the genus Catar-
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racks, with which it appears to coincide in all important
characters.

The principal dimensions of this humerus are as follows

:

Total length, ..... 96-2mm -

Transverse diameter of proximal end, - - 21-

Vertical diameter of articular head, - - 14-2

Transverse diameter of articular head, - 8-2

Vertical diameter of distal end, - - - 13-8

Longer diameter of shaft at center, - 8-4

Shorter diameter of shaft at center, - - 5-

The present specimen shows so many points of resemblance
to the humerus of the Thicked-billed Guillemot (Catarractes

lomvia Linn.), that it will probably find in this species its nearest

living representative. It indicates, however, a somewhat larger

bird ; and on carefully comparing the humeri of the two, some
marked differences may be detected, which are quite sufficient

to prove the species distinct. The most important of these

are the following :—The head of the humerus in the fossil

specimen is more obtusely rounded, both transversely and
vertically; the two grooves, on the inner surface of the

tremity, for the tendons of the triceps muscle, are of

nearly equal width, the upper depression being somewhat wider
than the other, but in C. lomvia Linn, the lower groove is much
the broader; the ulnar condyle has, moreover, on its inte-

rior surface, a small obtuse tubercle, extending upward and in-

ward, as in the humerus of the Great Auk (J
while this projection is wanting in the Thicked-billed Guillemot

;

the lower face of the same condyle also differs from that of the

latter species in forming a much narrower crescent ; and in

several minor points of structure a similar want of correspond-

A right humerus, closely resembling the preceding specimen,

and evidently belonging to the same genus, was presented to

the Philadelphia Academy a few years since by Dr. A. C.

Hamlin, who obtained it in the Post-tertiary clays, near

Bangor, Maine, at a depth of forty-seven feet below the surface.

It appears to be distinct from the above species, as well as from

0. lomvia Linn., and will be described at an early day by the

writer, in a paper now in course of preparation on the remains

of some Quaternary birds.

Grus Haydeni Marsh, sp. nov.

The various explorations that have been made in the Tertiary

deposits of the Upper Missouri region, so remarkably rich m
mammalian remains, have, strange to say, 1

a single fragmentary specimen which "can with certainty be

referred to the class of birds ; although the material collected
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there has been carefully

paleontologists. The only specimen hitherto detect*

tained by Dr. F. V. Hayden, several years since, in the later

Tertiary beds of the Niobrara river. It is the distal extremity
of a left tibia, one of the most common, and most characteristic

parts of fossil birds, ni ibly a large species

of the genus Grits, or Cranes. Although the specimen is some-
what injured, the most important parts are well preserved, and
appear to exhibit good distinctive characters. The inner arti-

cular condyle is partially broken away, but was evidently much
narrower than the other, and is continued far backward as a very

ge. The outer condyle is somewhat flattened below,

and its posterior extension projects beyond the surface of the

shaft, although not so far as that of the inner condyle. The
trochlear space is rather narrow, and has its deepest part inside

of the median line. It is slightly concave transversely below,

The ecto-condyloid surface is con-

cle just in front of its central point,

i tie supratendinal bridge is very broad, internal, transverse, and
its surface is concave vertically. It spans a very narrow, but

deep, internal canal. The lower outlet is subtnangular m out-

line, and looks obliquely forward and downward. The supe-

rior ;,) erturc is I,madly oval, and the upper edge of the bridge

is continued slightly above it on either side of the canal. The

'C,
has its upper, straight margin slightly rounded,

and its towered a <-V
ridSe:

wnicn separate

from the nearly flat intercondyloid space. External to this

aperture is a prominent tubercle, which has its inner edge on

the median line, and is connected above by a low ridge with the

outer elongated tubercle for the attachment of the oblique liga-

ment. A more prominent crest extends obliquely downward

and unites it with the external condyle. The inner margin of

the canal is bounded by a well defined ridge, which, just above

the bridge, is inflected over the edge. Externally, the margin

of the canal is low, and indistinct. The groove for the tendon

of the short tibial muscle is well defined, and bounded out-

wardly by a low ridge, which causes a projection on the exterior

surface of the shaft. , tl

The principal dimensions of this specimen are as follows :—

Length of portion preserved, -
* * f}.^™'

Depth of external condyle,
- * **

^ idth of supratendinal bridge, -
- 'La

Width of upper outlet, -
"

f
*

Width of lower outlet,
- " ' _*«

Transverse diameter of shaft where broken, - i£<>

Anteroposterior diameter of shaft where broken, a -

This specimen, also, belongs to the Academy of Natural
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Sciences in Philadelphia, and the extinct species it indicates if

named for Dr. F. V. Hayden, whose explorations have added so

much to our knowledge of the geology of the Upper Missouri,
and Eocky Mountain regions.

Graculus Idahensis Marsh, sp. nov.

A collection of Tertiary fossils from Idaho, lately received
by Professor Newberry, of Columbia College, contain..! fcbt

greater portion of the left metacarpal bone of an aquatic bird,

which he has kindly loaned to the writer for examination.
The specimen is in perfect preservation, and has such marked
characters that it will evidently admit of at least ; nproxinutn
determination. Among the most prominent features of the

fossil, at its proximal extremity, are, the great anterior projec-

tion of the radial apophysis, which is also elevated, and its su-

perior portion considerably compressed ; the deep anterior car-

pal fossa, which extends into the base of the carpal articular

surface; the very deep and narrow posterior carpal fossa, which
is auriform in outline, and extends obliquely inward and for-

ward
;

and the internal and oblique position of the smaller
metacarpal bone. The pisiform tubercle on the inner surface is

of medium size, and its summit nearly flat. A sharp ridge ex-
tends from its anterior edge directly upward to the margin of
the articular surface. The groove in front of this tubercle 1s

very deep and broad. The fossa for the attachment of the in-

ner lateral ligament of the wrist is also deep, and has, apparently,
a small pneumatic opening near its center. The smaller branch
of the metacarpal bone was slender, and but little separated
from the larger one. Its outer edge at its superior attachment
is on the median line, and opposite to this point, on the outer

posterior edge of the large metacarpal, there is a small tubercle,

to which the superior flexor muscle of the hand was attached.
The lower extremity of the specimen has, unfortunately, been

The principal dimensions of this metacarpal bone are as fol-

lows :

—

Length of portion preserved, - - - . 45-mra "

Transversa
| extremity, - 16*2

Dinrm-Trrtlm.uuh pisiform tubercle, - - - 8-1

Width of f.-i . :

Length of radial apophysis, - - - -12'
Distance from inner superior edge to union of

metacarpals, 18*6

Greater diameter of large shaft where broken, 5 '4

The species represented by this fossil appears to have been
related to the Cormorants, and may be placed provisionally i?

the genus Graculus ; the metacarpal of which the present speci-
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men resembles in nearly all important particulars. The most
marked difference between them is the presence in the latter of

•r carpal loss;). This interesting specimen, the only
fossil bird bone yet found west of the Eocky Mountains, is

from a fresh-water Tertiary deposit, probably of Pliocene age,
on Castle Creek, Idaho Territory.

In addition to the acknowledgments made in the course of
the present article, the writer desires, in conclusion, to express
his grateful thanks to Professor Joseph Leidy, of Philadelphia.

who generously placed in his hands for examination the various
bird remaina already mentioned as belonging to the Academy
of Xamral Sciences in that city. A more 'complete description,

with i] lustrations, of all the remains here briefly noticed, and a

determination of their nearer relations to living species, as well

as the conclusions their discovery suggests, are reserved for a
future communication.
Yale College, New Haven, Conn., Feb. 1st, 1870.

Art. XXVI.— Contributions to Zoo
College. N. >. VI.— Ikvn

L
»
ti, »,s

California; by A. E. Verrill.

Having in preparation faunal catalogues of the extensive
collections of mollusca in the Museum of Yale College, col-

lected in the Gulf of California by Capt J. Pedersen, and at

Panama, San Salvador, Peru, and other localities on the West
Coast of America by Prof. F. H. Bradley, it seems useml to

notice here some of the more interesting and new species.

.

!

'

( ' will hereafter be more fully described and figured in the

i- o! tli,. Cunno( tmr A« 'demy. M<m of the follow-

ing species were obtained by pearl divers near La Paz.

Semeh Junonia Verrill, sp. nov.

A large, broad, somewhat oval species ; anteriorly much pro-

longed and broadlv rounded: posteriorlv shortened, strongly

plicatM. the extrcmin broadly obliquely truncate. Surface

covered with i crnl r ne-ivh -qi listant. ekn *. d. -trong, con-

centric lam.-lh... which are not close, except near the umboes,
but beyond the plication become fainter, oblique, and parallel

with the truncated posterior edge: interstices broadly con

cave, smooth, with fine radiating grooves in the larger q- n
mens, and also *"» Epidermi:

thin, shining, yellowish brown. Beaks but little prominent

dorsal edge of the right valve overlapping the ligament anc

even more overlapping the edge of the left valve in front oi th€

oeaks. Hinge stout and broad, its inner edge very sinuous

;
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the internal ligament strongly divergent from the margin, its

plate obliquely concavely truncate posteriorly : lateral teeth
stout, obtuse. Palial sinus large, broadly rounded, reaching
about the middle, its surface finely striated and bides i tkt

The color of the interior is usuallv a rich pink or deep flesh-

color, lighter about the hinge ; sometimes yellowish or bright
orange

; externally generally orange-yellow, with the umboes
bright orange-yellow. One large specimen is pale yellow, with
bright lemon yellow umboes ; the inside yellowish white with
the palial sinus and broad concentric bands pinkish.

Height. 2-65 " 2-20 2-05 116

Near La Paz,—Capt. J. Pedersen. Six fresh specimens, the
valves mostly together. Obtained by pearl divers.

This fine species is allied to S. rosea and & Jovis. The latter,

as figured by Eeeve (Icon., vol. viii, PI. v. :U). is similar in form
and somewhat in color, but the lamellae are closer, and the pli-

cation is nearer the posterior edge. The hinge and palial H1HM
are not described, and the locality is unknown.

S. rosea (Sowerby, 1832) was described from a single valve
found at Tumbez, Peru. It is more orbicular and the lamellae
are much closer.

nele formosa.

i
Proc. of the Committee of Science and Corres-

, Part n, 1332, p. 199 ; Eeeve, Icon., viii, Pi

The form is much like that of S. Junonia, but the anterior

dorsal edge is not concave, does not overlap, and the beaks are,

therefore, even less prominent. The sides are covered with
close, more or less irregular, often slightly oblique, concentric,
rounded ribs, which are often furcate, especially at the posterior

fold, separated by intervals of about their own width, an
very fine and close toward the apex, and often interrupted and
nodulose on the umboes and anteriorly; beyond the strong

posterior plication they are stouter, irregularly bent up and
crowded, toward the apex rugose. Hinge less stout than in

the preceding, the internal ligament more parallel and nearer to

the margin, its plate not truncately terminated. Palial sinus

large, broadly rounded, iridescently striated.
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The color is varied with white, light lemon-yellow, rosy,

brown, and purple; these colors being "arranged partly in

numerous rays, partly in spots and patches. Usually there are
many alternating narrow rays of white and rosy/ the other
colors being more irregularly distributed, but in one specimen
there are also regular rays of yellow on one valve. Inside the
larger specimens are pinkish white, the middle and umbonal
regions bright yellow, the ligament plate deep purple; but
smaller specimens are mottled with purplish red and yellow.

The largest specimen is 2 "75 inches long ; 2-25 high
;
1-05

broad
; the palial sinus 1 -62 long, from edge ;

'85 wide.

Semele venusta (A. Adams, 1853) is perhaps only the young
of this species. It was from West Columbia.

Dioneprora

Callista pollicaris.

ig. Nat. Hist., vol. xiii, p. 312, 1865.

, Conch. Icon., xiv, PL x, fig. 45, (non

Most of these are more transversely oval and less rounded below
than the specimen figured by Eeeve. The posterior end is

always a littl- rompivs-.-.] and somewhat obliquely truncate.

Ligamentary area long and narrow, slightly excavate, wrinkled.
The sides;; striated;

posteriorly and anteriorly obliquely corrugately wrinkled in

most of the specimens, but in some, especially the smaller ones,

the anterior wrinkles are obsolete, and sometimes also the

posterior ones. Palial sinus large, broad and oval. Some
specimens are white, with only a few small specks or waved
lines of orange-brown, and a few stripes of the same color on
the ligamentary area, the apex orange, upper part of lunule

brown; more commonly the color is yellowish with •

Waved or zigzag streaks and spots of orange-brown, -

with imperfect radiating bands of the same color mi
, marked l'oi "it ai in. i iiom apex,

beyond which it U wl.it-. f.'iiHv h< '-<-d with brown. One
- :

orange-brown on one valve ; on1 _e-brown,

•ove, crossed by manv radiating darker brown bands.

Another is darker chestnut-brown below, yellowish white

toward the umboes, but destitute of bands and spots. Some
°f the smaller specimens have a purplish brown stain within,

crossing the palial sinus ; others are pure white.

Length, 2-10 inches. 2-08 Mjj
]f

Palial sinus from edge,
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Near La Paz,—Capt J. Pedersen.
This species belongs to the subgenus, Caryatis, of Homer.

Tivela elegans, sp. nov.

The form is regular, taransvereelysnbeUiptical, fcriang
nearly equilateral, slightly swollen at the umboes ; the beaks but
little prominent. Ligament short ; lunule elongated, distinctly
denned.

_
Hinge narrow, not very strong. In the left valve

the anterior tooth is prominent, about its own breadth from the
beak

; four principal cardinal teeth, near] y
in, the posterior one bilobed, the marginal lobe pro-

longed; in the right valve four principal, thin cardinal teeth,
the middle ones most prominent, rugose, palia]
broadly rounded, reaching nearly to the middle.
The La Paz specimens show great variation in color.

Some are white with a few posterior oblique lines or spots of
reddish brown; others are broadly indistinctly rayed and

•ly wave-striped with lighter Imd d:.rker -ravish brown,
leaving the umboes and two narrow radiating bands yellowish
white One is intricately and beautifully painted with rich
reddish brown, in regular, concentric, waved and angulated
bands becoming zigzag posteriorly, with several median inter-
rupted white rays, which differ on the two valves, and the
posterior edge stained deep brown

; this is deep pur}.!
epical and anterior and posterior whitish spots. The

lighter specimens are white within, except a spot of purplish
about each muscular scar.

_

The San Salvador specimens present many other variationsm color, but are mostly white, more or less profusely painted
with chestnut-brown in various concentric, more or less waved

lated bands, or in interrupted rays ; in some the color
is yellowish brown; in others the ground -color is reddish
brown, with darker bands. The beaks are sometimes, but not
usually purplish

; the interior generally white, with a purplish
umbonal stain.

T. elegans. T Hindsii.
Length, 1-02 inches. 98 -82 -74 -65

Sffi
" '80

'

65
'
58 '62

Breadth -48 " -50 -42 -40 -50

Bradl
PaZ'~Capt J- Pedersen; Acajutla and Eealejo,—F. H.

This species varies somewhat in form, but is nearly always
more traversely oval than 7! fliwlsii. of whirl, we have typical
specimens hot i i'mm S i Salvador and Zorritos, Peru, winch
agree exactlym form and color with Reeve's figures. T. Hindsi >

is short, triangular, with very g* ft e posterior
end longest and a little produced, its sinus much smaller, and
the ligament very short, the hinge stouter, with the lateral
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teeth nearer the cardinal, and the latter more crowded and
stouter. T. radiata is less regular in form than T. elegans, with
much smaller sinus and broader and stouter hinge, a much
longer ligament, sharper lateral tooth, and more numerous and
more divergent cardinal teeth, the posterior ones being much
more elongated.

The name, Trigona (Meg., 1811), is not only later than Tivela

^•7), but was previously used among Hyemenoptera
(Jur. 1807). It has also been used in Crustacea (Latr., 1817).

Venus isocardia, sp. nov.

A large, rounded, thick, and swollen species, cordate in front,

with a broad deeply excavated lunule; with the sculpture
entirely concentric,—the stout, elevated, rather close, slightly-

recurved and flattened ribs separated by deep interstices in which
there are several very thin, crowded, slightly elevated lamellae.

TJmboes prominent, swollen, the beaks much recurved, not
marginal; dorsal outline convex, broadly rounded and a little

produced posteriorly; evenly rounded ventrally; anterior end
short, deeply indented by the very broad and sunken lunule,

which is smoothish and surrounded by a distinct groove, broadly
cordate, extending between the beaks. Ligamentary area nar-

row, smooth on the left valve, the concentric sculpture extending
over it on the right valve, which overlaps beyond the ligament
Muscular scars and palial line strongly marked, the sinus of

moderate length, tapering to an obtuse point, about as deep as
the width of the posterior muscular scar. Hinge stout, the ante-

rior tooth in the right valve elevated and stout ; central much
larger, slightly bilobed; posterior one much elongated, and
strong. In the left valve there is a small, conical, tubercular,

anterior tooth ; first cardinal elevated, stout triangular ; followed

by a stout strongly bilobed one
;
posterior one confluent with

the ligament plate, long and curved, less elevated.

Exteriorly more or less stained and blotched with brownish
;

!;t
"i i< '!•: v tinged with light orange near the umboes.

Length 3-25 inches; height 3 30; breadth 2-50; breadth of

lunule -68 ; length of palial sinus -60.

Near La Paz,—Capt J. Pedersen. Two fresh specimens.

This massive species is allied to V. rugosa of the \* est

which it resembles in form and sculpture, but it has a different

and stronger hinge. The posterior tooth of the right valve,

especially, is much larger and longer, extending beyond the

middle of the ligament In the left valve the posterior tooth is

also much elongated and reaches beyond the middle of the liga-

ment, but it is much less elevated than in V. rugosa, and less

separated from the ligament plate, there being only a shallow

groove between.
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It belongs to the typical Venus, as restricted by Messrs. H.
and A. Adams and most recent authors, but Romer has given
the subgeneric name, Ventricola, to this group.

Ghione tumens, sp. nov.

A stout, thick, often swollen, subtriangular, somewhat beaked
species, with broad, swollen, rounded, concentric ridges or undu-
lations, increasing in size from the beaks to the margin, with

lure on the upper side of the ridges. The
dorsal outline is nearly straight, the ligament groove broad and
deeply excavated, smoothish in both valves, with a short liga-

ment
;
posteriorly slightly truncate ; ventrally broadly rounded

;

anteriorly rounded and a little produced ; the lunule broad-oval,

deeply sunken, smoothish, or marked' with slight radiating

lines. Beaks a little recurved, marginal. The concentric ridges

or swellings are 12 or 14 in number, those near the beaks quite

small and close, but rapidly becoming broader and more ele-

vated
; so that the last three occupy an inch or more in breadth

;

their upper surface is somewhat flattened and marked by low,

crowded, radiating ridges, which are obsolete, or nearly so, on
their outer side. The hinge is stout, its inner edge sinuous ; the
small anterior tooth in the right valve is thin and but slightly

elevated
; the central one stout, triangular and elevated ; in the

left valve the anterior tooth is stout, somewhat triangular and
acute, as much elevated as the central tooth, but not so stout.

ms quite small. Color externally, whitish, yellowish,
or light brownish, variously marked and blotched with dark
brown, which is sometimes in large radiating bands or spots,

intermixed with narrow angular lines ; at other times the brown
markings are so numerous and crowded as to nearly conceal the

ground color ; within whitish, or with a dark purple stain pos-

teriorly.

length, 1-60 inches. 1-48 inches.

Breadth, 120 " 110 "

La Paz,—Cap! J. Pedersen. Forty-two specimens, mostly
odd valves.

This species is very distinct from all others in its form and
peculiar broad swollen ridges. It slightly resembles C. suhm-
bricata, especially in color, but in the latter the first ridges are

lamellar and the later ones much smaller, more numerous, and
less swollen, while the shell is less beaked, the umboes less swol-

len, and the anterior edge is much less recurved and shorter,

but the posterior more pointed. The hinge in C. lumens is also

much broader and stouter, with the inner edge much more sin-

uous and the teeth longer and stouter.
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^ nne senes ot this species is contained in the collection,
including about fifty fresh specimens with valves together, and
over a hundred odd valves of all sizes. These show considera-
ble variation and confirm the synonymy of Dr. Carpenter, as
given above.
In this species the shell, when adult, is thick and heavy,

generally white, or nearly so, externally and internally, except
that there is usually a deep purple stain posteriorly within, a&d
often two spots or short triangular radiating bands near the
apex, which is often purple or brown at tip. The form is some-
what triangular ovate, with the umboes and beaks quite prom-
inent and recurved. The lunule is sometimes brown, gene-
rally narrow and ribbed ; the ligamentary area is excavate,
smooth on the right valve, and often nearly so on the left,

though more commonly the concentric ribs extend a

t in the form of crowded, more or less prominent wrinkles or
alight folds ; it is generally tinged with light brown or purple,
on the right valve sometimes striped transversely with deep

The sculpture is quite variable in the prominence and dis-

tance between both the radiating and concentric ribs, especially
the latter. Over the umboes the radiating ribs are strong, and
either alternate with smaller ones, are arranged by twos or threes,
or are nearly uniform for some distance

;
posteriorly they be-

come obsolete or nearly so, and in large specimens they grad-
ually fade out and disappear at 2 to 2-5 inches from the apex,
where the concentric ribs generally begin to become stronger,

crowded, and more recurved. The concentric ribs on the
umbonal region are generally -10 to 15 of an inch distant,

toward the apex closer, and toward the base closely crowded,
though not always so. The hinge is very strong, the teeth large,

and the palial sinus very small.

Some of the larger specimens give the following measure-

ments :

Length, 285 inches 265 JJI
2-60

Height, 2-85
J

270 2-75 255

La Paz,—J. Pedersen. It appears to live buried in sand or

mud with only the posterior end exposed, which is therefore

more or less worn and discolored in large specimens.
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owerby, Proc. Z» i
• 3 B ;

Reeve, Icon.,

Voyage Blossom, p. 151, PI. 41, fig. 8, 1839, (t. P. P. C).

'lima Sowerby, Thes. •
• Icon., fig. 44.

• ~
1., Voyage, sur la fregate la Venus, PL 16, fig. 2, 1846.

i Reeve, Icon., xiv, fig. 54, 1863, (non Lam.).

[pars) Reeve, Icon., PI. 22, fig. 105 a.

i Desh., Catal. Venerium of Brit. Mus., p. 141.

A large series of this variable species was obtained, which

shows that several nominal species have been based on charac-

ters that have no constancy. In its most normal condition it is

more swollen, less triangular above, with the anterior end less

produced, and the beaks much less prominent than the preced-

ing. The sculpture, though variable, is similar, but generally

the concentric ribs are closer and more regular. The lunule

and ligamentary area are similar, but the latter is perhaps gene-

rally rougher on the right valve or both. The hinge is scarcely

different, though somewhat variable with age, but the posterior

tooth is perhaps generally somewhat longer, and the inner edge

of the hinge-plate a little more sinuous. The palial sinus, as

in the preceding, is very small. The color is quite variable. It

is rarely perfectly white ; more commonly externally buff or

light cream-yellow, with transverse, waved or zigzag irregular

stripes and radiating, often interrupted bands and
patches and spots of brown, sometimes also of purplish. Some-

times the brown markings are very light and scarcely distinct,

the general color being buff ; sometimes the markings are all

regularly deeply angulated or zigzag lines, except on the umboes,

which are blotched with brown ; the apex is often bright brown

or purplish ; the broad radiating bands are frequently three or

four in number and very distinct ; many are merely mottled

and spotted. Internally there is generally at least a more or

less extended posterior purple stain; frequently the whole

interior is tinged with a rich reddish purple, deepest outside of

the palial line, with the hinge teeth bright red or lilac ;
some-

times the interior is pure white. The lunule and ligamentary

area are usually stained or spotted with brown, the latter often

with regular transverse stripes on the left valve.

In the var. simillima the radiating ribs are much finer pos-

teriorly, fimbriating the concentric lamellae, but there is also

some appearance of this in tin typical form, and some specimens

have this form of sculpture for an inch from the apex, beyond

which it fades out and the lamellae are smoothish, or but slightly

wrinkled.

La Paz,—J. Pedersen. With the preceding.
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This species is very closely allied to C. succincta, and although
the ordinary adult specimens are quite different in form and
color, there are specimens which are, to a considerable extent,
intermediate. It is also nearly impossible to satisfactorily sepa-
rate young specimens, half an inch in diameter or smaller.

Papyridea bullata Sw. var. Californica, nov.

In form and color like the ordinary West Indian specimens,
but perhaps a little more elongated than the average Atlantic
form.

_
Sculpture also similar in all respects, except that the

radiating ribs are more prominent in the mi
over the umboes. The hinge shows some differences. In both
valves the anterior lateral tooth is less prominent, narrower,
and smaller, and the ligament plate is more prolonged and not
so squarely truncate, reaching to or beyond the center of the
posterior lateral tooth. The color externally is generally yel-

Iowish-whito vuri. his] \ uu >ttled and spotted with purplish brown
;

internally white, more or less stained with purple ; one speci-
men is mottled with orange extei ithin with
the same color, like some of the West Indian. The largest

specimen is 175 inches long and T38 high.
La Paz,—J. Pedersen. Ten specimens.

Cardita Cuvieri

Broderip, Zool. Soc, Proc. of Comm. of Science, p. 55, 1832.

- -

Actmobolus Cuvieri Adams, Genera Rec. Moll., ii, p. 481, 1858.

Pour large specimens of this rare and interesting species were
obtained. They vary but little in form, color, or sculpture,
hi all the beaks are strongly recurved, umboes very prominent,
the posterior depression strongly marked, the ribs very stout,

flattened, transversely nodose, with deep square-cut grooves
between. The color is deep mahogany brown, varying in

shade; within white.

Hd|ht, 2-45
" 2-20 215

Breadth, 2-25
" 1"8<> 165

La Paz,—J. Pedersen. From pearl divers.

Cardita crassa.

^ray, Voyage of the Blosaom, p. 152, PI 42, fig. 4, 1839, (t. P. P. Carpenter).

This species appears to be'more common than the last It is

more pointed, with the beaks less recurved ;
the posterior de-

ess marked; the ribs fewer, less prominent, low and

Winded, with the interspaces, broad, shallow, concave, concen-

trically wrinkled. Color deep reddish brown ;
sometimes with

Am. JorjB. Sol-Second Series, Vol. XLIX, No. 146,-Mabch, 18TO.
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v lateral, or posterior transverse spots of yellow, the

beaks white.

Length, 1-90 inches. 1-95 -65

Height, 2-20 " 2-10 "67

Breadth, 1"05 " 150 50

La Paz, with last,—J. Pedersen.

Loripes edentuloides, sp. nov.

Closely allied to L. edentula of the West Indies and Gulf of

Mexico.
It is subglobose, and much more swollen than L.

The apex is more prominent and curved, and the lunular region

more deeply excavated. The ligament is shorter and its sup-

porting plate is not so stout, and its inner edge but little ele-

vated above the ligament groove.

Length 1-65 ; height 1*50
; breadth 110.

La Paz,—J. Pedersen. One specimen.
This is of special interest as another Gulf of California shell

closely allied to a characteristic West Indian species. A large

series of specimens might, perhaps, connect the two forms, but

at present it seems necessary to keep them separate.

Xenophora robusta, sp. nov.

evated, regularly <

more, overlapping, bearing large peb
and corals intermingled, exposed su

wrinkled, much crowded. Base broad,
finely corrugated, spirally rudely c

yellowish brown. Aperture large, the inner lip and columella

with a thick, lustrous, deep brown callus, which extends into

the shell. Umbilicus closed by the reflexed inner lip.

Height, 235 inches. 1'70

Breadth, 275 " 2-20

Length of last whorl, -85 " "80

Near La Paz,—J. Pedersen. Two fresh specimens.
One of the specimens bears some large fragments of a shell

that appears to be Chione undatella, the sculpture and color being

preserved.

This genus appears to have been previously unknown on the

Enceta Pedersenii, sp. nov.

Shell small, rather slender, elongated; the spine regularly

conical, acute, about two thirds the length of the body whorl;

each whorl much flattened below the suture and encircled by a

row of rounded tubercles; the body whorl with low, rounded,

longitudinal costae below the tubercles. Whole surface finely

longitudinally sulcated or striated, on the upper whorls also

transversely striated Aperture narrow, contracted above, the

3 and fragments oi sneu*

ces roughly corrugately

1, concave, densely and

i by the lines of growth

;
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outer lip much thickened, the edge subreflexed, bearing at about
the upper third a stout tubercle, below which it is crenulately
toothed within

; contracted at base by another small tubercle.
One specimen, probably immature, lacks the tubercles and
crenulations

; columella with about seven plaits, the four lowest
largest. Siphon narrow, a little prolonged and recurved, with
acute edges. Color fulvous brown, specked with bluish white.
with an interrupted band, or spots, of deep brown below the
suture, a pale band over the tubercles and another, bordered
with brown, below the middle of the body whorl. Length 1
mch

;
breadth -50 ; length of body whorl -63 ; length of aper-

ture -68
; breadth 12.

^ *

La Paz,—J. Pedersen. Five specimens.
This species is closely allied to the next, but is more slender,

with the spire more acute, smaller tubercles and costae, a more
prolonged and recurved siphon, and more contracted aperture.
J- he surface is not smooth and the color is lighter.

Lyria {Enceta) Cumingii
Brod., Zool. Soc. Proc. of Comm. of Science, 1832, p. 33.

Lyria (Enata) Cumingii Adams, Genera, p. 167. 1858.

Our specimens are rather stout and solid, with large swollen
tubercles and costae, and a smooth polished surface. The best
specimen lacks the tubercle on the inside of the outer lip, which
^s somewhat flaring and much thickened. The siphonal notch
is scarcely prolonged and not recurved. The color is dark and
rich brown, mottled and spotted with light bluish and flesh-color,
with submedian and tubercular interrupted paler bands on the
last whorl and an interrupted band of deep brown spots below
the suture on the spine ; interior salmon-color.
Length 1-33; breadth -75; length of body-whorl -85: aper-

ture -23 broad ; -82 of an inch long.U Paz,—J. Pedersen. Three specimens.
Among the other species of special interest are Codakia tigerina

Marge and abundant), Lucina undata Carpenter, L. excavata Carp.,

? ,Tl
eral varie ies

'
Mactrella €X')/' abundant

ananne), Baeta undulata (numerous valves), Cyathodonta plicata,

Wazunanomia Cumingii (three large specimens), Conella cedon-
VjMi (many varieties of color), Om rveapul

j
a Kiener (ten specimens), Cyprata {Luponia) Sowerbyi and

^albuginosa (both in considerable numbers), Cassis tenuis (finely

colored), Harpa crenata (several varieties of color), Cassululus

patulus, etc., all from La Paz and vicinity.

Nob i
, Contributions to Zoology, No. Y.—Jn the last number

obtaining the reference to Pentaceros in Cuv. and VaL
orrection was overlooked by the printer.
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Art. XXVII.—Nolle

Dr. Gould's able Eeport on the trans-Atlantic longitude has

at last been published. It is full three years, however, since the

field work to which it relates was finished, and more than two.

as we learn from a prefatory note, since the paper in its present

form (except the last chapter) was ready for the press. Astron-

omers have waited for it until patience was well nigh o x

Yet, thankful now that it is at last within reach, they will

scarcely trouble themselves to press the question, why, or by

whom, it has been so long withheld, or why it is now
[

" y the Smithsonian Institution, and not by the Coast Survey

.tself, under whose auspices the work was done. For ourselves,

ing these, and like queries, as probably admitting of sat-

isfactory answers, or, at least, such as would free the author of

'.he Report from responsibility for the unexplained delay, we

urn rather to the more welcome task of examining the Report

tself, and laying some of its points before the readers of this

Journal.

The paper fills a hundred quarto pages of the Smithsonian

Contributions, and is one of the most important yet published

on telegraphic longitude. For not only was the undertaking to

which it relates among the m< 1 ieate, as well as

important, of its kind, but the party put upon it brought to their

task nearly the sum total of all the experience and practical skill

that had then been developed in this special field ; their chief

having for fifteen years had exclusive charge of the longitude

operations of the United Suites < 'oast Survey, and his associates,

likewise, a long training in the same service. The Report may

be taken, therefore, as a g<* i f the telegraphic

method in one of its latest and most difficult applications, and

at the same time, as but a sample of the vast store of similar

material that has been accumulating under the same hand from

the entire longitude work of the Survey—material which em-

braced, before the war, no less than twenty-four independent

determinations in the Atlantic and Gulf States—and which,

surely, ought not to be much longer lost to science.

The Telegraphic method, it is now well understood, is distinc-

tively American, and has had its chief development in the work

of our great national Survey. That Survey has, in fact, among

its many important contributions to science, given to the wona

* The Trans- Atlantic Longitude, aa determined by the Coast Survey ExP^1*™
jf

1866. A Report r,,- : -urvey. By Benjamm

ty: published by the Smitnsow*"
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the best methods yet devised of determining both latitude and
longitude—Talcott's for the one, and the Telegraphic for the

other; the former, devised in 1834, giving us in a single

night's work with the zenith telescope, or a transit instrument

used as such, the latitude to a small fraction of a second, and
the latter, the longitude, also, for the first time in the history of

geodesy, with corresponding facility and precision—a facility

and precision, Taken together, wholly unattainable by other

methods, and in the case of longitude especially, unapproacha-
ble even, particularly in extended operations.

It was not till some years after the telegraphic method had
been well elaborated here, and in successful use, that it received

much attention abroad : and even then, the modes of practice

recommended as original, by even eminent astronomers, partic-

ularly in France, w.-iv onlv'sueh as had been long employed in

our Coast Survey, or superseded by better, and had been pub-

lished to the world repeatedly, and 'through various channels.
~" "multaneously with the invention of the telegraph

must
: have occurred to astronomers the idea of using

termining longitudea I: was natural enough, therefore, that

Arago should, in 1837, as is said, have suggested such a use of

it to Morse. But the first actual exp< riment. so far as we know,
was made, on the Baltimore and Washington line, in 1844, by
comparison of chronometers at the two termini. The experi-

ment was conducted bv Captain Wilkes.
_

The method had, before this, engaged the attention of Prof.

Bache, and he, quick to 1

1

»i in November,

1845, ordered its use in the longitude work of the Coast Sur-

vey—then in charge of the eminent astronomer, S. C. Walker;

who, the next year i iade a -aiec sstul trial of it on the line be-

tween Philadelplu i ; d Wash . ton. From 1848, on, it was the

method employed svst.-i
' nations between

points in the United' States. Mr. Walker trad both the method

of clock-signals, used in the experiment between Baltimore and

Washington, and also the superior one of star-signals, used in

the Coast Survey practice, almost exclusively, from the tirst.

Dr. Gould sueeecd d Mr. Walker in 1851; and m the widely

extended operations of the next ten vears. brought the method

to a very high degree of efl -
'

*
-
hl ^ *}**>**9*™

that thorough mastery of ?~wmm and them for the difficult task, the history and results oi

which are set before us in this Report ...

n
Br. GoukVs paper contains twelve chapters : 1, Origin of he

Coast Survey l\ , ., :

•>. IVv^ *et?™m^2 . 1 Ab
tons-Atlantic U», _ . H. il - > of the Expedition ^Ob-
servations at Val .

. :. « » - r Newfoundland
;

6,

Observations at le-signab between Foilhom-
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merum and Heart's Content; 8, Longitude-signals between
Heart's Content and Calais ; 9, Personal error in noting signals

;

10, Personal equation in determining time ; 11, Final result for

longitude
; 12, Transmission-time of the signals.

The expedition had for its object a more exact determination
of American longitudes, as reckoned from a European zero, than
had jet been made. It was important, for the purposes of the
Coast Survey, and of astronomical science, that the trans-Atlantic
longitude should correspond in precision with those determined
telegraphically within our own borders. The previous determi-
nations of that longitude whether by moon-culminations, by
eclipses and occultations, or by chronometers, differed very
widely from each other. The range of difference was no less

than five or six seconds in time. We take for comparison, the
longitude from Greenwich, of the Naval observatory at Wash-
ington. This depends mainly on that of Cambridge, and this
again, m part, on that of New York, Philadelphia, and other
places. Between these points the longitude has been measured

i< •ally. That between Washington and Cambridge was
Walker, in 1848-9, to be 23m 41- 54, and has never

been re-determmed
; but the link between New York and Jer-

sey
( itjr was determined only geodetically, and that between

Jersey City and Washington by simple clock-comparisons in-

stead of the better method of star-signals ; while another geodetic
- that of 12-44, between the Naval observatory and the

beaton station m Washington, to which all the telegrai
tudes of the Coast Survey are referred. On account of these cir-

cumstances, and the omission, besides, in these earlier determina-
tions^ of many of the refinements and precautions since introdu-

f
ed

> .

lt
f*V us Dr. Gould suggests, that the

NTew York and Washington, which he regards
as the only weak link in our whole chain of telegraphic longi-

ould be carefully re-determined. Walker's value, how-
••)> "• as here given, is presumed to be very near the truth.
Using the above quantities, Dr. Gould finds for the determina-

te longitude of the Naval observatory from Greenwich,
which have appeared best entitled to confidence in recent years,
the following :

—

1. From Eclipses and Occupations.—The value adopted in the
volume of Observations for 1845 is 5h 8m 14-64 Peirce, in

m occupations observed by Bond from 1839 to 1841,
gave 5«| 8™ 13-9. Walker, from all available observations be-

tween 1767 and 1842, -16, a value subse-

i.ange in the adopted longitude
ot Philadelphia, Cambridge, and Washington. A correction of

leduced by Airy, Walker and others, from
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l longitudes ; so that we have at present from eclipses

Peirce, "

2. From Moon Out

Walker, from Cambridge obs't

Loomis, " Hudson "

Gilliss, « Capitol Hill «

Walker, " Washington "

Newcomb, " " "

Xt'WCnmb, " " '•

ted by the Washington observations from 1846 to 1863, inclu-

3. From chronometers transported between Boston and Liverpool

B mi,1's -lixMHMon of L75, expedition of 1849,

Walker>B « « " "

Bond's « " «

Bond's " of 52, 6 trips, expedition of 185,

The new telegraphic determination of the longitude between

Liverpool and Greenwich adds s -06 to all these values.

The discordance of the most elaborate and trustworthy

results obtained by the old methods is thus seen to exceed four

seconds. The value employed by the Coast Survey from 1852

to 1859 was 5h 8"' 11 s 2
;
since 1859 it has been 5h

8
m ll 9 "8.

This great uncertainty of the trans-Atlantic longitude—from

30 to 60 ti- 7 determi-

nations—required thai mity presented by the

i laying of an ocean cable should be seized for determin-

.

-
.

"'
'

Measures were early taken to use, for this purpose, the cable of

1858, and, again, that of 1865; but, of course, in vain. In

1866, however, the cable of that year, and the recovered cable

of the year before, afforded the desired opportunity. 1 he expe-

mder authority of the Coast Survey, was

..posed of officers of the survey,

who were among the most skilled in longitude work

Gould and !

nd, Messrs. Dean and

Goodfellow to Heart's Content, Newfoundland, and Messrs.

Davidson a 3, Maine ; for, the complete solu-
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tion of the problem in hand, required the determination of three

separate longitudes : 1, between Greenwich and Valencia : 2,

between Valencia and Heart's Content, and 3, between Hurt's
Content and Calais, the easternmost station of the series con-

nected by the telegraphic determinations of the Coast Survey.
The first was accomplished by the ready co-operation of the

Astronomer Eoyal. The second and third involved the princi-

pal labor, and presented the chief difficulties.

And these difficulties were by no means trifling. Wretched
climate, defective land lines, unprecedented distance, with other

untoward conditions, all conspired to render success by no
means easy. Neither Valencia, nor Newfoundland, had, it

would seem, any attractions for an astronomer. At Valencia,

the observers were informed, on their arrival, early in October,

that it had rained every day, without exception, for eight weeks.
It was not until the 14th' that miv instrumental adjustments
whatever, could be effected. During the seven weeks of their

sojourn " there were but four days on which no rain fell, and
- but one really clear night during the period while the

instruments were in position. The observations were, in gene-
ral, made during the intervals of showers ; and it was an event
of frequent occurrence for the observers to be disturbed by a

ile i ctuaUi engaged in noting the transit

oi a star." The climate of Newfoundland appears to have been
•") better for astronomical work than that of Valencia. "

'

ean and GroodfeF
tember, but saw
October, when they made their first imperfect adjustments of

the transit and clock. In such circumstances, it is certainly
most creditable to the skill and energy of the observers, that so

many and excellent observations were obtained, as are
in this report.

The most formidable difficulty encountered, however, was
the defective condition of the long land line of 1,100 miles

between Newfoundland and Maine. On this line there were no
less than four "repeaters," or double relay magnets, and two
stations at which messages were re-written, without even an

automatic " repeater," until t

-

were furnished for those stations by Mr. Davidson. But even
with these provided, and with the most laborious precautions
taken in other respects, all efforts at direct communication
proved unavailing, day after day, and week after week. Mr.

a health becoming impaired, his place at Calais was
taken by Mr. Boutelle, one of the most experienced officers of

the survey. Singularly enough, it was only a couple of hours

before his arrival, on the 11th December, that, suddenly, the

long-desired communication was found to be established. " A
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sharp ftost had thrown the otherwise defective line into a con-
dition of admirable insulation, so that an interchange of clock
signals was effected without difficulty. " The signals afterward
obtained over this line were, in the main, quite satisfactory, and

tly numerous to ensure a trustworthy result; still this

third link in the chain of longitudes is undoubtedly its weakest
part.

A further difficulty was presented by the unprecedented
interval between the meridians; necessitating the use of simple
clock-comparisons instead of star-signals, and preventing the
interchange of observers for eliminating the effects of personal
equation. Star-signals—i. e., signals transmitted at the instant
a given star passes the several wires of the transit instrument,
first at one station and then at the other, and registered at both
have these advantages over mere eloek-signals—beats sent

from each station and similarly registered—that they give
results independent of the star's right ascension, which, can-
not be said of the other; that, unlike the other, they are

independent also of absolute tiim-d- icrmin;
'

.-. though not
of instrumental errors: and. iinallv, that they yield results affect-

ed only by the clock's rate, and not its error," in the interval of
the star's passage between the two meridians. Where this inter-

val is large, as in the case before us, the special advantage of

is mainly disappears ;
and even if it did not, they

would require too protracted an occupation of the cable, and in

the climate encountut 1 or indeed, in ai I (hums
would be great, with an interval of three hours, against the
same star being observed at both stations.

With the superior catalogue of time-stars, however, which
had been prepared, and with the careful exp. rii i ts for per-

h were made both before and after the expe-

dition, there was good reason to believe that, even with the clock-

method, necessarily used, no sensible, or at least, considerable

error depending on the right ascensions would 1 e introduced, nor
any, also, arising from uneliminated personal equation. That
this was true, in both cases, the discussion of these points in

the report seems conclusively to show.
Still another serious obstacle in the way of accurate longi-

tude determine!.. i, vas tie absence of am means for the auto-

matic regis- the loss

of time in noting the signals was, in the metln d employed in -t

only considerable, but quit.' uncertain. The mo-t -emim e

electro-magnet tried, could not be actuat. d in ;<
-

' : - ' " : - •-.. ..,,_
:

'
' '" -' '

''
: '

sufficient rapidity. When the Valencia clock was breaking

circuit during an eighth part of every second, a permanent

deflection only was observed at Newfoundland.
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ctually employed for receiving signals was Sir

W. Thomson's very ingenious reflecting galvanometer, the con-

struction and performance of which are thus described. " A
small mirror, to the back of which is attached a permanent
magnet, the joint weight of the two being from five to six centi-

grams, is held, by means of a single fiber above and below, in

the center of a coil of fine wire, which forms part of the gal-

vanic circuit ; and its position and sensitiveness are regulated

by movable bar-magnets placed in the immediate vicinity.

Upon the mirror is thrown a beam of light through a slit in

front of a bright kerosene lamp, and the deflections of the

needle are noted by the movements of the reflected beam,
which is received upon a strip of white paper. The exquisite

delicacy of this galvanometer, as well as the electrical excel-

lence of the telegraph cables, may readily be appreciated after

the beautiful experiment in which the electricians at Valencia
and Newfoundland conversed with each other on a circuit not

far from 700 myriameters (4,320 statute miles) in length, formed
of the two cables joined at the ends, using a battery composed
of a percussion gun-cap, a morsel of zinc, and a drop of acidu-
lated water."

It is obvious that, with this instrument, there must be an
appreciable loss of time in noting signals, due to inertia of

needle, etc., which would be avoided, or more, definitely mea-
•-ith an automatic register. But no such register was

available. Fortunately, this loss, as is shown in the chapter on

"Personal error in noting signals," proved to be more constant
and measurable than was anticipated, and, affects the final

result only in a very slight and limited degree. A very deli-

jtus has since been suggested by
Dr. Gould for recording the signal on the chronograph, by
contact of the galvanometer needle, whenever slightly deflected,

with wires placed close on each side of it, and properly connect-
ed with the battery.

The other instruments used were the regular apparatus of the

telegraphic party of the Coast Survey ; at each station, a 46-inch

anient, with reversing apparatus, and a reticule of

five " tallies," of five spider lines each ; a chronograph, (Bond's
" spring governor," at Valencia and Heart's Content, and a

" Kernson's regulator" at Calais ;) jmd a circuit-breaking clock.

Upon all the chronographs one pen, which is constant
:

a line upon a revolving cylinder, records the signals, both of

the clock and of the observer, by offsets from this normal line.

At Valencia, observations were obtained on fifteen nights,

on no one of which was the sky unclouded. " On only two of

the five nights on which longitude signals were exchanged
with Newfoundland, was it possible to obtain observations after
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the exchange, and this was possible, too, on only one of the
three nights, when signals were successfully exchanged with
Greenwich. Fifty- three complete transits were observed over
all the threads ; on and after November 5th, by Mr. Mosman
alone

;
on the 25th and 28th October, by Dr. Gould ; at other

times by both. The clock corrections, however, whenever pos-
sible, were deduced from Mr. Mosman's observations: when
otherwise, a constant correction of —0-08 was applied to Dr.
Gould's. For both clock correction and azimuth, the condi-
tional equations were solved by the method of least squares,
a method introduced into this branch of the coast survey work
by Dr. Gould, and an important means of giving precision to
the telegraphic longitudes. We are indebted, indeed, to this
eminent astronomer for the particular notation and methods of
observation and reduction, which have been employed in the
longitude work of the coast survey since it came 'under his
charge, and which are described in the C. S. Keport for 1856.
The transit observations are given in full, with their reduc-
tions for the groups immediately preceding and following the

-signals, and with the normal equations and resultant
values for each group.
A glance at these observations reveals at once, in the small

both the accuracy of the star-places and the skill of
the observers. For, necessarily, different sets of fundamental
stars for clock and instrumental corrections were employed at
the two stations, owing to their distance, and also at the
same station on different nights, owing to the various hours
;t which the signals could be exchanged. Considering all the
unfavorable circumstances, the degree of precision attain. led is

certainly remarkable. This must be attributed, in great part
at least, to the extreme accuracy of Dr. Gould's own' caieralhr

elaborated catalogue of fundamental stars, prepared in 1862,
for the use of the longitude parties of the Coast Survey, and in

its second edil .11 more precise places, especially

for circumpolar stars.

The observations at Heart's Content, and at Calais, for time
and instrumental corrections, were made, as at Valencia, in very

unfavorable circumstances, yet, similarly, exhibit ren

accordance. Fortunate <e excellent series of

transits were obtained, both before and after every exchange of

At the

latter place, however, the clock gave serious trouble as well as

the weather; yet the observations, though not as good as could

be wished, proved to be much moi - : n:iVe

been expected in the circumstances, and give, it appears, a small

probable error of the final result
, ,

Longitude signals were successfully transmitted between
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Foilhommerum and Heart's Content on but five dates ; October

25th and 28th, and November 5th, 6th, and 9th. The method

of giving and receiving these signals is thus described in the

Eeport We quote at length, that a clear understanding may-

be obtained of that portion of the operations on which the pre-

cision of the result chiefly depends.
" Three series, of two sets each, were exchanged on every occa-

sion; each set consisting of ten signals alternately positive and

negative, at intervals of about five seconds, except that the fifth

and eighth were preceded by pauses of ten seconds, which was

also the interval between the two sets. The purpose of this

arrangement was to discover whether the velocity of transmis-

sion was perceptibly affected by a longer time being allowed

for the cable to recover its electrical equilibrium, and also to

facilitate the identification of the individual signals. Some
slight convenience in the practical details also arose from the cir-

tance that each set occupied one minute, and that each series

sted of ten positive and. ten negative signals. Those sig

were considered positive by which the platinum was put ii

< -i'ii with the cable and the zincode with the ground.l with the cable and the zincode with the groun
In receiving the signals, the observer (Mr. Dean at Newfound-

land, and myself at Valencia) watched the deflections of the

ligliT-.-pot. a iiilo his thumb rested on the button of a delk-ately

it key, which was pressed at the instant in

which the deflection was perceived. This instant was thus

recorded upon the chronograph, after a certain amount of delay,

which we will call the personal error of noting, and which

depended upon a considerable number of influences to be dis-

cussed hereafter. The keys by which the signals were trans-

mitted were made by the American Telegraph Company, under

the supervision of Mr. Dean, and are construct, d according to

Lgement devised by Prof. Thomson for the Atlantic

, in such a manner that pressure upon one button

produces a positive, and upon the other a negative signal, while

no current flows at other times. To this arrangement an addi-

tional contrivance was applied by which the local circuit to the

chronograph passed through the same key, and was interrupted

by [>i -sure upon either button, so that every signal transmitted

the cable was recorded upon the chronograph at the

station whence it was sent
It is thus manifest that the times of sending the signals were

it>s ol receiving -igi 1-
*'*-'K

,

recorded after an interval of time dependent on the personal

error of noting, and inseparable from the time of tr;

through the cable, except by some independent means of meas-

urement If this interval were the same for both obs
would be eliminated entirely from the longitude and merged
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with the time of transmission. Otherwise it would effect the

resultant longitude by one-half the difference between the per-

sonal errors of noting for the two observers. Happily it proved
to be very nearly the same for Mr. Dean and myself, and also

measurable ; so that it has been possible to eliminate its influ-

ence from the measure of velocity, as well as from the longi-

tude."—Rep., p. 54.

The relations of the several quantities derived from the obser-

vations, and entering into the final results, are expressed in the

following equations : in which T and T denote the clock times

at Valencia and Newfoundland, respectively, Ajfand A^the clock

errors, x the transmission rime <>{' the signals, and * the longitude

;

these quantities being also (.li^tinguished by a subscript
,
and

3

for Valencia and Newfoundland signals respectively. Including
in a; the personal error of noting -L^ik tin signals given and
recorded at Valencia at the time T

x
will be registered upon the

Newfoundland record at 'i\ — T
l
-\-±t

1
-M

1
'-l.+x

1 and the sig-

nals given and recorded at Newfoundland at T
3

will be regis-

tered upon the Valencia record at T2=T2
l-\-^t2'—M 2 r̂ l^-x2 .

Thus the comparison of the records of Valencia signals, at the

two stations gives T
1
- r/=A^'—a*, +*—x u while the com-

parison of the records of Newfoundland signals gives

T2-^T2'—M2'—^t2 -H4-«a,
and consequently

2X=(T
2-T2')^-(T1

-T-
1
')-^(M2 -At2 ')+ (M

1
-At

1
') + (x

l
-x2 )

If we assume the personal error of noting to be the same for

the two observers, and the signals to travel with equal velocity

in the two directions, the term x, -as, will disappear from the

first equation, wl B e a measure of the sum
of the transmission-times and the personal errors of noting.

The several qui
T ** are given in detail m

the Report for the different series of signals, and exhibit excel-

lent accordance in the results. There appears to have been no

difference of clock rates to affect the deduced value of

velocity for eastern and western signals to require

of l depending on the clocks.

ultant values for the longitude, subject, however, to

correction for personal equation in determining t

lows :—

1806, October 25, 2" 51m 56 s -

28, «N
November 5, oQ '

4
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The mean interval between the moments of giving the sig-

nals and of their record upon the chronograph sheet is similarly

found to have been

in which the quantities appended are the probable errors of the

respective determinations as deduced from the total results of

the several sets, there being six sets for each determination

except that of November 6th.

Between Heart's Content and Calais the clock signals were

much less satisfactory ; being obtained only on four nights, on

only two of which the clock errors could be determined either

immediately before, or soon after, the exchange, and on one

of these two there was special trouble from the clock. By
some misunderstanding, also, the signals were not exchanged

strictly according to programme, and thus a further source of

uncertainty was introd 1 1 confusion occasioned

in the record, and the greater difficulty of eliminating personal

equation. The resulting longitude and time of transmission

exhibit, however, better accordance than was to have been

expected, and are as follows (subject to a correction for personal

equation)

:

December 11,
h 56m 37 s -89 9 -24

12, 37-53 0-31

14, 37-84 0-27

16, 37-78 0-28

Prom the description of the mode of receiving signals,

quoted on page 236, it will be seen that there is introduced, in

all the observations, a special error due to the different methods
employed at the two stations of recording a given signal

lied in the report, "the personal error of noting." It

is the interval between the arrival of the signal at the galvan-

ometer and its record on the chronograph ; for it will be re-

membered that the signal sent through the cable does not pass

at once, automatically, to the chronograph, as at the transmit-

ting station, but reaches it only through the mediation of an

observer, who, after noticing the deflection of the light-spot

from the galvanometer, sends a second telegraphic signal to his

own chronograph. The whole interval, x, therefore, which
elapses between the giving of a signal at one station and its
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These parts, as given in the Report, consist of the time requi-

1. For the signal to arrive at the other station.

2. For the galvanometer needle to move through a percepti-

3. For the observer to notice the motion and tap his break-
circuit key.

4. For this observation-signal to be recorded upon the chrono-
graph.

Of these the second and third constitute the " error of not-
ing," which is, therefore, partly instrumental and partly per-
sonal

;
the one due to the inertia of the galvanometer-magnet,

u~-
i the " transmission-time " alo

"

trough brain, and thence to i

mg, therefore, of three distinct intervals, viz. :~1, between phe-
nomenon and perception ; 2, between perception and volition

;

3, between volition and giving signal. The sum of these three
intervals, according to the experiments made by Dr. Gould,
could hardly exceed, for good observers, s -3 ; which would
give for velocity of transmission through nerves about 13 feet,

unless, indeed, some considerable time is occupied in the act of
volition after perception, as seems probable from the experi-
ments of de Jaager and Hirsch. Helmholtz made the velocity

(dead), by different experiment

. Schelske found that velocity i

the nerves of common sensation and along the spinal cord in
living men, to be about 97 feet Others make the velocity not
more than half as great
With respect to the four intervals which make up the quan-

tity x, it is remarked that, if equal at the two stations, they
become wholly eliminated in the resultant longitude ; if un-
equal, the longitude must be increased by one half the excess
of their sums for westward signals. In either case, the opera-

tions for longitude give only their total sum at the two stations.

The chronographs at both stations being similar, it might be
presumed that the time lost by both in making the record after

the key is tapped would be the same; and repeated examina-
tions showed that this was sensibly the case. It therefore

becomes eliminated in the resultant longitude
;
as does also the

lion-time through the cable, if sensibly the same in

both directions ; as Dr. Gould shows that it is.

The method employed for determining the " error of noting"

was alike ingenious and successful It was by carefully ob-

serving a series of signals similar to those exchanged for longi-

tude, and so arranged that both the original signal and the

observation of the consequent deflection were recorded on the

same chronograph. The similarity requisite in respect to
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intensity of current, was secured by an ingenious adjustr
of battery force to both galvanometer and chronograph,
means of a divided circuit, the branch of it through the gal. __
ometer being a German silver wire so fine as to give an inten-
sity, as compared with that in the other branch, of 1 to 100;
the rc4 u,sitc reduction. Other equally skillful devices secured
similarity and freedom from error in other respects.
These experiments showed the range of variation of this error

of noting for different individuals to be very small ; the mean
error for Dr. Gould at Valencia being s -271, and for Mr. Dean
at Newfoundland, s -335 ; the difference being due to the gal-

vanometer, probably, rather than the observer. The sum of
the two 8

-606, is the quantity to be deducted from the value of
cci -h Xz to obtain the true time of transmission, and ha;:' tu-ir
difference, or 8

'032, that to be deducted from the longi I

all other corrections are applied.
In conducting these experiments a very curious source of

error was detected, in the effect of hearing the click of the
k"v. njiori observations supposed to depend only on seeing the
deflection of the needle. This is a point of so much import-
ance to observers, that we quote the suggestion of the Eeport,
that a very marked effect upon the observation of transits of

stars is hkely to be produced when the chronograph is in the
that the regular beats of the magnet are

audible. When the intervals between the transit-threads are
approximately multiples of half a second, the tendency is very
great so to tap upon the observing key as to produce a rhyth-
mical beat in the armature

; and when the interval differs from
tipleof a second, the occurrence of that magnet-beat

winch records an even second often precipitates the tap of the
observer, whose nerves are in keen tension
of bisection. Only a strong effort of will can obviate these
perturbing influences—which are akin to those exhibited in the

aits just described."
This curious effect seems to show that eye and ear do not

report to the brain with the same promptness, and that, when
addressed simultaneously, the mind cannot recognize which
makes the report, but takes that of one or the other, or both

!°gI
ther;."ldlscnmmately, the range of uncertainty being equal

" -'- promptness of the two senses Possibly
*, y\f **w tn nine ueiwo&u.
me occurrence of the audible and the visible signal ; which,
however, should give a more constant effectv ^+ of space compels us to pass the interesting chapter on

al equation in determining time," with simply the remarkZ^uu 17 methods of measuring that equation being
inapplicable, by reason of the distance and other circumstances,

that the
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comparisons were made between the observers for this purpose
as soon as practicable after their return; and the values
deduced, though in many respects quite unsatisfactory, were

as the best approximation that could be obtained for
the different observers. They are these

:

Gould—Mosman =-f-0
s-02

Dean—Mosman =-\- 0-11

Goodfellow—Dean = -f 0-14

Boutelle—Goodfellow =— 0-14

Boutelle—Chandler =- 04

A special arrangement, by which it was intended to entirely

personal equation at Heart's Content, unfortunately
mgh some misapprehension of the observers. The

fact, however, that they had been in the practice of observing
together for many years and had always found the equation
between them to vary between very narrow limits, on the two
sides of zero, rendered the failure of little practical consequence.
We hasten to give briefly the final results for longitude.

Between Foilhommerum and Heart's Content we have for the
several dates, after corrections applied :—

1866, Oct. 25,

28,

Nov. 5,

9,

The fii

equation i

noting signals, Dean—Gould=+0 a
'03, becomes

i_2
h 51m 56 9.54

Between Heart's Content and Calais, the results

reeted, are for the several dates :—

Dec. 11. h 55™ 37 9'93

12, [37-53]

37-82

scted by -0 s14 for personal equatioi

Between Greenwich and Foilhommerum, the longitude was
obtained by satisfactory signals on two nights and compared
with two previous determinations by Mr. Airy for other points

at Valencia, by short geodetic connections. The two nights

exchanges gave
Am. Jock. Scl-Secosd Series, Vol.XLIX, No. 146.-Mabch, 1870.
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1866, Nov. 5, Oh 41- 33-305 o4l5
13, 33-280 0-110

Mean,
,

41 33-29

This differs by —0-10 from that adopted by Mr. Airy as
deduced from the great chronometric expedition of 1

the telegraphic determination of 1862.
The combination of the three longitudes thus determined,

gives-

Greenwich—Foilhommerum, h 41m 33 3,29
Foilhommeruin—Heart's Content, 2 51 56-54
Heart's Content—Calais, o 55 37-72

Greenwich—Calais, 4 29 7*55

" The Valencia observations having been made by, or refer-
red to, Mr. Mosman throughout the whole period, his
equation is eliminated ; the equation between Messrs. Goodfel-
low and Dean, always small, may be regarded as trustworthy,
and by a happy coincidence the personal equations of Mr. Bou-
telle on the west, and of Mr. Mosman on the east, seem to be

:

auitical, so that even a total disregard of this quantity
would have resulted very nearly in its perfect elimination, the
oceanic arc being diminished and the land arc increased, each by
about 9 -14."

The only probable influence of personal equation in the
entire longitude-measurement, comprising, as it does, three-six-
teenths of the whole circumference, lies in the difference between
the observations of Messrs. Dunkin and Boutelle.

I he longitude of Calais, as heretofore telegraphically deter-
mined, is as follows :

—

^
Calais—Bangor, nh 6m a -31
Bangor—Cambridge, o 9 22-99
Cambridge—New York, o 11 26-07
New York—Washington, 12 15-47

Calais—Washington, o 39 4-84

whence we have

Greenwich—Washington, 5h 8m 12 s -39

tnM nt i

S
7
eat°n S

i
at
l
011 beinS 128 *44

>
and tne dome of the Capi-

£L i ' t
aS
t °l

the Naval 0bservatory, to the center of &e
oome of which the preceding value refers, we have as their lon-
gitudes from Greenwich—
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From the facts, as exhibited in this report, there would seem
to be every reason to believe that this result is within a very
small fraction of a second of the exact longitude, and that the
small probable error, whatever it may be, is mostly due to the
weakest link in the whole chain—that between Newfoundland
and Calais.

The indiscriminate mean of all the chronometer determina-
tions, as given early in this article, using the numbers of chro-
nometers as weights, is 5h 8m 12 B14 ; leaving out Bond's first

discussion of the 175, it is 5h 8m 12 B
-37. The mean of Peirce's

two from occultations of Pleiades, without regard to weight, is

oh 8m 12-29.
b

We regret that we have not room for even a brief abstract of
the valuable closing chapter on tin ;" signals,
but are compelled to dismiss it with barely stating the gene-
ral result and some conclusions with respect to a few points, as
derived from the experiments.
The transmission-time by cable, after correction for personal

error in noting signals (0
8
-303), was found to be for the several

dates :—

1866, October 25, S '314 Cable of 1 865, with earth and condenser.

28, -343 "
November 5, -280 Both cables, no earth.

The battery-strength on these nights was as follows :

—

October 25, 10 cells at Valencia, 10 cells at Newfoundland.

From these results the inferences seem warrantable, 1st, that
the velocity of transmission is greater when the circuit is direct
and consists of a good metallic conductor exclusively, than
when the signals are given by induction, although the earth may
be at the other electrode ; and 2d, that an increase of intensity
m the electromotive force is attended by an increase in the ve-
locity of propagation of the signal
From the observations for longitude, and from other experi-

ments made with special reference to particular points, the fol-

lowing general conclusions were reached.

"It appears manifest that not an electrical charge or discharge,

but simply an electrical disturbance, is requisite for transmit-

ting a signal ; that an inductive impulse, sufficient to deflect the

galvanometers employed, was transmitted through one cable,
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» seconds after the transmission of
an impulse of the opposite sort ; that with a circuit formed by
the two cables, a smaller electromotive force sufficed to trans-

mit the signals with yet greater rapidity ; that the signals trav-

eled more rapidly through a cable which had not recovered its

electrical equilibrium after a current of the opposite character;
and that the speed of the signals is modified by the earth-con-

nections, more readily than by changes in the battery-power.
And the very marked differences, found in the rates of trans-

mission, between signals given by completing an interrupted
circuit and those given by interrupting a closed circuit, may
perhaps lead to investigations which will afford an explanation."

C. S. Lyman.

The cloudy weather in most parts of the United States and
Europe prevented continuous observations of the November me-
teors, at the time of their return in L869, by nearly all those
who were watching for them. The observers, in the few stations

where the skies were clear, furnish, however, ample testimony
to the appearance of unusual numbers on the morning of Nov.
14th. The display, moreover, like that of 1868, continued for

several hours. I give below the particulars
at various places.

1. At New Haven.—-Two members of the Junior Class, Messrs.

C. B. Dudley and E. P. Maynard, saw, through openings in the

clouds, six meteors, between 4h and 5h on the morning of the

14th. Some of them had the peculiar trains belonging to the

November meteors. On the next morning, Nov. 15th, the sky
was nearly overcast, but between 3h and 3h 45m, we saw eight

meteors, four of them conformable. During the rest of the

morning the sky was overcast, and even in this interval it was
at no time more than one third clear.

2. A similar failure, nearly or quite complete, is reported by
Frot Eastman, at the U. S. Naval Observatory, Washington, by
Mr. Marsh and Mr. Taylor, at Philadelphia, by Mr. Fuertes at

Stamford, Conn., by Mr. Boerner, at Vevay, Ind., by Pro£
Kockwood at Brunswick, Me., and by various others who were
m readiness to make observations.

8. At Pensacola, Florida,—To the courtesy of Commodore
bands Sup t of the IT. S. Naval Observatory, we are indebted
tor a letter of Commander Win. Gibson, from Pensacola. He
says that the night of the 13th-14th was exceedingly bright and
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clear, and that the shooting stars were observed in extraordinary
numbers, from l

h 15m, A. m., until dawn, most numerously be-

tween 3h and 4h
, a. m. It was difficult to give the average per

minute. It varied from two or three to twenty or thirty, or
more, the star-showers flashing and intermitting like the bursts

and pauses of a gusty rain. In magnitude they varied from
mere moving points of light, to those which were larger than
Jupiter. One train remained visible at least 50 minutes, drift-

ing slowly to the northward.

Mr. Alexander Evans of Elkton, Md.
On the morning of Nov. 14th, he was upon the Pacific

Ocean, lat. 8 J 30' N., and long. 84° 30' W. He watched from
two till four o'clock, when the sky became overcast. Between
these hours the sky was partly covered. The display was, he
says, quite equal to that of 1868 which he observed throughout.

He thought that the radiant point was not as last year, in the

center of the sickle in Leo, but a little more to the eastward

between the stars \ and y. There were several nonconformable
meteors whose radiant seemed to be the zenith.

5. At Santa Barbara, California.—To the courtesy of Prof.

Peirce, Superintendent of the IT. S. Coast Survey, we are in-

debted for the observations of Mr. Geo. Davidson, Assistant,

and Mrs. E. Davidson at the Coast Survey station, at Santa

Barbara (lat. 34° 24', Ion. 7h 59m). Between l h 18m ,
a. m.,

and 3 h 43m on the morning of Nov. 14th, they counted 556

meteors. The following table represents the number of meteors

seen by the two observers per minute. They are taken from

the diagram forwarded by Prof Peirce.

Mr. Davidson says, "the night was beautifully clear the

>on being ten days old, and 4° south. I was called at l h 10™,moon being

which time 22 meteors had been seen. After

3h 43-, a. m., watch was kept for any unusual display, but the

numbers gradual I v .liminisiiol. Some of the meteors were

very brilliant and left persistent trains. About hall a dozen

meteors were observed m« i \

'' rcl the ™diant

"At 2h 33™, A. M., I observed a brilliant meteor start from a

point above, and a little to the left of the pointers
;

it left a

Persistent train and disaopeirel ai a j«nit aboat^ or 1U

above Polaris, and 6° to the right. The train was o in lengtu

;
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gradually it took a wavy form ; then curved until it formed
two-thirds of an irregular circle, and was 8° in dunm-i. v ; n i

• 1

half a degree in width. I examined it with a good binocular,

Mid round it not of uniform density, but having open spaces in it.

It remained visible 8| minutes, and in that time apparently
moved in a line toward the radiant point in Leo, over a space
of 8°."

The small number of meteors reported above as seen

between 2 h 30ra and 2 h 40m was due to Mr. Davidson's being
engaged in watching the train of this meteor.
At l b 15m Mr. S. E. Thockmorton, Jr., saw a meteor appear

and disappear without apparent motion. It was about two
tbov* and to the left of the bright star in the blade of

the sickle.

6. At Fredericton, N. #., (lat. 46° 3', Ion. 66' 45').—A watch
was kept up by relays of students of the University of New

:. throughout the night of Nov. 13th, 14th. They
report the times and general directions of the individual
meteors, with duration of flight, brilliancy, &c. The foil"wing
table of the numbers seen in each 10 minutes of the nigiit is

compiled from their report.

Number cf meteors seen at Fredericton, K B. on the night of Nov. \M , Uth.

Hour. 0-10* 10-20- 20^0m!30m40m|4an,50m50m60m Total.

8— 9

10—11
! 1 \\ \

18

39
U~ *

"J
6 4 5 59

2— 3 11 10 26 32 37 20 136

181

30 28
| 35 34 18 167

31 20 I 16

Total in 11 hours, 830

The observations were made by three parties, each watching
tor two successive hours. Messrs Bv. i-s", Onzier. Stone, Con-
nell and Williston watched from 7i

h to 9h and from l
h to 8

h
.

A second party, consisting of Messrs. Vanv :! rt>.
<

' •

^'" rr '

man, Belyea, and Lawrence, watched from 9h to llh and from
6 to 5 ,

and a third p;irb <• nsisrin- < M -r-, Wi hiu Sco-
vil, Chandh-r

.,; t
',v , M i IV to 1" and t'rom o

h

to 6£ . Only four persons were, however, observing at any

JI
:x.

InJSnĝ -~The clouds Prevented observations for most
ot the time m Great Britain. At Glasgow, Mr. A. S. Herschel
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and Mr. Eobert McClure had a tolerably clear sky from half

past 4 till half past 5.

"Meteors of the brightest class of the November shower, hav-

ing luminous streaks, were crossing the sky at the rate of about
40 in an hour, for one observer, corresponding to a rate of fre-

quency of at least one hundred per hour, in all the sky. The
apparent paths of thirty of these meteors were recorded upon a

map, by their course among the stars, and the direction of their

flight was from the usual radiant point in the constellation

Leo. * * * *
" A clear view of the sky was again obtained towards eleven

o'clock on Sunday night, when a single shooting star, passing

from Gemini to Taurus, and leaving a faint streak, appeared to

be the last vi.-
: '->!.- ni • >, iutivp of the November meteors. Al-

though the sky continued clear, and an attentive watch was kept

for nearly three hours afterwards, no other meteor could be seen.

Tiiepureh uc-ntive character o! this result adds a fresh proof

to the evidence obtained in former years of the definite bounda-

ries and narrow limits between which the stream of the Novem-
ber meteors is confined." •

Observations at Greenwich and at most other places m Eng-

land were not successful on the morning of the 14th.

At Oulloden, Mr. A. Forbes counted upwards of 200 between
the hours of 3 1 and 7", a.m., the maximum of the shower

appearing to be about 5 o'clock.

8. In France, the " Association Scientifique" organized a sys-

tem of observations, at \ a rio as si

embracing even one or two in Italy. The results were to be re-

- to be held in the latter
j
*rt i A

the month of November, at Marseilles ;md Bordeaux. Wehave
not learned what success rewarded the zeal of the French ob-

servers.

9. At Paris.—Mr. Chapelas reports to the French Academy
of Sciences, that notwithstanding unfavorable weather and

moonlight, "observations conscientio isly made, l'iyc us tor the

mean hourly number reduced to midnight arid to clear sky

and corrected for the influence of the moon, for the night ot

Nov. 12th, 6-8 meteors; for the night of Nov. 13th, 24 8

meteors." . ,

Be saya that the observations for the pv
,r than the mean for that pel axl

of the vear, which is, according to him, 13 "6.

Mr. Chapelas, as usual, does°not say how many meteors he

saw, nor how long he observed, nor how laig

applies for cloudiness, nor what for mo-

midnight. We are not aware,

hshed rules or constants for such reduction, n s

<

might perhaps have some value, if we knew wna v
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They could then be criticized, and compared with those of
other observers. If found to have been carefulh made they
would be valuable to science. But as now given to the world,
the observations of Mr. Coulvier-Gravier and Mr. Chapelas are
inextricably mixed up with their deductions. The manifest
errors of the latter taint the whole, and make it necessary to
throw them all away. The French Academy of Sciences pub-
lishes his reports, and we respectfully call its attention to the

10. At Vienna.—Prof. Weiss of the Observatory of Vienna,
with three aids, determined 36 paths with the meteoroscope
between 2h and 6h

, a. m., of the 13th (Prof. Schmidt in Em
Wochenschrift, Dec. 8th). Some of them were from the Leo
radiant. The total number visible was verv moderate.
The next night was stormy, and (iir an interval of LO minutes

only at 4h
,
A. m., could anything be seen. A few stars of Leo,

Gremmi and Auriga were then visible through openings in the
clouds, and along with them, though principally seen through
haze were some meteor tracks, having trains and radiating
from Leo. Prof. Schmidt estimated that the hourly number
for one observer was about 50, reckoning only the brighter
meteors, and considered the display not Preatlv different from
that seen by him at Athens in 1863.
At Munster and elsewhere in northern Germany the sky

appears to have been overcast.
11. At Borne.—The cloudy skies which covered northern

^urope on the night of the 13th, 14th, also impaired the

y :i,1 -i« "b^n-anons. Padre Secchi reports a few, though
incomplete, from Rome.
At 2»> 30'" a. m. the clouds broke away in the west and in

five minutes 18 meteors were seen. At 2* 35™ the sky was
nearly clear except low in the northeast, and a regular count
was begun.
From 2h 35™ to 2*> 40™, 29 meteors were seen ; from 2" 40"

a o
8^ 41

; from 2h 48m to Bh °m
>
73

;
^m 3" m to 3h 15

ra
40.

At 6 18m it became again overcast. The whole number in 40
minutes was 183, of which 5 were unconformable. He -nuts
to state the number of observers. Padre Secchi concludes

:

7' i,
r

.

T " r vrns
'

'' ,|
' !

"' invriee of the display.
M. That it uu,s bur littb- different from the display last year,

there having been then seen in the same interval about 200
meterors The hour moreover was not that of the maximum.
,

rfcl. I hat the radiant point was within the bend of the sickle

B t th'l
m'" 1 '' Wirl

'

t!l "
^ t:,1V

'
; ' Ul1

" : '" e,
l
,,i!areral triangle-

of tracks
\ very precise owing to the want

ofthe radiant
*^^^ °f^ meteors Passed to the E°rth
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It was further remarked that the trains were visible only a
few seconds, and that there were none of the beautiful scrolls

of smoke which were seen last year.

Madame Scarpellini gives in her Corrispondenza >

accounts of observations at Rome by herself, (with negative

results) and the following from Perugia and Civita Vecchia.

12. At Civita Vecchia.—Prof. Pinelli reports to Madame Scar-

pellini the following observations from Civita Vecchia.

Nov. 12th-13th. Between 10h 30™, P. M., and lh , a. m., 4
meteors seen of 1st magn., 6 of 2d magn., and 8 of the third.

Only a few clouds.

Nov. 13th-14th. Between llh 30ra and 2h 35m , 54 r

Very cloudy and finally overcast.

Nov. 14th-15th. Up to lh 20-, a. M., only 16 m
—hfromi^

viz., 26, 22, 26, 28, 24, and 17. ""in all 138 in six hours.

un the next night in successive hours from 6h
, P. M., till 4h

,

a. M., he saw 3, 1, 0, 2, 1, 2, 0, 39, 190, 246. During the next

half hour 71 were seen, making 555 in all. From 4h 30m it

14. At Vellet-i.—Yroi. D. Ignazio GTalli, of the Municipal Ob-
servatory at Velletri, watched during the two nights of the

12th and 14th of November. {Bull. Met. Rom.)
On the first night, two observers, with a clear sky, in five

hours, from 12h 45m till 5h 45m, saw 71 meteors. The distribu-

tion through the five hours was as follows :

From 12h 45m to lh 45m, 2 conf, 9 unconf.

" l*45m,
" 2h 45m, 5 " 7 "

" 2*45m
,

" 3h 45m, 8 " 6 "

" 3h 45m,
" 4h 45m, 7 " 7 "

U 4h 45m
j

u 6h 45m?
H « 9 "

openings i

enough to fully command the whole of the visible portio

the sky. The results were as follows

:
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The meteors of this second morning were much finer than
those of the preceding morning. The sporadic meteors of each

eared to radiate from Auriga
15. From Moncalieri—Director F. Denza reports in Les

Mondes, for four observers :

Night of the 12th of Nov. from U* to 17b 145 meteors.
13th "

9 if 720 "

14th " 14M0m 17M0m 99 "

These numbers need to be increased, as their principal object
was to determine the position of the tracks and the instant of

•f of the meteors.
On the night of the 13th, 14th, there were seen :

At Alexandria by 4 observers from 9*1 45™ to 16h 45m, 168 meteors,

_
Prof. Denza adds that " the meteoric shower of Nov. 1869,

ile from that of August, and in some places was even
inferior to it."

16. At Port Said, Egypt.—In the Monthly Notices for Dec. are

some observations of G. L. Tupman, Esq., at that place. On
the mornings previous to that of the 13th, he detected some
tendency to radiation from Leo. On that morning, of thirteen
meteors, four were conformable.
On the morning of the 14th from 12h 3Cr to 13h 15" only

two meteors were seen, neither conformable. There was a
pretty large patch of clear sky overhead.

" The watch was resumed at 14h 30ra
, the sky being then

partfr clear in patches, and continued until a quarter past 5,

long before which the shower had entirely ceased. At 2h ST
it was at its height, most of the meteors being remarkably bril-

liant, and many of them tinted green. The greater part left

fcreaks, which often remained visible a considerable
time. The duration of the meteors or their 'time of flight'

was considered to be less than half a second—too short a time
to estimate even foughly.
"The following are the observations. Being unassisted, I

stopped at every sixteenth to make the necessary entries.
"If the numbers in the table be reduced to an uniform

the cosecant of the alti-

tude of the radiant, it will be seen that between 14h 30m and
:^ numbers were nearly uniform, and slightly decreas-

ing. The maximum, then, was"either before or about 14h 30
m

;

but the center of the dense part must have been passed about
15 hours, as there was no sign of the shower at 13*' 15m.
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Meteors observed at Port Said, Nov. 1 3th, Alexandria mean time.

Seven other meteors were observed, but they did not radiate

from Leo.

From 11 orbits lie determined «=151°0, <*=21 0<
5, measured

from the equinox of 1869. No single point satisfied all the

paths that were observed.
The conclusions of Mr. Tupman respecting the closing of

the shower are of course set aside by the observations in Italy

and England by those of Fredericton and Santa Barbara.

17. The duration of the whole shower was at least twelve

hours,and it appears to have been somewhat fitful in its inten-

sity. Perhaps the apparent fitfulness may be due to the clouds,

sing display shown by Prof.": » At Cul-

Joden the report seems to car
The numbers seen ___

tolerably uniform continuant
was little trace of the display

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTEY.

1. On Ammonia-chromium bases.—Cleve has communicated

to the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences a memoir on the ammo-

nia-chromiumba^ T^^SSt^e believe, been noticed either in German or in English.journals

The author sets ,mt with '

b? * reI^ *£
investigated to some extent by himself m a previo .

this he gives the - ; [
'
?°'

" nrLTto Svemin chrom-chh „

.

* for our purpose to give

.
• During this observation it was more cloudy than before, but during the two

following ones it was much clearer.
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the formulas of the various compounds with a general account of
their properties. The formulas of the salts described by Cleve
belonging to the tetramin series are as follows

:

Chlorid, Cr
3
Cl

3 , 4NH 3 , 2HO.
Chlorplatinate, Cr 2

Cl
3 , 4NH 3 , 2HO+ 2PtCl

2
.

Chlorhydrargyrate, Cr
8
Cl

3 , 4NTI 3 , 2HO+6HgCl.
Chlorobromid, Cr

2
ClBr

2 , 4NH 3 , 2HO.
Bromid, Cr

2Br3 , 4NH 3 , 2HO.
Bromochlorid, Cr

2
BrCl

2 , 4NH 3 , 2HO.
Chloro-iodid, Cr

2
ClI , 4NH 3 , 2HO.

1(>rtid, Cr 2I 3 , 4NH 3 , 2HO.
Chlorosulphate, Cr

2C10 2 , 4NH 3
2S0

3 , 2HO.
Bromosulphate, Cr

2
Br0

2 , 4NH 3
2S0

3 , 2HO.
Chlorochromate, Cr

s
C10 8> 4NH 3

2Cr0 8 , zHO.
Chlorouitrate, Cr

8
C10

8 , 4NH 3 , 2N05, 2HO.

All these salts are crystalline and easily soluble in water. They
hav i carmine red or garnet red color and their solutions are
ea<ii

:.
decomposed on heating, with separation of chromic oxyd

mdt •"•
lis attention to the very

Y fact that they all contain 2 atoms of water (in the old

The second series of compounds described are the salts of hepta-
imum.

The formulas of the only observed members of this series are as

Double nitrate, 2(Cr
2 3 , 3N0 6 ), 7NH 3+NH4 0, N0 5

+9HO.
Oxalo-nitrate, 2(Cr

g
C

3 , N0
6 ,

(C
2 3 ) 2 ), 7NH 3

+6HO.
The salts of the triamin series are as follows

:

Oxalate, Cr
2 3 , 3C 2 3 , 3NH 3 , 3HO.

Double oxalate, 2(Cr
2 3 , 3C 2 3 , 3KH 3)+NH 4 0, 2C

8 3 ,

HO+3HO.
The salts of the heptamin and *triamin series resemble those

nin series so closely as not to require special desc-rip-

nitrate of the heptamin series is obtained by the

>' upon the dilorid ( ,f tetramin-chromium.

rieB is obtained by the action of

Bame chlorid. Besides these three series the

salts, which may obviously be
regur i. i ae members of other and analogous groups.

Cr„0
3 ,
NO

B , 2NH 3 + 3HO.
Cr

2 3 , C 8O s,NH 8 +8HO.
2(C

8 3 ), S0 3 , 2XH s+24HO.
It is, however, very doubtful whether these three substances were
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obtained in a state of purity, as they were all amorphous and could
not be obtaiut"! <-ry<t:il]iz< l.—Kongliga Svemlca Vete>i*/,-«]>«-

Alcademiens Ilnxir.'n-jor. .Vy / V;/
y
V/, 1866, 7 vol., 2d half.

[Note.—The compounds described by Cleve are of especial

interest when considered from an atomistic point of view. The
formulas of the triamin and tetramin series are of course to be
doubled and we should then have for the three chlorids the empiri-

cal formulas

6NTI
3 , €r 2 Cl 8

Hexamin-chromium chlorid.

7NH
3 , €r 2

Cl
6

Heptamin-chromium chlorid.

8NH3, €r 8
Cl

6
Octamin-chromium chlorid.

Ad pting Blomstrand's view of the constitution of the analogous

and cobalt compounds, these three bodies may be written

as follows

:

f-NH.-Cl f-NH.-Cl f-NHg-Cl
-NH.-C1 -NH3-CI -NH3-CI

V? J
-NH ,-Cl *, " -NH3-CI r,

I

1 -M I ,
-N 1 1 h

-CI
8

1 -NH,-C1» ^r
* 1 -XH3-NH 3-ei,

tr
* ^ -xii;-\u,-ci'

-NH.-C1
I

-XH3-C1 -NH3-C1
l-NH,-Cl [-NH3-CI [-NH3-CI

Cleve suggests that the heptamin series may be only double salts

of his tetramin and triamin compounds, and in view of the

asymmetrical structure of the chlorid this seems at least probable.

It is also to be borne in mind that the want of symmetry is only

seen ifwe adopt Blomsl
when the ammonia bases are formulated according to the

|

of variable atomicity supported by the writer.* The invariable

of two atoms of water in all the octamin cooccurrence of two atoms of water in all the octamin compounds

un upon any theory.—w. g]
• snljJmr salts.—Schnbidee has d

belonging to the same class with t

:ec

obtained by fusing ]

pure potassic carbonate
cooled mass with water. The author gives

K g
S, Pt"S, Pt"S, J>Pt"i

and points out its analogy to a copper salt described in j

paper. The new compound forms small, hard, sharp and

formed, six-sided tables of a blue gray color and strong metallic

luster. The larger tables have a reddish tint and in thin layers

with a red brown color. The density of the salt

3 difficult to explain upon any theory.—w. g]
2. On some new sulphur salts.—Schnbidee has described some

new sulphur salts belonging to the same class with those which we

have already noticed. Pota sg ': ,] Ornate is easily

» *--*- - 2 parts of platinum sponge with 6 parts of

and six parts of sulphur, and treating the

The author srives to this salt the formula

:

2 translucent with a red brown color. The density

6-44. Dilute chlorhydric acid slowly dissolves out the potassium

without the slightest evolution of sulphuretted hydrogen the final

product of the reaction being sesqui-sulphid of platinum Ft^ 3
or

platinous sulpho plati.uu- Pt>. : 't>
3

. This is a steel gray crystal-
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lin- powder of density 5-52, which when heated in the air bums
! "•;.•> "« }• i.v -[ - r_r\ |.;-.-in mi. ^ uli<. |»1:it i:i..u- miI-

pho-platinate has a pre ,. ^diuni replacing
potassium. It is a crystalline p..\vder <>f density 6-27 and with a
color bet w, idish lead-gray. Are-ex;.

ueider to the conclusion
that this body contains no oxygen, and that its true formula is

K
2 S, Pt"S, Pt"S, Pt"S ySn-S

8 ,

in which the quadrivalent platinum is replaced by quadrivalent
tin. In a I , ( ii nsr to t ] u ,

t .,,m ].nun<l

Tated, Schneider describes a di^odium sail which has the
formula ^^ NagS> pt„

gj pt
„
8 j.pji^

When freshly prepared, this salt forms thin brilliant light copper red
needles. It rapidly changes color in the air and becomes brown
and finally almost black. Water dissolves it with partial decom-
position, leaving a dark red crystalline powder of bisulphid of pla-

• hneider obtained by double decomposition silver and
jponding to the disodium compound.—Pogg.

Ann., exxxviii, 604. w . g.

3 Synthesis of Sydroxylamin.—Bx the action of tin andchlor-
dnc acid upon ethvlic, nitrate i ,,«,.\ ,,!,t- ,;,,..,] h i.Ln.l.v.lr.-ire

addition ot nascent hydrogen to nitric oxyd, expr<
by the equation

:

NO+H
3
r=NH

3 0,which is more correctly written 2N e+3li
8=2NH s

O. The nitric
oxyd was prepared by the action of nitric acid upon ferrous sul-

phate and collected in a glass gasholder from which it was made

L After separating the tin and amnionic chlorid the
chlorhydrate of hydroxylamin was obtained «

'•

Iter /<<'< r<j<ing, p. 671. w. g.

4. On a new group of double chlorids belonging to th

id to a solution of the chlorid of
Keiset s fir«t ba^. PtCl. _Xi[, or 4NH„ PtCL PtCL, Buckto*

Imble chlorids embraced by the general form-

*tf 1
2 . Thomson has found that a second series

°l
d
n
Ubeihlond9 of the same quantitative constitution but with

wholly different properties is obtained by adding an am
solution of a metallic salt as copper, silver, nickel, Ac., to a solution
of double chlorid of ,.! iim

'

FtCL , ,\II 4
CI.

S?.?
eW
f lu

TG Cry" !or according to the
metal used

; they are msoluble or with difficulty soluble in water3 amm"
r easily in dilute chlorhydri< aci I

and are precipitated from this solution by ammonia. Buckton's
salts are soluble in water and insoluble in chlorhydric acid.
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5. A system of instno.-thu In QuuntiVifn*,: Chemical .

by Dr. C. R. Feesesus, fnm, the last Kngli>h ami (u

pared because they are tedious or unnecessar;

"The section on Organi

On the other hand, some important matter has been added.
Bunsen's invaluable new «. < ri ds o u\ itimj; on-cipitnles in de-

>mWd in his ,,wu (translated) words. Various new methods of

olcott Gibbs,
Dr. J. Lawrence Smith, Mr. 0. D. Allen and othei

contributions and descriptions of new methods. We are confident

that this excellent work will be ..f great service in advancing
the study ofanah r U..1 i-in mN'n in thi- - m try, and that its

T>r.J.L
: nvnn,,- Smith, Mr. 0. - *

I'inrifMitions and descriptions c

he study of analytical chemi
'idilication will be welcomed b]

itative chemical analysis.
6. Ef< ct« of tlie Surfs Heat o

ter of Geo. Davidson, Esq., of t

nmnicated for thi .

,[ ' Germantown,
"a.)—I have had a very curious experience at this station. It is

on the edge of a - enty feet above the low flat

mar-in that extends 300 yards to the sea beach. At the station

Hiad an 18 inch theodolite ..;.-..].,;>. and

^as engaged in determining the azimuth of the principal lines oi

: " "i .ii.:. lati .n rV,,;,i the station San Buenaventura. 1 his in-

volved observations from sunrise to 10 a. m., and irom-Mf*. m to

11 p. m. Imagine my surprise when I found that the heat of the
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sun pouring all the p. m. upon the southwest face of this bluff so

expanded it that the level showed changes as great as 45"! Then
in the evening contraction began, and continued until the level :it

sunrise exhibited changes of 45" the other way. Here was a
efninih of 1' 30" certainly due to cfi«n>/><n <f n mj>eratuvt ; our low-

est temperature was about 40°; our greatest about 79° in the

shade, say 100° in the sun.

_
But this is not all : I was dismayed to find that in cooling 3«f

ring the evening, the tongue of the 'bluff upon which the station is

situated, tirht< d irre<i«l<irt>/ in azimuth as much as 18" in three

hours. This, of course, vitiated all my results, and I continued a

full series simply as an experiment, 1

tion for an eccentric one without m
my latitude instrument and transit from their positions i

station, and where the same phenomena w, re < \hibited by them.

At 102 yards from the edge of the bluff they are as steady as a

rock, audi have nothing but the excessive" undulations of the

heated air to contend with.

1. On the existence of Ammonium in the Ammoniacal Amah
m, and on a new Testfor the presence of Nascent II

H. Gallatin, M. D., of New York.—Berzelius and

endeavored to do as much for the ammoniacal
had done for those of the fixed alkalies. They made what is known
as the ammoniacal amalgam. That ammonium exists in this body
v
as never been demonstrated, notwithstanding that its constituents
t their proper proportions were always found escaping from the

not prov
trary, 2 vols, of NH 3 and 1 vol. ofH are the products.' Moreover,

i ammonium, it had never been made to unite

iU ^Cli piupeL proportions were always iouna escaping rrom w<=

amalgam : that does not prove thea they were united ; on the con-

he products. Moreover,

lade to unite with any
other metal than mercury. I have endeavored to overcome both
of these objections.

It the hydrogen escaping from the mercury together with the

ammonia can be shown to be in the nascent state, it would be evi-

dence that it had just been in chemical combination with the

ammonia, in other words, that metallic ammonium (NH 4 )
existed

m the amalgam. Some pellets of sodium were placed in contact
with some particles of the transparent variety of phosphorus,
wrapped in bibulous paper and plunged beneath the surface of

water. A red glow was seen; and the nascent hydrogen from
the decomposing water came into contact with the phosphorus,
bubbles of phosphid of hydrogen were formed. Occasionally one
would flame as it came into contact with tl • atmosphere, placing
the nature of the reaction beyond doubt. As phosphid of hydro-
gen cannot be formed by direct synthesis if ordinary free hydrogen
be employed, this becomes a test for the presence of that gas in

its nascent state. The hydrogen escaping from the ammoniacal
amalgam was now tested by this process. A sodium-amalgam
dipped beneath a solution of chlorid of ammonium was employed;
and it became necessary to wait until the sodium was exhausted,

might not be vitiated by the nascent hydrogen escap-
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ing from the water.
^
At the proper time the decomposing amal-

-

many bubbles of inflammable pin .>}»hbl were obtained. The
hydrogen must then have been in the ua>eont state and just escap-
ing from the ammonium.—Phil. Mag., xxxviii, 57.

8. On the /;.,;*?,,,« nfan Alloy of Ahn.xitnHi,, and /HsHiuth,
and on anothi r j» tr T.'xt f,r l!« r ,

,*-. of Xascent Hydrogen

;

by Albert H. Gallatix, M. D., of New York.—Ammonium' had
never yet been seen united with any other metal than mercury.
-Mercury being the only metal rluidat ordinary temperatures, should
another alloy be formed it would be solid. Some bismuth was
melted in a porcelain dish and alloyed with sodium by dropping a

piece of that metal on the clear' surface of the thud bismuth.
Hilorid of ammonium was then dusted on tin tluid alloy, and then
water added in a fine quick stream. The bismuth swells, appears
pasty and porous, and then congeals. Abundance of hydrogen
escapes from the water, and the ammoniacal odor is set free. This
hody must now be dried. If it be placed near the ear a distinct

Wttdiag noise will be heard, a phenomenon which endures for

some day.. To a-< ium escaping from the
• b.»l\ «:i. plar, d hen. ath ih Mirfao- ..i water, when

""''' - oi ydi _. n < s ( (jm ,1, ( isih to Ik « olle< ted md recognized;
the ammonia, if any, must have been absorbed by the water. To
t( 'st for this red litmus-paper was placed in the liquid. Wherever
the currents ruck it a blue spot became visible,

•ing sulphate of copper in distilled water and placing
the well-dried bismuth therein, the characteristic flocculi of ammo-
mo-sulphate of copper appeared at once.

It remains to show that the hydrogen escaping is in the nascent
state. There was not enough of it to test with phosphorus. The

ompound, when placed in a solution of sulphate of cop-

unalloyed i

the precipitatioi
nascent hydrogen, an alloy of l__
dlPped in a solution of sulphate of copper. It instantly became
coated with that metal, owing to the nascent hydrogen escaping

from the water. The hydrogen was therefore escaping in the nas-

cent state from the bismuth and ammonia, and therefore it was a
true alloy of bismuth and ammonium. If the temperature of this

ajloy be "raised, it will rapidly decompose with a crackling Bom
On one occasion it exploded, sharply scattering the metal. The
loud crackling noise produced by this substance may be heard for

many days after it is made. That there is no mere surface-action

*n the case of the mercurial and bismuth alloys of ammonium, is

shown by the pores which are formed by the escaping gases in

J>oth cases. In the amalgam these pores may be seen prodwsri

V the escaping ammonium long after the water has exhausted the

sodium. In the mercurial body the pores •<

case of bismuth they



The alloy was arid in vm-ao < a r sulj mine acid, ir v a- r
1

i

-

heated in vacuo by means of a Spreng* 1 |>ui! ;>, wli n i
+ h mpos< 1.

and the resulting gas was collected over mercury. It was found

to have twenty-seven times the volume of the original soli. I.

Analysis of the" gas proved it to contain nitrogen and hydrogen.

The resn!:
!

-i-tly he given.— Phil

Mag., IV, xxxviii, 58. June 23, 1869.

II. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

1. Preliminary Field Report of the V. S. ttenl»</>'<-al S»rve>/ <>/

Colorado whI Xnr JL ,•;«-, ,,-•; ritvofHon.
J. 1). Coy. Secretary of the Interior, hv F. V. Haydev, IT. S.

Geologist. 150 pp. ^vo. Washington, 1869.—Prof. Hayden. in tins

expedition of the year just ]):ist, was over his old held again, in

whirl! he has done so imieh hv his observations :md collections to

promote the progress of American ut^.l o.j- \ mid paleontology. Hi*

ions, however, were continued farther west, to and among
ts ot the summit. His route was from Cheyenne, where

he commenced his labors, to Denver; from Denver to the silver

mines at Georgetown, »

'

: . . d Cit v, and thence to

the Mil 11 Pari ; t! n back to Dei ver, md s u hw ird to C h>-

rado Citv, Soda S lts Can-m City, Spnnis p. ks, II it i H '-•

Fort Union, Mora Ynllev, and Santa Fe ; thence up the Rio

Grande, thron-h the San Luis valley, Poncho Pass. Arkansas \ al-

ley, through the South Park to Denyer again. Prof. Hayden re-

mark- that "the coal formation along the base of the mom t; m-

was studied with great interest, With these coal beds are asso-

ciated val ' epe.sirs , hrown ii i hhe c<

posits of the Raton Hill- extend from the Spanish Peak- to Max-

well's, and the supply of both is quite u»
•

. Tl •'• future infer nee of Eh<

at this locality, on the success of a Pacific Railroad, cannot be

over-estii iat< d". It " - heliei ed that the coal and iron

Raton Hills will be of far more value to the country than all the

mines of precious metals in that district.

The next locality for coal was at the Placiero Mountains. 1"

one locality here, the coal has been changed h

eruption of a basaltic dike, the igneous material of which had

poured over the coal strata. Vast quantities of brown iron ore are

associated with this coal, and magnetic iron ore is found in the

gneissoid rocks of the mountain. The g..ld mines here are very

rich and are now wrought upon a true scientific plan."
As this Report consists of field notes, the geological facts are

present as they were observed along the principal routes; and we
shall wait for a systematic review of the results from the author
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Our route to tn
I
hrough the Berthoud Pass,

from the valley of Clear Creek. The range of mountains in which
the pass is located is composed of gneissic rocks—as are all the

ng. - ill the mining districts. The" ascent was very steep c

uth side, up to the region of p
2 north side is quit" gradual.

> the region of perpetual snow ; but the descent c

Great quantities of loose materials from the basis rocks are scat-
tered thickly over the summits, of every variety of the metamor-
phic class. .Most of the peaks are well rounded, and covered with
soil and vegetation. Grass and flowers grow far up above the lim-
its of arborescent vegetation. As we ascend, the pines, spruces and
cedars dwindle down in size, until they become recumbent and
trail on the ground. Some of the high'-i peaks are very sharp,
and covered with loose ro I ial atmospheric in-

fluences had ever affected them. Their sides are often massive
escarpments of rocks down v n t ity of fragments
have fallen, making a vast amount of debris at the base. Of
course their rocky sides are entirely free from vegetation, and
the oxyd of iron" gives them a rustv r-ddish appearance. One
mountain at the head of CI d Mountain, from
the fact that the rocks have a bright red color in the distance.
The evidences of the outpouring of igr.cn;- rocks in this moun-
tain are very ma- be called an eruptive range.
From the summit of Berthoud's Pass, at a height of eleven

thousand eight hundred and sixteen feet, we can look northward
along the line of the main Ily flexes around
to the northwest, while the little streams seem to flow through the
rifts. The general appearance of the western slope of this great
range would indicate that it is a huge anticlinal, composed of a
series of ranges on each side of a com men axis, and then smaller
ranges ascend like steps to the central axis. The western side of
this ridge slopes gently, while the eastern side projects over ab-

ruptly. This main range also forms a narrow dividing line, or

"wafer-divide,- of the Atlantic and Pacific.

and felt a real joy in passing down the 1

1 to the great ]

partes, which are "•''- « eacn omer. .cacn one

may present ditf-
\

;,u. The httle park on

the south side, which we first enter, is a very beautiful one. Ihe
grass is luxuriant, and the N "ae of the ol

.

der

fedimentary rocks were seen along the flanks of the mountains,

but a recent tertiary deposit seemed td cover the country. On the

east side of Fraser Creek there is a long high ndgi
.
* l.n hi.; nt

°v the stream in several places, formed ot the white and yellow

sands and marls which mark the pliocene tertiary on the east side

of the mountain. I have no doubt that it is a formation of the



game kind as that of the Arkansas marls, and cotemporaneous

Along this creek there are some massive walls of this formation,

mostly yellow marls, but some layers of sandstone. This ridge

extends from the moun' . and is about two miles

wide ; and between it and the immediate base of the mountain- H
situated a beautiful valley of considerable width.

The Middle Park is apparently a quaquaversal, surrounded by

the lofty snowy ranges ; and the lower ranges descending like

steps to the valley which constitutes the true park. The park

does not appear to be more than from ten to twenty miles wide

from east to west, and from fifty to sixty long from north to south.

In this park, also, the ranges of mountains so surround it that the

slopes seem to form a sort of quaquaversal inclining toward a corn-

Viewed from Middle Park, Long's Peak, and the range imme-

diately connected with, has a rugged, saw-like edge, as if com-

posed of eruptive rocks, and ridge after ridge inclines from it in reg-

ular order.

About ten miles north of our camp, in the first park, we come

to low ridges of massive red feldspathic granite, an I parallel

with these granite ridges are a series of sedimentary beds, com-

mencing with the brick-red beds. The strike is nearly north and

south, and the dip west. These ridges are all so grassed over that

the true nature of the underlying rocks is not easily determined.

Then comes ridge after ridge, untill all the beds—Jurassic and cre-

taceous—are shown.
On this stream we have a fine system of terraces. On the

north side are three distinct terraces above the bottom, and the

lowest one has a bed of cretaceous sandstone, nearly horizontal,

cropping out at its base. This is a low one, not more than fifteen

feet high ; the next on rod the third, which de-

scends from the high hills, is two hundred feet. A little west ot

south, at the junction of Grand R i i,k, five high

peaks are visible, which form in that direction a part of the main

range. All around us, in every d tk« «O0Wf
peaks, and the beds which form the ridges of upheaval inclining in

every direction.

To the south of the park, the older sedimentary rocks dip north

in lofty ridges, at least two thousand feet high, presenting high

escarpments when split by streams, and reaching almost the high-

est margin of the mountains.
About ten miles above the hot springs, Grand River flows

through an enormous gorge cut through a high ridge of basalt,

which seems to be an intrusive bed, for above and below the sedi-

mentary rocks are well shown, but partially changed. Under-

neath are the cretaceous shales of Numbers 4 and 5, and above

arethe lignite tertiary beds. These beds all dip west 23°.

These eruptive rocks are very rough, as if they had been poured
out without much pressure. Much of it is a very coarse conglom-
erate, the inclosed masses appearing to be the same kind as the
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fore being inclosed. This rock is a true dolorite. I did not see
any inclosed masses that I could call unchanged. This basalt ex-
tends a great distance, continuing a nearly uniform thickness, and

beds below and

>, extending up nearly to the loot of Long'
re quite large exposures of the recent tertiary beds. They are
yearly horizontal, and have much the appearance in color of the
'ort Bridger beds, of which Church Buttes is an example. These

composed, for the most part, of fine sand and marl, but

bftve formed some well-defined v

ascending like steps from the river. The basalt lies in horizontal
beds, but on the south side is the sloping side of a basaltic ridge.

The dip is nearly northwest, though the trend of this basaltic ridge
is by no means regular. One portion of it has a strike north-
west and southe.^ h and south. The tertiary

rocks reach a great thickness, and are elevated high up on the top
of the basaltic ridge, eight hundred to one thousand feet above the
river. They are mostly formed of fine sandstone and pudding-
stone. These fine sandstones contain some well-marked impress-

ions of deciduous leaves, among which are good specimens of JPla-

tanus haydeni. On the north side of Grand River, in some locali-

ties, the tertiary beds are elevated so high, on many of the erup-

tive mountains, that they are covered with perpetual snow. These
eruptive beds are certainly among the most remarkable examples
of the overflow of igneous matter that I have ever seen in the

Immediately below the hot springs the Grand Canon com-

mences, and the river cuts its way through an upheaved ridge of

massive feldspathic granite, for three miles, between walls from
one thousand to one thousand rive linn 1 «-d t'e.-t high. The south

side is somewhat sloping, and covered thickly with pines, whde
the north side is extremely rugged, the immense projecting masses

of granite forbidding any vegetation to gain a foothold. It would

seem that the river had worn its way through a sort of rift m the

granite, but at the upper end it has cut through the uplifted sedi-

mentary ridges nearly at right angles. In some places the north

side is gashed out in a wonderfully picturesque manner so that

isolated columns and peaks are left standing, while all the inter-

mediate portions have been worn away. This granite ridge will

average perhaps five miles in width, and extends an unknown dis-

tance across the park, nort I,

e

s d it is from the

southeast side that the ridges of upheaval, above described, incline.

k
The granite ridge seems to form a sort of abrupt anticlinal. On

the southeast side the rocks all are bare, or covered with a super-
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ficial deposit of recent tertiary marls. None of the older un-
changed rocks are seen on this side, but the modern sands and
sandstones are exposed in a horizontal position in the channel (A

The hot springs are located on the right hank of Grand River,
at the juncture of the sedimentary rocks with the granites. Just
east of the bill, Mount Bross, one thousand to
one thousand two hundred feet above Grand River, which seem,
to be composed mostly of the older tertiary strata, alternate Yel-

low and gray sandstones, and laminated arenaceous shaly clays.

d over, that it is difficult to take a section.
The beds incline east of north at a small angle. I regard the beds
as of the age of the coal formations of the West, older tertiary.
I found excellent impressions of deciduous leaves, amo«
are those of the genus Magnolia. Just opposite the s.

left bank of the river shows a perfect section of all the layers,
iroin the cretaceous to the Jurassic. The bank is not more than ten
feet thick above the water, and yet it shows thai tl

rolls over the upturned edges of all these beds.
Ihe section in defending order is as follows :

w Tert: '

part of the hill known
as Mount Bross. The Cretaceous, consisting of—

2. Gray s< T)assi1]£r down into a
clays, witli I

.

3. Black clays of No. 4. These are of great thickness, and ev-
ery variety of texture. As shown in a cut bank > .f the m < r. it is

yellow a enaceous clay, with layers of sandstone, in which the im-
pressions of deciduous leaves were observed. These layers pro-
ject up, a distance along the bank, of seventy paces.
.

4. Dark plasti day. with en- in ,,„ u .. s .;,im < ,.f impure clay,
iron ore. Then comes an interval in which no layers could be

Ired and fifty paces.
5. Dark steel-black laminated slate, with numerous fish scales

;

dip twenty-seven degrees. This slate passes doAvn into alt< n *t*

wyewoJ -ialvclay. * * * *
I have given this detailed description of the cretaceous rocks to

show the exceeding variableness of their texture, and also to call

•

the rock through which the water, of the -nrmg must pass in

the surface. Now, in whj rings may

are tound mother localities nearh all u.d j.erhaj.s all the inin.ra
constituents found m these springs. The deposits around th< se

springs are very extensive. X<» anaivds ha, as vet been made,
but large masses of gypsum and native sulphur can be taken <>ut

2??JS
,Mi fflioninto

whxch the water flows. They are 5] rings,'
varying m temperature from 80 to 112°
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Troublesome Canon, at the head of the creek bearing this name,

is entirely basaltic, and the rugged walls, not only of the main

stream, but also of the little branches, form a most picturesque

Below the Canon, the valley of Troublesome Creek, and also

that of Grand River near the' junction, is occupied by belts of

modern tertiary sun. Is and marls, like tho-e observed at the en-

trance to the park, by Berthoud's Pass. Where the little stream

cuts the terraces, horizontal strata ol whitish and flesh-colored

sands and marls are exposed. I looked in vain for fossils, and
found only specimens of silicified wood. There are cold sulphur

springs in this valley. All through tin park, the benches or ter-

races are conspicuous in the vicinity of streams, as at the base of

mountain ranges. In the par: zer's Creek flows,

these benches or terraces are most beautifully carved out from the

modern marls.

In summing up the geology of Middle Park, we find that all

the sedimentary rocks known in this country are found there. I did

not see any beds that I could d« ti ie .1- cavb. liferous, but the tri-

assic, Jurassic, cretaceous, and tertiary are well dev

is to the existence of true carboniferous li

Middle Park.

tertiary deposits of this region may be divided into two

viz., the lignite or older tertiary, and the modern plio-

rls and sands, which seem common t

tain vallevs. The former conform perfectly to the older beds,

while the "latter seldom incline more than three to five degrees,

and do not conform to the older rocks. The marl group is un-

doubtedly contemporaneous with the Arkansas and Sante -be

This volume contains also a valuable Report of P. Frazer Jr., on

the mines and minerals of Colorado, and another by Cyrus Thomas,

on the agriculture of Colorado. , „. . ...

2. The Gold Fields and Mitral Districts 0/ J "*?"'> ir,th

Xjtes on l/t . M„h < of Oc »>;•<„ •>/ <><"'
' " '

" f/
<

'* J/
'

' ". '

" l

Minerals; by R. Brough Smyth, F.G.S., «&c, Secret ;ii> nn -imes

for the colony of Victoria, Melbourne. 044 pp. b<>\ ai 8\ o. ^ •

(Triibner & Co.)—We have examined tins elaborate \..Hinu

with equal pleasure and instruction. It is. m tact, anexteiisne

treatise, full of m' mi ^
m an

unpretending matter of fact style. The work is ihu^tKut-i »>

Plans, sections, -
"

J

"" ",;".';*

printed and accompanied !>y ample t ibular statements, si

and otherwise. r , h th victo
.
Perhaps the most striking - ™

JJL lifonii
~«r^ SEES
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not more than 600,000 acres, or one thirty-third part, have been
opened and explored, while many of the older districts arc -till yield-

ing, with improved methods and economy, better results than at

any former period. The fact of the general similarity of the modes
of occurrence of gold in gulches, deep lying placers, and in old river

courses, under lava, and basalt, in Australia and California, has

long been known, but the subject receives new and valuable illus-

tration by the labors of Mr. Smyth. Hitherto comparatively little

has been known in this country respecting the modes of occurrence

and productiveness of the gold-quartz mines—m-t's. a- tliev are

cail.d—in Victoria. This want Mr. Smyth fully' supplies. " He
tabulates the course and direction of nearly 500 quart/, veins in

the several mining district-, the directions bein«r from X. 89 W.
to N. 47° E. ; but^by far the greater number of veins run about N.
30° to 40° W. ; and mention is made of results obtained from the

workings of over 2400 mining companies, mostly engaged upon

quartz. The number of quart / reefs \ \ eins), actually proved to be

-.is over 2,600, and the total extent in -qiiare miles of

auriferous alluvial and quartz ground worked upon is upwards oi

880 square miles.

The average yield of gold from certain parcels of quartz, the de-

tails of which are given from 1859 to 1868, from returns made to

the Mining Surveyor and Registrars, i- shown to be from 5,816,669

tons 9 ewts. of quartz crushed, 3,346,201 oz. 8 dwts. of gold or

an average, per ton of 11 dwts. 12-37 grains. This value is very

unequally distributed between the different districts, as appears

from an inspection of the details tabulated in the append""
n

ilifornia.

Full and very interesting details are given of *e\ oral < >f the me-i

important quartz mining operations, of which the Port Philip Co.,

at Clunes, is the most important. The following is a return of

rushed at Chines for the 12 months ending September,

1865, viz.: 54,413 tons of quartz crushed yielded 20,596 oz. 10

dwts. 12 grains of gold, averaging 7 dwts. 13 grains per ton, and

valued at $20 per oz.=|4l7,920. To crush thi- amount of quartz,

80 stamps were required, viz. : 56 heads of about 6 cwts., each strik-

ing 75 blows per minute, requiring about one horse power each,

and crushing an average ..f ah ,ut 2 tons, I cwts. each; while 24

stamps weighing about 8 cwts. each, crush 4 tons per diem each ol

fine material ; about 8 gallons of water per head per minute is re-

quired by these stamps, or 921,600 gallons per diem. Two -team

engines drive the stamps. Of the total gold saved, 86-08
are found in the stamp beds, 22*M -, and 10*97

comes from the blankets.
Compared with the best California mines, the yield per ton of the

. is small. Thus in 1868-9, 20,638 tons of gold quartz

,;dedS537,-
687.89, or an average of S27.80 per ton of ore ; and this is con-

siderably less than the average of some former years. The aver-

average fineness of the Austv rably above that

of Califo *
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of the Amador Company, Sutter Creek, on a somewhat
ter crushing is over $25 per ton, and has steadily increased

$5 or $6 to the present rate in sinking to a depth of 1200

hich is double the depth of the St. Phillips, at Chines.

Smyth discusses at length Sir 1
»'. ..l.-ri.-U Minvhison's notionMr. Smyth iIhousso at length Sir Roderick

lat quartz gold veins become poorer in depth, am
roves that there is no evidence of this ; but after a

arisen of over 200 examples he announces the follow

inclusions : ' Taking the whole of the information

produced in support of the theory that quartz reef* <"•< >•>>'}» r as

the}/ i?> crease in depth, and ii
"' they are iri<I<r?

A remarkable feature of the Australian gold fields, in which they

are distinguished above all others, is the magnitude and frequency

of the nuggets found in them. Mr. Smyth gives two interesting

tabular statements of remarkable nuggets, the history of which is

known, as compiled I a Mr. Iiirkmvre. an experienced assayer, and
the second by Mr. F. Knox Orme, the warden of Dunolly. Of Mr.

Birkmyre's list (over 150 specimens), only 27 are American or

European. We enumerate a few of the most remarkable Austra-

lia!! nuggets, compiled from both tables:

e Barkly Nugget,
t a depth of 13 fee

three years before. It measured 28 inches \

two lbs. of quartz, clay, &c; assay, 955;
Found at Canadian Gully. Ballaarat. Victoria

depth of 60 feet; 989 fine; value, £5.532 .». *

*ound in July, 1851, bya native boy, in a heap of

River Turon, 53 miles from Bathurst. N. S \T.

when found, though c
Found in 1857 at Dunol

*ound Nov. 1st, 1858, at Burrar
of 35 feet, mingled with quartz and pyi

Tne " Lady Hamilton Nugget," found 1

Gully, Ballaarat, Victoria, at a depth of 135 feet.

. Did space permit, this list might be continued by far the

larger number if nuggets found being under 100 lbs. 1«.^
^tory of some of thfm is ^ of

.

th
,

e>^
^ggets of Australia are iifi

irtz ve
|

n
^n3!

immediate vicinity, and masses are specified of ^vera{P™;±
weight, which have been found attached to the veins How rare

this circumstance is in California, is well known ;
the only example



of much significance being in •',. Morg :m claim on Carson Hill.

Hill, and weighing 2

ids. o ounces.

The following tables exhibit interesting information.

return* Ahoirhnj ./, >

t>l
- >.•',,,, <a < 1 / the gold obtained from quarx

veins and all" rial <,.,], :,.< during tin gears 186*4 to 1868 h
elusive, Victoria

:

Year. Prom Quartz Veins. From Alluvial Workings.

1864 503,618 5 1,041,076 10

1865 450,000 1,093,801

521,017 958,177 15

560,527 873,160 6

1868 587,694 1,069,804

The ratio of quartz gold to alluvial o-ol

stralia than it is in Cali

1 is thus shown to he

much higher in Au fornia, where not over

one quarter of the annual production is coi
ctoria it is seen to be abc

sidered to arise from

quartz, while in V ut one half.

YielI of Gold per annum

:

Victoria.

Year. Quantity Exported. Value at 80s. per oz.

1851 for 3 eios. 145,146 580,584
1852 2,218,782 8,875,128
1853 2,676,345 10,705,380
1854 2,150,730 8,602,920
1855 2,751,535 11,006,140
1856 2,985,991 11,943,964
1857 2,762,460 11,049,840
1858 2,528,478 10,113,912
1859 2,280,950 9,123,800
1860 2,156,660 8,626,640
1861 1,967,420 7,869,680
1862 1,658,207

1,626,872

6,632,828

1864 1,544,694 6',178',776

1865 1,543,801 6,175,204
1866 1,479,194

1,433,687

5,916,776

5,734,748
1868 1,657,498 6,629,992

Totals, 35,568,450 132,273,800
To arrive at the

m. to tl

total quantity exported,
e above.

it is necessary to add

Mr. Smith's volume contains ample material for study, and offers

many tempting ex racts, but our space com els us to forbear.
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iter Courses; by Dr. J. S. Newberry.—(To the

3 memoir of Dr. Newberry on Surface Geology
lere add the following.—Eds.)
valleys and channel* whirl: hear the marks of

glacial action—evidently formed or modified by ice, and dating

from the ice period or an earlier epoch—are excavated for below
the present lakes and water-courses which occupy them.

These valleys form a connected system of drainage, at a lower

level than the present river system, and lower than could be pro-

duced without a continental elevation of several hundred feet. A
few examples will suffice to show on what evidence this assertion

Lake Michigan, Lake Huron, Lake Erie, and Lake Ontario are

basins excavated in undisturbed sedimentary rocks. Of these,

Lake Michigan is 600 feet deep, with a surface level of 578 feet

above tides; Lake Huron is 500 feet deep, with a surface level of

574 feet; Lake Erie is 204 feet deep, with a surface level of 565

feet; Lake Ontario is 450 feet deep, with a surface level of 234

feet above the sea.

An old, excavated, now-filled channel connects Lake Erie and
Lake Huron. At Detroit the rock surface is 130 feet below the

city. In the oil region of Bothwell, &c, from 50 to 200 feet of

clay overlie the rock. What the greatest depth of this channel is,

An excavated trough runs south from Lake Michigan—filled

with clay, sand, tree trunks, &c—penetrated at Bloomington, 111.,

to the depth of 230 feet.

The rock bottoms of the troughs of the Mississippi and Missouri,

near their junction or below, have never been reached; but they

are many feet, perhaps some hundreds, beneath the present

ny cases to map them out. Oil

__ 1 even over-hanging cliffs. The

Beaver, ^thcluiVeTion'of'the Mahoning and Shenango, runs 150

feet above the bott - •

.
- ,

The Ohio throughout its entire course runs in a valle\ w n<

has been cut nowhere less than 150 feet,
below the.present river.

,

The Cuyahoga enters Lake Erie
cet ahove the rock bottom of its ei

ion, and other streams ru > Lake Erie exhibit

a, and prove that the 'surface level of the 1

V; ..-:... '
^

:

:

- :

i situated, ami, h ,,111 level
Una sunken- >'«>•«, -«-

of the lake and 50 feet below the

"-Me-,. Trans. New York State Agricultural

Theoldchs ,r at Portage, described by
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Prof. Hall in the Geology of the 4th District of New York ; the

trough of the Hudson, traceable on the sea bottom nearly 100

inihs from the present river month ; the deeply buried bed of the

--ij.pi. are additional examples of the
i the Golden Gate, the Straits of Carquinez, the

of the lower Columbia, the Uanal de Haro, Hood's Canal,

Puget Sound, &c, have been excavated, indicates a similar (per-

haps simultaneous) elevation and erosion of the Western coast of

The falls of the Ohio—formed by a rocky barrier across the

stream—though at first sight seeming to disprove the theory of a

deep continuous channel in our Western rivers, really afford no

present river does not follow accurately the line of the old channel
below, but runs along one or the other side of it. In the caseof
the Louisville falls the Ohio runs across a rocky point which
projects into the old valley from the north side, while the deep
channel passes under the lowland on the south side, on part of

whi.-h the city of Louisville is built,
I he importance of a knowledge of these old channels in the im-

provement of the navigation ot our larger rivers is obvious, and it

is possible it would have led to the adoption of other means than
' ,

'"
,

i

' k ,,: u»"l tor passing the Louisville tails, had it been possessed
by those concerned in this enterprise.

I ventured to predict to Gen. Warren that an old filled-np

channel would be found passing around the Mississippi rapids,

and his examinations have confirmed the prophecy. I will ven-

ture still further, and predict the discoverv of buried channels of

communication between Lake Superior and Lake Michigan—prob-

ably somewhere near and east of the Grand Sable—at least, be-

tween the Pictured Rocks and the St. Mary's River—between
Lane Lne and Lake Ontario through ( "ana. la,—between Lake
Ontario* and the Hudson by the vallev of the Mohawk.—between
L='ke Michigan and th« VJ long the line I

have before indicated.
_

I also regard it probable that a channel

-'"'This'loeality
lies outside of the area where the Northern Drift deposits were
laid down to fill and conceal ancient channels but the excavation
and the filling up of the channel of the Tennessee—like that of the

most recent of the events recorded in our surface geology.

Queenstovra Heights form part

ich the Niagara flows—the basin of Lake Ontan;
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the Gulf. The channel
excavated when the southern portion of the Mississippi valley was
higher above the Gulf level than now, and Prof. Ililgard has
shown that at a subsequent period, probably during the Chain-
plain epoch, the Gull r^t- was depressed 500 feet below its present
relative level This depression must have made the Lower Mis-
sissippi an arm of the sea, by which the flow of the Ohio and Ten-
nessee was arrested, their channels filled, terraces formed, &c. If

Upper Tennessee has, as appears, a channel lower than the

isel Shoals,
channel of the 1

4. The Volcano of KJhntfin, arid >jr>:ut Ko,-tJ, quake Waves; by
Rev. Titus Coast.—I have lately returned from a tour of explora-

tion to the active crater of Kilauea and the volcanic district of
Puna. At Kilauea the action was dull. The central area of this

immense crater remains a deep concavity, depressed about 400 feet

5 margin ; but this margin is a new rim or black ledge pf
- 1

'.anks ofthe crater,

his profound basin

! superrh

I gone down uninjured to a depth of 400 or 500
ieet, as the crust subsided upon the disgorgement of the molten
lava beneath. The old South Lake retains its locality ; but its

contours are entirely changed. It is now a nearly circular pit,

about 400 feet deep in the bottom of the crater. Its diameter, as

I measured, is foe Lick hardened
lava, are jagged and frowning; in some places beetling ; in others,

perpendicular or retreating. To this abyss ace- is anything hut

easy; it is possible to enter it at but a single place, and hy making
a trajet over a steep, ragged, ; debris, yet a

brave American lady of my party ventured to descend under my
guidance. Here, 2,000 feet below the surface of the ground, we
tramped together over the floor of the awful pit. It seems now
the half-cooled forge of Vulcan. The fiery billows no longer roll

and break as they were wont to do over this vast area of indurated

lavas; yet, in many places we could look into red-hot ovens and

chimneys, and down through orifices in the crust to the molten sea

below, and hear, and see, and feel the incandescent minerals boil-

ing, and surging, lashing the sides of the deep cavern, and -ending

up volumes of white sulphur vapors. But now this principal focus

of volcanic action is compa. .
*
.f

eat eruption

has lowered its fiery tides far below their usual level; and we are

content to enjoy t'the telluric forces which

are so ably described in Dr. C. F. Winslow's recent work on Force

and Xature—a work which gives the completes! explanation that

has yet appeared of volcanic phenomena in Hawaii. I spent three

days at Kilauea.
"

;^ i^ ™7
when these were completed, went to the seashore at Ke-a-la-ko-mo,

a village in the volcanic district of Puna, situated about twenty
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miles fr< >ni Kilauea. In this district the subsidence of the land w
distinctly marked. Throughout'a coast line of many miles
extent the shore has settled from >ix to «i u-)it feet.

On the 25th of July last a remarkable flood tide visited the sout
ern shore of Puna, tearing away the faces of the sea-cliffs, swee
ing over barrier- _." -• surfs hundreds
feet inland, and carrying with it huge boulders and angular mass
of ruck of from a ton to three tons in weight. The sea rose near
thirty feet in perpendicular height, or ten feet higher than the gre
earthquake wave, already described in your Journal, of the 2i

April, 1868. Several houses which were" not reached by that wa^
swept away on the 25th. J>y the lattei

in depth. Nor are the changes that the plastic volcanic agency
is impressing upon this country yet completed. At Kada'-pa-na
the sea is more and more invading the land. Two channels are

"I" n'-d - • .- h, .-id the tide ebbs and flows over large
fields of the Kada-pa-na plain. The old stone church of the vil-

h'A' l< 'i' \>h buried in sand and boulders, and the tides sweep
'r it. Kroin Ka-mai li to Ka-po-ho the shores are terri-

+ by the action of the waves. Between the villages of

t for the declivity o

j penetrated much further
inland. The point of disturbance, from which these r.

waves radiated, is still unknown to us. The focus of the great
Penman earthquakes of 1868 was near the city of Arica, where
the first shocks were felt at 4f p. m., Aug. 18. The resulting

• ave reached .ear islands, a distance of 6,000 mil. s_ to

e>t, late at night "<>,,„ the s<o,k> ,/•/,/, and, traveling
toward the southwest, reached the harbor of Lyttleton, New
S-'

• 'd, it 4, ,r lock in the morning of the 15th.' M

18 min. (coi. appears that the wave occupied

sand 17 minute* in mce of 7,200
miles. This makes 368 miles per hour, or 540 feet per second,

elooitj os a casinoa-ball On the 23d of

, 1854, a similar wave was . ~ i i, d cross th. < * "-

and 38 minutes. The a ;i 20, 1868,
passed from our Hawaiian shores to the coasts of Mexico, < i'u-

fornia, and Oregon, in Jive hours' time, as indicated by self-

i Astoria, irl icl «
a

I
on the evening of the same day in which

oasts of Puna and ot Ka-u. These waves are

naves of translation.—K. Y. Tribniw
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coast-route, experiencing occasional

the way, some of them a little startling. These

t intervals; but we arc inclined to expoet a season

of comparative volcanic quiet at present, and have no sensation, in

the \\\\\ of nature -j" et earlier than

the transit of Venus in 1874. We are already promised visits by
scientific observers upon that occasion.

5. A Treatise on Ore Deposit* ; by Bernhard von Cotta,

Professor of Geology in the Royal Saxon School of Mines
;
trans-

lated Brom th ition, by Frederick p-—
- —o. New York, 1870. (D

i good thing for all interested in the

study of ore deposits, in giving us a translation of Van Cotta's
" Erzlagerstattenlehre." this book has long been the standard

authority in Germany, and we are fortunate in now having an

edition of it in Enulish, which is even more complete than the last

German edition, as Mr. Prime not only had the approval and per-

mission of the author, to translate the work, but Prof. v. Cotta

also has made alterations and furuisl ed additions to it, so that it

is in reality a new edition. The work commences with a general

discussion of the dith rent kiiti- • i ni< tallitt-r< .- deposits, covering

some 90 pages, and then takes tip, by way of illustration, the de-

scription of the mosi i mportJ -f Europe, closing

with a chapter of -i-ms, suggested by the ob-

served facts. Weir-:- is excellent work
will inspire our mining engineers and geologists with a sense of

the importance of carefullv i
- !>g the facts con-

nected with the occurrence of ore deposits in this country. The
work already done by some of our best observers, especially such

a, -l' limbU n searches as those of Prof. J. D. Whitney on the Up-
per Mississippi lead region, shows what may be done. The forth-

" •'
e California su

)tedly furr

its already puonsneu m vanuw

i mining reports, might form the basis of a work on An

„ -*e deposits," that would very appropriately supplement

Prime's translation of von Cotta's book, and give a still further

impulse to this important study. , __ . m

6. Notice of Asbestus and Corundum with other Mineral* at

Pelham, Mass. ; by J. H. Adams, Senior in Amherst College.—In

the towns of Pelham and Shutesbury, Mass., there are several

localities of asbestus, known to the mineralogists in this part oi

the state, although no special mention is made of them in any

scientific work, they being scarcely noticed in the geological sur-

vey. Surface specimens of indifferent quahty bve to eammm
|n collections fo? years. Dark colored pieces hard and co^ct
have sometimes passed for petrified wood, to which there is a

^ongresemblan/e. The most noted oftl^^^^

i

. \\ ^i^i|,j,i '.. ,: ,-c-i. li, -Lous « hat may be done, ine ionn-

'om'nifr reports of the California survey, and of the survey of the

40th parallel, will undoubtedly furnish a large amount of new ma-

terial, which, with the facts already published in various geologi-
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quantity. Much of it is soft, of a grayish-white color, composed
of delicate parallel fibers, often one foot in length, with a marked
cross cleavage oblique to the fibers, as in hornblende.

Intimately associated with the asbestus, is an altered mica,

allied to vermiculite or jefferisite. This appears in irregular veins,

separated by a decomposed asbestiform mineral, and granular

actinolite, which crumbles upon exposure. It occurs in loose

foliated scales and small angular aggregations, occasionally several

the edges. This property however is variable. Of five specimens

taken, only two exfoliated in a marked degree. The laminae after

^eating appear as if melted or pressed together, and not readily

eparating. It differs i

I ' t., but seems
exhibit a six-rayed aste

sufficient thin lamina
difficulty.

These veins of altered mica are free from admixture with soil

or other minerals ; and the substance is often so loose as to be

readily displaced by the hand without the aid of a pick. Farmers
use it as an absorbent for bedding cattle. Might it not be of

service in other ways ?*

Not the least interesting circumstance, however, is the
at this spot of corundum. Flattened masses of brow
mica, superior in hardness to the surrounding mineral, contain

nodules of corundophilite which inclose a white corundum. It

is often streaked of a deep sapphire blue. This is, I think, the

second observation of the kind in northern New England, the

other locality being at Chester. It rarely occurs in si;

interest to the mineralogist ; and it is believed that the asbestus

may prove of sufficient value to warrant mining.
Amherst College, Nov. 13, 1869.

7. Note on the Remains of Fossil Birds; by O. C. Marsh.—
the article on pages 205 to 217 had gone to press, I

received from Professor F. V. Hayden a unique specimen, which
forms a most interesting addition to the fossil bird remains there

described. It is the distal portion of a large feather, with the

h excellent preservation, that it may perhaps
indicate approximately the nature
lhe specimen was discovered in a fresh-water Tertiary deposit, of

the Green River group, in Wvorn b 1 be figured
and described in fall with the iced in the

above article.

A similar mineral is used in Europe for sanding paper, in place of blotters.
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8. The Dinornis and Saurian remains in Australia ; by Rev.
W. B. Clarke.—A femur of a species of M

1 by Rev. W. B. Clarke as found in toe i "i, !

.

1

i

5

. tl< i > >\\ is, Austr; !i.i. The femur was probably buried in a
drift, over which was formed a lacustrine

deposit. Mr. Clarke regards t!i lis ..very as evidence of the
nnection of Australia and New Zealand, and i(

observations on the subject. ''Returning, in
:

iiMun, to the supposed connections, in former geolooi
of New Zealand mid Australia, a nvsli 1 sUmoiu has i.

to me within the last few days, in the statement of a discovery
during the last few monil - '• abund:mt l mains , i Saurian rep-
tales along the Waipara River in New Zealand, of the same kind

to occur along the Flinders River
id, and whi.-i,, in addition to the Plesiosaurus dis-

covered by the same friend, Mr. Hood, show that there was a
i ia in times as far Lack at least, as the*

period. The Plesiosaurus was mentioned in my paper
On recent geological discoveries in Australasia' (18(31). Al-

v the flora is dissimilar, vet there is evidence that in
even earlier geological times, such as our Carboniferous epoch, for
instance, there was a similar flora.

"The views 1 have adopt; d lead mc to maintain, that we in Aus-
ii <mly a fragment of a vast coiit iimnt, of which in New

Zealand there was probahh . as via - -till is. th < rdininating ridge
i> 'St portion of Pacific dry land. That this opinion is

ipp-u-r, 1 lin 1. 'ny a p::'--a^.' in Dr. M.mt. !!'- account

is. Without remembering that
passage (which, indeed, I am not sure I ever read till this evening),

; tage nearly identical with that of
t-h1

. Mantell, who says, in 1850, * It seems probable that these

ad within the narrow
limits of modem X -u Zealand, hut ran •.. d over a vast continent,

hich the isles of the Pacific are
the culminating points.'

"

{>

-- n ., , j t, V „ ., ,!.,{' ';> < ,t , Formations
'!' fl» r,,;t,,l si,,t, a, ,ritf> „hs,r,-.ii;n-.< .„, ->„ > My !-'«<}. .„hi /„u„d

'/.. .«./„„. ./,/,/.>„ tnmc Extinct Mammals of'the Caves
. IV. L,,„i,lof»th'-<-l»'->diti>*; bv!-:i>WAUi. I). Cock.

(Jroni the Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society,

. .,;.,:.,, i;i. ,,.;.. —This iii.-lu h- an account of

una'.- di-.-o i -. d ii a cave hi- ( c.-L in Wythe county,
Vu*ginia, by tin mtl r, amone; which scvei I extinct onus occur-
red associated with existing species. The new species are Stereo-

i Arctomys; Tamias laevi-

Stiuruspanoli *J GaleraperdidSek
lated extinct species are Megalonyx Jeffersonii ; 7<ipints

' ; J>; ,t ,//,.< „,,.<, >t, i* ; /",-.v;/w//,.
/
.//'/./>.x. and "tier-. Among

2cent species are Castor tih.r; W ..t..„,n .' Fh.ridanaum;
< tylmt;,.,,*

: t ariumis (Vf ,,>,.„ I'irai n hmus ; Procyon
r°UK. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XLIX, No. 146-Makch, 1870.
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also included i

genera are of " neotropical type." Seven species <

27, of which 1 4 are extinct and repi

6 genera are of " neotropical type." Seven
andi

r genus, Andrognathu
the paper two genera of gigantic rodents from Anguilla i

cribed : Amblyrhiza inundata and Loxomylus longidens. iu w-
nection with these a human instrument of shell was discovered.

The third contains descriptions of Anoplanassa forcipata, a new

genus and species of Cetacea from near Suvanuah, Georgia, and

Hemtcaidodon ejfodiew, a large Sirenian allied to the Lmgong,

from the Eocene Marl of Monmouth countv, N. J. v.

^ 10. The Extinct Mammalian Fauna of Dakota and XfiW'".
including an account of some allied forms from other localities

together with a /Synopsis of the Mammalian, remain* of A '' / '

America, illustrated with 30 plates ; by Joseph Leidy, M.D.,

LL.D., Professor of Anatomy in the University of Pennsylvania:

preceded with an introduction on the (ieofn,/;/ <f </> TrC<"?>j

Formations of Dakota and Nebraska, accompanied with a map;

by F. V. Haydex, M.D.. Professor of Mineralo-v and Geoln-y m
the University of Pennsylvania, etc. Vol. VII, of 2nd series,*

the Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phi
Philadelphia, 1869.—In this large and beautiful volume, issued hy

the Academy of Sciences of Philadelphia, Dr. Leidy has given

thorough revision of all his own labors and those of ot I

regard to the ancient Mammalian Fauna of the Upper Missouri

region. As he observes in his preface, the materials for this

work '* have been gr.

the last twenty-three years." Through the new fart*

come to light, the author has been enabled to revise ;

determinations of species, and to write out the characteri-i - ]
each with far more precision and fullness. The synonymy i> \v-;•'

worked up and contains many points of historical interest. The

value of the work is much enhanced by the ad
" Synopsis of the Mammalian remains of North Amen
occupies 84 pages of the volume, and must have cost

vast amount of labor. The thirty lithographic plates si

ness in delineation, and illustrate not only the species of th* N '

braska region, but also several of those of other parts of the coun-

try.

large part of the
j

>n, and of the co!

F. V. Hayden, and it is therefore especially appropriate tba

the introductory chapter should have come from his pen. A larg<

colored map of the geology of the region accompanies the ^ort

which was also prepared by Prof. Hayden. A further analysis o

the work we have to defer to another occasion.
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o

11. On the Geology of the New Haven Region, with special
r>J<n,«; t<> t/„ an,,,, <>/ i'fs Ti,pagrarha-at f, at,,,;* ; by .1 am i:s I),

'^y- <"
1'P- *vo, with a map. From vol. II, of the Transactions

of the Conm.fti.-ut Aoademy.-The author concludes, from the
'acts brought out in this paper, " thai, by special facts, and by the
course of events, this region in tin- Cilai-ial era. like that of\\e\v
!<»uf lan.l to the Xorth, was moulded at surface largely by the
action of the Connecticut valley glacier and its midei How ing
streams, and covered through the sub^-.pient melting <»f the iee,
',*' s:r;ititi<?«I ami unstratified drift-formations simultaneously;
: 'bergs had no part in the matter, and the supposed iceberg
sea over New England no existence."

II. II- t „ ,,t ..
J

., k yv ] , I 1 on
:
i.lere,!_a

Aewllection of th< \

'.
;

- ;

> i-ulia,- ,,„„!,. however, unlike anv oilier known. A glance

,11 •„//, vill_>irik ,,n ..ne a.V »t. ,,d

.
13. I)ia lt ,o /,;), {„ j;„.-\ letter! „m tin \uM rian Consul

i

'.' Australia, to Mr. Hochstetter of Vienna, announces that the
Jjiamonds of A.^t. di x are r m ivkabh for si/e as veil as heauty.
Aheyvaryin weight t ,,„, I ,!t a earat to ir,0. One found n„ the

!"'"l"'i-<y ofthe Consul, ua-of the first water, and Hel.

-.was sold in London at 12s,n

eh.nl in diaim-ml* is the frontier
1 l!l " ' rancre River country, at Sikatlory.—Les Jf,,,,,/,*, Jan. 13.

1-b U. ./;,,,.„.,;, „;-.l,W„,,o^A|M. \u-. Miim-K„

!"" - h !:"nii.. and thev observe "tha

;r.ls, but omstitute^am..

t must be placed beside the dinornis a

jemoved from them by important featu
'y the pneumaticity of its thigh bones
r^^u-U less than J. (ieoftYovSu Ilil
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hio-je-f of 11 t! bird it is th > i! st t m m ssi

w iti:i ^o vj.n -,- i

' — ^ '<! >\ } ls "

15. Pret!w>'.,';,-ji V»ti, f "•• I , 7,7„v >hhih ><htite <>f
tl„

•oups; [Prq trato
:

,

ontology of New York]
;

part 2 ; by James

Hall. 80 pp. 8vo. State Col. Nat. Hist. 1S60.—This paper by

Prof. II all contains descriptions of several new genera an

and revised references of other old species. The new genera

are Pal^ea^eilo for Nuculites c<>h«t "/.•, < "i nra.l . etc . ;
Limoptera

for Lima macroptera Conrad ; Mytilakca for J\L<t<'mh»t>i<' <»'
'

f
'

Hall, etc. ; Pholadella for Nuculit r uli -t.< Coin d ;
Cimitaria

for ';!;„-;, :i,;i:i. .< ,;,,',->ig. ' Conrad, etc.; Phthonia f<-

c^/y-./.V. ,• ,, >:/:•>
. < \>:irad ; M ojuo.u.-i it \ for '

';/;;/'. ohioiujn Con.

and M.>,r,t>hi <<>,,<> n'ri'-a Hall, etc.

III. ZOOLOGY.

*Ae region, with

tico new species;_6j of the Boston

Society of Natural History, November and December, 1869.—The

total number of species given in this catalogue is 10-; of these

97 are Gasteropoda (51 marine): •' I Lamellibranchs (40 marine).

Of the 91 marine *p.-.-h - .-,'.) aiv -nid i.. -•.•ur north of Cape Cod;

13 in Labrador; 8 in Greenland ; 8 in Europe ; 5 1 extend to South

Carolina and some ofthem farther: 37 oc< a

26 in the Pliocene; I',, in the Miocene. A list

recorded from Lorn.; I. Sound, but not vet found at New Haven, is

given at the end. The two new species described and figured are

Nimafretensis (like X. i-Hh.A and Astxt-t, hit,,, --.Hied to A. •**'•-

cata). A new generic name, in errata Tottcoa (by « i'

tana) is proposed for 7e/ms gemma Totten, and '

instead of M-rr, ..„,,-;„ for J";,,,,* >„,,•,•,./„/,;// Linn., the name. ,.-'_

cenaria, being objectionable because properly a specific name and

an adj H-tive. Mgftln* hamate Say is referred to Iir"< t

h>J<-
1

-
n ' ,ti!i

and Pleurotoma brvnnea is proposed for P. plicata Adams.
The synonomy is far from complete, and

< ,i llv be oxp< I i i i o'jfue ol his kind, yet it seem*

desirable to give, if any, such references as are necessary W
md the principal synonyms in

all cases. But besides want of completeness there an
tive errors that are scarcely excusable even in a local

l.o'.nu it our, -.
i , t

.

•

i ,,U,.,L_L
-,nor^ere not .« ed. b^lde>

others of less importance.
Thus"J/6WMo,/,e/.s,. Hinney," should have H. & A

i i the synonymy, shouia

•
' " -ence-^1"'*8 "1

,-tly



i Conrad, Jour. Phil. Academy, vol.
ence to Gould, "p. 34," should be p. 84; " CattUta convexa Say,"
should be Cythereacomu.cn Niv; and finally the muv.-t reference
t"^" 'i;-fn <„„ ; .,-,/ " is Adams' Gen., ii, p. 4-25. This species is

u ,! '} ' <'<tiusi,i, mi less \, i 1 .pt limner's si;l>-eiiu<, '

•
i- :

'
it also belongs. But Conrad's grounds for rejecting Say's

another .,, ; .rirs „f r, ,;'•,.',; ,/lT j ;!,* nu.ic name. "J/, -, „,;,•/„

J ' " s iinpsMii."' sh, u ld I,e 1/. >-;,>!,i.;u -M-huma. her, " jfodnda
'"

r

ry["< Linn/ 1

shoul ! r . I .

'

7/'.s- modi-
?"s hiini.

), and JZ barbatus is no doubt a distinct Mediterranean
jeeies. H Scapharea tr x m i Say," should be & transversa 11.

A. Adam-. (Area transversa Sayl
The following names, quoted as having Sfimj.xm (( heck List).

Tryon, Conrad, etc., as autlmrith - :.iv found in II. S: A. Adams'
( " ='i-.-.! ...' !;.-, „; V -I'm--... and r ..f tii-m.

]
cn.aj,*. in earlier

':;;•!-:- .I.,.//.-/./ ?;,. >!,r •n.i. A. '/;,,;„,;/,; r,-:t;.> /,;,•;.'/../,/, r,.

''"t-rn,,*,, '/: , ; „. ^ ,..„.v. '/;,/,/,„

.
i/.v/ .«;„ <„ ..;/. ,-. .,%. X.jh-h-,j,< r l

-;[
hi < ^''/V"

1. EhiUfi.ts of Asteroid (109); by E. H. F. Peters, of the

Litchfield Observatory of Hamilton College. Communication dated
Clinton, Oneida Co., N. Y., November 25, 1869.*—The following
elements of asteroid (109) are computed from my observations of

°ct. 9, 20 and 31.

Epoch 1869, Oct. 0-0 Berlin mean time.

Mean anomaly, 337° 1' 3"-35.

Longitude of perihelion, 55 53 48-04. )

Longitude of node, 4 51 45-43. V Mean Equ. 1870'0

Lnclmatioii of ecliptic, 7 56 56*55. )

Angle of eccentricity, 17 25 14-13.

Mean daily motion, 809"-580.

Logarithm of major semi-axis, 0-4278314.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
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tli il fi-n.it t 1 - mvc ..1''disai>T< < i I'm

i' must adopt the iiu'.uiiim- wiiieh is

, and define force as u
tiiat whidi i>

ing carried out l.y lYesi,:

is indicated by these <j

.ddle term between the i

Mined a^ little as the pur
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erted into other form or forms without diminution.
i apparatus be constructed with theoretical perfecti.

trolled, by will. If we assume it to be coequal with the expendi-
ture of tissue,* measurable alike by its transferred results and by
r! '<- decomposition of tins tissue, where and what is that power
which lets loose or withholds This force, and whose action is at-

tended by a conscious effort ? It is the will,—a something which
directs and controls foree without expending it. Not only are

thought and forms of consciousness not forces, if the reasoning

already adduced] oral incentives toalready adduced be
thew-
think

^'finite mode ,

- Susceptible of measurement, are the uevt questions. In .the

principle would a
! - '

"

;Vl ' s «rlme,t jnuther

spends nor consumes them. In the growth of organic I,
i >gs,

unstable combiuati as . for l. I, md organized -rructui > ue

thence reared, in u I ,
, K - ' • ' :

' ' ' ." '"
Jare mutually ends in d m.ias" l: hi such or-amc development

f°rce is consumed, disorganization without decomposition ought

fljj*2jyy» *». t0 SOme
toTL7b

Pli

affected

6^^^^ °f *** "*
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•olveit. Oftl

represents an energy requisite

organisms,—their dissoluth n being in turn attended bv develop-
nient "i inferior forms of life, whi -h suggest that this «.-iK*r^y m:iy

have again been made available,—an energy too which is not

"force," as this term has just now been defined.
No comparison can be drawn between vitality and those molec-

ular forces which build the crystal. Crystaline forms arise when
the molecular attractions en'jov the freest -rope, and their con-

struction must be attended by an evolution of force, wliich on-lit

to be recognizable by physical tests, and winch should also be

measurable by an oxer— of their resistance to solution, over that

of comparatively amorphous masses of the same material, in which

equal weights present equal surfaces.

seeming to belong in the same with will. If will and life be f>nn-

offm
,

t! ir total amount must b limited bv th law of conser-

vation. If, on the other hand, they are outside the realm of forces,

we may more readily indulge the conviction to which experience
would lead, that ih ir freedom is unfettei I by am restrictions

1 -finite, though poM ''

bly a correlated scope in its ownVlomain. The indestrm-ribiliry

of both matter and force implies a fixed coefficient of force for

matte!- in equilibrium; bur how great is the contrast ottered in

this respect by such energies as life and will

!

Now if this reasoning be correct, we may have in this d;e> "t

•nu, so earuestlv desired and so intensely

'hm Iful, which unites the phenomena of matter with those of spirit.

and forms the connecting link between science and religion :
their

harmonious conjunct i. .. M . tem of pliih'*;

ophy. It is this class of energies which, controlling the forces »t

ma.tr. . gf.de. ;md governs their modiii, nions and trau-dbrum-

tions. It is this, moreover, which, inseparable from mind, is ex-

erted by all conscious organism. The mwi, ; ,>.,v of r,,-r i d. '-it

to our senses, so dissimilar forces, and the
tual action of the eye, the brain and the nerve,' alike demand
agencies tra

, h e phy»-

the highest agent is the Almighty. Tim- th.- dictum

• ii QOl '>C

debarred from this noble wot i
- mi*g

to-day) have been contemplating the same exalted, truth. 1
n < !

terent aspects, with limited ranges of vision.
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2. On Auroral </rr„ ,/,-,/ ,uvs mul thar <<>„,)> et><m with the phe-
nonwn; ,,j T,rr,*ihdMa<i,uiH*,„x kH.u.Fnii: Stkw.vkt, F.1I.S.

r.It.\.-.- >.».,!, >,.,:- mikt. I wntuw,] to .ii^iM Hint au-

. ! the LlgnetfeSd

<..,- mC n'l^mmU^' . ;.- 'tim-i ..f'l'lu

netism „f thd-.-ifll. rli:uiu-<-'stV..m :un cause. Tltosc views woiihl

appear to be confirmed by the very interesting records of earth-

eurrenN obtained f»v Mr. Airy at the <4reen\vieli Observatory, in

whir!, it i-. !

„ . ,,f very -rent ma-net ir distur-

han, then ,, .tmn i th-eurrents .heniat vi f, mi positiv< to

re on the earth

of a conductor on

eriods in one lunar day. This
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Such a ciinvut faking place in a conductor electrically connected

with the earth's upper surface ought to be felt by the Greenwich

wires ; ami, if I am not mistaken, Dr. Airy has detected a current

of this nature.

May we not also imagine that there are two varieties of aurora

—one" corresponding to stationary conductors under a very rapidly

ehan/uiu' core, arid the other to rapidly moving conductors under

a constant core V And mi-ht not an aurora of the latter kind in-

dicate the approach of a change of weather '?

These remark^ are thrown out in order to invite comment and

criticism, and they will have served their purpose if they direct

to the part that may be played by moving conductors m
the phenomena of tercstrial magnetism. It will be noticed that

the.se remarks do not touch upon the mysterious connection he-

lieved to exist between magnetic disturbances and the frequency

P. S.—Since writing the above, Sir W. Thomson has called my
attention to a paper by him in the Philosophical Magazine for De-

cember, 1851, in H-hich it is suggested that moving conductors

may play a part in the phenomena of terrestrial magnetism.—
Monthly Notice of the Royal Astronomical Society, Dec. 10th,

1869.—Phil. May], IV, xxxix, 159.

3. The approach of violent storms announced by tekffraph.'-'

In December, 1809, a memorial was presented to the House of

Representatives, from Prof. J. A. Lapham, of Milwaukee. WU ..-.,

calling the attention of Congress to the fearful loss of life and

properly ..eciirring annually on our Great Lakes, and suggesting

the possihili _. to prevent at least a portion of

this loss in future. A hill « :i ..,t ,,u --. in:,-. In vd by Horn Halbert

E. Paine, of Wisconsin, pros iding that the Secretary of War he au-

thorized and required to provide for taking the necessary ir
~*"~"— at the j

' ,"

-iny notice on the nortlLcrn lakes anu^'-
: the electric telegraph, of the approach and

force of storms. Letters were subsequently presented to the

House of Representatives, from the Surgeon General of the TJ. °-

Army, from Prof. Joseph Henry of the Smithsonian
'

'

> Lo , ds ,,f Vah < oil, _.:! from the chief Sig-

nal Officer of the U". S. Army, appro, \v.i .
i

'.,. ,. .,»•- d of storm

; -,
.

; ". " •<
'

.", ;: -

»Feb. b 1870. The
following ;^ a co,,v of the bill as adopted:—

" Be it resolved", etc. That the Secretary of War be and he

!• • '. .s
. i

, \ ,] ,,
,

,
.

\ r , -.j , \\ iVr meteoro-

logical observations at th. m itarv stations , tl « nterior of the

1 at other points in fch< St
United States, and for giving notice on the northern lakes and on
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the sea coast, by magnetic telegraph and marine signals, of the ap-

[irnach m in! force of i

'

If the system authorized by this act should be prosecuted earn-

tly and faithfully by the War Department, we anticipate that it

ill result not only in an important addition to our knowledge of

the laws of storms, but will 'lit1 number
severity of marine disasters. Systems of this kind are already in

operation in England, France, Holland, Italy, and other countries,
nA — producing important results.

_
Our Atlantic seaboard :

•

favorably situated for receiving intelligence of approaching

the western coast of Europe, since a majority of our

have their origin on the land, and moving eastward
storms, than

may be telegraphed in advance to the principal commercial (

of the Atlantic coast.

4. Tlie Sars Fund*—We are glad to find that the appeal made
in our pages bv Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys, on behalf of the family of

the Int..- Professor Sars of '( dirHtiauia, is being warmly seconded
in Paris by M. Alglave, the editor of the Revue des Court Srten-

ti.p'nu<:x. Iii the last number of the ll> r>/, Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys' ar-

ticle is reprinted h, , .,-tntsn, and an announcement made that sub-

scriptions to the Sars Fund will be received at the office of that

journal. But M. Alglave has not waited for th< publi a\'< n t his

notice before beginning his good work ; he has already collected

the sum of •_. notice a first

s "hscrij)tiondi>t containing the names of many <d the most emi-

nent naturalists in France. We have now the pleasure of giving

in our advert isiic- eolwmns a Hm ready prom-
ised to Mr. Ibvvii Jeffrevs. Sars belonged to the best type ot sei-

-
.

-imv w i t]l „ ut T, ullght of honors or reward. His family have a

xpeeial , ! din to help, in ism i< 1 is tin distr. - m w inch they are

h'i't i- not due to neglect or extravagance on the part ot the Iamen-

te.l Protess,,r, but is~solelv attributable to his having dented him-

St 'lf to studies, which, notwithstanding the most sell-;

1 >"!*, did not 'enable him to make any provision for the future.

Those of our read,-,- who have visited Norway, who knowthe

^Ith^uthudwi'c welcome so readily -.„,., to!!, L
.

»ow a graceful opportunitv of i

lly feeling

sl'-nvn them bv the countrymen of Sars.—^ttm-e, to
5- The Fannl; ..f *1>. 'hit- />.-/. .!/»/,./,/

v indebted to Prof. Sars for the

,on many of the lower anin te,

dged and forwarded to his fam-

uy through the Norwegian Minister.

* The death of this eminent zoologist of STonray, Mr. Sars, is mentioned in our
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6. Lighting Poimrfor Buoys. Premium for the year 1871 of

One of the -n tfo, in,;,, li ;! , t s to navigation is ,1 n'kn. .s in l,„, v-

ber, 1871, totl T and Treasu!
Society, F. W. Vast Eedex, Haarl, m. tin \,tl,,rl.-n N
A<-;,h my of S.;% „,:.,. /',/,/*.— Mr. A. ]>i:.('i.oi/.i,.vrx. th

languished Crystalloc

Academy

on board the U. S.

340 charts, folio we.
1685 and 1687. In
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'eon d remain still ur

Of the phi 'iazzi Smyth's most ex-

M assertion that Mr. Jones had never seen the

*->.li:ic:i] light at all!

Mr. Jones was the author of Sketches of Naval Life, 2 vols., New
Haven, 1829, and Excursions to Cain., Jerusalem. A:c, one volume,
Xew York, 1836, besides other works of a religious character. It

was largely owing to the asssiduit\ and patient tact of Mr. Jones
tliat the r. S. Xa'val Academy was create.! against the instinctive

!>:vj,,dioe> of most of the older naval commanders, a lahor for

'•viiicli he never sought credit or tame, hut not the less worthy of

being rememb od and record* 1 to his lasting honor. Mr. Jones

;.
; Vale College in 1823, and was a tutor there from

1828 to 1830.

VI. MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGRAPHY.

1. Transactions of the Chicago Academy of Science, Vol. I,

Part II, 1809. Large 8vo, with steel engraving and fourteen

plates.—The first volume of Transactions of the Chicago Academy,
now completed, does great honor to the society and to the enlight-

, ovnth-men wh » have fun i-hed the means
of illustrating it with so many beautiful plates. The first article

S
extracts from the

artich ,, the Ai.ti.piiu ot 3 1 an in North America, by Dr. J. W.-
. '

o
.

-,! \-r. •:• '

'

of all the evidences hitherto obtai t. It is

:,-s. The -List of the birds ot Alaska, with
„^__/ ._.*„

b Wm H Dali and 11. M. Bannister,

F. Baird's descriptive list of th

of North America made by the Scientific Co

^.^erican Telegraph Expet"
'

excellent colored plates of all the species, I

tnbutions to American Ornithology. In the luruxc. ^* *F™» -
Alaska birds are enunn h' »otes on their habits

ibution. Mr. S. H. Settd " species of

butterflies collected by J. A. Allen in Iowa, several of which are

described as new. T *7*tv
2. Guide to the Study of Insects ; by A. S. Packard Jr., M. D.

8™, 702 pases, with eleven plates and 650 wood-cuts. Salem,

589. Naturalist's Book Agency.-This excellent work,

in ten numbers, is now completed. It is really an

admirable manual of entomology
» the science, and who

westigator.

'-,. : i.=
'

- •

'
;

text books. The work is well illustrated, and followed by a

.
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glossary and full index. The structure and classification of insects

arc fully discussed, as far as the families and the prominent genera

and species in each family are described. It includes also fall

directions for «•< .||.-,-t in_;- and |.n -< r\ in- insects, and various other

ireful nformation on transformations, h hits, distribution, gco-

logical history, etc., as well as descriptions of new species .ml

genera in some of the orders. It embraces the Arachnida and

M >/,'>. ipnda as well as the Hexapod insects, which is quite unusual

3. Theory of Existence : Part I. Devoted to the enunciation

of the laws which determine the motions that result from the

collision of ponderable bodies; by Elias Dextek. 156 pp. 8vo,

with : plates. 1869. New York. (Edward Dexter, 564 Broadway).
—The laws enunciated in this singular book, beginning with the

Hr-t paragraph defining velocity, arc. u ifh few exceptions, entin ly

at variance with the received principles of mechanics, so thai in

the concluding sections, winch are devoted to the refutation of

Newton's Laws of Motion, the author finds it easy to show by
reference to the earlier part of his own book, that the views ot

Newton are quite erroneous. The age is prolific in such waste

efforts by the "advance men" of the t"

x>uei, supplement; illustrated with 145 wood engravings; by

Wiutuif!: ok.., l-.U.s.. md K,:^i 1 NMiiji,;, Ph.D., M.E. 820

pp. 8vo. New York, 1870. (John Wiley & Sm.)—This volume
is a most vain hie tddition to our pi viofis litei ture upon the im-

portant subjects of which it treats, and it is not too much to say

that the metallurgical student will seek in vain, elsewhere, for such

a comprehensive summary of recent progress' in this department
of knowledge. The rials is excellent and

the subjects are discussed with all desirable fulness ; thus the Bess-

emer steel process covers 80 pages ; while proper notice is taken

of all other methods, even to the Ellershausen process, KcsscmerV
new system of high pressure, hot blast furnaces, and Siemens
process of producing steel direct from the ores. The table of eon-

tents covers 21 pages, and exhibits elearlv the -Teat range ot

interesting topic, which tills the volume Full references to origi-

ns in all Ian:j,-iia<_res hearing on steel ind fuel add value

to the work. This is altogether tie- most important contribution

of the three volume of which it i> the last as well as best.

5. Zitholo,/,/ nfth S,,,* ,>f tin- Old World; bv .M. DelESSE.—
Of this work bv M. Deless,: „-,.

i, :lVl . s ,.,.u () „i v t h,. c hart. In the

work the author, as is stated in a resume- received from him. takes

- and >eas of the old world in succession, describe, then-

several features, or peculiarities, the character of the shores and

bottom, and -
. f life disiributed over the seve-

ral parts. The subject is one of great interest and if

t, would make a very in a to the sci-

l sology and physical geographv. The map is an exceed-
ingly beautiful example _ oloring.



6. " JV?//>//r."—This siM. ntifie weekly, published b\ MaeMillan A'
Co., London,* the first number of which was noticed in our last
Volume (p. 451) sustains well the promises made in its prospectus.
It is popular in the eliaraeter of many of its articles, and well fur-
nished with the scientific news of the day. besides re\ iews ot new
works. It is not in any proper sense a 'special or-an of Darwin-
ism, which the first numher seemed to Mi-^t. Illnst rat ions are
"i'trn given when the subjects require it. The number for Decem-

lournal. and that I,' .
"

lis, ,',.]

the routes of the recent exploring parties in that direction.
7. Paris Universal Exposition, 1867; Reports of the r>titol

States Commissioners.—We have already made mention of some
of the more important of these Reports, and have offered the titles

• have appeared up to this time, and epics of which
! '-ive reached us by the courtesy of the editor, Professor Wji. P.
Blake, who has carried these documents through the press i n a
manner creditable to the occasion.
Machinery and Processes of the Industrial Arts, and Apparatus

r Sciences ; bv Frederick A. P. Barnard, LL.D. n; .

669. Plates.

Relations
; by Abram S. Hewitt, pp. 183. Plates.

Report upon the Precious Metals : being statistical

•

The Progress and Condition of Industrial Chemistry; by J.

Lawrence°Smith. pp. 146. Plates.

General Survey of the K\hibition, with a Peport on the Char-
1 r "' .'md Condition of the United States Section, pp. 324.

Tif Manufactured IV.-r Sugar and Alcohol, ami the Cultiva-
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Art. XXIX.—On a method of producing, by the Electric spark,
figures similar to those of Lichtenberg ; by Eli W. Blake, Jr.

Lichtenberg's figures, discovered in 1777, are a result of
Jae attraction of an electrified surface for light particles of elec-

ted or unelectrified dust Prof Eood has shown that figures
entirely similar in form are produced, when the spark is allowed
10 tall on the sensitized collodion film of an ordinary photo-
graphic plate, and the latent image is developed in the usual

The method I have to describe consists in throwing the dis-

tl?

ai

?
e upon the surface of a fusible non-conducting body. If

be body be near its fusing point the figure appears at once,

—

1 C°W, a latent image exists which may be " developed " by

The non-conducting surface is prepared by coating a plate of
ttetal with an even film of pitch. Pieces of sheet-tin, 3 inches
square, coated with films of pitch of a thickness varving be-
tween 0-01 and 0-02 in., were used in most of my experiments,
fne pitch was the ordinary commercial article, freed from sand,
tragments

. Qelted and strained through
a muslm bag. Shellac, rosin, Burgundy-pitch, bees-wax and
Canada balsam were in turn tried as substitutes for pitch, but

A simple apparatus for holding the plate during the dis-
:llarge, is represented in fig. 1. The upright B supports the
nsulatinor arm q—a rod of lasgj w]1ic]1 may be turned in its

" itudinally. The
and down with
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i inch, and terminates, at one end,

in a sharp point—at the other, in. a

metal ball £ inch in diameter. Di-

rectly beneath D is a similar wire,

E, passing throngh the board A,
' and held by friction. Around E,

at the corners of a three-inch square,

are disposed four insulating posts,

upon which the prepared plate is

laid.

In experimenting, merely to

obtain the figures, the arm C is

turned so as to bring the wire D into a horizontal position,—

the prepared plate is laid upon the insulating posts (for the +
figure with the pitch side uppermost). The wire B is made to

touch the plate below, and is put in connection with the earth.

D is then made vertical, and is adjusted to the desired striking

distance. An insulated connection being made between D and

a charged prime conductor, the + spark passes over to the pitch.

The — figure is obtained when the pitch side is beneath, P in

contact with the plate, and E depressed to the proper striking

distance. The discharge having taken place, D is again made

horizontal, and the plate may be removed for development

This process consists in gradually warming the plate over a

lamp. The metal side must be presented to the lamp, as the

slightest touch of a flame on the excited pitch insi

pates the electricity. At a certain temperature, (in my experi-

ments about 60° C.,) the figure will begin to appear, and in a

few seconds the development is completed. The plate being

now allowed to cool, the figure becomes permanent. 1

1

be overheated the figure is destroyed. It may be instantly ob-

literated by exposure for a second to the naked flame, and

the plate may then be used again. The proper temperature lor

development is some degrees below the real fusing point oi

the pitch used.

The figures, obtained as described, are formed by depressions

and elevations of the excited surface. The depressions woul

appear to be the true figures, as they correspond exactly in forni

to those obtained by Lichtenberg. The plate may be dusted

before development ; the form thus revealed will be reproduced in

depressions upon warming. The depth and
depressions vary with the quantity of electricity, and the thic

ness of the film of pitch. The thinner the film, the si

lines. The exact depth of the depressions below the ge i

'Tbout 0-005.
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When cold, the pitch is sufficiently hard to allow of several
impressions being taken from it in printing ink. The wood-cuts
given below were made from such impressions, transferred to a
block, and then engraved. The white portions therefore repre-
sent depressions. The " ground," representing the level surface
of the pitch, was lightened by ruling, so as to bring out the ex-
terior ring of the negative figure.

Frictional Electricity.

Discharge from balk.—The positive spark produces the fig-

2. 3 .
ureof a star (2 and 3).—— Sometimes the rays di-

verge almost from the

center, but generally the

central portion is broken
up into a confusion of

minute elevations, which
in the cuts show as dots.

The rings sometimes
seen in this central por-

*osmve spark from i inch balls. Striking dis- tion resemble the nega-
tance, i inch. tive figures, and suggest

be idea of oscillations in the discharge.

The negative spark gives the figure shown in (4). An ele-

vated ring forms the outer bound-

s of this comes a deeply

| depressed circle surrounding a cir-

disc, whose surface is so ir-

I regular that I have not" been able

I to determine whether it is, on the

H whole, above or below the general
™

level of the pitch film. Perfectly

°SWkfoiTai
Ir°m * ^cn 0dU9

' similar figures were obtained by
wg stance, i mch.

means f the electricity developed
?}" the Holz machine, the electophorus and that accumulated

Discharge from Points.—When a single, instantaneous dis-

charge, from a fine point, falls upon the film, figures similar to
lile foregoing, but not so regular, are obtained. If, however,

In experimenting with a well charged Le7den jar if t]

mectedwith the coatings of rh

- irroundingthen

action of the tin, and iron, i
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the discharge be of negative electricity, and be continued for

a short time, (e. g. during a quarter-revolution of a 20-inch

plate of the ordinary frictional machine,) the first effect of de-

veloping is to bring out a star, which might readily be mistaken

for the positive figure. Inspection shows however that the

rays are not depressed, but elevated. The rays are generally

more or less curved, and resemble the projection on a plane

of the meridians of a hemisphere. The plane of projection is

different in almost every figure. Precisely such a star occurs

in the figure, given below, of the negative spark from the in-

duction coil.

If the discharge from the point be continued for some seconds,

the plate, on developing, shows an infinity of minute circular

characteristic distinction between +E and

In developing these plates, especially those charged with— ".rise from the pitch, visible—E, vivid sparks may
even in broad day-light

Figures produced by the Induction Coil.

The coil used in these experiments was made at Kuhmkorff 's

establishment in Paris. It is capable of giving an 8-inch spark,

but, by reducing the primary current, the striking distance

was brought down to £ inch. A single Bunsen's cell was

used,—the carbon being withdrawn so as barely to touch the

_
The positive figure obtained is represented in ^ *

ing cut (6). Except its larger size, as compared with frictional

of the same striking distance, there is nothing notice-
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The corresponding negative figure is seen in (7). The cen-
tral star with curved rays, referred to above, is surrounded by
a deeply depressed circle, which is bounded by a slightly ele-
vated ring. The terminal wires evidently acted here as points,
for the star was not obtained when the discharge took place
from balls.

F

Simultaneous production of the Positive and Negative Figures.—
*or this, a plate coated with pitch on both sides is required.
Ine electrodes D and E (fig. 1) i distances
fromthe upper and lower surface of the plate. Upon connect-
ing D with the prime-conductor the positive spark falls upon
the upper, while the negative spark leaps up to the lower sur-
face of the plate. Development by the lamp, without oblitera-
tion of one of the figures, being impossible, the plate may be
heated in an air-bath to about 60°-65° C. It is more conven-
ient, however, to throw the discharge upon the plate when warm,
the figures then appear at once. By using plates of glass, or
mica, instead of metal, the relative size of the figures is at once
seen. The negative figure is considerably less in diameter than
the po iti\t * This fact explains why, when +E and -E are
thrown on the same spot, they do not neutralize each other and
the resulting figure is a combination of the two.
An interesting fact, in connection with this subject, is the

fength of time that may elapse between the reception of the
spark by the plates, an<i the development of the figure. Sev-
eral plates were charged in imme< i

;

I eveloped,
one by one, at intervals of two hours. The last, developed
after twelve hours, showed hardly any loss in depth or sharp-

is damp and unfavorable. Of
another series, the last, developed after seven days, still came
out distinctly.

A charged plate may be breathed upon, and the condensed

o allowed to evaporate, several times, without appar-

! it image. To test the discharging power
ot a point, the following experiment was made. One end of
a copper wire was filed to a sharp point ; the other end was
then soldered to a metal plate. This plate had two intersecting
llnes scratched on its sun-u . a id a-m- . <ated with pitch. The

it by the

>f the lines, (visible through the pitch), the copper

^
lre was bent over s« i I

;vctly over the cen-
ter of the latent image and very near it After 12 hours, this

P^te, on developing, gave a good figure.

*rom the i produced, it would
aPpear that they are due to the attractions and repulsions of the

.-M.-r,

• uf - . j I qua tity. a -id d
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excited surface.* This seems proved beyond doubt by the iden-

tity of the Lichtenberg figures, with the depression ngurea pro-

duced on developing. No chemical change of the pitch could

enable it to attract dust.

As the point of temperature at which developement begins

is considerably below the true fusing point of the pitch, the

work performed by the electricity is no inconsiderable i

Does the electricity disappear in performing this work ? The

fact that the depression of the surface stops at a certain point,

while the attraction for the opposite E on the metal plal

be constantly growing stronger, seems to point to an affirmative

answer. As pitch, h< come a conductorwhea

fused, it may be that the two electricities are gradually trans-

mitted and neutralize each other. Experiments have been un-

dertaken in the hope of obtaining a decisive answer to this

question, but as yet with no result worthy of publication.

Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N. T, Feb. 6th, 1870.

Art. XXX.— On the Maynes
to Photo-Micrography; by Brevet Lt. -Col. J. J. WoODWjUpi
Assistant Surgeon, U. S. Army. Report to Brevet Major

General J. K. Barnes, Surgeon General of the Unit*

Army, dated Army Medical Museum, Microscopical Section,

January 4, 1870.f

I have the honor to inform you that, on the 25th of October

last, I began to conduct in person a series of experiments, m-

tended to devise means for escaping certain difficulties which

had hitherto prevented the successful preparation ••. -

crographs of specimens, selected from the va
creasing series of permanently mounted microscopic sections oi

normal and pathological tissues, which form so interesting

portion of the treasures of the Museum. In these experiments

I used the sun as a source of illumination, and, foli-

process which I have described in full elsewhere, j I had no cui-

ficulty in arranging a method, by the aid of which this class oi

'
i could be photographed quite as successfully and readifv

i of tC ]:
Museum. I

i of a few days to lay before you

* The laws of attraction and repnM.n, f„r both positive and negative electrv

+ Communicated for this Journal by Lieut Col. J. J. Woodward.
* Circular No 6 iVar 1 rt . .

Nov. 1, lt»»i P-8

L48, et. aeq.
; this Journal, II, vol. xlii, Sept., 1866.
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prints of some of the tissue-preparations thus reproduced. At
present it is my desire to call your attention to certain impor-
tant observations which I had the good fortune to make, while
my experiments were in progress, and which it appears to me
cannot fail to be of interest and service to all microscopists.
During the last week of October and the first two weeks of

November, I relied wholly on the sun as the source of illumina-
tion for producing negatives. In this period, during which I
had but two perfectly cloudless working days, and several frac-
tional days on which my work was continually interrupted by
passing clouds, I had ample opportunity to convince myself
that the uncertainty of the weather was a most serious hin-
drance to the preparation of successful photographs of micro-
scopic objects, and I ceased to wonder that European micro-
scopists, who are exposed to a climate even more variable than
our own, have not yet succeeded in placing the art of Photo-

tphy upon such a basis, as to make a convenient and
in all microscopical investigations. This

Msirable end I believe I have attained; but it has been by
resorting to artificial lights and thus making the success of the
process wholly independent of the weather.
On the 12th of November I commenced a series of experi-

ments with i ii were most fortunately crowned
yith success, both the magnesium and the electric lights prov-
ing adequate sources of illumination for the production of

Photo-micrographs even with the highest powers.
For the production of the electric light I used a Duboseq's

lamp, set in motion by a battery of fifty small Groves' elements.
-t found that, with this source of light, photographs could be
successfully takf mi with anv p<>\v res can be
taken by sunlight; and I was delighted to find, as I had anti-

cipated, that the very gbt and shadow which
has prevented the electric light from being generally ad..{.ted

as a source of illumination in the preparation of photographs of
the size of I r, proved of immense ad
m the reproduction of the feeble microscopical images of highly

I objects, and that the pictures were hence clearer and
better defined than an similar objects I had
hitherto seen produced bv sunlight. I found also that the

-iit was so much more manageable than sunlight as a

:" wee of i l, thafcl could readily arrange

? to produce negatives with much shorter exposures than are

hie with the sun.
-the magnesium light it"» to a m£h degree,

Dl*t I found that its best work was done when the o

J°t to be magnified more than a thousand diameters, and that

there were to its use on test objects which
wdl be referred to in the sequel
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With one or the other of these artificial lights as a source of
rion, I have prepared a considerable number of nega-

tives of interesting microscopical objects, of which a few are

appended to this report by way of illustration, while the others
will be laid before you in future reports on special subjects.

The magnesium and electric lights are mentioned as possible

sources of illumination for the production of Photo-m i

by Dr. Lionel Beale, in the 4th edition of his " How to Work
with the Microscope," page 275. I am not aware, however, that

any one has made successful negatives with high powers with
either of these lights prior to the experiments here recorded.

There are in the Museum a few photographs with low powers
taken with the magnesium light by Dr. C. F. Crehore, of Bos-
ton, Mass., who kindly presented them August 3, 1866. Nega-
tive No. 90, old Microscopical Series, Army Medical Museum,
represents a few villi from the small intestine of a mouse, pho-

tographed by the electric light with a T
4
5th objective of Wales

arranged to magnify 84 diameters. The electric light was pro-

duced by forty Bunsen's cells, and as I had no electric lamp at

the time, I held the carbon points in two retort holders and
managed as best I could, during the exposure, the uncertain

is produced. I know of no other Photo-micrograpbs
than the above to have been actually made by the electric or

the magnesium lights: certainh i: -m\ have been, they have not

been sufficiently sue, -: lors to be willing to

give them any degree of publicity. I have no hesitation, there-

fore, in claiming for the Museum and for myself the credit of

having demonstrated the siTvi<-cj.bl«- rharaemr of these lights as

sources of illumination for the preparation of negatives with

high powers, and of having devised a simple method which
brings their use within the reach of every microscopist

I propose now to sketch briefly the process by which nega-

tives of microscopic objects can be conveniently produced with

these artificial lights.

1. The electric light is by far the best of all artificial ligbtt

for the production of photo-micrographs, and, when used as I

am now about to describe, it is both convenient and economical.
I use a Grove's battery of fifty elements. The battery is placed

just outside of the operating room in a closet from which the

fumes escape through an earthen pipe into the main chimney of

the building. This battery was I

Nos. 11 and 12, Beck street, Regent street, London, W. The
rubber cups are 4f inches high, 3* wide and 2 thick. The plati-

nums are 5* inches by 2£, and weigh about 60 gn
lne zmcs are bent on themselves so as to present a part of their

surface on each side ot r!,- H rn m ., and weigh, when new,
about a pound apiece. Mr. Ladd furnishes these batl
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trays of ten elements, at five pounds sterling per tray, and I find

that a I lattery of five trays is sufficient for most purposes. Seven
pounds and ;I h ; ,lf of strong commercial nitric acid, and three of
sulphuric, diluted with ten times the quantity of water, is suffi-

cient to charge this battery, winch will then produce the light

continuously for from three to four hours. The cost of running
the battery for this time, including in the estimate the amount
of zinc consumed, and the cost of amah- unating e\ ery third or

fourth time of using, is very moderate. I make it a practice to

have the battery washed out, the acids thrown away and the

porous cups put to soa !, [ have done the day's

work, and all this is so simple that I have no difficulty in in-

structing an orderly to do it, so that the management of the bat-

tery does not occupy any part of my time.

The Duboscq's lamp, the microscope and the plate holder are

arranged in a daik room which enables me to dispense with the

use of a camera. The general arrangement of the apparatus is

shown in the cut.

The electric lamp of Duboscq (a) is placed on a stool against

the wall at one end of the room, and its light concentrated by a

pair of condensing lenses (b) on the lower lens of the achromatic

condenser of the microscope. The microscope (c) (a large Powell
and Lealand's stand) is placed on a small table (e) which is so

arranged that it can be lowered or elevated at pleasure and can
be levelled by means of three levelling screws at its base.

The plate holder (g), also arranged so that it can be raised or

lowered at pleasure, is supported by a small table (/) which
stands on three levelling screws. The floor of the apartment is

quite level. The lenses°emploved for the microscope are those

of Mr. William Wales of Fort Lee, New Jersey, specially

constructed
I

tic rays to a focus. For powers

above the £th, however, I have found that the achromatic

objectives of Messrs. Powell and Lealand, of London, answer
an excellent purpose, and indeed that their ii m. rsion T\ ex-

ceeds in defining powers anv objective which has as yet come
under my notice.

,
In taking photographs with this apparatus, I proceed as fol-

lows : The : set in motion, the table holding

the microscope (which has previously been leveH. d). mmw ;«
-r

lowered and moved from side to aid Uie achr°-

matic condenser is brought to the center of the ffiun

Pencil proceeding from the lamp; the object is then plaeed on

the stage and carefully adjusted. A cell of plate glass contam-

irated solution of the ammonio*
fixed just below the achromatic condenser, and not only pre-

-
^

•-
'

.
. .. .

'

,

'

great heat which accompanies the electric light, and also mode-
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rates its effect upon the eye of the observer. The light thus
produced is very agreeable to the eye, and I find myself able to

work with it from four to five hours without fatigue. It has

also the advantage that all the colors of the object examine*
disappear, and the preparation appears black on an azure fiel<

which resembles the sky on a clear day so that the observe
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sees at a glance how the object will appear in the photograph
(in which the same black lines or tints will In- faithfully repro-

duced on a white field) and is thus enabled to arrange his

lehiomatic condenser and other adjustments so as to produce
the most satisfactory effect.

Every thine having been arranged at the microscope to the

satisfaction of the observer, the eyepiece is taken out, and the

image allowed to fall on the ground glass of the plate holder,

which has previously been placed at the distance necessary to

gave them! a ired with the objective employed.
The operator adjusts the plate holder to the right height and
sees that it is perpend i< ; x is of the microscope,

which he readily does by observing that all parts of the field

are equally in focus. He then takes out the ground glass and
finishes the fine adjustment with a sheet of plate glass and a

focussing glass, alter which trie sensitive plate is inserted, the

exposure made and the operation is finished.

To enable the observer to focus the microscope while sitting

at a distance from it at the sensitive plate, the following con-

trivance is employed. On the table which supports the micro-

scope (e) two brass shoulders, eaci We screwed.

Through these runs an iron rod nine inches long, on which slips

a brass pulley (d) which can be clamped at any point. A cord

connects this pulley with the wheel of the fine adjustment of

the microscope which is grooved for the purpose. It i-

that whenever this iron rod is turned, the pulley turning with

it will move the fine adjustment of the microscope. To effect

this the iron rod terminates in a square extremity, so that a

joint of an ordinary fishing rod, to which a brass ferrule shaped

Kke a watch key, has been rivetted, enables the operator to

focus the microscope at anyordinarv distance. When greater

distances ao - of the rod may be used. The
rod, being graduated into feet and inch.-, cabled! . .

pcratorto

record the distance employed for each picture. When the f ocus-

sing is completed, the rod is removed. I ha v

and cheap arrangement superior in ddicac\ ami convenience to

anvofthe retried

He chemical processes • mp oved n taking tm negatives, do

not differ in any respect from those used in ordinary photo-

graphic work, and I have found that by employing a .

photographer, allowing him to mi : l anc
ir

con
;

fining my whole attention to the optical arrangements, I not

only get im ires in a day, but they are much

p nluced by any one who_ attempts to do the

photograi »] i

manage the microscope himself

I find myself thus enabled to sit down quietly of an evening,

and during four hours work to produce from twelve to thirty
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negatives or more, in accordance with the difficulty of the sub-
jects and my previous knowledge of them. Any microscopist
who is willing to go to the moderate expense of battery and
lamp, and to add two or three specially constructed objectives
to his microscopical apparatus, can, by employing a photog-
rapher one or two evenings in the month, reproduce all the
more interesting of his month's observations with a degree of
economy and beauty not to be obtained by any other means,
and if he follows the method I have above described, the charac-
ter of his results will be conditioned by his skill as a micros-
copist rather than by any other circumstance. As to the time
Oi s

p.
Mire required for taking negatives with the electric light,

1 find that for one : about thirty seconds is

necessary for that class of objects, (such as Angulatum, the Ro-
bert s plate, &c.,) for which it is not necessary to employ a
ground glass plate to prevent interference phenomena. In pho-
tographing the soft tissues and many other objects, it is neces-
sary to insert a piece of ground glass below the achromatic
condenser to escape the interference phenomena which else
occur precisely as must be done in photographing the same ob-

968 the time of exposure to about
three minutes for one thousand diameters. Other nowers req uire
poportional times.

2. The magnesium light affords a beautiful source of illumina-
tion comparable to white cloud illumination of the best charac-
ter, or to the light of the sun after it has passed through a sheet
of ground glass. Without the use of ground glass, this light
serves admirably for the production of photographs of the soft
tissues with any power under a thousand diameters. The light
being composed of a mixed pencil, with rays passing in all

directions, there are no interference phenomena, but for the same
reason on the Nobert's plate and many test objects, the results

to those produced by the sun or by the electric
hght

;
with powers much higher than a thousand diameters,

however, the time of exposure becomes inconveniently long.
1 he process employed by me in the production of negatives

with the magnesium light, is essentially the same as I have
aoove described for the electric light, simply the magnesium
lamp is substituted for the electric, and the condenser of an or-
dinary oxy-calcium magic lantern is made to concentrate the
lignt on the achromatic condenser of the microscope. The cut
represents the arrangement The magnesium lamp (a) stands
on a shelf fastened against the wall. The condenser (b) concen-
trates the light on the lower lens of the achromatic condenser of

^IT^v ?6' (c) which stands on a table (e) supported on
-. The image received on the plate holder,

W) which is supported on a table, (/) is photographed precisely
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as in the case of the electric light as above described. The
same focussing apparatus {d) is employed and the ammonio-

/ i

I \
^r~

fe»

J

S

sulphate cell should invariably be inserted, but the ground

glass is never necessary. I find that it requires exposures of

about three minutes to produce negatives of tissue-preparations
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with five hundred diameters. Other powers require propor-
.

|
-osures.

The magnesium lamp used by me for this purpose was the
•>\ lamp of the American Magnesium < 'ompany, (No. 2

Liberty Square, Boston, Mass.,) sold by that company for made
lantern purposes, price $50. The ribbon weighs about 52 cen-
tigrammes per metre, and is sold at $2.50 per ounce. Two
ounces will, with care, answer for three or four hours constant
work, and ought to produce from twelve to thirty negatives in

accordance with the difficulties of the subjects to be represented.
The fumes of magnesia resulting from the combustion are car-

ried into a chimney five feet long, made of a spiral wire covered
with muslin, which terminates in a muslin bag in which the
"\\ I condenses, while the draft goes on through the interstice
of the muslin. The chimney and bag are furnished by the com-
pany for $2.50.

J

In commenting on the above processes it may be remarked
that, for the anatomist and physiological investigator, the M ig-

nesium lamp affords a satisfactory and sufficient source of light
for the photography of normal nd pathological tissue-prepara-
tions. The same end can be eqm tter attained
with the electric lamp, with which also the most difficult test

objects can reproduced Where economy of

3 is the object, the magnesium lamp will be preferred
ary workers

; but where much work is to be done, the
high price of the magnesium ribbon more than count;
the cheapness of the apparatus, and the electric light becomes
the most economical. For the information of any practical

;

hers who may be employed for work of this character,
I may add the following remarks on the chemical process em-
ployed m the production of the negatives from which the

appended prints were made. An ammonium and potassium
portrait collodion, rich in alcohol, was employed, developed
with the ordinary solution of iron, and fixed' with cvanid of

potassium. Where it was nee- the hydro-

him was resorted to.
In illustration of the character of these sources of illumination

as compared with each other and with sunlight, I her
pend three prints from negatives, taken with a Wales' -inch and

en the 6th square of a Holler's diatom typo-plate, spe-

pared for the Army Medical Museum bv th.

microscopist. The first from Negative 79 (new series), was ta-

ken by sunlight, with 40 diameters : in tl second, from Nega-
tive 123 (new series), the magnesium li-ht was used, and every

- -

to give 48 diameters; in the third, Negative 158 (new sem-i.
the electric lamp was employed, and every thing else still re-
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maining unaltered, the distance was increased so as to give 66
a It will be understood at once, that on account of

the increase of distance, the second picture would have been
slightly less sharp than the first, and the third than the second,
had precisely the same source of light been employed ; never-

theless, in spite of this disadvantage, to which they were pur-

posely exposed, the magnesium and electric pictures are far

superior to that taken by sunlight, and of the two the electric

is much the best. It is especially to be observed, that in the

electric picture the contrast obtained is so great that the objects

appear clearly defined on an almost perfectly white ground,
which is never the case with photo-micrographs taken with the
sun as a source of illumination.
As a furl . : i es of the magnesium

and electric lights, I add a few photographs taken by each.

By the Magjtesium Light.

Arachnoidiscus Ehrenbergii. Magnified 400 diameters, by
Wales' ith. Negative 114 (new series.)

Small vein and capillaries, from the muscular coat of the uri-

nary bladder of the frog. Magnified 400 diameters, by Wales'

ith. Negative 103 (new series). This negative is taken from

preparation No. 8378 - in which the blad-

der was injected with a half per cent solution of nitrate of silver,

and subsequently stained with carmine dissolved in borax.

The epithelium was then brushed off with a camel's hair pencil,

and the pp A through absolute alcohol to

Canada balsam : the photograph reproduces every thing but the

color.

By the Electric Light.

Pleurostaurum acutum. Magnified 340 diameters, by Wales'

yth. Negative 109 (new series.)

Triceratiumfavus. Magnified. 340 diameters, by Wales {th.

Negative 110 (new series).

Xavicnla *pima. Magnified 840 diameters, by Powell and

Negative 112 (new series).

Human red blood corpuscles. Magnified 1,000 diameters, by

Powell and Lealand's immersion &HL Negative 145 ( n,

Section of an epitlr '• Magnified 400

diameters, by Wales' |th. Negative 162 (new series). I his

negative is taken from preparation No. 22/7, Microscopical

Section. The print shows the nuclei and cells ot tne growtn

with great distinctness. ^ , -p n
Gramma; ' >

™weiI

and Lealand's immersion Tyth.
Negative lol (new series).

[The copies of the photographs here referred to, sent us by Dr

Woodward, surpass in perfection and beanty any specimens of

photo-micrography we have seen.—Eds.]
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Art. XXXI—On

In the Journal of May, 1866, there is a description and wood-
cut of a mechanical finger, by Mr. H. L. Smith.

There are few naked eyes, or ordinary hands, that can select,

from a mass, one of the smaller diatoms ; and the engraving in

the Journal was seized upon, at once, by the writer, as afford-

ing a promise of relief in the patient labor that had so often tes-

ted both his eye and hand. It was his good fortune to be with-

in reach of one of the instruments. It was a great help, no

doubt; and, after acquiring "the knack," it was possible to use

it But it wanted solidity, and the writer ventured to think

that it might be made firmer, if constructed with fewer parts

and joints. It was a capital idea, however, usefully illustrated;

but not beyond improvement: so an improvement, as it was

thought, was put on paper, and sent to Mr. Joseph Zentmayer,
the well known optican of Philadelphia,

Putting aside both the improvement and the original, Mr.

Zentmayer went to work upon an entirely new system, and pro-

duced what seems to be very near perfection.
The microscope, in the writer's possession, is one of Mr. Zent-

mayer's large first class ones, though the finger can be adapted

to any other. There are three pieces: one, an independent

stage, that we will call the diatom stage, (fig. 1) supported,

above the principal stage, upon a tube that fits into a sleeve

attached to a cylinder, (fig. 2), that fits into the sub-stage. The
tube of the diatom stage is passed through the opening of the

- '—'--) the sleeve, as shown in the drawing, when

i, up and down, is regulated bv the rack and

vhich steadies the s

•rent parts of it into the field.

Fig. 3 shows the third piece of the apparatus, or, really, the

only piece, so far as the finger is concerned ; the other three

pieces being necessary to hold the slide containing the diatoms,

having, otherwise, nothing to do with the finger proper.

The drawing is of full size. A is a clamp secured to the prin-

cipal stage by the jaws M and the movable plate L, which is

by the set screw D. The cylinder C passes through
the clamp resting on the shoulder T. It turns horizontally

when not fixed by the set screw F, whose point presses in the

groove shown in the drawing. The steel rod B, surrounded by
a spiral sprmg, which is not shown, but which can be readily
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understood, passes through the cylinder C, the spiral holding it

up when not pressed down. Upon this rod is the steel spring, G\

bent as shown, carrying at its upper and longer extremity, at

N, a cork-holder, through which is thrust the needle that car-

ries the hair ; and, at its lower extremity, the guide J, passing

through a slot on the arm K, projecting from the cylinder C.

The object of this is to counteract the rotary movement that

would otherwise be caused by the spiral spring on the rod B
when pressed downward in ope tos. F is a

large milled head lowering or raising the end of the spring N, in

focussing the point of the hair. The down pressure i

-

at I compressing the spiral spring around the bar B within the

cylinder C, and bringing the point of the hair on the particu-

lar diatom.

A most excellent, if not an original, mode of attaching the

hair to the needle, which is thrust, eye foremost, through the

cork projecting from 1ST, is the suggestion of a friend of the

writer. Cut a piece of thin paper into the shape of the letter

V about half an incn high and crease it lengthwise so as to

bring the sides together. Having gummed the paper well, lay

the needle on the crease, keeping its point within the paper, and

place the hair along side of it. Then closing the sides of the

V, the needle and the hair will be compressed together at the

bottom of the crease ; and when the paper is perfectly dry the

hair can be cut with scissors to the proper length, if necessary,

and so much of the paper trimmed off as may not be wanted

to retain the needle and hair in their places. The needle may

then be forced, with a pair of fine pliers, eye foremost, through

the projecting end of the cork at an angle inclining somewhat

downward ; and, when this is done, the finger is ready for use

The angle of the needle to the stage may be changed by turn-

ing the cork, which is screwed into the opening at N, which has

a thread for the purpose.
The slide containing the diatoms is now placed on the diatom

stage ; the part to be examined being over the opening of the

tube, through which the light is reflected, focussed as usual,

and the particular diatom selected. The hair is then brought,

by hand, within the field of view. This is done by turning the

cylinder C, and adjusting with the pliers, if need be, the lengtn

of needle and hair projecting through the cork. The set screw

E is then tightened, and the observer has, 'in the field, the dia-

tom in focus, and the end of the hair seen dimly, and not in

focus. The screws of the principal or mechanical stage now

enable him to bring the point of the hair with mathematical

precision just above the diatom ; when, pressing at I gently

downward, the hair touches the diatom ; the latter, if aU go»

well, adheres to it; the diatom stage is lowered; the slide re

moved ; the clean sbde, to which the diatom is to be transient
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is put in its place ; the diatom stage raised until the hair, with
the diatom on it, is in contact, when the diatom is taken off by
the moisture that has been previously breathed upon the slide.

The superiority of the contrivance here described is its sim-
plicity and absolute steadiness.
In the drawing, the position of the spring G with the cork-

holder N" is reversed. They turn, as already described, in any
direction, horizontally.
The facility with which a diatom may "be handled," to use

the term in this connection, is one of the great advantages of
Mr. Zentmayer's contrivance. The point of the hair may be
brought into focus along side of the diatom, which may then,
hy using the screws of the mechanical stage, be pushed in any
direction by the finger, and separated from the mass, or, when
transferred to a clean slide, may be placed wherever required
thereon. "With such an instrument may be understood the
modus operandi by which the 392 diatoms of " Moller's Diato-
maceen platte" were arranged.
Nothing more has been attempted here, than to describe the

' instrument. But no one can understand the whole
subject, without reading the most admirable article of Mr. H.
L. Smith already referred to, and which set the writer to work
to improve, if possible, the mechanism there described. l.

Art. XXXIL—The Combinations of Silicon with Alcoholic Radi-

cals; by C. Friedel and J. M. Crafts.*

In a previous researchf we studied the ethers of silicic acid,

and discovered a number of new bodies, whose structure leads
to the conclusion that the atomic weight of silicon is 28, and that

the formula of silicic acid is Si0 3 . (raudin, and a;

Odlmg, first gave silicon its true atomic weight, and .-:

al formula, in order to bring them into accordance with
the well known law establishing the most simple relation be-

tween the vapor density of bodies and their atomic weight, and
their views have been adopted by manv chemists; btti

conclusive proofs, based upon chemical grounds, have been
wanting to establish completely the correctness of their theory,

and a large number of the best authorities in chemistry have

adhered to the old formula, SiO .,(0=8) for silicic acid.

Our research was at first undertaken with a view to proving
that the chemical properties of silicates can only be e
bJ adopting the new formula, and we have succeeded in obtain-

s

*The chemical symbols used have the values which belong to them in the new

t Thia Journal, IT, xliii, pp. 153 and 331 ; Ann. de Chim. et Phys., IV, it, p. 5.
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ing bodies, whose existence and mode of formation it is impos-
sible to account for by any other theory. Such are the chlor-

hydrids and acetins derived from normal silicic ether, Si(C2H50)4

and at first we only studied the compounds which belong to the

same type as the normal silicic ether, but the research led us

further than we anticipated, and resulted in the discovery of

the more complicated disilicic ethers, already described, whose

throws some light on th - of mineral

and also of a remarkable class of bodies, in which the

alcoholic radicals, ethyl, C 2H 5 , and methyl, CH
3 , are combined

directly with the silicon, and not, as in the ethers, through the

medium of oxygen. The present paper is devoted to the de-

scription of these latter bodies.

The study of the compounds of silicon with alcoholic radi-

iies the conclusions already arrived at ; it demonstrates
the tetratomicity of silicon, and places it in the same group

with tin, titanium and carbon ; and it leads, besides, to the dis-

covery of a property of silicon, which allies that element with

carbon far more closely than the equality of their atomicity and

the similarities hitherto observed in the structure of their com-

pounds. In fact, silicon has been found to possess the property

of combining directly with carbon, or rather with hydrocarbons

;

and the resulting compounds are in everv respect similar to sim-

ple hydrocarbons, susceptible like them of substitution of chlo-

rine and bromine for hydrogen, and of acting as radicals in alco-

hols and ethers
; consequently silicon may take the place of car-

bon in a hydrocarbon, and in the series of bodies whi<
derived from a hydrocarbon, without modifying essentially its

properties.

It is easy to appreciate the importance of this result. Car-

bon is characterized by the property of combining with ttsen

to build up groups of atoms, which have been compared to

chains, or nuclei, about which the atoms of hydrogen, oxygen,

nitrogen, &c, found in organic bodies, group themselves, and it

illy this property of carbon which fits it to play the

part of the element essential to the structure of organic com-

pounds.
It has been supposed that carbon alone had the property of

combining with itself to form the nuclei of organic compounds,
but it now appears that silicon shares with it this qti

we are led to the opinion, that no element is unique in its prop-

erties, but that each has its near relatives among the others, as

was indicated by Dumas in dividing the elements into natural

i rw diseoyerj daily tends to prove. il;

• re of the atomicities of the elements, should

occur especially between elements having the same atomicity,
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and the fact enhances the value of a classification of the ele-

ments, which is founded upon the consideration of their atona-

Silicic Ethyd.

We have obtained silicic ethyd by the reaction which is often
employed to effect the union of ethyl with metals or with non-
metalic elementa Chlorid of silicon and zinc-ethyd do not
act upon each other at the ordinary temperature, but when
they are mixed in the proportion requisite to afford an equiv-
alent of zinc for each atom of chlorine, and heated in seal-

ed tubes to 140° centigrade, a reaction commences, and at
160° it is completed in 3 hours. On opening the tubes, a con-
siderable quantity of a gaseous hydrocarbon escapes, which,
when lighted, burns with a luminous flame. The tubes contain
a liquid, together with a solid deposit of chlorid of zinc, mixed
with gray particles of metallic zinc. The presence of metallic
zinc accounts for the production of gaseous hydrocarbons.
The liquid can be separated by distillation into several prod-

» boil at 40°, and at that v i

, burning with a luminous flame, which cannot be condensed
alone at 0°, but which is held in solution, to a considerable ex-
tent, by the chlorid of silicon. When the temperature reaches
60°, nearly pure chlorid of silicon distils, and it then rises rap-
idly to 150°, and the greater part of the liquid distils at 150°

to 155°.
8

.
The portion which distils at 60° to 150°, treated with water,

gives the products of decomposition of the chlorid of silicon,

together with a certain quantity of a liquid, identical in its

properties v ' to 155° in the first

«« caustic potash, to free it from the small quantities of chlorid

of silicon which can not be distillation, and
then dried over solid causti. >2° to 154°. The
body thus obtained is not spontaneously inflammable, like many
?f the compounds of organic radicals with metals, but when
^ited it burns in the air with a luminous flame, and gives off

a white smoke of silicic acid. It is lighter than water, and is

not attacked by « by ordinary nitric acid. It

isalso not attacked by sulphuric acid, and is insoluble in it;

concentrated sulphuric acid, however, separates from it a small

quantity of a body which will be described later. It can be

completely purified by shaking it several times with concen-

trated sulphuric acid, and decanting by means of a pipette

;

finally by washing with water and by drying over melted chlo-
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rid of calcium. The product, which was finally obtained by
g in this way on considerable quantities of material

boiled at 152°.

The method of purification with sulphuric acid was not at

first adopted, and the analyses made of the substance boiling at

about 152°, after it had been simply treated with water and with
caustic potash, in order to remove traces of chlorid of silicon,

gave a slight excess of carbon for the first portions which dis-

tilled
;
see analysis I This was undoubtedly due to a minute

quantity of a hydrocarbon, probably ethylene, dissolved in the

The analyses of the portions which distilled last showed on the

other hand a deficiency of carbon, arising from the presence of
a body containing oxygen, which' can be separated by means of

concentrated sulphuric acid
; see analyses II and III. We no-

ticed, also, that the liquid was at first capable of absorbing a

very small quantity of bromine, without being colored by it

After the treatment with sulphuric acid, the boiling point of the

is almost constant, and the smallest trace of bromine
imparted its color to it, showing that no combinations took
place.

Analysis ofthe liquids, which had not been treated with sulphuric acid.

I. Boiling point=15l°-l5l%°.
Substance taken=0 -1863 grammes ; CO, =04520 grammes;Hn 0=0-2280 grrns.

II. Boiling point=lol{°-l53°.
Substance taken=017'43 grrns. ; C03 =04127 arms. ; H7

0=
0-2170 grrns. * '

III Same product redistilled. Boiling point=151i°-152i°.
Substance taken=0-lU3 grrns. ; C03 =04685 arms.; 'B%

0^

I- H. Hi. Calculated for Si(CaH.)«

C=6713 65-93 65-77 66-67
H=13-60 13-83 13-67 13-89

Analyses of silicic ethyd purified by a treatment with sul-

phuric acid. Boiling point= 152°-153°.

L Substance taken=0-1931 grrns.; CO,= 04705 arms. ; Ea
0=

0-2388 grrns.
' *

IL Substance tuken=0-2192 grrns. : CO,=0-5358 arms. ; H3
0~

0-2720 grrns.

HI Substance taken=0-3015 grrns. ; &0. =01250 grrns.
IV. Substance ta£m=0-3430 grrns. ; Si02 =01395 grrns.

' * n. in. it. SKCri.},.
C=6645 66-66 6667
H=13-74 13-79 ...*. \\\\ 1389
Sl== 19-34 18-98 1943
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The first determination of silicon was made by heating the
substance in a sealed tubie with nitric acid for several hours, at
180°~190°, dissolving the contents of the tube in caustic potash,
and estimating the silicic acid in the solution in the ordinary
way. In the second determination, dilute chlorhydric acid and
chlorate of potassium were substituted for the nitric acid, and
the operation was carried on in a sealed tube as before. It is
somewhat difficult to dissolve all the silicic acid which adheres
to the tube by caustic potash.
The vapor-density of silicic ethyd was deduced from the fol-

lowing data

:

Difference of weights of the bulb - - =0-5248 grms.
Temperature of the balance, - - 14°

Temperature of the oil-bath, - - 2 J 4° 2
Barometer, 761 "4 mm
Capacity of the bulb, .... 211 '0 cc.

Air remaining in the bulb, - - 1*3 cc.

Vapor-density=5 141.
Calculated vapor-density, 4 -986.
The results thus obtained show that silicic ethyd corresponds

to the chlorid of silicon, and that the reaction by which it is
formed may be expressed by the equation :

SiCl
4 +2Zn(C 2

H
5 ) 3
= Si(C 3H s ) 4 + 2ZnCl 3 .

Silicic ethyd is a liquid resembling bodies of the petroleum
class in its aspect It has an odor like the pure hydrocarbons
of this series, and cannot be easily distinguished from them,
except that instead of burning with a carbon-smoke, it gives a
white smoke of silicic acid

"he densitv of the liquid at 22° -7 compared with that of
water at the same temperature, is 0-7657.

It
i order to obtain considerable quantities of silicic ethyd,

—

,uw resulting from their small capacity,
that of being liable to explode from the pressure of the gases
formed as secondary products of the reaction.
in the digester, 100 grms. of zinc-ethyd were operated upon

J*
°nce, and an excess of chlorid of silicon was always added

'J-ne first portions, which distilled below 140°, were a mixture of
chlorid of silicon with silicic ethyd, and they were always treated
0ver again with a fresh quantity of zinc-ethyd in the next ope-

We usually heated the digester in an oil-bath, at 180°-200°,
jjfcng a gas-regulator of similar construction to Bunsen's, and
Kept each charge at that temperature for about ten hours. After
opening the digester and distilling up to 140°, water was added
an<* the distillation continued as long as any silicic ethyd con-
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number of such operations, we may cite one series in which 769
grms. of zinc-ethyd and 480 grms. of chlorid of silicon were
employed. We obtained 225 grms. of perfectly pure silicic-

ethyd—about half the theoretical quantity.
In order to understand the phase of the reaction, which

results in the formation of gaseous products, and of metallic

zinc, we examined the gases, which were given off on opening
the digester, by passing them through bromine, freeing the gas,

which was not absorbed, from the excess of bromine, and col-

lecting it over mercury. The quantity evolved in an operation

is very large, and there was no difficulty in using the first por-

tions of the gas to remove the air from the apparatus containing

bromine, and in collecting at the end a perfectly pure sample
for analysis.

The analysis of the gas, which was not absorbed by bromine,

gave:

Volume of the gas - - - - = 5*17
Oxygen added .... 27 *72

Contraction 1310
Carbonic acid - - - - 10*26
Remaining oxygen determined by deto-

nation with H - - 9-50

Consequently two volumes of the gas contained 612 volumes
of H, and 1*98 volumes of carbon vapor.
A second analysis gave :

Volume of gas - - - . — Q-QQ

Oxygen added - - - . 26*61
Contraction 17 -30

Carbonic acid - - - . 13-02
Remaining oxygen - - - - 2*91

Two volumes of the gas contained 6*36 volumes of H, and
1-96 volumes of carbon vapor.
The gas was the hydrid of ethyl C 3H 6 , two volumes of which

contain six volumes of hydrogen and two volumes of carbon

vapor.

The bromid which was obtained by the absorption of a part

of the gas by bromine, after having been washed with a solution

of caustic potash, dried and distilled at 132°-134°, was analyzed

with the following result

:

L Substance =0*3695 grms. ; AgBr=0'7S15 grms.
IL Substances 0*2712 grms. ; C0

3 =01330 grms. ; H2
6>=0*0608

n£™Substance=0-B2o9 grms. ; C0a =0'1600grms.;l
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I- II. III. Calculated for CaH 4Br2

C .... 13-35 1342 12-76
H .... 2-47 2-35 212
Br 8443 .... .... 8541

The body is consequently the bromid of ethylene, and the
gases, which are formed during the preparation of silicic ethyd,
are simply those which are known to arise from the decomposi-
tion by means of heat of zinc-ethyd.
The question suggests itself: are intermediate products, aris-

ing from an incomplete replacement of chlorine by ethyl in the
chlorid of silicon, also formed? Such products should have
the compos CI,; Si(C2H5)Cl3; and
should boil at points intermediate between 152°, the boiling

point of silicic ethyd, and 42°, the boiling point of chlorid of sil-

icon. The question must be answered in the negative ; for after

a large number of fractionated distillations of the product
obtained in an operation, where a considerable excess of chlorid
of silicon was used, it could be separated almost completely
into chlorid of silicon and silicic ethyd, and no bodies appeared
with fixed boiling points between 42° and 152°. The small

quantity of liquid, which was eventually obtained, distilling

between these points, was treated with caustic potash, and gave
no more of a compound containing oxygen than was ordinarily

obtained in every preparation of silicic ethyd, and whose mode
of formation is described below.
We failed also to obtain intermediate compounds on heating

chlorid of silicon and silicic ethyd together in sealed tubes for

15 hours, at a temperature of 240°. The product could easily

be separated by repeated distillation into the two bodies which
were originally mixed.

It appeared probable that silicic ethyd, and perhaps interme-

diate bodies, might be formed by a process analagous to that

employed by Frankland and Duppa* .to obtain bonc-ethyd,

B(C2H5)3, namely : bv the action of zinc-ethyd upon normal sili-

cic ether. We found, however, that the two bodies do not act

npon each other, even at a verv high temperature ;
indeed the

tenacity with which silicon retains its hold upon oxygen ren-

ders this result not surprising.
.

A most interesting phase of the reaction between zinc-ethyd

and chlorid of silicon, is the one which gives rise to the forma-

tion of the body containing oxygen, which has been noticed

above. As has been already stated, concentrated sulphuric

acids frees the crude silicic ethyd from a small quantity of a

foreign body, which is soluble in the acid. This body separates

from the solution when the sulphuric acid is diluted with water,

* Annftlns dfi Ohimie et Pharmacie, cxv, 319.
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and floats upon the surface of the solution. It burns with a
siliceous smoke, has a disagreeable odor until it has been purified

by repeated distillations, and boils at about 235°. The
which was purified as far as possible by a number of distilla-

tions, was analyzed.

I. JSubstance=0-l86l grms.; CO2=04090 grms. ; ^0=0-2068

IL TJie product of another operation, whose boiling point was 229°-

235°. Substance= -2535 grms. ; CO2
=0 "5363 grms. ; H2

0=
0-2855.

I. II Calculated for oi Si
(
C>Hs>II. Calculated for O

j Si(CiUi}3

C=59-94 57-71 58-54
H=12-34 12-51 12-19

Only a small quantity of this body is produced in the prepa-

,
of considerable quantities of silicic ethyd, and we have

succeeded in isolating i perfectly pure state during
that preparation; its composition is, however, not doubtful,
and we were able to recognize its identity with the same oxyd,
which can be easily obtained and purified by a method described
below. This oxvd must be derived from the oxyd of zinc,

which is formed by the action of the air upon zinc-ethyd while
charging the digester. Friedel and Ladenburg* have found
that free and combined oxygen can be substituted for a part of
the chlorine in chlorid of silicon, with formation of the oxy-

chlorid,
j gJclJ.

This oxychlorid is probably formed in the

digester from the oxyd of zinc, and acts upon the zinc-ethyd to

form the oxyd O
j gj/^'g y whose analysis is given above.

This oxyd may be considered as the ether of the radical silicic-

triethyd O
j
g-/jjt

<" , and as analogous with the simplest ether of

the ordinary series, O
j CH

8
, silicon replacing the carbon, and

ethyl the hydrogen. It is more difficult to decompose than the

ordinary ethers, and resists the action of many of the agents

which remove radicals from common ether ; one of us, however,

nposition by means of

i products of the reac-

Action op Bromine on Silicic Ethyd.
Nothing distinguishes silicic ethyd more completely from the

ompounds hitherto obtained by the action of the chlorids of

* Comptea Rendua de l'Academie des Sciences, lxvi, 539.
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the elements on zinc-ethjd, than the manner in which it acts
with bromine and chlorine ; thus far the only reaction known
for such bodies is that in which the union between the alcoholic
radical and the other element is severed, and the bromine or
chlorine takes the place of the alcoholic radical.
The researches for instance, which have been made bj several

chemists* on stannic-ethyd, show that the action of bromine
on that body is represented by the equation ; Sn(C2H5)4

+Br2
=

Sn^H^Br-fCsHsBr. We expected a precisely similar reac-
tion with silicic ethyd, and were surprised to find that the ethyl
was held so strongly by the silicon, that it could not be re-
moved by bromine or by chlorine, and that the only action was
a substitution of the bromine or chlorine for hydrogen in the
organic radical
Bromine does not attack pure silicic ethyd at the ordinary

temperature
; but when two atoms of bromine are heated in a

sealed tube with silicic ethyd for 1£ hours at 140°, the color ol
the bromine disappears completely, and on opening the tube i

Jarge quantity of bromhydric acid escapes, while not a trace o:

oromid of ethyl can be obtained by heating the liquid. Th<
contents of the tube distil at 160°—260°, leaving a small quan
hty of carbonized matter as a residue.
We could not succeed in isolating a product with a constant

boiling point by fractionated distillation.

The portion of the liquid which distilled 230°- 240° ap
peared to have nearly the composition of the mono-bromated
compound, but, on redistilling, the portion which distilled at a
lower temperature, 220°—230°, was found to contain less
carbon and hydrogen, and there was an appearance of decom-
position during the distillation.

I Boiling-point =230°-240°. Substance =0*2990 grms, ; C02
=

0-4810 grms ; E% 0=0*2400 grms.
W- Boiling-point=220°-230°. Substance=0 '3245 grms. ; C02

-=-

0-4920 grms; H% (9=0'2400 grms.
-LLL Same substance=Q-6250 grms. ; AgBr=0-5051 grms.

I. II. HI Calculated for SiCsHiaBr.

C 43-8 41-30 —

-

43-65

H 8-8 8-21 —

-

8-52

Br 34-38 35*87

We suspected that the portion of the liquid having the highest
°°iling point might contain a dibromated product, and, after
a distillation in vacuo, analyzed a body which distilled at

* Frankland, Annalen der Chem.imdPharm., lxxxv, p. 329; cxi, p. 44. Buckton,
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I. Boiling-Point=l20
o-U0° in vacuo. Substance=0 '4600 grms.

AgBr= 0-5360 grms.

I. Calculated for SiCgHisBa
Br=48-70 52 '98

the first product analyzed with acetate of

ntion of obtaining an acetate, and finally of

obtaining from the acetate by saponification with caustic

potash an alcohol The formulas of the bodies thus sought
are, SiC8H C2Hj02 and • SiC gH HO. Neither of them, how-
ever, were produced, and we obtained no better result by heat-

ing the bromated product to 200° with an alcoholic solution of

acetate of potassium. The treatment with caustic potash of

the product which had been heated with salts of acetic acid

failed to extract the slightest trace of acetic acid, showing that

no acetate had been formed and the principal body which was

obtained was the oxyd, O
j
§•& H V whose formation we had

already noticed in the preparation of silicic ethyd. This pro-

duct boiling at 228°-231° was analyzed.

r 0-2222 grms. ; C02
=

We found that the same oxyd was produced, whether the

bromine were removed from the bromated silicic ethyd by
treatment with acetate of silver, acetate of potassium or caustic

potash. An analysis was made of a product which was ob-

tained by heating the bromated silicic ethyd repeatedly with

solid caustic potash, and which boiled at 230—235°.

IT. B<>i! )j lg.poi?it=2S0°-23oo
. Substance=0'BS06 grms.; E2

C=58-21 58-75 58-54
H=12-09 12-30 1219

The last product was not entirely pure but contained a trace

of bromine, and it is very difficult to remove the bromine com-

pletely from the bromated product, even by a prolonged action

of solid caustic potash. Several analyses which were made of

the liquid, which had not been treated so long a time with

caustic potash, showed that it still contained a considerable

quantity of bromine.
It appears from these data that the bromated silicic ethyd,

when treated with substances containing oxygen combined
with metals having a strong affinity for bromine, loses the atom
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7

of ethyl in which the bromine was contained and takes up
oxygen in its place. The reaction is probably represented by
the equation

:

2Si(C
8H3)3C2H4Br+2KHO=0

j|^^3+2KBr+H20+C2H4.

When a small quantity of iodine is added to the bromine,
bromid of ethyl is formed by their joint action in.

ethyd at 140°.

The bromid of ethyl thus obtained, distilling at about 40°,

was analyzed.

I. Substance=0-6755 grms. ; C02
=0-5565 grms. ; H2 O=0-2855

grms.

Calculated for C3H5Br.

C=2242 22-01

H= 4-70 4-58

Iodine is almost entirely without action upon silicic ethyd :

its of iodine were heated with one equivalent of
silicic ethyd at 180° for 12 hours, very little iodhydric acid and
not a trace of iodid of ethyl were formed. It is well known
that all the other ethyds, obtained by a reaction similar to that

'

"T
gives rise to silicic ethyd, are easily decomposed by
ith the formation of iodid of ethyL

The Oxyd of Silicic Tbi-ethyd.

The reaction given above offers the most convenient means
for obtaining the oxvd in •

• while lts

solubility in concentrated sulphuric acid, which has already

been used to separate it from the pure silicic ethyd, se

to free it from the traces of the bromated product, which
remain after the action of caustic potash has been carried as far

'. On treating the product analyzed above, No. II,

with sulphuric acid a small quantity of a gas, which did not

contain bromine was given off, and a small quantity of silicic

ethyd containing a little bromine remained insoluble in the sul-

phuric acid. The presence of silicic ethyd accounts for the

fight excess of carbon and hydrogen of analysis IL The

Wer part wa> <lis* »1 veil j n sulphuric acid and was separated

from its solution I
After having been

washed with water and dried; f of it distilled at 228°—230°.

I. Boiling-point =228°-230°. Substanee-0'1970 grms. ; CO%
=

^ 01495 .grms. ; #,0=0-2160 grms.
II. Same svhstance=0-2860 grms. ;

&'0
3=O-1345 grms.

The determination of silicic acid was made by heating the

"quid in a sealed tube with strong nitric acid.
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C=58-07 58-54

H=1218 .... 1219
Si=.__. 21-93 22-76

The density of vapor of the oxyd of silicic triethyd was
obtained from the following data

:

Difference of weights of the bulb= 1'2245 grms.

Temperature of the balance, 13°

Temperature of the oil-bath, 285°

Barometer, 760 -0mm

Capacity of the bulb, 284*0 c. c.

Air remaining, 1 "3 c. c.

Vapor density, = 8 '698

Calculated for O \I^S3 8-51

Action of Chloklne on Silicic Ethyd.

When dry chlorine gas is passed into silicic ethyd in a vessel

surrounded by cold water, the liquid is at first colored yellow

by the absorption of chlorine; suddenly this coloration dis-

appears and chlorhydric acid is disengaged, and from that

time forward chlorhydric acid is disengaged as fast as the

chlorine is absorbed, and no further coloration takes place.

Not even a trace of chlorid of ethyl is produced. In order to

avoid the formation of products containing too large a propor-

tion of chlorine, the a\ red from time to time

and all of the liquid, which boils at a temperature lower than

160°, is distilled off, and the distillate is tr< at. «1 as before with

chlorine. Finally the residues thus obtained are subjected to a

fractional distillation.

Although we operated on a considerable quantity of silicic

i made a large number of fractional distillations of

the chlorated product, we were unable to isolate bodies havisg
constant boiling points and corresponding in composition to the

and bi-chlorated silicic ethyd. Analyses were made of

I Boiling-point =180°-190°. Substance=0-2120 grms.; C0t
=

0-4210; H,O=Q-2085 grms.
II. Same substance= 0*3370 grms.; AgCl=0-%670 grms.

Eepeated distillation decomposes partially the chlorated com-
pound, and products having the same boiling-point conta
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times than the I

Substance=0-2540 grms. COt=0-47oO grms.; Ht O=0-2432 grms.

thes

IV. Bofflng-point=190°-200°. Substance=0-2585 grms. ; C0%

=04785 grms. ; #,0=0*2280 grms.
V. Same substance= 0-3135 grms. ; AgCl=0'3238 grms.
VL Another product boiling at 190°-200°. Substance=0-234:5

grms. CO
t=0'44O0 grms. ; #2O=0*2145.

The composition of all these products approaches that of

monochlorated silicic ethyd.

I. II. in IV. T. VI. Calculated for SiC8Hi9CL
C =54-15 51-00 50-48 — - 5117 53*72
H-10-92 .... 10-63 9-80 -— 10-06 10-64
Cl=____ 19-39 _ 25-51 .--- 19-00

Corresponding results were obtained in the analysis of several

other products distilling at about the same temperature.

Two products boiling at a higher temperature had nearly the

composition of the dichlorated silicic ethyd.

L Boiling-point =200°-2l0°. Substance =0*2245 grms. ; COa
=

0-3875 grms. ; #,0=0-1817.
U. Boiling-point=205°-210°. ^stance=0*2435 grms. ; COt

=
0*4155 grms. ; #2O=0*2015 grms.

I II. Calculated for Si C*Hi8Cl2.

C=4711 46-53 45-07

H= 8-99 9-19 8-45

The decomposition during distillation is so rapid in the

neighborhood of 230°, that it was pushed no further. Accord-
ing to the above analysis the boiling point of monochhlorated

. d is about 180°, and the boiling point of dichlorated

ivd is about 210°.

After having thus endeavored in vain to isolate the mono-

chlorated and dichlorated products, we noticed that after a large

number of fractional distillations a considerable portion dis-

tilled at 190°-195°, and we made an analysis of this product.

I. Boiling-point 190°-195°. Substance=0-2U0 grms. ;
COt

=
0-4930 grms. ; H2O=0'2380 grms.

L SiCfcHwCL

C=49-07 53*72

H= 9-65 10*64
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It appears that, in a mixture of equal equivalents, the two chlo-
rated products have a tendency to distil together at a constant
temperature. Bauer* has noticed an analogous fact in regard
to the bromids of ethylene and propylene.

Distillation having been found ineffectual to separate the chlo-
rated silicic ethyds, we sought to obtain a separation of these
products, or better still, of their derivatives, by chemical means,
and in this, after a number of experiments, we succeeded.
We noted that the chlorated products are not attacked by an

alcoholic solution of acetate of potassium, except at a high tem-
perature, and also that the one containing two atoms of chlo-
rine is more easily attacked than the other. In fact, the pro-
duct containing most chlorine is destroyed at a temperature of
180° to 140°, while the monochlorated product is not acted up-
on at that temperature, and it can be separated from the other
by taking advantage of this property.
The chlorated bodies distilling at 180° to 200°, were heated

for 3 to 4 hours, at 130° to 140°, in sealed tubes, with an ex-
cess of melted acetate of potassium dissolved in absolute al-

cohol. Chlorid of potassium is precipitated, and on opening
the tubes a combustible gas is disengaged. On adding a con-
siderable quantity of water to the contents of the tubes, the
salts are dissolved, and an oily liquid is separated. This 1 i q 1 1 i< i,

after having been washed with water and dried, was trei

strong sulphuric acid, in which the monochlorated Bili
is insoluble, while the products of decomposition of the higher
chlorated compounds are soluble. These last seem to consist

principally of the oxyd of silicic triethyd.
The insoluble liquid was drawn off by means of a pipette,

washed with water, dried and distilled. We did not attempt to

free it from the slight quantity of silicic ethyd which it con-
tained, for fear of losing too much of the product, but pre-

ferred to use it for the following reaction. The liquid obtained
by the process described above, distilling 180° to 190°, was
sealed in a tube, with an alcoholic solution of acetate of potas-
sium, and heated at a higher temperature than before, namely,
at 180°, for several hours.

The Acetic Ether and the Alcohol of Silicic Ethyd.

At 180°, the monochlorated product is acted upon by acetate
of potassium, chlorid of potassium is formed, and on opening
the tube no disengagement of gas is noticed, as in the case of
the higher chlorated products. After adding water to the con-
tents of the tube, a liquid separates out, which is mostly soluble
in concentrated sulphuric acid. The treatment with sulphuric
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acid was resorted to in order to purify the principal product
from a small quantity of the undecomposed chlorated product,
tod of silicic ethyd, which remain insoluble. The solution in
sulphuric acid was carefully decanted and slowly poured into a
flask containing a considerable quantity of water in order to
avoid an elevation of temperature. An oily liquid separated
on the surface, which, after having been washed and dried with
chlorid of calcium, distilled almost completely at 208° to 214°.
It had a faint ethereal odor, and smelt also of acetic acid. It
burnt with a luminous flame and a smoke of silicic acid.

This liquid proved to be the acetate derived from silicic ethyd
by the reaction which is represented by the following equation :

SiC
8H9Cl+KC2H3 2-SiC8H19C2H3 2

+KCL
It may be considered as an acetic ether, in which the residue

SiC8H19 plays the part of monoatomic radical
q j| q

9

J
°-

At first the method of purification with sulphuric acid was not
employed and the range of temperature at which the ether dis-

- larger. The following analyses were made of such
products

:

i- £oiUng-point=200 -210°—Substance=0-2225 grms.; C02
=

4845 grms.; H2 O=02278 grms.
H Boiling-poini=209°-2l5o—Substance=0'27±3 grms.; C02

=
0-5900 grms.; #2 O=0-2755 grms.

'lo"-225°—Substance=0-2940 grms.; C03
=

0-6385 grms.; J7a 0=0'3100 grms.
Iv. Boiling-point=2l9°-22±°—Substance^ 0-2013 grms.; COi=
04335 grms.; H2O=0-2115 grms.

I. II m. IV. Calculated for SiCaHwC^HjOa.
C=59-38 58-66 59'23 58-73 59-40

H=ll-37 11-15 11-71 11-67 10-89

After the treatment with sulphuric acid a perfectly pure prod-
uct was obtained.

I- Boiling-point =208°-2U°—Substance=0-2190 grms.; C03
=

0-4790 grms.; JI2 O=0-2210 grms.
H- Boiling-point =209°-210°—Substance=0-2510 grms.; C0a

=
0-5560 grms.; Ra O=0'2580 grms.

I ii. Calculated for SiCgHigGsHjOj.

59-65 59-69 59-40

11-21 11-28 10-89

The results of an elementary analysis are not very decisive of
tbe purity of a compound of tiiis ** !aeans of

obtaining the true composition of the ether of an acid is afforded

by its saponification with caustic potash.

i, Vol. XLIX, No. 147,-Mat, 1870.
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Our ether proved to be so stable, that its saponification could

not be completely effected by heating it to 180° with an aque-

ous solution of potash, but it can readily be accomplished by
heating to 120°-130° with an alcoholic solution of caustic

I. 0*5954 grms. of the ether were sealed in a tube with four

grms. of an alcoholic solution of caustic potash and with an

I quantity of alcohol. The saponification was effected

by heating the tube to 130°. Four grms. of the potash solution

required for neutralization 10 -8 c.c. of a solution of sulphuric

acid, containing 0*1118 grms. H2S04 per cubic centimeter. The

contents of the tube, after the potash had been partially neu-

tralized by the acetic acid derived from the saponification of the

ether, only required 8 '6 c.c. of the sulphuric acid solution for

complete neutralization; consequently the quantity of acetic

acid present in the ether corresponded to 2
-2 c.c. of the sulphuric

acid solution. According to calculation it should have been

2*6 c.c. In order to prove that acetate of potassium h

been formed, the neutralized solution was evaporated on a

water-bath, and the dry residue was treated with absolute

alcohol. Acetate of potassium was dissolved by the alcohol,

and could be easily recognized on evaporating the solution.

The other product formed during the saponification must be

an alcohol of silicic ethyd containing the same radical as the

above mentioned acetic ether, and, on repeating the experiment

with a considerable quantity of substance, we succeeded with-

out difficulty, on treating with water the alcoholic solution after

saponification, in obtaining such a compound. The alcohol of

silicic ethyd is a liquid lighter than water, and insoluble in it,

and boiling at about 190°. Its formula is SiC8H19OH.

I. Substance incompletely purified distilled 185°-190°. Substance

=01477 grms. ; <7Oa=0'3200 grms. ; H2O=0-l667 grms.

II. Purified substance boiling 185° -195°— Substance=0-2100
grms.; C

V

%
= 4600 grms. ; H%

-0'2355 grms.
III. Same substance=Q-1970 grms. ; CO2=04320 grms. ; H2O-

0-2210 grms.

I. II. III. Calculated for SiC9
Hi90H

C=59-08 59-74 59-80 60-00

H=12-54 12-46 1246 12'50

The properties of this body, so far as we have studied them,

are entirely similar to those of the alcohols of the ordinary

series, which contain a large number of atoms of carbon.

We have already shown that it forms an ether with acetic

acid ; it also forms an alcoholate of sodium, dissolving that

metal with disengagement of hydrogen to form a gelatinous

mass, which regenerates the alcohol and gives a solution 01

caustic soda, when it is treated with water.
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It is apparent, from the facts above cited, that, in a certain
1 ,;1^ "t iva. tion<. the group of atoms, SiC8H19, remains ir
and plays the part of a compound radical, in the same way
the ordinary alcoholic radicals, like ethyl, (C2H5), and a
(C

5HU), remain imdecomposed in the same class of reacts
The new body, in its relations to many reagents, is simply a
new hydrocarbon, with silicon substituted for a portion of the

It is most remarkable that the presence of silicon in the
hydrocarbon modifies its properties to so slight a degree : in fact
we have considered silicic ethyd as belonging to the same class
of bodies as the petroleum oils, and have applied to it the same
methods of study which have been used so successfully by
Pelouze and Cahours* in treating the American petroleums,

obtained similar results. The want of the necessary
material has prevented us from completing the study of the
alcohol, but we hope to take up the research again.
We may embody this idea of the theory of the constitution of

silicic ethyd, and recall its analogy with a well known class of
hydrocarbons, by naming it the hydrid of silico-nonyl The alco-

'-nonylic alcohol containing the radical silico-nonyl

Hydrid of nonyl, (CgH^), of which the silicic compound may
be regarded as a product of substitution of silicon for one atom
of carbon, should be obtained by the action of zinc-ethyd on the
chlorid of carbon—CC14 + 2Zn(C2H5)2

=2ZnCl2 + [C(C2H5)4
=

^Ha,], and we have made some experiments with a view to pre-

ld th - wi v. Thn- far, however, we have failed to
obtain the reaction with chlorid of carbon and zinc ethyl alone,
and also with zinc ethyl to which sodium has been added.

Priedel and Ladenburgf have obtained a hydrocarbon by the
action of zinc ethyd upon methyl-chloracetal, whose composi-
tion is represented by the formula C(CH3)2

(C gH5)2, and which
must be regarded as analogous in constitution and mode of
formation with the body, which we sought to obtain from the
chlorid of carbon, so that the production of the latter may be
considered as probable.
We have noticed, while studying the bromated products of

'

substitutir.i. .'r in them the residue SiC8H"t9

combined with the bromine does not act like an alcol.
cah but that, when they are brought in contact with acetate of
Potassium, or with caustic potash, the atom of ethyl containing
the bromine is separated from it and replaced by oxygen, to
torm the o:. 1 ; the same is true of the ehlo-
mted compounds, which contain more than a single atom of

* Comptes Reudus de l'Academie des Sciences, lvi, p. 565, 1863.

t Comptea Rendus de VA '
• P- 1083, and Bulletin de
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chlorine, and here the presence of silicon reveals itself in the
hydrocarbon, determining a point of weaker cohesion, which
results in the rupture of the union between itself and the carbon
of the atom of ethyl containing the chlorine. In these last men-
tioned reactions, therefore, an analogy is apparent between

yd, and the other known compounds of organic radi-

cals with metals.

The chlorated silicic ethyd, whose boiling point was 210°-
220°, was experimented upon, and the body was heated with an
excess of acetate of potassium in alcoholic solution. On open-
ing the tubes we found that the same gas was given off in

greater abundance, whose production we have already noticed
from the higher chlorated compounds which approach the mc-no-

chlorated compound more nearly in their composition. In one
operation we observed that the gas, which was first evolved,

contained chlorine, and could be absorbed by bromine ; this was
not the case with the gas given off afterwards.

In another operation, in order to obtain a clue to the reaction,

we passed the gas into a solution of subchlorid of copper in

ammonia, and then into bromine. A small quantity of the

cupnc compound of acetylene and of the bromid of ethylene, or

of chlorated ethylene, was formed.
The principal product of the reaction was the same oxyd of

thyd, which was produced by the action of acetate of

potassium on the bromated silicic ethyd
This product was treated as before, with sulphuric acid to

purify it, and the following analysis was made of it

:

L Substance=0-2210 grms. ; CO,=04745 grms. ; j^(9=0-2460
grms.

I- Calculated for OJ|S
C=58-55 58-53
H=12-36 1219

It is possible that the formation of this compound may be

represented by the equation :

2Si(C2H5) 3
C sH3Cl2+2KC2H3 3=2KCl+0(C2H30)2+™+0W

The formation of acetylene may be due to the action of chlo-

rated ethylene upon the acetate of potassium, according to the

equation

:

CsH1Cl+KC1H,0,=HCaHIOa+KCl+CaH>.

This interpretation of the reaction can not be considered as

established without further verification ; but one fact is unques-
tionable, and appears to us very important, namely : th
atom of ethyl containing two or more atoms of chlorine, which
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separates from the silicic ethyd to give rise to trie oxyd, and
consequently the continued substitution of chlorine for hydro-
gen takes place in an atom of ethyl already containing chlorine,
and not as might have been expected in an atom of ethyl, which

no chlorine already. The fact is contrary to our
3, founded upon the electro-chemical theory in regard

to chemical affinity, and its significance in the study of organic
- easily appreciated. According to the theory, a group

of atoms, already containing chlorine, should be less inclined to
receive a further amount, and the substitution should take place
by preference in the atoms of ethyl which are free from chlorine.
The observation which we have made is not without analogy,

for Lieben* has shown that, in the action of chlorine upon
ordinary ether, the substitution of two atoms of chlorine

o in one of the atoms of ethyl to form the body,

Q*g* 2

[ O, while the other atom of ethyl remains unacted

•emarkable that this
ewer ana silicic ethyd, a body
much more clearly than ether doe

OXYDATION OF SlLICIC ETHYD.

We have already stated that silicic ethyd is a very stable

l and that in order to oxydize it completely with
strong nitric acid or with a mixture of chlorhydric acid and
chlorate of potassium, it is necessary to operate at a tempera-
ture of 180°. We endeavored to obtain a partial oxydation
oy heating with fuming nitric acid at a lower temperature, and

•
tth the nitric acid, and the vapors

were condensed and made to flow back into the vesa
was heated. After prolonged ebullition, during which nitrous

u't was washed with water and
treated with ether, in which it was in great part soluble. On

it which was dried in vacuo over
sulphuric acid and analyzed.

!• Svhstance=0 -2275 grms. ; CO2=0S880 grms. ; H%O=02Ql0

& Svbstance=0-mOo grms. ; SiO2
=0-1960 grms.

I, II. Calculated for SiO(C2H»),

C=46-51 .— 4705
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These
ine composition o± an oxyd SiO(C2H5)2

in which ..._
of ethyl are replaced by one atom of oxygen, and the body
would be the next more advanced product of oxydation to
the oxyd of silicic triethyd, but, as we have not made sufficient
experiments to determine the chemical properties of this sub-
stance, we are unable to form a decided opinion as to its true
nature.

Silicic Methyd.
We first attempted to prepare silicic methyd by means of

mercuric methyd and chlorid of silicon. The two bodies were
heated together in a sealed tube for 15 hours at 180°-200°;

crystals of mercuric chlorid and methyd (HgC2H3
Cl)

were formed, and a gas which was not absorbable by bromine
was given off on opening the tube. The liquid contents of the
tube were distilled with caustic potash in order to destroy the
chlorid of silicon, and were found to consist chiefly of unde-
composed mercuric meth\ i t->-< tl « r / ith a small quantity of a
more volatile body, which seemed to be silicic methyd ' This
mode of preparation not being advantageous, we had recourse
to zmc methyd in the next operation.
The mercuric methyd was transformed into zinc methyd by

the process given by Frankland, and the latter was heal
an excess of silicic chlorid for several hours at 200°. A
reaction commences at 180°, but a temperature of 200° is neces-

sary to render it complete. The tube contained chlorid of zinc
as a white powder, and we were able to obtain from it by dis-

•'•••
!

' Hq i

;

1. wl i -h. after having been washed with

of caustic potash, had the same properties as the

silicic methyd obtained with mercuric methyd.
The preparation of zinc methyd by means of the mercuric

is tedious and disagreeable, and we therefore preferred

it by the action of zinc upon the iodid of methyl, a

method which has been alreadv employed by Butlerow* on a

small scale. Instead of the glass tubes which he employed, we
used Frank] .turnings at

120° with iodid of methyl, taking the precaution to interrupt

ion from time to time in order to cool the digester
with ice-water, and to open it to allow the escape of the gasesf
which form m large quantity. We obtained in this manner,

* Bulletin de la Societe Chimique -« ^
ding Mr. Butlerov

fenced 111 effect* (V , , , . ... ,
, mil „ 1S a(msaDie w (

.- - --
SSln an<l

t f

e due to impurities i,
«ne tact that we used a copper digester.
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'

v listilliu- directlv from the digester, zinc methyd, which still

contained a little iodid of methyl. This product was treated

in the digester with zinc turnings and chlorid of silicon, after

we had assured ourselves that chlorid of silicon does not act

upon metallic zinc at the temperature employed, but only

upon the zinc methyd which is formed from it. Indeed chlorid

is not decomposed even by sodium except at a high

temperature.

In order to allow the zinc to act upon the small quantity of

200° to effect the reaction between the chlorid of silk

the zinc methyd. The digester was cooled with ice betoreit

xl After the escape of the gas the product waa dkh
tilled into -itli ice, and then treated at 0°

with a solution of caustic potash in order to destroy any excess

of chlorid of silicon which might be present. It is important

to employ nearly equivalent quantities of zinc methyd and of

use the heat which is developed by the

action of the caustic potash upon the excess of either occasions

» loss of the silicic methyd.
tained by this process is a clear transparent

%iiid, lighter 'than water and boiling at 30°-31°. It burns

y«h a luminous flame and a smoke of silicic acid. The follow-

ing analyses were made of this substance

:

I Substance=0'1855 grms.; CO,=0Sm0 grms. ; J72 O-0-2275

The substance was burnt too quickly in the first analysis

and a loss of carbonic acid was occasioned.

H. Substance=0-lU0 grms. ; CO,=0S875 grms. ; E2O=0-2Z50

I. n. Calculated for Si(CH3),

C=53-81 5447 54-54

H=13 63 1346 13 63

The determination of silicon in this substance presents un-

gual difficulties, on account of its great stability in contact

method, which was used for the silicic ethyd but here it is

•e in a bulb which is broken

. . ,, . ..
,

- -- .. " '. -

to-e, that it can be weighed in a I .
'
a °°^

Fuming nitric acid was the oxydizing agent used and the

silicic methyd was heated with it for two days at 200 ,
but was

found on opening the tube not to be completely decomposed.

In a second determination we used a very large excess of turn-
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ing nitric acid and heated for forty hours at 250°-300° and
obtained the following result

:

Substance=0-2S30 grms. ; >Si'0a=O14O5 grms.
Si=29-85p.c. calculated=31 -81.

It is difficult to remove the silicic acid completely from the
tube by a treatment with caustic potash, and either there was a
loss in manipulation, or the silicic methyd was not completely
decomposed even at 300°.

Two other determinations made at a still higher temperature
were lost from the bursting of the tubes.
The above analyses leave no doubt that the composition of

silicic methyd is represented by the formula : Si(CHs)4?
and this

result is completely in accordance with the vapor density deter-

mination made by Gay Lussac's method.

Substance employed^01813 grms.
Temperature of the bath 100°.
Height of the barometer 751*7 7

Volume occupied by the vapor 85
Height of the mercury in the mea.measuring tube 194 rn. i

If the silicic ethyd represents the hydrid of silico-nonyl, the
silicic methyd is the hydrid of silicopentyl, SiC4Hlii,

or the

o product of the hydrocarbon of the amylic
alcohol series.

The want of material has prevented us from carrying the
study of this body farther ; we will only call attention to the

great difference in the boiling points of theses homologous
sikcated hydrocarbons.

Silicic ethyd boils at 152° 5 centigrade.
Silicic methyd " 30° • "

Difference = . 122° -5

This difference corresponds to 30° 5 for each increment of

GH2 and is quite at variance with Kopp's law. This fact is the
more remarkable since we have shown that in the homologous
silicic ethers of the normal series, the difference of boi
corresponding to an increment of CH8 is 11° and i»th'
ethers it is only 5°.

Silicic Ethyd and Methyd.
It is obvious that considerable interest attaches to the com-

pletion of the series of the silicated hydrocarbons, of which we
nave described the members corresponding to the pentyl and
the nonyl group, and it appears probable that all the inter-
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mediate ones may be obtained by the simultaneous action of
sane methyd and zinc etbyd, in different proportions upon the
chlorid of silicon ; we have not yet, however, been able to make
any extended researches in tins direction, but will give the
result of a single experiment conducted on a small scale.

In order to prepare a mixture of zinc methyd and zinc ethyd,
we heated in the digester for 24 hours at 100°, a mixture of
ioi lid of

_

methyl and of iodid of ethyl with zinc turnings.
The liquid as found to contain iodine, and it

was reheated for 48 hours with the pulverized alloy of zinc
and sodium and with zinc turnings ; we thus obtained 35 grms.
of a product, whose boiling-point was lower than that of zinc •

ethvd. To this product 8 grms. of zinc methyd were added
and 85 grms. of the chlorid of silicon, and the whole was

r seven hours at 195°. The resulting product was
distilled, washed with a solution of caustic potash, and
treated with strong sulphuric acid, 10 grms. of a liquid, in-

soluble in sulphuric acid were obtained, and were submitted
to :i fractional distillation. The greater part passed at 63°-67°.

This portion was analyzed.

I Substance=0-1776 grms.; CO^O-4240 grms. ; #,0=0-2284

Si(CH3) (C,H 5)S
Si(CH3)s (C,H5),

0=65-11 . 64-61 61-20

H=1428 1384 13-79

It would appear from the analysis that this body is silicic

arly pure, but its low boiling-point renders

I v improbable, and it is possible that the high per-

centage of carbon and hydrogen may be due to the presence of
some saturated hydrocarbon. According to its boiling-point it

should be silicic tri-methyd ethyd, but we had not a sufficient

q'-mtitv of material to make further experiments in order to

determine its true composition. It is certain that the body
was neither thyd but an interme-

diate product.
The bodies studied in this research belong to the same type

as chlorid of silicon.

Chlorid of silicon, SiC1*
Silicic ethyd, Si(C2H5) 4.

Chlorated silicic ethvd or chlorid of silico-nor

Acetate of srilico-nonyL Si(CsH5)s
(C,HAH3 8).

Sihco-nonylic alcohol, Si(C2H5)3
(C,H4OH\

Dichlorated silicic eth^rd, Si(C2H5)3
(C2H3Cl8).

Except the oxyd which has a strong tendency to form in so

^any reactions, and which belongs to a different type :
namely,
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to one in which t

through the mediu
same type as the disilicic etners.

Disilicic hexethylic ether, O
j |j[§Hm

Oxyd of silicic tri-ethyd, O
j ||[q g

5

]

3

The oxychlorid of silicon,

belongs also to the same type.

j SiCl3

( SiCl3

3 of these compounds the chlorine is represented as

combined with carbon in the place of hydrogen, and in others

as combined directly with silicon. The difference in formulas

lerence in properties which the

chlorine exhibits in the two kinds of combination.
Compounds containing chlorine combined directly with sili-

con are readily decomposed by water with formation of chlorhy-

dric acid ; while the chlorine in the other class of compounds
displays the same inertness, which characterizes it in hydro-

it nd is not acted upon by water, and only at a very
high temperature by acetate of si lvpr. Kxa-tlv the same dif-

ference of properties obtains for the radical of acetic acid con-

m of silicic ether, where it is in direct com-
bination with the silicon, and the same radical contained in the

acetate of silico-nonyl, where it is in combination with carbon.

Only one point remains in which the analogy between silicon

and carbon is incomplete. We have said that the moa
teristic property of carbon in organic bodies is its power of

combining directly with itself to form a complex molecule,

capable of combining still farther with other elements, as when
two atoms of carbon, C„ combine with six atoms of hydrogen
to form the hydrid of ethyl, C 2H6. All the bodies thus far

discussed belong to the simplest type of carbon compounds, as

CH4 and its analogue SiH4 ; and in silicic ethyd 4 times C2
H5

occupy the place of H4 ; but Friedel and Landenburg* have

lately completed the analogy and obtained the body, Si2(C 2
H5)6,

belonging to the same type as Si2H6 and C2H6,
snowing that

even in its quality of forming condensed compounds silicon

resembles carbon.

* Comptes Rendua de I'Academie dea Sciences, liviii, p. 920, 1869.
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Akt. XXXIII—Description and Analysis of the Franklin County
Meteoric Iron; with remarks on the presena oj I

Nickel in tme; cmd
theprobability of the Lead in the Tarapaca iron having been orig-
inally foreign to that mass ; by J. Lawrence Smtth, Louis-
ville, Ky.

erne Iron.

The Franklin County meteoric iron was first brought to my
attention in a blacksmith shop in Frankfort, Kentucky. It was
carried there to be tested in regard to its quality as iron ; being
supposed by its discoverer to indicate an iron mine. Mr. Nel-
son Alley became possessed of it, and kindly presented it to me.

It came from a hill eight miles southwest of Frankfort, lat
38° 14', long. 80° 40' (Greenwich), and was discovered in 1866.
It passed into my possession in 1867, and was then described by
me, but the manuscript was lost after its leaving my hands, and
the original notes were displaced ; the notes have been recently
discovered and the iron again analyzed.

Its form is somewhat globular, with a highly crystalline

structure. Its weight was twenty-four pounds, and this appears
to have been its original weight, only a few flakes having be-

come detached by the rusting through of some of the fissures

—sp. gray. 7-692.

Its composition when perfectly freed from rust and earth is

Nickel V. "

"'".".'.
- -- - "".".".".

- 8-53

Cobalt, 0-36

Copper, minute quantity

Phosphorus, 0-05

Having, as it will be seen, the usual composition of meteoric

While on the subject of this iron, I will add some remarks.

2. On the presence of Cobalt in Meteoric Irons.

My attention has been directed again and again to meteoric

irons, whose analyses are given without mention of the

of cobalt, and in some instances, with the distinct statement that

it is absent, as in the recent examination of a meteoric iron from

Auburn, Macon county, Alabama, by Professor She]

nor copper was detected m this

iron." I cannot but suggest the importance of making
critical exan ons before pronouncing
for in every analysis that I have made of meteoric irons, (over
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one hundred different specimens), with this in view, cobalt has
been invariably found, along with a minute quantity of copper.
A great many of the analyses made w.-re . i ii n> that had been
previously examined without a recognition of the cobalt.
The presence of these ingredients, even in small quant itie>. is

a matter of considerable mineral. >e , Lt . lV>t. .,,
j s the case of

the presence of small quantities of other elements in many min-
erals

;
a fact that I will have occasion to refer to at some future

time, in connection with leucite and other silicates.

As a guide to those who may wish to know the manner of

T will give a little in detail the
method adopted in separating the metals.

Method of analysis.—A small piece of the iron is selected,

perfectly free from crust and earthy matter. I sometimes plunge
t tut » nitric a. id. s< inewimt diluted, warm the acid

and continue the action for a few seconds, withdraw the iron,

i well and dry it. The piece selected for analysis should
-bout one gram, or a little over, (ex
ght for quantitatively, and then at 1

used for the copper estimate alone). Treat thelron in a porce-
lain capsule, or glass flask, with a mixture of hydrochloric
and nitric acids, consisting of four parts of the former to
one of the latter, and about as much water as acid; dissolve
over a water-bath

; if a capsule be used, invert a funnel over the
mixture, the edges of the funnel entering the capsule, but not
touching the mixture. Continue the action on the water-bath

3. evanorntp. tn 'drvness (hav

the capsule), then add a little more hydrochloric acid and evapo-
rate again nearly to dryness ; this is done to insur
off the last portion of nitric acid, and rendering the iron easily

soluble. Add to the contents of the capsule an ounce or two
of water, and, if there be a ix - fleeted on a
weighed filter, di . d. weigl « d. i ml reserved for future examin-
ation

;
if the quantity be too small for examination, a larger

portion of the iron must be examined with special reference
to this residue—which most commonly is a silicate, but may
contain carbon or chromic iron (chromite).

If, however, there is no residue, proceed to the next step at

<ut filtering
; if the s« '. red, the fol-

lowing steps are the same. Ex;; r. This is

done by adding a few drops of el f there is a

obtained furnishes the amount of sulphur present. Next pass
a stream of sulphuretted hydrogen through the filtrate to corn-

lino- a drop or two of sulphuric
acid

;
much sulphur will be deposited and a very minute quan-

tity of copper (not traceable by the color of the precipitate, but
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only recognized by the most delicate tests after the sulphur of
nt away) ; the solution, thrown on

a filter, leaves the precipitated bu of copper,
and all the excess of the baryta that had been added, if the ex-
cess had been slight. The filter is then ignited in a porcelain
crucible—the residue treated with a few drops of ni .

phuric acids, which suffices to dissolve the copper, and when
ted to dryness leaves the copper in the form of sulphate,

;. as there is no necessity of heating so high as to
drive off the very last trace of sulphuric acid. The presence of
the trace of copper is easily shown by adding a drop or two of
water to dissolve the sulphate, and with the end of a glass rod,
placing a little of the solution on a clean and bright surface of
iron, as the blade of a knife, for instance. In no examination of
a meteoric iron have I failed to detect copper by this means.
When more iron is used, and there is consequently more cop-

per, it can be separated and weighed. Tin and lead will also be
found in the precipitate, if they be present, but I have never
detected either, except lead in the case of the Tarapaca iron,
which I have every reason to believe was originally foreign to

The sulphuretted hydrogen precipitate, which I have always
obtained, is so minute in a gram of iron that it may be dispensed
with, and the iron, nickel and cobalt be separated, wMch is

accomplished as described a little farther on. If, however, sul-

phuretted hydrogen has been used, the iron in solution is in
the form of protoxyd, and must be converted into the peroxyd,
which is accomplished by adding a little chlorate of potash and
hydrochloric acid that have been made to react on each other
hy heating, before adding it to the boiling solution of iron, &c.
The solution of iron should have a bulk of ten or twelve

ounces ; to it is added a solution of carbonate of soda in suffi-

irly neutralize the free acid ; the i

[ precipitate i

then subject it to complete washing, and
mate the iron in the way usually employed. This second pre-

cipitation is necessary to separate an appreciable quantity of

nickel remaining in the acetate of iron after the first precipita-

tion
; and after considerable experience, I must say that it is the

only method of separating, with any degree of accuracy, iron

from nickel.

The solution separated from the iron, and containing nickel

and cobalt, is concentrated down to four or five ounces, then

treated with caustic potash or soda, thrown on a filter, and
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washed with hot water, with all the usual precautions when
nickel is prc< n tared b\ an alkali. The precipitate is dried,

ignited and weighed ; after which it is dissolved in nitric acid

over a water-bath, and the acid solution evaporated nearly to

dryness ; about two or three drams of water are added, then a

concentrated solution of nitrite of potash, then an excess of acetic

acid ; this is now set aside for forty-eight hours, during which
time the nitrite of cobalt is completely separated ; it is next
thrown on a filter, washed and estimated in the manner pro-

posed by the author of this method ; I usually employ a con-

centrated solution of the sulphate of potash to wash with. This

and" byIt I have never failed to detect and estimate cobalt in

method, to say the least of it, has in my expe:
fully equal to the cyanid method, and is much
and by it I have never failed to detect
every meteoric iron that has come under my t

In examining for phosphorus, the following method is adopted

:

To three or more grams of the iron in a porcelain capsule, add
nitric acid diluted with water ; then invert a funnel over the

mixture, to protect from loss during the action, evaporate to dry-

ness over a water-bath, and then on a sand-bath to a tempera-
ture of 500° or 600° ; the iron is thus converted into an oxyd with

little or no nitric acid remaining, and the phosphorus is trans-

formed into phosphoric acid that is now combined with oxyd of

iron. The residue is detached as thoroughly as possible from
the capsule, and mixed with twice its weight of carbonate of

soda, or, better still, with a mixture of carbonates of soda and
potash ; a little carbonate of soda added to the capsule, and
rubbed with a pestle, detaches the last portion of oxyd of iron,

or rather leaves so small an amount as to make no error in the

future steps of an analysis where the original quantity of phos-

phorus is so small.

The mixture of oxyd of iron and phosphate is now to be

heated in a platinum crucible to the point of fusion of the car-

bonates for about twenty minutes ; then heat the mass with

water, when the excess of carbonates will be dissolved, and
what phosphate may have been formed ; the phosphates will

represent all the phosphorus in the iron. Now neutralize the

carbonate with hydrochloric acid, and estimate the phosphorus
in the ordinary way, by a magnesia salt.

With regard to the detection of chromium, and other special

3 of some meteoric irons, especially those containing
some siliceous minerals intimately mixed in the iron, it is not

the province of this paper to discuss.

3. Lead in Meteoric Irons.

The only instance of the finding of lead in meteoric irons is

that of the Tarapaca iron, found in 1840, in Chili, which was
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examined by Mr. Greg ; the metallic lead was detected by him
in small masses of varied dimensions.

I have examined several specimens cut from the original
mass of iron, two of which are in my possession, and my con-
viction is, that the metallic lead was altogether foreign to the
iron when it originally fell, and has been doubtless derived
from lead with which the mass was probably treated by the
original discoverers for the purpose of extracting some precious
metal, they being ignorant of its true nature. My reasons for

to this conclusion are, that the lead is found in cavities

surface of the iron, these cavities having channels of
more or less size leading to the exterior of the mass ; the iron is

honey-combed in its character in many places, which is evident
to the eye, and is also indicated by its specific gravity 6 '5. In
pieces of the iron, detached from the interior of the mass and ex-
amined with the utmost care by a magnifying glass to see that
there is no possible fissure in it, no lead has been found. These
pieces are exceedingly difficult to obtain, and can only be had in

very small pieces.

The crust of the iron having the most cavities furnishes most
lead, and is in some parts covered by a fused yellow crust of
oxyd of lead

; this last fact has no significance, however, in the

present consideration of the matter. Without venturing to in-

sist too sharply on the view here taken, after the careful exam-
ination of so distinghished an observer as Mr. Greg, I recom-
mend this view of the subject to those having larger specimens
of the iron than myself.

In" examining recently many of the silicates containing alka-

lies, my attention has been called to Leucite, and it

mineral especially that I would now remark, reservmg for

another time my observations on the other silicates.

The specimens of leucite examined came from four

Vesuvius, Andernach, Borghetta, and Frescati They were

about as good specimens as are obtained from those localities,

although all of them were not equally pure. The alkalies

found in each calculated as potash were

—

Vesuvius, -
21-85

Andernach, - - - 20-06

Borghetta, - - - 20'68

Frescati, - - -
20 "db
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The specimen from Andernach was analyzed for the silica, &&,

and found to contain silica 54 -75, alumina 23 '08, and 1-55 of

oxyd of iron ; this last seemed to be mechanically disseminated

through the crystals.

in relation to the alkalies "all calculated as pot-

reason that there is a notable quantity of rubid-

ium and caesium present in all the specimens above mentioned.

In fact, by the method adopted in testing for these alkalies

abundant indications are obtained of the presence of rubidium,

cajsium (the last not so readily), even when operating on but

half a gram of the mineral. I am now engaged in working out

a method of estimating quantitatively rubidium and <

the presence of other alkalies ; by this method, not yet perfected,

the quantity of these alkalies in leucite is found to be about

r\ of one per cent of the entire mineral.

Of course it is not at all remarkable that the potash in the

different specimens of leucite should be the same ; but it is a

matter of interest to know that, from whatsoever locality it

comes, this minute quantity of rubidium and caesium occurs

with it On some future occasion I hope to be able to bring

together certain generalities in this connection of more or less

ralogists.

,m of margarodi

; it in apophyllitand Warwick mica, and have failed to detect i

thomsonite, pectolite, elaeolite, chesterlite, cancrinite and other

silicates.

Art. XX.X.Y.— Examination of a new and extraordinary Gas

Well in the State of New York; by Professor Henry WURTZ.

[Read to the New York Lyceum of Natural History, March 14, 1870.]
(

A new and copious outburst of gas has recently been ob-

served in the township of West Bloomfield, county of Ontario,

and State of New York, about twenty miles south of Rochester,

and sixteen miles west of Canandaigua. ,

It is now about four years since the owner of the ground,

Mr. Beebe, while boring with the hope of getting petroleum,

struck the cavity from which the gas flows, at a depth, as he states,

of 500 feet. The bore-hole is tubed down to, and into, the solid

rock, and the tube stands about ten feet above the surface. J-Uis

tube is five inches in diameter ; and the issuing gas, when burn-

ently by two parties, who have measured it with large balloons
o

known capacity attached to the outlet, to be from four to nve
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feet per second, equivalent to from 15,000 to 18,000 feet per
hour, or, in the mean, at the rate of about 400,000 cubic feet of
gas per day. From observation on the spot, without anj means
of exact measurement, however, I am prepared to believe the
probability of this enormous evolution of combustible gas from
the bowels of the rocks. Such a flow really corresponds to a
pressure of but a few feet of water. Ten inches should, accord-

calculation, drive through a pipe 500 feet long and five
in diameter 22,000 fe<

'

which I have found for this, namely, (

here an important residual projectile force, in addition to this.

has now gone on for more than four years, and accord-
ing to the testimony of residents of the vicinity, without any per-
ceptible diminution of energy ; indicating, in the aggregate, an
escape of some 600,000,000 of feet, about half the yearly make
of our largest gas manufacturing company, the Manhattan. The
most remarkable feature is the absence of diminution of flow for
so long a time,in connection with the low pressure indicated. I
hence infer the probability of an indefinite continuance ; as the
gas must originate not from a reservoir in a state of compression,
hut from huge masses or surfaces of rock, from which it oozes out
gradually at every pore. This inference is justified from the phe-

toou. As to the geological age of the bed from
comes, I was told that Professor Hall, having been consulted,
considers it to be most probably the Marcellus shale ; and on

tion with Dr. E. P. Stevens, whose acquaintance with
hoth the geology and topography of this section is minute, I
hnd him to agree that a bore-hole 500 feet deep, in this locality,

would be very likely to terminate in the Marcellus, the beds of
which are here probably a hundred feet in thickness. The out-
crops of the Genesee slate (which cross to the southward of this

its horizon being some twelve hundred feet higher than
that of the Marcellus) also emit combustible gas copiously in
places. I cannot dwell at this time, however, on the geological

question, but must pass to the chemical examinations. These
are still in progress, but much that has interesting has neverthe-
less been developed.
The points, which I attempted to determine on the ground,

though with very imperfect means, were the temperature with
which it issues, the photometric power (which is quite apprecia-
te), and the effect of intense cold upon the latter.

The temperature.—A small hollow semi-cylinder of wood, closed
at the bottom, was cemented with beeswax against the side of the
well-tube near the ground, filled with quicksilver, and the ther-

mometer inserted. It was found, however, that the temperature
Ax

- Joub. Sci.-Ssooro Seeies, VolXLIX, No. 147.—Mat, 1870.
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was not constant, snowing a heating of the iron by radiation and

conduction from the flame above. At one time, however, the

temperature sunk to 59° F., so that the true temperature is be-

low this, it may be as low as 50°
; very low for a depth of 500

feet Doubtless the gas is cooled by expansion from a state of

compression. (A curious suggestion occurs here regarding cau-

ses of irregularity in increase of temperature in descent in some

fossiliferous rocks.)

The candle power was determined with a standard candle by

contriving a small dark room with a large blanket shawl, using

of course the Rumford or shadow test. The gas was burned

from a five-foot steatite-tip bats-wing burner, being first passed

through a glass tube so stuffed with cotton as to reduce the

pressure just to that which gave the maximum of light. The

result was about six candles. I had not with me an Argand

burner, which, especially if with a very contracted throat, would

doubtless afford with this gas a considerably higher candle

power. It is well known that the effect of carbonic acid m
diminishing illuminating power is very far less in the Argand

than in flat flame burners.

The condensation test was made by immersing in snow and

salt, in a common water bucket, some sixty feet of small india

rubber tubing that I had with me. The thermometer stood at 8°

F. in the mixture. No change of the candle power occurred

during half an hour, and hence the light-giving hydrocarbons

present seem to be permanent gases, or a1

condensable. Lime-water showed carbonic acid to be largely

present.

Samples were taken for analysis in accurately-ground glass-

stoppered bottles, with which, and some quicksilver, I had pro-

vided myself. These bottles were stopped under quicksilver, the

stoppers having been previously smeared with some I

cerine. These bottles were then carried to the laboratory of the

Manhattan Gas Light Co., in this city, and some analyses made

;

new methods and manipulations being used which were devised

by myself, in conjunction with Professor Silliman, and which we

have not yet published.

Results of the analyses.

Marsh gas 82-41

Illuminating hydro

Density,.
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Another density determination gave a considerably higher
figure

: hut, wishing not to exhaust all my material, I have not
ivp'vtnl it, but have adopted 07. Calculation gives O7043,
assuming the three volumes of unknown illuminants to have

nsity of 1-5.

^ it 1
1
regard to these three volumes per cent of illuminant

'•.'•'•irorarbons; as they are absorbed by Nordhausen acid they
cannot belong to the saturated hydrocarbons CjnH^+j, and can-
not therefore be hydruret of ethylene C4H4H8 , as found recently
according to Fouque and Gorceix in the gases of the Appe-

tent of nearly 18* percent?" (S box, 94$L
This seems at first glance in accord with the opinion put forth
oy Fouque, founded, as he says, on the study of the gases from
American petroleum wells, that the gases of the series C2nHan+2

tally characteristic of sources of petroleum ; but as the
almost universal marsh gas is itself of this series, I cannot see
how any such generalization can be accepted. I am still engaged
m further examinations of these hydrocarbon constituents, but
my material is at present insufficient
The 1-400th volume of free oxygen found is really present, as

I am convinced, in the gas as it issues, and is not accidental, as

smed the traces of oxygen
ne precautions taken by me,

collection and transportation, as well as in analysis, make

3 of this point.

Art. XXXVI—On Flame Temp
Compost tioii and Linnin.^t^ ; l>

Wurtz. First Part.

Read to the American Association at Salem, August, 1869.

1. Calorific powers or effects of gases.—The calorific powers or

effects of gases lie, in our belief, at the very basis of the true

theory of the phenomena of luminiferous gases, and have prac-

tical bearing that can scarcely be overrated. In fact, our
studies of the subject have led us in the direction of the gene-

ral conclusion that, all other conditions being equal, the tern-

Perature, in a given flame, is the main factor of luminosity.

This, however, may as yet be regarded merely as a hypothesis

;

^ consequence of the imperfection of our present means of

actual experimental demonstration of the temperatures of

names. It is a hypothesis, nevertheless, which is m general
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accordance with known facts. By the spectroscope, for example,

which can recognize only luminous rays, we find that the higher

the temperature the greater the number of these luminous rays.

The recent results of Frankland upon the development of lumi-

nosity by increased pressure, in flames which are non-luminous

under atmospheric pressure, are in accordance with this view

;

increase of temperature necessarily following increase of pres-

heat-power of s

the gas or vapor undergoing <

tional to the amount of oxygen consumed by a given volume of

the gas ; and so on. This latter hypothesis has been one of

very common acceptation. A view which is even now enter-

tained by some skilful chemists (than which, however, nothing,

as will be shown, could be more fallacious) is, that those in-

dividual gaseous compounds, which impart the highest lumi-

nosity under ordinary conditions, are also the most productive

The admirable researches of Bunsen, of Heidelberg, placed

in our possession some years ago the means of computing, at

least with approximate accuracy, the heat of flames of gases

of known composition. Few however have properly and

successfully applied Bunsen's methods in practice. We con-

sider it quite time that these methods should be introduced

to the knowledge of gas engineers, in forms available to

Bunsen's formulae for these computations are based upon the

actual experimental determinations of the total amounts of heat

developed by the combustion of different pure combustible

gases with pure oxygen, made by Favre and Silbermann; and

upon Regnault's determinations of the specific heats of gaseous

products of combustion
It is not to be maintained that Favre and Silbermann's num-

bers are strictly correct, but they are doubtless approximate,

and at least proportionally correct among themselves. At any

rate, they are the best data we have. Those employed here are

included in the following table. They are usually given in the

text-books for equal weights of the gases, but we have reduced

them to the standard of equal volumes also, as more suitable to

our present purpose. This reduction is made simply by multi-

plying the equivalents for weights, by the densities as given in

the third column.
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Table I.

Total calorific equivalents. Densities

_ , .
Of equal weights. Of equal volumes. Hydrogen =1.

Carbonic oxyd 34,462° C. 34,462° C. 1

Hydrogen 2,403° 33,642° 14
Marsh gas 13,063° 104,504° 8
Olefiantgas 11,858° 166,012° 14

The meaning of this table is simply that equal weights of
water would be heated by the several gases to temperatures pro-
portional to the numbers in the first column, when equal weights
of the gases are burned ; and proportional to those in the second
column, when equal volumes are burned.
A cursory glance at the figures in the second column of this

table might seem to justify the notion, hitherto entertained by
many, of the comparatively low calorific powers of hydrogen
and carbonic oxyd ; and it was doubtless as a consequence of
such a comparison as this, that statements have been put forth

and widely accepted among American gas engineers to the

effect, that the weight of water heated from the freezing to the
boiling point by one cubic foot of the four main components of

illuminating gas, respectively, is as follows

:

Hydrogen ---- 2 -22 lbs. water.

Carbonic oxyd 2*16

Marsh gas -- 6-17 " "

Olefiantgas.. 10-74 " "

The figures here being obviously about in the same ratio as

those in the second column of Table I. Several most grave

errors, however, are here involved. To get at the true relative

calorific effects of the above gases, when burned m the open air,

in heating water below its boiling point, deductions must be

made, not only for the specific heats of the products of combus-

tion of the gas, but also, more important still, for the specific

neat of the nitrogen of the air required to burn the gas. In

fact, when we consider that for each' volume of oxygen required

to burn a given volume of a gas, about four volumes of nitrogen

must be heated up to the temperatures of the flame, it becomes

easy to conceive, what is actually the fact, that withm certain

limits the waste of heat due to this cause alone counterbalances

altogether the advantage that would be supposed to result from

the crowding of combustible matter into so condensed a form

as in the illuminating hydrocarbons. The result of our investi-

gations of this matter is that the heating powers of the flames

of pure hydrogen and pure olefiant gas, even when used to the

greatest advantage, to heat water below its boiling point, are

almost or quite identical.



.
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In this discussion we have occasion to use the numbers repre-

senting the specific heats of but three gases, the three, namely.
which remain after complete combustion, steam, carbonic acid ana
nitrogen ; as we must assume that in the hottest and most lumi
nous zone or shell of the flame, there is no oxygen in excess to

be heated. These three numbers are, according to Begnault's

latest determinations, for equal weights of

Carbonic acid . 0-2163

(Liquid water "being 1 -0000)

This means that the amounts of heat which would raise one

pound of water and steam to the same degree are in the ratio of

04805 for the pound of steam, and 1 for the pound of water.

2. Calculation of the calorific effects of Hydrogen burning in air.

—Let us take, first, the simplest case possible, that of hydrogen
with exactly the right admixture of pure oxygen to bum it,

which, by Table I, develops a total lie: t <>f sUvd C. ; that is,

would heat a certain weight of liquid water to this temperature.

In order to find the actual amount of heat contained in the pro-

ducts of combustion, we must i: nit the fact

that one pound of hydrogen burns to nine pounds of steam, and
then obtain the ratio between the above number, 84462, and
the amount of heat necessary to heat nine times the weight of

steam ; that is, nine times the specific heat of steam. Calling

the total residual heat in the produced steam x, we have the

simple proportion

:

9X (sp. heat ofsteam=04805) : 34462° : : (sp. heat of water=1) :x

or, x =?|^ =7969° C * = 14376° F.

;

a number which, we may add, represents the maximum of heat

capable of being imparted fcheore ater by the

flame of Hare's oxyhydrogen blow-pipe.
Still, we have by no means here the actual temperature of

the free or open flame of Hare's blow-pipe, which is generally

lower than this figure ; as we have not yet taken into account

the latent heat, or heat of vaporization, of the 9 lbs. of steam

formed The Centigrade temperature necessary to convert 1 lb.

* Bunsen, in Ms Grasometry (English edition of 1857, p. 242), gives this number
as 8061° O, the difference

I r for the spe-

i. '
,..;..::-

ture, when "the gases can fi - in an open flame," over-

looking the o r - ami heat of steam of combus-
tion, aa is explained in the text above. This oversight h
by the distinguished author, but we have

'
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of water into steam being I

of the oxyhydrogen flame, v
so that

a=84462°-(9x587°) =6861o
C. = 12364° F.

;

which is the temperature actually possible in the flame of the

compound blow-pipe, were the combustion instantaneous and

When hydrogen gas burns in air, however, as has been

before stated, another deduction of enormous amount must be

made from the above figures, due to the heat required to expand
the nitrogen. This is obtained simply by adding to the divisor,

as above, the weight of the nitrogen of the air employed, mul-

tiplied by its specific heat. The weight of the nitrogen in air=

3/318 times the oxygen ; so that the latter of the above equa-

tions becomes

x = 3*462°-(9x537°) = 274
^o C.=4972° F.

4-3245+(8x3 -318 X 0-2438)

We have here a full explanation of the extraordinary loss of

power in illuminating gas by admixture of air, which we
have discussed elsewhere.* The nitrogen of such air is not

merely a diluent, or even a mere d : lts specific

heat is an actual divisory function in diminishing the flame-tem-

perature.

This, then, is the actual temperature to which the flame of

hydrogen gas burning in the atmosphere might attain to, sup-

ttplete and instantaneous combustion. If it is desired

to obtain instead, the total calorific effectiveness, as in heating

water below its boding point—in which case the latent heat of

the steam of combustion becomes also available—the above

on is changed by simply omitting the subtrahend m
ther

a.-_.

34462
°

=3192° 0. = 5778° F.

4-3245+6-4714

3. Calculation of the calorific effect of carbonic oxyd h
•fr—Ae the product of combustion is here solely carbonic acid,

no latent heat of steam enters, and the calorific effectiveness

is the same, under all circumstances, in air. In the numerator

we substitute of course the calorific equivalent of one volume

of carbonic oxyd from Table I; and in the denominator, for

the specific heat of 9 lbs. of water that of 22 lbs. of carbonic

kg the weight of the latter formed by the combustion

and combination of 14 lbs. of carbonic oxyd, with 8 lbs. of

* This Journal, II, xlviii. 40.
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oxygen. The number for the specific heat of nitrogen is the
same as before ; and the equation is now

_ 33642°

^-(2^X0^3H^47=1^23
=29960 C

' = 5425 ° R

4 Marsh gas and Olefianl gas.~hi these two cases, we have as
products of combustion both carbonic acid and water- and,
therefore, when the calorific effects are sought for, we have
not only the latent heat of steam entering as a subtrahend
into the numerator

; but also into the denominator, as divisors,
all three of the specific heats of steam, carbonic acid, and nitro-
gen.

Then, as
i
8 lbs. of marsh gas consume 22 lbs. of oxygen, and

produce 22 lbs. of carbonic acid, and 18 lbs. steam ; and as
14 lbs. of defiant gas consur
44 lbs. of carbonic acid, and 1„ _,
the calorific powers of their flames in air become-

For marsh gas

:

X ~
(18-X -4805) + (22-X -2163)?

=2743°C.=4970°F.x — 166012°—(18X -53t°)

(18X-4805)+(44^2T63)+(48-X3-318X '2438)
Z

When the deduction for the latent heat of the steam of com-
bustion is not made, the results in these two gases are consider-
ably higher, as will be obvious from mere inspection of the
formulae.

We shall now give, in tabular form, all the results of our
calculations of the calorific powers when burning in the air, of
the four gases we have to deal with.

. ,
(
(sp. heat HO—4805)

Hydrogen
-j

(sp. heat HO—4T50)

Table IL

Calorific effeCalorific effects in heat- Calorific e
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Le percentage of each component gas i

as given in this table, and divide by 1

3 calorific

of these modes of computation we
here cite, in tabular forms, the results of some analyses of a
number of gaseous mixtures, made by us during the winter of
1868-9. [These analytical results, it may be remarked, pos-
sess points of novelty and importance, both scientific and prac-
tical, which will bring them up again hereafter, in other connec-
tions. They are here placed on record.]

Table III, gives the ivsn!t- <>! two mialyses of gaseous mix-
tures obtained by pass leseence up-
ward through a mass of anthracite coal heated to a high degree
in a clay retort of a novel construction, according to what is

now known as the " Gwynne-Harris," or American Hydrocarbon
Gas System. In this table the results are calculated without
carbonic acid and sulphuretted hydrogen, which, with traces of
nitrogen and sometimes of oxygen, are found in the unpurified
anthracite gas.

Table ILL

No. 1. No. 2. Mean.

Hydrogen.. 60-43 59-32 59-87
Carbonic oxyd 35-44 37-14 36-29
Marshgas. 4-13 3*54 384

100-00 100-00 100-00

In Table IV, column 1 gives the results of the analysis of
the street gas served out at this period by the New Haven Gas
Light Company

; made from Westmoreland coal enriched with
about six per cent of Albertite. Column 2, the mean of four

analyses of the completed hydrocarbon gas made by us at Fair
Haven during the same time, by combining gas from the same
Westmoreland coal (with 10 per cent of Albertite) with about
naif its volume of the Anthracite gas. Columns 3 and 4 are

obtained from 1 and 2 by centesimal reduction, after deduction
°f the illuminant ingredients, being what we propose to desig-

nate as the non-illuminating substrata of illuminating gases.

^ Prof. Bunsen, in the masterly discussion of the subject presented nJ^J^
|?g and a mode naptexitf, to follow which requires some

ot having been to construct a formula so

general and comprehensive as to cover the direct computation, from any gaseous

-:'' •-:-.
• .:: :..-•: :

- '

'

'
"

Our above

~ -" ,

e individual gaseous components, a- - —

'
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Table IV.

Hydrogen.. 43-58

Carbonic oxyd... 214
Marsh gas ._ 47'42

>E

(3.) (4.)

100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00

Table V gives the results of the computation, from our for-

mulae, of the calorific powers of these five gaseous mixtures, for

communicating temperatures both above and below that of aque-
ous ebullition. We should remark that we have here been
obliged to regard the volumes of illuminant hydrocarbons as rep-

resenting olenant gas solely ; both because we have no certain

data as to their real na1 ..-., if we ac-

tually knew, or should assume, the nature of the hydrocarbon
vapors present, still we have no experimental calorific equiva-
lents, as we have for olefiant gas, from which to start in such a

computation. We have reason to believe nevertheless that the

errors thus introduced are not important in amount.

Table V.

boil'g ; by above boil'g ; bj

New Haven gas; with the il-

Amt 2974 2592 100-0 100-0
Fair Haven gas ; with the il-

luminants assumed=olefiant 2959 2647 99-5 102-1

3. Conclusions.—Some of the practical conclusions to which
we are led, by the results of the above investigations, are

somewhat remarkable, so that we feel diffident r

them. It is however always safe to follow the L<

truth, however astray she may conduct us from our precon-

From Table* II it is apparent

:

1. That of all known gases, the highest calorific effects, under
ordinary atmospheric conditions, are obtainable from carbonic

oxyd; whose calorific value, above 100° C, is about 3000° C.

2. That, in absolute calorific value, below 100° C, in the at-

- j its volume of any other

gas; giving a temperature of about 3,200° C.
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3. That for all modes of application—that is, for producing
both high and low temperatures—the total maximum calorific
effectiveness of carbonic oxyd is a constant quantity.*

4. Compound condensed submultiple volumes of hydrogen,
in marsh gas, have much less total calorific value in air

than their volume of free hydrogen.
5. Condensed compound submultiple volumes of gaseous car-

bon, like that in olefiant gas, have no greater total calorific value,
m air below 100° C, than their own volume of carbon gas in
the form of carbonic oxyd ; while above 100° C. their value is

even considerably less.

Art. XXXVII—On the Laurenttan m d Hur n tan <S riesin Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick; by Henry Yoitle Hind, M.A.

- Introduction; 8. funeral Sketch of the Distribution of the Huronian
and Laurenl • of Formations—The Upper

The Gold-bearing Rocks ; 6. T
or Huronian Series; 1. The Laurentian Series; 8. The Eozoun
9- Cape Breton Island.

1. -Introduction.

The descriptions contained in this paper, so far as they relate

to Nova Scotia, are in the main the results of observations
during the summers of 1868 and 1869, while making geological

surveys for the Nova Scotian government, in the gold distri. t> of

Waverley and Sherbrooke. The comparisons with New Bruns-

wick are based on my official Eeport on the geology of that

Province
;f and the references to Cape Breton, when not other-

wise stated, are from MS. notes of explorations in that Island

during 1866.
The object of this paper is to show that two gneissoid series,

supposed to be the equivalents of the Huronian and L

f
> W. E. Logan, Ire exposed over very largo r as in Nova

Scotia, the Island of Cape Breton and in New BrunswickJ
The boundaries ,,f th ^rios have been traced through parts

of Halifax, Hants and Guysborough counties in Nova Scotia,

-hi New Brunswick % numerous narrow belts extending ^rom the

'
.. :.

. ... .. ...,, - .. "

>'• ....-...
.

'
'
-' '

10 each case respectively. ., ._. .. 10 „_

:

I Huronian age. " Observations on the
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bay of Chaleurs to the boundary line between New Brunswick
and Maine are supposed to represent the Laurentian and are

described in my Report on New Brunswick, published in 1865

(pp. 42-52).

Geological maps of Nova Scotia were published by Dr.

Abraham Gesner in 1836,* by Dr. Dawson in 1865,f and in

18684 and by Sir William E. Logan in 1865§ and in 1869.
|

Sir William Logan states, in the introduction to his Atlas of

Maps and Sections, that for the geology of Nova Scotia " a

manuscript map by Dr. J. W. Dawson, compiled from his own
resources, and those of Messrs. B. Brown and H. Poole, has

been the source of information. " Hence, in making the necessary

comparisons between the subject of this paper and the published

descriptions and maps of Nov; ive to refer

almost exclusively to Dr. Dawson's map of 1868, accompanying
the 2d edition of his beautiful work on Acadian Geology.

In a Preliminary Report^ on the supposed Laurentian of

Nova Scotia, I have quoted some passages from Dr. Dawson's
work, especially the explanation to the geological map, in which
the uncertainty of the boundaries of formations, and the doubt-

ful age of some strata, is adverted to. The recognition of a

very large gneissoid area in Nova Scotia, supposed to represent

two series not hitherto described as occurring in the Province,

will enable some of the changes in part anticipated by Dr.

Dawson to be foreshadowed with some degree of accuracy ;
and

it is proper to repeat here Dr. Dawson's first paragraph of the

"Explanations to the Geological Map":— "The map in this

edition, though greatly improved, is still to be regi

merely a rude approximation to the truth, and the coloring in

many places, more especially in the interior, remote from the

coast lines, is little more than conjectural."
In various parts of "Acadian Geology" reference is made to

rocks which were suspected by Dr. Dawson to be older than the

Lower Silurian slates and quartzites. (See particularly page 620,

Acadian Geology, 2d edition). These will probably now be

ith theHuronian series; and the massive porphyroid

granitoid gneiss on which thev n iti an.

Dr. Sterry Hunt visited Nova Scotia in November, 1867
u }or

the purpose of making some observations on the gold-bearing

•Remarks on the Geology and Mineralogy of Nova Scotia: by Abraham Gesner;

+ Acadian Geology, 1st edition.

± Acadian Geology, 2d edition; Macrnillan & Co., London, 1868.

§ Atlas of Maps and Sections; Montreal, Dawson Brothers, 1865. ~Amta
f Geologic.-,

;i ,. 1869 : London, Edward

Standford. ,
: nary Report on a Gneissoid Series underlying the Gold-bearing Rocksiof

lerlying the Gold-b
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rocks of that Province, with the view of comparing them with
those of other parts of the dominion, and also of obtaining such
information as might be useful in the event of a geological
survey of Nova Scotia itself."

Dr. Hunt's stay in the Province was limited to four weeks in
the months of November and December, and in the descriptions

which he has given in his official report to Sir W. E. Logan*
he quotes the following as the principal sources of information
about the geology and mineralogy of Nova Scotia : Dr.
Dawson's Acadian Geology, 1st ed. ; Mr. Poole's Keport, 1862

;

Mr. J. Campbell's Eeports, 1862 and 1863 ; Professor B. Sill-

man's Eeports on Tangier, Waverley and Montague Gold
Fields, 1864.

Allusion is made in the Atlas of Maps and Sections of the
Geological Survey of Canada to the opinions expressed in my
Report on New Brunswick that much of the granites of that

Province consist of altered sedimentary strata. " Much of what
in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Maine, is represented on
the map as intrusive rock (chiefly granite) probably consists of
paleozoic Btr suggested by Dawson
and Hind. See the latter's Keport on New Brunswick, 1865,
page 50." (Atlas of Maps and Sections, Geological Survey of
Canada, 1865, page 20).

The remarkable
constituting part of
and the gneissoid
with the equally ]

rfcs between the rocks

the great gneissoid axis of New Brunswick

ries now described of Nova Scotia, coupled

; ;;rity which obtains between the

ng on these gneisses in both Provinces (on

the Nipisiquit in N. B.), satisfies me that they are of the

same age.

2. General Sketch of the Distribution of the Huronian and Lauren-

tian Series in Nova Scotia.

In this general sketch of the old gneissic rocks of Nova
Scotia, they are grouped together. In succeeding paragraphs it

is stated where the Huronian or Cambrian gneiss and schist rest

on the old Laurentian gneiss as far as known.
The outcrop of the Laurentian and Huronian rocks in Hali-

fax and Hauts counties, N. S., has been traced from a point

seven miles west of Windsor on the Basin of Mines (Bay of

Fundy) to the Atlantic coast at Cape Sambro, a distance of

forty-eight miles in an air line, and sixty-four miles on the

margin of the outcrop. This is the northeasterly boundary
of an immense area of the same rock series which from informa-

tion hereafter noticed I believe continues with variable breadth

* Report of Dr. T. Sterry Hunt, F.E.S., on the Gold Region of Nova Scotia
;
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to the Tusket Islands, near Yarmouth, a distance of about one
hundred and thirty-five miles in an air line.

The area above described forms the western development of
the Laurentian and Huronian gneisses and schists in Nova Scotia.

It is separated from the eastern development by a narrow but
profound valley occupied by Silurian strata, whose least breadth
is eight miles. The outcrop of the southwestern boundary of the

eastern development is not continuous, but embraces two areas

near Grand and FletcherV Lak- -s and an area of unknown but very
considerable and of variable width, stretching from Parker's Lake,
with some narrow interruption of Silurian strata which have
escaped denudation, probably all the way to the Strait of Canso
and Chedabucto Bay, a distance of one hundred and twenty
miles in an air line : so that, generally speaking, a Laurentian
axis, capped here and there by strata oi' Ilnroni in age, occupies

Nova Scotia, certainly in one place at least forty-eight miles in

breadth.

The existence in Nova Scotia of all formations from the Trias

to the Laurentian, with the exception of the Permian* may
now be considered as established. Whether the rocks noticed

in the foot-note are of Permian or Triassic age I am not able to

say, but judging from the descriptions given of the relations of

the Triassic to the Carboniferous by Dr. Dawson, I have hitherto

considered small unconformable patches in Cape Breton as of

Tri "i '- 'nl i _ la i thei - tin continuation of the

Prince Edward Island series, resting on Lower Carboniferous

The entire series from the Lower Carboniferous downward,
with the exception of the Devonian, is passed over in a journey
by rail from Windsor to Halifax, in a distance of fourteen miles.

The Devonian occurs at Nictau, and rest there on Upper Silurian

slatesf which probably sweep round the Falmouth mountains
and connect with the Upper Silurian near Windsor.

3. Sequence of Formations—The Upper Silurian.

On the St. Croix river, eight miles from Windsor, the Lower
Carboniferous grits are seen to rest on Upper Silurian argilhtes.

* In Cape Breton, at Jumping Brook, seven miles northeast of Chetican Island

on the Gulf coast, and at Trout Brook, five I
Scan, mottled

nd conglomerates rest unconformably on white and mottled sandstones

and bituminous shales, supposed to be of Lower Carboniferous age. These latter

rmably, the first on red metam.
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The grits dip N. 60° W. ^5°; the argillites S. 70° E. ^50 c

The argillites are generally very fine grained, green internally.

weathering ; they are interstratified with thin beds of
quartzites, and have a breadth near the railway of 170 chains

:

tiu'ir dip being tolerably uniform, and no repetitions visible
;

riess may approach 9,000 feet.

The argillites res mble in even particular or^illites seen on
theTobiquein New Brunswick, and there associated with their

a beds, holding Favosites Gothlandica. These are
described in my report on New Brunswick.*
Toward the upper portion of the series the argillites are con-

formably succeeded by bluish-black slates, holding cubical

mbling roofing slates. A similar

•urs on the Tobique in New Brunswick. These bluish-

tes are exposed to a great extent on the Ardoise hill

range, N. S.

4. The Lower Silurian.

_
A good exposure of the blue-black Upper Silurian slates is

slegraph post south of Ellerhouse station on
:y, dipping S. 20° E. ; and at the

38th telegraph post brilliant micaceous schists, interstratified

with black corrugated slates, dip N. 40° E., the intermediate
space being covered with boulder drift The brilliant micaceous
schists, as well as the corrugated slates, are much contorted, and
overlie confon ring quartzite series.

The micac the corrugated black slates cannot
oe distinguished from similar schists and slates described in my
New Brunswick Eeport as occurring on the Nipisiquit, and
near Dumbarton station on the New Brunswick and Canada
Railroad (pp. 147 and 154) where they are associated with the

red slates supposed to be the uppermost member of the Quebec
group of Sir W. E. Logan. The black corrugated slates contain

conformable auriferous beds of quartz, but no mining is at

Present carried on in these deposits. They are about 3,000 feet

m thickness.

5. The Gold-bearing Rocks.

The known gold-bearing rocks of Nova Scotia consist of

quartzites, sandstones i

; <-<i witn argillaceous

slates, and thin conformable and intercalated beds of auriferous

3,000 feet from the summit, the thin beds of quartz are found

yielding gold, and are tlie ProT"

lnce, so that a mass of strata having a thickness of six thousand

* Page 131.
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feet, or more than a mile, yields gold from quartz beds of
contemporaneous age with the quartzites and slates with which
they are mterstratified ; and it is from these quartz b& .-

greater part of the gold of Nova Scotia is obtained.* The total
thickness of the gold-bearing series, including the corrugated

ktes and the brilliant micaceous schists, is about 12,000
feet.

6. The Cambrian or Huronian Series.

In some parts of Nova Scotia the known gold-bearing rocks
rest unconformably on a gneissoid series, which are well exposed
to view on the Halifax and Windsor Eailway. between S
and Mount Uniacke Station, near the village of Sherbrooke,
in Ghiysborough county. This series is composed of beds
of gneiss, mterstratified with micaceous schists, schist con-
glomerate, beds of true quartzite, and grits. The gneiss is

~~ porphyritic, and the upper beds are almost always

a of schist, erits. and

etween Stillwater and Mount Uniacke stations, the general
strike of the Lower Silurian is N. 80° E., dip N. ^80°; the
prevailing strike of the Huronian is S. 50° E., the railroad track
running for two or three miles on the strike of these rocks.

Near to their junction with the Huronian, the Siluri
are more altered than when remote, and hold numer*
of andalusite. This series has been very extensively denuded ;

and m some places Silurian, Huronian and Laurentian are seen
m close juxtaposition. The thickness at Sherbrooke is about
1,300 feet.

When the preliminary report already referred to was in the
hands of the printer, I satisfied myself by repeated observations,
that a very decided unconformability existed between these

supposed older strata and the gold-bearing series ; also between
the older strata and the Laurentian ; and I have succeeded in

discovering in various places :

1st. The unconformable contact of the Lower Silurian gold-

be^ng ftrata^k the underljing gneissoid and schistose series

;

2d. The unconformable contact of this gneissoid and schistose
series with the old porphyritic gneiss which I had before described
as Laurentian

;

3d, The unconformable contact of the gold-bearing series

with the old Laurentian gneiss, showing the absence of the
m
m?nediate gneissoid series, or the Huronian.
These several points of contact are visible at both extremities

ot a patch of Huronian strata about four miles broad, overlying
* See my report c

lodes, distinguishing



the Laurentian on the Windsor and Halifax railway, com-
mencing one mile or thereabouts southeast of New Stillwater
station, and terminating at Uniacke's second lake, and more
than half a mile west of Mount Uniacke station.

7. The Laurentian Series.

The rocks last described are visible, as already stated, in
unconformable contact with a coar I to id gneiss
near Stillwater station. The strike of the granitoid <i>

10° W.
; dip W., at an angle of about 48 degrees. Fi

farther south, and within a third of a mile of Mount Uniacke
station, the Silurian quartzites rest on the Laurentian gneiss—

tzites having a strike N. 75° W., and the old gneiss N.M W. Between Stillwater and Mount Uniacke, the Huronian
T a on the old gneiss, and the Silurian on the Huronian

;

but north of Stillwater and south of Mount Uniacke the Silurian
• a contact with L vntian gneiss, and so continue

until another patch of Huronian is reached,—this last named
series appearing to cover compai. in the great
laurentian valley between Halifax and Windsor; but in the
more western counties it is exposed, I have reason to believe, to
a very considerable extent.

„ In tne county of Guysborough the gold-bearing rocks at
onerbrooke rest on the Huronian, which again is seen close at
band in contact with the old Laurentian gneiss. In the middle
and eastern part of Nova Scotia the thickness of the Huronian
does not appear to be very considerable, but no complete section
bas yet been crossed except at Sherbrooke. Between Halifax
and Windsor the Lower Silurian series occupies a great valley

?
r sJ

r
nclinal fold in the old Laurentian gneiss. The average

breadth of the valley is nine miles, and its depth must exceed
wo miles. Its general course is northwest (true) ; and the gold

Hammond's Plains are arranged
°n its western boundary ; and those of Lawrencetown, Montague,
Waverley and Renfrew on the eastern boundary of the valley,

j5
crowns of anticlinals, which have a general northeast-

by-east direction.
.-In one part of the county of Guysborough, the Laurentian,

^th a narrow band (as far as known) of Huronian, forms a
jucleus, having an area of about 120 square miles. Around
^s nucleus the gold districts of Cochrane's Hill, Sherbrooke,

Y
me Harbor, Isaac's Harbor and County Harbor, are arranged,

^ on the crowns of anticlinals, which have a general easterly

^westerly direction.

,.
J-he profound Silurian valley between Halifax and Windsor,

portion of Nova Scotia proper into two
°istmct geographical areas, in both of which the old porphyroid
•^Jocs. Sci.-Secosd Sebies, Vol. XLIX, No. 147.-Mat, 1870.
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Laurentian gneiss forms the axis around which the Huronian
1

"Hunan series are arran^

of their formations

rian series are arranged ; but with respect to the precise

ations little is known to the ^
the east.

From Dr. Dawson's published maps and descriptions, Mr.

Poole's manuscript maps of the western part of the peninsula,

and the numerous rock specimens collected by that gentleman,

and placed at my disposal by the Commissioner of Mines,

coupled with valuable information derived from other sources,

I infer that this coarse Laurentian gneiss extends in one unbro-

ken sheet -of strata, but of variable width, a distance of ninety

miles west of Windsor, and occupies a large portion of the

uninhabited wilderness in that part of the Province. Much of

the gneiss, schist and mica slate, seen by Mr. Poole, and described

in his Eeport, and illustrated by his specimens, together with

the gneiss, mica schist, and chloritic beds alluded to by Dr.

Dawson, and by that geologist long spoken of as probably older

than the Lower Silurian, are probably representations in many

instances of the Hun where they occur.

8. The Eozobn Canadense.

In the autumn of 1868, Dr. Honeyman, then engaged on the

geological survey of Canada, discovered on the Gulf coast oi

Nova Scotia, in the Arisaig district, and near the base of the

Antigonish mountains, syenites, diorites, and crystalline lime-

stone, with serpentine, which he then supposed were* o}

Laurentian age, as he informed me subsequently to the publi-

cation of my Preliminary Eeport on the Nova Scotia Laurentian.

Specimens were sent to Montreal for examination, and instruc-

tions were given by Dr. Hunt, who also shared Dr. Honeyman s

opinion, to the lapidary, to prepare sections of the serpentinoiis

rock, for microscopic examination. By some mischance tins

was neglected, and the specimens remained unexamined an

indeed forgotten, until quite recently, as Dr. Hunt informs me,

under date Feb. 3d, 1870. When submitted to the microscopic

test, the Eozobn Canadense was distinctly seen, and Dr. Dawson

has confirmed the observations.
]v

This fortunate occurrence has a two-fold bearing. It not_oiuy

affords most satisfactory testimony to the existence m
#

J>°

Scotia of the Laurentian limestones, but it enables geologistsi

recognize the truth of Dr. Honeyman's opinions, although by

accident these opinions were not made known or confirmed
un

after the publication of my Eeport It is with pleasure 1^
advantage of the permission Dr. Hunt has given me m the ie

,

above referred to, to use the information respecting the rec

discovery of the Eozobn in the Antigonish limestones as 1 m *

think fit ; and I am rejoiced that the publication of my office
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Report announcing the series over a wide extent of country has
resulted in the just though tardy recognition of the correctness
of Dr. Honeyman's views with reference to the age of the lime-
stones and diorites of Arisaig.
In other parts of Nova Scotia the Laurentian is yet known

only in the form of coarse porphyroid gneiss ; but the area it
occupies is a lake and forest wilderness frequented only by the
lumberman and the hunter.
The descriptions

^

J the Laurentian oi
strata in Nova Scotia. "The coarse-grained grain t.

porphyritic varieties, which often form mountain masses, some-
times have, at first sight, but little the aspect of stratified rocks,
and might be mistaken for intrusive granites."*

9. Cape Breton Island.

The undoubted recognition of the Laurentian limestones and
serpentines in the Arisaig district of Nova Scotia is of great
significance^ and an important Jink in the chain of evidence

1 ultimately establish the correctness of my suppositio
that a great belt of rocks, of the age of the Laurentian series, is
exposed at short intervals apart from Newfoundland in lati-
tude 51° to Shelbourne i

ade 44°.f
In Cape Breton Island I saw in 1866 the black corrugated

slates forming the summit of the gold-bearing series in Nova
k°otia, about five miles north of Chetican Island on the Gulf
coast

; and on the Mackenzie river, near Ked Cape, I crossed
Part of a great gneissoid series.
In other parts of Cape Breton I have seen similar gneisses as,

', near the mouth of North river, St Ann's Bay, and
°Q the peninsula opposite Baddeck.

I>r. Honeyman informs me that he considers the gold-bearing
**ks of Middle River in Cape Breton to be of the same age as

Jaose of Nova Scotia. Hence it becomes more than probable
tnat a large portion of the area colored by Dr. Dawson to

^present Upper Silurian in the northern part of the Island is

0ccupied by rocks of Huronian and Laurentian age.

Around the outcrops of these rocks, wherever the Lower
Jj>ihirian reposes on either one or the other, we may expect to

Jm new workable gold deposits occupying the crowns of anti-
Cimals which intersect the country with remarkable uniformity.

Hence we may legitimately anticipate that the correct mapping
ot these ancient rock series may be attended with considerable
economic advantage to the Province.
* ^ge 587, Geology of Canada, 1863.
t page 11, Preliminary Eeport on a Gneissoid Series in Nova Scotia, by the author.
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Aet. XXXVIIL— Contributions to Chemistryfrom the Laboratory

of the Lawrence Scientific School. No. 10.

—

On certain Dovhk
Sulphates of the Cerium Group ; by Charles H. "Wing.

Some years since Dr. Wolcott Gibbs found that, if to a solu-

tion of crude ceroso-ceric sulphate, containing also I: i

and didymium, solutions of luteocobaltic or roseocobaltie rat

phate be added, crystalline precipitates are formed, even from

quite dilute solutions, insoluble in an excess of sulphuric acid

Different preparations of these have since been analyzed by

different persons in this laboratory without obtainii:

formulas or accordant results. I therefore, at the suggestion of

Dr. Gibbs, undertook the investigation of these compounds.
Swedish cerite was first heated to redness then quenched in

water, after which, it was readily pulverized. The powdered

mineral was heated with sulphuric acid, with tumefad
solidification of the mass ; this was pulverized, more sulphuric

acid added, and the mixture 'placed in a crucible, which was

then set in a deep furnace and supported by a fire-bric

a manner as to be raised above the fire ; it was thus heated by

reverberation, to low redness, for four or five hours.

The resulting mass was of a reddish tint and crumbled readily

to powder; this was diffused gradually in cold water
solution filtered. The filtrate was precipitated by -

acid,* filtered, oxydized by chlorine and p
acid. The resulting oxalates, well washed and dried, served as

the material for the following work. ,

To prepare perfectly pure cerium from these oxalates I &&*

the method employed by C. Wolf. [This Journal, vol. xlvi.

May, 1868.] The oxalates were decomposed by boat with con-

stant stirring to favor oxydation. The resulting brow
was dissolved in nitric acid; the solution concent;

precipitated by pouring it into a large quantity of boil

containing 2 c. c. of sulphuric acid to the liter. T
natant liquid had no trace of yellow, but an amethysl

and was reserved for the preparation of lanthanum and diay-

remained in the precipitate had been reduced, (after Bunsen) t

T
°The precipitate was then dissolved in nitric acid, the solution

" ed and precipitated by pouring it into a large quantity

water. This precipitate was washed as before, recus

a the process of Marignac, modified by Bunsen and others.
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solved, again precipitated, and this process repeated till six
successive precipitation as ;. basic salt had been effected. The
final precipitate ,va> di.-.M.]ved in sulphuric acid, reduced by
sulphurous acid, the solution evaporated and the excess of acid
expelled by heating in, what I shall, for brevity, term a " radi-
ator." This is a crucible of sheet iron in form like the ordinary
porcelain crucible, midway in which is fixed a triangle of plati-

num wire by which a smaller crucible may be supported so as
to leave a space of about 2 c. m. intervening between the walls
of the two crucibles. The substance being placed in the inner
crucible and the heat of a Bunsen gas lamp applied to the outer
one, a very uniform heat may be maintained, variable at will,

to a temperature considerably above the boiling point of sul-

phuric acid.

The neutral cerous sulphate thus obtained was dissolved in

I ized by slow evaporation on the
water bath.

A saturated solution of this salt was placed in a 12-inch sac-

cnarometer tube before a powerful spectroscope, and light, con-
densed by a " bulls eye " lens and transmitted through this tube,
showed no traces of didymium.
The cerium also from'the mother liquor from the last precipi-

tation as basic salt, subjected to the same rigid test proved free
from didymium.
The first precipitation of basic sulphate was of a dirty buff,

every succeeding one lighter in color, the last three being al-

most white.

The cerous oxalate from both precipitate and mother liquor
of the last precipitation was of a snowy whiteness, with no trace
of amethystine tint by reflected light, and gave on ignition a
white ceroso-ceric oxyd.
The cerous sulphate, the pre]. -just been

described, was, after repeated crystallizations, subjected to analy-

sis, as follows. Portions of the salt dried at 100° C. were heated
m the " radiator " until a weight was obtained which remained
constant at an increased temperature. The anhydrous salt dis-

solved in a considerable amount of water was precipitated, hot,

oy a strong boiling solution of oxalic acid, and allowed to stand
for twenty-four hours.
For the reduction of the weight of the ceroso-ceric oxyd, ob-

tained by ignition of the oxalate to the corresponding amount
of cerous oxyd, the experiments of Jegel* and Wolff made in

Bunsen's laboratory, give the following factors.

«%el, -9504 -9507 .... --- "iean '
95055

^olf, -QdOl -9518 '9494 *9509 '9518 mean "95089

*Aunalen d. Chem. u. Pharm., cv, 1858. f ^^s Journal, vol. xlvi, May, 1868.
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As the mode of preparation was that employed by Wolf, I

have used the factor deduced from the mean of his analyses.

I. 1*2885 grms of substance gave '1707 H 2
and -6732 £Je

3 4
=

•6400 €eO.
II. 1-4090 grms. " " « -1857 H

8
G and •7372€e 3 4

=
•7009 €eO.

These results give the following percentages, to win,

for the sake of comparison, appended those obtained by Wolf
from his purest cerous sulphate.

I. II. Wolf.

-GeO 57-28 57-31 57*294 57-310

SG 3
42-72 42-69 42-706 42"690

equivalent corresponding 45-64 45-69 45-66 45 -69

Taking the mean of these 45 '67 as the true equivalent of ce-

rium or 91'34 as the atomic weight and the formula

3(€e,S04)+5H 2
e

we have
I. II. Wolf. Calculated.

€e 42-26 42-35 42-03

S0
4

44-50 44-47 44-17

H2
13-24 13-18 13-318 12-803 13-80

From the results obtained we can assume the cerium used in

this investigation to be as pure as any yet prepared.

The following method was employed, in the analysis of these

compounds. The substance dried at 105° C. was heated in the

u radiator " to decompose the ammonio-cobalt base. The resi-

due was dissolved in a considerable amount of "boil i

-

and precipitated by a hot solution of oxalate of ammonia con-

taining free oxalic acid. Care must be taken to add so much

oxalate as shall serve to keep the cobalt in solution as

salt After standing for twelve hours or more, the m

filtered off, the precipitate ignited, and weighed as <•

oxyd of a composition as before stated. The blowpipe failed

to detect cobalt in the ignited precipitate. The filtrai

ing the cobalt was supersaturated with, ammonia and precipi-

tated by sulphydric acid at a boiling heat. The
\

dried, roasted in a porcelain crucible, converted int.

in the crucible by means of aqua-regia and a few dr

phuric acid, was heated in the " radiator " until sulphuric acid

fumes ceased to be e v. >1 v «.-
i . ;

' i >.-r '-.< r- i
- <> ver the naked flame, for

a few moments, to low redness. The crucible was then allowed

to cool, a single drop of aqua-regia and one of siiL

added, again heated as before and finally weighed : a
ken to guard against absorption of moisture, while

which the anhydrous salt is very prone to, and in no case dfo

the sulphate, on subsequent treatment with water leave an in-

soluble residue.
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In order to test the accuracy of weighing cobalt as sulphate

r-S? An
determiTiatlon employed and recommended by

bibbs and Genth,* some analyses were made of purpureo-cobaltic
cnlond, an anhydrous salt of perfectly definite composition and
one easily obtained in a state of purity. This salt, dried over
sulphuric acid, was weighed in a porcelain crucible, sulphuric
acid added and the cobalt converted into anhydrous sulphate bv
heating as above.

J

1. 11. iil iv. v.
<? taken -9005 "4041 1-2340 1-0478 1-0413

;CoSG
4 obtained -5573 -2498 -7625 -6497 -6443

Percentage €oS0
4

61-90 61-81 61-80 62*01 61-89
Mean 61-88

l of four analyses of this

aking the atomic weight of cobalt as 59* which number is
cated by these analyses, we have as the percentage of cobalt

^06 23-53 23-53 23-60 23'56 23-556 23'56

From the above it appears that this method for determination
ot cobalt is all that could be desired.
in determining the sulphuric acid in the substance a portion

Was digested, on the water bath, with a little strong by
jew for a short time, then dissolved in water and pre
°y acetate of baryta, with addition of chlorid of ammonium, at
a boilmg heat, and allowed to stand for twelve hours or more
before filtering.

The total amount of hydrogen was determined by combus-
tion of the substance mixed with chromate of lead, placing in
Jhe anterior portion of the tube, first oxyd of copper, then me-
talhc copper freed from hydrogen.

J-he following preliminary experiments were made. To an
jeid solution of crude ceroso-ceric sulphate was added a solu-
tion of luteo-cobaltic sulphate in excesa To the solution fil-

tered from the resulting precipitate, permanganate solution was
added when a further precipitation of cerium ensued. This
seemed to indicate the compound formed to be a eerie salt
The filtrate from this last precipitate showed powerful didy-

^nim bands. (I think as many as thirteen bands were made
inly eleven) and was proved free from cerium by

^obs' test,f with peroxyd of lead.test,
-J-
with peroxyd

ige, 1856,
• This Journal,

"Researches on the ammonia-cobalt bases." Smithsonian Contributions 1

lowledge,
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The precipitates, being found to contain didymium, were con-
verted int.. sulphate, oxjdized by boiling with peroxyd of lead
and again precipitated by luteo-cobaltic sulphate. This last pre-
cipitate was also found to contain traces of didymium.

Weighed quantities of crude ceroso-ceric oxyd were con-
verted into sulphate, luteo-cobalti tssicpennan-

ided, and the yellow precipitates collected on weighed
niters and, after weighing, converted into ceroso-ceric oxyd.

I. -5638 grms. substance gave 2*0395 grms. of yellow salt, yield-
ing -4780 sjnns. ceroso-ceric oxyd.

II. -6960 grins, substance -avc 2-3(570 -rms. of yellow salt, yield-
ing -5940 grms. cemso-eeric oxyd.

The filtrates were free from cerium.

Ia original substance. In vellow salt.

Percentof€e
3 4 84'78 85-35 2344 25 :09

It appears from this, that the yellow salt, formed in this man-
ner, cannot be relied upon, as possessing a uniform constitution.
A quantity of pure ceroso-ceric sulphate was precipitated by

adding a slightly acid solution of luteo-cobaltic sulphate ; the
precipitate was washed with hot water. The washings were
slightly colored to the end. Lad aposition of
of the salt. The precipitate on drying adhered to the filter and
was of a rather pale yellow color.

III. 2-1175 grms substance gave -5640 €e,0 4 and '4405 €oS04
1"2725 « « « 1-4035 fiaS04

Eatio.

SG
4

45-43 94G6
€e 21 55 4717
-Go 7*92 2685

This analysis leads to no rational formula.
A new preparation of this salt was made from a somewhat

acid solution of pure ceroso-ceric sulphate and washed with hot

—fining acetic acid. The precip"recipitate was oi a u

; adhere so strongly t

IV. 1-8615 grms. substance gave -4060 Ce
3 4 and -5050 -€oS04

Another
sulphate wa

j t
.red more strongly to

the filter, than any previously made : this was not analyzed.
_

The above results led to the belief that the salt was contami-
nated with basic eerie sulphate.
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luteo-cobaltic sulphate. A bright yellow highly crystallii

precipitate was formed, which was slightly washed with cold

water, and which did not adhere to the filter on drying.

This precipitate when viewed under the microscope appeared
as cleanly crystallized hexagonal prisms, of uniform size, and
without admixture of other forms. Three preparations were,

mner, made, which resembled one another in color and
general character and which were separately analyzed.

V. 1-0345 grms. substance gave -2160 £e
3 4 and -2935 €oS0 4

1-0240 « " " 1-2875 BaS0 4

1-7650 " " " -5670 H g
O

VI. 1-0075 " " " -2150 €e
s
_e 4 " -2840 €oS04

1-1665 " " " 1-4680 fiaS0 4

1-1645 " " " -3690 11,0
VH. 1-1330 " « « -2455 €e

3 4
" -3108 €oS0 4

1-0017 " " " 1-2695 BaS0
4

1-3353 " " " -4148 H
2

These results lead to the simple formula

12 NH
3
-Go 2

3S0 4
+-Ge 2 3S0 4

+H
2

This compound is of interest as being a purely eerie salt. It

endures a temperature of 150° C. without decomposition.

V VI VII- Calculated.

"SO, 51-80 51-83 52-22 52 42

H
z
O 2-47 2-21 2-39 ^64

100-63 lOCm 100-64 100-00

We now pass to the consideration of the corresponding cerous

salt, which I found could be prepared by heating a nearly

neutral solution of cerous sol) hot con-

centrated solution of luteo-cobaltic sulphate so long as the

supernatant liquid remained colorless. A yellow p
was formed, a little paler in color than the cenc salt, but

showing h i
same crystalline form. I regret

much that I have as yet, been unable to obtain crystals of such

dimensions as would allow me to decide the question of iso-

morphism by actual measurement. I can at present only say,

that the two substances cannot be distinguished from one another

under the i
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The formula indicated is 12NH 3
€o

8
3&e 4+3(€eSe4)+H 8

'

99*35 100-00

I succeeded also in forming the analogous salt of lanthanum.

To a concentrated solution* of the sulphate, luteo-cobaltic sul-

late was added, and the solution heated. The precipitate of a

uff yellow color showed under the microscope crystals appa-

1-0648 grms. substance gave -3085 fcaO and -2495 £!oS0 4

•7852 " « « -9072 BaS0 4
•8918 " " " -2452 H

g
O

ght of this lanthanum to be 94, the

4-3(feaS0
4

Calculated.

48-08

2354

Unsuccessful attempts were made to form double phosphates

and chromates of cerium and luteo-cobalt.

Cerium was found to. form with roseo-cobaltic sulphate com-

pounds analogous to those formed with luteo-cobaltic sulphate.

They are, however, easily decomposed by water, so much so,

that an attempt was made to convert the eerie salt into basic

eerie sulphate, by prolonged washing with hot water, with

partial success.

X was formed by adding, to an excess of hot strongly acid

solution of roseo-cobaltic sulphate, a solution of ceroso-ceric sul-

phate ; this yielded a crystalline orange-brown precipitate which
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was slightly washed with cold water. The configuration of the
ild not be well made out, but was apparently one of

the complex forms of the regular system.
XI was formed by adding the roseo-cobalt solution to an ex-

cess of the cerium solution. The crystals formed were similar
to X but larger.

X. 1-0661 grins, substance gave -2395 gr.€Je
3 4 and -2908 -CoS04

1-3270 " " " 1-6025 BaS0
4

1-2715 " « " -3910 H
8

XL 1-9660 « " u -4702 €e 3 0, and -4960 -GoSO.
1-8938 « " " 2-2970 Ba'S0

4
2-0620 kt " " -6037 H

g
O

These results lead to the formula: 10NH 3 -Go2 3S04-f€e23S0 4

H
2

7-00 7-31 7-91

100-26 100-07 100-00

With cerous sulphate a homogeneous crystallization of the

precipitate could be obtained only by adding the cerium solu-

tion to a large excess of roseo-cobaltic sulphate. The crys-

tals under the microscope appeared in form like those of the

eerie salt ; and the remarks in regard to the isomorphism of the

two luteo salts apply also to the roseo salt though with less

force, insomuch as the appearance of the crystals is not so

characteristic.

The analyses show the eerie and cerous salts to contain the

same number of atoms of water which is in accordance with the

supposition of isomorphism.

XII.

•1235
"

1-6596 " « ' -4880 H2e
Which seems to indicate the formula: 10NH3

3(€eS0
4)+5H 2

<

XI.

£h 47-23

Calculated.

46-90

t succeed in forming an analogous salt of lanthanum.
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It appears that the proportional amount of cerium, in all the
compounds discussed, vn es withii < rtain limits according to
the mode of preparation: which is well shown by a comparison
of the results X, XI, XII. This is as we might "expect in com-
pounds, the nature of which precludes the possibility of purifi-
cation, either by recrystallization or by thorough washing.
The roseo-ceric salt appears to contain some admixture of the

cerous salt.

The sulphuric acid found is no doubt a little low, as the
filtrate, after standing a week or more, deposited a slight addi-
tional precipitate of baric sulphate to the amount of -05 per

The variations are, it seems to me, not so great as to cast
doubt upon the correctness of the formulas deduced.
In conclusion, my best thanks are due to my kind teacher

and friend, Dr. Wolcott Gibbs, to whom I am indebted for

suggestions, and also for the material used
in this investigation.

Lawrence Scientific School, Cambridge. Jan. 15 mo

Art. XXXIX—On a new

I send herewith a descript
admirably as an aspirator wh
amount of atmospheric air

by John C. Draper.

steam ; to this a
bent tube, -§ inch
bore (b) termina-
ting in a pointed
extremity, or jet,

is attached. The
tube (b) passes air-

tight through a
cork (c) into a sec-

ond tube {d), about
one inch in diame-
ter also drawn
down to a jet as at
(d) in the figure.

The two tubes form an arrangement somewhat like an ordi-
nary oxy-hydrogen blow-pipe, through the cork (c) a thin

* Compare Marignac, Ann. d. Chem. u. Phann., lxviii, 212.
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tube (e), £ inch bore, passes and terminates in the upper part of
the flask (g) after perforating the cork (/). In the flask, any

test liquid, as lime-water, is placed. A tube (A) £ inch
in diameter, freely opened at both ends, is then passed through
the cork (/) to give the air access to the bottom of the flask
when the apparatus is in operation.

The method of action is as follows : heat being applied to the
boiler (a), a strong jet of steam issues through (d), when if the
tubes (b) and (d) are properly adjusted, a powerful draught is

established through (e), which draws air rapidly through (A).

I have in this manner drawn air at the rate of a gallon a second
through a column of lime-water eight inches in height
By attaching an ordinary gas suction to this apparatus, the

air could be measured and passed through an extensive system
of flasks or tubes con; gents for the determi-
nation of minute traces of various ingredients.

College of the City of New York, Jan. 14th, 1870.

3 peculiar pnx nan ufacture •

by Joseph Whabton.

Seven years ago, when I was about to

at Gap Nickel mine and furnace, I noticed among the

left by my predecessors a piece of nickel matte which con-

tained occasional plates apparently of a metallic substance, tough,

pliable, and elastic ; these plates were about as thick as fine

writing paper, from TV in. to -J in. wide and about twice as long.

No chemical examination of them was made except a slight

e examination showing the presence of nickel, iron,

and copper.

Having on several occasions subsequently noticed some ten-

dency to a similar appearance in the matte, I gave i

that, when it should next be observed, a close ex;

should be made, after the extinction of the furnace producing

the peculiar matte, of the solid mass which always remains in

the bottom of the furnace.*

This solid mass consists in part of lumps of ore, flux, and

fuel of the first charge, which reached the hearth imperfectly

melted or consumed and so remained, and in part of accretions

from the thoroughly fused matte which, as the furnace worked,

formed a pool over and enclosing those lumps.

' It should be explained that the furnaces in question are small upright blast

» which theor
; proauct bebTa
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The cavities of such a mass seemed to me favorable for the
production of crystals when a tendency to crystallize existed.

Last midsummer very interesting groups of crystals were in
fact found upon breaking up one of these masses to fit it for
remeltmg

;
they were so small, however, that, except for search

being made m consequence of the matte of that furnace having
exhibited the plates above named, the crystals would probably
not have attracted attention.
Some of these crystals are cubical, with a bright metallic

luster, the groups closely resembling miniature geodes of ga-
lena

;
others are minute octahedrons, arranged in spiculse, and

in dendritic or plumy forms, resembling the fern-like aggrega-
tions of zinc crystals which I sometimes found in the prolongs
of my spelter furnaces at Bethlehem, Pa. Specimens of both
cubes and octahedrons are forwarded with this paper.

These crystals are very tough, and are highly magnetic. A
spicula of the octahedrons can be bent many times without
breaking, and one which was floated upon water, after being
lifted a few times by a magnet, pointed steadfastly to the north,
and showed attraction and repulsion to the poles of a magnet

=+ «"> a steel magnetic needle would under like c'A specimen of the octahedral crystals, and a specimen of the
granular or almost crystalline solid matter to which they were
attached, were submitted for analysis to the chemist of my
establishment with the following results :—

Crystals. Granular.

S1
a „

1-85 0466 1-74 0438
NiandCo 25-22 6-837 28-20 7 '640
Fe 64-10 36-622 62-50 35-861

S 8-90 43-925 7-60 43-939

100-07 1 : 4-93 100-04 1 : 5-78

The subordinate column in each case shows the quantity of S
which would be requisite to form, with the metals found, the
compounds Cu 8S, Ni2 and Co^S, FeS ; the ratio, below it, is that
of the S found to that thus calculated.

Qo¥o
We con^ive the C0PPer to exist as Cu2S, we then have

8»'f4 parts Fe, Ni, and Co in combination with 8-43 parts S:
taking then the average atomic weight of the metals according
to the proportions found, as 56"85, the atomic ratio of the
metals to that of the sulphur is as 314 to 5-27, corresponding
very closely to the formula EsS.
Should the copper be included in the average, we get the

figures R 32-00 S 5-56, indicating, though less accurately, the
same formula.
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Desiring last year to make, in a granulated form, an alloy
consisting of £ nickel, £ copper, I caused a mixture of the
oxyds of those metals in the due proportions to be heated in
closed crucibles with charcoal in a blast furnace ; by this means
reduction and fusion resulted, and the fused alloy was poured
into water at a high white heat.

Among the granulated metal were found large numbers of
hollow spheroids varying in size from peas to large chestnuts,
many of them imperfect and torn, but many of them tolerably
regular in shape, one side being usually bright and smooth,
while the other was rough and pimpled.

As, upon crushing these with a hammer, the anvil was moist-
ened, I examined a considerable number of them and found
that they were nearly full of water, so that the water distinctly
rattled within them when shaken, and showed itself in quantity
when the larger spheroids were carefully broken. Fluid metal,
poured white hot into water, had formed metallic bulbs filled

with water.

For several days I carried some of these bulbs in my pocket,
occasionally rattling the water in them, before the manner of
their formation occurred to me. My first idea—that drops of
metal falling upon the water were flattened by the blow, and
that the edges then instantly clasped together and became
welded, enclosing water within their grasp—was obviously un-
tenable, for the eye could detect no seam or crevice, and be-
sides, how could water exist as a liquid shut in by walls of
this refractory alloy at a welding heat? Apple dumplings are

formed in a manner somewhat similar to that, but these bulbs
were not so formed
The true solution is doubtless this : The metal when poured

was in a state of ebullition, was giving off gas ; not probably

metallic vapor, but perhaps carbonic oxyd.

The separate globules into which the thin stream divided

upon entering the water, were each emitting gas when contact

with the water produced upon their surfaces an impervious film

of solid or pasty metal. The continued evolution of gas in the

fluid interior of such globules could have then no other effect

than to distend the globule into a bulb, whose upper side might

well be pimpled by the effort of tiny gas bubbles in the pasty

shell to escape upward, while similar tiny bubbles working up-

ward in the crust of the under side would reach the interior

cavity, thus leaving the lower surface smooth and bright.

Multitudes of incipient globules were of course torn and dis-

torted by reason of the internal gas finding a vent, and of

course any which were rent must necessarily be filled by the

water in which they were plunged. Those however in which
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the eye found no aperture were doubtless filled, after the cold-
ness of the external water had so contracted the hea
gas as to produce an approximate vacuum within the bulb, by
the slow imbibing of water through minute pores tosu
vacuum. That such pores existed was shown by the fact of
the bulbs all in time losing their water by exposure b
eating atmosphere.
Not all the pots of metal produced when poured, such

globules, for not all were in the fit state of ebullition.
The nature of the disengaged gas might perhaps have been

determined, if a traffic i< am collected by break-
ing the globules under a receiver, but this was not done. I
send specimens of the globules with this paper.

Philadelphia, March, 1870.

Art. XLL—On the action of sunlight on Sulphurous Acid; by
O. Loew, Assistant in the College of the City of New York.

(Read before the "Lyceum of Natural Science," New York.)

We know that plants under the influence of the sunlight re-
duce carbonic acid and water to organic compounds, and organ-
ized parts; we know further, that the albuminous principles, as
well as some ethereal vegetable oils, confc
doubtless comes from the sulphates contained in the soil. As
regards this reduction of sulphuric acid, it seemed to me of
interest to ascertain whether sunlight possesses any reducing
power upon the oxygen compounds of sulphur out of the
tissues ol the plant. For this purpose I exposed diluted sul-

ad, solutions of sulphates and sulphites and aqueous
sulphurous acid under various conditions, in sealed tabes to
the sunlight during the last summer.

It was only with the sulphurous acid that any change was
noticed. The tubes containing this substance remained clear

wnthg, but after that time a disturbance set in
which slowly increased, and sulphur was deposited in a finely
divided state.

F

The sulphurous acid was thus gradually reduced to sulphur,
but the oxygen was not liberated, another part of the acid hav-
ing been oxydized by it to sulphuric acid. It seems very sin-
gular that a space of two months elapsed before any change was
observed

;
it appears that the absorption of a great amount of

light was necessary for the separation of the first atom of sul-
phur, which was followed then by more atoms in much shorter
intervals of time.
New York, December, 1869.
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Art. XLII.

—

On the formation of Ozone hy rapid combustion;
by 0. Loew, Assistant in the Chemical Department of the
College of the City of New York.

(Read before the " Lyceum of Natural Science," New York).

According to the view of Schonbein, every slow oxydation
is accompanied by formation of ozone, common oxygen not
being able to combine directly with the elements. In 1858
Clausius advanced the hypothesis that ozone is oxygen in the
state of free atoms, while common oxygen consists of a molecule
of two combined atoms. But the later investigations of Andrews
and Toit, Babo and Soret upon the volume of ozone have not
supported this notion, and Clausius has modified his hypothesis
accordingly, now believing that ozone is a combination between
an atom and a molecule of oxygen. This combination is but a
loose one, and the power of oxydation resides in the third atom
of oxygen, which combines directly with other substances, leav-
ing common oxygen behind. This constitution of ozone may
be represented by the following formula

:

3([00])=2([00]0)
The oxydation of a metal by ozone is shown by the

equation ([00]0)+M=MO+([00]).
When we now take into consideration that ozone and antozone

together give common oxygen, we must conclude that antozone
is oxygen in the state of free atoms. Furthermore we see that
common oxygen can be converted according to circumstances
either into ozone or antozone. It seemed to me that in every
combustion even the most rapid and energetic, an intermediate
decomposition of the molecule of common oxygen must take
place if the single atoms will enter into combination with the
elements, and that ozone or antozone would be detected in a
flame if the high temperature would not destroy it again as
quickly as it is formed.
To prove this conclusion, I blew a strong current of air

through a tube into the flame of a Bunsen's burner and collected
the air in a beaker glass or balloon. I was thus able in a few
seconds to collect enough ozone to readily identify it by its

intense odor and by the common tests.

This observation shows that not only in slow oxydation but
also in rapid combustion, an intermediate formation of ozone
&kes place,* and that it can be separated in the proper way.
New York, December, 1869.

* Compare the observation of Pincua in the article on Nitrification, this Journal,

Am- -Jocb. Set.-Second Skbies, Vol. XLIX, No. 147,-Mat, 1870.
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Art. XLIII.— Contributions to Zoology from the Museum of

Yale College. No. 7'.—Descriptions of New Corals; by A. E.

Yerrill.

Madreporaria.

Heteropsammia geminata, sp. nov. Figure 1.

Corallum completely encrusting and enclosing a small, dead,

univalve shell, which had been occupied
1- by a worm (probably Sipunculus) by which

t/^
\ a small circular opening was maintained.

( ,-,„. ] Base of various irregular forms, according

,- to the form of the shell encrusted. Cup

^Bf at first simple, slightly raised; it very

early becomes elongated and finally di-

vides by fissiparity, so as to form two equal and similar cor-

allites, which are sometimes well separated and divergent, but

more frequently closely contiguous. These corallites are but

little elevated, becoming smaller toward the cup, which is

circular, oval, or more or less irregular, and not very deep.

Septa in five cycles, the last cycle more or less imperfect or

wanting in some of the systems. The primary and secondary

septa are narrow, much thickened and spongy outwardly, a lit-

tle projecting; the septa of the fourth cycle are narrow and

thin, outwardly joining those of the first and second, opposite

the inner edges of the latter joined together in pairs, the inner

and basal portion becoming broader before joining the colu-

mella, which is moderately developed and fine spongy. The

coral has an open vermicular and quite porous texture, more

compact beneath. In all the specimens there are several small

holes, like pin-holes, near the base of the corallites, often form-

ing a nearly complete circle around the base, which are, perhaps,

made by parasites.
K

The base of the largest specimen is -65 long; -50 br

high; corallites 12 high; -35 broad; depth of cell 12 of an

inch Burmah,—W. H. Dall.

. Of this species there are eighteen specimens of various sizes.

It is remarkable as the second living species of this oiinotJS

genus, and still more so as furnishing anot

parity in the family of Eupsammidce,—& feature not hitherto

recognized as normal in any genus except Lobopsammia ot tn

Eocene. Doubtless the other species divide in the s

for H. MicheliniiK. and H. is described as having the •

like the figure 8, which is the form in this species just before

dividing. H. Michelinn appears to differ not onlv I

leas freely, but in its smaller cup and a different arrangement oi
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the septa, those of the three first cycles being described as about
bile in H. geminata those of the third cycle are very

small. The columella in the latter appears to be much less de-
veloped.*

Desmophyllum simplex, sp. nov. Figure 2.

Corallum elongated, slender, turbinate above, rapidly enlarg-
ing to the edge of the cup ; lower half of column . „
smooth and round, vl] the cup,
somewhat angular with twelve thin, sharp, crest-
like costae, which become much elevated near the
summit

; surface finely granulous. Cup distinctly J
angular, usually somewhat hexagonal, deep, very 1
open, with a thin wall Septa in three cycles

;

those of the third cycle very small, thin, very
narrow, and but little elevated ; those of the first and second
broadly rounded at summit and a little excurved, perpendicu-
lar within, thin, the surfaces finely granulated, the primaries

•ly the largest. Six corallites grow up together in an
JW 1.

1 1 1.
1
r cluster, several of these uniting together at base. The

largest is -80 of an inch high; -12 in diameter at middle; the
cup -38

; primary septa 14 broad ; height above edge of cup
'10 of an inch.

St Thomas, West Indies,—Mrs. E. H. Bishop.

Heteeozoanthus, gen. nov.

Polyps creeping on the surface of sponges, etc., by thin, basal,

stolon-like expansions of the base, from which the polyps arise

t° 24. Integument stiffened by foreign bodies imbedded in the
skin, such as sponge-spicula, etc.

Besides the following, this genus appears to include several
other known specie-

:

D. and M.)

tic upon a sponge in the West Indies; H. Axinelke
(Schmidt sp.) on two species of Axinella, Adriatic Sea.

Heterozoanthus scandens, sp. nov.

Polyps small and low, connected by a narrow basal mem-
brane,'

1

which is a little wider than their bases and creeps over

edded in the surface of a branching sponge,

the tips of all the branches, some of which are eight

inches long, and form i

'

":>ns over tne surface,

though at times ascending for two inches or more with a linear

series of polyps ; rarely with double series. The polyps are near

former, to which Edw
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together, seldom more than their c

in contact ; in contraction they r

membrane in the form of low, flattened warts, with a depression

12 to 15 sulcations. Internal

lamella? 12. Integument firm, filled throughout with small,

glistening, white spicula, probably derived from the sponge.

Diameter of contracted polyps -08 to -10 ; height "02 or -03

;

breadth of basal membrane about 10 of an inch.

Sherbro Island, West Africa,—Prof. A. Hurd.

Alcyonaria.

Telesto Africana, sp. nov. Figure 3.

Corallum forming a cluster of long, rather slender, branched,

tubular stalks connected b

The polyps are arranged irregularly along the sides of tiie

branches and main stalks, mostly at distances of 10 to -25 of

an inch apart, sometimes opposite, and in contraction are prom-

inent, tubular, and placed obliquely, sulcated with eight grooves.

Color when dried yellowish white. Diameter of stalks '06 to

-08 ; of polyp-tubes '05 ; length of polyp-tubes 10 to 12 of an

inch when contracted.

The walls of the stalks and branches consist of rather slender

. 100 rudely, irregularly, but sparingly

branched and spinulose spicula ol

various forms (fig. 3, a), which are

closely interlaced, as in the other

oflong, very slender, more distantly

spinulose, often bent spicula are also

,
.252mm by -036™, 192 by

•060, 192 by -048 ; the long slender

spicula -528 by -024, 492 by 036,

•456 by -066, 432 by "036, 420 by

•036, 408 by -048, "366 by "048.

Sherbro L, on the base of Mancea

granulosa,—Prof. A. Hurd.

This species is closeh

fruticulosa Dana, of the Carolina

coasts, and, like that species, is en-

arasitic sponge. But it is a more slender species

i are longer and more attenuated. .

T. Riisei V., of St. Thomas {Olavularia Riiaei D. and M.), &
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also nearly allied. T. trichostemrna Y. (Dana sp.) and T. auran-
tmca Lamx. have stouter and more warty spicula

Muricea granulosa, sp. nov. Figure 4.

Corallum rather slender, somewhat fan-shaped, branching
in a plane; branches and branchlets irregularly sub-pinnate;
branchlets slender, -5 to 1'5 inches long. Verrucas small,

crowded, prominent, somewhat nariform, opening upward, the
lower lip rounded, not prolonged. Coenenchyma granulous
with small, stout spicula. Color, when dried, dull yellowish or

grayish brown. Height 6 inches ; breadth 4 ; diameter of trunk
•15

; of branchlets '06 to D8; of verruca* *03
;
height of verrucae

•02 of an inch.

The spicula (fig. 4) are yellowish white and quite small for

the genus ; the larger ones are elongated, often curved, coarsely

and roughly warted, stout spindles,
4 1^SL

tapering to acute ends ; short, stout,

roughly warted, irregularly oblong
spicula with obtuse ends; and various
short, stout, rough, club-shaped forms,

which are often as broad as long, with
large rough warts or spinules on the
larger end. With these are various
other forms of irregular spicula, with
many smaller, rather slender, more
regular, distantly and more evenly

-indies.

The larger rough spindles measure -648mm by •156mm
,
'504 by

'108
; the oblomr spicula 4f»S !>v 414. '896 by 468, "312 by 408,

•264 by 408, -264 by 456, -216 by "096 ; the larger clubs -396

°7 456, -336 by 444, -288 by 432, -276 by 420, -264 by -084,

•192 by 408 480 by '072 ; the largest of the slender spindles

by -072.

Sherbro Island—Prof. A. Hurd.
This species is remarkable for the small size and roughness of

the spicula and the form of the verrucse. Its branches are also

more slender than in most species.

M>irir, a nttricosa Kolliker (Gorgonia vatricosa Vol) from the

B/,. ,. a : -
t 'iilv African species recorded pre-

viously. Of that we have received authentic spicula through

ker, from the original specimen. The spicula of M.

vatricosa are much coarser and the corresponding forms are

about twice as lar^e ; some of the - ; re '840=im

by •I80mm, -780 by -240 '744 by '204 ; oblong spicula -696 by
- 4<

>. 456 by 492 ; clubs "660 by 456, "456 by 480 ;
the slender

spindles -720 by 408. The lower lip is also said to be pro-

longed in the form of a small horn.
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Leptogorgia robusta sp. nov.

Corallum consists of several stout principal branches arising

from near the broadly expanded base; these main branches
fork at irregular distances, and the secondary branches are irreg-

ularly pinnate, with branchlets mostly alternate on opposite

sides, and *5 to 1*5 inches apart. The branchlets are curved at

base, then ascend at an angle of about 45° ; they are rarely coa-

lescent, stout, rigid, obtuse, 1 to 3 inches long, a little com-
pressed, with a broad band of polyp-cells on each side, with

narrow, depressed, sterile median bands, often with a distinct

groove. The polyp-cells are numerous, close, rather large,

oblong or oval, usually at the summit of large, low, rounded
yerrucae, sometimes scarcely raised: they form about 4 to 6

irregular alternating vertical rows on each, side of the branch-

lets, and 8 to 12 on the main branches, and are usually sepal*

ted by distances about equal to their own diameter. Ccenen-

chyma moderately thick, finely granulous. Axis stout, round
or a little compressed, nearly smooth and brownish black in

the larger branches, the axils flattened: in the branchlets firm
:

. tapering, dark reddish brown, slightly translucent;

base thick, spreading, yellowish wood-brown.
Color of ccenenchyma dull dark yellow, tinged wit:

brown on the verrucse. Height 12 inches; breadth 5 ;
diame-

ter of main branches -22 to -25 ; of axis -12 to 15; di
terminal branchlets 18 to 16 ; of their axis at base 04 to < '5 :

diameter of verruca? -04 to -05 ; height -01 to -03 ; diameter of

cells -02 to -03 of an inch.

The spicula are small, bright yellow, intermingled with a few

more slender ones that are bright purple ; the latter mostly

come from the verrucae. Most of the yellow spicula are acute

• ireeorfour

1 wh >rls of warts on each half; some shorter and

OS occur, with more crowded warts and obtuse ends.

The purple spicula are mostly slender, acute, sparingly warted

spindles and double-spindles. Small, rounded, closely warted

double-heads occur sparingly.

The larger yellow double-spindles measure -216'nm bv -072™'.

•204 bv -060, 180 bv "072, 168 by -060, 168 by '066, 156 by

•048; the purple spicula -216 by 036, '204 by 018, 192 by

•030, 180 by 024, 156 by O30, 144 by 036.
Sherbro Island,—Prof. A. Hurd. Two specimens attached to

the shell of an oyster, with L. sanguinohnta V.
This species somewhat resembles in mode of growth and gen-

ice L. .;,..! i V. from the Gulf of Califor
but has even stouter branches. The spicula and verru •

'"

very different The color of L. rvjida is almost always uniform

dark purple.
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Leptogorgia dichotoma, sp. nov.

Corallu

main branches ; these fork at about 1 and at 2-5 inches, and part
of the secondaiy branches divide again at about three inches
from their origin, but others remain undivided for 6 or 8 inches.

The branches and branchlets are long, rather slender, slightly

tapering, obtuse, flexuous, spreading at base, compressed or

a narrow sterile band on each
side, and broad lateral bands of crowded polyp-cells. The cells

are rather large, oval, mostly raised on low, rounded, rather
large, often crowded verrucae, sometimes flat. Ccenenchyma
moderately thick. Axis round, dark brown in the larger

branches, light yellowish and setaceous in the terminal branch-
lets. Color bright lem^n-yellow, the cells mostly surrounded

"

' plish.

: 15 inches ; breadth 4 ; diameter of main branches 15
;

their axis -09
; diameter of branchlets "11 to 13 ; their axis at

base -05, in middle -02 to -03 ; diameter of verrucae 03 to -04

;

height -01 to -02.

The spicula are yellow, with some more slender purple ones,

as in the preceding species, but the average size is nearly twice
as great. The most common forms are long, very acute, double-

spindles, with four or five loose whorls of rough warts on each
end

; others are shorter and stouter, with more crowded whorls
of warts. Some of the purple spicula are regular double-spin-

dles, like those first described, but others, from the polyps, are

innlose spindles ; some of the double-spindles are half

purple and half yellow.
The larger double-spindles measure -264-™ by '060, "252 by

, -228 by -084, -228 by -060, -228

h 054, -216 bv -072, -216 bv '060, "204 by -072, -204 by -060,

"192 by -078 ; the purple polyp-spindles
;228 by '024, 186 by

•030, 180 by -018, 168 by O30, 156 by '030, 144 by -015.

Sherbro Island,—Prof A. Hurd.
The new species herein described from the west coast of

Africa are of peculiar interest, both as furnishing w

evidence of the richness of that little explored region in Gorgo-

5^cea, and as showing peculiar relations to the faunae ot tne

3 and Pacific coasts of America, They were col-

lected by Mr. D. W. Burton, missionary, for the mus
Knox College, and sent to me for examination by Professor

Hurd.
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Art. XLIV.— Contributions to Chemistry from the Laboratory of
the Lawrence Scientific School. No. 11 ; by Wolcott GlBBS,
M.D., Bumford Professor in Harvard University.

In absolute determinations of nitrogen and other gases, accu-
rate observations of temperature and pressure are, in the ordi-
nary methods of analysis, necessary, and when made require
subsequent calculations which, when the analyses are numer-
ous, become rather tedious. By the following simple method
these observations may be altogether dispensed with, and the
true weight or the reduced volume of the observed gas obtained
at once by a single arithmetical operation. The volume of any
gas at the temperature 0° C. and pressure 760 may be deduced
from its volume at the temperature t and pressure p by the famil-
iar expression

:

(1)1
l-f-0-00367£" 760

}5 n^
ic}

]
h is tlie observed height of the barometer (reduced to

C), h the tension of the vapor of water at f when the gitf a
moist and h" the height of the column of mercury in the col-

lecting tube above the level of the mercury in the cistern. For
any other gas under precisely the same circumstances of temper-
ature and pressure we have the equation

:

u
' l-f-O-00367f 760

Whence dividing the first equation by the second

or as a proportion V, : V' : : V : V (4)

*£S T
hich h aPPears that tne reduced volume (vol. at 0° and

760mm) of the second gas may be found without observations of

temperature and pressure, provided th-t the unreduced volume
be observed under the same circumstances of temperature and
pressure as the volume of the first gas, the reduced volume of
which has been previously determined. Let the first or stand-
ard gas be air ; then if the weight of one cubic centimeter of
dry air at 0° and 760mm be w the whole weight will be wV*
In like manner we shall have for the weight of the gas to be
measured w^'o, and since the weights do not change with the

temperature and pressure, we have finally :

If now we suppose that the gas in the first tube, or standard

* Read before the National Academy of Sciences, Sept., 1869.
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r simply V x :V :: totV :w
t
Y\. (5)

cation of this formula in practice is as follows

:

1

ated ti
"

'graduated tube holding about 150 cubic

with mercury and inverted into a mercury trough. Two thirds
- three fourths of the mercury are then displaced by -'- -

being taken to allow the walls of the tube to be slightly moist,

so as to saturate the air. This tube may be called the compan-

ube ; the volume of air which it contains must be i

determined in the usual manner by five or six separate observa

tions, taking into account, of course, all the circumstances of

temperature and pressure. The mean of the reduced volumes
is then to be found, and forms the constant quantity V .

_
The

gas to be in. ! from the receiver in which it

is collected, into a (moist) eudiometer tube, which is then sus-

pended by the side of the companion tube, and in the same

trough or cistern. Both tubes being supported by cord- pass-

ing*over pullies, it is easy to bring the level of the mercury in

the tv o thI •.'M > ;ni i-.\:ift <• -incidence. The pressureon the gas

is then the same in each tube. The temperature is also the

same as the tubes hang side by side in the room ser

gas analyses, and are equally affected by any thermometne

change. It is then only necessary to read off the volumes of the

gas in the two tubes to have all t

-

'
alculatmg

the weight of the gas to be measured. This calculation may be

effected in two ways, each of which will be found of use. Thus

proportion (4j read** in words: as the observed volume of the

air in the companion tube is to the observed volume of the gas

in the measuring tube, so is the reduced volume of the

first—previously determined as above—to the reduced volume

of the gas to be measured. This method of course applies to

the reduction of any gaseous mixture whatever to the normal

pressure and temperature. In absolute nitrogen determina-

tions, however, proportion (5) gives the weight of the

measured at once, since the term WlV is found by multiplying

the weight of 1 c.c of nitrogen at 0° and 760™* by the reduced

volume of air in the companion tube, and is a constM

can be used as lon°- as the companion tube

companion tube filled with me* little care

for a very long time. Even f.1 na
^
e

found that excellent results may be obtained, and that the tube

will last for some weeks. Williamson and Eussell, m then-

processes for gas analysis, have employed a companion tube for

i gas to be measured to a constant pressure, but the

application made above is, I believe, wholly new.
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. On the application of Spy, „<„ J\< ,,« n i i it 1 1 ump in analysis.

The first application of Sprengel's pump
iisia unquestionably due to Frank-

land, who, in a paper on the analysis of

potable waters, describes an adv
form of the apparatus, together with a

method of determining with it small quan-
tities of nitrogen. Frankland's paper came

• my hands after I had myself made a

similar application of the pump, and had
executed several organic analyses by its

aid. As the instrument has now been
nearly two years in use in my Laboratory,
I will here give the results of my experi-

ence. The pump I use differs in several par-

1. Repeat-
ed fractures of the glass soon showed the

necessity of 3 flexible as

possible. I therefore introduced into the

vertical or descent tube, three joints, and
substituted a T tube of iron for the glass

T, which I at first employed. The hori-

zontal branch of the pump is connected

directly with the combustion tube by
means of a good stopper of vulcanized

rubber previouslv wet and forced into

the tube as tightly as possible. The an-

nexed wood cut will give a correct idea

of the whole apparatus, and for any one

rith the principle of the pump,
will need no explanation. The joints

and b are made of good vulcanized rub-

ber tightly wound with iron wire. Bound
each of these is placed a larger tube of

I rubber tied above and below

•-ith mercury. The ends of the

iron T tube A are protected in a similar

manner, the glass tube being cemented
into the iron. The lower joint c is more

simple, and has no exterior tube. It con-
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I of thick vulcanized rubber covered on the outside with a
lish, suggested to me by Prof Crafts, and consisting of a
:ture of pitch, gutta percha and wax melted together. A
ng steel screw clamp k serves to regulate the flow of the

hich the upper part of the pump tube passes.

The use of this apparatus in absolute determinations of nitro-

gen is as follows : The substance to be analyzed is mixed in a
rather short combustion tube with chromate of lead and a sma II

proportion, five or six grams, of chromate of suboxyd of mer-
cury. The anterior portion of the tube is then nearly filled

with freshly reduced, finely divided metallic cop] or, in front of
which a few grams of carbonate of manganese is placed. The con-

nection with the pump being mud \ tK •

j
p; ran - is firs' tested

by running the pump for a few g the whole
to stand for a short time, to see if the level of the mercury in

the pump tube remains unchanged. The combustion tube is

then to be completely pumped out—an operation which requires

from five to ten minutes only—after which the carbonate of

manganese is to be caul a sufficient quantity
of carbonic acid is evolved to completely fill the app.e

restore the equilibrium of pressure within and without. The
combustion is then conducted in the usual manner, <

taken to keep the column of metallic copper at a full red heat,

and to proceed slowly. When the combustion is finished, the

pump is again set in operation until a perfect vacuum is ob-

triii ed. T :• m < iyer diieh I employ for collecting the -as. is

that of Simpson. It is first filled with mercury: afterwards

about fifty cubic centimeters of a solution of causti<

'hnisitv 1*2, are introduced to absorb the carbonic add. The
'

then to be transferred to a eudiometer tube and

jes will serve to show the degree

of accuracy attainable by this process

:

0-1380 err. crystallized as,,ara-in gave 21-98 cc . nitrogen (moist) at

13°-:.-, .,,„!' T..0 6 =I8V,<. percent. The fornmla requires 18 -66

Bodic stryphnate gave 125-86 cc ni

The forim

trogenat 18° C. and
i!aNa(-e4 H 2

H
5 2 )
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In working with Sprengel's pump in the manner indicated,
many observations of practical value have been obtained. In
the first place it has been clearly shown that the products of
combustion executed in vacuo frequently differ in a rei

manner from those conducted under ordinary atmospheric pres-
sure. Thus ammonic nitrate at common pressures is decom-
posed by heat with simple resolution into nitrous oxyd and
water. But in the nearly perfect vacuum produced by themer-

ap, the reaction is entirely different, very large quan-
tities of red nitrous or hyponitric vapors being evolved. In
like manner Mr. Sharpies has observed that cuprce oxalate.
which is usually decomposed by heat into carbonic acid and
metallic copper, in vacuo always yields more or less oarbonk
oxyd. Gunpowder burns slowlv and without explosion in
vacuo—an observation which, however, is by no means new—
but gun cotton explodes as violently as in air.

In my first experiments, in which I attempted to collect nitro-

gen by conducting the analysis without previously filling the

uric acid, I almost invariably found that a

able quantity of oxyd of nitrogen—chiefly NO— was
ith the nitrogen collected. In addition it was extremely

difficult to bring the analysis to a successful termination, be-

cause the pressure of the atmosphere often compressed the ante-
rior portion of the combustion tube into a solid mass. I at first

used cupric oxalate to furnish the reqaired carbonic acid, but
this was soon rejected for the reason given above, and I fell back
upon magnesite or manganous carbonate. When the first suc-

cessful experiments in d-tenniniu-' nitrogen had been made, I

ine of being able to determine both nitrogen and car-

I in an organic body by a single analysis in which
the gases should be collected and measured together, the car-

I being afterwards absorbed bv potash. In this, how-
ever, I failed entirely on account of the compression of the

combustion tube alluded to above, when the combustion is

made in vacuo. I also attempted to absorb the carbonic acid

of a tube filled with soda lime, as recommended by
Mulder, but without success, the absorption being always in-

complete.

Mr. Sharpies has been more successful in determining nitro-

Irogen by a single analysis. By placing a weighed
calcium tube in front of the combustion tube, he

vetly by weight, and at the same time to collect the

nitrogen with all requisite accuracy. In this manner 1-3285 gr.

- '23 gr. water=6-71 per cent, hydrogen and
222-76 cc. nitrogen at 15°'5 C. and 734mm=18-66 percent. The
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formula requires 18 '66 per cent nitrogen and 6S6 per cent
hydrogen.

It can hardly be doubted that further improvements in the
process will render it possible to determine in a single analysis,

carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen with greater facility and accu-
racy than nitrogen alone can be determined by the older methods.
In conclusion I may state that the Sprengel pump may be ap-
plied with great advantage to the determination of the amount
of gas given off from various substances by the simple applica-
tion of heat.

Prof, of Physics and Chemistry in Williams College.

"When the Holtz electrical machine is working at a high ten-

sion, but without the condenser, if the distance between the

poles be gradually increased, the discharge successively varies

from the ordinary spark of an inch or two in length to a dif-

fuse, much branched, and feebly luminous spark, which under
high tension may attain a length of several inches, though it

gives but a slight detonation. If the interpolar space be still

further widened, either the discharge becomes finally silent, or,

more commonly, one or more aooo issue from
the negative - Of fizzing sound, if the discharge

is very energetic. When this is the case the positive pole is

covered with a diffuse glow, resembling that of a phosphores-

cent substance, or rather, so thin is the luminous stratum, the

pole appears as if it were illuminated by a light shining from

ion of the opposite pole. The polar interval, under

which the glow appears to best advantage, varies -

with the condition of the atmosphere, but, with the machine

used in these experiments (a Holtz machine with 20-inch re-

volving disk), extends from three or four to seven or eight

pending also to a certain degree upon the tension of

the machine.
If now the finger or some other object be interposed

the poles, the glow is interrupted, and a silhouette of the object

is formed upon the brass ball, which strongly resembles the

shadow cast by the body when placed m a beam of luminous

rays, moving as the body moves, expanding and con-

i ,d the like. So striking is the resemblance

of this appearance, which may be called an ebctncal shadow to

a real shadow, that I had many times noticed it casually, when

using the machine in a dimly lighted room, without suspecting
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that it whs not actually a shadow due to light reflected from
objects in the room upon the ball, and it was only when the ex-

3 were made in a room completely darkened that its

different character became clearly apparent.
The experiment succeeds best when the air is not too humid,

and a single jet issues quietly from the negative. With ;i little

care and alter j. i< v. h'u>Ltl< >Liid< v*> < an 1 e < Stained with great
distinctness and remarkable regularity. It is better in general
to use for the interposed body some non-conducting subfitaiutt,

or an imperfect conductor, like paper, or wo< d. a> w In n n < tali c

objects are used they become electrified by induction. ; nd dis-

turb the regularity of the phenomena, or, when the tension is

very high, cause the passage of diffuse sparks and brushes. With
pro] r care, however, good results can be got with metals,

though usually for much smaller polar intervals than with poor
conductors.

In order to ascertain with how great accuracy of detail the

figures are formed, a piece of wire gauze was used, the meshes
of which were about 2-5mm -, and the wires forming them about
lmm - in diameter. The poles being separated about four and a
half or five inches, the shadows were formed with striking dis-

tinctness, even where the gauze was two inches distant from the

positive pole, growing smaller and smaller as it receded. Every
peculiarity of the texture was faithfully represented, the irregu-

fche wires, breaks in the gauze, and the like, being ac-

curately reproduced, and moving with the gauze, just as in the

case of true optical shadows. With a piece of still finer wire-

cloth, the meshes of which were about l-3mm -, similar results

were obtained, the distances, however, being smaller than in the

previous case. When the gauze was an inch or an inch and a

half from the positive, the meshes in the shadow were seen with
some difficulty on account of the feeble illumination, but still

appeared quite well formed and regular. Their size could not

readily be ascertained by measurement, but they were estimated
at from one-third to one-half a millimeter in diameter.
More interesting and varied results were obtained with a gra-

ting made of common writing paper by cutting out square ap-

ertures about 3mm - in diameter, and the same distance apart

The piece used contained twenty-five such apertures, arranged
in the form of a square with five on a side. Shadows of great

sharpness and accuracy were obtained with ease even when the

poles were seven or eight inches apart. As the paper was
moved toward the positive side they grew smaller, and again

enlarged as it approached the negative, becoming, however,
somewhat indistinct when nearer the latter. When the nega-
tive jet and the center of the grating were in the line joining the

two poles, the images were formed symmetrically about the ver-
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tex of the positive pole. The corner apertures in this case be-
ing more distant from the axis, had their images somewhat dis-

torted, so that the sides of the square were represented bylines
curved in such a way as to make the angles at the corners "acute,
just as it would happen if the square should be stretched in the
direction of its diagonals.

Very frequently, in fact usually, the jet does not issue from
the vertex of the negative, but is displaced to the one side or
the other. In such cases the gl in a similar

manner, that is, so that its axis is inclined at an equal angle to

the line between the poles with that of the negative jet If the
grating is placed before the latter, and perpendicular to it, the
shadows are still formed as before, though not in general quite
as perfectly. Thus if placed
at a, as in the cut, the image
appears at b. On moving it / ..--" " --..

%
\

away from the pole to a posi- / ..-- ...-•- --.
.

tion represented by a' the im- ^"\ /~Y__
age still appears at 6, but is -— -

]
'< +

larger, and so on at n", or Sr j
until it is brought within an \ "x """ "

... /
J

inch or two of the negative. \ /
'""

' \ /
In this way the lines traversed /»>-._ j

...---" yby the electricity, or along ""Yd''

which it acts, may be readily '

traced, and they are found to have a conformation similar in

some respects to that of the voltaic arc, but far more regular

and symmetrical. In their general character they are represented

by the dotted lines in the cut Issuing normally from some
point of one of the poles, a line passes in a curve to the homol-

ogous point on the other pole, where also it meets the surface

normally. When the jet is not far from perpendicular to the

line of the poles, the curve may have an amplitude of nearly or

quite half the distance between the latter, even when these are

eight inches, or more, apart

An interesting case occurs when the negative discharge takes

the form of a ring. The glow likewise assumes the form of a

narrow and sharply defined ring, whose size and position of

course depend upon those of the other ring. The approach of

any intercepting or disturbing body either breaks or bends the

luminous line, and this affords, perhaps, the best means of de-

termining the form of the curves between the poles, as the lim-

its where the disturbance begins are pretty definitely marked,

position can be readily dete

easy way to secure a st

place upon the negative pole,

bottle cork an inch or
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fully smoothed, with the larger face towards the positive pole,
and perpendicular to the polar axis. On putting the machine
in action, the electricity issues from the sharp edge of the cork
in the form of a regular and steady fringe-like ring, the radial

elements of which stand at a nearly constant angle with the
axis. A beautifully distinct ring is thus formed upon the op-
posite pole.

Comparing the forms of the curves indicated by the above
experiments with the ordinary sparks and brushes, or even with
the voltaic arc, a striking difference in respect to symmetry and
constancy is observed ; and the distinctness and beauty of some
of the phenomena are very remarkable, especially when it is

considered how lawless and irregular the ordinary spark and
brush discharges are as to form. The glow, like the brush, is

obviously caused by the discharge of electricity at the positive

pole, and apparently a discharge from one pole to the other takes
place, silently and without luminous effect, through or bv
means of the intervening air. But that the lines along which
it takes place should be so constant and regular is somewhat

_. It is to be observed that the perfection of the re-

sults depends to a considerable dogree upon the condition of

the air, as when this is too moist, the discharge is not suffi-

ciently energetic, or the resistance is not sufficiently great, to

bring out the glow, or to form the images with distinctness.

Williamstown, Mass., April 5, 1870.

Aet. XLYI.

—

Movement of the Dome of the Capitol at Wash-
ington, during the gale of December 10-12, 1869. From a let-

ter to the editors.

We all know, by having seen the thing itself, or representa-

tions of it, the form of the dome of the ca
|

It is of cast and wrought iron throughout. Its architectural

beauty is only equaled by the truly wonderful combinations of

• -. II; id it been erected at any other time

than during the late war, when men's views were absorbed in

watching the vicissitudes of the contest, it would have attracted

the eager attention of hundreds of scientific observers, who
ve noticed, with the deepest interest, the ingenuity and

skill with which all the exigencies of the structureVere provi-

ded for, until a rail road, built, as it were, in the skies, was used

to place the statue on the summit
The exterior diameter of the dome, where the iron work rests,

as it were, on the roof of the building, is somewhere about one

hundred and thirty-seven feet ; and the height from the roof to

the feet of the statue about two hundred—the statue is between
nineteen and twenty feet high.
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The distinguished architect, Mr. Thomas M. Walter, sup-
posed naturally enough, that this enormous amount of iron
would bo more or less "ailbu tod by the action of the sun's rays—
OKaang an expansion, to meet which he had been making,

. is ion. To
astvruuu what this oii'ect would be, he suspended a wire from the

• i the Tholus, or crowning cupola, under the
feet of the statue. At the extremity of this wire nearest the
ground, or pavement of the rotunda, he arranged a delicate
mechanism, that carried a pencil, whose point rested on a sheet
of paper, on which it was expected that expansion and contrac-
tion would record their effects. It was Mr. Walter's expectation,

that, as the sun moved from the east to the west, some-
tlung of a uniform curve would be traced by the pencil's point
upon the paper, furnishing, in that way, data that might be as
useful as they would be original.

It happened, however, that the wind, and not the sun made
use of Mr. Walter's preparations, and recorded its vagaries,

the agency of the vast mass of the dome. One would
We thought,"looking to the breadth of the base, and the form
°f the architecture above it, that the dome would remain un-
lovable against any action of the wind This was not so, how-

ler ; and the diagram above shows what a gusty day was capa-
ble of effiecl fcion to the mass. Beginning at

f,
and following the lines, it can be seen when the wind blew

htfully but moderately, and then, when a blast of unusual vio-

lence occurred ; and when, too, the direction was changed, as

the wind veered round the points of the compass. That chim-
neys and shot towers wave in the wind is well known ; but the

Movements that take place in rough weather in the dome of the

capitol could hardly have been reasonably expected.

The diagram above is a tracing carefaUy made from the work
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1. On the heat of combination of boron with chlorine and oxt/-

,y< .,.—Tr< »ost and Hautefeuille have communicated to the Acad-
emy of Sciences a memoir on the heat of combustion of boron, a
subject which we believe has not ttention but
which the rapidly increasing importance of thermo-chemistrv

\ '• -'- « ith great intt rest. the authors employed in thoir inves'-

tigations the muffle calorimeter of Favre. Dry chlorine was
allowed to act upon amorphous boron placed in the muffle, the
chlorid of boron formed being condensed in the water of the calo-

rimeter. The heat measured was thus the sum of the heat of com-
bustion proper and of the h, at e\ . ive.l in th< eomhination or douhle
decomposition of the chlorid with water. The heat due to the last

I reaction was then determined by a special e\
In this mam er tl t ned as mean of H expel ts

104000 units of heat developed in the combination of one atom
of boron with three atoms of chlorine, and 79200 units of heat

-ul by the reaction of one atom of I, ric chlorid. 1K'U,
with 140 times its weight o

the last case the authors deduced the heat oft
and oxygen by subtracting iirst the heat due to the formation of

three equivalents of eh lot mirk- acid is determined h\ Favre, ami
secondly the heat produced by di- lent quantity

-

degree of dilution, as determined 1 \ .lin ct e\p< riment. In this

e heat of combustion of boron in oxygen was found to

be 158600 units for one equivalent (old style) of boron. The
boron employed was in the amorphous modii
promise sim: for the other forms of this element.— Comptes Bendus, lxx, 185. w. ft.

2. On the heat of eat with chlorine and oxy-

gen.—The same authors in a second communication have given a

determination of the heat of combustion of silicon with chlorine

and oxygen. To effect the union of chlorine with amor:
con it was found necessary to mix the silicon with TV of its weight
of boron, the heat of combination of which was of course sub-

tracted. The mode of experimenting and the corrections were

the same as in the ease of boron described above. It was found

that one equivalent of chlorid of silicon acting upon 140 times its

weight of water disengages 40825 units of heat and that one

gram of silicon in burning in chlorine evolves 5630 units, which

amounts to 78820 units for one equivalent (Si=14), or to 118230

units for one equivalent (Si=r21). By a process exactly analogous
to that employed in the case of boron the authors found for the

heat of combination of silicon and oxygen 7830 units per gram,
which amounts to 109620 units per equivalent (Si=14) or 164430

-—21. In addition the heat of transformation of amor-

phous into . M determined by dissolving the

different varieties of silicon in nitro-fluohydric acid and thus obtain-
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Ing the difference in the quantities of heat disengaged by their
orrdation. In this manner it was found that amorphous silicon
in ' <>mii g < \ si illine evolves 290 units of heat per gram, or 4060
per equivalent (Si=r 14).— Comptes IZendus, lxx, 252. w. o.

3. On sonic i'i i,i irbih!. ,j„, •(.•> if >;,,,,rl ,,i„<h of Jr,-u lt hi,n <<„d
the «;njd.< ,f uro tt/'n/H.—Mr. Soeby has found that tin- ivmurknUe

on bands exhibited by certain specimens of zircon and
which he had attributed to the presence of a new metal—Jargo-

-r,'iii<v-. gives bands of a very remarkable character wholly unlike
- of the metal. Thus the salts

of uranium usually oxhil.it a'variahle hut small number of mode- ,

i'l absorption bands at the blue end of the spectrum,
while the zircons exhibit numerous narrow black lines, fourteen
of which are quite distinct, together with other fainter lines and a
broad black band extending from the red end, so that nearly all

zircons erbium, didyminm, yttrium and another substance which
exists in s U(.-|i small 'quantitv that the author has not been able to
decide whether it is a new earth or not. In fact the spectral anal-
ysis in this case fails to give any decisive evidence, since some
other known oxyd may give with zirconia a spectrum as abnormal

: ; -ed by the proem •• of a trace ol uranium. There is

preM nt no e\idcnce that zircon-* contain any new
metallic oxyd,— Chemical N*

4. On the dwioekitu
ii^oeiati.

found that the tensh
given temperature and increases progressiv
obtains the anhydrous ammonia-sulphates
b\ pa-sing a current of ammonia for sev<
which sw( lis up, becomes hot and falls to

j
s ilj'hates ,,f zinc and cadmium thus formed
t0 the formulas ZnSO 4-f-10NH 3

and €<
manner calcic and strontic chlorids unite

[[ - f-llowing results, care" being taken after ea<-

xpel the gas which fills the apparatus

:

Temperatures. Tensions.

100° (me

The salt remaining in the I

gave off no more ammonia
cadmic salt should be regart
that the pulverulent compo
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monia mechanically, so that the tensions do not become constant
until only the combined gas remains. The general results of this

km agree with those which the author had previously
obtained with the ammonia-chlorids. Lamy has based the construc-
tion of a new thermometer upon the tension of the ammonia
evolved in heating the ammonia-chlorids and especially that of oat
cium. Between 0° and 46° the tension increases from 120 to 1431
millimeters, and will therefore give i

5. On a new method for the synthesis of organic acids.— I > i u-

thelot has found that the hydrocarbons of the acetylene series

are capable in the presence of alkalies of uniting directh wi li

water, oxygen and the alkaline base to form acetic acid and its

homologues. Thus in the case of acetic acid we have,

€ 2H 2+e-4-H2e=€ 2H4
e 2 .

Acetylene may be converted with acetic acid more completely by
means of pure chromic acid, the action of which. ncordiii'-T to Uer-

thelot, is different from that of a mixture of potassk
and sulphuric acid, and much more moderate. Thus chr
converts ethylene into aldehyd, propylene into acetone and cam-
phene into camphor, which reactions are not effected by sulphuric

acid and the bichromate which act too powerfully. Pure ehr-nnie

acid acts on the carburets at ordinary temperatures and its action

may be increased by heat or in m. Allylene

under the same circumstances of oxydation yields propionic **&
Propylene, €

3
H

6 ,
yields prOpioni

the propionic acid being probably derived from propionic aldehyd,

isomeric with acetone. Chromic acid even attacks carbon in the

cold. By operating with pure carbon Berthelot succeeded in

obtaining a small quantity of oxalic acid,

2€+30+H2e=€,Ht 4 .

The oxydation of allylene by means of chromic acid appears first

to yield an aldehyd €
3
H

4e, which then by taking up the
of water becomes propionic acid. The author sums up his results

1. A first oxydation gives oxygen by simple addition, with for-

mation of an aldehyd or acetone

:

thus € 2H 4
-j-e=£!

2H4e (aldehyd)

€
3
H 6 -fe=€ 3H 6e (acetone and propionic acid.

2. A further action—always on the free hydrocarbon—generates
monobasic acids

;

€ 2H4+e-fH ae=€2H4e 2

^ 3H 4-r-0-fH2e=€ 3
H 6e 2 .

3. Finally, as already shown, the same hydrocarbons by the

action of the alkaline hypermanganates yield bibasic acids :

€2H4+20=€2H4e4

€
3
H

4
-
r
-20

2=€ 3
H

4 4
.
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Thus the direct and regular oxydation of the hydrocarbons yield
Successively aldehyds, monobasic acids and bil

Bendus, lxx, 256. w G.

6. On the Ethyl compounds of Thallium.—Hansen has suc-
ceeded in replacing two atoms of chlorine in thallic terchlorid by
ethyl and obtaining the chlorid of thallium-diethyl with correspond-
ing oxygen salts. When thallous chlorid. Tin, is suspended in
ether mid a current of dry chlorine gas is passed in, a yellow fum-
ing liquid i< obtnine I which becomes brown in the air.

" Zinc-ethyl
acts powerfully on this liquid «"ith strong evolution of 1 1 .

-.-it—and
when an ethereal solution of zinc-ethyl is mixe I with one of thallic

tercldorid and the product of the 'reaction shaken with dilute

Lcid a white curdy crystalline mass is obtained after

B -itioM is the chlorid
of thallium di< thyi, Tl \ I

,

) ,Cl. Hie n -w chlorid is soluble in
hot water, eth r and a ml nl r\ ^es in silky s< des. It

hhi-kens in the light like argentic chlorid—a property which it also
:tc< .rdiug to the author—shar - 1. When
suddenly h< tted It explodes with formation of thallous chlorid and
a gas, which is a mixture of ethylene and ethyl-hydrid so that we
We Tl(C 2H 6 ) 2

Cl-TlCl+C 2
H

4-fC 2H 6
.

By double i phate and nitrate the
author obtained, the sulph.u ,

[
VU'\H i_,] 2*0 4 , and the nitrate

Tl ( il i,\' k ,\! lh i

',
, ,m i i/ i"i ! \ - in I are soluble in

.
'

Tl..- JMithor pr-mii^- a further invoti-

his very interesting and theoretically importan

~Berichte.hr 1 n „,,., „ ,/„ „„Wt( ,/ (ieselUchaft^o. 1, 1870, p. 9.

7. Spectrum Anab/sis: Six Lectures d< Uvered in 1868 before the

Soclet,, uf .
BvIIkn-ry E. U-.scoe. Lon-

''"i!. C. iLu-millan A: Co.—We are ind< bt< d to tl e kindnessof the

author for a ,-..., v of tl.i- w..ik. «1 '< h pu-u t- the nn»t complete

" lot f the histon md d< .1, tent ..f >t rr.nl cdysistobe
s the German treatise

-ix lectures

-n !,. ;

-i rles>than ha ' ^ work. Ti \ ar. -imply and agree-

ng in many c

»a and Thalen

:e the I

vis.mri lied tc u'iexc. 1 nr li h > _r
,

7

< ' > >
luction of Kireh-

• II, and virh •hrom - "• "' s<
|

v '""

:

<o the date of the publication of the lectures are also gr

* 0m Spektral analys. Upsala Univemtets Arsckrift, 1866.
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nally there is an excellent bibliography of works and i

the spectroscope and spectral analysis' That the work should
alified p: '

Z
every respect deserve in:

. seem natural
h, yet we are not disposed to find fault with so rich a store

acceptable a form. w. g.

R ALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

1. On the Megadactylus polyzelus of Hitchcock ; by E. D.
Cope.—This genus was named by Ilitchc. < i- in his Supplement i

•

the Ichnology of New England, p. 39, 1805; the hones have hecn
briefly descrihed in his I. i _ on png< i

-i>. The remains wen
found in a more or loss \ u the red sandstone
rocks of the Valley of the Connecticut. Ir the neighborhood of
Sprii -fu Id. Ma^aVhnsetts. They wen found b\ William Smith.
while engaged in superintending some excavations made at the

armory, which required blasting.
The remains consist of four caudal and one dorsal vertebiw, the

greater part of the left fore foot, with distal portions of nh.a :,n.l

radius; tl e u-reait r part of the h V femur, proximal end of h ft til ia.

greater part of left fibula, tarsus and hind foot, including a tarsal

bone, perfect metatarsus, proximal end of a second metatarsal
parts of the distal end of a third, and parts and impressions of four

phalanges.

These fragments demonstrate the former existence in the region
in om stion of a typical form of the suborder or order Svmnhypnda

*.hn. Huxley), and one nearer the birds than any other

hitherto found in America. Its pertinence to tins order is shown
by the absence of the first series of t: rsal hones, apparently, as

Gegenbaur has suggested, and as the structure of La laps proves.

tibia and, fibula. This important character is apparently assumed
t _ i s. ,] ( 01 o-uathus d proh

c. in Ornithotarsus. [„ (\.i,ii ^._„athus the additional

peculiarity of the persistence of hut two carpal hones is presented.

\>
! i- h.acc. rdiim'toUe-. nhaur, sh. uhl n sp, n ; with those of the

first row of ordinary Reptilia, while those of the second have disap-

peared. In3Iee-adact\lus those of the first series are present, viz:

ii < radi le an I pr, hahh ulnar, . and .me ot th< second row, very

much reduced, opposite t,, the secoixl „. t; carpus There is space

for a second one of the second series, but it does not appear in the

!>lv lost.

The bird-h • "-ye heeii indicated!

above, and the very on ; bones of the pres-

ent form is also very marked. The walls of the long bones are

very thin, in some places near their - much, so

ring paper. Th..- resent t
r

fh< -tructure of thesi \. alls is exceedingly -

. Cope next erives the sneeh ' '

> here omitted.
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cut there can be no doubt. It furthermore explains
lcinatical impre—ions which :nv occasionally found with them.
Tracks of an animal re> position, as indicatedTracks of an a ui -ition, as i

by the moulds of two long parallel metatarci, each terminated by
three toes, are accompanied l>y a peculiar, hilobate, transversely

l the mid he heels.

Prof. Hitchcock states that it appears to be the impression ot a
short stiff tail. The present specimen shows clearly that it was
made by the obtuse extremities «»t the isehia. The -auriau squat-
ted down, resting on its styloid isehia as the third leg ,,f a tripod
of which the anterior pair was represented by the hinder legs.

Prof. O. C. Marsh informs me that in the museum of Yale College,
a slah exhibiting impressions similar to the above shows the im-
pressions of the anterior feet also, which were put to the ground in
the act of rising or sitting, or perhaps reached to it while the ani-

mal was squatting, as do those of carnivorous Mammalia.
The tracks of many of the animal- discovered l>v Hitchcock are

plantigrade. That thei could not have walked like the planti-
gra le mammal, is sufficiently evident from the length of the meta-
tarsal t ie tents, which would necessitate a constant contraction of
the tibialis anticus muscle, or peculiar arrangement of the tarsal

hones, for its support. The latter does not appear to have existed,

"M the former is so very improbable, th"
A :-

i bones, there i

pose that they progressed by leaps, and
position when at rest.

No portion of the cranium or dentition of this genus has been
preserved The large stout hooked claws of the fore foot would
indi e ;, ,„-, r I.— nmnorous diet.

The existence of Symphypoda i

the occurrence of a Pterosaurian in a similar situation in Pennsyl-

vania, points to the n from Keuper to Lias,

that i-. ,,
i f, ~i J i -ie 1 ib. i i the i 1 -an 1- m - of

-. They have been heretofore regarded as

Triiis.;,. Qy are, and

The remain- h re h -,i»--d were alluded to by Prof R. Owen,
as those of 'the Pterodactyls or Birds, pro-

viding tlie ,-iviti,- i hone- wi i hy marr w, and not by
cartilage. Prof. Wyman regarded them as those of a reptile,

been refem I to a bird if eon-

While t .
- iSprin- 1 ire as hollow

as those of the Pterodactvle. I d t find that thev are those of

this animal ; there is no positive proof of the long fingers nor of

* Hitchcock, y- ^^gj?
says that the a tssic.—Bds. Am. J. Scl
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the broad sternum which these reptiles possessed. 1
oi the large toe in company with the small one is
jumping animal."—From the Memoir of Prof. Cope on

2. On the A7, ,

(Communis,,;
of Natural Seen -, s of Phil:. i< lmhia. March 8th Prof

;

ainsofthc irreat

Aca'demy by l>n 'l^ I iVtu^'/;';V />/ A.,^!!!T Ji 11-rH
Cope under the name of £V„.<„,. „,„„.„< j.h.t,,,,,-.',* Ik
at the conclusi..

, n ,, e ,i T

''

t j 1(
, j-

,

ftwascloselj '",,!,,
I Ld

of the diflferent re-ions J

-an
;

lAves,- published

iials are substituted bv the second s t

' scrjK-nts ;„,d iguanians.
.v " ! :i

I

1" 1
'

11 t" th< skull, as report
mity of what Prof. Cope re-ards :

have bee^thc view of Pro

M'"',
1,

r^S.
he "ferred to a species with the m

r A I> *><,*. i„r>t* or JElasmos'iurus, would repeat
i of /y,,,/,,*,, urns, but the neck was of m

•

!en-ih

,555
latter. It comprised the aim
o cm-teals, and measured aim
endent of the head. The fan]

-

it of the

w rest < >f the verteh rat column docs not permit a

Jni.lk ; mil tail

' be made of the comparative

tn the true view ,.f I, ;*,;,«.„„.w or Elmmosaurus, Prof. Cop
ler of Stivor,,,: iridae fails to maintain its ground.
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3. OrmVwpsts. a ;// tntk> a, h,»il of th /'/,,-. lactyle landfrom
the W.ahle,, ; by H. G. Skklky (Ann. Ma- X. II.. IV, v, 279).—
T ndm the above title Mr. Set-lev describes two vertebrae in the
Hritisl Museum. . .11. t'ron Ti!_ it! and tli other from the Isle of
Wight, which "are of size and structure and texture such that
both might well have belonged to tin - me kind of «>,

,
is,,,/'

and probably the same animal. One vertebra i< from the lower
part of the neck, and the other from the back: and when perfect
the former, from the back to the front of the centrum. could
"scarcely have measitred less than ten inches/' " Seven sueh ver-
tebrae would have made the neck 4 to 5 feet Ion-, and the animal
10 to 12 feet," while, according to the author, it may have been
two or three times as high. The vertebra- are eonstrueted after

h< i _h st uid li t \
1

•
" p I

1 it Pt< i lactyls and birds;
they have pneumatic foramina as in these species, and these
are very large, like those of the former species. The animal must
therefore have he n decidedly ornithoid ; and the ^antic ornithic
toot-prints of tin VVealden," described In Mr. Incclesand Mr.
Tyler, may have been its tracks. The author doses his paper
with i ming tl sp . -", ' /'.- Ii''h,\ after Dr. llulke.

4. Volcanic action on Hawaii; copy of a letter from Rev.
Titus Coax to Prof. Chester S. Lyman, dated Jan. 24, 18;0.—
"Our volcanic craters have not made great demonstrations of
late, and yet are not quiet. Slight shocks of earthquake*
often occur, sometimes one, two or"three in a day. During the
first two weeks of the present month a good deal of steam and
smoke arose from }[<>\ ,,,.>• ,,/.,. th< summit crater of Manna
Loa. In Kilauea the a. 'ion is titful. Occa>i< ialh the fires rage
with much vio « net .a 1 a-a u they are sluggish." When I was
there in U-u-t, tin ..Id -mt 1 ,'m. 1!

"

. mm, wa< a hun-
dred feet deep, and four-fifths of a mile in diameter on the bot-

tom. On this floor there were eight fiery ovens and orifices

open. Since then there have been several" vivid overflowings,

fhese, with the slowly acting uplifting forces, have raised the

bottom of the crater ->me 75 feet, so that now the latest Piers

are that the bottom is within 2o feet of the upper rim, and it

h -apposed that the pit has be* n n a mile in

diameter. Lord Charles Hervey and Dr. Hans P,Crag, a Prussian
s :ivan, have made two vi-dts then- within the past month. They
also rode on mules, in r

' Hilo, to

Ther was no fir. s< 1 n, In l t> ueh -team. These gentlemen took a

newlv discovered rotr .

any before

known. A e ^ and a

''"a i,,'. butt r st t n 1- situated 1 mil higher ip tie ridge of

the mountain. From this upper stanon the cattle have found

tlieir wav nearh to t
d-men in search of

them liav, reach Wilkes's camp without

dirricaltv. 81 - iles -' 7oa
can go nearly to the summit the first day. On the second day you



I to the top, spend sever,!! hours an 1 return to camp to

sleep. On the third day you can reach Kapapala ranch before

ni'/ht. It is also now orobahle that the same could be done from
Kil.-i., as a base."

5. Geological Map of Canada mvl the Xtn-thc,;, I ',,
it, J St.it, s;

Hunt at tin

..Hand, also, the most authentic prime,!

re consulted, as described in the Atlas

inary to a work of this kind was a cor-

id such a one (or Canada had to be slow-

•ted. The sources of information for this

li in the preface already quoted. A se-

il^u^nQueh'ee'an!] nVlifax.'and both

Coast Survey were followed for

nvat muub'.-rs of top graphical

apply to the coastal region of the Unite
that this is the first 'time the heautif
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our own Coast Survey has ever been reproduced in a complete

construction of the map was intrusted to Mr. Robert Barlow,
formerly of tli e British < >vdnance Survey, and now chief topog-
rapher to the Sun^ of ( uu^U. It has b en en-raved on steel bv

Ran. , unl Jacobs ol Bark m 1 . i superint ,,-U, of Mr.

125 miles to the incl:

zoic series the nai >f the New York sur-

i. 5.

'nmiJ.nline'r'l f ;,;'.;
...:';: - .

;

Jivcr, n. Trenton

>ida, 13. Clinton.'JJ
i, 17. Lower He!

iv. 10. Ha! u n-

age, 21. Old Red
,;.S

! one, 22. 1

4'co'il umpire.' . 26.

irboniferous lime--tone, 2 0. Peniiiai
'' ~ 7 '

T
M

!

n'
28

'.

'

' T"

and we have not less than thirt

on the map bv as manv color-. 1 he *>>Um
;

u e,„.iu„ ,00,,,,

by Sir William L - ... "
.

'
<

'

"u" \'\ ^
Britain, with sue

ulajU it o> oni
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Ending the

believed that no
the student a conn;

i the Ci
to those of Nebraska and Dakota, an<l sh"«,ws at a glance by far
tlie greater part of tin- wide paleozoic basin of Xort'h Amerma. It

may at tir-t seem strange that a map deigned primarily to display
tin geol gvof( nadasl nidi n id, - < , p hu bat it

i!

be seen that the proposed limits of the X,nv Dominion extend even

reat 'coal fields adja

g of the geology

er, not possible

itseSLlel^n
important com-

> be struck with the

fact, the Gulf of St. Lawrence lias been excavated; and this wide

tiguons to safe harbors, and not tar removed from the great manu-
facturing districts of Xew England, must every year increase in

alike to th< provincee and to the union. We are

tempted to dwell still farther on the great commercial questions

raided by the inspection of this geological map. which the geogra-

pher, the merchant, and the statesman may consult with eniial

For that nan of the United States which lies between the Missis-

sippi and the longitude of the Hudson, the ecological lines are now
p* fore >m« p rta tftl ^pp

no Mil,. ntreM ,, hes wil p, b ;l b , neces.it t, .
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cally colored to exhibit in detail the c mi plicated structure of the
so-call< d Notre Dame

publication is^ delayed by the want of topographical

ale. (See the Atlas, page 23.)

lished reports ol Mr. Murrax upon Newfoundland shou that
besides the Laurentian, Potsdam and Quebec roeks of the north-

rocks, including an area, of coal measures, occupying the intenne-
diate portion. This work of Mr. Mnrrav, it-' continued, will ere long
give us a correct notion of the geology of the whole island.

Coming now to the Acadian provinces (Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick) much new work lias keen done, though very much re-

mains to be accomplished there. The map accompanying Dr. Daw-
son's Acadian Geology (1869) adds something to the present one,

and gives a part of the results from the labors of Matthews. J-Jai-

ley and Hartt. We now know of the existence in Xew Brunswick,
to the south of the coal fields, of o ,>iderabl. le\ eiopments of Pri-

mordial and rppcr Silurian rocks, each with a Weil characterized

fauna, and also of a A felt near the
so uh n eo ist ol this pi . im « , m< 1 _ u I I is ot ign< ous ro< ks,

has been found to belong to an ancient stratiih i --lies, probably
Hu miau. Interposed .etweci tin Prii r-lial strata and a band
of <till in. re ancient rocks, on. and now re-

age. It is

grai ite »n as now indicated

in other parts , f X< \ lb nswick wi f
> r mi I, i t irthc r ex im-

ination, to he ancient indigenous ,-,'ck* as already sn-r^sted by

Hindand by Dawson, and in part, at least, of Laurentian age.

The same re >**& Nova Scotia.

The existence of Lam rocks to the south-

east of the Carboniferous area in Newfoundland and in New
c, and the recent detection by Dr. Hunt of a belt of

Laurentian in eastern Massachusetts, le; ds usto hope that we are

omprehension of the geological :

nd. We
"

geological a

cock, and co
before us, which will t

conveys no reproach. The wide dinvivm- -

:,[.:
eastern badn-. :lm .om, a •• v. ri-iry : d ueous deposits

throughout the paleozoic series in the latter, and its highly
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'the boulders of labradorite rorks at Marblehead Neck. I

specimens of this rock, correctly determined and labelled,

md in the collection of the Ks-.'x Institute at Salem. To

nv attention was called at the time of the meeting in Au-

ch, in companv with

nd Prof. Kerr, I visited the

locality at Marblehead Neck and collected farther specimens of

the characteristic labradorite rock."

Montreal. March 18, 1870.

6. Explorations in the Rocky Mountains by J. D. Whitney.--'

Professor J. D. Whitney has given the (

Science —m. of the r^nit- of «• ^h.r.iu. ,;,. and. r hi- db .>! m m
the Rocky Mountains during the summer vacation of 1869.

The party, which was well provided with instruments for topo-

_--. .' V. ..;
of professors and <'mh nt- from the Mining "<•! ->' <•' Harvard I m-

versitv, and was also accompanied by Professor Brewer, o! the

\ s
i, mi Hi ^ 'i idI, and Mr. C. F. Hoffmann, of San Franei-co.

A •!. ful triaiuulauou was made of the doniinathcj; range of the

Rocky Mountains between Gray's Peak and the south edge of the

South' Park, and a map drawn by Mr. Hoffmann, on a scale of two

miles to an inch, embracing an u
This snap in* hah s the wh- le . f the South " '

portion

the whole of the main divide of the I

;

which lies to

being necessarily left to be completed
:

*
, it will be

. the north
the

hoped that it will be possible to extend the topographic
1

" detailed map may be pre]the north and west,

e whole of the highes

Among the results obtained
termination of the elevation of some high points not p

The highest peak ascended lies to the wesl

----- Gray'sin height. The next hig

i feet. Many other
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joints were measured, but these were the only ones that were
bund to be over 14,000 feet high.

Dr. Parry is the only other explorer who has published anj
neasurements of the peaks of this re-inn. Having, however, n<

itation barometers nearer than St. Louis, his results are liable t<

onsiderable uncertainty, a- is shown by the tact that his elevation
• -t-levelsurvexs of tlie Centra! I 'a-i found by the spirit-!

r roads tcmc and l)en\ r rmiM- to i.e i'-_ tot t..o -nu:, .-, ;

corroborate! hy the Kansas f citi I; ail road surveys. Dr. Parry
also obtained for the height of (nay's Peak a result one hundred
feet greater than ours. In every other instance where observa-

tions were taken by the 11 rvard Minii u' S- .

'

i ,:y at stations

previously occupied by Dr. Parry, the results of the latter are

found some m 50 to 450
feet. This would indicat. that tin el vatV.-n , t Pike's Peak, given
by Dr. Parry at 14,216, may also be a little too high. But, to ob-

tain the n eessarv data for working up to the last degree of ac-

curacy the barometrical observations tak< n in this r< ^ion, it will be
necessary that stations he made on the plains at the base of the

mountain-—sav at Denver—and at some point as high up as possi-

ble—as. for instance, Georgetown or Montgomery—and the ob-

servations continued for at least one year synchronously at the

two stations.

In the meantime, it will be convenient to 1

hsfchts of all the points in the I

and which exceed 14,000 feet in elevation. They are as follows

:

Feet.

Mount Harvard. 14,2*70

Gray's Peak 14,245 (Parry)

Pike's Peak 14,216 (Parry)

Mount Lincoln 14,123

Mount Yale U
'
078

x

Long's Peak 14,050 (?)

The result here given for Gray's Peak is 100 feet greater than

that obtain*, » Peak is an

estimate based on a ba bJ Messrs. Powell

and Byers, without any corresponding base observation; the

barometer stood at 18-100 inches.
. , - ,

From the above it will be seen that no point has yet I i

in the Rocky Mountains as high as several ml
,1-lence how little tne

It is thought by som > than any

yetmeasuredtothesou<!,..~r i M u r liar, rd n t Mount 1 ale,

Grand. Thi to carry its work so far in that di-

rection as would have been necessary in order to decide that

P
°Th; other results of this expedition will be worked out and

published in due time.
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country, will

i »i<v to ! ! it the resumption of the Geological Survey of
California, under Prof. J. D. Whitney, has heen ordered by the
Le-isla lire of the State. An appropriation of '2,000 dollars per
month for two years has been made, " to complete the field work,
an I publications" Besides this a deficiency appropriation of
25,000 dollars lias been passed. The act with reference to this eon-

tinuanee of the survey is entirely satisfactory in all respects. It

wa> chiefly due to the influence and energy of Hon. K.

of the Sen. through both
branches of the L jv majority.

8. The Geological Surety <>/ Ohio ; its .Progress in 1869.

Report of an Address delivered to the Legislature of Ohio, Feb.
-Dr.

report a general review of the organization of the

corps for the survey under hi- charge, his plan and aims, and a
brief statement of the geological structure of the State, and the

important objects to be secured by the investigations in progress.

Some of the results arrived at during the past year have already
been mentioned in the last volume of this Journal, at page 417.

9. Sketches of Creation ; a pop ilar \ iew of some of the uraud
conclusions of the sciences in re, v of matter
and of life ; together with a statement of the intimations of sci-

ence respectA ondition and the ultimate destiuy

solar system; by Alexander AVim iikie,

LL.D., Prof, of Geolog University

an, and Director of the State Geological Survey. 460 pp.
12mo, with many illustrations. New York, 1870. (Harper &
Broth, i-s).—The scope of Profess,,,- Wim-hel!"* w< rk is well made
known in its title. It is written t r; and while

s may be regarded as too rhetorical by the scientific

t others to the subject, and aid

ng tne grai f the trutl

heen brought r rrestigation.

MM-., .;,, has pointed out in the Z man Geolo-

d, p. 807, 1869) the isomorphism of Gadoli-

nite with datolite. He cites the fact that De-
tained through optical examination tl .-rv-tailization of Gadoli-

nite to be monoclinic (Arm. Ch. Ph., IV, xviii) ; and shows by chem-

iat the ratio ,,f tin .-\._. t of the silica to that of the

bases is 2 : 3 as in the other species above named. The obliquity

(or angle C)=89° 28' and 1: 1=116°.
Rammelsberg also shows, by a comparison of angles, the iso-

morphism oi ae. As he does not mention the

fact, we add that this isomorphism was announced and proved six-

teen years since in this J. urual. ,11, xvii, 215, 1854), by J. D.
Dana, and also in Dana's Mineralogy, 4th ed., 1854, p. 204, where
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ase group of isomorphs is made to include Datfyoiiie,
Zoisite, to which he soon after (ib

tdd.-i x ;>„ni,t,. t'.. l^uMLtiphiMn u
«'{" Dana's Mineralogy (1*UM); and iiu-re-

<»-'er t - . i ! in eh mi il com »ition (\vhi. h \\

here exhibits at (on pp. 362, 363), both under
the new and old system of chemical formulas.

I". Mh, v//„
;/

/,*.,7 ,. „t,.;i.„ ; ,, , ,,,- c. V( , M j; ulI , f Bonn.—
In Poggendorf s Annalen, vol. cxxxvi, p. 40.5, v Hath lias pub-

'-..::
' . -.''>:.:[-

i >i \ ivianit.- : the "chemical
f

i iii 1

i of Lulj.'t h.ii.i*' ol liNiiii'iii, with .i1.mi\ itions o,i its

•i and other characters; on the crystalline form of
Atelcstite, which ho makes monoclinic, with c (cliiiodiaofonnl) : b: <i

869:1:1-822; and a on c = 110° 30'; on the Labrado-
e Sognefiordin Norway, with analyses; on

-i Hi-:, 223, P, Fe 115=
,
P o-28, Pe 0-62=97-34; whence the for-

3 places the species among the Unisilicates.
"* " crystalline ~—mis paper contains also a notice oi a cr\ - ,

Zinc and Calcium, corresponding to the formula ZirCan
95-13, Calcium 4-87= 100. He found 95-11 and 4-90. Its cry:y--ah

11. Reale Comitato Geologico u'ltiiVm.—The Italian Govern-
ment has appointed a Geological eorp», for the publication of a
large geological chart of Italy, wi i - riptions of the geologi-

rhe corps includes Prof J. Cocchi,
:

:•-
ralogyat Turin, F. (rionlano. In>pe<-tor of the 1'oyal Corps of

i, Prof, of Geology at Pisa, and
I-'i-lovi,.,, I' :i .i:ii. Sunlit.)!- «.f 'h.' Kingdom of Italy; with the

assistants
I

rola and
Angelo A!. oe Homo,
" \s,,ii m «

" Th -1 .,! mi l,.r-. rl > Hull t n , 1,0,1, ti ...I

NVl !
"

f ' i- i« d in Januai . a i 1 February of the present year; and
the 1st volume of the

'

f«'i-s on Italian Gi-ol-

soon be published. In the February number of the Bul-

- an abstract of a paper on Elba, and E.

Beehi an irticl on r
7

« •
i

-in id rk-colored volcanic

rock of Monte Catini containing m<'r», railed Selagite, (named

V Santi Za<v/ V „„•,; . , ,.\ ,.-, i. mid aNo of a prehnitoid rock
from the same locality, and of the prehnite of Impruneta. The
mica of the a consist of
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. urring on limonite, in Chester Co., Pa., in thin crusts, deli-

cately concretionary under a lens. It has a hardness of 3-0, G.=

Si 63-84, fl 33-45, Si I '60, P 0-91, %, 3Pe <race=99-70.

Hermann has obtained for the composition of the Wavellite of

the same region (ib.):

P 32-70, Si 35-83, fl 2839, Ve 3-08, Fl tr.=100,

agreeing nearly with the analysis by Genth. He found G.=230
and H.=35.
The Gibbsite (hydrargillite) of Villa Rica afforded Hermann

(ib.) : SI 63-60, Pe'2-00, fl 3440= 100.

13. Hermann on Samarslcite and the confounds of the < 'ohmi-

tit (ib., p. 463).—Hermann here reviews the composition

of different minerals containing the metals of the columbium

group. He deduces for Columbite the formula R R, the second

metal including the Columbium and related metals ; for Samars-

kite and ./Eschynite, R fi ; for Tantalite R* R5
. He makes the oxyds

of the Columbium metals, R, R, fi, R.

14. Minerals of Elba.—Mx. Axtonio d'Achiabdi of Pisa, has

described the crystals of several of the minerals of Elba, m
an article published in the Nuovo Cimento, II, iii, Feb., 1870.

The species included are Quartz, Wollastonite, Beryl, Epidote,

Lepidolite, Tourmaline, Ilvaite, and Orthoclase. He also pub-

.uialysis of a Halloysite—which afforded

Si 5515, Si 27-72, Slg and Ca 5-10, K 115, fl 10-20=9932.

It is soapy in aspect and feel; milk-white, with small black and

pale flesh-red spots ; opaque, but becoming translucent in water

;

and adheres to the tongue. .

15. Mineralogische Notizen, of F. Hessexbekg.—The ninth

number of Hessenberg's admirable crystallographic memoirs on

minerals has recently been published by the Senckenberg JNat.

Gesellschaft in Frankfort on the Maine (vol. vii, p. 257, 1870). It

measurements, with various observations, on

the species Calcite from Lake Superior, 11

rhombic Zeolite (perhaps a new mineral) from Santorin, Wollas-

tonite, Periclin, Strontianite, Sphene, Caledonite, Hema'
16. Pe»<- —The mineral carbonates Penca-

tite and Predazzite, which have been suspected to be only mix-

tures (see Dana's Min., 5th ed., 1868, p. 708) are proved to w
such by G. Hauenschild, through a microscopic examination o

specimens. He found them to be calcite, containing crystals o

brucite.—Sitzber. Ak. Wien., vol. lx, 1869.

Compaw,- >
i -f the German Geological Society

for 1869, at p. 586, Rammelsberg has a paper discussing the mi

erals Temta ' and ^
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In a paper commencing at page 103 of the same volume, Rara-
melsW'rix treats ot" the composition of Silicates.

18. An Eh- .. >J >,-./ Tr> >< .» • „, (j> t .i rtz.ni'f (),,.//, .,„>h,,h n -j t/„:r

ties in which they occur ; by Georok W'h.i.iam Tuaill. New edi-
enlarged. 74 pp. 12mo. Edinburgh, 1870.—This

y piinted little mineralogical volume contains descrip-
tions of the many varieties of quartz and opal, with observations
on their uses, localities, and other points of popular interest con-
nected with them. The value of the work would be increased in
another edition, by adding some account of the optical -,

of the species, tj at might
easily be made intelligible to minds little familiar with science.

III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

1. How Crops Feed; a Treatise on the Atmosphere and the Soil
as related to the ntttri

tions; by Samuel W. Johnsox, M.A., Prof. Analytical and Agri-
cultural Chemistry in the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale Col-
lege, &c. pp. 375, 18mo. New York: (Orange Judd & Co.) 1870.
—This is the sequel to the treatise entitled " How Crops Grow,"
which was issued two years ago, and which has taken its place as
an essential text-book. It was most promptly reproduced in Eng-
land, very handsomely as respects the typography, <fcc, under the
editorship of two Professors at the Royal Agricultural College at
Cirencester,—by whom " numerous additions have been made to
it, and in some parts it has been entirely rewritten." No means
are furnished (at least we can find none) by which the reader can
ascertain what the alterations and additions to this English edi-

tion are,—which seems unjust.
In the present volume, in considering " how crops feed," Prof.

Johnson is in fullest force, upon ground that he has complete mas-
tery of; and consequently he has produced a compendium of what
is known of I ivsics of vegetation which is emi-

nently clear I which supplies a long felt want.
The first division of the book is devoted to the atmosphere, the
second to the soil as related to vegetation ; and the action of the
various ei ,i ,. , .,; « ach upon plants, especially the staple plants

it the fullness requisite for a text-

book. From the biological side we might have wished to present

some things somewhat difierently,—to draw, for instance, a more
marked line of distinction between vegetation as made up of organ-

ic- than animals, do work at the expense of organic

materials an or compose carbonic acid, and, on
the other hand, as fulfilling the peculiar and essential work of

vegetation, viz., the production of organic matter and the conse-

quent decomposition of carbonic acid; and to distinguish also

more definitely between this great operation which produces the

materials for growth, and growth itself, which is the conversion of
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reader will notice one of the author's strong and peculiar points,

which is presented by way of conclusion in the lina I paragraph, viz.,

how several causes conspire to render the soil in a certain degree

the conservator of its own fertility, by protecting its own resources

from waste and too rapid use. a. g.

2. JTartius, Flora Brasilie/isis, fase. 48 : Convolvulacece expos.

C. F. Meissner. Aug. 1869.—Pro!'. Meis^ner, who was obliged

for a time to lay aside serious botatti d work, h< n signalises his

return to it by a discriminating elaboration of the Brazilian Con-
roh-nln, , < . 1 he great genes //

sense, including Vol

&c, but with bp<-rc><Hn>i of Yianso maintained as a genus. The
work is ext< . 53 folio plates. a. g.

3. Development oftht /' ••<
, of /'/ cula vulgaris, &c; by

Prof. A. Dicksox of the University of Glasgow. A quarto memoir,

from the Trans. Roy. Soc. Kdinb. 1869.—The letter-press and three

exi ( 11< tit platt s ilhisti t< tin org n >_ n% < r tin in w< r of /'- ""-

cula, and make out that the ovary is probably composed of five car-

pels,—certainly not of two, notv H te stigma,

—and the placenta from the first free-central, so that tin order

should be regarded as Primulaceous in type, and not pa
rehio-d to ^'•/•<,j l/l )/fif ,''/!• >r; ;md then the embryos of this g

of Utrieularia are ii

cotyledon in P. vulgaris is confirmed, as well as of the two in

other species, and tfa< leveloped and so-called

acotyledonous emhryo in Utrkularia vulgaris. a. g.

4. A Geographical Handbook of all the known M
Tables to show their Distribution; by K. M. Lyeix. London,

Murray, is 70, pp. 225, 8vo.—Pern-amateurs are not very uncom-

mon in this country ; in England they abound ; and to know ferns,

if not to collect or cultivate them, is "aim ng < du -at. d

daily ladies, rather the rule than the exception ; and
Fern-books there is no small choice. Among them a3

hardly meet with so solid and faithful a volume as this by Mrs.

Col. Lyell. It is not a descriptive work, but, as its title denotes,

is a full catalogue of the Ferns know n in cv< r\ p; rti< ular country,

with the ranges in each ; followed by a series of compact and admira-

ble tables, in which the genera and species are systematically

arranged, and the distribution through all the continents or regions,

and rl h main dhisioi.s. . ...• \ dh ted. Of course the mam
sources of information are the works of Sir William Hooker,

and particularly the Synopsis Filicum, brought out by Mr. Baker,

to which may be added the latter'e elaborate memoir or

bution of Ferns, in the Transactions of the Linnsean Society. i e*

this volume must have cost long labor, and the result is well

5. Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical Club.—These 8vo sheets

(of which we have Nos. 1 and 2, for January and February) are

issued by the Club, which holds its regular meetings in the Tor-
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reyan Herbarium at Columbia College, and has special oversight
of the botany of the region immediate! v around New York.
Some of its brief articles are of more than local interest. For

Allen, b the first number, shows that the dwarf (Eno-
ilur-i of Moaiauk LViut, Long island, is not (K linearis, slb has

_ .. I)u: a 1 -[.re- 1 form of (E. fruticosa, dwarf, d, no
doubt by the bleak exposure; an I Mr. Leggett, the editor,

discovery, by Mr. Brown, of flowers fertilized hi
i

'_'

' a »- ' 1 bu 1 in [/'/ >' >,;'r ; rpentaria. In the second number,
how it came to pass that L pidinm \ 'in/in 1-

'11 «, unlike all its congeners, has accum'oent cotyledons, and proves
that it is by no means so different as has always been supposed.
Also that the embryo iu this species and its near allies partakes
of the character which has been deemed peculiar to >

i ig above the has,' of tiie cotvle-
'loiiN, not at their juueti »n with the radicie. Mr. Leggett writes

ru fer< i!e, L. -.. L. intermedium.
orm of petioles, about half way do

cotyledons, in fact, being trail:

ed b Gray*!

the radicle; the c > yl l> -. n r'a t. b» ig ti uis\ er-ely folded 1

S'dmliria and Seneoier-/, the genera immediate! \

LcpidiiAui. In the oth r sp< 'ies of Ltpidiu / tin pla

between these petioles, or w radicular' portions of the e

:

par i .1. ]_n /, j '.,.}:„ ,,., th s spli is likewise parallel to the
partition, and thus the 'radicular' portions of the cotyledon-, is

is b accordance with its conge-
ners. Where the cotyledons expand into a blade, they are turned

a to the partition and become accumbent.
If the embryo be held with the edge of the cotyledons toward
the eye, it is the left blade which comes from the back of the

rn to make. CakUe Ameriema,
^"'Ut., resembles Lepidimn Virpini'-Kui in these [.articular-, except
that the 'radicular' portion of the • ty!ed.>ns is relatively mi h
shon •:•. ;lud in one insta ice 1 found the blades of the

aim »st spirally bent over the radicle, so as to pass. a s it were,

hr.mgh an incumbent stage. I have also observed this narrow-
i!U' -u the cotvledons into a petioiar portion, -rearer or less, in

X-'-'-rfi./ „, C, -.t , ,/„., [rd.if. 1* >.••'• <r \ //.-, ~i..i>i,n, and Ear
p/t>t,»f,,*„i\\ - I 1 "iir local Flora ; but in all those

genera.' ti ra keuLr '

-pii - * me.l nearly or quite to the
.:'•'••' r

is long an : side." W\
, / ' ,]'-,, ,. and only wonder how

de.—A. part of the

ist numbers of the

specially its Revue
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the grain fields and the prevalent fungu:

1 of generations. DeBary ascertained that the spores of the

Puccinia graminis do not germi n; n the leaves

and stalks of the cereal grains, which this rufi

will L'.-nniiiat.- ..n ;lu- lca\c- of the Barberry, and then

to the JEcidium Berberidis: and the spores of

upon the Barberry, but will grow in their turn upon Wheat, and

there reproduce first the Vredo or yellow rust and later the /'..</"'

r dark rust. Another species of />»<_<_•/,</</

duces its & i ,. upon Buckthorn; another alter-

nates between the cereal grains and certain Horagineous weeds.

These results have been practically tested, in the large way, last

summer, in France. Long hedges of Barber-
Paris and Lyons railway in a commune in the Cote d'Or, were

complained of by the adjacent cultivators, and were cut away
at certain places by way of experiment; and an invest i-

the railroad companv. < 1'- or*e U> such :i deei-

sion, left no doubt of the injurious effects of the Barberry on the

contiguous wheat fields.

The turning green of etiolated plants, or in other words the

production of chlorophyll upon exposure to light, wafl

tab place much more prompt!
"

i direct sunshine. Sachs, finding that the blanched plantl"™

j a paper cover than when ex\

e result to the greater elevai

' Maize, which he used, turned green more rapidly when shielded

)Osed to the sun directly, attributed

he greater elevation «.f the temperature of the con-

fined air. Hut F miintxin >hov < d thai the shaded plantlets turned

green first at a lower temperature than those •

from whose paper, read last autumn before the Botam
of France, these facts are tab n. confirm, d rid- iv< ilt in two other

ways—first, by submi-
sities ol the same Kg] calorific rays had been

mainlv screened out, "and secondly by placing them in a cone o

Kghl at different distances from the focus of the conden
•ightest light remain

-Q — exposure which had t _-'-' ' "'
.

''

is wholly
i

:

;'. -rmed promptly under
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acting upon this same chlorophyll is so efficient in the decomposi-
tion of cari" - ,i< ir evolution of oxygen gas.

Bou-singault, in one of the latest of his admirable papers on
- or leaves, published in the Ann. Sci. Nat, torn. 10 of

tli* « mi ii -< in s, « oini - to tin < on lushm th t . lough leaves des-

titute oi'ehloi-opliyll do not decompose any carbonic acid, yet that

they begin to do so as soon as any chloroph\ II is produced.

Is light, absolutely requisitt to tin <! imposition of carbonic

arid in green foliage, and how much ism <^ssi try /

—

These ques-

tions are satisfactorily answered by Boussingmdt, through a series

of experiments in which green leaves were introduced into a mix-
'

> of carbonic acid and hydrogen,

thus found, 1, that leaves do not decerns «Q any carbonic acid uo

the dark, nor in twilight rd'ier sunset ; but they do so very well

under the diffuse light of a northern expo-niv. and under ordinary

shade; as is shown indeed bv the vegetation wiiu-li thrives m the

shade of a forest and the like; 2, that this evolution of oxygen

begins as soon as the leaves are exposed to the light, and stops

m-tantly uheu taken out of the light. Van Tieghem, ex:

ing upon aquatic plants, at first supposed he had proved the con-

trarv, 1 ii: in further experiment - - dt.

TO What portion of tin *»l<r r diotion is fins ,h >..,nj...8 ,t

ou-ina/—Prillieux, using light of different colors but of equal

in .n'sitv, tin mgl e, lo 1 - lu ascertained

..n was directly due to the luminou-

i r< sp, ctb e ot the nature of the rays; that the orange and yellow

be<-atw tl -\ are most luminous. But Deherum, repeating these

experiments, and meas uri -
•'

! " U!l
ft

ue and violet rays are not so effective m the

yellow and red, when both are brought to the same

a Bimple evaporation, and is governed -> t

even goes on i

tdobie*

firmer and denser upper surface of the leaf—which would not have

^ThTmovement of Protoplasm and of Chlorophyll with it, in the

cells of leaves, on the ' * «^7> the
,
ravs

, f
.3- -<-

.

- - - - •
/
' ;.

, • ... .. .. ,: -
• -

; -

^

;•

-
'

;"
.

..'
: ..

- - -
- ' - '-

. .
• •

---
'

:



ished. This should be considered in connection with the observa-
tions, recorded above, that blanched plants do not turn green sc
readily under din

; fit. Rose, more recently.
concludes, as did Mold Ion- .... .... r i uli ;

; ... nioveraents do not, orT
the grain • long to the nrotm which they are imbedded.

U ires tlluhomti,.,! La ,irt[p\?;,il (:>'? also decoaraose carbonic

mond. and even common -as light.

1 C!P:t-i.ti<m ma,/ thrii-i in , at,n sphere rich // carhoni acid.
This has been proved lono rli r as to !m air com iinii j fen per cent
of this gas. flerie-Man-on, as state.! b v I mm.-is, cau< 1 a plant
of Th^h, nana to grow and prosper in an V
was carbonic .-.. id. That foli :1 ; \ fYeelyfrom

merged plants, is wed established.
is carbonic arid t<f,- ll ;,, / , -/,, ,. , ,,/so ? jt was COmmouly

thought that i he greater pari of rhi* element of the plant's food
was appropriated by the roots, either as dis-oVed in Ivater or di-

sciform state; and :

srisewhen
• re contain* 1 in e er\ ti rtile < i initi ialh

m the pores of such a soil is vastly ri, hei ii c: rb, nic acid than
hoiv above. Xeverthek-ss Coivwinder of Lille thinks

he has made out that it is not absorbed by the roots, at least in

quantity, but onl

reaches the folia^
more decisive proof; a action of car-

aeid in respect to the - rer- nee led
' l>lant ami bsorbed by it, ma; be in some sort independent

Thev must plav snnn
rV 7" " !

' :!
"r: f,,rtf " l^'v. * of peres id s

of hme give n ip in mm ' , . r , p ( h^ , ,.

live over the winter. Into the new
vernal foliage.

S F

Xatar, a,,d vse of tl„ L,t,.,-. Sehultz-Sehnltzenstein, with
whom our principal knowledge ot the vr-d> of the latex began.

-

'
• • - ^

' '

-
' .

' -. ^ .•

" a

';•;= •- y-
; .

':"•
.

;

.

be a secretion and not . is view was
vigorously maintained b\ V,„ M,!'. T-.' \ ;

, las in these

ally upon the latex-vest vered their
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ucts of all

•'
.;

; - 1 -. llanstein and Sa<

rs, especially p
a part of it at least is em

latex of Fk->is c

the White Mul
shows that the

their fertiii/aM.-ii: I{,.»

_-un<>iis !>y iud c.f these and Dipn
'

, , it 1/ ,1 m rl Ivin.l. So'ofth. '1 sp iesLiSpi

2 are ?, rtilized by Hymenoptera, 63 by Hymenoptera an i

; Academy of St IV-

li, i. i„ , \, * > - Th, , m . m_
i

i - - r

i„tu which (me or more of the spermatozoi is work

- -

nU»— tty often b* ebind.

Me influence of stock V _._

of late been mu i. appears to be well made
out in one kind of case, viz., in the propagation from the one to

the other of raw acts of the sort are confirmed
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by some recent cases which Dr. M i to the Sci-

entific Committee of the Royal I

J

;—in which
the foliage of the grafts of one speck- Ah.<fl-n t...»k on variega-
tion from the variegated stock of a different species ; and vice versa,

a variegated graft, inserted upon a green stock, and after a time
pinched back, caused buds of the stock to develop with varie-

gated foliage. Moreover, in a case recorded by Prof. Morren, the

ceased after the accidental destruction of the varie-

l graft ; and it is said that " the mere insertion of a detached
variegated leaf into a slit in the back of a green AbutUon was
sufficient to inoculate the latter, even although the inserted leaf

speedily perished." Gard. Chronicle, March 5.—Cases of this

kind, which may best be regarded as the propagation of disease,

bear however only indirectly upon the question of the sharing of
special qualities between stock and scion. a. g.

7. Prof. Francis Unger, of Vienna, distinguished in Fossil

Botany, &c, in former years the associate of Endlicher, died, in

his native town of Grab, Fel.ruarv 12th. in the 69th year of his

age. It was at first reported that he had died suddenly ; then,

that he was found " murdered in his bed." a. g.

8. On Deep Sea Dredging in the neighborhood of the British

Isles in 1869:~27ie 7c„v < r~itu.se, fuss*,*/*. Life, Wafers, and
Gases present in the waters, in the depths of the Oceans; by Dr.

W. B. Carpenter.—The following are extracts from a Lecture

by Dr. Carpenter before the Royal Institution of Great Britain onarpenter before the Roy;
of February last. Wethe 11th of February

commenced from Gal

-

then to the west, and finally to the northwest as far as tl

Bank; the greatest depth of dredging done by it was 1476

fathoms ; the second, to the northern extremity of the Bay of Bis-

cay, where a depth 2500 fathom? was known'to exist, and dredg-

ing was carried to a depth of 2345 fathoms ; the third, over the

area between the north of Scotland and the F'aroe Islands.

* * * The following summary of the results [with regard

to temperature] brings into marked contrast the eondii i

warm and <• U the W. >. VY\ and

K. \. ;:. > rtions of tl < .nel between the north of Scotland

and the Faroe Hands, and li side by side in its midst.
The ffur^aee-temperature may be said to be everywhere nearly

the same, viz., .rl ' : the variations above or below this being at-

, ; rra and the cold areas

there was a fall of from 3° to 4° in the first 50 fathoms, bringing
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fathoms ; the temperature in the warm area at the depth of 200

fathoms heing 47°, whilst in the cold it was 45-7°. It is below
this depth that the marked difference shows itself. For whilst in

the warm area there is a slow and pretty uniform descent in the

next 400 fathoms, amount'in- t.. U - than r»-n' << >,/r.<s in the whole,

there ia in the cold area a descent of fifteen degrees in the next

Hid fathoms, bringing down the temperature at 300 fathoms to

30-8°. Even this is not the lowest; for the serin! sounding taken

at depths intermediate between 300 and 640 fathoms (the latter

being the greatest depth met with in the cold area, midway be-

tween the Faro and the Shetl in.l Islands showed a further pro-

;

the lowest bottom-tempi

old area clearly indicates its deriv

from the same source as the general body of water occupy iu-r the

warm an i. the temperature of the deeper stratum,

have a thickness of more than two thousand feet, ranges

-hit of fresh water to 2|° below it. Between the two 1S

a#tr.tt,o„ ,, r J,,t,,-mixture of about 100 fathoms thickness, which

marks the transition between the w.nn -

body of frigid water which occupies the deeper part of the channel.

The shortest distance, within which these two contrasted sub-

marine climates were observed at corresponding depths, was

about 20 miles- but a much smaller distance was sufficient to pro-

nged Thus near the southern

border of the deep channel, at a depth of 190 fathoms, the bottom-

temperature was 48-7° ; while only * x <
'•

> off. v here the depth

sed to 445 fathoms, the bottom-temperature was 30 1

st ease, the bottom evidently lay in the warm superficial

whilst in the second it was overflowed by the deeper

It seemslmpossible to account for these phenomena on any other

I.-.. ;. -:..
''-

'

'

'

.'

;/

And , his .,._„, , ^ ,-,> «-, ..«!-

in the course of the exploration. Thus:—(1) Ine rapid

descent of temperature marking the " stratum of mtei

the surface in the most northerly
gan abor.r

-D txught be expected from th. m r, r
,
roximity of the

toitslource. (2
ettom contains pai'u U s

from Jan Ml
- The fa ^

"

.wZw^h^^ofGreenland, Iceland, or Spitz-
itherto found only on the

'^though the temperatures o

afford the same striking -iden,.-;,

inference. For the wa-
bn.ly of water from a south<

idition seems fully to justify such an inference.

400 fathoms in lat. 59£° was only 2"4° colder
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northern border of the Bay of Biscay, in a
th in 1

0° to the south, where th
v '' l "

''-'
' : m

/
1

'

!

' approximate >i rh two temperatures is yet
nearer at >till greater depths, the bottom-temperature at 767

mperatuw
•us at the Lit rer point was 42-5°. Now, as it may be

lie- Lowest temperature observed in the

.

• ate. , ooal I a< t b be cooling in-

stream but for a continual supply of heat

-

of the water in the warm area must have come thither from the
1'he indue...- of tin Gulf St.

•I v ,. it a -
, , ,„ ; ( , . - ,|-

^'"
*

Jl v ry douhtrul— eoul.l ,,:dv aif. ei th most sn
t

> c'p-'* /N. r:i-

tum
;
and the same may be said of the surface-drift caused bv the

-t -rly winds, to which some have attributed
the phenomen;. usually accounted for by the extension of the Gulf

- - And the presence of the body of water
1 >«"'U HMj ami r.o(

, , , I|s
-
d, p h, , „i tie i i.i^e of

whose temperature is from 48° to 42°, can scarcely be accounted
-i- t .an that of ;i ,/,-,„/ ,,,,'.*,'., I „,»iU ),it»t

'< tenter t<»r„nlthc Polar or,', ; of
'

'which movement
' wn constitutes a p by local con-

litions to be presently ex]
nil moc-ment of Polar „;,r, ,-

I he deepest parts of the
great Oceani g-point.

Dunn-- the first and second cruises of the 'Porcupine,' the tem-
' dee cast* rn border of the u-reat North Atlantic basin

between from 54 to 2435 fathoms,
'

."

thirty stations, and
b:en at -even statimi.s; making the total

four. Amongst all these the coin-

' • - V < hit +
-htf" n n« • s sh, u ne th ,i -elves in the tempera-

• surface and of the at beneath it.

.-/ is obM.Tvab|„ in this superficial stratum,

lepth of much more than 70 or 80 fathoms,

"

,
! '.' it. „r d, ,m n.U in :u.\ decree on an e\te.i-

'•
' _- ; - •• ' •:.,.,-, ,

;

e, i, ...
;

-

-

"' l "'' ••' -.
: . :

.-... - :

;

•
.'

• - -
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three-fourths of a degree for every

above the isotherm of the northern stations, at which the observa-
tions were made, as decidedly to indicate that it must have found
its way thither from a southern source. Between 500 and 750

rate of decrease become:- much more rapid,

the reduction being 5
C
'4, or above 2° per loo fathoms; while be-

tween "50 and 1000" fathoms it amounts to 3°M, bringing down the

at the latter depth to an average of ys°-(j. Beneath

Little more than 2° between 1000

that the vast body of water occupying the deeper h

its temperature has been reduced by the diffusion 1

cords with the gradual depression

tween 500 and 1000 fathoms which c

of intermixture" of the cold area.

The temperature-soundings recently taken by ( omn ai der

Chimmo, R. N., and Lieutenant Johnson, R. X., at various points

in the North Atlantic basin, when the i.oei-re corrections are ap-

plied for the iutiiK nee of pn ssure on tic i nil - ftlu unpro ( eti d

thermometers employed by them, give results which; are r, marka-

ni w ith I ui owi : so that it i ta\ ]
« st .t

dence that the temperature of the deeper parts of the North
Atlantic sea-bed is but a very few degrees above the free zing-

point.

Now a glance at the North J » either on
a globe, or any projection of which the Pole is the center, shows

that the Polar basin is so much shut in 1 y ;! • li-.rthcrn dn-n-. of

the European, Asiatic, and Ameri - nly corn-

leading into Hudson's and Baffin's Bays—is the space

itervenes bet* astern <

insula, [f, therefore,

there be a -ivhange of polar and equatorial

.
-

flow through the deep. d ,;lce
>
aX tlu ' nortil ,lf

which lies Spitzbergen, whilst Iceland, and the fan.es lie in the

..: ' . -

|
. ',)„!. t'. depth is so a 8 to give a free

,-een Iceland and the

oms at any
cne southeast corner of Ice-

ment of frigid water at a depth exceeding thk

rest, but also by the "bed of the North sea ;
the shallowness of
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which must give to such a movement a not less effectual cheek
than would be afforded by
Islands and Norway.
ice-cold water at a depth exceeding" 300 fathoms from the surface,
down the northeastern portion of this interspace, ran only find its

way southward through the deeper portion i

the Faroe and Shetland Islands ; which will turn it into a W. S. W.
direction between the Faroe Islands and the north of Scotland,
and finally discharge such part of it as has not been neutralized by
the opposing stream coming up from the southwest, into the great

, where it will meet the Icelandic and Green-
Ian

, currents, and unite with them in diffusing frigid waters
through its deeper portion. In thus - .-,

. ! nir it-, . however, the
frigid water will necessarily mingle with the mass of warmer water

whave its own temperature- raised,

whilst lowering the general temperature of that mass; and hence
it is that we do not find the temperature of even the greatest
depths of the Atlantic basin nearly so low as that of the compara-
tively shallow channel which feeds it with Arctic water.

_
It may be questioned, however, whether the whole body of Arc-

tic w.vr that finds its way through the channel just indicated,

ae maintain so considerable a reduction in the tempera-
ture of the enormous mass which lies below 1000 fathoms in the
Atlantic basin ; subject as this must be to continual elevation by

e-action of the sun on its southern portion. And as the

e observations on Deep-sea Temperatures under the equa-

te that even there a temperature not much above 32°

part of the cooling effect is due to

mm of a flow of frigid water from the Antarctic Pole, even
north of the Tropic of Cancer. Of such an extension there is evi-

dence in the temperature-soundings recently taken in H.M.S.
* Hydra ' between Aden and Bombay, where the cooling influence

could scarcely have been derived from any other source than the

Antarctic area.*

The unrestricted communication which exists between the Ant-
arctic area and the great Southern Ocean-basins would involve, if

the doctrine of a general Oceanic itted, a much
more considerable interchange of waters between the Antarctic

than is possible in the Northern hemisphere.
And ot such a free interchange there seems adequate
for it is well known to navigators that there is a perceptible ' set

'

of warm surface-water in all the southern oceans toward the Ant-

arctic Pole ; this ' set ' being so decided in one part of the Southern
Indian Ocean, as to be compared by Capt. Maury to the Gulf

Stream of the North Atlantic, f Conversely, it would appear from

*The lowest temperature actually observed in these soundings was 36£°. The
temperature of 33£° given in the previous discourse, as existing below 1800

fethoms, proves to have been onlj an esti, \b rtland under
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the application of the n< rrectionto the tempera-
tures taken in Sir James Ross's Antarctic expedition, the voyage
of the 'Venus,' &c, at depths greater than 1000 fathoms, that the

bottom-temperature of the deepest parts of the Southern ( teeanic

basin really approach* 3 .or is even below it.

And if the temperature of the deeper portion of the North Pacific

Ocean should be found to exhibit a dep • >sioi it all c< rre>p< nding
to that of the North Atlantic, it must be attributed entirely to the

of this Antarctic flow; since the depth of Behring's

well as its breadth, is so small as to permit no body of

issue through that channel,f * * * *

collected in the ' Porcupine ' expedition pre-

ess interest, though their scale is so much
3 of Globigei

"

pure, sometimes mixed with sand)

the deep-sea bottom in the region explored, save where its temper-

the freezing-point, may be judged oi

ughl

; from a depth of 7b7 fathoms. The resemM

is reduced nearly to the freezing-point, may be judged o

. the fact that in one instance the dredge brought up half <

deposit to chalk is greatly strengthened by the recogniti

eral characteristically Cretaceous types among the Foraminiiera

scattered through the mass of Globigerinm of which it is princi-

pally composed ; as also that of Xanthidia, frequently preserved

in flints. Not many absolute novelties presented themselves among
the foraminifera that form true calcareous shells; the chief point

of interest being the occurrence of certain types of hi_

zation at great depths, and their attainment of a size

paralleled in much warmer latitudes, or in the Tertiary or yet older

formations. This is especially the case with the Cr

group, which has a long geological range; and also with r! . Mil

iolince, of which specimens of unprecedented size presented them-

selves. The most interesting novelty was a beautiful (

which, when complete, must have had the diameter of a sixpence,

but which, from its extreme tenuity, always broke in tl

of collection.—Of arenaceous Foraminifera, how—

-

? by cementing ? instead of prodn
* types is such as to seriously t»

ic names. Many of
^

i forms previously 1

of them throw an important light on the structure of two gigantic

is types from the Upper green-sand, recently described

by the speaker and Mr. II. B. Brady, an account of which will

appear in the forthcoming part of the ' Philosophical Transactions

;

ations hitherto made on the

Pacific and the distribution

ite a nofth Polar current as decided as that of the

-
. -

" <-'^ •-
- ^ '

- .

-- -'-.:;'"'

3 Journal. II voL xvi, 1853. and also his Manual of Geology, ine ob-
- Stimpson, in the Ringgold

f This statement is not in

temperatures of the ocean along the Asiatic



The M there must have been

i bottom were for the ]

part very gradual—we may not curry hack the continuity of the

part or other of the
..can-bed int . -col -leal -,„ ],. >t ill more remote ; and whether
it has not la :u

.

e in the production of the earlier

dlv had in that of the
llt

* '
i n ! - , 1. ( ,f tht Carbonife-

ppears to be indicated by the pres-
ence of Globigerinm, long since observed by Professor 1

'''"'in. as well a* by the fart just stated. The sub-crvs-
racter of these rocks cannot be regarded as in any way
ic to such an idea of their origin, since it is p. rYivtly

well known that all traces of the organic origin of calear us
rocks may be completely removed by subsequent metamorphism,—as in the Chalk of the Antrim coast.

What is the source of nutriment for the vast mass of animal
life coverin.ji the abyssal sea-bed is a question of the o-reatest hi-

' "i-r. That animals have m. p.nver in themselves of

ve as the material- of
>—and that the production ,,f th< m> mat. rials from the

:. water, and ammonia of the In -r^anie world, under
ice of light, is the special attribute of vegetation—is a

i. that to call it in question would
be esteemed a physiological heresy. There is no difficulty in

• the* aliment ition of the 1 i-her animal types, with
n limited supply of food as i- ailbrd. d l.\ th. tO^h'.-j- /<'./ •

and the Sponges in the midst of :
. on which

many of them are known to feed. Given the Prof, z >-. ev. rything
icable. But the question returns,—On what do these

Protozoa live ?

The hypothesis has been advanced that the food of the abyssal
Protozoa is derived from Jjhitoms and other forms of minute

y living at or near the rarfece, may, by
to the depths, carry down to the animals of the sea-bed

the supplies they require. Our examination of the surface-waters,
however, has afforded no evidence of the existence of such micro-

phytic vegetation in qi ,t to supply the vast

demand; and the mo^ a-mud has

more than a ver\ small number of speei-

-
. n\ 'lop. - of i)i iton s, which would most

I these pro-

t
n?

]>ytes 8erved as a '
•

' the food of the

Protozoa that have fchei the sea-bed.—Another
hypothesis

! fozoa, which art <•>

near the borders of the vegetable kingdom, may be able, like

plants, to generate organic compounds for themselves—manufac-
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terfog their own food, so to speak, from inorganic materials. But

aJL
SCar

f ^,f
oncei7ble

.

that they should do this without theagency of light
;

and, as it is obviously the want of that aeencvwhich excludes the p. , u in the abysse8
°
f ^ocean, the same deficiency would prevent animals from carryingon the like process. J s

A possible solution of this difficulty, offered by Prof WyvilleThomson m a lecture delivered last spring, has received so remark
able a confirmation from the researches made in the '

i

'

expedition, that it may now be put forth with considerable confi-dence It is, he remarked, the distinctive character of the Pmt„-
they have no special organs of nutrition, but that they

absorb water through the whole snr&ce oi

lTt!L°, i z£\.

s°metimf of silic/- Th^e is no doubt that they
rth of these substances from the sea-water, alth<
rt8 there in quantity so small as to elude detection by

chemical tests. All s, a-wat -r • mains a certain amount of organic
matter in solution. Its sources are obvious. All river- com tin a
large quantity; every - .which av-
erages about a mile in width, of olive and red sea-weeds- i„ rl-e
middle of the Atlantic there is a marine meadow, the Sargasso
Sea, xtending over 3,000,000 of square miles; the sea is full of
animals which are constantly dying and decaying; and the water

i stream, especially, eoums around casts where the
supply of organic matter is enormous. It is, therefore, quite in-

in these dark abysses :

but it is a necessary condition that they should chiefly belong to
a class capable of being supported by absorption through the sur-
face of matter in solution; developing but little heat, and incur-
ring a very small amount of waste by any manifestation of vital
activity. According to this view, it seems highly probable that
at all periods of the earth's history some form of the Protozoa—
Khizopods, Sponges, or both—predominated over all other forms
of animal life in the depths of the sea; whether ^ren.lin-. im-
pact, and reef-like, as in the Laurentian and Paheozmc Kiz-.iin ;
or in the forms of myriads of separate organisms, as in the Globi-
.''"'-•' ami Ye, irleidites of the Chalk."*
During each cruise of the ' Porcupine,' samples of sea-water ob-

tained from various depths, as well as from the surface, at stations
iar removed from land, were submitted to the permanganate test,

u addition suggested
°y Dr. Angus Smith for the purpoa
matter in a state of decomposition from that which is only decom-
posable ; with the result of showing the uniform presence of an
appreciable quantity of matter of the latter kind, which, not hav-
ing passed into a state of decomposition, may be assimilable as

* " The Depths of the Sea," a Lecture delivered in the theatre of the Koyal Dub-
lin Society, April 10, 1869.
Am. JotiB. Sci.- Second Sebies, Vol. XLIX, No. 147—Mat, 1870.
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food by animals,—being, in fact, protoplasm in a state of extreme
dilution. And the careful analyses of larger quantities <_• .1!. <-t< d

during the third cruise, which have been since made l>y Dr. Frank-
land, have fully confirmed these results, by demonstrating the

highly azotized character of this organic matter, which presents

itself in samples of sea-water taken up at from 500 to 750 fathoms
depth, in such a proportion that its universal diffusion through the

oceanic waters may be safely predicated.

Until, therefore, any other more probable hypothesis shall have
been proposed, the sustenance of animal life on the ocean bottom
at any depth may be fairly accounted for on the supposition of

Prof. Wyville Thomson, that the Protozoic port inn of that fauna is

nourished by the direct absorption from the dilute protoplasm dif-

fused through the whole mass of oceanic waters, just as it draws
from the same mass the mineral ingredients of 'the skeleton- it

forms. This diffused protoplasm, however, must be &
undergoing decomposition, and must be as continually renewed

;

and the source of that renewal must lie on the sn >•/>/> >-'!/• of plants

and animals, by which (as pointed out by Prof. Wyville Thomson)
fresh supplies of organic matter must be continually imparted to

the oceanic waters, being carried down even to their greatest

depths by that liquid diffusion which was so admirably investi-

gated by the late Professor Graham.

Not only, however, has the nutrition of the abyssal fauna to be

lined; its respiration also has to be accounted for; and on

process also the results of the analyses of the gases of the

sea-water made during the 'Porcupine' expedition throw very im-

portant light. Samples were collected not only at the iuroee,

under a great variety of circumstances, but also from great

depths ; and the gases expelled by boiling were subjected to anal-

ysis according to the method of Prof W. A. Miller—the adapta-

tion of his apparatus to the exigencies of ship-board having been

successfully accomplished during the first cruise by Mr. W. L. Car-

penter. The general average of thirty analyses of surface-water

gives the following as the percentage proportions:—25*1 oxygen,

•gen, 207 carbonic acid. This proportion, however, was

expl

tins

. the proportion of oxygen was found to dimmish, ana

that of carbonic acid to increase, with the depth : the results ot

analyses of intermediate waters giving a percentage of -'-" oxy-

gen, 52-8 nitrogen, and 26'2 ear- r— nil-
«

t

analyses of bottom-waters gave 19 5 oxygen, 52-6 nitrogen, and

27-9 carbonic acid. But bottom-water at a comparatively small

depth often contained as much carbonic acid and as littl

as intermediate water at much greater depths ; and the proportion

of carbonic acid to ox; r was found to bear a

much closer relation to the abundance of animal life (especially ot

the more elevated types), as shown by the dredge, k£

depth. This was verv strikingly shown in an instance in whicn

i contained in samples of water
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' animal
hand, the lowest percentage of carbonic acid found in bottom-water—viz: 7'9—was accompanied by a " very bad haul." In several
cases in which the depths were nearly the same, the analyst vent-
ured a prediction as to the abundance, or otherwise, of animal life,

from the proportion of caroonic acid in the bottom-water; and his

prediction proved in every instance correct.

It would appear, therefore, that the increase in the proportion
of carbonic acid, .v. of the oxygen, in the
abyssal waters of the ocean, is due to the respirat «y pn
is no less a necessary condition of the existence of animal life on
the sea-bed, than is the presence of food-material for its sustenance.
And it is further obvious that the continued consumption of oxy-
gen and liberation of carbonic acid would soon render the stratum
of water immediately above the bottom completely irrespirable

—

in th.' al»-enee ot' an\ ant U .,ni-Mc pro,-,—« of v ..._r, ration—were it

not for the upward diffusion of the carbonic acid through the in-

e waters to the surface, and the downward diffusion of
oxygenfrom the surface to the depths below. A continual inter-

change will take place at the surface between the gases of the sea-

water and those of the atmosphere ; and thus the respiration of
the abyssal fauna is provided for by a process of diffusion, which

operate through three miles or more of intervening

trbonic acid and oxygen in the sur-

f"-' -waters are doubtless to be accounted tor in part by the differ-

ences in the amount and character ot the animal life existing

beneath ; but a comparison of the results of the analyses made
during the agitation of the surface by wind, with those made in

calm weather, showed so decided a reduction in the proportion of

carbonic acid, with an increase in that of oxygen, under the former

condition,;- ;•
to indicate that superficial dis-

turbance of the sea by atmospheric movement is absolutely neces-

sary for its purification from the noxious effects of animal decom-

position. Of this view a most unexpected and remarkable con-

firmation has been afforded by the following circumstance :—In
one of the analyses of surface-water made during the second cruise,

the rjercentaffe of carbonic acid fell as low as 3-3, while that of

oxygen rose as high as 37-1; and
the third cruise, the percentage of carbonic acid was 5-6; while

that of oxygen was 45 -

3. As the results of every other analysis

of surface-water were in marked contrast to these, it became a

question whether they should not be thrown out as erroneous;
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until it was recollected that, while the samples of surface water
had been generally taken up from the bow of the vessel, they had
been drawn in these two instances from abaft the paddb 8

thus been subjected to such a violent agitation in contact' u ith ri,

atmosphere, as would preeminently Lv-.r their th^r ii-h aeration.
Hence, then, it may be affirmed that every disturbance of the

ocean-surface by atmospheric movement, from the gentlest ripple
to the most tremendous storm-wave, contributes, in proportion to
its amount, to the maintenance of animal life in its abyssal depths
—doing, in fact, for the aeration of the fluids of the" *

is done by the heaving and falling of our own chests for
the aeration of the blood which courses through our lungs. A
perpetual calm would be as fatal to their continued existence, as
the forcible stoppage of all respiratory movement would be to our
own. And thus universal stagnation would become
death. * * *

In conclusion, he referred to the systematic and energetic prose-
cution of deep-sea explorations by the United States Coast Survey
and by the Swedish Government—the results of which appear to be
singularly accordant with those now briefly expounded,—as show-

that other

M. Gov u already enabled British
ists to obtain the lead in this inquiry, would be so continued as
to enable them to keep it in the future. In particular, he called
attention to the suggestion lately thrown out by M. Alex. Agassiz,

Tungement might be made by our own Admiralty with
the Naval authorities of the United States ; by which a thorough
survey, physical and biological, of the North Atlantic should be
divided between the two countries; so that British and American
explorers, prosecuting in a spirit of generous rivalry labors most
important to the science of the future, might meet and shake hands
on the mid-ocean.

9. Secretion of Sulphuric acid by certain Gasteropoda.—During
the autumn of 1853, Professor Tboschel succeeded in obtaining
in Messina two specimens of the gigantic gasteropod Dolium ga-
lea Lk., intending to remove the animal from its shell for preser-
vation. One of the mollusks threw out its enormous proboscis to

*lf, and M. Troschel seized it for examination; when
immediately there was projected from this proboscis a drop of a
limpid liquid which, falling upon the marble pavement of the room,
produced, much to his astonishment, an active effervescence. He
succeeded in collecting a portion of this liquid, and in proving it

to be a secretion of the salivary gland. A ft

saliva was analyzed by Dr. Bcedeker of Bonn, who found in it

free sulphuric acid.

Shortly after, MM. Quoy and Gaimard, having discovered in
the genus Cassis, a gland analogous to that of the Do

hat possibly these gasteropoda also secreted a similar fluid,
using it perhaps as a means of defense, but also to aid them in
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perforating bivalve shelK. The Dolhim saliva was subsequently
analyzed by W. Preyer, and Keferstein published a description of
the gland.

r

This was the state of the question when Professor Panceri—
whose paper has just been published in the Memoirs of the Royal
Academy of N ipl. s m d. t, ok its investigation. TTe associated
Professor de Luca with him in the work, and to him we arc indebt-
ed for new analyses of this remarkable secretion. These analys (

Its

•oniparative, made up. n : - individuals.
liquid was color;,

: i.c presence of
:l])ho-nitrogenous ..rgmii. -ble by alcohol.

'V IF.." analy>is ;_-a

Free sulphuric acid,

Combined sulphuric acid,

Combined chlorhydric acid, .

Potassa, soda, magnesia, oxyd of i

iihates, organic matter and loss,

Water.

100-00 100-00

The mollusks, their shells,

sighed, with results as follow

and their glands were separately

Mollusks,
Shells, ....
Glands, ....

. 1305 grams. 520 grams.
550 " 255 "

150 " 80 "

Hence the glands constitute from 7 to 9 per cent of the totalice tne glar
weight of the animal.

Moreover, M. Panceri found that on laying open the secretory
gland of a Dolhim, there was evolved, within a few moments, a

of gas, which, on examination, proved to be
pure carbonic acid. One gland, ornately 45

I elded 206 cubic centimeters ot'thi- L.
ras. As to the secre-

tion of so acid a fluid from the alkaline blood of the mollusk, this

cannot surprise us, since it is entirely analogous to the

of an acid gastric juice from a similarly alkaline blood in the

higher animals.
The following list comprises those species of mollusks which, like

the Dolium galea, secrete an acid saliva :

—

Prosobraxchs. Opisthobraxchs.
:

.;>sa Lk. Fleurobranefi />'»„> M> <;.

,

/'/ L. u •.

'lY.tn ;.,,„ , if. „, , r.k /' '" - *' '
'

' '•"> M« k.

" hirsutum Fab. Col. " teMitudmarms Cantr.

" cutaceum (cretaceum f) Lk. " brerifrom Phil.

" corrugatum Lk. Doris
' echinophora Lk.



No trace of such a secretion has heen detected in the genera Cari-
naria, Firola, Phylliroe or in any of the numerous perforating Aceph-
ala, such as the Pholas.

After describing minutely the anatomy of the secreting organ,
in both the above divisions of gasteropods, ML Pan. r

paper with some remarks upon the origin and function of this
unique secretion. Has the sulphuric acid its origin in the oxyda-
tion of the sulphur of the albuminoid tissues, or does it result
from a decomposition of the sulphates found in sea-water? M.
Pancon i- inclined r-> the latter lnj.-.tli, ~N. sinee. as i> well kim^n,
the circulatory system of the gasteropods is so arranged at t n

• of the body as to permit the water in which they live
to enter the blood in small quantity. With regard to the role
played by the acid in this secretion, M. Panceri considers it use-
ful solely for defense; the habits of the gasteropods studied lu-

lling forbidding the hypothesis that it is used to perforate hard
bodies. Two views may be taken of the decomposition which
produced this acid: 1st, it mav take place solely for the purpose

img the acid, in which case the secretion and emission
will be but secondary and intermittent ; or ud, its production may
be regular and Continuous, the sulphuric a .'l ! kt urea for exam-
ple, being an effete product resulting from the normal chemical
changes taking place in the body.—Les Mondes, II, xxii, 451,
March 10, 1870.

10. On the discovert/ of the sensitiveness to light possessed by
Unios ; by William Sharswood.—In the March number of this

Journal for 1869, p. 280, Prof. C. A. White has published an arti-

cle under the caption "An I'nios -, nsirivo to light?" in which he
has recited some experiments by which he had been led to justly
believe " that no doubt is entertained that the posterior portion of
this mollusk is keenly sensitive to light, but exactly what organs
are thus sensitive has not been ascertained." In i lie May number
of this Journal for 1869, another article on this subject is pre-
sented over the caption "Are Unios sensitive to light? by Isaac
Lea,

' in which are brought out Dr. Lea's prior observations estab-
lishing the sa t\ ,, the Proceedings of the Academy
of Natural Sciene. s of Philadelphia, for is :,J. To substantiate his

claim, and to a subsequ. Introduction to vol.

vi of his "Observations on the Genus Unio." Now the fact is

fourteen or fifteen years, in a few
lines, by Prof. S. S. Haldeman, in his "Fresh-water Univalve Mot
lusca," Physadse, January, 1843, p. 8, where he says, " In the other
fresh-water families des f vision, or

sensitiveness^ to the action of light, is re, [, n d evident by inter-

cepting it with an opaque object, wh.-n tlu-v ii^tantly retract;
and I have even observed the protruded branchial canal of I n-o
radiates (Gmelin) to be sudden',. J.jected to
the same experiment." The folio* went on the
subject by the same aul .. Iconographic Ency-
clopedia, Zoology, p. 69. (New York, 1850). "The extremity [of
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the siphons in Unio] scarcely extends beyond the shell ; it is pap-
Qlate, and provided with eyes which have the power of distin-

_i t from darkness, as the siphons are suddenly with-
drawn, when a shadow is cast upon them."

Philadelphia, 24th and Sharswood Sts., March 9, 1870.

. 11. Report <>n the [urn-hbrata „fM, ,.,„,/,„.„-//,•. published agree-
ably to an order of the Legislature. Second edition,
the Mnllusea; bv Ao.rsn s A. Gon.», M.D., edit.-d bv W. (I.

Bisxey. Boston, 1870.—Like most revisions of aiithpiahd
works, this is :i somewhat unsatisfactory book. The difficulties

Hie aeeuracv and beauty of the cuts makes us regr.

ipon the bins*

tion is the part

by Dr. Gould
'fore described

a::
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siz, but others have been drawn from alcoholic specimens and give

hut :i poor idea of the 1'orin ami appearance of tin- animals when
living hi consequent-.- of compiling both had descriptions and

good ones, several species of Ascidians appear under two diligent

Eastport, Me., wh

hundreds of specimens of B. >-l, v <ita collected at 1

dula mollis Bini * \ > n..t Hi. -m i< s d< s< ribed bv S

that name, even if it belong to the genus Glandula.
doubtful; figure 3-JS. at least, looks much more like

was n ot besitowed upon tl -cries in depth

and a:eocrrap Ideally, for a u "^'X^l
localities are . :.,{ given a far

mt of information of rl.is kind, as long ago ns 1351,

the present work. . ,
Most co„c'

t.» which oba ' D are retained.

The,, we tine 1 the Brachiopods introduced between the Conchifers
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in .//.vv-,™Vh,* ic/tk the > ,;g jr>, ,; ,„1 irifiln-S nf
1

//, ,/,//.

,. ;

. irrespective o:

. I'iiav

f myo\:H ::\;r\ . It i>"<

We 'lonotVx
Iso exercise his

h'ir'!l l»v

!

l)r'V

ditor has in soi

i:>uij

el '.i,!m~ T)r.

J3H

'.•i.l.'j.t

cork. Thus tlv

'"/wJaIw'^::'-,;- S3
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have produced such an before of old and new
ideas as we find in this case and others.

Finally we may remark that although this work will prove of

but little or no use for conveying correct ideas of classification, or

even of the character of genera, it will nevertheless be indispensa-

ble and of the utmost v le species.

12. Notes on American Crustacea, No. 1, Ocypodoid^i : by

Sidney I. Smith. 8vo, 04 pages, with 4 lithographic plates.

From the Transactions of the Connecticut Academy, Vol. II,

April, 1870.—This memoir includes a nearly complete w
of the American species of Gelasi.mts or '" fiddler-crabs,'' of which

21 species are mow known from both coasts of America. Of these

If are described at length in 1 1 lis. paper, including 9 that are new,

and most of them are illustrated. In addition to these a number

of new genera and species are d - lib d, an 1 .>( . ; 1 . i -. pi • > i"..- \

.-.•>, ,• •/- -• ';.

i
i from that and all other families of Ocypodoidea in

having a palate or endostome which is not divided by a median

rid--, separating the efferent passa^'S. Tin- plates ai

they do not surpass, anv that have ever been published for this

cia». Nearly all the figures are copied from photogr,

by the author. The foil. '

armatus, G _
ms, Cardiosoma crassum, Pseudothelphusa plana, Opi

gen. nov., 0. Gilmanii, Epilobo /r</psus,gen.

,

Prion pi txcilia&ts, I gen. nov.,Jr.
j>'f

:
/,.-lS, Punl'tln ,-* Ll'h-dn,,,!. Ust,:i.;.//, tl ->s

J><
>/ >'t»S, PlSSOCUtC-

tylus, fam. et gen. nov., D. nitidus.

Those that are redes 'ribed are as follows:

Gdasimn* <„;„<, I, ( ...t. .
(,./,-, -i irons Stimp., G. pugilator

Latr., G. subcylindricus Stimp., 9. Panama
ma guanhumi Latr., C. quadratum Sauss., Epdobocera Cuoensts

Stimp., D -. Sesarma reticulata Say, Eu
^\

plaat nitidus Stimp., Pinnotheres margarita Smith, Pinnaxodes

13. Monoqrafta delta Famiglia dei Pennatularii ; per tl Von.

Seuvs-i i.vu Ki'. iii.vrdi. From Archivio per la Zoologi

mia ... la Fisiolou-ia, Ser. II, vol. i, Turin, 1869, 8vo. win

plates— Ii has -hen description- <* :lU

the -enera and speeies of Pennatulacea hitherto

We a , , men. u, t been seen bx tie author he has

4 uoted
•

, hut in other cases -
+ '.,i^ i 4ll Te detail-d Th< plates e \er> -oo.l



bh-aivmi. He reunites the genus, L'-!<>r t;hr,n, to I'< nhntida, l>ut

posed. Of Penriatula he describes 7 species, including one that is

new, P. Targionii, locality unknown: of /'/,,•,,/,/,.,, 07 series,

including the f..ll«.\viiitr m-w ones: A. ',>/<// (= /'. ,„/*,,/ K>per).

locality unknown, A. I '>/////, A. Gn'milhr. /> Chmtti. Mediterra-

nean, P. Pa n ; of &nrcoptikt» one, >'.
t

ym«-
'/'- Gray; of Ptilosarcus two, P. Gtrnwgi. and A. s/ti>(os>ts Gray

;

of fliViAreptrn.m one: of S<\>/f</l>'>oa one; of Stghitnla 5 species;

N. "".',<
.

/.••'-;.-/ i.-ars -p.), N. ni-.irHh Y., S. d„„g<it.i \ '., N. ,„///-

£{/?<>/« (Kner, sp.), & elegans (Danielsen sp.); of Virgnhirhi s spe-

I'i.-.. iu.'ludiuu '\\ > n.-w ones. ['. L< «!; >rt'-'>. North S, a, and H
ipie; of iy<7

««* one species ; of Crinllhun one
;

of F ,(,,',<>' i i :; ; ... /",/ /. 1'nl'irut one; of Kophobdemtton >
;

of Litwiria -2; of C,i,'ermihtfi>t '\ including A. ILihneii and (7.

ii.known localities; of IV/V//7-

b, B. >vVa«ia Q. and G., and i?.

sinwita Gray, the last from the Philippines.

In the genus JfasmTfo the author is certainly at fault, owing no

doii'ot to lack of specimens of some of our American species. To
J?. re, t ;fonnis he unites P. peltata V., A'. />«»<? V.. and i?. ame-

th'jxt;,,',! V., the last from the !'.•: - Atlantic.

Neither of\he.|. approach tie- true /v /, W/« a of the Carolina

coasts, of whh h I l'iav» exan iu-<1 h mlmls of specimens m all

states of preservation. The latter never grows so large as cither

of the three, hut has lar-er polyps and many other differences.

The three species referred to are all more nearly allied to A', r.ola-

r,ms. There can be no doubt but that these

three species ier
;

it is possible that

P. !>•'„ > ma\ be identical with P. >><>/" '• tin ugi r do< > i <
r

beyond doubt good species. To

P. violacea he unites B. patula Verrill. Between the two forms

there are certain resemblances and they may possibly prove to be

the same but I have m mens that appear to be

American si - f **% one may be iden

quite probable, however, that the number of -

might be considerably reduced by a careful study of all the ongi-

77ie Butterflies of Forth America, with colored dr;

Wu. II. Howards. Part 5. Phila.l

rgynnit Edward
a pseudargiolus ; L. neghcta. I he

can Butterflies includes the species of
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IV. ASTBONOMY.

1. Elements of Felicitas (109), from observations of the first
:

l>y W\r. A, Uoleus. (Communicated for this J..ur-
nal, and dated Alfred Observatory, Alfred Center, N. Y., April
12, 1870).—From my last Elements, published in the Ast :

r»i»;>,i-

hrleMen, the following normal places were obtained, tin-

deviations from the Ephemeris bein» found in the column!
^a(C-O), M(C—O).
The observations of Hamilton College, Washington, and Chi-

cago, were kindly communicated in advance of publication.

Date. <*_.._* Aa(C-O) A«J(C-0) Observations.

Oct. 9-6 14° 9 6-0 —1-9 +0-2' Hamilton Col. (9). Alfred (3).

+ 9 36 4-52 Chicago (2).

Oct. 29-0 9 35 51-6 — 1-7 -2'8 II. C. (4). Washington (3).

+ 9 52 17-8 Alfred (7).

Nov. 10-0 8 26-2 +0-9 -2'8 Wash. (5). Hamburg (1).

+10 9 51-3 Bilk. (2). Madrid (6).

Nov. 28-0 8 06 08-3 4-2*6 —8-0 Lund (2\ H. C. (2).
4-H 08 14-9 Madrid (5). Alfred (8).

Wash. (5). Hamburg (3).

Dec. 28 14 27 49-1 -4-4-0 —3-6 Alfred (5). H. C. (1).

~f"U 21 37-8 Wash. (4).

Jan. 22 24 06 03-4 +60 -5-0 Alfred (15). H. C. (2).

+18 06 49-6 Wash. (4).

Feb. 22 39 36 26-9 +5-0 -5-4 H. C. (1). Wash. (1).

+23 01 39-1 Alfred (5).

From the first, fourth and sixth places, the following elements

Oct. S •0 1869, W. M. T.

M 339 0-5 45-21
Mean Eq. n 55 56 03-25
1869-0. & 4 56 04-35

8 02 56-10

17 27 62-67
log. a

802"'4102

These elements represent the normals thus

1869. Oct. 9.

Aa(C-O)
—o-r

AS (C-O)

+oV'
Oct. 29. —0-4 —0-6
Nov. 10. +10 +0-2
Nov. 28. +0-4 + 1-1

Dec. 28. —1-0 + 1-2

1870. Jan. 22.

Feb. 22.

+0-1
+o-o

+0-9
+ 1-6
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2. On the Periods of <•> r ain V- u or It- Wings ; by Daniel Kirk-
wood. (ProcA.i-r. M.il.N.,,-., M.uvh. \ .7,,. )L_

(
L)

'
/•/„ .]/,/,,„.,. „ ;

-

• tfachrichten, No, 1632 Dr
Wui.-s called attention to the fact that the orbit oflli.
"t l s, »l \ 1 irh 1 it< r<ei ts that ot t! irth in mjdtu l< 2M
the point passed by the latter at the epoch of the April meteoric
shower. A relation between the meteors and the comet, similar to
that recently detected between the November meteors and the
comet of 1866, was thus suggested as probable. Is this hvpothc-is
L » ha mon\ u th facts? n.lifn t, are our present data "sufficient

Mining with any reasonable probability, the
of the April meteors?
Dates of the April Shower.—Professor Newton selects the fol-

' as belonging to this period :*

1. B. C. 687, 4. A. D. 1093, '4 '5, and '6

2. "
15, 5. * 1122, '3

3. A. D. 582, 6. " 1803.

Period of the First Comet of 1861.—The elements of this body
were computed ; -v < >pp •:/.<,••. who assigned it a period of 415 y. 4.
Now while it is true that the interval from B. C. 687 to A. D. 1803,
is vyvy nearly equal to 6 periods of 4;."> \ ears, the -li^ht.-t exami-
nation will show that this period does not harm -niz w it ri </ >/ 0/

'' '< ,/./!,,,. This fact, then, wiri

hypothesis that the period of the

it of thenearly equal t

What is the probable period oft/u. riu.j?—The showers of 1093—6 and 1122—3 at once suggest a {period of from 26 to 30 years.

issage of the d« nsest portion of the ring at the former
, H h. iv between 1093 and 1096, and that

of the latter, in eitl er 1 122 or 1123. The entire interval from B. C.
687 to A. D. 1803 is 2

and the known dates 2

B. C. 687 to B. C. 15 612000 years = ->4 periods of 28-00Oy. each.

15toA.D. 582. ...597000 " =21 " 28429 "
A.D. 582- 114 " =18 " 28-429 "

" 1122143 to " 1803lI"680-857 " = 24 " 28369 "

These coincidences indicate a period of about 28jf years, cries-

ponding to an ellipse whose major axis is 18'59. Hence the dis-

tance of the aphelion is very nearly equal to the mean 1

1

Uranus. It will also be observed that the time of revolution, which
seems to have been somewhat lengthened about the Christian era,

was previously one-third of the period of Uranus.

(2.) The Meteors of December Uth-13th.—In the catalogue of

Quetelet we bpkya which

to this period. Observations ma
land. 1 862, indicate also a
at the December epoch in
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1. A. D. 901. "The whole hemisphere was filled with those
meteors called falling stars, the ninth of Dhu'lliajja, (288th vear of

' •' -•
•

'--.. ' - Modern part of the Univers

heures et i, entre les scales nm-.! , Tauiv.-ui,

and 1863. Maximum probablv in

1*02. Tin m t t ,„'s ,t thi- , t,i n .v-n far f. m b, n- comparable
in numbers - irh the ancient displavs. The shower, however, was
distinctly observed. I{. I\ (ire-, Es,,., of Manchester, En-hm-I.
says the period for December 10th-12th was, in 18(52, '• exceed-

1571 to 1833 9 periods of 29-111 years.

1833 to 1862 .... 1 period of 29-000 years.

(3). The Meteors of October I5th-2lst. The showers of the

3. 1'(43. ..Ju.... .1 fr..;m Ihi'ii ck, in tiem Join Mill .

'

" A
v;

il, Wl).

all sh<> K.'to s.w. ?JO
in the

after i,

nf'r nail :

.

•"t'v
;;;; ;;;;

•

!'.i

u
t! 1'etiu

dipped X.'
1

"Iirai. a Goct grand nombre
d'etoih- HI; ans h s obscrvati ons s ' qu' il fait avec

Thes.; date- indicate a period of about 27\ years:

288 to 1439 42 periods of 27405 years each.

1439 to 1743 11 -' 27-636 '«

1743 to 1798 2 " 27-500 "

If these periods are correct, it is a remarkable coincidence that

he aphelion distances of the meteoric rinsjs of April 18th—20th.

)ctober 15th—21st. November 14th, md December 11th—13th,
is well as those of the comets 1866 (i), and 1867 (i), are all nearly

squal to the mean distance of Uranus.

* This Journal, May, 1863, p. 461.
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3. Abstracts from the Report of the Council of the Royal
stronomical Socu ! anal meeting, Feb. 1870.

(1.) Work <l>m irlth the IViotohtHo'/rajJi at the Kew Observa-
ry.—The first instalment of the measure incuts and reductions of

te Kew Sun-pictures taken during the two years 1862 and 1863,
•ntaining also the areas of the observed groups and an explana-

m of the methods followed in the working out of the observa-
ons, have been published in the last volume of the Transactions
' the Royal Society. Nearly 150 separate copies of the paper,

•inted partly at the private expense of Mr. Warren I)e La line,

ere distributed chiefly to foreign observatories, scientific institu-

the Sun-spots observed from the beginning of 1864 to the end of

1*00, i- nearly ready, and will be presented to the Royal Society

at an early date during the present i
'"

year on the i

which a refracting medium of considerable density would havt on

it dee Mid figure of the Sun, and the time of rotation,

ted from spots at different latitudes. The preliminary

tion that a comparison of the times

1 from spots while they are near the limb,

with those deduced from the same spots when near the center,

will throw much light on several important questions connected

with solar physics. The matter will be exhaustively investigated

in the general discussion of the Kew results.

During the present year it is intended to bring, it" possible, the

work of the measurements up to date. The scarcity of spots

of these years

that by completing,

of the

whole work as is required by the importance of the astronomical

and physical problems involved in it.

Messrs. I)e La line, Stewart, and Loewy, state that the reduc-

tions of Hofrath Schwabe's observations are now finished. By
comparing his observations with those taken by Carnngt--n. and

also with the Sun-picture* taken at Kew. they arrived
_

at very

favorable co 7 of tne delineations

of rl,e distinguished German observer. Beginning with the year

1 832 they have measured the spotted area of all his pier

the time when Carrington's series commenced. From the results

obtained they have, first of all, deduced fortnightly views and in

the next place, in order to get rid of the m< -

-
..

•
.

.:,,--> ,---..
middle and end of each month, fr

-

larities of comparatively long periods, and from the curve by the
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ordinary method of equalization, they have deduced an equalized
curve exhibiting the decimal period of solar disturbances.
They find therefrom the following epochs of maximum and

minimum spotted area :

—

Minimum Nov. 28 1833 Minimum April 21 1856
Maximum Dec. 21 1836 Maximum Oct. 7 1859
Minimum Sept. 21 1843 Minimum Feb. 14 1867
Maximum Nov. 14 1847

From these dates it will be perceived that (as has been already
observed) the time between th< [a alw&yi
less than that between the maximum and next minimum.

It will also be noticed that the whole period is not always of
uniform length; nevertheless, judging from what has gone before,
they believe that they are perhaps entitled to conclude that the
approaching minimum will not be delayed much beyond the end
of this year. It ought also to be remarked that, in all the three
series, the pr rimumto minimum is not a simple
progression, but exhibits in each case traces of a secondary max-

in tli ir preliminary researches, they derived the following taMe,
ting the evidence deduced from all the observations be-

tween 1832 and 1868:

—

J^£#8$2Z&a
£Sffi£Z

-f 881 + 1675
— 139

— 452 -1665
— 579 —2355
— 705 —2318

Between 0° and 30°

210 " 240 - 752 + 547
240 "270 — 263 -f 431
270 " 300 -f 70 -j- 228
300 " 330

-f- 480 +1318
330 " +1134 +2283

From this table there appears to be an excess of solar activity

when either Jupiter and Venus or Mars and Mercury are together,

and a deficiency when they are 180° apart. We see also

that the progression of the numbers is regular in each case and
very similar in the one case to what it is in the other.

(2.) Spectrum Analysis.—-Our Fellow, Mr. Lockyer, has pursued
with great diligence and success his spectroscopic researches on
the Sun. Since the last Report he has found that several other

substances besides hydrogen are occasionally to be detected above
the photosphere, namely, sodium, barium, magnesium, and iron.

The presence of the bright lines of these substances rising above
the photosphere, and associated with the bright lines of hydrogen,



Mr. Lockyer regards as indicating a state of disturbance of the
- :

"
:

'
'

'"
'• - ' -

.

-
'-

- :;: -
, ,-

Mirations. From a slight alteration in refran a

Lrogen, as shown by their want of
*"itl tli- wnvsp nding lines <>t a^urptimi, Mr. Lo kver believes
thai in- lias evidence of rapid currents in the solar matter. gro-

aning a velocity of 40 miles per second in a vertical di-
rection, and a velocity of 1-Ju miles per second in a horizontal or
cyclonic direction, lie considers that his observations support
the conclusion that "the chromosphere and the photosphere form
the true atmosphere of the Sun, and that under ordinarv circum-

Mr. Lockyer is a

hope to base a more complete theory of the constitution of the
Sun than we now possess.

(3.) Lunar Radiation.—After stating the results of Lord Posse's
- upon Lunar Radiation which are given in this Journal,

(vol. xlviii, p. 436), the council go on to say:

e been made upon the same subject

nd M. Marine-Davy at the Paris Observatory. The forme
ployed a concave mirror of 39 < to condense
the Moon's rays upon his pile, and also made use of a Thomson's

noa at which he arrived was, that
.•on, at Paris and in the summer months, gave as much

heat to his pile as a radiating surface 6*5 centimeters square, main-
tained at boiling-water temperature and placed at a distance of
35 meters. M. Marie-Davy has published results of two series of
ii' ;isur< s secured during the lunations of October and November

last. The first were made with a pile attached to a 9-inch e.pia-

an 8-inch mirror; the object-glass

mer case having been found to intercept a large propor-

M Sd i 1 1 - - firm those of
Lord Rosse. They show that the heating eifect of the Moon in-

t h the illumination of the visible disk. Between October
9, when the Moon was four days old, and October 20, when it was
full, the measured heat of the condensed beam of moonlight ta-

rn 0°-000l7 (centigrade) to 0°-00287. If this last num-
1 image to

the area of the object-elass, we have twelve-millionths of a centi-

; on at the

rt'ace. This is the result given by the object-glass, that

afforded by the mirror is about six times as great. It will be seen

that M. Marie-Davy has converted his galv

into centignui thifl convers

we are not informed. He confirms Lord Posse's inferenc*

proportion of solar to lunar radiation is about as 80000 I

am. Jofjb. Scr.-Second Series, You XLIX, No. 147.-Mat, 1870.
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likewise concludes that the Moon imparts to us no heat from an
interna! or cosmical source. Further, he inters that the diffusive
power of the lunar surface is considerable, at least equal to that
of the least colored of terrestrial rocks; and he finds that the
lunar heat by reason of its large percentage of obscure rays is

far more impressionable by atmospheric humidity than that from

It will be remembered that Professor Smyth, in his Teneriffe
experiments, determined the h -atiug power of the full Moon to be
equal to one-third of that of a Price's candle at a distance of 14
feet 9 inches. M. Marie-Davy finds that such i

distance affects his pile to the extent of 0°-O0075 c

> be the "

upon
respective candle-flames was sensibly the s

? heating power of the Moon upon the summit
of Teneriffe, upon the supposition that the heat emitted by the

;tive candle-flames was sensibly the same.
Heating Power of the Stars'—Yhv experiments upon this

subject, commenced by Mr. Stone with the great Equatorial erf

the Greenwich Observatory, in the year 1868, and mentioned in

the last Annual Keport, were continued as weather permitted dur-
ing 1869. In pursuing them, Mr. Stone was led to the construction
of a thermopile which there is good reason to believe will prove
of value in thermometric researches other than those of the class
for which it was specially prepared. His early trials convinced
him that it v e to distinguish the feeble currents
generated by stellar heat from the grosser effects produced upon
the pile by exposure of one face within the telescope tube and the
protection of the other face outside the telescope tube. It was
evident that to maintain the pile in thermal equilibrium its two
faces must be exposed to pre. i-eh similar atmospheric influences.—*~n resorted to what in effect may be described as

ented
rbing

cans.-, whether ttie^e t < the form of draughts of air or cooling
or' the metals ^>\ the pile by radiation. By this arrangement the

i a star's image ciist upon either face of the pile man-
,><>•*(. Decided

i mi Arcturus
and-. L,,r>i were thus obtained ,„, several nights. The amounts
were measured by a reflecting galvanometer; and by a somewhat
tedious process the galvanometer indications were converted into

. e e.piiva ems. It was f. und that the heat ing effect

of Arrturus, after allowing for absorption by the object-glass, was
0-00000137 of a Fahrenheit degree; that of « Lyroe being about
two-thirds of this amount. Otherwise expressed, the heat from
Arcturus, at an altitude of 25° at Greenwich, is about equal
to that from a three-inch cube of boiling water at a distance of
400 yards, while from « Lyrce it is equal to that from the same
cube at 600 yards. Mr. Mone conceives that the difference of
heating power may be connected u ae of color.
He finds that the manifested heat diminishes rapidly as the amount
of moisture in the air increases, and ffect is cut



off by the slightest cloud or haze. The details of the investiga-
tion are published in the i"ro.ufdings of the Royal Society for Jan-
uary, 1870

(5.) Tn
tor the observations of tin- transit of Y,-„,i*, 1-7 I. are sufficient I v
advanced to encourage us to expect most impor*— "•

the data already collected tor the determination
tal astronomical unit of length. The British
:ilr.-:i.lv- placed at the .li>|...«v-,i ..f the Astronomei
funds^ for the equipment of Kve stations, eaeh \vi

and Transit, for the determination of longitude a

with two telescopes, one of which is to be of six inches aperture,
and to be provided with driving power. Four of the larger in-

struments have already been obtained, and the Transit^ and Alt-

Troughton and Simm
be of four inches aperture.
The present intention appears to he to place the British «

at Kerguelen's Island, Oahu, Auckland in New Zealan
andria, and Rodriguez.
A Commission, co i, MM. Faw.

Villarceau, and Puiseux, has reported
that it would be particularly desiraoie ior me

py the Islands of St. Paul and Amst

Committee, of whom the illustrious astronomer of Gotha wag
elected chairman.
This Committee appear to lay great stress upon tin i

of heliomet ice position of ]'<„>/.< on the Sun
at the different stations:

Equatorials with driving power for the eye-observers were to be
l feet foeal length and .VJ lines aperture.

i the question of ex] t -. . iltl _,i Profos Argelander was
not satisfied with the degree of accuracy which might he expected
from it. The further consideration of ihU .piotioii was, however,

deferred to a subcommittee. Spectroscopic observations were
'

- '-

vation of external contacts. The Committee recommended that

the Government be urged to fit out four expeditions,—two to the

North ai I two to th. South. Hit station- speedily referred r< is

favorable were, N Edwards',

< .o/(t \ , u ,i Vu*-kl-.ii.l Mai 1- nd ii certain i i»«b
.. --

tion of ob.orv, rx T\

Director of the Em
already secured a Committee for the con-
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> establish a chain of observers across

c Sea, at intervals of
about 100 miles. This appears desirable on account of uncertain-

atmospheric conditions in the month of

too great crowding of the observers toward one or two points, in
other regions, to the exclusion of others of nearlv eqiui import-
ance; and that, in this matter at least, after the best consideration
has been given the subject, we may all adopt instruments of not
very unequal power, and attempt to make the same class of obser-
vations in the same way. Uniformity in these observations means

accompanying account of my paper on this subject, recently com-
municated to the Royal Society, it is to be remarked that the

King to my results must be founded on the
way in which they bear on received theories respecting the dis-
tribution of the fixed stars. It is quite evident that according to
the views usually accepted, the »tar> whir}, appear in any part of
the heavens must be regarded as situated at vei
from the eye

; the faintest nine or ten times farther from us, at the
very least, than the brightest, and the different stars altogether too
far apart to exert any influence on each other. Indeed, whatever
theory we may hold respecting stellar distribution. regarded u« ne-
rally, we must be prepared to recognize in the stars seen toward
any part of the sky, objects which lie at very different distances.
And regarding these objects as severally in motion, we must be
prepared to find in general the utmost diversity, not only as re-
spects the direction of the apparent motions of the stars, but
also as respects the magnitude of these motions. It is only when
one has adopted the theory that the stars are grouped according
to special laws of aggregation, that one would
that here and there, almost as by accident, so to speak, some indi-
cations of their grouping might be discoverable in the characteris-
tics of the stellar proper motions. Although I had become firmly
convinced that the stars are not dis space with
any approach to that ore no nil m i ..mi* >, ins ^r ,1 on by many
astronomers, I had very little hope that a suggestion I threw out
a year ago in the pages of the Student, that the stellar proper
motions if examined carefully might afford evidence in favor of
my views, would be confirmed in m »nner if the
method I had pointed out should ever be applied. I knew that a

amunity of motion in the constellation Taurus had led
Madler to important, but as I judged incorrect conclusions as to
the nature of the stellar motions ; but I also knew that that com-
munity of motion was one which could only be appreciated by the
tew who had convinced themselves of what was to be expected if
the stars were uniformly distributed. I had an impression at that
tune that Madler had examined the stellar proper motions over
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the whole of the northern hemisphe:

tional community of proper motion
to form his well-known theory respecting a central sun. It was
only when I was reminded that he I be stellar

proper motions in the D tng been
]
> d th:it in ighborhood as

that within which a central sun was to be looked for, that I was
encouraged to map down all the recognized proper motions. To

[ found that in Gemini. (.'niKvr. and Leo, a community
of motion far more striking than that noticed by Madler in Taurus
was to be re- '. that t ] i •

• i
i -" L in ot her directions,

as I had expected, stellar motions belonging to different depths in

space were intermixed, it was yet possible to trace out laws of

the existence of drifting star-groups in these

directions also.

I lay very little stress on ti e i idi di< i- whi i h ive led me to

name the great double cluster in Perseus as more likely to be an
import mi e. nter >i~ motion than the Pleiades. But it is worthy
of mention that Mad- r n quired a -far on tin Milky Way as the

center of the -:ii:ixv, and Alcyone doe- ,n,i lie on the Milky \\ . y ;

lie required his center to lie ninety derives from the apex of the

sohir motion, and Alcyone does not lie ninety degrees from the

mean of the last determinations of thai p.
;

> t. The -Teat cluster

in Perseus fulfills both conditions in the most perfect manner.

A careful examination of the proper motions of all the fixed

-tars in the catalogues published by Messr-. M. m and__Ston t

the In livens th st ir> . diibit i v , l!-i i irk d tendency to drift i

definite direction. " In the catalogues of proper motions

to the way in which the star? are arranged. lh;- • •
:

masked: hut when the proper motions are r

affixing to each star a small arrow whose length and «.

indicate the magmi id- and direction of ti,

- .,,. rhv pli iw.in. non may b- termed) ,oe..n

evident. It is ^ "

the neighborhood of the Pie
"

, found >

ctually found in Taurus his well known theor

(the lucida of the Pleiades) is the common center

the sidereal system is moving. P»ut in reality tne

ad not «-~.

recognized in many region* of tl i to av< di

th-, - ;l much nion -t iking 1 ! t

drift in Ta Bouthw st In tb

-

to the proper motion which has been assigned to the sun, because
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have abundantly
„ }per motions of the

recognized as principally du<

shown even that we must assign to the stars a larger proper mo-
tion, on the average, tha i tli it wliu-h the -un possesses. Looking,

therefore, on the stars as severally in motion, with velocities rx-

i upon sua

in any large region of the hi

drift opposed to the

hie instance may be

bright stars of Ursa Major. Of these,

all drifting in the same direction, and
3 rate towards the < apex of the solar

, the point from whirl) all the motions due to the

sun's translation in space should he directed. IS' these five stars,

indeed, form a system (and I can see no other reasonable explana-

tion of so singular a community of motion), the mind is lost in

contemplating the immensity of the periods which the r

of the components of the* system must occupy. .M.-.dl. r hid

alrea \ assigned t< th< revolution of Ah-or around Mizar 1 1 Ti'sa-)

a period of more than 7000 years. But if these stars, which

appear so close to the naked eye. have a period of such length,

. the cyclic periods of the stars which cover a range

of several degrees upon the heavens? In like manner the stars

«, (?, and y Arietis appear to form a single system, though the mo-
tion of u is not absolutely coincident either "in magnitude or dhve-
"

i with that of § and •/, which arc moving on absolutely parallel

s with equal velocity. There are
of the same kind." The author hope
lines with equal velocirv. There are mai v other int i

of the same kind." The author hope- «,,>u to he able to lay before

tlie lh.y :l l Society a pair of maps in which all the well-recognized

nbited <

.Section. In the same maps al-o the effects due to the

;n-l bv mean- .'.f great circles through the

apex of the solar motion, and sm kving that

apex for a pole. The star-drift described by Mr. Proctor serves to

explain sev<
' ad hitherto been thought very

.. In the first place, it accounts for the sn

which the" correction ilue to the solar motion has been found to

have in diminishing the sums of the squares of the stellar proper
' -

have a common proper motion, appear to have no motion «»f_\'^v°"

ther; for clearly two members ol

- form a close double, and yel I

far apart and travelling, not around each other, but a:

center of gravity of th< m they form part of
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While mapping the proper motions of the stars, Mr. Proctor has

been led to notice that tin- rich cluster around / Persei falls almost

exactly on the intersection of the Milky Way with the great circle

which "may lie termed the equator of the solar motion ; that is. the

U' having the apex of the sun's motion as a pole. This
.able cluster, rather than to the

Pleiades, as the center of the sidereal system, if indeed that sys-

tem has a center cognizable 1>\ us. When we remember that for

every fixed star in the Pleiades there are hundreds in the great

duster in Perseus, the latter will seem the worthier region to be

the center of motion. The author is disposed, however, to

regard the cluster in Perseus as the center of a portion of the

r than as the common center of the Galaxy.

V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. National Academy of Science*: List of Papers read at the

Mtftlitii in Apr!!, 1870, at U'tt/i/iif/fn,,, I). (J.—

On the measurement of wave-lengths !»y means of indices of re-

fraction ; by Dr. Wolcott Gibbs.

On the comiiiLi Transits of Venus, and the mode of observing

them ; by Prof. Simon Newcomb.
.Mcridi'mal arcs measured in connection with the IT. S. Coast

Survey; by I'rof. J. K. Hilgard.

The Relatio i- f tin i ur Vi hetvpo -' tu t tl Vnmial

Kingdom, as parts of one Life System ; by Prof. A. Guyot
%

Observations on the Measurement and Iconography ol Crania;

by Dr. Geo. A. Otis, XT. S. A.
nland ; by Dr. I. I. Ha;

:

;

:

•

:

i iron-clad ships ; by Prof. Wm.

On Artificial "deformation of Skulls ; by Dr. Geo. A. Otis, LT. S^A.

On the proposed Astronomical observatory m the ±

tution ; by Prof. Joseph Henry.

On the oomp a •
h7 Dr

-
B

-
F

:
L™lS-

•••='"-

,.«^Mon i
»v (n'H. .t. g r»:ii ird, r. s A.

R [notion of photographic observations of Pnesepe; by Dr. B.

On°the Lignites ofW *r, ,;n Ai i.;i
;

:
/'>' <" J

;

" ^
'°J

b
^
ry-

; by Drf J. J. Woodward, I . b. A.

the classification of Clouds ;
by -

i the microscope ; by

x, cw breeds of Harh >i'k W..n.i>. whid, u,d on

thus and Oaks," and the importance of then-introduce

country as a future industry; by J. Q. A. Warren.
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On some of the phen
der-storm of Iowa and
Nicholson.

Astronomical Photography
; by Lewis M. Rutherford.

Classification beodare Gill.
Redemption periods of life-annuities and reversions ; by E. B.

Description of a new binocular for the Microscope to be used
^iv; by F. A. P. Barnard.

})y\»-n "> 31, trie Standards; by J. E. Hilgard.
Ihe Basalts of Oregon, Washington, and Idaho; by R, W.

Raymond. ' J

On the3 polarization of the atmosphere ; by Prof. Poey.
— ./form of Quart mi ns ; l.v Ih njamin Peirce.

2. The Mean Pressure of the Barometer and the Pro-oUhv,
V„ulsnr,rthe iiloh : .

,7„ Vl<// , j.,,, ,,'.

by Alexander Buchax, M.A., F.R.S.E., Secretary of
Meteorological Society, &c. 54 pp. 4to; (fi
the Roy. Soc. of Edinburgh, vol. xxy.)—This memoir presents the
results of a most important research with re sard to the lines of
equal barometric pivsMiiv. ,„ ;,„/„„•;.• //„,,<, over the ul,,h ( . Tlie
results as regards the months of J annan :,nd .lul\ are given by
the author on maps in his Handy Book on M.
two years since. The paper here issued contains the maps for each

'
• -*

!

-. at ! also another for the means of the vcar.

''on of Atmospheric P ,-. . V />. ,..,.,/, .., ./-,/„,„„•>/,

land portions of the northern hemisphere, and the larger
the extent of the land the grr^
high barometer (30 inches and n
all Europe, south of the North :

and 45° lat.; the West Indies ; North Air
except the north and northwest ; and the North Pa

'

8 and 1\ lat. There are also two regions of hi-h pressure of

one in the SonSfAl
the other in the South Pacific.
The regions of low pressure are the northern portions of the

the North Pacific, including portions of the
continents adjoining; the belt of

, e e<inatorial
regions, towards which the trade winds blow ; and tb<

in the Antarctic regions, which probably is mi'
;

.t to
';,-.::!

./':
V"'" '• I"— '- 'I'i >' -'•- over Asia, the middle and south

ot Europe md tl I ! State- nf Amci i hNervwhen el>e,
• tr -pie*, it iv riM Ul/ . T)li> ri„, , lf |,re , Mllv: j, m ,„t ap-

parent in the temperate regions of the southern hemisphere. In
'''

V• •
. ...-.; ..

,
...

•

,, ..;;•

in Iceland now being 2

34 mch as compared with January.
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In April, Tlit- Iua\ y lines showing a pressure above the average
have now all 1)ii ( i ft Asia, i i i >j . I tl I , St it s md rh<

isobars of 30 inches bound a belt of high press

encircles the globe in the south tempe
,,n,.I«,t,ly

Xnn'i America, and it is i .r. .1 >:; 1 >U- that a space of high pressure (at

least 30 inches) surrounds the North Pah-. In this month on -sure

for, excep'tingthe Antarctic Ocean, it scarcely ri -< > anywhere above'
30-1 inches, or falls below 29-8 inches.

In May, in the north of Europe, in Greenland, and in the north
of America, atmospheric pressure attains the maximum of the
year. Pressure continues to increase over the south temperate
zone, and the isobar of 30'1 inches now nearly extends round the
globe. At this time the highest pressure in the southern hemis-
phere occurs in the southeastof Australia, where, at Deuilhpiin. it

is 30-185 inches. Pressure is rapidly falling over Asia and the
United States.

In June, July and Av'jnti, pressure falls in the central regi. ns

of Asia to about 29*5 inches. In this season this g;v.

of pressure, which may be regarded as absolutely determining the

summer climates of Asia, reach - it- lowest point. Pressure falls

also in the interior of North America, where at Utah. Great Suit

Lake, it is only about 29-7 inches. The annual maximum of the

south temperate zone is att iin< d in tin - i lonths. The isobar of
30-1 inches goes completely round the globe, and a still higher
pressure prevails over th >mith oi At'ri '.;.• ! over those parts of

the ocean immediately to the west and east of it, In these months
the arrangement of the isobars may be regarded as being, gene-

rally speaking, reversed from that of December, January, and
February, and on this account a comparison of these two groups

of months is very instructive.

From this period, pressures
:

its of the
srate zone,

till the distribution of pressure b i \ ahvady

Shown to pn\ ul dmiig th. nn'tr m .nths. /"„ .-v /< ,/„,-„„,/

October, an interesting feature of th. se lii.es b a \.-r\ rap'd dimi-

nution of the pi- ss U 'e ii di. ated ast: kit g place in the north of the

Atlantic and adjoining regions. This is the season of the year

when the first great d< eye i,< of temperature takes place, which is

accompanied by heavy rains and furious storms. The increase of

!'-••'r- in Sweden in October, taken in connection with the

simultaneous decrease in Greenland, Iceland, north of Norway.

and the British Wands, is intei sting, as bearing on tin trans-

ference ofmaa ere from one region to another.

In X>,r, ,»}» ,-. pr. ssure ris. s coi -hi ral Iv over the continents of

tl , ,rtheru i :
A, h. :•

. :

' fall* in the south temperate zone;

:-
;
,' -]. '

.

:• .:'
: . : --

:
' - -

-

garded as n.»n p:i<Mn c.mnleteh found tlu srlohe. lhis belt,

towards wh u -' w equator blow, does

not occur in the summer months in the Indian Ocean; but, on the
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contrary, th r. is a <• nitinu . is diminution of pressure northv -1.

from Australia and Mauritius to the interior of Asia. It will be
seen that in November, as compared with October, the isobars

have advanced a little northward from the British Isles to Ice-

land, and eastward from Baffin's Bay to Iceland, thus indicating

a general increase of pressure over the north of the Atlantic and
regions adjoining. Coincident with this increase of pressure, there

occurs a diminution of pressure to the southeast of it, including

Austria. Italy, and countries adjoining the Mediterranean; and in

tie- Atlantic to the south of it, from ak.ut latitude 45° to 15°N.
Probably these extensive oscillations of the pressure are parts of

one general movement of the atmosphere, which in one of its mani-
i- U-i-n long known to meteorologists under the name

of tii great November wave, but of which no very satisfactory

aci-ount has yet been given.

In addition to these changes in the monthly distribution of the

pressure, it is prohaUe that a system of low pressures traverses the

continent of Africa, following the sun's course; but since the

grounds of this supposition have been recently laid before the So-
" The Determination of Heights, chiefly in the

pressure for the months is shown on the separate charts.

3. Royal Society of London,—Fifty-three candidates have

il ip of the Royal Society during

the present session, and in June next fifteen out of the number
will be elected.

—

Athenaeum, March 12.

4. Prizes for Comets.—The Academy of Sciences at Vienna
have offered eight gold medals for the discovery of as many com-

rs. —Athen., ibid.

Obituary.—Mao \ is. of Berlin, the physicist, died in that city,

on the 4th of April.

VI. MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGRAPHY.

1. Hand Book of the Sulphur- Cure as applicable to the Vine

disease in America, and diseases of Apple and other Fruit Trees ;

by William J. Flaoo, author of " Three Seasons in European

Vineyards." 100 pp. 12mo. New York, 1870. (Harper & Broth-

en. Air. Flagg is the proj rietor of extensive vineyards in Ohio,

and has ,1, , d mu study t 1 inanag lent of \

and in disease. Those who have read his lively " Three Seasons
"

need not be told that he handles his theme with point and vivac-

ity, as well as with . it. Mr. Flagg makes
'

. of microderms, but he (dearly

shows, 1st. that milder in the grape i> always due to a fungus

gnovth, an 1 _A ti at thi~ fm gus, whether Oidium, Urysephe, or

royed by the early and thorough

t M ir snip] u- Kver\ < iltivator'who reads the

pt the author's closing words, and
" try it." It is probably a misprint which states the " gramme"

Proceedings of the Roy. Soc. Edin., voL vi, p. 4.65.



on p. 50 to be about 23 grains, in place of 15
clearly appears tbat sulphur, in a very

Pharmacopeia {sulphur precipitatum ) "lac sulphur" or "milk of
sulphur."' u hit h i> an impalpaMe non-crystalline powder, and en-

is often hurtful to the delicate leaves of the growing --rape.

Every farmer could prepare his own product.

2. The Chemical Forces, Heat, Light, Electricity, with their a/>/>H-

cation-s tu tin espait*io,t. lirpu /action, <n<<l cap<>ri::at ion of Solids:
t I i 1 1 t // ij i

s
/ mi t'l <> il i a

Latter//: Eh rtr„-plab ',„/ ':
th>- Ehetrieal iff, ,„',;,„eti n , of Lii/hi-

llon^s: tin Fin Mem, of Cities: tin Atlantic Fh ,raph : an In-

truduction to Chemical 1'hvsics, desi-rned for the use of Acade-
..m..! Medical S'l K. Ilh.^i t, 1 u.ih ninM.o.is

would be unable to in win . of mathematics.
:

mi any good treatise

« his Pre!

y sustained by the rather < •opious " subjects which
been most carefull

.
physical topics.

vork is very neatly

tlberSit*

licit is :not well adapted
myitis a good vade ine-

br a course of lectures on chemical phv-ios. and tor the use

e general reader, coi i large amount of useful and in-

subjects.

J
' I ,',/ .John .Jam* turailst. Edited

Grant Wii.sox.

im
12

Mo ra^hicaWkcTcl/ot'' Audul"
m & Son.)—This
a! rid-ment of a

ndubon, and sent



Proceedings of Societies, etc.

i for the genius of Audubon, which his gentle voice
una cniid-iiKe simplicity ever kindled in his contemporaries.
Audubon kept a copious journal of his daily life, from which

much of the present volume is drawn, and its perusal excites the
hope that in due time we may see the entire work, of which this

sketch may be considered as only the precursor. Inman's spirited
port nil ! Vudubon, t'li^nu .1 by Hall, prefaces the volume, which
is in all respects worthy the goo 1 taste of the publishers. s.

4. A Physician's Problems; by Ciiaeles Elam, M.D. pp.
400, 12mo. 1869. Boston, (Fields, Osgood & Co.)—This is a
carefully written and philosophical discussion of some of the
most important 'Problems' which can engage the attention of

the medical man. The list of topics discn>>ed is sufficiently sug-

gestive. I. Natural Heritage ; IT. On Degeneration in Man: III.

On Moral ;. ;i,s; IV. Bodv ; V. Ylind; VI.
11Iiim.cn a i.l 'I .'I i . ; r'i li-no.i of s,„r.iti-; the amulet
of Pascal; VII On >«,] u ,. iWlism; VIII. Revery and Abstrac-
tion. This book addresses a much larger class of readers than
that to which it is specially addressed, and while the author's

views may not be universally accepted, his discussion of them is

scholarly and always interesting. 8.

Palaeontology of the Geological Survey of New York, by James Hall. Y< ]. IV,

Part 1. 428 pp. 4to, with 69 plates. Albany, N. Y. 1870.
_

Proceedings and Communications Essex Institute, Vol VI, Part 1.—p. 1,

p. 10, Phalangeal of the United States; II

_.

*' " iflc Exploring " '

Lyceum 2s
t
a'

-

No. 3; 0. T. Robinson.

on the Blastoidea, with Des •

p. 93, Review of the species of the Plethodontidae and Desmognatl

"'

Water Shells ; / Lea.—p. 125, Notice of some obscurely known spe-

R. liidgway.—p. 137, Descriptions of new <

•\- - m Sur-s.—\ IT-:. A r. I i is la .f \

bwe.—j». 189, Law of

Dme remarks on the Glacial Period.

rhh.. Air: F. Mailer, H. Sagen.—

Scudder.—?. 209, Notes on Diato-

• the Larva and Chrysalis of Papiho

ite Beds of South l

i the Coast of Mass. ; F. W. Putnam.
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